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QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE 
 

 

Steven Brown will say: 

 

I hold a Bachelor of Science and Post Graduate Diploma in Town and Country Planning 

and I am a Member of the Royal Town Planning Institute.   

 

I am a Principal of Woolf Bond Planning LLP – Chartered Town Planning Consultants 

and I have been engaged in town planning with 20 years’ experience as a private 

consultant acting for major house builders, development companies, estates and 

private individuals.  House builder clients include Bargate, Barratt David Wilson 

Homes, Barwood, Bellway, Crest Nicholson, Croudace, Foreman Homes, Halsbury 

Homes, Persimmon Homes, Redrow Homes and Taylor Wimpey as well as strategic 

land promoters, including CEG, Fairfax and LSL. 

 

I have visited the appeal site and its surroundings and have examined the relevant 

plans and documents for the purpose of these appeals. 

 

The evidence which I have prepared and provide for the appeal in this proof of 

evidence is true and has been prepared and is given in accordance with the guidance 

of my professional institution and I confirm that the opinions expressed are my true and 

professional opinions.  
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1.0 Introduction  

 

 Context and Scope of Evidence  

 

1.1. My evidence addresses the town planning issues, five year housing land supply 

position, affordable housing need and overall planning balance with respect to 

the Appeal by Foreman Homes against the failure of Fareham Borough Council 

(“FBC”) to determine an outline planning application within the statutory period 

for up to 57 dwellings together with associated parking, landscaping and access 

from Posbrook Lane (LPA Ref: P/19/1193/OA). 

 

1.2. My assessment and planning balance has been informed by the evidence put 

forward by Mr I Froneman (Heritage) and Mr J Smith (Landscape). 

 

1.3. The evidence is presented against the background of the agreed positions as 

set out in the following Statements of Common Ground: 

 

1. Planning (CDD.1) 

2. Housing Land Supply (CDD.2) 

3. Landscape (CDD.3) 

4. Heritage (CDD.4) 

5. Ecology1 (in preparation) (CDD.5) 

 

1.4. Development of the site for up to 150 dwellings was previously refused by the 

Council in December 2017 (LPA Ref: P/17/0681/OA) and subsequently 

dismissed at appeal (PINS Ref: APP/A1720/W/18/3199119) (CDJ.2).  

 

1.5. The current Appeal Scheme (see plan at CDAA.1) proposes a significantly 

reduced number of dwellings on a smaller site area (than was the case with the 

previous proposal), and, in my opinion, satisfactorily addresses the issues 

raised in the previous appeal decision having regard to the landscape and 

heritage impacts that were identified by the Inspector.  

 

 

 

1 At the time of settling my evidence the ecology SoCG was still in draft.  
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 The Council’s Case  

 

1.6. After the Appeal was lodged against non-determination, the Council took a 

Report to Planning Committee setting out the reasons on which officers would 

have recommended a refusal of planning permission had the Council been in a 

position to determine the application (CDC.1). 

 

1.7. The deemed reasons for refusal are as follows: 

 

“The development is contrary to Policies CS2, CS4, CS5, CS6, CS14, 
CS16, CS17 & CS18 of the Adopted Fareham Borough Core Strategy 
2011 and Policies DSP5, DSP6, DSP13 & DSP40 of the Adopted Local 
Plan Part 2: Development Site and Policies Plan,  
 
And paragraphs 170 and 196 of the NPPF and is unacceptable in that:  
 
a) The provision of residential development in this location would be 
contrary to adopted Local Plan policies which seek to prevent 
additional residential development in the countryside;  
 
b) The application site lies outside of the defined urban settlement 
boundary on land which is considered to form part of a valued 
landscape. As a result the proposed development would result in a 
range of significant adverse landscape and visual effects, harmful to 
the landscape character, appearance and function of the countryside 
and failing to respect or respond positively to the key characteristics 
of the surrounding area;  
 
c) The proposal would result in less than substantial harm to, and fail 
to preserve and enhance, the setting of nearby Grade II* Listed 
Buildings;  
 
d) The proposal would result in the loss of best and most versatile 
agricultural land;  
 
e) In the absence of a legal agreement to secure such, the proposal 
fails to appropriately secure mitigation of the likely adverse effects 
on the integrity of European Protected Sites which, in combination 
with other developments, would arise due to the impacts of 
recreational disturbance;  
 
f) In the absence of a legal agreement to secure such, the proposal 
fails to appropriately secure mitigation of the likely adverse effects 
on the integrity of European Protected Sites which would arise as a 
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result of the loss of part of a Primary Support Area for Brent geese 
and waders;  
 
g) In the absence of a legal agreement to secure such, the proposal 
fails to appropriately secure mitigation of the likely adverse effects 
on the integrity of European Protected Sites which, in combination 
with other developments, would arise due to the additional 
generation of nutrients entering the water environment;  
 
h) In the absence of a legal agreement to secure the provision of 
public open space and contributions towards the associated 
management and maintenance of the open space, the recreational 
needs of residents of the proposed development would not be met;  
 
i) In the absence of a legal agreement to secure such, the proposal 
fails to make on-site provision of affordable housing at a level in 
accordance with the requirements of the local plan;  
 
j) In the absence of a legal agreement to secure contributions to 
education, the needs of residents of the proposed development 
would not be met;  
 
k) In the absence of a legal agreement to secure a financial 
contribution towards improvements to the local public rights of way 
network, the proposal fails to mitigate the harm from the increased 
usage of public rights of way as a direct result of the development.  

 

 

1.8. Paragraph 10.1 of the Officer Report (CDC.1), and paragraph 1.9 of the 

Planning SoCG makes it clear that reasons (e) to (k) can be addressed through 

the completion of a satisfactory legal agreement. 

 

1.9. This leaves reasons (a) to (d) to be addressed in evidence.  

 

1.10. As confirmed at paragraph 4.13 of the Planning SoCG (CDD.1), reason (d) 

(BMV) is not sufficient on its own to warrant refusal of the Scheme. 

 

1.11. This leaves reasons (a) relating to the location of the site beyond the defined 

settlement boundary, (b) landscape impact; and (c) heritage impacts as the 

‘live’ issues between the parties.  
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Addressing the ‘Deemed’ Reasons for Refusal and the Main Issues  

 

General  

 

1.12. In setting out my evidence, and addressing the Council’s deemed reasons for 

refusal, I rely upon the accompanying heritage and landscape evidence that 

has been prepared on behalf of the Appellant; which deals with deemed 

reasons for refusal (b) and (c). 

 

1.13. The Inspector’s Case Management Conference (“CMC”) Note helpfully set out 

the following ‘likely’ main issues to be addressed in evidence: 

 

1) Possible implications for local character and appearance (and including 

the scheme’s relationship to the settlement boundary) 

 

2) Possible implications for the significance of local heritage assets 

 

3) Development of agricultural land 

 

4) Whether or not the scheme would make provisions for appropriate 

mitigation in relation to 

 

• The integrity of European Protected Sites 

• Affordable housing 

• Education 

• Open space 

• Public rights of way  

 

5) Matters raised by local interested parties 

 

6) Benefits to be weighed in the exercise of planning balance, and any 

implications arising from five year housing land supply and related matters  

 

1.14. I deal with the issues set out in matters 1 (in so far as it relates to the settlement 

boundary), 3, 4, 5 and 6.  

 

1.15. Mr Smith addresses matter 1 in relation to impact upon the landscape 

character; and Mr Froneman addresses matter 2.  

 

1.16. A unilateral undertaking is being prepared to address the points raised in matter 

4.  A signed and dated copy will be submitted during the inquiry.  
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1.17. The issue of European Protected Sites (“EPS”) raised by the Inspector at matter 

4 is addressed in the Planning SoCG (paragraphs 3.14 to 3.22 and paragraph 

8.3 refers).   

 

1.18. For the context of this Appeal, there are two EPS’ comprising (i) the Solent SPA 

and (ii) the New Forest SPA. 

 

1.19. Mitigation towards the Solent SPA is secured through the submitted unilateral 

undertaking, which provisions accord with the Council’s tariff and mitigation 

scheme. 

 

1.20. However, and whilst not raised during the determination of the planning 

application and/or as part of the appeal process to date, Natural England (“NE”) 

have been commenting upon planning applications within Fareham Borough in 

relation to their potential for recreational disturbance on the New Forest SPA 

(the second EPS for the purpose of this appeal). 

 

1.21. Whilst this is not currently a ‘live’ issue for this Appeal, it may be that NE choose 

to comment upon matters during the appeal process. Accordingly, and to assist 

the Inspector, this matter has been addressed within the Ecology SoCG 

(CDD.5).   I also address these matters in section 5 below. 

 

1.22. Whilst the Council and Appellant share the view that sites within Fareham 

Borough should be excluded from the zone of influence relating to the New 

Forest SPA, given the local geography and in line with the recommendations 

of the Footprint Ecology Report (CDH.46), the Appellant has nevertheless 

offered mitigation in the form of a unilateral undertaking to provide a 

proportionate financial contribution to the adopted New Forest National Park 

Authority’s mitigation scheme.  As such, should the inspector find mitigation is 

required (contrary to the Appellant’s position), this can be secured.   
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Common Ground 

 

1.23. As set out at paragraph 1.3 above, the Appellant and FBC have sought, where 

possible, to agree a position on relevant matters thus reducing the issues to be 

addressed in evidence. 

 

1.24. As set out in the Planning SoCG (signed and dated 21 Oct 2021) (CDD.1), the 

matters agreed between the Appellant and FBC are wide ranging and comprise 

as follows (unless stated, paragraph references in brackets relate to the content 

of the Planning SoCG): 

 

1. It is agreed that the Appeal Site is in a sustainable location within walking 
and cycling distance from local services and facilities (Paragraph 2.2). 
 

2. The Council is not able to demonstrate a five year supply of deliverable 
housing land. The shortfall is significant (on either the Appellant’s position 
or the Council’s position) and the weight to be attached to the delivery of 
housing from the Appeal Scheme is significant (Paragraph 3 of Executive 
Summary). 
 

3. By operation of footnote 8 of the NPPF, the most important policies for the 
determination of the Appeal are out of date. Subject to paragraph 182 of 
the NPPF, this triggers the presumption in favour of sustainable 
development as set out at paragraph 11(d) of the NPPF (Paragraph 3 of 
Executive Summary, and paragraph 6.1 (as well as paragraph 2.2 separate 
Housing Land Supply SoCG)) (CDD.2). 

 

4. Whilst the Appeal Site is located outside the settlement policy boundary, it 
is by complying with the terms of Policy DSP40 that proposed development 
for housing may overcome this in principle policy constraint (Paragraph 3 
of Executive Summary). 

  
5. Importantly, the Council accepts the Appeal Scheme satisfies criteria (i), 

(ii) and (iv) of Policy DSP40.  Accordingly, the dispute between the parties 
in the context of DSP40 is in relation to part (iii) concerning the purported 
landscape harm, and part (v) for the purported heritage harm and loss of 
BMV.  These matters are addressed in evidence. 

 

6. The loss of BMV agricultural land alone would not be sufficient to warrant 
the refusal of planning permission, but remains a matter to be weighed as 
a harm in the overall planning balance (Paragraph 4.13).   

 

7. No harm to the strategic gap function (Paragraph 3(p) in the Executive 
Summary). 
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1.25. Section 7 of the Planning SoCG sets out the matters that remain in dispute.  

They broadly relate to the main issues identified by the Inspector as 

summarised at paragraph 1.13 above, save for an additional issue in relation 

to the on-site provision of open space. This matter is addressed in my evidence.   

 

1.26. In relation to the ‘live’ issues relating to heritage and landscape matters, the 

respective SoCGs set out the agreed and disputed matters, the content of 

which has informed the proofs of evidence prepared by Mr Froneman and Mr 

Smith. 

 

1.27. At the time of writing, there are no ecological objections to the scheme from 

FBC, Hampshire County Council (“HCC”) Ecology or NE.  Moreover, an agreed 

position between the Appellant and FBC is set out in the Ecology SoCG 

(CDD.5).  However, both parties have agreed that they reserve the right to 

submit supplementary proofs of evidence to deal with any potential issue 

arising from discussions relating to the proposals for the Bird Conservation 

Area (“BCA”) (CDAA.6) and/or any issues raised by NE in relation to the 

potential mitigation to be required in relation to purported recreational impacts 

from the Appeal Scheme upon the New Forest SPA. 

 

1.28. Informed by the above and for the reasons I explain, it is my position that were 

the Inspector to conclude the Appeal Scheme complies with the terms of Policy 

DSP40, it would be in conformity with the development plan when taken as a 

whole; thus engaging paragraph 11 (c) of the NPPF.   

 

1.29. The principle of this approach was accepted by the Council in the recent 

Romsey Avenue inquiry (APP/A1720/W/21/3271412) where paragraph 18 of 

their Closing Submissions (CDH.51) includes the following statement: 

 

“…In circumstances, as here, in which a 5YHLS is absent, Policy DSP40 

operates as a contingency policy, and accordance with it ensures 

accordance with the development plan as a whole.” 

 

 

1.30. The position was also accepted by Mr Jupp (the Council’s planning witness) in 

the more recent inquiry relating to land east of Crofton Cemetery, Stubbington 

(APP/A1720/W/21/3275237) (paragraph 17 of the Appellant’s Closing 
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Submissions) (CDH.52).  I note Mr Jupp is also giving planning evidence for 

the Council in relation to the current appeal.   

 

Principle of Development (Deemed Reason (a)) 

 

1.31. My evidence explains by way of the application of paragraph 11 of the 

Framework, the policies which are most important for determining the 

application, save for the flexibility afforded by Policy DSP40, are out of date.  

This includes the spatial application of policies predicated on an out of date 

housing requirement (Hopkins Homes) that pre-date even the 2012 

Framework; and the fact that the Council is unable to demonstrate a five year 

supply of deliverable housing land.   

 

1.32. It is my evidence for this inquiry that in circumstances where the DSP40 

contingency policy is triggered, the weight attributable to conflicts with other 

policies of the development plan would be reduced and would be outweighed 

by compliance with Policy DSP40.   

 

1.33. As such, and insofar as it is my evidence that the Appeal Scheme accords with 

the assessment criteria of Policy DSP40, I conclude that the Appeal Scheme is 

in conformity with the development plan when taken as a whole.   

 

1.34. However, and should the Inspector concluded there is some conflict with any 

part of Policy DSP40, it is my opinion that any such conflict carries 

‘considerable’ but not full weight and is a matter to be weighed in the overall 

planning balance in the context of the presumption in favour of sustainable 

development that is triggered in the circumstances, given the Council's inability 

to demonstrate a five year supply of deliverable housing land.   

 

1.35. My analysis is entirely in accordance with the approach set out by the Inspector 

in the Newgate Lane North and South Appeals (CDJ.4), paragraphs 15, 104, 

105, 106 and 110) and Newgate Lane East (CDJ.17), paragraphs 14, 15 and 

45.   
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Landscape Impact (Deemed Reason (b)) 

 

1.36. Mr Smith’s evidence explains the acceptability of the Scheme in landscape 

terms.  Importantly, The Appeal Site is not part of a designated landscape, but, 

following the previous Inspector’s conclusions, it has been assessed as 

constituting part of a valued landscape in the sense of paragraph 174(a) of the 

NPPF.  

 

1.37. The Landscape and Visual Assessment (“LVA”) accompanying the Appeal 

Scheme considers the acceptability of the Scheme having regard to landscape 

matters.   

 

1.38. Section 7 of the LVA confirms that the inclusion of proposed thick woodland 

planting to the south and east of the new dwellings enhances the existing 

settlement edge at Bellfield.  It is further concluded that development of the site 

in the manner proposed would have no material effect on the Meon strategic 

gap whilst the proposed new woodland planting would also result in a positive 

change to views of the settlement edge. On the whole, the LVA concludes that 

the Scheme is entirely appropriate in landscape terms.   

 

1.39. I adopt Mr Smith’s expert opinion and conclude that the Appeal Scheme is 

acceptable in relation to this reason given the lack of a five year supply of 

deliverable housing land, the acute affordable housing need in the Borough, 

the conformity of the Scheme with Policy DSP40, including Mr Smith’s 

assessment of the landscape impact of the Scheme; and that it can be mitigated 

in accordance with the provisions of Policy DSP40.   

 

Heritage Impact (Deemed Reason (c)) 

 

1.40. The acceptability of the Appeal Scheme in heritage terms is addressed in Mr 

Froneman’s evidence.  He considers the Appeal Scheme would preserve and 

enhance the setting of the listed buildings at Great Posbrook Farm.  Mr 

Froneman also adds that no harm has been identified in relation to any other 

heritage asset. This conclusion follows the pre-application advice received from 

Historic England who also confirm the acceptability of the scheme in heritage 

terms (which position was followed by their statutory consultation response 
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upon the application confirming no objection to the Scheme as now proposed). 

 

1.41. However, and as articulated by Mr Froneman, to the extent the Inspector finds 

some harm, which if demonstrated, would clearly fall within the lowest end of 

the NPPF paragraph 202 spectrum – which harm would need to be weighed in 

the overall planning balance.  I carry out this balance and conclude that the 

many benefits of the scheme would clearly and demonstrably outweigh the 

harm that might be said to be occasioned by the Scheme. 

 

Agricultural Land (Deemed Reason (d)) 

 

1.42. The impact of the Appeal Scheme in relation to Best and Most Versatile 

Agricultural Land (reason (is set out in the Agricultural Land Quality 

Considerations Report at CDAA.4).   

 

1.43. Whilst the loss of BMV is a matter to be weighed against the proposal, it is 

agreed it also does not justify the refusal of planning permission (paragraph 

4.13 of the Planning SoCG refers). 

 

Planning Obligations (Deemed Reasons (e) to (k)) 

 

1.44. The required obligations are secured through the unilateral undertaking thus 

addressing these issues. 

 

 The Previous Appeal Decision  

 

1.45. A previous Scheme proposing development of the site for up to 150 dwellings 

was refused by the Council in December 2017 (LPA Ref: P/17/0681/OA) and 

subsequently dismissed at appeal in April 2019 (PINS Ref: 

APP/A1720/W/18/3199119) (CDJ.2)) 

 

1.46. The Inspector’s conclusion as set out in the previous appeal decision 

considered the larger 150 dwelling scheme (as was proposed) did not raise a 

conflict with the strategic gap function.  Consequently, paragraph 12 of the 

previous appeal decision sets out the three main issues identified by the 

Inspector in relation to the determination of that appeal; comprising as follows: 
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1. Landscape 

2. Heritage 

3. Best and Most Versatile Agricultural Land (BMVAL) 

 

1.47. Taking the points in reverse order, the Inspector concluded in relation point (3) 

(BMVAL) that the small scale and the overall comparative effect of the loss of 

such land should only be given limited weight in the overall planning balance.    

 

1.48. The scheme as now proposed is for a significantly reduced number of 

dwellings, on a significantly reduced part of the site.    

 

1.49. It is the Appellant’s case that only limited weight should be given to what is a 

minor adverse effect resulting from this loss. 

 

1.50. The outstanding matters in respect of (1) landscape; and (2) heritage have 

been addressed through the accompanying proofs of evidence. 

 

Overarching Summary of the Appeal Scheme’s Merits 

 

1.51. Having regard to the relevant planning policy and material considerations, the 

acceptability of the Appeal Scheme may be summarised as follows: 

 

i. Development of the Appeal Site for a sustainable form of development 

should now be considered favourably in accordance with the advice at 

paragraph 11 of the NPPF, having regard to the importance of delivery 

of housing for meeting the district’s market and affordable housing 

needs and the delivery of economic and sustainable growth noting that 

there is a significant deficit. 

 

ii. In Suffolk Coastal DC v Hopkins Developments ltd [2017] UKSC 37 

(CDK.4) Lord Carnwath’s judgement confirms at paragraph 63 that the 

weight to be attached to restrictive policies, such as countryside and 

landscape polices, can be reduced where they are derived from 

settlement boundaries that in turn reflect out of date housing 

requirements.  There are obvious parallels with Fareham, where the 
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adopted housing strategy derives from an assessment of housing need 

that pre-dated the NPPF.  

 

iii. In addition, the Council cannot demonstrate an up-to-date five year 

supply of deliverable sites for housing.  As such, and in accordance with 

paragraph 11(d) and footnote 8 of the NPPF, the most important 

policies (including those relating to settlement boundaries) are to be 

regarded as out of date. 

 

iv. The Council’s continued inability to demonstrate a robust five year 

housing land supply position means Policies CS2 and CS6 are out of 

date, thus triggering the operation of Policy DSP40 which policy was 

introduced precisely to operate as an exception to the otherwise 

restrictive policies of CS14 and DSP6; which is to permit development 

in breach of those policies when the Council could not demonstrate a 5 

year housing land supply. However, in CDJ.4 the Inspector found the 

criteria of DP40 may be unduly restrictive (paragraph 110 refers).  

 

v. In the circumstances, the weight attributable to conflicts I have identified 

with Core Strategy Policy CS14 (with the Appeal Site located beyond 

the defined settlement boundary); and Local Plan Part 2 Policy DSP6 

(again the location of the Appeal Site beyond the defined settlement 

boundary), which place strict controls over development outside 

settlement boundaries is reduced insofar as those boundaries reflect 

out of date housing requirements and the fact that footnote 7 of the 

NPPF renders them out of date for the purpose of paragraph 11(d).  

 

vi. It is my position that conformity with Policy DSP40 means the Appeal 

Scheme is in accordance with the development plan when taken as a 

whole.  
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vii. In terms of conformity with Policy DSP40, the Council only alleges a 

breach in relation to parts (iii) landscape (v) heritage and loss of BMV. 

 

viii. In addition, and as the most important policies of the Local Plan are out 

of date, the presumption at paragraph 11(d) of the NPPF applies 

(subject to paragraph 183 of the NPPF) and contrary to my evidence, 

should the Inspector find some conflict between the Appeal Scheme 

and the provisions at Policy DSP40, whilst this would attract 

‘considerable’ weight, it would be a matter to be weighed in the overall 

planning balance where it would need to be found that the adverse 

impacts of granting planning permission would significantly and 

demonstrably outweigh the benefits; which I do not consider to be the 

case here. 

 

ix. The Appeal Scheme represents a sustainable form of development and 

involves the provision of significant benefits, including the creation of 

suitable habitat for Brent geese and waders.  As such, paragraph 183 

is not engaged.  

 

x. Not only are there are no adverse impacts which significantly and 

demonstrably outweigh the benefits, but there are in fact significant 

benefits which significantly and demonstrably outweigh any perceived 

or actual harm (landscape harm, harm to the setting of a Grade II* Listed 

Building and loss of best and most versatile agricultural land). 

 

xi. The Appeal Scheme is submitted in accordance with the NPPF and is 

in accordance with the Development Plan when taken as a whole.  As 

such, the Scheme should be allowed so as to permit a sustainable form 

of much needed new market and affordable housing in helping to meet 

the Borough’s housing needs and to provide the additional benefits 

which have been identified.  
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1.52. Overall, it is my evidence, informed by the expert evidence provided by other 

witnesses for the Appellant, that the public benefits of the proposal clearly and 

demonstrably outweigh any minor harm that may be occasioned to the setting 

of the Grade II* Listed Buildings, even when great weight is attached to that 

harm.   

 

1.53. In my opinion, the Appeal Scheme accords with the five criteria in policy 

DSP40.  Consequently, it accords with the development plan when taken as 

a whole. As such, the Scheme can be determined in accordance with the 

approach at paragraph 11(c) of the NPPF.  However, and if a conflict is 

identified, the Scheme falls to be determined against paragraph 11(d).  

 

Content  

 

1.54. The remainder of my evidence is set out as follows: 
 

 
1. Development Plan and the Planning Context 

 
2. Five Year Housing Land Supply  

 
3. Affordable Housing Need and Supply 

 
4. Main Issues: Acceptability of the Appeal Scheme  

  
5. Summary and Conclusion      
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2.0 THE DEVELOPMENT PLAN AND MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS 

 

General 

 

2.1. This section of my evidence considers the applicable policies from the 

development plan that are referenced in the decision notice. I then set out the 

requirements of national policy, supporting guidance and relevant material 

considerations.  The agreed five year housing land supply position is set out in 

the Housing Land Supply SoCG (CDD.2), whilst the approach to my 

assessment is set out in Section 3 below.  The details of my assessment are 

set out in SB1. 

 

2.2. The need for and supply of affordable homes is set out in section 4. 

 

Development Plan and Section 38(6) 

 

2.3. Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 sets out a 

requirement that planning applications are to be determined in accordance with 

the Development Plan unless other material considerations indicate otherwise.  

This represents the s.38(6) ‘balance’.  

 

2.4. The first test, and the statutory starting point is whether the application is ‘in 

accordance with the plan’, which is a phrase that has been the subject of debate 

in the High Court in the context of Section 54A of the Town and Country 

Planning Act 1990.  

 

2.5. In his judgment of 31 July 2000 (R v Rochdale Metropolitan Borough Council 

ex parte Milne) (CDK.12), Mr Justice Sullivan concluded as follows: 

 
“…I regard as untenable the proposition that if there is a breach of 
any one Policy in a development plan a proposed development 
cannot be said to be “in accordance with the plan”…’ 
 
‘For the purposes of Section 54A, it is enough that the proposal 
accords with the development plan considered as a whole. It does 
not have to accord with each and every policy therein.” 
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2.6. The Rochdale judgment is applicable to the interpretation of Section 38(6) of the 

2004 Act such that the decision maker must reach a decision as to whether the 

proposal is in accordance with the development plan when it is considered as a 

whole, which position is set out below. 

 

2.7. Such matters (the tensions between development plan policies) have more 

recently been considered in Corbett v Cornwall County Council 2020 EWCA 

Civ508 (Case No. C1/2019/2179) (April 2020) (CDK.13).  This judgment 

reaffirms the position that it is enough that the proposal accords with the 

development plan considered as a whole, such that a proposal does not have 

to accord with each and every policy therein in order to be development plan 

compliant.  

 

2.8. For the reasons set out below, and by virtue of compliance with Policy DSP40, 

it is my opinion that the Appeal Scheme accords with the development plan 

when taken as a whole, such that the presumption in s. 38(6) of the Planning 

and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 is in favour of the development.  

 

2.9. The principle of this approach was accepted by the Council in the recent 

Romsey Avenue inquiry (APP/A1720/W/21/3271412) as well as the more recent 

inquiry relating to land east of Crofton Cemetery, Stubbington 

(APP/A1720/W/21/3275237).  See references at paragraph 1.30 above.  

 

2.10. Based upon the council's approach to determining planning applications, the 

position set out in numerous appeal decisions (CDJ series) and in relation to 

the Planning SoCG prepared for this inquiry (CDD.1), it is agreed that the 

policies CS2, CS6 and DSP6 are out of date on account of the lack of a five 

year supply of deliverable housing land.  It is also agreed that the weight 

attributable to conflicts with policies CS14 and CS22 are reduced to the extent 

they derive from settlement boundaries that reflect out of date housing 

requirements. 

 

2.11. Paragraph 15 of the Newgate Lane North and South Appeal Decision (CDJ.4) 

helpfully puts matters into context, stating as follows: 
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“Policy DSP40 indicates that where it can be demonstrated that the 

Council does not have a five-year supply of land for housing, 

additional sites, outside the urban area boundary, within the 

countryside and Strategic Gaps, may be permitted where they meet 

a number of criteria (the DSP40 contingency). Those criteria are not 

as restrictive as the requirements of LP1 Policies CS14 and CS22 or 

LP2 Policy DSP6. To my mind, it follows that in circumstances where 

the DSP40 contingency is triggered, the weight attributable to 

conflicts with those more restrictive Policies would be reduced and 

would be outweighed by compliance with LP2 Policy DSP40.” (My 

emphasis underlined) 

 

2.12. This is reinforced in the Planning SoCG (CDD.1) where it is agreed that Policy 

DSP40 is the most important policy for the determination of the Appeal. 

 

2.13. Furthermore, and for the reasons I set out, were the Inspector to find conflict 

between the Appeal Scheme and any part of Policy DSP40, noting that the only 

dispute between the appellant and FBC is in relation to conformity of this 

scheme with parts (iii) (landscape) and (v) (heritage and BMV).  I am of the view 

that although such conflict would carry ‘considerable’ weight, it remains a matter 

to be weighed in the overall planning balance. And, for the reasons I set out, I 

conclude that the balance would fall in favour of granting planning permission 

pursuant to the approach set out at 11(d) of the NPPF. 

 

2.14. Section 39 of the Act identifies the requirement for decision makers to exercise 

their functions with the objective of contributing to the achievement of 

sustainable development.  These requirements must be considered in light of 

the NPPF, including the 3 roles of sustainability set out at paragraph 8 

(economic, social and environmental).  However, and as set out at paragraph 9 

of the NPPF, the three roles are not a checklist and their values are considered 

in light of that context. 

 

The Development Plan 

 

2.15. The Development Plan comprises the following: 
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• Local Plan Part 1: Core Strategy (“CS”) (August 2011) 

• Local Plan Part 2: Development Sites & Policies (“DSP”) (June 2015) 

• Local Plan Part 3: Welborne Plan (“WP”) (June 2015) 

 

2.16. Prior to 8th June 2015, Fareham Borough Council used the ‘saved’ policies 

from the Fareham Borough Local Plan Review (2000), together with those 

contained within the Fareham Borough Core Strategy to determine 

applications.  

 

2.17. The settlement boundaries as set out within the Proposals Map for the 

Fareham Borough Council Local Plan Review (2000) were the spatial 

boundaries at that time. These two documents also formed the Development 

Plan for the Borough.  

 

2.18. The Proposals Map was then amended following the Government Direction of 

2007 and the adoption of the Core Strategy (Local Plan Part 1) in 2011.  

 

2.19. The key changes to the Proposals Map were at Coldeast Hospital and 

Daedalus Airfield, identifying new strategic allocations and designations at 

these two locations. The full review of the settlement boundaries, as set out in 

the Core Strategy took place as part of the preparation (and examination) of 

Local Plan Part 2: Development Sites and Policies.  However, no changes 

were made to the settlement boundaries as part of this plan.  

 

2.20. The Proposals Map from the Fareham Borough Local Plan Review has 

essentially been retained but broken down into a series of 12 Inset Maps within 

the Fareham Borough Local Plan Part 2: Development Sites and Policies. This 

Plan now forms part of the Development Plan and follows on from the adopted 

Fareham Borough Core Strategy (Local Plan Part 1). 

 

2.21. The Fareham Borough Core Strategy (Local Plan Part 1) was adopted on 4 

August 2011 and as such pre-dates the publication of the National Planning 

Policy Framework (2012) and the more recent 2018 and 2021 versions. 
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2.22. The most important policies for determining the Appeal are out of date, 

including in relation to their spatial application. 

 

Core Strategy  

 

2.23. The Core Strategy was adopted in August 2011 and pre-dates the March 2012 

version of the Framework.  It was prepared to be in general conformity with the 

now revoked South East Plan (May 2009) and sets out a housing requirement 

for the period 2006 to 2026.  It defers site allocations to subsequent DPDs. 

 

2.24. Insofar as the Appeal Scheme is submitted in outline, and for the reasons 

stated, supported by the evidence of the ‘other’ witnesses for the Appellant, I 

am of the view that although there is conflict with Policies CS6 and CS14, with 

the Appeal Site located beyond the defined settlement boundary, these 

policies are out of date as the boundaries were drawn to meet an out of date 

housing requirement.  As such, and given the application of DSP40, the weight 

attributable to conflicts with these two policies is reduced. In the 

circumstances, I give only limited weight to this conflict.  This includes on the 

basis that the council cannot meet its current five year housing requirement 

from land solely within the currently defined settlement policy boundaries and, 

in addition, those boundaries are being reviewed through the emerging Local 

Plan (see below) in order to meet current and future housing needs. 

 

2.25. Applicable policies from the Core Strategy are set out below.  

 

2.26. For my purposes, the main policies comprise CS2, CS6, CS14 and CS22. 

 

2.27. The policies in bold represent those that the Appellant’s evidence contends 

the scheme accords with.  This leaves three policies where there is a prima 

facie conflict (Policies CS6, CS14 and CS16). 

 

CS2 - Housing Provision  

CS4 - Green Infrastructure, Biodiversity and Geological Conservation  

CS5 - Transport Strategy and Infrastructure  

CS6 - The Development Strategy  

CS14 - Development Outside Settlements 

CS15 - Sustainable Development and Climate Change  

CS16 - Natural Resources and Renewable Energy  

CS17 - High Quality Design  
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CS18 - Provision of Affordable Housing  

CS20 - Infrastructure and Development Contributions  

CS21 - Protection and Provision of Open Space  

CS22 – Development in Strategic Gaps  

 

2.28. I go on to consider the provisions of these policies below.  I first set out the 

overall context within which any conflict between the Appeal Scheme and the 

Core Strategy policies is to be considered.  

 

2.29. Save for the conflict I have identified between the appeal scheme and policies 

CS6, CS14 and CS16 (which policies are italicised), I am of the view that the 

Scheme accords with all other development management considerations of 

the Core Strategy. 

 

2.30. In Suffolk Coastal DC v Hopkins Developments ltd [2017] UKSC 37 Lord 

Carnwath’s judgement confirms at paragraph 63 that the weight to be attached 

to restrictive policies, such as countryside and landscape polices, can be 

reduced where they are derived from settlement boundaries that in turn reflect 

out of date housing requirements.  There are obvious parallels with Fareham.  

 

2.31. In the case of Fareham Borough, the Council have been granting planning 

permissions for housing development outside of settlement areas that are in 

breach of countryside and landscape policies to meet market and affordable 

housing needs and maintain a rolling five-year land supply. Schemes have 

equally been allowed at appeal. 

 

2.32. Consequently, the countryside and landscape policies are not meeting current 

housing needs on the basis of the definition of built-up areas as defined in the 

development plan, despite the approach set out at policy DSP40 of Local Plan 

Part 2 (see below) which allows for development beyond the defined 

settlement boundaries where it meets the stated criteria.   

 

2.33. On this basis, I attach little weight to the conflicts with policies CS6 and CS14.  

This position reflects that set out at paragraphs 104 and 106 of the Newgate 

Lane North and South Appeal (CDJ.4). 

 

2.34. My position in relation to the applicable polices from the Core Strategy may be 

summarised as follows: 
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1. The spatial policies for the supply of housing do not meet current housing 
needs.   

 

2. The settlement boundaries defined under CS14 are not sufficient to meet 
current housing need and the weight to be given to the conflict with this 
policy is reduced in accordance with the operation of Policy DSP40. 

 

3. Although the Appeal Scheme is within a strategic gap, the larger scheme 
(dismissed at appeal), was judged not to have an effect on the function of 
the gap.  The reduced size of the Appeal Scheme will have no material 
impact on the function and effectiveness of the strategic gap.  Moreover, 
the Council takes no issue with the impact of the Appeal Scheme upon the 
function of the gap (paragraph 3 (p) of the Executive Summary at page 4 of 
the Planning SoCG refers). 

 

4. The Appeal Scheme provides a safe means of access. 
 

5. The Appeal Site is in a sustainable location. 
 

6. The reduced size of the proposal will not result in adverse impacts to the 
Grade II* listed buildings to the South of the site and will improve their 
setting by virtue of the proposed landscape buffer as confirmed by Historic 
England in their consultation response. 

 

7. The loss of subgrade 3a and 3b agricultural land should be afforded limited 
weight and does not in any event warrant the refusal of planning permission 
of itself.  

 

8. The requisite enhancement or mitigation measures are secured by 
condition and/or through the planning obligation. 

 

2.35. It is therefore concluded that the proposal is consistent with the aims of the 

Core Strategy, as well as in accordance with Policy DSP40 of the Local Plan 

Part 2 (see section 5 below). 

 

2.36. However, Policies CS2, CS6, CS14 and CS22 are not consistent with the 

requirement in the Framework to boost significantly the supply of housing land.  

As such, the weight given to these policies in the overall planning balance is 

significantly reduced, reflecting the position at paragraph 63 of the Suffolk 

Coastal judgment (Hopkins Homes). In addition, the absence of a five year 

supply of deliverable housing land means the important policies are out of date 

and the weight to any conflict is reduced accordingly.   

 

2.37. Moreover, the Council is not alleging any conflict with Policy CS22. 
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2.38. In addition, and although there is some conflict with Policy CS16, where the 

fourth bullet in the policy states new development will be expected to safeguard 

the use of natural resources by preventing the loss of the best and most 

versatile agricultural land (Grades 1, 2 or 3a of the Natural England Agricultural 

Land Classifications System).  The test set by the policy is unduly onerous 

(CDJ.4, paragraph 100 refers) and has been overtaken by the balanced 

approach set out in the NPPF. 

 

Local Plan Part 2: Development Sites & Policies (“DSP”) (June 2015) 

 

2.39. The Development Sites and Policies (“DSP”) DPD (Local Plan Part 2) was 

adopted in June 2015 and allocates sites and land for housing.   

 

2.40. It includes Policy DSP40 which allows for additional housing sites outside the 

defined settlement boundaries where the Council does not have a five year 

supply of deliverable housing land and where the scheme satisfies the five 

criteria set out in the policy. 

 

2.41. The Policy wording, which provides for flexibility in the event of a shortfall in 

the five year housing land supply position, was included as a result in the 

examination of the policy through the hearing sessions which addressed 

concerns about the lack of flexibility in relation to the supply of housing land. 

 

2.42. Paragraph 47 of the Local Plan Inspector’s Report (May 2015) states as follows 

(my emphasis underlined): 

 
“Paragraph 14 of the NPPF refers to the need for local plans to 

incorporate sufficient flexibility to adapt to rapid change. Currently 

LP2, for example policy DSP40 on Housing Allocations and its 

supporting text, does not provide any indication of how the Council 

would respond in circumstances where the predicted level of housing 

delivery is not being achieved. Consequently it is proposed by the 

Council to strengthen this element of LP2 by explaining that in 

principle additional housing sites may come forward if it can be 

satisfactorily demonstrated that the Council does not have a five year 

land supply when assessed against the CS housing targets. New 

explanatory text is proposed and the policy would be modified to 

include the criteria against which any such proposal would be 
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assessed. This is a pragmatic and positive way forward and will 

contribute to ensuring that LP2 is justified, effective and consistent 

with national policy. MM21 is therefore recommended.”  

 

2.43. It is clear that the amendments to the wording of Policy DSP40 (as set out in 

the adopted Local Plan Part 2) were explicitly required in order to ensure the 

Development Plan was effective and consistent with national policy. 

 

2.44. It is material to my assessment of the overall merits of the scheme that the 

proposal is consistent with the approach to allowing for additional sites beyond 

the settlement boundaries as set out in Policy DSP40. 

 

2.45. The following Local Plan Part 2 policies are considered relevant to this Appeal.  

 

2.46. For my purposes, the main policies comprise DSP2, DSP5, DSP6, DSP13, 

DSP14, DSP15 and DSP40. 

 

2.47. The policies in bold represent those that the Appellant’s evidence contends the 

scheme accords with.  This leaves a single policy where there is a prima facie 

conflict (Policy DSP6).  For the reasons set out above, I give little weight to this 

conflict. 

 

DSP2 – Environment Impact  
DSP5 – Protecting and Enhancing the Historic Environment 
DSP6 - New Residential Development outside of the Defined Urban Settlement 
Boundaries  
DSP13 - Nature Conservation  
DSP14 - Supporting Sites for Brent Geese and Waders  
DSP15 - Recreational Disturbance on the Solent Special Protection Areas  
DSP40 - Housing Allocations 
 

2.48. I go on to consider the provisions of these policies below.  I first set out the 

overall context within which any conflict between the appeal scheme and the 

Core Strategy policies is to be considered.  

 

2.49. Policy DSP6 is not consistent with the requirement in the Framework to boost 

significantly the supply of housing land.  As such, the weight given to this policy 

in the overall planning balance is significantly reduced, reflecting the position 

at paragraph 63 of the Suffolk Coastal judgment (Hopkins Homes). 
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2.50. The DSP also includes Policy DSP40 which allows for additional housing sites 

outside the defined settlement boundaries where the Council does not have a 

five year supply of deliverable housing land and where the scheme satisfies 

the five criteria set out in the policy.   

 

2.51. Importantly, the Part 2 Plan did not review housing numbers in accordance 

with the NPPF.  Accordingly, and as with the Core Strategy, the spatial policies 

and settlement boundaries are out of date (see Hopkins Homes). 

 

2.52. The Policy wording, which provides for flexibility in the event of a shortfall in 

the five year housing land supply position, was included as a result of the 

examination of the policy through the hearing sessions which addressed 

concerns about the lack of flexibility in relation to the supply of housing land. 

 

2.53. The Appeal Scheme is consistent with the approach to allow for additional sites 

beyond the settlement boundaries as set out in Policy DSP40. 

 

2.54. Policy DSP40 states in full as follows: 

 

“Where it can be demonstrated that the Council does not have a five 

year supply of land for housing against the requirements of the Core 

Strategy (excluding Welborne) additional housing sites, outside the 

urban area boundary, may be permitted where they meet all of the 

following criteria: 

 

i. The proposal is relative in scale to the demonstrated 5 year 
housing land supply shortfall;  
 

ii. The proposal is sustainably located adjacent to, and well related 
to, the existing urban settlement boundaries, and can be well 
integrated with the neighbouring settlement;  
 

iii. The proposal is sensitively designed to reflect the character of the 
neighbouring settlement and to minimise any adverse impact on the 
Countryside and, if relevant, the Strategic Gaps 
 

iv. It can be demonstrated that the proposal is deliverable in the 
short term; and  
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v. The proposal would not have any unacceptable environmental, 
amenity or traffic implications.” 

 

2.55. The Appeal Scheme satisfies the requirements at parts (i) to (v) of the policy 

and is entirely acceptable when assessed against the context of Policy DSP40; 

(which matters are considered in section 5 below).  However, and in so far as 

DSP40 is also one of the most important policies, that too is also rendered out 

of date by operation of paragraph 11(d) of the NPPF.  However, and 

notwithstanding, I continue to give ‘considerable’ weight to Policy DSP40 which 

is consistent with the Framework.  This reflects the approach adopted by the 

Inspector in CDJ.4. 

 

2.56. Save for the conflict with DSP6, the Appeal Scheme accords with the policy 

considerations of the Local Plan Part 2.  

 

Local Plan Part 3: Welborne Plan (“WP”) (June 2015) 

 

2.57. The Welborne Plan was adopted in June 2015 and sets out how the broad 

type, location, amount and character of the development at Welborne. This is 

not directly relevant in relation to the approach to development management.   

 

Summary  

 

2.58. The conclusions I draw from the above, and accepted in other (including 

recent) appeal decisions are as follows: 

 

1. The Core Strategy is out of date in relation to the housing requirement set 
out in Policy CS2 (and the associated settlement boundaries at CS14). 
 

2. The restrictive approach to development set out in Local Plan Part 2 Policy 
DSP6 is also out of date. 
 

3. In circumstances where policy DSP40 is triggered, the weight attributable 
to conflicts with those more restrictive policies of the development plan 
would be reduced and would be outweighed by compliance with Local Plan 
Part 2 Policy DSP40. 
 

4. I am of the view that in a scenario where a scheme accords with the 
provisions or policy DSP40 it is in conformity with the Local Plan when taken 
as a whole. 
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5. Contrary to the stance I adopt, and in the event the Inspector were to 
conclude that there was some conflict between the Appeal Scheme and 
element(s) of DSP40 (noting the Council’s position that it accepts the 
Scheme satisfies parts (i), (ii) and (iv) of the policy) this conflict would attach 
significant weight in the overall planning balance. However, and in that 
scenario, the balance will be undertaken pursuant to paragraph 11(d) of the 
NPPF such that the presumption would be engaged.  In that scenario, and 
for the reasons I have set out, I am of the view that the balance would fall 
in favour of granting planning permission. 

 

2.59. However, and in so far as the Appeal Scheme satisfies the five criteria set out 

at Policy DSP40, given the lack of a deliverable five year supply of housing 

land, I consider that the Scheme accords with the development plan when 

taken as a whole.  

 

Material Considerations  

 

2.60. The ‘other’ material considerations relevant to the determination of the Appeal 

for the purposes of Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase 

Act 2004 include the following: 

 

i. The National Planning Policy Context: 
 

- NPPF and NPPG   
- DCLG Announcements  
- Laying the Foundations: A Housing Strategy for England 
- The Housing White Paper: Fixing our Broken Housing Market 
- Planning and the Broken Housing Market, Committee of Public 

Accounts, House of Commons (June 2019) 
- Reaffirmation of the Government support for affordable housing in 

press release of 6th July 2020 
- Planning White Paper (Aug 2020) 

 
ii. Case Law 

 
iii. Appeal Decisions in Fareham (relevant to the assessment of housing 

land supply and conformity of policies with the NPPF) 
 

iv. My assessment of the five-year housing land supply position as 
compared with the Council’s claimed Five-Year Housing Land Supply 
Position (section 5 refers) 

 
v. The Need and Supply of Affordable Housing (section 6 refers) 

 
vi. The Solent Recreational Mitigation Strategy (SRMS) (Dec 2017) 
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vii. New Forest SPA 
 
viii. The emerging Fareham Local Plan 
 

2.61. A summary of the relevant considerations is set out below. 

 

National Planning Policy Framework  

 

2.62. The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) was most recently updated in 

July 2021.  It is a material consideration of particular standing in the 

determination of planning applications. 

 

2.63. The content of the NPPF as it relates to the proposed development of the 

application site is addressed in the order set below: 

 

• The presumption in favour of sustainable development 

• Decision making 

• Delivering a sufficient supply of homes 

• Promoting sustainable transport 

• Conserving and enhancing the natural environment 

 

2.64. Paragraph 8 of the NPPF identifies that there are three dimensions to 

sustainable development, comprising (i) economic, (ii) social; and (iii) 

environmental.  

 

Economic Role 

 

2.65. The economic role requires the planning system to, inter alia, ensure that 

sufficient land of the right type is available in the right places and at the right 

time to support growth.  This is achieved with the application scheme on the 

basis that it is located within a sustainable location, within walking and cycle 

distance to local services and facilities. The Scheme also provides for housing 

development of the type and mix required to meet identified needs. 
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2.66. The Scheme further addresses the economic role in terms of increased LPA 

Revenues, Construction impacts (increased GVA, jobs etc.) and increased 

expenditure in local area.   

 

Social Role 

 

2.67. The social role requires the planning system to provide the supply of housing 

required, creating a high quality built environment, accessible to local services 

and reflecting the community’s needs. All of these requirements can be 

achieved with the Appeal Scheme.  

 

Environmental Role 

 

2.68. The environmental role requires the planning system to protect and enhance 

the natural, built and historic environment.  This can be achieved with the 

proposal in a location that will not result in any significant adverse effects upon 

the character of the surrounding area, including in landscape terms.  

 

Decision Taking 

 

2.69. In setting out the presumption in favour of sustainable development, paragraph 

11 of the NPPF adds, in relation to decision-making at 11(c), that this means 

approving development proposals that accord with the development plan (as is 

the case here, with the Appeal Scheme submitted in accordance with the 

provisions at policy DSP40).   

 

2.70. It adds at paragraph 11(d) that where there are no relevant development plan 

policies or the policies which are most important for determining the application 

are out of date, permission should be granted unless (i) policies in the NPPF 

provide a clear reason for refusing the development; or (ii) any adverse impact 

of doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits. 

 

2.71. It has been discussed earlier in this Statement, why it is considered that the 

policies for the supply of housing (both in terms of the housing requirement and 

the associated settlement boundaries) are materially out of date.   
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2.72. Section 4 of the NPPF sets out the approach to decision-taking.  Paragraph 38 

makes it clear that decision-makers at every level should seek to approve 

applications for sustainable development where possible. 

 

2.73. The Appeal Site is located in a sustainable location and will improve the 

economic and social conditions of the area.  It will also help to provide an 

enhanced landscaped edge to the settlement and new biodiversity habitats. 

 

2.74. Paragraph 48 refers to the weight to be given to relevant policies in emerging 

plans according to the stage of preparation and the extent to which there are 

unresolved objections.  In the Fareham Borough context, the emerging Local 

Plan has been submitted for examination. However, there are a number of 

outstanding objections to it. At this stage in the process, I attach only limited 

weight to the policies of the emerging Local Plan. 

 

Delivering a Sufficient Supply of Homes 

 

2.75. Paragraph 60 sets out the Government’s objective of significantly boosting the 

supply of homes. 

 

2.76. Paragraph 61 sets out the approach to determining the minimum number of 

homes needed, which should be informed by a local housing need assessment 

conducted using the standard method in national planning guidance – unless 

an alternative approach is justified.   

 

2.77. It is also added that any needs that cannot be met within neighbouring areas 

should also be taken into account in establishing the amount of housing to be 

planned for. 

 

2.78. Paragraph 68 sets out the need to provide a five year supply of deliverable sites 

for housing.  It also requires sites for years 6-10 and beyond. 
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2.79. Paragraph 74 requires LPAs to demonstrate a five year supply of deliverable 

housing land.  Pursuant to footnote 8, the lack of a five year supply triggers the 

presumption at paragraph 11(d).  

 

2.80. This Appeal Scheme for up to 57 dwellings would make a notable contribution 

towards the shortfall in supply.  

 

Open Space and Recreation  

 

2.81. Paragraph 98 sets out support for enabling access to a network of high quality 

open spaces and opportunities for sport and recreation. 

 

2.82. Paragraph 100 also requires planning policies and decisions to protect and 

enhance public rights of way and access including taking opportunities to 

provide better facilities for users. 

 

Promoting Sustainable Transport  

 

2.83. Section 9 sets out the approach to providing for sustainable growth.   

 

2.84. Paragraph 105 states as follows:  

 

‘The planning system should actively manage patterns of growth in 
support of these objectives. Significant development should be 
focused on locations which are or can be made sustainable, through 
limiting the need to travel and offering a genuine choice of transport 
modes. This can help to reduce congestion and emissions, and 
improve air quality and public health. However, opportunities to 
maximise sustainable transport solutions will vary between urban 
and rural areas, and this should be taken into account in both plan-
making and decision-making’. 

 

2.85. The Appeal Site is located adjoining an identified settlement, within walking 

distance to local services and facilities.  The supporting Transport Assessment 

demonstrates the acceptability of the scheme in sustainability terms.  

Accordingly, the Scheme is consistent with paragraph 105.  
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Achieving Well-Designed Places 

 

2.86. Section 12 sets out the approach to achieving well-designed places. 

 

2.87. Paragraph 126 states that the creation of high quality, beautiful and sustainable 

buildings and places is fundamental to what the planning and development 

process should achieve.  It is added that good design is a key aspect of 

sustainable development, creates better places in which to live and work and 

helps make development acceptable to communities. 

 

2.88. Paragraph 131 adds that trees make an important contribution to the character 

and quality of urban environments, with planning policies and decisions to 

ensure opportunities are taken to incorporate trees within developments. 

 

2.89. The outline scheme incorporates a number of trees whilst the detailed design 

is a matter that can be controlled at the reserved matters stage. 

 

Natural Environment  

 

2.90. Section 15 sets out the approach to conserving and enhancing the natural 

environment, which position is achieved by the Appeal Scheme.   

 

2.91. As set out in the Planning SoCG, and subject to securing the necessary 

mitigation through the unilateral undertaking, there are no ecological objection 

to the Scheme from FBC, HCC or NE.  Accordingly, paragraph 183 of the NPPF 

is not a constraint to development in this case. 

 

2.92. As to landscape considerations, the site is not located within any formal 

designations for the most valued landscapes and the Council.  However, and 

notwithstanding, pursuant to the previous Inspector’s findings, Mr Smith has 

nevertheless assessed the Appeal Scheme on the basis that it forms part of a 

wider land parcel comprising a valued landscape.  
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2.93. The Appeal Scheme maintains the proposed thick woodland planting to the 

south and east of the new homes, and also to the east of the existing settlement 

edge at Bellfield. As a result, there is potential to not only screen the proposed 

houses, but also to enhance the existing settlement edge at Bellfield. 

 

Historic Environment  

 

2.94. Section 16 sets out the approach to conserving and enhancing the historic 

environment. 

 

2.95. The Appeal Site is located close to two listed buildings in Great Posbrook Farm, 

and is within the Meon strategic gap.  

 

2.96. The proposed landscape approach has been developed in consultation with 

Historic England as part of the pre-application process.  This culminated in the 

content of their statuary consultation response confirming a minor degree of 

harm to the setting of the listed buildings to the south of the site.  This resulted 

in a “no objection” response from Historic England. 

 

2.97. The Heritage Statement accompanying the planning application concludes 

there would be no harm to the Grade II* listed buildings at Great Posbrook 

Farm and the landscaping would enhance the wider setting of identified 

heritage assets. 

 

2.98. However, and as set out in the heritage evidence prepared by Mr Froneman, 

whilst it remains the Appellant’s Case that there would, overall, be no harm to 

the listed buildings, there is very little disagreement between the Appellant, 

Historic England, and Fareham Borough Council’s heritage advisor.   

 

2.99. Accordingly, even if the Inspector were to conclude that there would be some 

harm to the setting/significance of the listed buildings, there is broad agreement 

that this would be of no more than a very low magnitude.  If that is the 

conclusion, the minor harm should be weighed against the public benefits of 
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the proposal and given appropriate weight in accordance with approach in 

Barnwell Manor (CDK.20).  

 

2.100. As such, and even if it were to be concluded that there was some minor 

incursion into paragraph 202 of the NPPF, the many public benefits (economic, 

social and environmental), demonstrably outweigh that harm. 

 

2.101. Overall, in accordance with section 66(1) of the Planning (Listed Buildings and 

Conservation Areas) Act 1990 (the LBCA Act), the witnesses for the Appellant 

have paid special regard to the desirability of preserving those listed buildings 

potentially affected by the proposals, or their settings or any features of special 

architectural or historic interest which they may possess.  

 

DCLG Announcements  

 

2.102. The NPPF should also be read in the context of a number of DCLG and 

Ministerial Statements which have emphasised the importance on the timely 

delivery of housing development. These announcements are of some vintage, 

demonstrating the emphasis placed upon the need to significantly boost the 

supply of homes.  They include, but are not limited to, ‘Laying the Foundations: 

A Housing Strategy for England’ (Nov 2011); the Ministerial Statement ‘Planning 

for Growth’ (March 2011); and the Ministerial Statement ‘Housing and Growth’ 

(6 September 2012) with the latter confirming that the need for new homes is 

‘acute’, that supply remains constrained and that a proactive approach was 

required to support growth. 

 

2.103. Government announcements have repeatedly confirmed the need to increase 

the supply of housing.   

 

2.104. As far back as 2013 the Government referred to the existence of a nationally 

identified housing crisis2. This further supports the need to significantly increase 

the supply of housing. 

 

2 In the House of Commons Debate on 24 October 2013, the Planning Minister, Nick Boles, reaffirmed 
that there is a national housing crisis. 
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2.105. The message relating to the need to boost the supply of housing and the 

associated economic benefits that arise have been carried forward in the more 

recent Statement produced in July 2015 by HM Treasury “Fixing the 

Foundations: Creating a More Prosperous Nation.” 

 

2.106. Paragraph 9.1 states in relation to house building as follows: 

 

“The UK has been incapable of building enough homes to keep up 
with growing demand. This harms productivity and restricts labour 
market flexibility, and it frustrates the ambitions of thousands of 
people who would like to own their own home.” 

 

2.107. Paragraph 9.7 adds in relation to the planning system and the need for 

increased house building: 

 

“There remains more to do. As the London School of Economics (LSE) 
Growth Commission found, ‘under-supply of housing, especially in 
high-growth areas of the country has pushed up house prices. The UK 
has been incapable of building enough homes to keep up with 

growing demand3.” 
 

2.108. Most recently, The House of Commons Committee of Public Accounts (19th 

June 2019) (paragraph 1 of summary) concluded: 

 

“The Department has a highly ambitious target to deliver 300,000 

new homes per year by the mid-2020s but does not have detailed 

projections or plans on how it will achieve this. Meeting the target 

of 300,000 new homes a year will need a significant step-up in the 

level of house building. Current levels are not promising: the 

number of new homes has increased every year since 2012–13, with 

222,000 new homes in 2017–18, but the average number in the 

period 2005–06 to 2017–18 was still only 177,000 a year. The 

Department accepts that it will need to transform the housing 

market to get more new homes built and says that achieving the 

target would be “very challenging”. Despite having introduced some 

projects to help, including encouraging small builders through the 

small builders guarantee scheme and reforming the planning 

system, the Department simply does not have the mechanisms in 

 

3 Investing for Prosperity, London School of Economics Growth Commission, September 2013 
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place to achieve the 300,000 target. This is compounded by lack of 

detailed rationale as to why this target was chosen in the first place. 

It also lacks year-on-year projections on how it will ramp up house 

building, only illustrative projections which are not in the public 

domain. To make this even more concerning, the target does not 

align with the Department’s new method for calculating the need 

for new homes which shows that just 265,000 new homes a year 

are needed.” 

 

2.109. The Committee of Public Accounts also noted with respect of affordable 

housing (paragraph 5), that: 

 
The Department acknowledges that it will need to sustain and 
increase the numbers of affordable housing built to help it achieve 
the target of 300,000 new homes but cannot say how many and 
what types of affordable homes are needed. The Department has 
not detailed its expectations for numbers of these types of homes to 
be built as part of its 300,000 target for new homes. It is encouraging 
greater numbers of affordable homes to be built though the 
Affordable Homes Programme; and its reforms to the planning 
system aim to deliver more homes in areas of high unaffordability, 
such as London and the South East. At local level, local authorities 
detail the numbers of types of affordable housing needed in their 
local plans including social housing, affordable rent, built to rent, and 
that provided by Housing Associations. However, these planned 
numbers can be undermined as developers renegotiate section 106 
agreements to provide less affordable housing than originally agreed 
with local authorities. The Department believes that its reforms to 
section 106 agreements would help the provision of affordable 
homes.” 
 

2.110. The announcements explain the importance of the need to support the 

Government’s objective of significantly boosting the supply of homes (NPPF 

paragraph 60) which matter is a material consideration in relation to the 

assessment of housing supply. Within this boosting of the supply of housing is 

a clear recognition of the importance of providing affordable homes (NPPF 

paragraph 62) as this will help meet the needs of specific groups (paragraph 

60). 

 

Housing White Paper (Aug 2020) 

 

2.111. The content of the White Paper is a further material consideration relevant to 

the assessment and determination of the appeal proposal. 
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2.112. It expands upon certain of the above publications, highlighting the fact that the 

country does not have enough homes and that the housing market is broken. 

The introduction identifies the cause as being very simple: the lack of supply. 

Accordingly, the proposals set out how the Government intends to boost 

housing supply. 

 

2.113. These recent publications and announcements highlight the importance and 

therefore weight to be given to increasing the supply of housing land.   

 

Appeal Decisions in Fareham  

 

2.114. There have been a number of appeals relating to proposals for housing within 

FBC that have assessed the policy position and their justification for housing 

beyond the settlement boundaries defined under policy CS14 of the Core 

Strategy. 

 

2.115. The appeals comprise as follows (with the decisions included in the CDJ series: 

 

• Navigator (CDJ.7)   

• Cranleigh Road (CDJ.6)  

• Sawmills (CDJ.8)  

• Posbrook (CDJ.1)  

• Old Street, Stubbington (CDJ.3)  

• Downend Road, Portchester (CDJ.1 and CDJ.18)  

• Land at Newgate Lane (North and South) (CDJ.4) (paragraphs 15, 104, 

105, 106 and 110) 

• Land at Newgate Lane East (CDJ.17) 

 

2.116. Common themes from the above appeal decisions include as follows: 

 

1. The decisions have consistently found the Council has been too optimistic 
and its delivery assumptions in setting out its five year housing land supply 
position. 
 

2. Policies CS2, CS6, CS14 and DSP6 are out of date both in terms of their 
spatial application and the council’s inability to demonstrate a five year 
supply of deliverable housing land. 
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3. In those circumstances, the presumption at paragraph 11 (d) of the NPPF 

is engaged. 
 

4. Finally, in circumstances where the Council is unable to demonstrate a five 
year supply of deliverable housing land, the assessment criteria at policy 
DSP40 is triggered and the weight attributable to conflicts with the more 
restrictive policies of CS14 and DSP6 would be given little weight and 
would be outweighed by compliance with policy DSP40. 

 

The Solent Recreational Mitigation Strategy 

 

2.117. The Solent is important for its Wildlife and three Special Protection Areas 

(SPAs) have been designated to protect wintering birds.   

 

2.118. The Solent Recreational Mitigation Strategy (SRMS) requires contributions 

from all dwellings built within 5.6km of the SPA boundaries.   

 

 

New Forest SPA 

 

2.119. As set out above and referenced in the Ecology SoCG (CDD.5), Natural 

England has not raised an objected to the Appeal Scheme in relation to EPS 

matters.  This includes in relation to recreational impacts upon the New Forest 

Special Protection Area.  

 

2.120. Footprint Ecology, the leading UK authority on mitigating for the impacts of 

recreational activities on EPS, prepared a series of survey reports and 

recommendations to the New Forest National Park Authority in 2020, which 

included a discussion and analysis relating to the New Forest 

SAC/SPA/Ramsar and a Zone Of Influence (ZOI) for recreation (Liley et al, 

2020) (CDH.46). This report recommends that Fareham Borough be excluded 

from the 13.8km ZOI, to take into account the geographical barrier of 

Southampton Water and the Solent, as well as the low numbers of visitors from 

the area in their study. This is caveated with the conclusion that large 

developments of around 200 units in excluded areas should be assessed on a 

“case by case” basis. 
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2.121. The proposed development on Land East of Posbrook Lane is within the 

excluded Fareham Borough area.   

 

2.122. At up to 57 dwellings, it is also significantly smaller than the 200 dwelling 

recommendation for potential further screening assessment.  

 

2.123. Natural England have raised no objections based on potential impacts of 

increased recreational pressure on the New Forest European Protected Sites 

at any stage of the application and/or appeal process.  

 

2.124. The Appeal Scheme will not lead to increased recreational pressure on the New 

Forest EPS and no further assessment is required.  As such, impacts have 

been screened out in the Shadow Habitat Regulations Assessment (“HRA”).  

See Documents CDAA.2 and CDAA.3. 

 

2.125. However, and to assist the Inspector when undertaking the Appropriate 

Assessment, a financial contribution is secured through the UU, subject to a 

‘blue pencil clause’, in the event the Inspector were to conclude that mitigation 

were to be required.  

 

Emerging Local Plan  

 

2.126. Fareham Borough Council has submitted the replacement Local Plan for 

examination.   

 

2.127. Once adopted the Local Plan will supersede the Local Plan Part 1 (Core 

Strategy) and Local Plan Part 2 (Development Sites & Policies) and will provide 

the policy basis for the determination of future planning applications.  It will also 

establish the overall housing requirement to be met during the plan period to 

2037 as well as the spatial strategy and site-specific allocations of land for 

housing. 

 

2.128. The Issues and Options Consultation Document “Fareham Today – Local Plan 

Update – June 2019” identified a need to plan for a minimum of 520 dwellings 
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per annum.  This was derived from the application of the Government’s 

Standard Method (“SM”) using the 2014-based household projections. 

 

2.129. This compares with the 452dpa requirement that was advanced in the earlier 

Regulation 18 draft consultation held in 2017 (11,300/25yrs). 

 

2.130. The 452dpa requirement figure advanced in the Regulation 19 consultation 

draft Local Plan was based on a level of housing need in the Government’s 

consultation draft revisions to a potential revision to the standard methodology 

that the Government consulted upon in August 2020.  However, and prior to 

the consultation deadline for the receipt of comments upon the Regulation 19 

draft Local Plan, the Government confirmed the use of the existing standard 

methodology.  This results in a requirement for 508 net additional dwellings per 

year within Fareham Borough of Borough. 

 

2.131. Relevant policies from the submission Local Plan are summarised at paragraph 

4.16 of the Planning SoCG. 

 

2.132. In so far as only limited weight can be attached to the emerging Local Plan, I 

do not address the policies in detail in my evidence. 

 

2.133. I do note that the Appeal Site is not proposed to be allocated for housing.  The 

policies and proposals are also subject to a number of outstanding objections, 

which matters will be considered at the examination. 

 

2.134. The Plan includes Policy HP4, which operates in the same circumstances 

current Policy DSP40 would be engaged.    For the same reasons I set out in 

relation to my analysis of the Appeal Scheme against the criteria of DSP40, I 

am equally of the view that the Scheme accords with HP4.  As such, and again, 

it accords with the emerging Local Plan when taken as a whole.  

 

2.135. What is clear, is that the Local Plan is not expected to be adopted any time 

soon.  In the interim, the existing policies for the supply of housing are out of 
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date and nor can the Council demonstrate a five year supply of deliverable 

housing land. 

 

2.136. For the reasons set out above, and in accordance with the approach set out at 

paragraph 48 of the NPPF, the emerging Local Plan can only be afforded 

limited weight as a material consideration. 
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3. FIVE YEAR HOUSING LAND SUPPLY  

 

General  

 

3.1. As set out at paragraph 3 in the Executive Summary to the Planning SoCG 

(CDD.1) and paragraph 2.1 of the Housing Land Supply SoCG (CDD.2), it is 

agreed that the Council is unable to demonstrate a five year supply of 

deliverable housing land, thus triggering the presumption in favour of 

sustainable development at paragraph 11(d) of the NPPF. 

 

3.2. As set out at paragraph 5.3 of the HLS SoCG, whilst there is dispute as to the 

extent of the shortfall, it is agreed on any basis (Appellant or Council), that the 

current shortfall is significant and, in the circumstances, the weight to be given 

to the delivery of housing from the Appeal Scheme is also significant.  As such, 

given the weight is agreed and is not altered on account of the different supply 

positions, it is not considered necessary for the Inspector to conclude on the 

precise extent of the shortfall. 

 

3.3. Paragraph 5.4 of the SoCG expands upon the agreed position noting that in 

light of the agreement reached between the parties in relation to the significance 

of the five year housing land supply shortfall, neither party will call their 

respective witnesses to deal with housing land supply matters unless such 

evidence is requested by the Inspector.  This will save time and resources and 

will enable a more efficient inquiry process.  

 

Recent Assessments of the Council’s Five Year Supply Positions  

 

3.4. As set out in section 2 above, previous appeal decisions have consistently found 

the Council’s published five year housing land supply position to be overly 

optimistic.  That remains the case for the figures currently relied upon by the 

Council. 
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3.5. A recent assessment of the Council’s five year housing land supply position is 

contained in an appeal decision relating to land east of Downend Road, 

Porchester (PINS Ref: APP/A1720/W/19/3230015) (5 Nov 2019), with 

paragraph 90 of that decision stating as follows: 

 

“The 5yrHLS evidence put before me shows that there are a 
significant number of dwellings subject to applications with 
resolutions to grant planning permission that are subject to 
unresolved matters, including the execution of agreements or 
unilateral undertakings under Section 106 of the Act. In many 
instances those resolutions to grant planning permission are 18 or 
more months old and I consider they cannot be considered as coming 
within the scope of the Framework’s deliverability definition. I 
therefore consider that the Council’s claimed 4.66 years HLS position 
is too optimistic and that the appellant’s figure of 2.4 years better 
represents the current situation.” 

 

3.6. The deficit in the Council’s five year housing land supply position has continued 

to persist.  

 

3.7. The Council’s housing land supply position was set out in their Report to 

Planning Committee dated 17 February 2021 (CDH.7) which purports to be 

able to show a 4.18 year supply of deliverable housing land for the period 1st 

January 2021 to 31st December 2025.  This results in a shortfall of 498 

dwellings, on which basis the Council is not able to demonstrate a five year 

supply of deliverable housing land, thus engaging the presumption in favour of 

sustainable development at paragraph 11 of the NPPF.    

 

3.8. These figures were considered at the recent Newgate Lane (North and South 

Appeal) (CDJ.4), which I summarise below: 

 
a) The Council and the appellants agree that the Council is currently unable 

to demonstrate a five-year supply of deliverable housing sites (para 15 
refers) 

 
b) The Council and the appellants agree that the housing requirement set out 

in the Development Plan has not been reviewed within the last 5 years and 
found not to need updating, and so the five-year supply position should be 
calculated against the minimum local housing need identified by the 
Standard Method. This produces a local housing need figure of some 514 
homes per annum (para 87 refers) 
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c) Having regard to the Housing Delivery Test results published in January 

2021, it is now necessary to apply a 20% buffer. This leads to an annual 
requirement of around 617 units per annum and 3,084 dwellings over the 
five-year period (para 87 refers) 

 
d) The Council and the appellants differ regarding the precise extent of the 

shortfall; the Council suggesting a 3.4-year land supply and the appellants 
a 0.97-year land supply (para 87 refers) 

 
e) Based on the evidence before me, I consider that the Council’s expectations 

of delivery are likely to be unrealistic and the actual housing land supply 
position is likely to be closer to the appellants’ estimate than the Council’s. 
The Council acknowledges that other recent appeal decisions have found 
the deliverable supply it has identified to be too optimistic (para 91 refers) 

 
f) The Council considers that the shortfall in supply would be short lived upon 

the adoption of the LPe. However, it appears that the LPe is at a relatively 
early stage towards adoption. Furthermore, at the Inquiry, the Council 
confirmed that no firm date has been set for adoption and it estimated that 
it would be unlikely to be before the autumn of 2022. Therefore, I consider 
it likely that a shortfall in housing land supply will persist for some significant 
time to come (para 92 refers) 

 

3.9. The Inspector’s conclusions are nothing new and reflect the position that has 

endured in FBC for a considerable period of time.  

 

3.10. It remains the case that land will continue to be needed beyond the settlement 

boundaries defined in the Core Strategy to meet needs both current and in the 

future. In the circumstances, the shortfall in the five year housing land supply 

position will continue to persist without issuing planning permission on sites 

beyond identifying settlement boundaries. 

 

The Current Position  

 

3.11. The Council has already reflected upon the findings of the Newgate Lane 

Inspector, with the Council now advocating a deliverable housing supply of 3.57 

years, which represents a shortfall of 924 dwellings.  This represents a 

substantial shortfall, and which position is reflected in the Housing Land Supply 

SoCG (CDD.2).   This was also the agreed position for the recent Romsey 

Avenue Inquiry (CDH.51).  I assess the position in Document SB1 attached.  
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3.12. On my analysis, the actual shortfall is much greater.  As confirmed in case law, 

the extent of the shortfall is relevant to the weight that can be given to out-of-

date policies, as well as to the benefits of housing delivery.  Accordingly, whilst 

the Council concedes that it is unable to demonstrate an up-to-date five year 

housing land supply, the extent of the shortfall is material to assessing the 

merits of housing delivery from the Appeal Scheme.  However, in this instance, 

it does not alter the weight the parties attach to the policy conflict.  

 

3.13. Based upon my assessment of site deliverability, I am of the view that there is 

less than a 1 year supply of deliverable housing land as at the current 

base-date (1st Jan 2021 to 31st Dec 2025). 

 

3.14. I have undertaken a review of the five year housing land supply position, which 

findings are set out at Document SB1.  For the reasons set out therein, it is my 

evidence for this Appeal that the shortfall is much greater than purported to be 

the case by the Council. 

 

3.15. Table 1 below provides a comparison between the respective housing land 

supply positions for the five year period 1st January 2021 to 31st December 

2025. 

 

Table 1 – The Respective Five Year Housing Land Supply Positions  

 

 
 

Council 
 

Appellant 

Requirement 2021 to 2025 3,234 3,234 

Assessed deliverable supply 2,310 600 

Extent of shortfall/surplus -924 -2,634 

No. of years supply 3.57yrs 0.93yrs 

 

3.16. As set out in Table 1, I identify a total deficit of 2,634 dwellings which represents 

a supply of only 0.93 years.   

 

3.17. The shortfall I have identified is much greater than the 3.57 year supply figure 

relied upon by the Council. 
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3.18. However, and as set out in the Housing Land Supply SoCG, and regardless of 

the position to be adopted by the Appeal Inspector, the shortfall on either 

analysis is significant and the weight to be attached to the delivery of housing 

from the Appeal Scheme is significant. 

 

3.19. On the basis of the foregoing, the Appeal Scheme would make a valuable 

contribution to addressing the shortfall in the Council’s five year housing land 

supply position. 
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4. AFFORDABLE HOUSING NEED AND SUPPLY  

 

Context  

 

4.1. As set out at paragraph 3.9 of the Planning SoCG, the Appeal Scheme proposes 

the on-site provision of up to 22 affordable dwellings and an off-site financial 

contribution equivalent to the provision of 0.8 dwellings, thus achieving a fully 

policy compliant 40% affordable housing provision.   

 

4.2. As set out in the unilateral undertaking, the affordable scheme includes up to 15 

dwellings for rent and up to 7 shared ownership dwellings. 

 

4.3. As to the local context, the need and supply of affordable housing was 

addressed in the recent Newgate Lane (North and South) Appeal Decision 

(CDJ.4), with paragraph 97 stating as follows: 

 

“It is common ground that there is an unmet Affordable Housing 

need in Fareham Borough. The shortfall appears to be sizeable. 

Looking forward, the Council’s adopted Affordable Housing Strategy 

(2019) identifies a need for broadly 220 Affordable Homes per 

annum over the period to 2036. This can be compared to the delivery 

of an average of 76 Affordable Homes per annum in the period 2011-

20019, well below the need identified for that period by the Council’s 

Housing Evidence: Overview Report (2017). 40% of the proposed 

dwellings in each case would comprise Affordable Housing, 

consistent with the requirements of LP1 Policy CS18. Furthermore, I 

understand that the commercial profits of Bargate Homes Ltd, which 

is owned by Vivid and has contractual control of both sites, are 

reinvested in Vivid’s wider Affordable Housing Programme. I 

consider that the proposals would amount to meaningful 

contributions towards addressing the identified need and the 

Affordable Housing benefits attract substantial weight in each case.” 

(My emphasis underlined) 

 

4.4. I support and adopt the above findings, which position is supported by the 

analysis I have undertaken and set out below. 
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The National Picture  

 

4.5. Paragraphs 20 and 61 of the NPPF sets a strong emphasis on the delivery of 

sustainable development including affordable homes, whilst paragraph 60 

clearly sets out the Government’s aim to “boost significantly the supply of 

homes”.  

 

4.6. The need for affordable housing and the importance in achieving sustainable 

development is emphasised in many government publications, including House 

of Commons Committee of Public Accounts – Planning and the Broken Housing 

Market (19th June 2019). 

 

4.7. The provision of affordable housing is a key part of the planning system. A 

community’s need for affordable housing was first enshrined as a material 

consideration in PPG3 in 1992 and has continued to play an important role in 

subsequent national planning policy, including the National Planning Policy 

Framework (2012, 2018, 2019 and 2021 versions).  

 

National Planning Policy Framework (2021)  

 

4.8. The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) is a material planning 

consideration.  It is important in setting out the role of affordable housing in the 

planning and decision-making process.  

 

4.9. The NPPF sets a strong emphasis on the delivery of sustainable development, 

including affordable homes, at paragraphs 20 and 62. 

 

4.10. Paragraph 60 clearly sets out the Government’s aim to “boost significantly the 

supply of homes”.  To both achieve higher housing supply and address the 

needs of the whole community, paragraphs 61 and 62 indicate: 

 
61. To determine the minimum number of homes needed, 
strategic policies should be informed by a local housing need 
assessment, conducted using the standard method in national 
planning guidance – unless exceptional circumstances justify an 
alternative approach which also reflects current and future 
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demographic trends and market signals. In addition to the local 
housing need figure, any needs that cannot be met within 
neighbouring areas should also be taken into account in 
establishing the amount of housing to be planned for.  
 
62. Within this context, the size, type and tenure of housing 
needed for different groups in the community should be assessed 
and reflected in planning policies (including, but not limited to, 
those who require affordable housing, families with children, 
older people, students, people with disabilities, service families, 
travellers25, people who rent their homes and people wishing to 
commission or build their own homes26).  (My underlining) 

 
4.11. The need for affordable housing and the importance of its provision is 

emphasised in many Government publications, including: 

 

− Planning and the broken housing market, Committee of Public Accounts, 
House of Commons (June 2019) 

− Reaffirmation of the Government support for affordable housing in press 
release of 6th July 20204 

− Planning White Paper – August 2020 
 

 Affordable Housing Delivery and Supply 

 

4.12. Policy CS18 sets out a 40% affordable housing requirement on schemes of 15+ 

dwellings. 

 

4.13. The supporting text at paragraph 6.24 includes the following statement: 

 

“… the Council has reaffirmed the need to continue to deliver at least 
100 affordable homes per year in order to avoid significant 
homelessness and housing supply problems in future years. It is 
therefore considered necessary to aim for the target of 40% on larger 
sites….” 

 

4.14. This identifies a need to deliver ‘at least’ 100 affordable homes per year. 

 

4.15. The PUSH Spatial Strategy OAN Update of August 2015 indicates that 

depending upon the affordability threshold (as outlined in Table 49), between 

 

4 https://www.gov.uk/government/news/jenrick-acts-to-safeguard-affordable-homes-during-
pandemic 
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234 and 312 affordable dwellings are required annually in Fareham Borough 

from 2011 to 2036 (Table 59). 

 

4.16. The Council’s Affordable Housing Strategy (2019-36) indicates that there was 

a current need for around 3,000 affordable homes in the Borough (page 11) 

with around 1,000 households on the waiting list. Page 14 of the Housing 

Strategy indicates that the total estimate for new affordable homes from 2019 

until 2036 is for 3,500 properties (equates to 206 dwellings annually), most of 

which will be delivered within market developments i.e. as envisaged in the 

appeal scheme. 

 

Table 2: Affordable Housing Completions  
 

 

4.17. As indicated in Table 2 above (sourced from the Government’s Affordable 

Housing Delivery Statistics5), the Council has delivered 620 affordable homes 

in the period April 2011 to March 2020. This is equivalent to an average rate of 

68.89 affordable dwellings per annum since 2011.   

 

4.18. This falls considerably short of the ‘at least’ 100 affordable homes per annum  

required at paragraph 6.24 of the adopted Core Strategy and considerably short 

of the 234dpa or 206dpa requirements in the more recent affordable need 

studies.  

 

 

5 Live table 1011 - Live tables on affordable housing supply - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk) 

Year Net 
Affordable 
Housing 
Built 

Delivery compared to PUSH 
OAN Assessment (2015) 

Delivery compared to Housing 
strategy (2019-36) 

234dpa from 
2011 to 2036 

Annual 
Shortfall  

206dpa from 
2019 to 2036 

Annual 
Shortfall  

2011/12 127 234 -107   

2012/13 91 234 -143   

2013/14 58 234 -176   

2014/15 137 234 -97   

2015/16 27 234 -207   

2016/17 85 234 -149   

2017/18 41 234 -193   

2018/19 44 234 -190   

2019/20 10 234 -224 206 -196 

Total  620 2,106 -1,486 206 -196 
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4.19. As Table 2 indicates, the delivery of 620 affordable dwellings since April 2011 

should be viewed in the context that this represents a shortfall of 1,486 

affordable dwellings as assessed by the PUSH OAN Appraisal to achieve the 

annual requirement of 234 affordable units. This represents a 71% shortfall 

against assessed affordable housing needs during this period, an acute gap in 

provision which affects Fareham Borough and how it functions in an economic, 

social and environmentally sustainable way. 

 

4.20. Alternatively, compared to the Council’s Housing Strategy for the period 2019 

to 2036, the delivery of 10 affordable dwellings in 2019/20 results in a shortfall 

of 196 units compared to the annual average rate required to achieve the 3,500 

affordable homes sought. This is a shortfall of 95%. 

 

4.21. The information in the table above is illustrated in the chart below. 

 

 

 

 
 

4.22. On the basis of the available evidence, it is clear that there is a significant need 

for additional affordable homes and the delivery of affordable housing against 

the identified need has been woeful. 
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4.23. The PUSH assessment provides the most recent objectively assessed 

affordable housing requirements and identifies a need for 234 net affordable 

dwellings per annum. Alternatively, as indicated in Table 2, the authority is 

seeking delivery of 3,500 affordable homes from 2019 through to 2036 as 

outlined in its Housing Strategy. This equates to 206 units annually and delivery 

in the authority current is significantly below the target necessary to achieve 

this. 

 

4.24. In addition to the under-delivery of affordable housing compared to that 

assessed within the PUSH study, it is also necessary to consider how the 

Borough’s housing waiting list has also been affected by the under-delivery of 

affordable homes. This is shown in the table below. 

 

 

Table 3: Extent of housing waiting list in Fareham Borough6 

 2
0

1
3

/1
4

 

2
0

1
4

/1
5

 

2
0

1
5

/1
6

 

2
0

1
6

/1
7

 

2
0

1
7

/1
8

 

2
0

1
8

/1
9

 

2
0

1
9

/2
0

 

Households on waiting 
list 
 

1,225 1,251 1,134 1,040 1,003 1,045 1,082 

Households in 
reasonable preference 
category 
 

425 351 240 110 275 275 275 

Homeless 38 47 40 35 41 84 117 
 

Future Affordable Housing Supply  

 

4.25. The future delivery of affordable housing in Fareham Borough is highly 

uncertain.  

 

4.26. In addition to the existing very significant shortfall, there is also the question of 

whether future needs will be met.  

 

6 Data from Local authority housing data - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk). 
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4.27. This is especially important given the over reliance on the new community at 

Welborne to address both future market and affordable housing supply in the 

borough.  

 

4.28. With its continued delays in delivery, this has the potential to make the situation 

even more severe not just for Fareham Borough’s vulnerable position on 

affordable housing land supply, but for the significant number of households 

currently on the Council’s Housing Register as indicated in the table above.  

 

4.29. Furthermore, whilst the Appeal Scheme provides 40% affordable housing 

consistent with the Development Plan policy, Welborne will provide a minimum 

of 10%7. This consequently will limit its ability to resolve the significant 

affordable housing shortfall to meet the cumulative unmet need together with 

that still arising.  

 

4.30. Paragraph 60 of the NPPF requires that needs of groups with specific housing 

requirements to be addressed. Paragraph 62 confirms that one of the specific 

groups relates to those requiring affordable housing. 

 

4.31. Although the Council publishes details of its planning commitments for housing, 

there is no information on the extent that those sites forming parts of its supply 

will deliver affordable housing to either address the current deficit of 1,486 

dwellings or ensure that this does not increase in the future. 

 

4.32. The failure to meet the identified needs of affordable housing is a dire situation 

indicating that the Authority is not fulfilling the objectives in paragraph 60 of the 

NPPF. 

 

4.33. A step change in the delivery of affordable housing is therefore required if the 

Council is to get anywhere near the identified need in the PUSH Study and 

begin to address the dysfunctions of the local housing market. Such a step 

 

7 Paragraph 8.30.89 of the July Planning Committee Report for Welborne, although as this paragraph 
recognises, it could be reduced to 7.3% to cover any cost over-runs for the Junction 10 works. 
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change would be consistent with the thrust of paragraph 60 of the NPPF, to 

boost significantly the supply of housing. 

 

 

Affordability Ratios in Fareham Borough 

 

4.34. The under delivery of market housing has contributed to the worsening of the 

affordability ratios in the Borough as indicated in the chart below, which 

compares this from the base date of the Core Strategy (Local Plan Part 1). 

 

 

4.35. The chart also shows that median workplace-based affordability ratios in 

Fareham Borough increased from 9.03 in 2006 to 10.44 in 2020.  

 

4.36. Whilst in 2011 affordability rates went below the average of those in the South 

East region and gradually widened to become more affordable, this reversed in 

2020 with Fareham Borough’s increasing such that it exceeds the median of 

the region. The chart indicates that they have consistently exceeded those 

associated with England.  

 

4.37. The increasing affordability ratio, especially its exceedance of the regional 

figure, has occurred because of a failure of Fareham Council to deliver 

sufficient homes to meet market and affordable need in the Borough. 
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4.38. The chronic under supply of housing in Fareham Borough impacts people and 

communities and is a contributory factor in the unaffordability of housing. The 

introduction of the affordability ratio to calculate housing need is intended to 

help with the significant affordability issues across much of the country. The 

formula applies an increase where the affordability ratio is above 4, or put 

another way, where the cost of purchasing a home exceeds 4 times annual 

earnings. A ratio of 4 is therefore deemed to be the level above which 

unaffordability occurs.  

 

4.39. Within the Foreword of the ‘Fixing our Broken Housing Market’ White Paper 

(Feb 2017), the former Prime Minister made reference to the national average 

house prices being eight times that of average incomes, representing the 

highest ever affordability ratio. This reflects people on average incomes 

seeking an average priced property.  The Foreword added that the broken 

housing market is one of the greatest barriers to progress in Britain today. It 

also states that whether buying or renting, the fact is that housing is increasingly 

unaffordable – particularly for ordinary working class people who are struggling 

to get by. 

 

4.40. A step change in the delivery of affordable housing is therefore required if the 

Council is to get anywhere near the local housing need figure and begin to 

address the imbalance in the local housing market between housing need and 

supply, including in relation to affordable housing delivery.  Such a step change 

would be consistent with the thrust of paragraph 60 of the NPPF, to boost 

significantly the supply of homes. 

 

Weight to be Afforded to the Proposed Affordable Housing  

 

4.41. The social need for affordable housing is an important material planning 

consideration and making social progress in tackling such needs is an 

important element of sustainable development running through the NPPF. 

 

4.42. Recent appeals in Fareham have attached substantial weight to the delivery of 

affordable housing in the case of the Newgate Lane North and South Appeal 

(CDJ.4) (paragraph 113 refers) and considerable weight tin the Newgate Lane 

East Appeal (CDJ.17) (paragraph 51). 
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4.43.  I also attach substantial weight to the delivery of affordable housing from the 

Appeal Scheme.   

 

4.44. The importance of affordable housing as a material consideration has been 

reflected in a number of Secretary of State (SoS) and Planning Inspector 

decisions.  A consistent theme is the significant amount of weight which is 

attached to affordable housing relative to other material planning 

considerations in the planning balance. 

 

4.45. Of particular relevance is the weight to be attached to affordable housing 

provision even in situations where Councils believe that they have a sufficient 

supply of housing land. 

 

4.46. With regard to land off Watery Lane, Curborough, Lichfield, Secretary of State 

Decision (13th February 2017) (APP/K3415/A/14/2224354), the Secretary of 

State’s decision letter at paragraph 44 confirmed an existence of a five-year 

housing land supply. Notwithstanding, the Secretary of State still attached 

“Very substantial weight” to the benefits of the provision of affordable and 

market housing (paragraph 53).  

 

4.47. This acceptance of the benefits of affordable housing is also recognised in the 

appeal decision relating to a scheme for up to 60 dwellings on land off Satchell 

Lane, Hamble-le-Rice, Eastleigh.  Paragraph 64 of the decision concludes as 

follows: 

 

“As agreed by the Council, the economic and social benefits of the 
proposal are worthy of significant weight. Given the national 
objective of significantly boosting the supply of homes, the provision 
of market and especially affordable housing carries significant 
weight. I appreciate the Council’s point that the economic benefits 
related to short term construction jobs, and the longer term boost to 
local spending power, could arise from any similar development. 
However that does not detract from the fact that this particular 
development offers these benefits, which I accord significant 
weight.” (My underlining) 

 

4.48. The Inspector’s decision in the Satchell Lane appeal was reviewed through the 

Eastleigh Borough Council v Secretary of State judgement ([2019] EWHC 1862 

(Admin)) (CDK.15). In paragraph 18, the judge acknowledged: 
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“Despite the presence of significantly more than a 5YHLS, the provision 
of market and affordable housing weighed significantly in favour of the 
proposal in light of the national policy to significantly boost the supply 
of homes.”  

 

4.49. This was followed (paragraph 20): 

 
“As agreed by the Council, the economic and social benefits of the 
proposal were worthy of significant weight and, given the national 
objective of significantly boosting the supply of homes, the provision of 
market and especially affordable housing carries significant weight.”  

 

4.50. The above decisions emphasise the great weight which the Secretary of State 

and Inspectors have, on various occasions, attached to the provision of 

affordable housing in the consideration of planning applications and appeals. 

The appropriateness of attributing great weight to the benefits of affordable 

housing has also been accepted by the Courts. 

 

4.51. Some of the key points that arise from these examples are that: 

 

i. Affordable housing is an important material consideration; 
 

ii. Affordable housing can be considered in its own right; 
 

iii. The importance of unmet need for affordable housing being met; and  
 

iv. Even where there is a 5-year housing land supply, material benefits 
arising from affordable housing can still justify the grant of planning 
permission despite harm/development plan policy conflicts.   

 
4.52. The above sets out my analysis of the affordable housing position in FBC, 

where I conclude there is a significant need for affordable homes, with the 

benefits of the delivery of affordable housing from the appeal scheme attracting 

significant weight in the overall planning balance. 

 

 

 

4.53. The acute affordable housing need reinforces the merits of the Appeal Scheme 

with the on-site provision of 22 affordable dwellings.    
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4.54. As set out at paragraph 4.14 of the Planning SoCG, it is agreed that there is a 

significant need for affordable housing.  In this context, I attach substantial 

weight to the benefits associated with the provision of affordable housing from 

the Appeal Scheme.   
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5. MAIN ISSUES: ASSESSING THE ACCEPTABILITY OF THE APPEAL 

SCHEME 

 

General  

 

5.1. This section of my evidence assesses the acceptability of the Appeal Scheme in 

the context of 38(6) as well as relevant material considerations. 

 

5.2. I have carried out my assessment using a series of main issues.  I then draw my 

findings together in order to undertake the planning balance.  

 

5.3. My assessment and planning balance has been informed by the 4 no. SoCGs, 

the obligations to be secured in the unilateral undertaking as well as the evidence 

submitted by Mr Froneman (Heritage) and Mr Smith (Landscape). 

 

Main Issues  

 

5.4. I undertake my assessment based on the main issues identified by the 

Inspector in the CMC Note (paragraph 1.13 above refers) and in the context of 

the areas of disagreement, which issues remain in dispute between the 

Appellant and FBC as set out at section 7 of the Planning SoCG. 

 

5.5. This leads me to assess the acceptability of the Appeal Scheme having regard 

to the following main issues: 

 

Main Issue 1: Addressing the findings of the previous s78 Inspector’s decision 
 

Main Issue 2: Principle of development outside the settlement boundary, 
including housing and affordable housing need 

 
Main Issue 3: The effect of the proposal upon the character and appearance 
of the area (landscape impact) 

 
Main Issue 4: Heritage impacts 

 
Main Issue 5: The loss of BMV agricultural land 
 
Main Issue 6: On-site provision of POS 
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Main Issue 7: Conformity with Policy DSP40 
 
Main Issue 8: Securing necessary mitigation through the proposed planning 
obligations, including the effect of the proposal on European Protected Sites 

 
Main Issue 9: Benefits of the scheme, development plan compliance and the 
overall planning balance 
 

5.6. I address the main issues in turn below. 

 

 

Main Issue 1: Addressing the Findings of the Previous s78 Appeal 

Decision  

 

5.7. In this section of my evidence I assess how the Appeal Scheme (for up to 57 

dwellings) addresses the matters left outstanding in respect of the previous appeal 

decision; and how the Scheme as now proposed addresses the previous 

Inspector’s concerns with the larger 150 dwelling scheme (CDJ.2).  Importantly, 

that appeal decision concluded the larger scheme would have no impact upon the 

function of the strategic gap.  

 

5.8. The Inspector’s decision highlighted three main issues as follows: 

 

1. Character and landscape 

2. Heritage 

3. Agricultural land quality  

 

5.9. These matters are addressed in turn below.  

 

Character and Landscape  

 

5.10. The Appeal Inspector concludes at paragraph 31 in respect of character, 

appearance and landscape the following; 

 

“Overall, for the reasons given above, I conclude that the proposed 
development would result in material harm to the character and 
appearance of the area. There would however be no significant effect 
on the Strategic Meon Gap.  Consequently, the proposed 
development would conflict with Policies CS14 and DSP6 which seek 
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to protect the character and appearance of the area of land outside 
the defined urban settlement but would not conflict with policy 
CS22.” 

 

5.11. The current Appeal Scheme for up to 57 dwellingsproposes a reduced site size 

and quantum of development, such that, in accordance with Policy DSP40, the 

limited definitional harm identified (through changing an undeveloped 

greenfield site to build development) will be minimised and there will be no 

material harm to the character and appearance of the area and, as was the 

case with the previous Scheme, there will be no material harm to the functioning 

of the strategic gap. 

 

5.12. Overall, the Appeal Site area proposed for built development has been 

significantly reduced, from approximately 4.23ha to circa 1.61ha.  

 

5.13. The area of land on which built form is to be located comprises land closest to 

the existing settlement, adjacent to residential development to the north, and 

Posbrook Lane to the west. This represents the least sensitive part of the site 

in landscape terms. The combination of reduced site area and focussing the 

proposed development solely on land adjacent to the settlement immediately 

reduces the potential for landscape harm to occur.  

 

5.14. Furthermore, the Scheme proposes to include a significant tree buffer, which 

will act as a green edge to the development, effectively screening it from wider 

views. This will also act as a permanent edge to development in this location. 

The tree buffer will bring additional benefits in terms of biodiversity and provide 

opportunities for new habitat creation. 

 

5.15. The consultation response from Historic England is considered to be a 

particularly positive response to the issues which were outstanding following 

the issuing of the appeal decision on the larger scheme, and confirms that an 

appropriate landscaping strategy, combined with a reduced quantum of 

development, can be achieved on this site without causing landscape or 

heritage harm. 
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5.16. The landscape assessment concludes that the proposed development would 

result in moderate landscape effects on the development site itself and its 

immediate context, but these effects would be localised and limited to an area 

which is already characterised by urban fringe influence. Further from the 

proposed development site, and for the wider Lower Meon Valley as a whole, 

the effects would be minor, and the nature of effect would usually change from 

negative to positive once proposed new planting has established. The visual 

effects of the proposed development would be localised, with walkers on 

footpaths crossing the application site, and residents on the existing settlement 

edge, experiencing major, major/moderate or moderate effects. There would 

be no effects of ‘moderate’ or greater significance further from the application 

site.  

 

5.17. The landscape evidence prepared by Mr Smith references the localised harm 

identified; alongside the landscape and visual benefits for the wider valued 

landscape of the Meon Valley.  

 

5.18. It is therefore concluded that the proposal addresses the issues raised in the 

appeal decision in respect of landscape impact. 

 

Heritage 

 

5.19. As set out in the pre-application response received from Historic England 

(‘HE’), the reduced scale scheme, together with the proposed woodland buffer 

is considered to mitigate the previously highlighted impact on Great Posbrook 

Farm. 

 

5.20. An extract from the Historic England response states; 

 

“Reducing the proposed woodland between the development and 
Great Posbrook Farm to retain more of the existing open rural 
landscape surrounding the farmstead would in our view help achieve 
this. This would allow the farmstead to continue to be read from this 
approach as a distinct and separate feature, as well as maintaining a 
greater degree of its agricultural and rural context. This is a key 
aspect of the setting of the listed buildings, which at present can still 
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be appreciated.” 
 

5.21. It should be noted that in the consultation drawing sent to HE, the proposed 

woodland buffer was shown continuing up to the boundary of Great Posbrook 

Farm. In their response, HE highlight that this is not necessary, and that a 

reduced woodland would serve to ensure that this historic landscape pattern 

and views are preserved.  This can be achieved with the Scheme as proposed. 

 

5.22. HE also noted: 

 

“The additional tree screening to the boundary of the proposed 
housing development would improve the appearance of the harsh 
urban edge currently created by the Bellfield estate, which is a 
detracting feature. Such boundary treatment would be an 
enhancement on the wider setting of the heritage assets.” 

 

5.23. The consideration of the proposed woodland buffer by HE as an enhancement 

to the wider setting of the heritage assets, demonstrates the evolution of the 

reduced scale scheme and how the design team has responded positively with 

a solution to the landscape and heritage issues which were outstanding 

following the appeal.  

 

5.24. The positive endorsement of the proposed scheme by HE also engages 

paragraph 206 of the NPPF which requires proposals that make a positive 

contribution to be treated favourably by the LPA.  

 

5.25. HE’s pre-application comments were followed by a formal consultation 

response upon the application.  This confirmed no objection to the scheme 

(despite HE identifying some incursion into the paragraph 196 less than 

substantial scale). 

 

5.26. The landscape proposals are considered to represent a benefit to the area, in 

heritage terms, which should weigh in favour of the application being permitted. 

 

5.27. On the basis of the foregoing, and as set out in the supporting material to the 

Appeal Scheme, including the evidence prepared by Mr Froneman, it is the 

case for the Appellant that the Scheme is submitted in accordance with Local 
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Plan Part 2 Policy DSP5. 

 

Agricultural Land Quality 

 

5.28. It was agreed with the Council during the course of the previous Appeal that 

the loss of BMV agricultural land alone would not be sufficient to warrant the 

refusal of planning permission. 

 

5.29. The Appeal Scheme proposes development on a smaller site and considered 

against the other BMVAL around Fareham, means that the loss will not be 

significant, and should only be afforded limited weight at most in the planning 

balance.  

 

5.30. The loss of BMV agricultural land is addressed in CDAA.4.  I expand upon my 

analysis in Main Issue 5 below. 

 

5.31. Overall, the amendments to the Scheme, comprising the significant reduction 

in the number of dwellings and the sensitive landscape strategy, addresses the 

earlier reasons for refusal and represents a development that satisfies the five 

criteria at Policy DSP40.  

 

Main Issue 2: Principle of the development beyond the settlement 
boundary, including housing and affordable housing need  
 

Principle  

 

5.32. As set out at paragraph 3.2 of the Housing Land Supply SoCG, the strategic 

policies from the Core Strategy (Local Plan Part 1 (“LP1”) and Development 

Sites DPD (Local Plan Part 2 (“LP2”) are more than five years old, by operation 

of paragraph 74 and footnote 39 of the NPPF, the housing requirement falls to 

be measured against the local housing need figure calculated using the 

standard method (“SM”). 

 

5.33. The 539dpa figure derived from the SM, to which one applied a 29% buffer 

(based upon the Housing Delivery Test), results in a 647dpa requirement 

(rounded).  This is considerably in excess of the housing requirement derived 
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from the LP2. 

 

5.34. It follows that the LP1 and LP2 policies for the supply of housing (CS2 and CS6) 

are out of date.  (Newgate Lane North and South Appeal, CDJ.4, paragraph 

104 refers).  

 

5.35. Moreover, and in so far as the settlement boundaries as defined in the Core 

Strategy and Local Plan Part 2 reflect an out of date housing requirement, the 

weight attributable to the conflicts with Core Strategy Policies CS14 and CS22 

as well as Local Plan Part 2 Policy DSP6 is reduced. 

 

5.36. The lack of a five year supply of deliverable housing land triggers the operation 

of Policy DSP40, which was introduced into LP2 precisely to operate as an 

exception to the otherwise restrictive policies of CS14 and DSP6.  The lack of 

a five year supply of deliverable housing land also triggers the presumption in 

favour at paragraph 11(d) of the NPPF. 

 

5.37. As such, and as set out in the Planning SoCG, the most relevant policy for 

determining the acceptability of the Appeal Scheme is Policy DSP40. 

 

5.38. When Policy DSP40 is engaged, it is the conformity of a Scheme to five criteria 

at parts (i) to (v) of the Policy that determines whether a Scheme is acceptable.  

In this regard, the weight attributable any conflicts with the more restrictive 

policies of the development plan would be reduced and compliance with DSP40 

means compliance with the development plan overall. 

 

5.39. As set out above, the principle of development beyond settlement policy 

boundaries is established through the wording at Policy DSP40. 

 

5.40. In landscape terms, given the operation of Policy DSP40, the acceptability of 

the Appeal Scheme falls to be assessed under criterion (iii) where the test is 

that schemes should be designed to minimise any adverse impact on the 

countryside.  As Mr Smith explains, this has been achieved with the Appeal 

Scheme. 
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5.41. Overall, by operation of DSP40, it is accepted that development is necessary 

beyond the identified settlement boundaries in the Core Strategy if current and 

future development needs are to be met.  

 

Five Year Housing Land Supply  

 

5.42. As the HLS SoCG and my section 3 above refers, while the Council and 

Appellant disagree as to the extent of the shortfall, it is nevertheless agreed, on 

either position, that the shortfall is significant and the weight to be attached to 

the delivery of housing from the Appeal Scheme is significant (and substantial).   

 

Affordable Housing Need  

 

5.43. As paragraph 4.14 of the Planning SoCG and section 4 above refers, there is 

a significant need for affordable housing.  

 

5.44. In the context of the aforementioned demonstrable need for housing and 

affordable housing, the identified need cannot be met without reliance upon 

sites not allocated in the extant development plan.  This necessitates the 

development of sites for housing on land beyond currently identified settlement 

boundaries. 

 

5.45. I attach substantial positive weight to the delivery of affordable housing from 

the Appeal Scheme.  

 

Summary  

 

5.46. For the reasons set out above, and considered in a number of recent appeal 

cases within FBC, there is a demonstrable need to provide for development on 

land beyond defined settlement boundaries if identified housing needs are to 

be met in accordance with the NPPF. 

 

5.47. This justifies the acceptability of the proposal in response to the Council’s 

deemed reason for refusal (a). 
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Main Issue 3: The effect of the proposal upon the character and 

appearance of the area (landscape impact) 

 

5.48. The landscape and visual effects of the Appeal Scheme are addressed in Mr 

Smith’s landscape evidence, which findings and conclusions I adopt in my 

overall planning balance. 

 

5.49. Mr Smith’s assessment addresses the Council’s deemed reason for refusal (b). 

 

5.50. I summarise Mr Smith’s assessment of the landscape impact of the Appeal 

Scheme as follows: 

 

1. The wording of Policy DSP40 acknowledges that some harm will be 
occasioned by development beyond defined settlement boundaries, as 
the Policy does not require no harm, but that the development must 
minimise any adverse impact on the Countryside.  
 

2. In this context Mr Smith notes that the fundamental difference between 
this proposal for up to 57 homes and the previous Appeal for up to 150 
homes is that this proposal would occupy only circa 1.61 hectares of 
open field in the area, which is around 38% of the previous circa 4.23ha 
development area.  Equally importantly, the Appeal Site is now focused 
on the area which is already most strongly influenced by views of the 
settlement edge.  It is for this reason that the SLR LVIA 2019 concludes 
that the landscape effects of the proposed development upon the 
character of the Appeal site and its immediate context would be 
moderate and negative, since this development would introduce further 
housing into an area which is already characterised by clear views of 
the settlement edge.   

 
3. In arriving at this assessment the SLR LVIA 2019 has accepted the 

Inspector’s conclusion that the Appeal site forms part of the valued 
landscape of the Lower Meon Valley.  The value of the landscape of 
both the site and its context has thus been increased in the assessment, 
(compared to the previous assessment for the first Appeal), but the 
susceptibility of the site has been lowered to account for the settlement 
edge influence.  As a result, the sensitivity of the Appeal Site to the type 
of development which is proposed is medium, compared with high to 
medium further from the settlement edge. 

 

4. This variation in sensitivity is wholly in keeping with the advice in 
GLVIA3’s box 5.1, and more recent guidance in TGN 02/21, which 
provide guidance on how to value undesignated landscapes, and it also 
factors in GLVIA3’s advice on susceptibility: it is clearly correct than an 
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area which is already heavily influenced by existing housing is less 
sensitive to the addition of further, small scale housing development. 

 

5. This approach is also consistent with precedents for even our most 
valued landscapes – AONBs and National Parks – where there are 
pockets of less attractive or previously developed sites (on settlement 
edges, mineral and waste sites, airfields and employment areas for 
example) which have a lower sensitivity to development.   

 
6. In the same way the sensitivity of the Lower Meon Valley is not 

consistent: and the Appeal Site is one example of an area which is 
“undeniably” influenced by the settlement edge and which therefore has 
a marginally lower value.  By focusing the development on a less 
sensitive part of the Lower Meon Valley the proposed development is 
therefore seeking to minimise negative landscape and visual effects.   

 
7. Despite the much smaller area of the proposed development, the 

development proposals still include native woodland around the edges 
of the new homes as well as along the existing settlement edge.  This 
woodland would gradually reduce the visual effects of the development 
on the wider Lower Meon Valley, and would also ensure that the 
negative effects of development would become more localised: this is 
illustrated by the ZTV in this evidence (see drawing PL-2) which shows 
that even at just eight metres high the proposed planting would almost 
largely contain views of the proposed development.  The proposed 
planting would also progressively filter and screen views towards the 
settlement edge, creating a softer, more attractive edge rather than the 
current “harsh” edge. 

 
8. These clear visual benefits also have a direct effect on landscape 

character.  The less visible the settlement edge is, the less it influences 
the character of the adjacent land.  As a result the urban fringe character 
at the settlement edge becomes more localised, and countryside 
outside of the proposed planting, in the wider Meon Valley, becomes 
more remote and rural in character.  It is for this reason that the SLR 
LVIA 2019 concludes that there would be minor positive landscape 
effects for character areas outside of the proposed new planting once 
this has established. 

 
9. In summary, the proposed development not only minimises the harm 

upon the landscape of the Appeal site itself, but would also minimise 
harm on the wider on the wider Lower Meon Valley in the short term, 
and provide positive landscape and visual effects in the medium to long 
term.  In this way the proposed development complies with point (iii) of 
DSP40. 

 

5.51. Mr Smith’s conclusions have informed my assessment of the acceptability of 

the Appeal Scheme, including in relation to the criteria based approach set out 

at Policy DSP40. 
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Main Issue 4: Heritage Impacts 

 

5.52. The heritage impacts of the Appeal Scheme are addressed in Mr Froneman’s 

heritage evidence, which findings and conclusions I adopt in my overall 

planning balance. 

 

5.53. It is the case for the Council that the Appeal Scheme will result in less than 

substantial harm (at the lower end of the paragraph 202 spectrum) to, and fail 

to preserve and enhance, the setting of nearby Grade II* Listed Buildings 

(deemed reason for refusal (c)).  

 

5.54. I have already sought to distinguish the differences between the current Appeal 

Scheme for up to 57 dwellings and the previous scheme for up to 150 dwellings 

(see Main Issue 1 above), which analysis relies upon the assessment 

undertaken by Mr Froneman.  His evidence addresses this deemed reason for 

refusal in full and I adopt his findings and conclusions.  

 

5.55. Mr Froneman’s evidence considers the key heritage issues to be: 

 

i. whether the Appeal Scheme would cause any harm to the significance of 
the listed buildings;  

 
ii. whether the Appeal Scheme would enhance the significance of the listed 

buildings; and  
 

iii. if any harm would be caused, the degree of harm.   
 

5.56. It is Mr Froneman’s evidence that there would be no harm arising from the 

Appeal Scheme, aside from an interim effect while the proposed landscaping 

matures.  

 

5.57. I summarise my understanding of Mr Froneman’s assessment of the heritage 

impacts of the Appeal Scheme as follows: 

 

1. The setting of the former farmstead at Great Posbrook would change as a 
result of the Appeal Scheme, albeit, a clear and substantive gap would be 
maintained between Great Posbrook and Titchfield.   
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2. Unlike the previous Appeal Scheme, there would not be new housing on the 

land immediately adjacent to/bordering the former farmstead and 
farmhouse.  The Appeal Scheme would not bring the settlement of Titchfield 
up to the historic farmstead, or subsume it into Titchfield.  A separation would 
be maintained, and the former farmstead would remain distinct from the 
settlement. 

 
3. When viewed from the south, along Posbrook Lane and the public footpaths, 

travelling towards the farmstead and Titchfield, the views of the farmhouse 
and barn, recognisable as a distinct farmstead with adjoining open land, 
would remain appreciable. The harsh urban edge of Titchfield, which is also 
visible in some of these views, would be softened by the proposed 
landscaping along the south of the appeal site.  This would improve the 
appreciation of the former farmstead as set in a rural context. 

 
4. The farmstead would not be enclosed or subsumed by built form or 

landscaping.  The farmstead and listed buildings would not become 
detached from their rural hinterland.  The historic functional connection with 
the adjoining open land would be maintained. The ‘dislocation’ of the historic 
farmstead from the existing built up area, which the Inspector at the previous 
appeal described as ‘an important and fundamental component of the listed 
buildings’ setting’ would not be lost as a result of the development.   

 
5. The significance of Great Posbrook, or the ability to understand it as a 

historic former farmstead, separate from Titchfield, would not be materially 
affected.  Whilst the southern edge of Titchfield would be closer, it would 
also be a softer edge, which would better relate to the adjoining rural land 
than the harsh existing urban edge.   

 
6. As explained, Mr Froneman does not find, on balance, that the significance 

of the listed buildings would be materially affected, aside from an interim 
effect while the landscaping matures.  

 
7. The heritage comments on behalf of Fareham Borough Council found less 

than substantial harm to the listed farmhouse and barn, again at the lower 
end of the spectrum (that is also reflected at paragraph 8.56 of the 
Committee Report).  Again, this does not take into account any 
enhancement.  The assessment in that case was, however, based on 
incorrect measurements that assumed the proposed gap would be only half 
as wide as it is actually proposed to be.   

 

5.58. Whilst it remains the Appellant’s Case that there would, overall, be no harm to 

the significance of the listed buildings, even if the Inspector were to identify 

some harm, there is now very little disagreement between the Appellant, 

Historic England, and Fareham Borough Council as to the low level of such 

harm.   
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5.59. Accordingly, even if the Inspector were to conclude that there would be some 

harm to the setting/significance of the listed buildings, there is broad agreement 

that this would be of no more than a very low degree. 

 

5.60. If it is concluded that there would be some harm, this harm clearly falls within 

the lowest end of the NPPF paragraph 202 spectrum, and would need to be 

given appropriate weight8 in the overall planning balance, against all other 

relevant considerations, which balance I undertake in addressing Main Issue 9 

below.  

 

Main Issue 5: Loss of BMV Agricultural Land 

 

5.61. The Council’s deemed reason for refusal (d) reads as follows: 

 

“The proposal would result in the loss of best and most versatile 
agricultural land.” 

 

5.62. However, and as set out in the Officer Report to Committee (CDC.1) and at 

paragraph 4.13 of the Planning SoCG (CDD.1), the Appeal Scheme would 

result in the ‘loss’ of 12.5ha of BMV agricultural land, it is agreed that the loss 

of subgrade 3a and 3b BMV agricultural land alone would not be sufficient to 

warrant the refusal of planning permission. 

 

5.63. The loss of BMV was considered in the Newgate Lane North and South appeals 

(CDJ.4), with paragraph 100 of the decision stating as follows: 

 

“Appeal site B contains land classified as best and most versatile 

(BMV) agricultural land, which would be lost as a result of the 

scheme, contrary to the aims of LP1 Policy CS16, which seeks to 

prevent the loss of such land. However, with reference to the 

Framework, which indicates that decisions should contribute to and 

enhance the natural and local environment by, amongst other things, 

recognising the economic and other benefits of BMV agricultural 

land, I consider that LP1 Policy CS16 is unduly onerous. Furthermore, 

 

8 In the context of Barnwell Manor and paragraph 199 of the NPPF (where I give greater weight to more 
significant heritage assets, and as grade II* listed buildings we are dealing with heritage assets ‘of the 
highest importance’) 
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as BMV agricultural land makes up only a very small proportion of 

the site, I share the view of the appellants that the weight to be given 

to the loss is very limited.” 

 

 

5.64. Whilst the loss of BMW agricultural land to facilitate the development of up to 

57 dwellings results in ‘harm’, the loss is not unacceptable for the purpose of 

applying DSP40(v).  

 

Main Issue 6: On-site Open Space 

 

5.65. Although not a reason for refusal, the Council is seeking the on-site provision 

of public open space. The position is recorded at paragraph 8.2 of the Planning 

SoCG as follows: 

 

“The legal undertaking is intended to ensure the financial 
contributions and other compliant obligations to enable the 
proposed development to go ahead are provided in accordance with 
paragraphs 55 and 57 of the NPPF in the event the Inspector is 
minded to allow the appeal. In this regard, and at this time, other 
than providing for a LEAP, the heads of terms make no provision for 
additional on-site public open space. This remains a matter of 
dispute between the parties. However, the Appellant’s position, on 
a without prejudice basis to their case, is additional public open 
space could be provided to the south of the proposed dwellings (and 
within the red line application site) if the Inspector considered 
additional public open space was necessary.” 

 
 

5.66. As set out on Illustrative Site Plan No. 16.092.02A, and referenced at paragraph 

3.6 of the Planning SoCG, the Scheme includes provision of a LEAP, with the 

details to be secured through the UU and provided at the reserved matters 

stage. 

 

5.67. The Council considers the provision of a LEAP is necessary in accordance with 

Core Strategy Policy CS21 and the Council’s Planning Obligations SPD (Table 

4 on pg31) (CDE.5). 

 

5.68. As shown on the updated illustrative masterplan (CDAA.1), the Scheme can 

secure a LEAP.  In addition, the site directly adjoins the play space in Bellfield 

(to the north).  Accordingly, the issue is the need or otherwise for on-site 
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provision of POS. 

 

5.69. Core Strategy CS21 requires POS to be provided only where existing provision 

is insufficient to provide for the additional population. Extract below.  

 

 

 

5.70. As such, and pursuant to the position set out in Policy CS21, proposals for new 

housing development will be permitted provided that, in situations where 

existing provision is insufficient to provide for additional population, public open 

space is provided in accordance with the criteria set out therein. By implication 

therefore, where existing provision is sufficient to provide for the additional 

population generated by the housing scheme in question, the proposal need 

not provide additional public open space. 

 

5.71. The Obligations SPD includes definitions for the types of open space to be 

provided. 
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5.72. Paragraph C.2 states as follows: 

 

“The Greenspace study sets out a clear definition of “Parks and 

Amenity Open Space”, but in short it contains urban parks, buffer 

zones around children’s play equipment, informal recreation spaces, 

incidental space, village greens and green paths between 

developments. This type of space is not laid out for defined sport, 

recreation or as a playspace but is accessible, available and safe for 

all purposes. It is largely comprised of the sort of areas that people 

think of as “typical” public open space, for everyday activities such 

as dog-walking or a “kickabout”.” 

 

 

5.73. Notwithstanding my position, were the Inspector to conclude additional POS is 

required, it can be provided in the southern part of the red line application site 

without any visual harm to the setting of the heritage assets to the south.  

Management provisions can be agreed so as to retain its general character 

whilst maintaining public access.  

 

5.74. Paragraph C.8 on Pg31 of the Obligations SPD states as follows: 

 

“For sites yielding between 20 and 49 dwellings the Council will 
normally only seek to secure the provision of on-site parks and 
amenity open space where the proposed development will 
exacerbate, or create, a deficit in provision. The determination 
will be based upon the contents of the latest available survey of 
open space in the Borough, which is currently the Fareham 
Greenspace Addendum 2014. However, on sites of 50 or more 
dwellings on-site parks and amenity open space will normally be 
expected to be delivered on-site, regardless of local provision in 
order to serve new residents needs as locally as possible.” 

 

5.75. However, the test, in accordance with adopted Policy CS21, is whether existing 

public open space provision is sufficient to meet the needs generated by the 

Scheme.  

 

5.76. As such, the policy on open space is clear that additional open space is only 

required where there is a deficiency.  

 

5.77. The Appeal Site is clearly defined as being located within Titchfield Ward.  
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5.78. The Council’s current evidence on open space provision as set out in their 2018 

Open Space Study (CDE.7) considers provision at the ward level.  

 

5.79. Tables 9 and 10 of the Open Space Study provide an analysis of existing open 

space provision.  They confirm a surplus of natural greenspace as well as parks 

and amenity open space in Titchfield ward.  

 

5.80. Table 14 sets out the conclusions on the matter of open space provision.  It 

concludes there will be a surplus of natural green space and parks and amenity 

open space within Titchfield Ward in the period to 20237. 

 

5.81. Based on the Council’s evidence and the approach set out in Policy CS21, 

there is no shortfall or deficiency of open space within Titchfield ward. 

 

5.82. On this basis, the policy is clear that there is no need for the provision of 

additional open space as part of the Appeal Scheme. 

 

5.83. Accordingly, the provision of a LEAP is therefore a benefit in excess of what is 

required as there is no shortfall. 

 

5.84. However, and were the Inspector to take a contrary view, for up to 57 dwellings 

at 2.4 persons/household and the Local Plan standard of 1.5ha/1,000 people, 

this would necessitate the following area: 

 

57 x 2.4 = 136.8 people. At the 1.5ha/1,000 standard, 136.8 people would 

require 0.2052ha of park and amenity open space (136.8/1,000 x 1.5).  

 

5.85. This could be readily achieved on the southern part of the red line Appeal Site. 

 

5.86. Accordingly, and were the Inspector to conclude, contrary to my evidence, that 

additional open space was required to be provided on the site, a mechanism is 

provided within the unilateral undertaken (which provision is again subject to a 

‘blue pencil clause’). 
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Main Issue 7: Conformity with Policy DSP40  
 

General  

 

5.87. As set out above, and which matter is also addressed at paragraph 3 of the 

Executive Summary to the Planning SoCG, in the circumstances, given the lack 

of a five year supply of deliverable housing land, Policy DSP40 is the operative 

policy against which the Appeal Scheme falls to be determined. 

 

5.88. It is my case (and accepted by the Council in the Romsey Avenue and Crofton 

Century Appeals) that conformity with Policy DSP40 means the Scheme is in 

conformity with the development plan when taken as a whole, engaging 

paragraph 11 (c) of the NPPF.  However, and in so far as the Council is not able 

to demonstrate a five year supply of deliverable housing land, this also triggers 

the presumption in favour of sustainable development at paragraph 11 (d).  As 

such, to the extent the Inspector disagrees with my analysis of the conformity of 

the Site to Policy DSP40, any conflict would need to significantly and 

demonstrably outweigh the benefits. 

 

5.89. Policy DSP40 states as follows: 

 

“Where it can be demonstrated that the Council does not have a five 

year supply of land for housing against the requirements of the Core 

Strategy (excluding Welborne) additional housing sites, outside the 

urban area boundary, may be permitted where they meet all of the 

following criteria: 

 

(i) The proposal is relative in scale to the demonstrated 5 year 
housing land supply shortfall;  
 

(ii) The proposal is sustainably located adjacent to, and well 
related to, the existing urban settlement boundaries, and can 
be well integrated with the neighbouring settlement;  

 

(iii) The proposal is sensitively designed to reflect the character of 
the neighbouring settlement and to minimise any adverse 
impact on the Countryside and, if relevant, the Strategic Gaps 
 

(iv) It can be demonstrated that the proposal is deliverable in the 
short term; and  
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(v) The proposal would not have any unacceptable 

environmental, amenity or traffic implications.” 
 

5.90. As I have explained, and which position is set out in the Planning Statement of 

Common Ground, it is agreed with the Council that the Appeal Scheme satisfies 

parts (i), (ii) and (iv) of the Policy.  

 

5.91. However, and whilst I say the Appeal Scheme also satisfies parts (iii) and (iv), 

the Council disagree. 

 

5.92. The remainder of this part of my evidence explores the conformity of the Appeal 

Scheme with DSP40, with particular emphasis on parts (iii) (landscape) and (v) 

of the policy which remain in dispute.  In relation to part (v), the Council takes 

issue with the purported heritage impact and loss of BMV.  However, the 

Council accepts the loss of BMV is not a reason for refusal in its own right. 

(i) 

Is the appeal scheme relative in scale to the housing land supply shortfall? 

 

5.93. Paragraph 8.32 of the Officer Report to Committee confirms the Appeal 

Scheme is relative in scale to the shortfall in the supply of deliverable housing 

land and that bullet (i) of Policy DSP40 is satisfied. 

 

(ii) 

Is the site sustainably located adjacent to, and well related to, the existing urban 

settlement boundaries, and can be well integrated with neighbouring 

settlement? 

 

5.94. The acceptability of the Appeal Scheme in this regard is consider at paragraphs 

8.33 to 8.35 of the Officer Report upon the Appeal Application. 

 

5.95. Paragraph 8.33 states as follows: 

 

“The northern site boundary immediately abuts the rear gardens of 
dwellings within the existing adjacent urban area as well as the 
public open space and play area on the south side of the Bellfield 
estate. The overall extent of the housing development would be 
confined to an area all within a close distance of the urban boundary. 
With this in mind Officers consider that the development would be 
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well related to and well integrated with the neighbouring 
settlement.”   
(My emphasis) 

 

5.96. Paragraph 8.34 adds: 

 
“The site would also be comparatively well located to the services 
and facilities located within Titchfield village centre as well as the 
nearest bus stops on Coach Hill being a relatively short distance 
away.”  

 

5.97. The locational merits of the Appeal Site, in the context of access to local 

services and facilities, are set out in the Transport Assessment that 

accompanied the Appeal Application.  The TA confirms that the Appeal Site is 

within 1km walking distance to a range of local services and facilities, including 

the High Street as well as bus stops/services.  

 

5.98. The walking distances to local services and facilities are well within the 2km 

maximum walking distance to key destinations recommended in the Chartered 

Institute for Highways & Transportation (CIHT) Guidance. 

 

5.99. In addition to the above there are no objections to the Scheme from County 

Highways. 

 

5.100. Paragraph 8.35 of the Officer Report concludes that the Appeal Site satisfies 

the assessment criteria at part (ii) of the Policy.  Accordingly, there is agreement 

between the Appellant and the Council that the Appeal Site is sustainably 

located adjacent to, and well related to, the existing urban settlement 

boundaries and can be well integrated with the neighbouring settlement. 

 

(iii) 

Is the proposal sensitively designed to reflect the character of the neighbouring 

settlement and would it minimise any adverse impact on the countryside and, 

if relevant, the Strategic Gap? 

 

5.101. The accompanying evidence of Mr Jeremy Smith details the precise landscape 

effects of the proposal, which analysis has been undertaken against the context 

of the previous appeal decision where the Appeal Inspector established that 

the Appeal Site formed part of a valued landscape of the Lower Meon Valley, 

thus engaging paragraph 170 of the NPPF.  
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5.102. Paragraph 8.40 of the Officer Report states in relation to the purported 

impact(s) of the Appeal Scheme upon the receiving landscape as follows: 

 

“This application proposal is smaller in area to the previous 
application and appeal proposal for 150 houses which was refused. 
The current application would not cause as much harm as the appeal 
proposed would have in landscape and visual impact terms, mainly 
because it covers a smaller area and would not extend as far into the 
valley. However, it would still change part of the pastoral field which 
is an integral part of the valued landscape of the Lower Meon Valley 
from undeveloped land to housing development causing permanent 
harm. It would cause adverse effects on views from the Lower Meon 
Valley for many years, accepting in the long term, if proposed 
planting establishes and matures successfully, the proposed housing 
may well be softened. Planting along the eastern edge of Titchfield 
(north-east of the proposed housing area) would result in positive 
changes to views of this urban edge in the long term. The proposed 
development would make it harder to understand that Great 
Posbrook was originally a separate farmstead as the built form of 
Titchfield extends towards it as a consequence of the development.” 
(My emphasis)  

 

 

5.103. Whilst it is accepted that the proposed planting along the eastern boundary of 

that part of the Site proposed to be developed for housing would result in 

positive changes to view of the urban edge in the long term, the overall 

conclusion at paragraph 8.41 is that the Appeal Scheme would nevertheless 

cause adverse landscape and visual impacts within the Lower Meon Valley. 

 

5.104. In terms of the strategic gap, it is agreed, including pursuant to the findings of 

the previous Appeal Inspector, that development (in the manner now proposed) 

would not have a significant or material adverse effect upon the integrity of the 

strategic gap. 

 

5.105. Paragraph 8.44 concludes in relation to their assessment of the Appeal 

Scheme in the context of Part (iii) of Policy DSP40 as follows: 

 
“In summary, the proposal fails to satisfy point three of Policy DSP40. 
Whilst the effect on the strategic gap would not be significant there 
would be adverse landscape and visual impacts on the countryside 
and this valued landscape which would not be minimised to an 
acceptable degree resulting in both short term and permanent harm 
to the landscape character.” 
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5.106. Mr Smith’s landscape evidence addresses the acceptability of the Appeal 

Scheme in landscape terms, which matters I have addressed in Main Issue 3 

above. 

 

5.107. However, and to be clear, paragraph 185 of Mr Smith’s evidence confirms in 

relation to his assessment of the Appeal Scheme in relation to DSP40(iii) as 

follows: 

 
“In summary the proposed development not only minimises the 
harm upon the landscape of the Appeal site itself, but would also 
minimise harm on the wider on the wider Lower Meon Valley in the 
short term, and provide positive landscape and visual effects in the 
medium to long term.  In this way the proposed development 
complies with point iii of DSP40.” 

 

5.108. As such, Mr Smith’s evidence considers that the Appeal Scheme accords with 

DSP40(iii).  I adopt his position.  

 

(iv) 

Is the scheme deliverable in the short term? 

 

5.109. The fourth test of Policy DSP40 is whether or not the scheme is deliverable in 

the short term.   Paragraph 8.45 of the Officer Report confirms that delivery 

could be achieved in the short term, thus satisfying this part of the Policy. 

 

5.110. To amplify the position, the Appellant is Foreman Homes, a local house builder 

with a proven track record of housing delivery. 

 

5.111. They have an option on the land which they will exercise on the grant of outline 

planning permission and there are no ownership, legal or other limitations to 

development of the site in a timely manner.  

 

5.112. As such, up to 57 dwellings can reasonably be expected to be delivered within 

the existing five year period. 
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(v) 

Would the proposal have any unacceptable environmental, amenity or traffic 

implications? 

 

General  

 

5.113. The fifth criteria is used to assess whether or not the proposal would have any 

unacceptable environmental, amenity or traffic implications.  

 

Amenity and Traffic  

 

5.114. In setting out their assessment of the Appeal Scheme, the Council raise no 

amenity objections to the scheme.  Nor do they raise any traffic/highway 

objections; and I have already addressed landscape impacts under (iii).   

 

Environmental  

 

5.115. This leaves the issue of heritage (which is dealt with in main issue 4 above and 

in the evidence of Mr Froneman) and BMV.  The latter is agreed as not 

amounting to a reason for refusal alone (paragraph 4.13 of the Planning SoCG 

refers).   

 

5.116. As regards the natural environment, the County Council’s Ecologist has raised 

no objection to the Appeal Scheme, which stance is reflected in the consultation 

response received from Natural England9. 

 

5.117. The Officer Report to Committee confirms that the Council is satisfied that the 

Appeal Scheme could be delivered without any amenity impact on existing 

residents (paragraph 8.51 refers); that there is no objection from the County 

Council with regards to highway related impacts (8.53) subject to certain 

planning conditions being imposed.  Paragraph 8.50 further adds that the loss 

of BMVAL would not in itself justify refusing the Scheme.  

 

 

 

 

9 Subject to a potential issue in relation to the New Forest SPA which matter I address in Main Issue 8 
below. 
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5.118. As set out at paragraph 8.72 of the Report to Committee, Officers have 

identified likely significant effects from the Appeal Scheme upon the Solent and 

Southampton Water Special Protection Area, a Ramsar site, Solent Maritime 

Special Area of Conservation, and that the site is a component of the Solent 

Wader and Brent Goose network.  Accordingly, and in order to establish 

whether these likely significant effects can be sufficiently mitigated it is 

necessary for an appropriate assessment to be carried out.  

 

5.119. Paragraph 8.72 adds that as Officers judged that the Appeal Scheme proposals 

were contrary to adopted local plan policies and the policies of the NPPF, and 

so decided not to undertake an Appropriate Assessment (“AA”).  Accordingly, 

and on their approach, Officers then used paragraph 183 of the NPPF to 

‘disapply’ the presumption in favour of sustainable development set out at 

Paragraph 11 of the NPPF. 

 

5.120. I consider this approach to be in error.  Paragraph 183 only disapplies the 

presumption in 11(d) if upon undertaking an AA the decision maker cannot 

conclude favourably in respect of the proposal. In such circumstances, the 

Habitat Regulations would require a refusal of permission in any event and so 

the operation of the presumption in 11(d) would, in practice, not arise.  

 

5.121. Given the Council did not undertake an AA, it is not in a position to state that 

paragraph 183 operates against the Scheme.  

 

5.122. The Appeal Inspector is now the Competent Authority who must consider the 

need for an AA and undertake it. The evidence for this exercise has been 

provided by CSA Environmental in a Habitat Regulations Assessment included 

in CDAA.2.  An addendum in relation to the New Forest SPA has also been 

prepared by FPRC and is included at CDAA.3. 

   

5.123. Further analysis by the Council of the impact of the Appeal Scheme upon 

European Protected Species is set out at paragraphs 8.18 to 8.29 of CDC.1.  

 

5.124. Article 6(3) of the Habitats Directive states that any plan or project likely to have 

a significant effect on a European site, either individually or in combination with 
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other plans or projects, shall be subject to an AA of its implications for the site 

in view of the site's conservation objectives. 

 

5.125. As I have explained, a draft (or “shadow”) AA has been undertaken by CSA 

Environmental Ltd (CDAA.2).  This concludes that the recreation disturbance 

on the Solent & Southampton Water Special Protection Area and the Titchfield 

Haven National Nature Reserve from the increased population arising from the 

scheme can be mitigated through the Solent Recreational Mitigation Strategy 

(SRMS) such that there is no bar to development on this basis.  Moreover, the 

ECOSA bird surveys concluded that the appeal site is not used significantly by 

birds.  The scheme also provides for the creation of a new bird habitat on land 

to the east of the Appeal Site which is to be secured through the unilateral 

undertaking along with a financial contribution for set up and on-going 

maintenance.  This represents an opportunity to enhance the biodiversity of the 

site which is an environmental benefit of the Scheme.  

 

5.126. On the basis of the foregoing, and pursuant to the approach set out at 

paragraph 183 of the NPPF, in so far as the AA concludes that the Appeal 

Scheme will not adversely affect the integrity of identified habitat sites, the 

presumption therefore is not disengaged by that paragraph.   

 

5.127. In addition to the above, the Scheme is acceptable in relation to nutrient 

neutrality (CDAA.5).  It will also secure a biodiversity net gain (CDD.5) and the 

BCA proposals at CDAA.6 are also agreed as being acceptable.  

 

5.128. The remaining environmental issues relate to the loss of the best and most 

versatile agricultural land and heritage impacts.   

 

5.129. I deal with landscape matters under Main Issue 3, heritage matters under Main 

Issue 4 and BMV under Main Issue 5.   

 

5.130. Informed by the evidence of the other witnesses for the Appellant, I conclude 

that there would be no unacceptable impact in environmental, amenity and 

traffic terms.  I therefore conclude that criteria (v) is met such that the Appeal 

Scheme accords with the requirements set out in Policy DPS40.  As such, 

including based upon the Rochdale approach set out in section 2 of my 
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evidence, the Appeal Scheme is in accordance with the development plan 

when it is considered as a whole. 

 

Summary 

 

5.131. On the basis of the foregoing, it is my opinion that the Appeal Scheme satisfies 

the requirements at criteria (i) to (v) of Policy DSP40 on account of the following: 

 

i. The proposal is relative in scale to the demonstrated 5 year housing 
land supply shortfall;  
 

ii. The proposal is sustainably located adjacent to, and well related to, 
the existing settlement boundary, and can be well integrated with the 
neighbouring settlement;  

 

iii. The proposal can be sensitively designed to reflect the character of 
Titchfield (with the Council retaining control over the detailed scheme 
design at the reserved matters stage) and to minimise any adverse 
impact on the Countryside; 

 

iv. The proposal is deliverable in the short term (controlled as it is by a 
housing developer with considerable experience in the local market); 
and  

 

v. The proposal would not have any unacceptable environmental, 
amenity or traffic implications. 

 

5.132. It is for these reasons, and those set out in the supporting particulars, that I say 

the Appeal Scheme is development plan compliant. 

 

5.133. However, and even were the considered to be a minor conflict with an element 

of Policy DSP40, it is evident that the many economic, social and environmental 

factors weigh heavily in support of the scheme in a situation where the policies 

for the supply of housing are out of date thus triggering the presumption in 

favour of sustainable development at paragraph 11 of the NPPF. 

 
Main Issue 8: Securing the necessary contributions towards local 
infrastructure. 
 

5.134. Matters of detail, including in relation to the likely financial contributions will be 

secured in the form of a planning obligation(s).   

 

5.135. The content of a draft unilateral undertaking (“UU”) has been discussed with 

FBC and HCC.  A signed and dated UU will be submitted to the inquiry.  
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5.136. Subject to meeting the necessary tests at paragraph 57 of the NPPF, and as 

set out at section 8 of the Planning SoCG, the following obligations are to be 

secured through the unilateral undertaking: 

 

(i) The on-site provision of up to 22 affordable dwellings with an agreed mix of 
dwelling type, size and tenure to meet locally identified need, and an off-
site financial contribution equivalent to the provision of 0.8 dwellings, thus 
achieving a policy-compliant 40% affordable housing provision.  

 
(ii) The on-site provision of a LEAP, along with the sum of £70,000 towards 

provision of the LEAP by the Borough Council as well as a maintenance 
sum of £38,000.  At this time, other than providing for a LEAP, the heads of 
terms make no provision for additional on-site public open space. This 
remains a matter of dispute between the parties. However, the Appellant’s 
position, on a without prejudice basis to their case, is that additional public 
open space could be provided to the south of the proposed dwellings (and 
within the red line Appeal Site) if the Inspector considered additional public 
open space was necessary.  

 
(iii) A financial contribution towards Bird Aware Solent.  

 
(iv) The provision of a Bird Conservation Area (“BCA”) (CDAA.6), with suitable 

provisions for and financial contributions for the future management and 
maintenance of the BCA by the Hampshire and Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust 
(“HIWWT”). 

 
(v) The sum of £121,915 towards additional infrastructure at Titchfield Primary 

School.  
 

(vi) The sum of £183,500 to be used for resurfacing and associate works to 
1.5km of Footpath 48 and 51.  

 

5.137. As set out in the Planning SoCG, the completion of a legal agreement to secure 

CIL compliant obligations would satisfy the Council’s deemed reasons at (e) to 

(k). 

 

5.138. As set out in section 1 above, and whilst not raised during the determination of 

the planning application and/or as part of the appeal process to date, NE have 

been commenting upon planning applications within Fareham Borough in 

relation to their potential for recreational disturbance on the New Forest SPA 

(the second EPS for the purpose of this Appeal). 
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5.139. Whilst this is not currently a ‘live’ issue for this Appeal, it may be that NE choose 

to comment upon matters during the appeal process. Accordingly, and to assist 

the Inspector, this matter has been addressed within the Ecology SoCG 

(CDD.5).    

 

5.140. Whilst the Council and Appellant share the view that sites within Fareham 

Borough should be excluded from the zone of influence relating to the New 

Forest SPA, given the local geography and in line with the recommendations 

of the Footprint Ecology Report (CDH.46), the Appellant has nevertheless 

offered mitigation in the form of a unilateral undertaking to provide a 

proportionate financial contribution to the adopted New Forest National Park 

Authority’s mitigation scheme.  As such, should the Inspector find mitigation is 

required (contrary to the Appellant’s position), this can be secured.   

 

Main Issue 8: Benefits of the scheme, development plan compliance and 
overall planning balance  
 

Benefits 

 

5.141. This section summarises the significant merits of the scheme in relation to the 

three sustainability tests set out at paragraph 8 of the NPPF and clearly shows 

that whilst there are considered to be some slight adverse impacts, these 

considerations are plainly incapable of outweighing, let alone significantly and 

demonstrably outweighing, the many benefits of the Scheme. 

 

5.142. Paragraph 9 of the NPPF states (amongst other things) the assessment of the 

sustainability roles should not be undertaken in isolation, because they are 

mutually dependent.   

 

5.143. A planning balance exercise has been carried out in accordance with the 

guidance at paragraph 9 of the NPPF and sets out a combined analysis in 

relation to the sustainability roles (economic, social and environmental). 
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Economic  

 

5.144. The Appeal Scheme satisfies the economic role of sustainability including 

through the provision of housing to support growth and the associated provision 

of infrastructure, to be secured through preparation of the UU and by on-site 

provision of affordable housing.  

 

5.145. The Scheme generates a series of local and Borough-wide economic benefits 

including through (i) construction of the scheme and the range of employment 

generated as a result; and (ii) the on-going expenditure from the households 

purchasing and occupying the new homes.  

 

5.146. The principal economic benefits arising from the scheme are summarised 

below: 

 
(i) Increased house building in an area where there is a demand for new 

housing that in turn drives economic growth further and faster than any 
industry. In this regard the proposals will contributing to building a strong, 
responsive and competitive economy, by ensuring that sufficient land of 
the right type is being made available in the right place and at the right time 
to support growth. 

 
(ii) In order for the economy to function, sufficient housing is required in the 

right locations and at the right time. This site represents a location where 
there would be no significant impact upon the landscape nor on the 
amenity of neighbouring properties.  

 
(iii) Based upon a multiplier of 2.3 jobs per new home, the up to 57 dwelling 

Application Scheme is estimated to create approximately 213 new jobs. 
 

(iv) Increased expenditure in the local area will support local FTE jobs.  
 
(v) Helping to deliver a significant boost to the local economy through ‘first 

occupation’ expenditure of £285,000. 
 
(vi) In terms of household expenditure, data from the ONS Family Expenditure 

Survey 201910 shows that the ‘average UK household spend’ is £585.60 
per week (or £30,451.20 per year). Based on the scheme of 57 dwellings, 
the total maximum gross expenditure could be around £1.7m per year to 
the wider economy. A proportion of this household expenditure is 

 

10 
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/personalandhouseholdfinances/expenditu
re/bulletins/familyspendingintheuk/april2018tomarch2019  
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anticipated to be spent in local shops and services and will help sustain the 
existing services in Titchfield and nearby towns and villages. 

  
 
5.147. By providing land of the right type, in the right place, and at the right time to 

support economic growth, the development of up to 57 no. dwellings on the site 

satisfies the objectives at paragraph 8 of the NPPF and assists in the aims of 

the NPPF in helping to build a strong and competitive economy.  

 

5.148. This is further emphasised in the Government’s November 2011 Paper ‘Laying 

the Foundations: A Housing Strategy for England’ where paragraph 11 states 

“getting house building moving again is crucial for economic growth – housing 

has a direct impact on economic output, averaging 3 per cent of GDP in the last 

decade. For every new home built up to two new jobs are created for a year”.  

 

5.149. The economic benefits are to be accorded substantial weight in the planning 

balance. 

 

Social  

 

5.150. The Application Scheme satisfies the social role, in helping to support strong, 

vibrant and healthy communities, including through providing the supply of 

housing required to meet identified needs in open market and affordable 

sectors. This is a significant benefit. In addition; 

 

(i) The provision of up to 57 new homes in the Borough where there is an 
established need housing given the demonstrable shortfall in the five year 
housing land supply position.  

 

(ii) The application scheme will deliver much needed affordable homes that 
will meet the acute need for affordable housing within the Borough (section 
4 above refers). 

 

(iii) The Appeal Scheme would deliver a policy compliant 40% affordable 
housing contribution.   
 

(iv) Meeting general housing needs is a significant benefit, consistent with the 
Government's objective of significantly boosting the supply of housing.  

 

(v) Future residents will be in an easy walking and cycling distance to a wide 
range of other uses including the shops and services in Titchfield. 
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(vi) The Appeal Scheme will provide a range of housing types and size. 
 

(vii) The Scheme secures high quality residential environment consistent with 
development plan policy. 

 

5.151. The details of the layout and house type design are to be agreed through the 

determination of a subsequent reserved matters application, with the detailed 

scheme to reflect the particular need for housing at that time. 

 

5.152. Overall, the social benefits of the scheme can be afforded substantial weight in 

the overall planning balance. 

 

Environmental  

 

5.153. In terms of the environmental role, the Appeal Site is not located on land 

designated for its landscape value. The accompanying reports demonstrate 

that the scheme will not have any impact on existing ecology, and will in fact 

enhance the biodiversity characteristics of the site, including the provision of a 

Bird Conservation Area and balancing pond. 

 

5.154. The retention of existing boundary trees and hedges around the site and the 

sensitive set back of the development preserves the immediate outlook from 

neighbouring residential properties. 

 

5.155. The improvement of the built environment, and the enhancement of the 

settlement edge through the introduction of a substantial woodland buffer is 

viewed as a benefit of the proposal.  This includes on the basis of Historic 

England confirming no objection to the scheme.  

 

5.156. The proposals would deliver sustainable homes allowing the fulfilment of this 

important objective whilst at the same time moving to a low carbon economy 

and securing an environmentally sustainable form of new residential 

development. 
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5.157. The Scheme can achieve the NPPF requirement for a well-designed place at 

the reserved matters stage.  In addition, the Scheme also secures a biodiversity 

net gain.  

 

5.158. On the basis of the above, there are environmental benefits which would arise 

from the proposals, to which, on balance, moderate positive weight should be 

attached to in the overall planning balance. 

 

Policy Conformity  

 

5.159. As I set out above, and based upon the Council's inability to demonstrate a five 

year supply of deliverable housing land, which triggers the operation of Policy 

DPS40, which was introduced precisely to operate as an exception to the 

otherwise restrictive policies of CS6, CS14 and DSP6, in a scenario where a 

scheme satisfies all parts of DSP 40, it cannot be said to be in conflict with the 

development plan when taken as a whole (NPPF 11(c)).   

 

5.160. For the reasons I have explained, I conclude that the Appeal Scheme does 

accord with all five parts of policy DSP40 such that planning permission should 

be granted for the Appeal Scheme which accords with the developed plan when 

taken as a whole. 

 

Identified Harms  

 

5.161. The council's case identifies three purported harms. I now summarise these 

harms, which analysis has informed my overall planning balance. 

 

5.162. Landscape harm is limited and localised combined with improvements to the 

settlement edge and no overall harm to the wider valued landscape. 

 

5.163. In relation to heritage considerations, evidence for the Appellant demonstrates 

there will be no harm.  However, were the Inspector to find some harm it is 

agreed that this would be at the bottom of the paragraph 202 scale.  Whilst on 

this basis one would attach significant weight to the less than substantial harm 

(pursuant to s.66(1)), in so far as the Scheme accords with the approach set 

out therein, including in relation to the many public benefits, paragraph 202 
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does not result in a clear reason for refusal under paragraph 11(d)(i) of the 

NPPF.    

 

5.164. Finally, whilst there would be a loss of BMV this must be weighed against the 

economic benefits from the appeal scheme which I say outweighs the loss. 

 

Summary  

 

5.165. However, and should the Inspector conclude there is some conflict with any 

part of Policy DSP40, it is my opinion that any such conflict carries considerable 

but not full weight and is a matter to be weighed in the overall planning balance 

in the context of the presumption in favour of sustainable development that is 

triggered in the circumstances given the Council's inability to demonstrate a five 

year supply of deliverable housing land.   
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

 

Development Plan Compliance  

 

6.1. The Appeal Scheme proposes up to 57 dwellings on land east of Posbrook Lane, 

Titchfield. 

 

6.2. Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 sets out a 

requirement for planning applications to be determined in accordance with the 

development plan unless other material considerations indicate otherwise. 

 

6.3. In this instance, and by operation of Policy DSP40 of the Local Plan Part 2, the 

Appeal Scheme is in accordance with the development plan when it is 

considered as a whole.  As such, and pursuant to s.38(6) planning permission 

should be granted.   

 

6.4. However, either of (i) the lack of consistency between the housing requirement 

and settlement boundaries with the NPPF; or (ii) the lack of a deliverable five 

year supply of deliverable housing land triggers the presumption in favour of 

sustainable development at paragraph 11(d) of the NPPF. 

 

6.5. On the basis of the foregoing, whilst under the application of 38(6), there is a 

prima facie conflict with development plan policies CS2, CS6, CS14, CS16 and 

DSP6, in so far as the proposal accords with the provisions at Policy DSP40, it 

is the case for the Appellant that the Appeal Scheme accords with the 

development plan when taken as a whole.  

 

6.6. As confirmed in numerous appeal decisions11, the spatial policies for the supply 

of housing in the Core Strategy and Local Plan Part 2 are out of date (on 

account of their lack of consistency with the NPPF).  This includes in relation to 

the housing requirement and settlement boundaries. 

 

 

 

11 CDJ.1 to CDJ.4, CDJ.6 to CDJ.8 as well as CDJ.17 and CDJ.18 
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6.7. In addition, the settlement boundaries upon which policies CS14 and DSP6 

operate are out of date by virtue of having been drawn to accommodate non-

NPPF compliant development needs, quite apart from issues of 5 year land 

supply. All this goes to reduce the weight of any breach identified.  

 

6.8. The Council has approved numerous planning applications on land beyond the 

settlement boundaries as defined in the development plan to meet identified 

housing needs. This remains the case in terms of seeking to meet housing 

needs as part of the preparation of the emerging Local Plan, which proposes 

the allocation of sites for housing beyond the settlement boundaries defined in 

the 2011 Core Strategy and 2015 Local Plan Part 2.  

 

6.9. In the meantime, Local Plan Part 2 Policy DSP40 provides the framework for 

judging planning applications for unallocated sites beyond the settlement policy 

boundaries where, as here, the LPA cannot demonstrate a five year supply of 

deliverable housing land.  

 

6.10. On the basis of the foregoing, the weight to be attached to the conflict between 

the Appeal Site and its location adjoining but ultimately beyond the settlement 

policy boundary for Titchfield is significantly reduced.  

 

6.11. Although the Appeal Site is outside of the settlement boundary, the lack of a 

five year supply of deliverable housing land triggers the operation of policy 

DSP40 which was introduced precisely to operate as an exception to the 

otherwise restrictive policies of CS14 and DSP6, to permit development in 

breach of those policies when the Council could not demonstrate a 5 year 

housing land supply.  

 

6.12. Consequently, although there will always be a breach of CS14 and DSP6, 

compliance with exception policy DSP40 should be given more weight and 

permission should be granted and the proposal accords with the development 

plan taken as a whole.  

 

6.13. Although there is the potential for the Appeal Scheme to result in less than 

substantial harm to the significance of two listed buildings (at the very bottom 
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of the paragraph 202 scale), this is outweighed by the public benefits of the 

scheme, in accordance with para. 202 of the NPPF. By extension, then DSP5 

is satisfied and s. 66(1).  

 

6.14. BMV is also a factor to take into account.  Grade 3a and 3b land is to be lost, 

but again, this is not a factor which warrants a refusal on its own. 

 

 

Summary 

 

6.15. The Appeal Scheme is of a scale in keeping with the settlement, well-related to 

the existing built form, and minimises its impact upon the receiving landscape. 

 

6.16. The Scheme provides a sustainable location for housing, within walking 

distance to local serves and facilities. 

 

6.17. It represents a sustainable location for housing development to meet identified 

needs, and development of the site in the manner proposed would result in an 

acceptable residential environment. 

 

6.18. It provides for a mix housing types and tenures, including 40% affordable housing, 

helping to meet the identified need for new homes in Fareham Borough. 

 

6.19. There is no constraint to the proposed development at the Appeal Site through 

the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 and BCA is 

proposed to provide biodiversity enhancement for Brent geese and waders.  

Any impacts on other ecological receptors can and will be avoided or mitigated.  

The Appeal Scheme will lead to a net gain for biodiversity considerably in 

excess of 10% when compared with the existing baseline (CDD.5 refers)   

 

6.20. The benefits are many and manifest, not least the provision of housing and 

affordable housing when the country and the Borough faces a housing crisis, 

which government policy is seeking to address. The site is sustainably located 

and its residents will bring a combined £1.7m per annum spend to the wider 

economy.  
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6.21. I have demonstrated that whilst the Appeal Site is outside the settlement policy 

boundary for Titchfield as defined in the Core Strategy and Local Plan Part 2, 

it nevertheless accords with the criteria-based approach to assessing additional 

sites beyond the settlement boundaries as set out in Local Plan Part 2 Policy 

DSP40.  Consequently, it is considered that the Appeal Scheme accords with 

the development plan when taken as a whole.  

 

6.22. The Appeal Scheme is of a scale that is in keeping with the settlement, well-

related to the existing built form, and addresses, by virtue of its increased 

separation distance and proposed woodland buffer, previous issues regarding 

landscape impact and heritage.  

 

6.23. In the planning balance it is considered that the material considerations in 

favour of the scheme (provision of market and affordable housing, economic 

benefits, biodiversity benefits, landscape enhancement, heritage 

enhancement) outweigh the conflict with an out of date settlement boundary, 

and loss of Subgrade 3a and 3b BMV agricultural land.  

 

6.24. The Scheme provides a sustainable location for housing, within walking 

distance to local serves and facilities.  As such, it represents a sustainable 

location for housing development to meet identified needs and development of 

the site in the manner proposed would result in an acceptable residential 

environment. 

 

6.25. It provides for a mix housing types and tenures, including 40% affordable housing, 

helping to meet the identified need for new homes in Fareham Borough. 

 

6.26. The Scheme satisfies the economic, social and environmental roles of the NPPF 

and has been advanced following pre-application consultation with Historic 

England, and has been amended to respond to the advice received.  

 

6.27. For the reasons set out above, the Appeal should be allowed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Scope of Assessment  

 

1.1. This Paper has been prepared on behalf of Foreman Homes Ltd (the “Appellant”) in 

relation to their appeal against Fareham Borough Council’s failure to determine an 

outline planning application for residential development of up to 57 dwellings, 

associated parking, landscaping and access from Posbrook Lane with all matters 

reserved except for access on land to the east of Posbrook Lane, Titchfield.  

 

1.2. The Paper sets out our consideration of the five year housing land supply position in 

Fareham Borough Council for the period 1st January 2021 to 31st December 2025. 

 

1.3. At the outset, it is common ground that the Council is unable to demonstrate a five year 

supply of deliverable housing land (CDD.1 and CDD.2 refer).  Even on the Council’s 

most optimistic analysis, there is a shortfall of 924 dwellings and a supply of only 3.57 

years.  This shortfall is agreed as being significant. 

 

1.4. Given the lack of a five year supply of deliverable housing land, the presumption in 

favour of sustainable development at paragraph 11(d) of the NPPF is engaged.  This 

lack of supply also engages the assessment criteria at Policy DSP40 of the Local Plan 

Part 2 which allows for development beyond the settlement boundaries subject to the 

scheme(s) satisfying the criteria set out in the Policy.   

 

1.5. Our Paper addresses the five year housing land supply position as well as the weight 

to be attached to the significantly greater shortfall compared to that contended by the 

Authority that we have identified in the determination of the Appeal Scheme. 

 

1.6. In considering the five-year housing land supply position, the overarching Statement 

of Case sets out the relevant planning policy context.  This includes in relation to the 

Development Plan, which policies most important for determining the Appeal are out 

of date on account of the Council not being able to demonstrate a five year supply of 

deliverable housing land. 
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1.7. However, and is so far as it is applicable to the assessment of ‘delivery’ our Paper 

does set out and address the content of relevant material considerations, including the 

National Planning Policy Framework (“NPPF” or the “Framework”), National Planning 

Policy Guidance (“NPPG”), relevant case law and associated appeal decisions.  

 

1.8. Informed by that background, we then assess the housing requirement and 

deliverability of the Council’s identified components of supply and thereafter set out 

our conclusion in relation to the five-year housing land supply position where we 

conclude that the Council is unable to demonstrate a five-year supply of deliverable 

sites.  

 

Summary of Findings  

 

1.9. Although the Council acknowledges that it cannot demonstrate a five year supply of 

deliverable housing land for the period 1st January 2021 to 31st December 2025 with a 

supply of 3.57 years and a shortfall of 924 dwellings (CDD.2), it is our position that the 

extent of the deficit is significantly greater with a supply of only 0.93 years.  This 

amounts to a deficit of 2,634 dwellings. 

 

1.10. Our assessment of the five year housing land supply position differs from the Council’s, 

primarily due to the application of the definition of what constitutes a deliverable site 

from the 2021 NPPF, taking account the clarification provided by numerous appeal 

decisions.   

 

1.11. The Council’s case on housing land supply is set out in their Five Year Housing Land 

Supply Update for the Planning Committee of 17th February 2021 (CDH.7), including 

the refinements detailed in their Supplementary Appeal Statement with respect of land 

at Newgate Lane East, Fareham (CDDH.24 and CDH.25)1 and the confirmation of the 

approach in the Statement of Common Ground signed for the appeal on land south of 

Romsey Avenue, Portchester; which has been carried forward to CDD.2).  It includes 

a reliance upon sites which were neither allocated nor had a planning permission at 

the base date for the assessment (31st December 2020) or are unsupported as a result 

 
1 Including the re-classification of sites between sources as detailed in FBC.8 – Respective positions on 
Deliverable Housing Supply within the Council’s submissions to the land at Newgate Lane East, Fareham appeal 
and confirmed in the Statement of Common Ground for the Romsey Avenue appeal. 
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of optimistic assumptions on delivery rates which are not supported by the necessary 

clear evidence (which also had to be available at 31st December 2020).   

 

1.12. The Council’s updated five year housing land supply position reported to Planning 

Committee (CDH.7) identifies a 3,048 dwelling requirement (including a 20% buffer) 

and a revised deliverable supply of 2,550 dwellings.  This results in a claimed 4.2 years 

supply, equivalent to a deficit of 498 dwellings.   

 

1.13. However, and as set out in CDJ.4 and CDD.2, the Council’s position for this Appeal is 

a supply of only 3.57 years and a deficit of 924 dwellings. 

 

1.14. It is our position for the five year period from 1st January 2021 until 31st December 

2025, based upon the correct application of the guidance on deliverable sites, there is 

a deliverable supply of 600 dwellings, which represents a shortfall of 2,634 dwellings 

and a supply of only 0.93 years. 

 

1.15. Having assessed the housing land supply based upon the requirements set out in the 

NPPF, PPG and the approach adopted in numerous appeal decisions, although we 

concur that the Council is not able to demonstrate a five year supply of deliverable 

housing land, thus engaging the presumption in favour of sustainable development at 

paragraph 11(d) of the NPPF, the extent of the shortfall is significantly greater than 

that acknowledged by the Authority. 

 

1.16. Consequently, as acknowledged by the Council, the presumption in favour of 

sustainable development is engaged as a result of the significant shortfall in supply.  

This is on account of the Local Plan policies being ‘out of date’, which matters are 

addressed the overarching Planning Proof of Evidence. 
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2. THE PLANNING POLICY CONTEXT 

  

Development Plan Context and Section 38(6) 

 

2.1. Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 sets out a 

requirement that planning applications are to be determined in accordance with the 

Development Plan unless other material considerations indicate otherwise.  This 

represents the s.38(6) ‘balance’.   

 

2.2. In the context of considering the Appeal Scheme2, The Development Plan for Fareham 

Borough comprises the following: 

 

• Local Plan Part 1: Core Strategy (“CS”) (August 2011) 

• Local Plan Part 2: Development Sites & Policies (“DSP”) (June 2015) 

• Local Plan Part 3: Welborne Plan (“WP”) (June 2015) 

 

2.3. Applicable policy considerations are set out in the overarching Planning Statement of 

Case and we do not seek to expand upon that here, save to reiterate that the Core 

Strategy was adopted in 2011 and the overarching spatial strategy was not directed to 

meeting current development needs (see Hopkins Homes (CDK.4)).    

 

2.4. In addition, the settlement boundaries identified in Policy CS14 pre-date publication of 

even the 2012 NPPF and represent a restraint to sustainable growth that is the 

converse to the requirement to boost sustainably the supply of housing land as well as 

the presumption in favour of sustainable development.  

 

National Planning Policy Framework  

 

2.5. The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) was published in July 2018; refined 

in February 2019 with further amendments in July 2021.  It is a material consideration 

of particular standing in the determination of planning applications. 

 

 

 
2 Thus ignoring Neighbourhood Plans for those parts of the Borough not relevant to the determination of the 
Appeal Scheme 
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2.6. The content of the NPPF as it relates to the consideration of five year housing land 

supply matters is set out below. 

 

Decision Taking 

 

2.7. In setting out the presumption in favour of sustainable development, paragraph 11 of 

the NPPF adds, in relation to decision-making at 11(c), that this means approving 

development proposals that accord with the development plan.  It adds at paragraph 

11(d) that where there are no relevant development plan policies or the policies which 

are most important for determining the application are out of date (including where the 

LPA cannot demonstrate a five year supply of deliverable housing land (as in the case 

in Fareham), permission should be granted unless (i) policies in the NPPF provide a 

clear reason for refusing the development; or (ii) any adverse impact of doing so would 

significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits. 

 

2.8. Including based upon the content of CDD.1 and CDD.2, the policies for the supply of 

housing are out of date.   

 

Delivering a Sufficient Supply of Homes 

 

2.9. Paragraph 60 sets out the Government’s objective of significantly boosting the supply 

of homes. 

 

2.10. Paragraph 68 sets out the need to provide a five year supply of deliverable sites for 

housing.  It also requires sites for years 6-10 and beyond.  The definition of what 

constitutes a ‘deliverable’ site is set out in the glossary in Annex 2 on page 66 of the 

NPPF and we have used this definition, alongside that set out in the PPG (ID 68-007-

20190722), to inform my assessment of the Council’s five year housing land supply 

position.   

 

2.11. Paragraph 74 states that LPAs should maintain a minimum of five years’ worth of 

housing, including an appropriate buffer of 5, 10 or 20% depending on the specific 

circumstances.    
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2.12. Based upon the Housing Delivery Test published in January 2021 (see footnote 41 of 

the NPPF), the Council is a 20% Authority.   
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3. ASSESSING THE FIVE YEAR HOUSING LAND SUPPLY POSITION IN FAREHAM 

BOROUGH  

 

General  

 

3.1. As set out in section 1, the role and purpose of this Paper is to assess the five year 

housing land supply position and to conclude in relation to the extent of any shortfall. 

 

3.2. Our assessment of the five year housing land supply position has been informed by the 

following tasks: 

 

(i) identifying the requirement to be met in the five year period (including in relation 
to the method to be applied in addressing any shortfall as well as the appropriate 
buffer to be applied),  
 

(ii) assessing the deliverability of the identified components of supply; and  
 

(iii) concluding on matters by subtracting (ii) from (i) to identify whether there is or is 
not a five year supply of deliverable housing land. 

 

3.3. The Council’s Five Year Housing Land Supply position as at 1st January 2021 was 

published by the Council in February 2021 (CDH.7) and covers the five year period 1st 

January 2021 to 31st December 2025. 

 

3.4. However, and pursuant to the Inspector’s conclusions in the Newgate Lane North and 

South Appeal (CDJ.4), the information in their assessment was refined through the 

Council’s submissions for an appeal on land at Newgate Lane East, Fareham.  The 

Council’s refinements are set out in: 

 

a) Document FBC.8 – the respective positions of the parties for the Newgate Lane 
East appeal which includes a reclassification of some sites between the various 
sources of contended Deliverable supply (CDH.15); and 
 

b) The Council’s Supplementary Statement for the Appeal on land at Newgate Lane 
East (CDH.24). 

 

3.5. The approach set out in these documents has informed the Council’s position as set 

out in CDD.2. 
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NPPF and PPG  

 

3.6. Paragraph 74 of the NPPF requires LPAs to demonstrate a minimum of five years’ 

worth of housing against their housing requirement set out in adopted strategic policies 

or against their local housing need where the strategic policies are more than five years 

old.  The requirement should also allow for the application of a 5, 10 or 20% buffer 

associated with the Housing Delivery Test (“HDT”).   

 

3.7. For the purpose of this Appeal, the HDT results state that Fareham Borough is a 20% 

buffer Authority.   

 

3.8. The PPG expands upon the definition of a deliverable site (ID 68-007-20190722), which 

references the definition at Annex 2 of the NPPF. 

 

(i) Identifying the Housing Requirement  

 

General  

 

3.9. As set out in CDD.2, the agreed minimum requirement for the current five year period 

is 3,234 dwellings. 

 

3.10. The starting point to calculating the five year requirement is the minimum 539 dwelling  

annual requirement derived from the application of the Standard Method. This 

equates to 2,695 dwellings requirement.  

 

3.11. However, and as a result of the Housing Delivery Test (“HDT”) results published in 

February 2021, it is agreed that it is appropriate to apply a 20% buffer to the 

requirement.  

 

3.12. This results in an agreed minimum five year requirement of 3,234 dwellings for the 

five year period 1 January 2021 to 31 December 2025.  
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(ii) Assessing the Deliverability of the Identified Components of Supply  

 

General  

 

3.13. The NPPF Glossary definition of deliverable sites indicates that these are those that: 

Deliverable: To be considered deliverable, sites for housing 
should be available now, offer a suitable location for development 
now, and be achievable with a realistic prospect that housing will 
be delivered on the site within five years. In particular: 
 
a) sites which do not involve major development and have 
planning permission, and all sites with detailed planning 
permission, should be considered deliverable until permission 
expires, unless there is clear evidence that homes will not be 
delivered within five years (for example because they are no 
longer viable, there is no longer a demand for the type of units or 
sites have long term phasing plans). 
 
b) where a site has outline planning permission for major 
development, has been allocated in a development plan, has a 
grant of permission in principle, or is identified on a brownfield 
register, it should only be considered deliverable where there is 
clear evidence that housing completions will begin on site within 
five years. 
 

3.14. Paragraph 19 of the Council’s Update for the 17th February 2021 (CDH.7) refers to the 

Secretary of State’s consent to judgement (CO/917/2020) in a case relating to an 

appeal within East Northamptonshire and the implications of this for determining 

whether a site is deliverable. The East Northamptonshire consent order was issued on 

7th May 2020 (CDH.12). 

 

3.15. Paragraph B of the East Northamptonshire consent order states: 

 
He concedes that he erred in his interpretation of the definition of 
deliverable within the glossary of the National Planning Policy 
Framework (“NPPF”) as a ‘closed list’. It is not. The proper 
interpretation of the definition is that any site which can be shown 
to be ‘available now, offer a suitable location for development 
now, and be achievable with a realistic prospect that housing will 
be delivered on the site within five years’ will meet the definition; 
and that the examples given in categories (a) and (b) are not 
exhaustive of all the categories of site which are capable of 
meeting that definition. Whether a site does or does not meet the 
definition is a matter of planning judgment on the evidence 
available  
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3.16. Since the East Northants consent to judgement, a further consent order by the 

Secretary of State has been issued with respect of an appeal decision within Bedford 

Borough (CO/164/2020) issued on 2nd July 2020 (CDH.13).  Paragraph 5 states as 

follows: 

 

“The First Defendant also accepts that Ground 2 is arguable, and 

the Inspector misinterpreted paragraph 74 of the NPPF 2019, 

because he has made no comment on the differences between the 

2019 and 2012 test, the ‘appropriate buffer’, and any effect of the 

5YHLS.” 

 

3.17. It is therefore consequently clear that there has been a clear change in the definition 

of deliverable sites between the 2012 and 2019 editions of the NPPF3 which was 

acknowledged in the Bedford Borough Consent Order.  

 

3.18. Further reference to the extent of evidence required to demonstrate deliverability is set 

out at paragraphs 20 and 21 of the recent Sonning Common appeal decision (CDJ.15) 

which ‘clear evidence’ must be something cogent, as opposed to simply mere 

assertions. 

 
3.19. Paragraphs 20 and 21 state in full as follows: 

 
“I have also had regard to the PPG advice published on 22 July 
2019 on `Housing supply and delivery’ including the section that 
provides guidance on `What constitutes a `deliverable’ housing 
site in the context of plan-making and decision-taking.’ The PPG 
is clear on what is required:  

 
“In order to demonstrate 5 years’ worth of deliverable 
housing sites, robust, up to date evidence needs to be 
available to support the preparation of strategic policies 
and planning decisions.”  

 
This advice indicates to me the expectation that `clear evidence’ 
must be something cogent, as opposed to simply mere 
assertions. There must be strong evidence that a given site will in 
reality deliver housing in the timescale and in the numbers 
contended by the party concerned.  
 
Clear evidence requires more than just being informed by 
landowners, agents or developers that sites will come forward, 
rather, that a realistic assessment of the factors concerning the 
delivery has been considered. This means not only are there 
planning matters that need to be considered but also the 

 
3 There is no change between 2019 and 2021 version of NPPF 
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technical, legal and commercial/financial aspects of delivery 
assessed. Securing an email or completed pro-forma from a 
developer or agent does not in itself constitute `clear evidence’. 
Developers are financially incentivised to reduce competition 
(supply) and this can be achieved by optimistically forecasting 
delivery of housing from their own site and consequentially 
remove the need for other sites to come forward.” 

 

3.20. Furthermore, in considering the detailed evidence with respect of the contended 

inclusion of sites, the Secretary of State in paragraphs 20 to 23 of his decision of 15th 

July 2020 allowing residential development off Audlem Road/Broad Lane, Nantwich 

(APP/R0660/A/13/2197532) (CDJ.9). These state: 

20. The Secretary of State considers that the Inspector’s 
assessment of housing supply at IR400-409 is now out of date 
given the new information that has been submitted by parties 
since the end of the Inquiry.  

21. The Secretary of State has reviewed the information submitted 
by the parties, in particular the sites where deliverability is in 
dispute between the appellant and the Council. The Secretary of 
State agrees with the appellant that some of the sites identified by 
the Council, at the time the evidence was submitted, may not meet 
the definition of deliverability within the Framework. He considers 
that, on the basis of the evidence before him, the following should 
be removed from the supply: sites with outline planning 
permission which had no reserved matters applications and no 
evidence of a written agreement; a site where there is no 
application and the written agreement indicates an application 
submission date of August 2019 which has not been forthcoming, 
with no other evidence of progress; and a site where the agent in 
control of the site disputes deliverability. He has therefore 
deducted 301 dwellings from the supply of housing figures.  

22. The Secretary of State also considers that there are further 
sites where the evidence on deliverability is marginal but justifies 
their inclusion within a range of the housing supply figures. This 
group includes sites where the Council has a written agreement 
with an agent or developer and this indicates progress is being 
made, or where there is outline planning permission or the site is 
on a brownfield register and the Secretary of State is satisfied that 
there is additional information that indicates a realistic prospect 
that housing will be delivered on the site within 5 years. The 
Secretary of State considers that in total the number of dwellings 
within this category is 2,234.  

23. Applying these deductions to the Council’s claimed 
deliverable supply figure of 17,733, the Secretary of State is 
satisfied therefore, on the basis of the information before him, that 
the Council has a 5 year deliverable supply of between 15,198 
dwellings and 17,432 dwellings. As the Secretary of State also 
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considers that the Council has a total 5 year requirement of 13,211 
dwellings, he is satisfied that the Council is able to demonstrate 
a supply of housing sites within the range of 5.7 years to 6.6 years. 
The Secretary of State has considered the Inspector’s comments 
in IR423-425, and considers that in the light of his conclusion that 
there is a 5 year housing land supply, the presumption in favour 
of sustainable development does not apply in this case.  

 

3.21. This reinforces the importance of clear evidence to support the contended deliverability 

of sites/sources within the supply. This is also noted that this appeal decision post-

dates the two consent orders referred to above. 

 

3.22. Therefore, having regard to the contents of the two consent orders together with the 

subsequent decision of the Secretary of State in the Nantwich appeal, for any site not 

included within the first category of sources detailed in the NPPF Glossary, it is 

essential that this is substantiated by the necessary evidence as outlined in the PPG 

(ID ref 68-007-20190722). This emphasises the importance of evidence to justify any 

assumptions on the deliverability of sites within the supply. This section of the PPG in 

considering “What constitutes a ‘deliverable’ housing site in the context of plan-making 

and decision-taking?” states: 

In order to demonstrate 5 years’ worth of deliverable housing 
sites, robust, up to date evidence needs to be available to support 
the preparation of strategic policies and planning decisions. 
Annex 2 of the National Planning Policy Framework defines a 
deliverable site. As well as sites which are considered to be 
deliverable in principle, this definition also sets out the sites 
which would require further evidence to be considered 
deliverable, namely those which: 

• have outline planning permission for major development; 
• are allocated in a development plan; 
• have a grant of permission in principle; or 
• are identified on a brownfield register. 

Such evidence, to demonstrate deliverability, may include: 

• current planning status – for example, on larger scale sites with 
outline or hybrid permission how much progress has been 
made towards approving reserved matters, or whether these 
link to a planning performance agreement that sets out the 
timescale for approval of reserved matters applications and 
discharge of conditions; 

• firm progress being made towards the submission of an 
application – for example, a written agreement between the 
local planning authority and the site developer(s) which 
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confirms the developers’ delivery intentions and anticipated 
start and build-out rates; 

• firm progress with site assessment work; or 
• clear relevant information about site viability, ownership 

constraints or infrastructure provision, such as successful 
participation in bids for large-scale infrastructure funding or 
other similar projects. 

Plan-makers can use the Housing and Economic Land Availability 
Assessment in demonstrating the deliverability of sites. 

 
3.23. Furthermore, it is essential that in including any sites/sources within the supply, it is 

essential to assess whether there is a realistic prospect that housing will be delivered 

on the site within 5 years. For this, it is clear from the PPG that for any site not included 

in the first category (A) of the NPPF Glossary for deliverable sites must be 

accompanied by clear and robust evidence to show deliverability. This is therefore the 

clear conclusion of the two consent orders (CDH.12 and CDH.13) together with the 

subsequent Nantwich appeal decision (CDJ.9). It is within this context that the 

Council’s contended deliverable housing land supply will be appraised. 

 

Context  

 

3.24. The inclusion of several of those sites with a resolution to grant which are also 

provisional allocations in a Regulation 19 version of the Borough’s Local Plan 

(November 2020) and the subsequent Revised Publication Draft Local Plan (June 

2021) is not considered to provide clear certainty over the suitability of a site. This is 

due to the irrelevance of such early allocation status in the preparation of a 

development plan as indicated in paragraph 48 of the NPPF and the extent that the 

document could change through the subsequent stages including submission and 

examination. Even a plan submitted for examination and therefore further through the 

preparation process is only afforded limited weight as indicated in paragraph 16 of the 

decision by the Secretary of State allowing the redevelopment of the Oxford Brookes 

University Campus at Wheatley on 23rd April 2020 (PINS ref 

APP/Q3115/W/19/323087) (CDJ.10).  

 

3.25. Whilst the Council undertook consultation on a Revised Draft Submission Plan4 and 

then submitted the document for examination on 30th September 2021, it is not known 

 
4 Consultation on a Revised Publication Local Plan pursuant to regulation 19 is took place from 18th June until 
30th July 2021. 
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when it will be concluded as the appointed Inspector (Helen Hockenhall BA (Hons) 

B.Pl (MRTPI)) has yet to issue the Matters, Issues and Questions (MIQ) for the 

examination. These MIQ will inform the extent that the emerging Plan has 

demonstrated compliance with the tests of soundness alongside the criteria in 

paragraph 48 of the NPPF.  

 

3.26. Therefore, whilst the Council anticipates adoption in autumn/winter 20225, this is no 

means certain as a review of all Strategic Local Plans submitted for examination since 

25th January 20196 indicates that they have taken 481 days7 on average to be adopted. 

Applying this to the 30th September 2021 submission date indicates adoption of the 

Plan could be expected on 24th January 2023, which is later than that currently 

anticipated by the Council. 

 

3.27. Therefore, consistent with the conclusions of the Secretary of State in the Wheatley 

appeal decision, limited weight can be given to any draft allocation and therefore it 

cannot support the inclusion of a site within deliverable supply pursuant to the NPPF 

and PPG.  

 

3.28. The Council has included a for 20 dwellings which was not approved until 20th January 

2021 through a prior approval8. In order for this to be included in the Council’s 

deliverable supply, it essential that the other elements that impact upon the availability 

of land are also updated to ensure they are at a consistent base date i.e. removing any 

permissions which had expired, or those dwellings completed between the current 

base date (1st January 2021) and the approval of this application (P/20/1483/PC) on 

20th January 2021. Without these amendments, a holistic assessment of both housing 

need and supply cannot be made – this is essential for a robust assessment to be 

made as acknowledged in paragraph 21 of the Waterbeach appeal decision (CDJ.11). 

 

3.29. The authority has also included the contribution of 38 dwellings on land south west of 

Sovereign Crescent in application P/18/0484/FP. At the base date for the assessment 

(1st January 2021), the scheme only had a resolution to grant permission, with the 

approval not issued until 8th July 2021. Reflecting the approach of the Waterbeach 

appeal decision, for this site to be included within the authority’s deliverable supply, 

 
5 As indicated in the Local Development Scheme (June 2021) 
6 End of transition from 2012 NPPF as detailed in paragraph 220 of current NPPF (2021) 
7 Details on plan making progress until 8th October 2021 at Local Plan: Monitoring progress - GOV.UK 
(www.gov.uk) 
8 On land at Wates House, Wallington Hill – P/20/1483/PC 
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the base date must be revised to ensure it is on or after the decision date. This will 

require corresponding adjustments to the Brough’s housing need and more importantly 

the elements of supply (to exclude any dwellings completed in the intervening period 

alongside the removal of permissions which have expired). 

 

3.30. Additionally, the Council has also included a contribution of 24 for the delivery of homes 

on a site adjoining 79 Greenaway Lane, Warsash (P/18/0107/OA). At the base date 

for the assessment, this site likewise only had an outline permission. A reserved 

matters application for plots 1-6 was not submitted until 25th January and was then 

approved on 21st April 2021. Consistent with the Waterbeach appeal decision, this site 

can only be included where a holistic appraisal of both housing need and supply is 

undertaken, ensuring any homes completed are deducted alongside removal of 

allowances from sites where permission has lapsed/expired.  

 

3.31. In the Council’s Supplementary Statement for the Newgate Lane East appeal 

(CDH.24), the authority adjusts the allowance to the site adjoining 77 Greenaway Lane 

to 30 dwellings, rather than the 24 dwellings previously allowed as the contribution 

from the site. The appellant disagrees that the 79 Greenaway Lane site should be 

included within the supply as contributing 30 dwellings. This is because the site already 

was assumed to deliver 30 dwellings (through applications P/18/0884/FP and 

P/18/0107/OA). Therefore no further contribution can be achieved from the site. 

 

3.32. In addition to the inclusion of 663 dwellings in sites with a resolution to grant9, the 

appellant also notes that there are other sites/sources relied upon by the authority 

whose deliverability has not been substantiated by the evidence envisaged and 

expected by the PPG – the importance of which is emphasised in the Nantwich appeal 

decision. 

 

Analysis of Deliverability  

 

3.33. We have reviewed the various components of supply relied upon by the Council in their 

Housing Supply Update (Feb 2021) (CDH.7) alongside the update in their 

Supplementary Statement to the Newgate Lane East appeal (CDH.24) and that set out 

in CDD.2.  We disagree with their analysis of deliverability.   

 

 
9 As indicated in CDD.2 
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3.34. Our site assessment is set out below. 

 

Outstanding Outline Planning Permissions – exclude 269 dwellings. 

 
Land east of Southampton Road (Reside), Titchfield (P/18/0068/OA) 
 

3.35. Outline planning permission was granted for up to 105 dwellings on 16th July 2020. 

The site therefore falls within the second category of potentially deliverable sites.  

 

3.36. A reserved matters application (P/20/1584/RM) for 95 dwellings was received by the 

authority on 18th December 2020 but not validated until 17th March 2021. The validation 

of the reserved matters application is after the base date for the land supply 

assessment. Whilst this application was approved by the authority on 17th September 

2021, in order to rely upon this, consistent with that detailed above, all sources of 

supply should be revised to reflect this date, thereby excluding any completions or 

lapses of planning permissions since the current base date of 31st December 2020. 

This would be consistent with the conclusions of the Inspector in the Waterbeach 

appeal (CDJ.11). 

 

3.37. Although the site now has detailed permission, there was no evidence to indicate when 

the necessary reserved matters application would be submitted and then approved 

and therefore no certainty when implementation of the scheme will occur. 

 

FBC = 105 dwellings 
Appellant = 0 dwellings 
Difference = 105 dwellings  
 
 
Land south of Funtley Road, Funtley (P/18/0067/OA)  

 
3.38. Outline planning permission was granted for up to 55 dwellings on 2nd September 

2020. The site therefore falls within the second category of potentially deliverable sites.  

 

3.39. It is noted that a further outline application for up to 125 dwellings has been submitted 

on the site (P/20/1168/OA) which was validated on 6th October 2020. An appeal has 

been submitted against the non-determination of application P/201168/OA. The 

Planning Committee on 2nd November 2021 determined the putative reasons the 

authority would have refused the application. This is awaiting determination and there 

is no indication of when the Council might determine this subsequent application.   
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3.40. There have however been no subsequent applications for the submission of reserved 

matters following the grant of application P/18/0067/OA. Consequently, to reflect the 

guidance in the NPPF and PPG, robust evidence must be provided to demonstrate 

that the site is deliverable. As this has not be provided, the site must therefore be 

omitted from the Council’s contended supply.  

 

3.41. Although the site has outline permission, there is no evidence to indicate when the 

necessary reserved matters application will be submitted alongside with the time 

required to determine and implement any permission. 

 
FBC = 55 dwellings 
Appellant = 0 dwellings 
Difference = 55 dwellings  
 
Land to the east of Brook Lane and south of Brookside Drive, Warsash 
(P/16/1049/OA).  

 
3.42. This site had outline permission for up to 85 dwellings granted on appeal on 17th May 

2018 (PINS ref APP/A1720/W/17/3177435).  

 

3.43. A reserved matters application for 85 dwellings (P/19/0313/RM) was validated on 25th 

March 2019.  

 

3.44. On 1st May 2019, Natural England (“NE”) provided a response to the reserved matters 

application. Within their response, they state that further information is required to 

determine impacts on designated sites, particularly: 

 
“A Habitats Regulations Assessment with a calculation of the 
nutrient budget for the development and the identification of 
mitigation, where appropriate.” 

 
3.45. Although NE requested further information, this was not submitted until 23rd July 2021, 

over 2 years later.  There has been no response from Natural England to the nutrient 

budget information supplied.  

 

3.46. With no detail of when the information required by NE will respond concerning the 

nutrient budget information supplied, it is not considered that there is any certainty 

when the reserved matters application might be determined. In this context, having 

regard to the PPG and the Nantwich appeal (CDJ.9) decision, this uncertainty for 

addressing the concerns raised by NE means that it is not considered deliverable.  It 
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is demonstrably the case that the site cannot be said to be deliverable at the base 

date.  

 
FBC = 85 dwellings 
Appellant = 0 dwellings 
Difference = 85 dwellings  
 
East & west of 79 Greenaway Lane, Warsash (P/18/0107/OA)  
 

3.47. Outline planning permission was granted for up to 30 dwellings on 8th May 2020. The 

site therefore falls within the second category of potentially deliverable sites. The site 

also has detailed permission on part of it for the erection of 6 dwellings (application 

P/18/0884/FP) – this results in a net contribution of 24 dwellings. 

 

3.48. An application for reserved matters (P/21/0133/RM) for plots 1-6 was validated on 25th 

January 2021 and approved on 21st April 2021 (both after the base date). There was 

however no evidence at the base date detailing when a reserved matters application 

might be forthcoming together with a timeline for its determination. There is likewise 

no evidence with the reserved matters application for the remainder of the site might 

be submitted, determined alongside its subsequent implementations.  

 

3.49. Additionally, whilst plots 1-6 have a reserved matters consent, this duplicates the 

contribution within the supply from detailed permission P/18/0884/FP10 (as this relates 

to the same area of land). Consequently, the reserved matters do not demonstrate that 

the remaining 24 dwellings approved in outline application P/18/0107/OA are 

deliverable. 

 

3.50. Consequently, contrary to the approach envisaged by the NPPF and PPG, there is no 

available robust evidence demonstrating that the site is deliverable. It must therefore 

be omitted from the Council’s contended supply.  

 

FBC = 24 dwellings 
Appellant = 0 dwellings 
Difference = 24 dwellings  
 
 
 
 
 

 
10 This site is the 6th row in the section of the Table headed “Outstanding Outline Planning 
Permissions - Large (5+ dwellings)” on the penultimate page of the Council’s December 2020 update 
on land supply. 
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Resolution to Grant Planning Permission Large (except Welborne) – exclude all 663 
dwellings. 

 
Land at Brook Lane, Warsash (P/17/0845/OA)  

 
3.51. The Council considers this to be a deliverable site as it had a resolution to grant for the 

erection of 180 dwellings, albeit that the contribution towards the supply is only 174 

dwellings.  

 

3.52. The outline planning application for up to 180 dwellings was validated on 17th July 

2017.  The Council’s Planning Committee resolved to approve it on 10th October 2018.  

 

3.53. This resolution to grant reflected their earlier decision at the Committee meeting on 

24th January 2018. Nevertheless, planning permission has yet to be granted for the 

scheme over two and a half years after the most recent committee resolution. 

 

3.54. The Committee Report of 10th October 2018 recognised that the site is not allocated 

for development within the existing Local Plan.  

 

3.55. A review of the Council’s current brownfield register (as of 3rd November 2021) 

indicates that the Brook Lane, Warsash application site is not included within this land 

source category.  

 

3.56. Consequently, to reflect the guidance in the NPPF and PPG, robust evidence must be 

provided to demonstrate that the site is deliverable. However, as the Council’s 

Planning Register does not provide evidence as envisaged by the PPG (ID ref 68-007-

20190722), particularly as there is no clarity regarding the timetable to grant outline 

planning permission together with the subsequent submission, approval and 

implementation of the essential reserved matters to enable construction of the 

dwellings, none of the 174 dwellings contended by the authority are considered 

deliverable. This is therefore consistent with the conclusions of the Secretary of State 

in the Nantwich appeal. 

 
FBC = 174 dwellings 
Appellant = 0 dwellings 
Difference = 174 dwellings  
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Land east of Brook Lane (South), Warsash (P/17/0752/OA) 
 

3.57. The Council also considers this to be a deliverable site as it had a resolution to grant 

for the erection of up to 140 dwellings albeit that the contribution towards the supply is 

only 110 dwellings. This outline application for up to 140 dwellings was validated on 

30th June 2017 and the Council’s Planning Committee resolved to approve it on 10th 

October 2018. This resolution to grant reflected their earlier decision at the Committee 

meeting on 24th January 2018. Outline planning permission was not however issued 

until 17th February 2021, over three years after the most recent committee resolution. 

 

3.58. The Committee Report of 10th October 2018 recognised that the site is not allocated 

for development within the existing Local Plan. A review of the Council’s current 

brownfield register (as of 3rd November 2021) indicates that the Brook Lane (South), 

Warsash application site is not included within this land source category.  

 

3.59. Following approval of the outline planning permission on 17th February 2021 (after the 

base date of 31st December 2020), the necessary reserved matters application 

(P/21/0300/RM) for erection of phase 1 of the permission (78 dwellings) was not 

submitted until 19th February 2021. The County Highways Authority in their response 

of 12th April 2021 has indicated that they have a holding objection with respect of the 

layout proposed. Whilst further information was submitted on 7th July 2021, this was 

revised (including the layout) in plans provided on 19th August 2021. County Highways 

have yet to confirm its objections with respect of the layout have been resolved.  

 

3.60. Consequently, there no indication of when a reserved matters approval for phase 1 

might be forthcoming. There is also no information with respect of the timing of 

submission of reserved matters for the remainder of the site. 

 

3.61. To reflect the guidance in the NPPF and PPG, robust evidence must be provided to 

demonstrate that the site is deliverable. However, as the Council’s Planning Register 

does not provide evidence as envisaged by the PPG (ID ref 68-007-20190722), 

particularly as there is no clarity regarding the timetable to grant outline planning 

permission (notwithstanding it has subsequently issued on 17th February 2021) 

together with the subsequent submission, approval and implementation of the 

essential reserved matters to enable construction of the dwellings, none of the 110 
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dwellings contended by the Authority are considered deliverable11. This is therefore 

consistent with the conclusions of the Secretary of State in the Nantwich appeal. 

 

FBC = 110 dwellings 
Appellant = 0 dwellings 
Difference = 110 dwellings  
 
 
Land to the east of Brook Lane and west of Lockswood Road, Warsash 
(P/17/0998/OA) 

 
3.62. This site had a resolution to grant for the erection of up to 157 dwellings. This outline 

application for up to 157 dwellings was validated on 22nd August 2017 and the 

Council’s Planning Committee resolved to approve it on 10th October 2018. This 

resolution to grant reflected their earlier decision at the Committee meeting on 23rd 

May 2018. Nevertheless, planning permission has yet to be granted for the scheme 

over two years after the most recent committee resolution. 

 

3.63. The Committee Report of 10th October 2018 recognised that the site is not allocated 

for development within the existing Local Plan. A review of the Council’s current 

brownfield register (as of 3rd November 2021) indicates that the land to the east of 

Brook Lane and west of Lockswood Road, Warsash application site is not included 

within this land source category.  

 

3.64. Consequently, to reflect the guidance in the NPPF and PPG, robust evidence must be 

provided to demonstrate that the site is deliverable. However, as the Council’s 

Planning Register does not provide evidence as envisaged by the PPG (ID ref 68-007-

20190722), particularly as there is no clarity regarding the timetable to grant outline 

planning permission together with the subsequent submission, approval and 

implementation of the essential reserved matters to enable construction of the 

dwellings, none of the 157 dwellings contended by the authority are considered 

deliverable. This is therefore consistent with the conclusions of the Secretary of State 

in the Nantwich appeal. 

 
FBC = 157 dwellings 
Appellant = 0 dwellings 
Difference = 157 dwellings  

 
11 Whilst it is noted that a reserved matters application was subsequently submitted after the outline 
permission was issued, as indicated the County Highways currently has an unresolved holding objection to the 
scheme. 
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Land south west of Sovereign Crescent, Locks Heath (P18/0484/FP) 
  

 
3.65. This site had a resolution to grant for the erection of 38 dwellings. This detailed 

application for 38 dwellings was validated on 4th May 2018 and the Council’s Planning 

Committee resolved to approve it on 12th September 2018. Nevertheless, planning 

permission was not issued until 8th July 2021.   

 

3.66. The site was not listed in the Council’s current brownfield register (as of 3rd November 

2021) and therefore a resolution to grant permission on a site outside of the categories 

listed as deliverable in the NPPF is not considered to be appropriate, especially as 

there was no further evidence to substantiate its deliverability as envisaged by the PPG 

(ID ref 68-007-20190722). 

 

3.67. Whilst it now has permission, as previously indicated for the site to be included as a 

deliverable source, corresponding adjustments to the Borough’s housing need and 

supply are also necessary to ensure completions from 1st January until 8th July 2021 

are omitted. This would reflect the approach in the Waterbeach appeal decision.  

 

3.68. None of the 38 dwellings relied upon by the Council are considered deliverable. This 

is therefore consistent with the conclusions of the Secretary of State in the Nantwich 

appeal. 

 
FBC = 38 dwellings 
Appellant = 0 dwellings 
Difference = 38 dwellings  

 
Land to the west of Seafield Road & Moraunt Drive, Porchester (P/18/0654/FP)  

 
3.69. This detailed application for 48 dwellings was validated on 13th June 2018 and the 

Council’s Planning Committee resolved to approve on 12th December 2018. However, 

planning permission was not issued until 7th May 2021.  

 

3.70. The Committee Report on 12th December 2018 recognised that the site was not 

allocated for development within the existing Local Plan. A review of the Council’s 

current brownfield register (as of 3rd November 2021) indicates that the land west of 

Seafield Road & Moraunt Drive, Porchester application site is not included within this 

land source category.  
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3.71. Consequently, and to reflect the guidance in the NPPF and PPG, robust evidence must 

be provided to demonstrate that the site is deliverable. However, as the Council’s 

Planning Register does not provide evidence as envisaged by the PPG (ID ref 68-007-

20190722), particularly as there is no clarity at the base date regarding the timetable 

to planning permission together with the subsequent implementation, none of the 48 

dwellings contended by the authority are considered deliverable. This is therefore 

consistent with the conclusions of the Secretary of State in the Nantwich appeal 

together those of the Inspector in the Waterbeach decision. 

 

3.72. For the Council to include this site which does not meet any of the deliverable land 

type categorises at the base date, the authority will need to revise this, although this 

can only occur if all elements of supply are adjusted to ensure they take account of the 

latest status, as indicated in the Waterbeach appeal decision. 

 
FBC = 48 dwellings 
Appellant = 0 dwellings 
Difference = 48 dwellings  
 
Land adjacent to 125 Greenaway Lane (P/19/0402/OA)  

 
3.73. This outline application for up to 100 dwellings was validated on 12th April 2019 and 

the Council’s Planning Committee resolved to approve on 16th December 2020. Whilst 

permission was granted on 22nd April 2021, this was after the base date. Furthermore, 

there is no indication of when the necessary reserved matters application will be 

forthcoming, including its subsequent determination and implementation. 

 

3.74. The Committee Report on 16th December 2020 recognised that the site is not allocated 

for development within the existing Local Plan. A review of the Council’s current 

brownfield register (as of 3rd November 2021) indicates that the land adjacent to 125 

Greenway Lane application site is not included within this land source category.  

 

3.75. Consequently, to reflect the guidance in the NPPF and PPG, robust evidence must be 

provided to demonstrate that the site is deliverable. However, as the Council’s 

Planning Register does not provide evidence as envisaged by the PPG (ID ref 68-007-

20190722), particularly as at the base date, there was no clarity regarding the timetable 

to grant outline planning permission together with the subsequent submission, 

approval and implementation of the essential reserved matters to enable construction 

of the dwellings, none of the 100 dwellings contended by the authority are considered 
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deliverable. This is therefore consistent with the conclusions of the Secretary of State 

in the Nantwich appeal. 

 
FBC = 100 dwellings 
Appellant = 0 dwellings 
Difference = 100 dwellings  
 

Welborne (Local Plan Part 3) – exclude all 390 dwellings 

 
Welborne (LP3)  

 
 General  
 
3.76. This site is allocated for residential development in LP3, Policy WEL3 for approximately 

6,000 dwellings, to be phased for delivery by 2036. The Welborne Plan was adopted 

in June 2015. 

 

3.101. Whilst the former South East Plan (“SEP”) identified the need for the Fareham SDA to 

deliver 10,000 dwellings in the period 2006 to 2026, the subsequent Fareham Core 

Strategy identified that the SDA should provide between 6,500 to 7,500 dwellings in 

the period to 2031 (Policy CS13), with 5,350 to be met in the period to 2026. 

 

3.102. The housing trajectory at Appendix 3 to the adopted Core Strategy relied upon 

completions at Welborne from 2014, with a total of 4,800 dwellings by 2025 (the end 

of the current 5 year supply period).  However, and to date, no dwellings have been 

delivered at the SDA.  This represents a significant under delivery in planned levels of 

housing.    

 

3.103. The Local Plan Part 3 (The Welborne Plan) included a phasing plan and Table 11.2 

suggested only 2,860 completions will be achieved in the period to March 2026.  This 

is some 2,490 dwellings below the assumed 5,350 completions envisaged in the Core 

Strategy. In the Welborne Plan, first completions were envisaged in 2016/17 and a 

total of 2,860 by March 2026 (3 months after the end of the current 5 year period). 

 

3.104. Paragraph 10.31 of the Local Plan Part 3 states that the trajectory for Welborne has 

been informed by the Welborne Build-out Rates Study, with Table 11 of that document 

(supported by paragraphs 6.6 to 6.38) setting out different levels of anticipated annual 

completions depending upon the number of developer outlets and marketing suites.  
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3.105. The Council’s continuously revised trajectories for Welborne are summarised in the 

following table which emphasises the continual delays in commencement of 

development on the site: 
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CS: Local Plan 

Part 1 (Adopted 

Aug 2011) 

50 200 300 400 550 550 550 550 550 550 550 550 5,350 

Local Plan Part 3, 

Table 10.1 

(Adopted June 

2015) 

0 0 120 180 200 320 340 340 340 340 340 340 2,860 

Nov 2016 AMR 

with respect of Apr 

2016 

0 0 0 0 0 250 350 - - - -  600 

Welborne 

Background Paper 

Oct 2017 

0 0 0 0 0 0 140 200 250 250 250 250 1,340 

Dec 2017 Position 

(completions to 

31st Mar 17 and 

commitments to 

31st Oct 17) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 140 200 - - -  340 

Sep 2018 Position  0 0 0 0 0 0 140 200 250 - -  590 

Apr 2019 position       30 180 240 240 -  690 

Apr 2020 position         30 180 240  450 

Jan 2021 position12         30 180 240 180 630 

Apr 2021 position13          30 180 240 450 

 

3.106. Given the delayed approval of outline planning permission for this site (not granted 

until 30th September 2021), all of the previous trajectories have failed to materialise 

and have been shown to represent over optimistic assumptions – which remains the 

case with the reliance on 450 completions for the current five year period, with first 

completions during 2023/24. 

 

3.107. The Council’s Supplementary Statement to the Newgate Lane East appeal (CDH.24) 

refers to the revised trajectory in the HDT Action Plan, which results in a reduced 

 
12 Forecasts relates to calendar not monitoring years (Apr- Mar). Therefore 30 dwellings are 
envisaged for completion during 2022 which is 3 months earlier than that detailed in the table 
associated with paragraph 8.10.7 of the January 2021 Planning Committee Report. 
13 Updated forecasts for monitoring not calendar year from HDT Action Plan (June 2021) 
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contribution from Welborne14 of 390 dwellings. This is consequently the figure 

appraised in this statement. 

 

3.108. Although an outline application (P17/0266/OA) for the new community of Welborne 

including up to 6,000 dwellings was validated on 6th March 2017, it did not receive 

outline planning permission until 30th September 2021. Therefore, for 30 completions 

to be achieved from March 2023 to April 2024 as indicated in the April 2021 position, 

the necessary reserved matters to provide the details of these dwellings must be 

submitted, approved and implemented within 2½ years, although there is no evidence 

to demonstrate the timetable for this. 

 

3.109. We have previously expressed strong reservations about relying upon Welborne to 

contribute towards the Council’s respective five year housing land supply positions as 

Welborne has repeatedly failed to deliver at the Council’s predicted rates and there are 

significant constraints which affect its delivery.  The clear trend is therefore of 

significantly reduced housing provision and continual delays in delivery.  

 

3.110. The most recent Welborne delivery strategy set out in the Background Paper: Updating 

the Welborne Plan (October 2017) (CDH.16) assumed determination of the outline 

planning application in 2017/18.  However, as indicated, the outline application was 

not approved until 30th September 2021 (at least 3½ years later than had been 

envisaged in the Welborne delivery strategy). This is notwithstanding that the Council’s 

Planning Committee initially resolved to approve it on 16th October 2019 subject to a 

section 106 (CDH.14). The October 2019 Committee resolution was however over 18 

months later than the expected date of determination in the Background Paper.  

 

3.111. The application was reported to a further Planning Committee on 27th January 2021 

(CDH.15). This was as a result of further discussions between the applicant, the 

Council and the Highways Authority as detailed in paragraph 1.3 of that report. 

 

3.112. The first planning condition on the outline approval is. 

 

a) The development granted permission by this decision for the highway 

improvement works (J10 or A32 improvement works) shall be begun not 

later than three years from the date of permission. 

b) The first application for approval of reserved matters shall be made to 

the Local Planning Authority before the expiration of 5 years from the 

 
14 Paragraph 5.6 
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date of this permission. All subsequent reserved matters pursuant to this 

outline shall be submitted no later than 30 years from the date of this 

permission. 

c) The development of any reserved matters related to this Outline planning 

application shall be begun before the expiration of three years from the 

date of approval of that reserved matters. 
 

3.113. This longer timeframe for the submission of reserved matters raises doubts that these 

will be submitted, approved and implemented so that dwellings arise on the site by 31st 

December 2025. 

 

3.114. Furthermore, condition 57 of the outline approval states: 

 

No development shall take place other than that related to the 
delivery of Junction 10 until details of the sources of all the 
funding necessary to carry out the Junction 10 works has been 
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning 
Authority. The development shall be undertaken in accordance 
with the approved details.  
 

3.115. Whilst the first condition allows for development on site in advance of the junction 10 

improvements, the 57th condition indicates that the funding for this improvement must 

be submitted and agreed by the authority prior to any work, including that associated 

with the access from the A32. For the reasons detailed below, there remains 

uncertainty over the timings of funding for the essential improvements to the motorway 

junction and this consequently will delay implementation and construction of the 

scheme, including the homes relied upon by the Council. 

 

3.116. The October 2019 Committee Report indicated the provisional timeframe for the 

implementation of the application. Of particular relevance was paragraph 8.10.1015 

concerning the first phase – the first 5 years from 2019-24, derived from the 

Infrastructure Delivery Plan submitted with the application (March 2019). This indicates 

the following as the first sequence of delivery. 

 
The first development will mostly be focused to the north of Knowle Road. Sequence 
one is to provide the following:  

• Approximately 690 homes;  

• Commencement of the village centre including:  
o Village Centre Community Building  
o Health Outreach facility using the Village Centre retail outlets  

 
15 This is repeated as paragraph 8.10.11 of the January 2021 Committee Report 
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• Commencement of the eastern employment area; 

 • Construction of the new Junction 10;  

• Construction of the new A32 Northern Roundabout;  

• Alterations to the Knowle Road Roundabout;  

• Undergrounding of overhead power lines;  

• Provision of onsite drainage;  

• Diversion of water mains (if required for detailed layout);  

• Provision of children’s play areas within neighbourhoods;  

• Delivery of strategic planting;  

• Delivery of Dashwood SANG;  

• Provision of the northern segment of the main Central Park;  

• First Primary School playing fields. (It is noted that the school is shown in sequence 
2 but as described elsewhere in this report the detailed delivery of the school has been 
the subject of ongoing discussion with the Local Education Authority and is now likely 
to be delivered earlier than sequence 2). 
 

3.117. The Infrastructure Delivery Plan submitted with the application (CDH.17) envisaged 

the construction of all the elements in the first sequence within the five years after the 

documents’ preparation.  

 

3.118. This is optimistic as insufficient time was included for the determination of the outline 

application, together with the subsequent submission, determination and 

implementation of reserved matters to enable the dwellings to be completed within 2 

years of the documents’ preparation. This, notwithstanding that the final approval 

issued in September 2021 includes a number of pre-commencement conditions16 

which also need to be discharged before construction work can commence. This is in 

addition to the details of the financial arrangements for the motorway junction 

improvements required pursuant to the 57th condition. 

 

3.119. Furthermore the Supplementary Planning Statement submitted on the application 

(CDH.18) details the best case scenario for the implementation of the scheme, 

assuming any funding issues can be resolved. This is within Table 3 which followed 

paragraph 2.18. This is repeated below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
16 i.e. conditions 17-19, 22, 23 and 27 
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Signing of the Section 106 Agreement  Unknown  

Submission Approval of Strategic Scale 
Documents (Strategic Design Code, 
Street Manual and Housing Strategy)  

c. 4 months  

M27 J10 Funding Secured  Unknown  

Submission of Neighbourhood Design 
Code and Phase 1 Reserved Matters  

Once funding secured, and Condition 
52 discharged. C. 4 months from 
submission to determination.  

Works related to Strategic Services and 
Utilities (subject to planning)  

Once funding secured, and Condition 
52 discharged. C. 18 month process. 

Works on Pre-occupation obligations 
(Dashwood, etc.)  

Once funding secured, and Condition 
52 discharged. C. 12 month process 
due to ecology constraints.  

Commencement of Phase 1  Only once above actions completed, so 
estimate of 18 months from funding 
secured.  

First Occupation  Two years from the point of funding 
allocation 

 

3.120. Within paragraph 8.10.7 of the January 2021 Committee Report, it references the 

Applicant’s December 2020 Supplementary Planning Statement17. This provides a 

refined trajectory for the site. This is shown below and reflects the annual rates 

contended within the Council’s latest land supply assessment. Taking account the 

commentary in Table 3 of the Supplementary Planning Statement, the first occupation 

and therefore completion was not likely for at least 2 years after funding was 

forthcoming.  

 

Year  Dwellings per year  Cumulative dwellings  
2020-2021  0  0  
2021-2022  0  0  
2022-2023  30  30  
2023-2024  180  210  
2024-2025  240  450  
2025-2026  240  690  
2026-2027  240  930  
2027-2028  240  1,210  
2028-2029  300  1,510  
2029-2030  300  1,810  

 

3.121. The Supplementary Planning Statement (paragraph 3.1) is clear that alongside the 

developers’ contribution of £40m, it is anticipated that the remainder of the M27 

junction 10 infrastructure works would be funded through an “anticipated HIF allocation 

of £30m”. However, as indicated in the reports to Hampshire County Council’s Cabinet 

 
17 This is however clearly a best case scenario as detailed in paragraph 2.26 of the Supplementary 
Planning Statement for the application (CDH.18) 
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(appraised below and included as document CDH.21), the funding sources for the 

scheme had to be revised to illustrate a potential for agreement by that authority to act 

as project manager. Nevertheless, there remains uncertainty over the timings for the 

detailed design work for the motorway junction improvements which are a first stage 

in the scheme’s delivery.  

 

Appeal Inspectors’ consideration of Welborne Delivery expectations 

 

3.122. Since the preparation of the Core Strategy, a number of planning appeal Inspectors 

have considered the realism and robustness of the Council’s forecasts of delivery at 

Welborne. This includes the Navigator Inspector in (January 2015) within paragraphs 

51 to 57 of the appeal decision (CDJ.7). 

 

3.123. Paragraph 57 concludes by deleting 500 dwellings from the Council’s supply, stating: 

 
“I conclude that the Council has failed to show a realistic prospect 

that development at Welborne is likely to contribute to the 5-year 

supply. The site therefore cannot be regarded as deliverable at this 

stage, in terms of the NPPF requirement. This reduces the 

Council’s claimed supply by 500, to a maximum of 1,426 units.” 

(My emphasis added) 

 

3.124. Whilst an outline planning application was subsequently submitted (as explained 

above), the Cranleigh Road Inspector (August 2017) (CDJ.6) came to a similar 

conclusion regarding the lack of any delivery within 5 years. 

 

3.125. Paragraph 24 of the Cranleigh Road appeal decision states in relation to the 

Inspector’s assessment of the anticipated level of completions at Welborne as follows: 

 

“LP 3 allocates some 371ha of mainly greenfield land at Welbourne 

to deliver some 6,000 dwellings and the lpa includes some 425 units 

within the 5-year supply in years 4 and 5. The delivery of Welbourne 

is a major undertaking and already the delivery of units has been 

pushed back in the programme. At one time the lpa considered that 

the delivery of dwellings would commence in 2016 with 120 units 

being completed by the end of the first quarter in 2017. Whilst I 

accept that significant pre-planning work has been carried out, a 

delivery partner will not be appointed until the beginning of 2018, 

major planning applications will have to be prepared and already, 

albeit as a precaution, the lpa is contemplating the use of 

compulsory purchase powers. Whilst I acknowledge the lpa’s 
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commitment to the delivery of Welbourne, on the evidence before 

me, it would appear that the potential to deliver a significant 

number of units towards the end of the 5-year period is optimistic.” 

 

3.126. The Inspector’s assessment effectively discounted the site from providing any material 

completions in the five year period.  

 

The Outline Planning Application (March 2017) 

 

3.127. The outline planning application for development of the Welborne allocation for a new 

community, to include up to 6,000 new dwellings (associated development and 

infrastructure provision) was submitted by Buckland Development Ltd on 3 March 2017 

(LPA Ref: P/17/0266/OA). As indicated above, Fareham Borough Council resolved to 

approve the application in October 2019, subject to the signing of the S106 (CDH.14). 

This decision was re-affirmed at the Planning Committee in January 2021 (CDH.15. 

The application was no approved until 30th September 2021. 

 

3.128. We have considered the documents submitted in support of the application and are of 

the view that the content further endorses our view that there will be no completions 

within the current five year period to 31st December 2025. 

 

3.129. The accompanying sequencing plans show all of the housing to be developed on the 

Buckland land, with the Benge family land (along with other land ownerships) required 

to provide the motorway junction and district centre (CDH.19).  In addition, there are a 

number of references in the submitted Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) (CDH.17) to 

the improvements to the motorway junction being LEP/DfT funded.  However, section 

4 (pg35) shows that the works may be delivered by the enabling developer.  There is 

no certainty here that all of the junction works can be implemented as part of the 

application. 

 

3.130. In the time that has lapsed pursuant to Fareham Borough Council’s October 2019 

resolution to grant outline planning permission for Welborne (CDH.14), a report has 

been considered by Hampshire County Council with respect to their role as the scheme 

promoter for the delivery of the improvement to Junction 10 of the M27 (CDH.20) (14 

Jan 2020). 
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3.131. The report considered by Hampshire County Council provides a summary of the issues 

associated with the delivery of the essential improvements to junction 10 of the M27 to 

deliver Welborne.  

 

3.132. Paragraphs 10-15 state as follows: 

 

10. The County Council and its Strategic Partner (Atkins) have 

produced a significant number of around 155 design drawings 

and supporting documents for the M27 Junction 10 improvement, 

which formed a detailed part of the outline Planning Application 

for Welborne Garden Village submitted to Fareham Borough 

Council by Buckland Development Limited. In October 2019, 

Fareham Borough Council resolved to grant Planning Permission 

for the Scheme, subject to the signing of a Section 106 

Agreement. This is a critical milestone for the Scheme.  

 

11. The ability to commence the Welborne development is 

critically aligned to the junction works. Importantly, the Borough 

Council has imposed a planning condition requiring the 

submission and approval of details of all the sources of funding 

necessary to carry out the Junction 10 works, prior to the 

commencement of any other work on site other than those related 

to the delivery of the Junction. The condition will provide 

confidence that the delivery of the Junction 10 works is fully 

achievable. Fundamentally, until this condition is met and there is 

certainty that funding is fully allocated, the development cannot 

commence; hence the need to identify gap funding is absolutely 

critical. Furthermore, in line with Highways England and 

Hampshire County Council advice, the Borough Council by 

condition requires the Junction 10 improvement works to be 

completed and open for use prior to the occupation of 1,160 

dwellings at Welborne (or before a specified amount of 

employment/retail floorspace is provided).  

 

12. The County Council has made excellent progress on the 

Scheme development and design to a point which now needs 

input from a delivery body. Previous assumptions were that the 

Highways England Smart Motorways Project (SMP) would deliver 

the parts of the Scheme which interfaced directly with the M27 

following instructions from the former Secretary of State Chris 

Grayling, who previously advised that Highways England would 

be best placed to deliver the Scheme. It is now apparent that, due 

to extended timescales throughout the planning process, the 

delivery of the Junction 10 Scheme will need to follow the 

completion of the Smart Motorways Project, hence engagement 

now needs to take place with different branches within Highways 

England’s Third Parties or Major Projects teams, and involving 

different processes.  
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13. It is now critical to understand the role of Highways England 

going forward, and particularly which party will become the 

delivery body, as this will inform the design process going 

forward. There are several different approaches to the 

construction and delivery of the underpass, all of which have a 

significant bearing on time and cost. For instance, the underpass 

could be constructed via a conventional approach over 12 months 

using traffic management and diversionary running. This 

approach was the preferred way forward when the works were to 

be completed in parallel with Smart Motorways. Alternative 

underpass construction approaches are now likely to be more 

appropriate and could involve jack box or slide box solutions, 

which involve building a box offline and pushing into place over 

a long weekend closure. This method would save significant 

amounts of time and network disruption and would also provide 

significant cost savings. For this reason, it has become the 

preferred possible approach, as the Scheme will follow the Smart 

Motorways Project. The approach to delivery will impact upon the 

detailed design going forward, hence it would be imprudent to 

proceed further with the design until a delivery body has been 

confirmed. Highways England is best placed to progress the 

delivery of the motorway elements of the Scheme as well as 

having a fundamental statutory role as the approving Highway 

Authority over the design and delivery processes for the 

motorway elements.  

 

14. Highways England Technical Approval and Departure Review 

processes are ongoing. However, further engagement is now 

required to seek to understand the optimum way through the 

Highways England governance processes, which are not directly 

geared up for schemes being progressed by other parties. 

Highways England has only recently suggested that its Product 

Control Framework (PCF) process may be most appropriate. To 

follow this rigidly from the outset will now involve time-

consuming, retrospective document control and approval, which 

will involve programme delays. Depending upon whether 

Highways England takes on the Scheme delivery and directly 

related completion of the Scheme design, the process may need 

to be applied more rigidly. If another party is to be the delivery 

body, then potentially a trimmed down version of the process 

could be applied. Appropriate elements of the required 

documentation will need to be completed up to a logical point, 

and to reflect the stage of design that the Scheme is at, given this 

could be helpful as part of a hand over to another party taking 

forward the Scheme delivery. While it is anticipated that this will 

be substantially complete by the end of February, it is possible 

that a few elements may not be completed within this timeframe, 

but no additional elements will be commissioned.  
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15. The approach to delivery now needs to be understood to 

inform the way forward. Possible options for delivery could be:  

• Highways England funds and delivers all of the Scheme as 

part of its RIS or Major Projects portfolio;  

• Highways England and Hampshire County Council deliver all 

of the Scheme in some form of partnership arrangement or 

Joint Venture, with Highways England delivering the parts of 

the Scheme which will ultimately form part of its network – 

(this approach would mean the County Council potentially 

continuing as Scheme Promoter, but appropriate financial 

management arrangements would be essential to ensure the 

County Council does not take on any liabilities for work on 

the motorway);  

• Hampshire County Council delivers all of the Scheme, with 

Highways England in an advisory/approval role on the basis 

that no financial liability would be accepted by the County 

Council; and  

• other third party/ies (most likely Buckland Development Ltd) 

deliver some or all of the Scheme and underwrite the financial 

risks. (our emphasis underlined) 

 

3.133. The report also details the arrangements for funding the essential motorway junction 

improvements as the initial stages for delivery of Welborne.  Paragraphs 27 to 32 state 

as follows: 

 

27 The current delivery funding allocations are as follows:  
 
• £14.9million has been allocated from the Solent LEP Local 

Growth (LGF) Funding retained by DfT (of this amount 
£4.65million has already been advanced from DfT directly to 
Hampshire County Council for Scheme development work). 
Whilst there is a theoretical possibility that DfT may require 
repayment of the advance funding, this is very unlikely and 
mitigated by the County Council proposal to complete the 
technical work in an orderly way and to make provision for it 
to be handed onto a different Scheme Promoter. The 
remaining £10.25million needs to be spent by March 2021 on 
the motorway elements of the Scheme. (The LEP may now 
consider reallocating this funding on the assumption that it 
cannot be spent prior to March 2021 but haven’t done so as 
yet);  
 

• £14.15million has been allocated from the Solent LEP Local 
Growth Funding which needs to be spent by March 2021 on 
the motorway elements of the Scheme (The LEP may now 
consider reallocating this funding on the assumption that it 
now cannot be spent prior to March 2021 but haven’t done so 
as yet);  
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• £10million has been allocated from the Housing and 
Infrastructure Marginal Viability Fund, which can be spent in 
2021/22/23 upon delivery of any part of the Scheme to 
facilitate housing growth. Discussions with MCHLG have 
advised that the allocated £10million could be increased to 
£16million; and  
 

• £20million has been identified through Fareham Borough 
Council’s Viability work as an appropriate contribution to be 
secured via Section 106 as capped from the developer. This 
can be spent any-time on any part of the Scheme.  

 
28. The programme delays outlined previously mean that it will no 
longer be possible to incur capital expenditure on the Scheme 
prior to March 2021. This means that the remaining allocated 
Solent LEP Local Growth Funding of £24.4million, which needs to 
be spent by March 2021 in order to comply with the grant 
conditions set by Government, is likely to be reallocated and will 
no longer be available towards the Scheme delivery.  
 
29. Based on the above, there currently remains an allocation of 
just £30million which can be spent on the Scheme beyond March 
2021. This means there is now an increased delivery funding gap 
of around £55-70million.  
 
30. Alternative funding sources to cover the increased gap in 
delivery funding, together with an under-writer of the associated 
financial risks, will need to be found before the Scheme can 
progress further towards the submission of the full business case 
and delivery stage.  
 
31. The County Council notes that the Borough Council states in 
its report on the Planning Application that it will work with the 
applicant in order to secure the additional required funding from 
external sources, noting that the applicant has capped their offer 
of a contribution at £20million throughout the application process 
while the final estimated cost has increased, and the funding gap 
grown larger. The Borough Council report goes on to state that it 
may be the case that the applicant has to consider contributing 
more to the cost of the junction, in order for it to be delivered, so 
as to enable the remainder of the development to be constructed. 
The implications of any increase in contribution by the developer 
may affect the levels of affordable housing provided during 
subsequent viability reviews of the Scheme to be secured in the 
legal agreement.  
 
32. The Fareham Borough Council Planning Authority has 
resolved that a contribution of £20million is fairly and reasonably 
related in scale and kind to the development (notably having 
regard to the significant wider public benefit that an improved 
Junction 10 brings to the Solent region). Neither the County 
Council nor Highways England agree with this interpretation and 
would see the provision of a new motorway junction to be 
necessitated by the development and related road improvements 
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as required to mitigate the traffic impact of Welborne. The County 
Council would, however, accept that advancing the provision of 
the new motorway junction would have wider advantages to the 
local areas, not least during an extended construction period for 
Welborne.  (Our emphasis underlined) 

 

3.134. The Report to Hampshire County Council identifies a number of significant factors 

which must be addressed to enable delivery of any part of the Welborne development; 

with paragraph 33 stating as follows: 

 

It is apparent that there are a number of fundamental matters 
which require urgent resolution before Scheme development can 
proceed much further, including the following:  

 
• there is now a significant increase in gap funding required to 

deliver the Scheme to around £55–70million, based upon the 
assumption that the Solent LEP is likely to reallocate the Local 
Growth Funding which needs to be spent prior to March 2021, 
hence new major funding sources are required to deliver the 
Scheme;  
 

• the Scheme delivery funding will need to be fully underwritten to 
provide sufficient confidence for a delivery body to step forward 
to take the Scheme forward to delivery. Without a delivery body 
in place, critical next steps on the design, which will be informed 
by the approach to delivery, cannot be taken. Clarification is 
required as soon as possible regarding the role of Highways 
England in the delivery of some or all of the Scheme; and  

 
• ongoing engagement is required with both the Smart Motorways 

Project team and the Technical Approval team within Highways 
England to better understand the governance of the Scheme and 
extended approval process timescales going forward, and also to 
ensure a switch to an adjusted Smart Motorways Project design 
takes place, which incorporates Junction 10 based on the 
assumption that Junction 10 will now follow Smart Motorways. 
Until these matters have been addressed, the progression of the 
Scheme is at an impasse, and consequently the County Council 
needs to review its continuing role as Scheme promoter and not 
commission additional design work if there is no resolution. 

 

3.135. The Report for Hampshire County Council identifies a very significant funding 

shortfall towards the delivery of the M27 Junction 10 improvements, which as 

highlighted above must be delivered in advance of any dwellings at Welborne.  

 

3.136. With the clear uncertainty over funding the improvements, it cannot be considered that 

the Welborne proposal has any realistic chance of delivery any dwellings within the 
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next 5 years.  Accordingly, it is our position that Welborne must be excluded from the 

forecast delivery trajectory for the current five year period.  

 

3.137. The January 2021 Committee Report (CDH.15) (paragraphs 8.17.5-8.17.16) details 

the arrangements and scope of works associated with the improvements to M27 

junction 10. This is however a repeated of that detailed in the same paragraphs of the 

October 2019 Report (CDH.14). Since the Hampshire County Council Report of 

January 2020 (CDH.20) confirmed that they were not prepared to undertake further 

work on the junction improvements, they have been asked to further consider their 

position, especially taking account of the January 2021 Planning Committee Report.  

 

3.138. This further review occurred on 9th February 2021 where the Cabinet of the County 

Council (CDH.21) agreed: 

 

2. That the County Council re-iterates its support for the Welborne 

Garden Village development, as a critical part of the Local 

Planning Authority’s long-term plans for the area, and the wider 

sub regional strategy for southern Hampshire, providing much 

needed homes, commercial floorspace and jobs;  

 

3. That on the basis of the County Council’s established policy 

and approach to involvement in the M27 Junction 10 (Welborne) 

Improvement Scheme the County Council is currently unable to 

take on the role of the Delivery Body for the M27 Junction 10 

Improvement Scheme given the current high level of financial risk 

and uncertainty for which the Scheme Delivery Body would be 

responsible, should those financial risks and uncertainties be 

resolved to the County Councils satisfaction this can be further 

considered  

 

4. To approve further scheme development work, provided full 

external funding is made available to enable work to be 

undertaken on the next stages of the scheme development 

process, the preparation of draft orders and a procurement 

strategy for early contractor involvement;  

 

5. That unless full external funding is made available by the end 

of March 2021, the County Council steps back from its role of 

Scheme Promoter following the completion of Stage 3 of the 

Highways England approval process, which is the only currently 

funded aspect of scheme development work, and  

 

6. That on the basis of its established policy position, given the 

existing financial implications, and the terms of the funding, the 

County Council could not agree to sign a Housing Infrastructure 

Funding (HIF) agreement in relation to the Welborne development, 
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and, in the event that those financial implications are resolved, it 

would be most appropriate for the landowner or the local planning 

and housing authority to be that signatory;  

 

7 . That the County Council, consistent with its support reaffirmed 

in 2 above, should continue to explore ways in which it could use 

its experience, professional and technical capacity to support the 

delivery of the M27 Junction 10 Improvement Scheme, provided 

any arrangements are consistent with established County Council 

policy for involvement at Welborne, including in particular a 

stipulation that there are no financial liabilities for the County 

Council from involvement in the scheme and effective partnership 

working arrangements are in place, including with Highways 

England as the strategic Highway authority responsible for the 

M27. (Our underlining) 

 

3.139. Following the County Council’s decision on 9th February 2021, there has been further 

discussions with respect of the funding arrangements for the motorway junction 

improvements essential to deliver Welborne. These were considered at the County 

Council’s Cabinet meeting on 13th July 2021 (CDH.29), which resolved: 

 
2. That the Cabinet agrees:  

2.1 To re-affirm its support for the development of the Welborne 
Garden Village, which is expected to make a significant 
contribution to the local economy, employment and housing 
supply in south-east Hampshire;  
 
2.2 That the County Council is prepared to become the Scheme 
Delivery Body for the M27 Junction 10 improvement scheme 
subject to: confirmation of the full funding package of £41.25 
million Housing Infrastructure Grant; £40 million Section 106 
developer contribution; an additional £10 million Section 106 
contingency funding; and £750,000 Capacity Funding from 
Homes England to continue the development work;  
 
2.3 That the County Council decision to become the Scheme 
Delivery Body for the M27 J10 scheme is conditional upon 
completion of a satisfactory Memorandum of Understanding with 
Highways England in relation to any design alterations and 
programme interruptions or prolongation arising from decisions 
or actions by Highways England, and is also conditional upon a 
Section 6 Agreement to formalise Highways England’s 
commitment to the progression of the scheme through the 
approval and delivery processes;  
 
2.4 That provision be made for the Local Transport Plan, 
Integrated Transport Block Grant funding to be earmarked against 
any cost overrun for the M27 J10 Improvement scheme, beyond 
the full funding package, established budget and contingency 
funding arrangements;  
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2.5 That the value of the M27 J10 Improvement scheme in the 
County Council Capital Programme be increased from a value of 
£4.65m to £97.55 million, to be funded from Housing 
Infrastructure Grant and developer funding, and that authority be 
delegated to the Director of Economy, Transport and 
Environment, in consultation with the Leader, the Director of 
Corporate Resources and the Head of Legal Services to complete 
appropriate, aligned funding agreements; 
 
2.6 That authority be delegated to the Director of Economy, 
Transport and Environment, in consultation with the Head of 
Legal Services to make and advertise necessary Road Orders and 
secure any additional statutory or land owner consents required; 
and 
 
2.7 That authority be delegated to the Director of Economy, 
Transport and Environment, in consultation with the Leader, the 
Director of Corporate Resources and the Head of Legal Services 
to commence a staged procurement process, involving Early 
Contractor Involvement and main works contract and to spend up 
to £97.55 million, subject to confirmation of funding, following the 
completion of satisfactory financial agreements and approval of a 
scheme Project Appraisal by the Executive Lead Member for 
Economy, Transport and Environment. (our underlining) 

 
3.140. Whilst the report to the County Council’s Cabinet indicates that the Memorandum with 

Highways England is in progress, there is no indication of when this could be signed. 

Furthermore, it is clear that whilst there is contingency within the cost of the project to 

deliver the motorway junction reconfiguration necessary for Welborne, there is no 

certainty that the County Council will agree to the additional funding arrangements 

from the Integrated Transport Block grant.  

,  

3.141. On the basis of the foregoing, nothing suggests to me that the complexities relating to 

the delivery of Welborne are likely to be addressed in the short term sufficient to ensure 

delivery of any dwellings within the current five year period to December 2025. 

 

3.142. This view is supported by the content of CDH.23 where on average, lag times between 

submission of an outline application and first housing completions for sites of 2,000+ 

dwellings is 8 years. As indicated earlier, the application was submitted on 3rd March 

2017. Providing a 8 year delay until the first completion again suggests that this is 

unlike before March 2025, at the end of the five year assessment period further 

illustrated the overly optimistic assumptions for delivery. 
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Summary 

 

3.143. There are a number of complex issues relating to the delivery of Welborne, including 

viability, infrastructure provision/funding – all of which remain outstanding and 

comprise substantial issues to be resolved before Welborne can be said to be 

deliverable.  

 

3.144. Consequently, to reflect the guidance in the NPPF and PPG, robust evidence must be 

provided to demonstrate that the site is deliverable. However, as the Council’s 

Planning Register does not provide evidence as envisaged by the PPG (ID ref 68-007-

20190722), particularly as there is no clarity regarding the timetable to grant outline 

planning permission (at the base date for the assessment) together with the 

subsequent submission, approval and implementation of the essential reserved 

matters to enable construction of the dwellings, none of the 630 dwellings contended 

by the authority are considered deliverable. This is therefore consistent with the 

conclusions of the Secretary of State in the Nantwich appeal and is not affected by the 

subsequent approval of the outline application on 30th September 2021. 

 

 FBC = 390 dwellings18 

 Appellant = 0 dwellings 

 Difference = 390 dwellings  

 

Brownfield Register Sites – exclude all 321 dwellings 

 
Warsash Maritime Academy  

 
3.77. Although a review of the Council’s current brownfield register (as of 3rd November 

2021) indicates that the land at Warsash Maritime Academy is included (ref 3088), it 

notes that it does not have permission.  

 

3.78. Although the register suggests that it is deliverable, there is no evidence in the register 

or the Council’s update on land supply to support this contention (having regard to the 

advice in the PPG - ID ref 68-007-20190722).  

 

 
18 Reduced from 630 dwellings in the Council’s Supplementary Statement of Newgate Lane East 
appeal (paragraph 5.6) 
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3.79. This is of particular importance as there is no clarity regarding the timetable for the 

submission, approval and implementation of any future application for residential 

development on the site.  

 

3.80. Therefore, none of the 100 dwellings contended by the Authority are considered 

deliverable. This is therefore consistent with the conclusions of the Secretary of State 

in the Nantwich appeal. 

 
FBC = 100 dwellings 
Appellant = 0 dwellings 
Difference = 100 dwellings  
 
22-27a Stubbington Green  

 
3.81. Although a review of the Council’s current brownfield register (as of 3rd November 

2021) indicates that the land at 22-27a Stubbington Green is included (ref 3206), it 

notes that it does not have permission at the base date for the register.  

 

3.82. Although the register suggests that it is deliverable, there is no evidence in the register 

or the Council’s update on land supply to support this contention (having regard to the 

advice in the PPG - ID ref 68-007-20190722). The register suggests that the site had 

a pending detailed application under reference P/18/1410/FP. This application for the 

change of the first floor from sports club (Class D2) to 9 flats was validated on 14th 

December 2018 and not approved until 27th May 2021 (after the base date). As there 

was no clarity at the base date regarding the timing of a favourable determination, this 

site should not be regarded as deliverable. 

 

3.83. Therefore, none of the 9 dwellings contended by the Authority are considered 

deliverable. This is therefore consistent with the conclusions of the Secretary of State 

in the Nantwich appeal. 

 
FBC = 9 dwellings 
Appellant = 0 dwellings 
Difference = 9 dwellings  
 
 
Rest of 3-33 West Street  

 
3.84. Although a review of the Council’s current brownfield register (as of 15th February 

2021) indicates that the land at 3-33 West Street, Porchester is included (ref 203), it 

notes that it does not have permission.  
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3.85. Although the register suggests that it is deliverable, there is no evidence in the register 

or the Council’s update on land supply to support this contention (having regard to the 

advice in the PPG - ID ref 68-007-20190722). The register suggests that the site has 

a pending outline application under reference P/19/1040/OA. Whilst this application for 

26 apartments was validated on 26th September 2019, it was not approved until 1st 

June 2021. Consequently, as the base date there was no clarity regarding the 

timetable for the approval of this outline application. Notwithstanding the outline 

approval for the site, there is no information of the timing of the essential reserved 

matters which would then enable implementation of any approval on the site.  

 

3.86. Therefore, none of the 10 dwellings contended by the Authority are considered 

deliverable. This is therefore consistent with the conclusions of the Secretary of State 

in the Nantwich appeal. 

 
FBC = 10 dwellings 
Appellant = 0 dwellings 
Difference = 10 dwellings  
 
Locks Heath District Centre  

 
3.87. Although a review of the Council’s current brownfield register (as of 3rd November 

2021) indicates that the Locks Heath District Centre is included (ref 3227), it notes that 

it does not have permission.  

 

3.88. Although the register suggests that it is deliverable, there is no evidence in the register 

or the Council’s update on land supply to support this contention (having regard to the 

advice in the PPG - ID ref 68-007-20190722).  

 

3.89. This is of particular importance as there is no clarity regarding the timetable for the 

submission, approval and implementation of any future application on the site.  

 

3.90. Therefore, none of the 35 dwellings contended by the Authority are considered 

deliverable. This is therefore consistent with the conclusions of the Secretary of State 

in the Nantwich appeal. 

 
FBC = 35 dwellings 
Appellant = 0 dwellings 
Difference = 35 dwellings  
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Former Filling Station, Locks Heath Centre  
 
3.91. Although a review of the Council’s current brownfield register (as of 15th February 

2021) indicates that the former filling station, Locks Heath Centre is included (ref 3235), 

it notes that it does not have permission.  

 

3.92. Although the register suggests that it is deliverable, there is no evidence in the register 

or the Council’s update on land supply to support this contention (having regard to the 

advice in the PPG - ID ref 68-007-20190722).  

 

3.93. This is of particular importance as there is no clarity regarding the timetable for the 

submission, approval and implementation of any future application on the site.  

 

3.94. Therefore, none of the 30 dwellings contended by the Authority are considered 

deliverable. This is therefore consistent with the conclusions of the Secretary of State 

in the Nantwich appeal. 

 
FBC = 30 dwellings 
Appellant = 0 dwellings 
Difference = 30 dwellings  
 
Hammond Ind Est (P/20/1597/FP)  

 
3.95. Although a review of the Council’s current brownfield register (as of 15th February 

2021) indicates that the land at Hammond Industrial Park is included (ref 93), it notes 

that it does not have permission.  

 

3.96. Although the register suggests that it is deliverable, there is no evidence in the register 

or the Council’s update on land supply to support this contention (having regard to the 

advice in the PPG - ID ref 68-007-20190722). Furthermore, although the brownfield 

register does not indicate that there are any applications on the site, the Council’s land 

supply update does – by referring to application P/20/1597/FP. This is a detailed 

application for the demolition of existing buildings and the erection of a care home. 

This care home application was validated on 22nd December 2020 and there is no 

information on if and when the proposal could be approved. 

 

3.97. Natural England in a response to the application on 24th August 2021 has indicated 

that further information is required to determine impacts upon the designated sites in 

the Solent. Whilst information was then provided on 13th October 2021, this has yet to 

be considered by Natural England. 
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3.98. Consequently, none of the 36 dwellings contended by the Council are considered 

deliverable. This is therefore consistent with the conclusions of the Secretary of State 

in the Nantwich appeal. 

 
FBC = 36 dwellings 
Appellant = 0 dwellings 
Difference = 36 dwellings  
 
Assheton Court  

 
3.99. Although a review of the Council’s current brownfield register (as of 15th February 

2021) indicates that Assheton Court is included (ref 3244), it notes that it does not have 

permission.  

 

3.100. Although the register suggests that it is deliverable, there is no evidence in the register 

or the Council’s update on land supply to support this contention (having regard to the 

advice in the PPG - ID ref 68-007-20190722).  

 

3.101. This is of particular importance as there is no clarity regarding the timetable for the 

submission, approval and implementation of any future application on the site.  

 

3.102. Therefore, none of the 27 dwellings contended by the Council are considered 

deliverable. This is therefore consistent with the conclusions of the Secretary of State 

in the Nantwich appeal. 

 
FBC = 27 dwellings 
Appellant = 0 dwellings 
Difference = 27 dwellings  
 
68 Titchfield Park Road (P/20/1137/FP)  

 
3.103. Although a review of the Council’s current brownfield register (as of 3rd November 

2021) indicates that 68 Titchfield Park Road is included (ref 3228), it notes that it does 

not have permission.  

 

3.104. Although the register suggests that it is deliverable, there is no evidence in the register 

or the Council’s update on land supply to support this contention (having regard to the 

advice in the PPG - ID ref 68-007-20190722). Furthermore, although the brownfield 

register does not indicate that there are any applications on the site, the Council’s land 

supply update does – by referring to application P/20/1137/FP. This is a detailed 
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application for the conversion and extension of former care home to provide six 1 bed 

flats and three 2 bed flats. Application P/20/1137/FP was validated on 2nd October 

2020 and not approved until 26th April 2021. Therefore at the base date for the 

assessment, there was a pending application and no information on if and when the 

proposal could be approved. 

 

3.105. Therefore, none of the 9 dwellings contended by the Council are considered 

deliverable. This is therefore consistent with the conclusions of the Secretary of State 

in the Nantwich appeal. 

 
FBC = 9 dwellings 
Appellant = 0 dwellings 
Difference = 9 dwellings  
 
Wates House, Wallington Hill (P/20/1483/PC)  

 
3.106. A review of the Council’s current brownfield register (as of 3rd November 2021) 

indicates that the land at Wates House, Wallington Hill is not included, therefore there 

is no justification for including the site as a potentially deliverable source.  

 

3.107. Whilst the Council refers to a planning application for justification to support the sits 

deliverability status, the relevant scheme was not approved until 20th January 2021. 

This is after the base date for the assessment and consequently as it does not relate 

to any of the potentially deliverable sources outlined in the NPPF it must be omitted.  

 

3.108. Application P/20/1483/PC for the prior approval change of use of offices (B1) to 

residential use was submitted on 30th November 2020 and approved on 25th January 

2021. It is therefore after the base date for the assessment. For this site to be included, 

all the elements of both need and supply must also be updated to ensure a holistic and 

consistent assessment as endorsed in paragraph 21 of the Waterbeach appeal 

decision (CDH.20).  

 

3.109. Therefore, none of the 20 dwellings contended by the Council are considered 

deliverable. This is therefore consistent with the conclusions of the Secretary of State 

in the Nantwich appeal. 

 
FBC = 20 dwellings 
Appellant = 0 dwellings 
Difference = 20 dwellings  
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Fareham Magistrates Court (P/18/1261/OA) 

 
3.110. Although a review of the Council’s current brownfield register (as of 15th February 

2021) indicates that the land at Fareham Magistrates Court is included (ref 3070), it 

notes that it does not have permission. The register notes that there is a pending 

outline application for the site.  

 

3.111. The pending outline application at the Magistrates Court is for redevelopment of the 

site and the erection of 45 apartments. This application (P/18/1261/OA) was validated 

on 5th November 2018 and the Council’s Planning Committee resolved to approve on 

16th December 2020. A planning permission has yet to be granted for the scheme 

some eleven months after the committee resolution. 

 

3.112. There is no timetable which details when this pending outline application might be 

determined. With no timetable for determination of the current outline application, 

together with the subsequent reserved matters scheme, there is no evidence to 

demonstrate that it would be deliverable within 5 years. Therefore, having regard to 

the advice in the PPG (ID ref 68-007-20190722) it is not considered deliverable.  

 

3.113. Therefore, none of the 45 dwellings contended by the authority are considered 

deliverable. This is therefore consistent with the conclusions of the Secretary of State 

in the Nantwich appeal. 

 

FBC = 45 dwellings 
Appellant = 0 dwellings 
Difference = 45 dwellings  
 

Local Plan Adopted Housing Allocations (except Welborne (LPP3)) – exclude all 103 
dwellings 

 
Wynton Way, Fareham (LP2 H3)  

 
3.114. This site is allocated for residential development in LP2, site ref H3 for 10 dwellings. 

 

3.115. However, there is no record in the Council’s Planning Register of a pending application 

on the site, nor is any other evidence envisaged in the PPG - ID ref 68-007-20190722).  

 

3.116. Consequently, there is no clarity regarding the timetable for the submission, approval 

and implementation of any future application on the site.  
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3.117. Although the site is allocated for 10 dwellings, the Council assumes that 13 dwellings 

are deliverable on the site. There is no explanation of how the revision in site capacity 

has been derived. 

 

3.118. Therefore, none of the 13 dwellings contended by the authority are considered 

deliverable. This is therefore consistent with the conclusions of the Secretary of State 

in the Nantwich appeal. 

 
FBC = 13 dwellings 
Appellant = 0 dwellings 
Difference = 13 dwellings  
 
Land off Church Road, Warsash (LP2 H8) 
 

3.119. This site allocated for residential development in LP2, site ref H8 for 20 dwellings. 

 

3.120. However, there is no record in the Council’s Planning Register of a pending application 

on the site, nor is any other evidence envisaged in the PPG - ID ref 68-007-20190722). 

It is acknowledged that an application for 24 dwellings on the site was submitted in 

March 2006 (P/06/0837/OA). This was however refused with the subsequent appeal 

dismissed. 

 

3.121. Consequently, there is no clarity regarding the timetable for the submission, approval 

and implementation of any future application on the site.  

 

3.122. Therefore, none of the 20 dwellings contended by the Council are considered 

deliverable. This is therefore consistent with the conclusions of the Secretary of State 

in the Nantwich appeal. 

 
FBC = 20 dwellings 
Appellant = 0 dwellings 
Difference = 20 dwellings  
 
Heath Road, Locks Heath – Hampshire County Council (LP2 H11) (P/17/1366/OA) 
  

3.123. This site is allocated for residential development in LP2, site ref H11 for 70 dwellings. 

 
3.124. This outline application for 70 dwellings was validated on 10th November 2017 and the 

Council’s Planning Committee resolved to approve it on 21st February 2018. 
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Nevertheless, planning permission has yet to be granted for the scheme more than 

three and a half years after the committee resolution. 

 

3.125. Although the Committee Report of 21st February 2018 recognised that the site was 

allocated for development within the existing Local Plan 2, the NPPF is clear that for a 

site within the second category of potentially deliverable land, this must be supported 

by further evidence.  

 

3.126. However, as the Council’s Planning Register does not provide evidence as envisaged 

by the PPG (ID ref 68-007-20190722), particularly as there is no clarity regarding the 

timetable to grant outline planning permission together with the subsequent 

submission, approval and implementation of the essential reserved matters to enable 

construction of the dwellings, none of the 70 dwellings contended by the authority are 

considered deliverable. This is therefore consistent with the conclusions of the 

Secretary of State in the Nantwich appeal. 

 
FBC = 70 dwellings 
Appellant = 0 dwellings 
Difference = 70 dwellings  
 
Summary of Site Assessment  
 

3.145. On the basis of our analysis of deliverability, we have deducted a total of 1,710 

dwellings from the Council’s revised and re-categorised assessment of supply. This is 

summarised by source in Table 2 below. 

 
Table 2: Summary of Site Assessment  

Supply source Council19 WBP Difference  

Outstanding Planning Permissions – Small 
(104 dwellings) (10% discount) 

69 69 0 

Outstanding Full Planning Permissions – 
Large (5+ dwellings) 

402 402 0 

Outstanding Outline Planning Permissions – 
Large (5+ dwellings) 

260 27 233 

Resolution to Grant Planning Permission – 
Large (5+ dwellings) (exc Welborne) 

663 0 663 

Welborne (LPP3) 390 0 390 

Brownfield Register Sites 321 0 321 

Local Plan Adopted Housing Allocations (exc 
Welborne) 

103 0 103 

Windfall 102 102 0 

Total 2,310  600 1,710 

 
19 Supplementary Statement to Newgate Lane East appeal (CDH.29) 
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3.146. Having assessed the deliverability of the components of supply in the context of the 

approach set out above, we arrive at the conclusion that the Council’s delivery 

assumptions are overly optimistic and do not satisfy the deliverability test set out in the 

NPPF (as amplified in the PPG and the consideration of the term ‘deliverable’ in a 

number of appeal decisions and the clarity provided in the Consents to Judgements). 

 

Analysis  

 

3.147. In setting out our analysis of housing site delivery, we wish to highlight two related 

points as follows 

 

i. Firstly, and as confirmed in paragraph 74 of the NPPF, the maintenance of a 5 

year supply is only a minimum requirement and provision above this reflects the 

Government’s objectives in paragraph 60 of significantly boosting the supply of 

housing.  

 

ii. Secondly, is recognition that the Council’s housing land supply must only include 

deliverable sites, as now defined in the NPPF (2019) taking account of the 

confirmation in the consent Orders and the Nantwich appeal decision.  

 

3.148. As confirmed in the appeal decisions at Woolpit (CDJ.12) and Longdene (CDJ.13)) 

the conclusions emphasise the importance of considering the evidence of deliverability 

of sites known (published) at the base date for assessing the robustness of housing 

land supply.  

 

3.149. For the purpose of this appeal in Fareham, the base date is 1st January 2021 (as 

acknowledged in CDD.2). 

 

3.150. The importance of the base date for evidence also reflects the requirements of the 

NPPF (paragraph 74) to “update annually a supply of specific deliverable sites”. 

 

3.151. As highlighted in the Woolpit decision, the reliance on inferences of developer’s 

intentions for delivery after the base date, without confirmatory evidence published by 

the Authority is inconsistent with this requirement.  Paragraph 70 states as follows: 
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“Furthermore, the Council has had to provide additional 

information to demonstrate that sites are deliverable as and 

when it has surfaced throughout the weeks and months 

following the publication of the AMR in an attempt at 

retrospective justification. It is wholly inadequate to have a 

land supply based upon assertion and then seek to justify the 

guesswork after the AMR has been published. The site at Union 

Road, Onehouse is one amongst others, which was only an 

allocation at the time the AMR was published. Although 

planning permission was granted 17 August 201814 it does not 

alter the fact that the site was only subject to an allocation at 

the cut-off date but the Council did not have any clear evidence 

that it would provide housing within 5 years.” (Our emphasis 

underlined) 

 

3.152. This position reflects that taken by the Inspector at paragraph 39 of the Longdene 

appeal decision: 

 
“I share some of the appellant’s concerns about the 
implications of changes in the Framework to the definition of 
‘deliverable’ in assessing housing land supply, along with the 
requirement for ‘clear evidence’ required by the Guidance. The 
onus is on WBC, for sites with outline permission or allocated 
in a development plan, to provide clear evidence to 
demonstrate that housing completions will begin on site within 
5 years. I am not convinced that the evidence adduced by WBC 
is sufficient to demonstrate deliverability for all the sites with 
outline planning permission. However, I do not discount sites 
where reserved matters applications were subsequently 
submitted, but which were shown to be deliverable at the base 
date by reason of progress made towards the submission of 
an application or with site assessment work.” (emphasis 
underlined) 

 

3.153. As indicated earlier in this Statement, although the Council in their updated land supply 

assessment refer to the Consent Order from East Northamptonshire (CDH.12) to justify 

their increased allowance for deliverable sites, no evidence is included within their 

assessment to substantiate this position. We have reviewed the Council’s planning 

register to ascertain what evidence is readily available to justify the inclusion of the 

range of sources assumed.  

 

3.154. However, and as indicated above, the appellant does not consider that the authority 

has adequately justified the inclusion of a number of sites/sources. The failure to 

provide the evidence of deliverability, rather than just developability as defined in the 
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NPPF results in the appellant discounting a significant element of the Council’s 

contended supply. 

 

3.155. Our discounting of sites/sources without the requisite supporting evidence is reflective 

of the decision of the Secretary of State in the Nantwich appeal (CDJ.9) referred to 

above (which post-dates the East Northamptonshire Consent Order). 

 

3.156. We have reviewed progress on sites relied upon by the Council in their Position 

Statement since the 1st January 2021 cut-off date. This is to consider the signing of the 

necessary S106 agreements to allow the inclusion of planning permissions, alongside 

updates for the other sources of supply could change the extent of any deficit 

(nevertheless still a shortfall in my view). However, and without corresponding updates 

on the other elements of the calculations i.e. extent of any permissions that have 

lapsed or have been fully or partially implemented in the intervening period20, results 

in an incomplete review. 

 

3.157. The importance of ensuring any appraisal of land supply (alongside the requirement) 

includes ALL relevant factors has been acknowledged in appeal decisions. 

 

3.158. The Waterbeach decision (CDJ.11) is a long established decision that clearly 

establishes this fundamental principle, as confirmed in paragraphs 20-22 of the 

decision: 

 

20.  The issue between the parties is whether the 5-year supply 
requirement should use a base date of 1 April 2013 or 1 April 
2014. As a general rule I accept the Council’s submission 
that a more recent base date is to be preferred but only 
where I can be confident that it captures information on 
actual progress over the previous year6. In this case I am 
concerned that I only have a partial data set rather than a full 
set of the figures for the full year, April 2013-March 2014. 
Amongst other things the “March AMR update” [Document 
13] says the figure for housing completions records 
“…predicted completions to 31/3/2014. These predicted 
completions are based on the housing trajectory in the plan 
where there is no better information and otherwise on what 
developers have told us are their actual completions and 
planned completions to 31/3/2014. This information was 
gathered between October 2013 and January 2014 for major 
sites and others down to sites of 9 homes” [my emphasis]. 

 
20 i.e. to omit any completions since 1st January 2021 
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In other words it is only for part of the accounting year and 
otherwise based on a prediction. 

 
21.  In cross-examination Mr Hyde referred to other ways in 

which the data set was incomplete by reference to Figure 4.7 
of the February 2014 AMR. In particular the table records 
planning permissions granted for windfall sites between 1 
April and 31 December 2013 rather than for the full year. 
These commitments have the effect of increasing the supply 
side but the flip side is that no account has been taken of 
any planning permissions that lapsed after 31 March 2013. 

 
22.  The base date of 1 April 2013 ensures the housing land 

supply requirement figure is based on known completions 
because the actual level of historic completions is published 
in the 2012-13 AMR. This is the most up-to-date figure of 
known completions and anything else is conjecture. 
Moreover the Appellant refers to Mr Roberts’s Appendix 
DR44 to show the principle that the further ahead the 
projection, the less accurate it becomes. The Council’s 
approach is therefore less robust since it projects further 
into the future. For these reasons I find the Appellant’s 
approach is the most robust and reliable. (Our underlining) 

 

3.159. This supports our view that any assessment of supply can only be made having regard 

to the clear evidence of delivery (including developer’s intentions) known at the base 

date i.e. 1st January 2021. This reflects the correct approach taken by the Longdene 

Inspector (see last sentence of paragraph 39 quote above). 

 

3.160. In setting out our assessment we also rely upon the findings of the Inspector in an 

appeal decision dated 26 September 2019 relating to schemes for 50 and 51 dwellings 

respectively in Hanslope, Milton Keynes (CDJ.14). 

 

3.161. That decision is helpful in setting out the approach be taken to the assessment of 

deliverability under the auspices of the 2019 NPPF even when considered against a 

recently adopted Local Plan. 

 

3.162. We apply the above approach to our assessment of deliverability. 

 

(iii) The Respective Five Year Housing Land Supply Positions 

 

3.163. Informed by the above, our view of the Council’s supply position, when assessed 

against the obligations arising from the NPPF and associated guidance with respect of 

clear and robust evidence (acknowledged in the appeal decisions referenced above), 
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contends that the supply of deliverable housing land should be reduced by 1,950 

dwellings in the five year period from April 2020 to March 2025.   

 

3.164. Based upon the analysis we have undertaken, it is our position that the deliverable 

supply figure for the five year period is 600 dwellings.   

 

3.165. The derivation of this compared to the assessment of the authority is illustrated in Table 

3 below. 

 

Table 3 – Comparison of deliverable land supply sources in Update to Planning 
Committee on 17th February 2021 (1st Jan 2021-31st Dec 2025) 

 

Supply source 
 

Council 
(CDH.12) 

Revised 
Council21 

WBP Difference 
from 
CDH.12 

Outstanding Planning 
Permissions – Small (104 
dwellings) (10% discount) 

69 69 69 0 

Outstanding Full Planning 
Permissions – Large (5+ 
dwellings) 

402 402 402 0 

Outstanding Outline Planning 
Permissions – Large (5+ 
dwellings) 

296 296 27 269 

Resolution to Grant Planning 
Permission – Large (5+ 
dwellings) (exc Welborne) 

742 74222 0 742 

Resolution to Grant Planning 
Permission – Large (5+ 
dwellings) (Welborne) 

630 390 0 630 

Brownfield Register Sites 276 276 0 276 

Local Plan Adopted Housing 
Allocations 

33 33 0 33 

Windfall 102 102 102 0 

Total 2,550 2,310  600 1,950 

 

3.166. On the basis of the foregoing, Table 3 below provides a comparison between the 

housing land supply positions adopted by the Council and the Appellant as at 1st 

January 2021 for the five year period 1st January 2021 to 31st December 2025. 

 
3.167. As set out in Table 4 below, we identify a total deficit of 2,634 dwellings which 

represents a supply of 0.93 years. 
 

 
21 Supplementary Statement to Newgate Lane East appeal (CDH.24) 
22 Paragraph 5.8 of the Council’s Supplementary Statement for Newgate Lane East appeal indicates 
that this should be 663. 
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Table 4 – The Respective Five Year Housing Land Supply Positions  

 
 

Council23 Appellant 

Requirement 2021 to 2025 3,234 3,234 

Assessed deliverable supply 2,310 600 

Extent of shortfall/surplus -924 -2,634 

No. of years supply 3.57yrs 0.93yrs 

 

3.168. Based on the foregoing, it is our professional opinion that the housing shortfall we have 

identified should be afforded significant weight in the determination of this Appeal. 

 

  

 
23 Supplementary Statement to Newgate Lane East appeal (CDH.24) 
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4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION  

 

4.1. It is common ground that the Council is unable to demonstrate a five year supply of 

deliverable housing land (CDD2.2 refers).  Even on the Council’s most optimistic 

analysis, there is a shortfall of 924 dwellings, which shortfall is agreed as being 

significant and results in a supply of only 3.57 years. 

 

4.2. Given the lack of a five year supply of deliverable housing land, the presumption in 

favour of sustainable development at paragraph 11(d) of the NPPF is engaged.  This 

lack of supply also engages the assessment criteria at Policy DSP40 of the Local Plan 

Part 2 which allows for development beyond the settlement boundaries subject to the 

scheme(s) satisfying the criteria set out in the Policy.   

 

4.3. Although the Council acknowledges that it cannot demonstrate a five year supply of 

deliverable housing land for the period 1st January 2021 to 31st December 2025 with a 

supply of 3.47 years (CDD2.2), it is our position that the extent of the deficit is 

significantly greater with a supply of only 0.93 years.  This amounts to a deficit of 

2,634 dwellings. 

 

4.4. Our assessment of the five year housing land supply position differs from the Council’s, 

primarily due to the application of the definition of what constitutes a deliverable site 

from the 2019 NPPF, taking account the clarification provided by numerous appeal 

decisions.   

 

4.5. The Council’s case on housing land supply includes a reliance upon sites which were 

neither allocated nor had a planning permission at the base date for the assessment 

(31st December 2020) or are unsupported as a result of optimistic assumptions on 

delivery rates which are not supported by the necessary clear evidence (which also 

had to be available at 31st December 2020).   

 

4.6. Having assessed the housing land supply based upon the requirements set out in the 

NPPF, PPG and the approach adopted in numerous appeal decisions, although we 

concur that the Council is not able to demonstrate a five year supply of deliverable 

housing land, thus engaging the presumption in favour of sustainable development at 

paragraph 11(d) of the NPPF, the extent of the shortfall is significantly greater than that 

acknowledged by the Council. 
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4.7. Consequently, and as acknowledged by the Council, the presumption in favour of 

sustainable development is engaged as a result of the significant shortfall in supply.   

 

4.8. Considering the identified shortfall, paragraphs 5.1 to 5.4 of the HLS SoCG (CDD.2) 

set out the following agreed position:  

 
• The agreed position between the Council and Appellant is that the Council is not 

able currently to demonstrate a five year supply of deliverable housing land for the 
period 1st January 2021 to 31st December 2025.  
 

• As such, it is common ground between the Council and Appellant that the Council 
is not meeting paragraph 60 of the NPPF, thus engaging the presumption in favour 
of sustainable development at paragraph 11(d) of the NPPF unless disapplied by 
virtue of paragraph 182.  

 

• Whilst the Council and Appellant disagree as to the extent of the shortfall, it is 
nevertheless agreed, on either position, that the shortfall is significant and the 
weight to be attached to the delivery of housing from the Appeal Scheme is 
significant. As such it is not considered necessary for the Inspector to conclude on 
the precise extent of the shortfall.  

 
• In the light of the agreement reached between the parties in relation to the 

significance of the five year housing land supply shortfall, neither party will call their 
respective witnesses to deal with housing land supply matters unless such 
evidence is requested by the Inspector. This will save time and resources and will 
enable a more efficient inquiry process.  

 
 

4.9. The appeal is to be determined on this basis.  

 

 

********** 
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 Introduction 

1.1 Qualifications and Experience 

1. I am Jeremy Smith, Director with SLR Consulting Limited (SLR).  I am the founder member of 

SLR’s landscape architecture practice.  The SLR landscape practice includes 70 landscape 

architects across the UK, Australia and USA, in addition to support staff. 

2. I am a chartered landscape architect with over 30 years of professional experience.  I have a 

degree in geography and a post-graduate diploma in landscape architecture.  

3. Whilst working in landscape practice I have specialised in landscape masterplanning and 

landscape and visual assessment.  I have assessed the potential landscape and visual effects of 

residential, educational, healthcare, commercial, mineral and waste, infrastructure and 

recreational projects, in urban and rural settings, throughout the British Isles as well as in 

Europe, the Middle East and Africa.  I have acted as an expert witness on landscape and visual 

matters at numerous appeals, giving evidence both for and against development proposals. I am 

one of four landscape architects that has recently drafted guidance on landscape value and 

valued landscapes on behalf of the Landscape Institute (“Assessing Landscape Value outside 

National Designations”, Landscape Institute Technical Guidance Note 02/21, May 2021, 

CDH.42). 

4. In January 2018 I was asked by Foreman Homes (the Client) to assess a proposal for up to 150 

homes on the same site, (reference P/17/0681/OA), and in November 2018 I gave evidence on 

landscape matters at the appeal.  The Appeal was dismissed on 12th April 2019, and later in April 

I was asked by Foreman Homes to consider a revised proposal which could address the concerns 

that the Inspector had raised in his decision. I helped to shape a new, reduced development 

parcel for up to 57 homes, placing homes close to the settlement edge at Bellfield and leaving 

open space between the proposed development and Great Posbrook, to the south.   

5. The evidence which I have prepared and provide for this appeal in this proof of evidence is true 

and has been prepared and is given in accordance with the guidance of the Landscape Institute.  

I confirm that the opinions expressed are my true and professional opinions. 
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1.2 Scope of Evidence 

 
6. The scope of this evidence is defined partly by section (b) in the Officer’s Report to Committee, 

24th June 2020, which addresses residential development in the countryside.  Paragraph 8.14 of 

this report notes that the application site lies outside of the defined settlement boundary, and 

Policy CS14 of the Core Strategy states that “built development on land outside the defined 

settlements will be strictly controlled to protect the countryside and coastline from development 

which would adversely affect its landscape character, appearance and function.”  Policy DSP6 of 

the Local Plan Part 2: Development Sites and Policies is also cited, and this states that there will 

be a presumption against new residential development outside of the defined urban settlement 

boundary. 

7. Section (d) of the Officer’s Report is also relevant to this landscape evidence.  It addresses policy 

DSP40, which states that: 

"Where it can be demonstrated that the Council does not have a five-year supply of land for 

housing against the requirements of the Core Strategy (excluding Welborne) additional 

housing sites, outside the urban area boundary, may be permitted where they meet all of the 

following criteria:  

i. The proposal is relative in scale to the demonstrated 5-year housing land supply shortfall;  

ii. The proposal is sustainably located adjacent to, and well related to, the existing urban 

settlement boundaries, and can be well integrated with the neighbouring settlement;  

iii. The proposal is sensitively designed to reflect the character of the neighbouring settlement 

and to minimise any adverse impact on the Countryside and, if relevant, the Strategic Gaps;  

iv. It can be demonstrated that the proposal is deliverable in the short term; and  

v. The proposal would not have any unacceptable environmental, amenity or traffic 

implications”.  
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8. The Officer’s Report acknowledges that the Council does not have a five year housing land 

supply.  It states that points i, ii, and iv of DSP40 are satisfied by the revised proposal for up to 

57 homes, but that points iii and v are  not satisfied.  In relation to point iii, paragraph 8.44 states 

that “whilst the effect on the strategic gap would not be significant there would be adverse 

landscape and visual effects on the countryside and this valued landscape which would not be 

minimised to an acceptable degree resulting in both short term and permanent harm to the 

landscape character”.    

9. In addressing the concerns raised regarding harm to the landscape and views I rely upon my 

landscape and visual impact assessment (the SLR LVA 2019, CDA.14), which was produced in 

October 2019.  The SLR LVIA is a thorough assessment carried out in accordance with the 

Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment, Third Edition (GLVIA3, Landscape 

Institute 2013, CDH.40).  In addition to the SLR LVIA the appendices to this proof also include a 

computer-generated Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV) for the proposed development, as well 

as accurate photomontages for 5 viewpoints, illustrating views at both year 2 and year 15. 

10. Evidence on planning matters is provided by Mr Steven Brown of Woolf Bond, and evidence on 

heritage is provided by Mr Ignus Froneman of Cogent Heritage.   

11. My evidence specifically addresses the following issues: 

• The planning context, including analysis of the previous Appeal decision; 

• The proposed development and specifically the ways in which the revised illustrative 

masterplan has evolved in order to address concerns raised by the Inspector in the 

previous Appeal; 

• The potential landscape and visual effects of the proposed development; 

• The potential effects of the development upon the strategic gap. 

 

1.3 Definitions 

12. The European Landscape Convention (ELC) defines landscape as “an area, as perceived by 

people, whose character is the result of the action and interaction of natural and/or human 
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factors” (see GLVIA3, paragraph 2.2).  As GLVIA3 states, the ELC definition of landscape is 

inclusive, in that covers “natural, rural, urban and peri-urban areas”, as well as “inland water 

and marine areas”. 

13. In accordance with ELC and GLVIA3 the definition of landscape within this proof therefore 

includes urban, urban fringe and rural areas.  “Townscape”, a term sometimes used by 

landscape architects and urban designers but not used in this proof, is a landscape where built 

environment predominates. 

1.4 Methodology 

14. As I have noted above, I carried out a full landscape and visual assessment (the SLR LVIA) in 

October 2019 in order to provide a robust assessment of the effects of the proposed 

development upon character and views.  This assessment follows the guidance of GLVIA3 and a 

detailed methodology is included at Appendix A to that document.  Since the SLR LVIA was 

produced additional guidance on landscape value has been issued by the Landscape Institute 

(Technical Guidance note 02/21, referred to at paragraph 3 of this proof), and additional 

assessment relating to this guidance has been provided within this proof. 

1.5 Structure of this Evidence 

15. This document is my proof of evidence.    My Appendices include the ZTV for the proposed 

development as well as the photomontages for year 1 and year 15 for 5 viewpoints.  I have also 

provided a summary of my evidence. 

1.6 The Study Area 

16. The Study Area for this evidence is illustrated on drawing PLR1 in the SLR LVIA 2019.  This study 

area extends far beyond the visibility of the proposals in order to provide an understanding of 

the wider landscape context of the site. 
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 Summary of Planning Context 

2.1 Introduction 

17. Relevant planning policies are set out within the evidence of Steven Brown, and most of the 

relevant landscape-related policies are discussed at section 2.0 of the SLR LVIA 2019   

18. This section does not, therefore, repeat any of this information, but instead focuses on: 

• An overview of the most relevant planning considerations, with an update to include 

more recent planning policy, guidance and history; 

• Relevant appeal and high court decisions. 

2.2 Overview of the Most Relevant Planning Considerations 

2.2.1 Designations 

19. Relevant planning designations are shown on drawing PLR1 of the SLR LVIA 2019.  The site is not 

located within any formal designations for the most valued landscapes, such as AONBs or 

National Parks. It is, however, located within the Meon Strategic Gap, which is not a landscape 

designation but a policy designed to resist physical or perceived coalescence between 

settlements. 

20. The proposed housing area is located over 320 metres to the south of the nearest boundary of 

the Titchfield Conservation Area.  The proposed housing area is also approximately 500 metres 

to the west of the nearest boundary of the Titchfield Haven National Nature Reserve. 

21. There are two Grade II* listed buildings at Great Posbrook Farm, to the south of the application 

site: Southern Barn, and Great Posbrook house itself.   
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2.2.2 Relevant Planning Policy  

The 2021 NPPF 
 

22. Relevant paragraphs of the NPPF are set out at section 2.1 of the SLR LVIA 2019.  However, the 

NPPF was revised in June 2021 and it is important to briefly review some of the most relevant 

parts of this updated document: 

• Paragraph 10 still emphasises the “presumption in favour of sustainable development”; 

• Paragraph 125 states that “area-based character assessments, design guides and codes 

and masterplans can be used to help ensure that land is used efficiently while also 

creating beautiful and sustainable places”.  

• Paragraph 126 also states that “the creation of high quality, beautiful and sustainable 

buildings and places is fundamental to what the planning and development process 

should achieve.” 

• Paragraph 128 refers to the need to provide design guides which are consistent with the 

National Design Guide and National Model Design Code. 

• Paragraph 130 states that developments should (at point b) be “visually attractive as a 

result of good architecture, layout and appropriate and effective landscaping” and at (c), 

be “sympathetic to local character and history, including the surrounding built 

environment and landscape setting”, whilst also at (d) “establish or maintain a strong 

sense of place”. 

• Paragraph 174 states that “planning policies and decisions should contribute to and 

enhance the natural and local environment by (a) protecting and enhancing valued 

landscapes…” and “(b) recognising the intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside, 

and the wider benefits from natural capital and ecosystem services”. 

• Paragraph 175 states that plans should “distinguish between the hierarchy of 

international, national and locally designated sites”, and paragraph 176 states that 

“great weight should be given to conserving and enhancing landscape and scenic beauty 

in national Parks, the Broads and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty” 
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Recent Design Guidance for Residential Developments 
 

23. As has been noted, paragraph 128 of the NPPF makes reference to the National Design Guide, 

(CDH.43), produced by the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government (MHCLG).  

The objective of this guidance is to help with the provision of “beautiful, enduring and successful 

places”. 

24. The guidance defines the Government’s priorities for well-designed places in the form of ten 

characteristics:  

• Understanding and integrating with the site’s context; 

• Providing a clear identity, building upon local character; 

• Built form – the arrangement of development blocks, streets and open spaces; 

• Movement through developments and connections with local facilities, places and 

communities; 

• Nature is important, both in terms of integrating existing habitats and providing new 

natural features; 

• Providing high quality public spaces; 

• Providing a mix of uses to enable people to live, work an dplay; 

• Incorporate functional, accessible and sustainable homes and buildings; 

• Conserve natural resources, including land, water, energy and materials; 

• Design spaces to have a long lifespan. 

 

25. Building for a Healthy Life was produced by a team of consultants working with Homes England 

in June 2020.  This replaces Building for Life 12, and aims to provide a set of principles to help 

with the design of new neighbourhoods. 
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The Development Plan 
 

26. Development Plan policies relevant to this appeal are considered at section 2.3 of the SLR LVIA 

2019.  It is noted at section 2.3 of the SLR LVIA that the Appeal Site is located outside of the 

settlement boundary and within an “Uncertain Brent Geese and Wader Site”. 

27. Policy DSP40 is set out at section 1.0 of this Proof of evidence and is of particular relevance to 

this Appeal due to the Council’s housing land supply position.  Further reference to this is made 

at section 2.2.3, below. 

28. At section 2.3.3 of the SLR LVIA 2019 it is noted that the Titchfield Neighbourhood Development 

Plan (NDP) was voted down at referendum in July 2019 and is therefore not made. 

The Emerging Local Plan 
 

29. The Council submitted a draft new Local Plan (Fareham Local Plan 2037) to the Planning 

Inspectorate on 30th September 2021 (CDF.5).  The document has not yet been through an 

examination process. A review of this document and the weight to be attached to it is included 

in the evidence of Mr Brown. 

30.  In this draft document policy DSP40 is replaced by proposed policy HP4.  HP4 states that  “if the 

Council cannot demonstrate a five-year supply of land for housing … additional housing sites, 

outside the Urban Area boundary, will be permitted where they meet all of the following 

criteria…”  This is similar to DSP40 but with one change to the wording: HP4 stats that such sites 

will be permitted, whereas DSP40 states that they may be permitted.  The criteria used for HP4 

are the same as those currently included in DSP40. 

31. One other draft policy of relevance to this proof of evidence is Strategic Policy DS3, Landscape.  

DS3 states that “development in the countryside shall recognise the intrinsic character and 

beauty of the countryside, paying particular regard to: 
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 a) Intrinsic landscape character, quality and important features;  

 b) Visual setting, including to/from key views;  

 c) The landscape as a setting for settlements, including important views to, across, within and 

out of settlements;  

 d) The landscape’s role as part of the existing Local Ecological network;  

 e) The local character and setting of buildings and settlements, including their historic 

significance;  

 f) Natural landscape features, such as trees, ancient woodland, hedgerows, water features and 

their function as ecological networks; and  

 g) The character of the Borough’s rivers and coastline, which should be safeguarded”.  

 
 

32. DS3 also introduces Areas of Special Landscape Quality, and the appeal site is located within one 

of these.  Paragraph 3.57 states that “development proposals within Areas of Special Landscape 

Quality are expected to submit a proportionate Landscape Assessment, that demonstrates the 

proposal satisfies the specific development criteria contained within the Council’s Landscape 

Sensitivity Assessment for the character area in which the development is located”.   

33. It is significant that the proposed designation of Areas of Special Landscape Quality relies on the 

2017 assessment: no additional assessment work has been carried out to inform the location or 

extent of the designation, and there is no assertion in the emerging Local Plan that there has 

been a change to the intrinsic value of the landscape within the Meon Valley.  This is therefore 

a proposed policy change, rather than a response to a change in the landscape. 
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34. Paragraph 3.58 of the draft Local Plan explains that the Landscape Sensitivity Assessment 

referred to in draft policy DS3 is Part 2 of the Fareham Landscape Assessment (2017, CDG.2).  In 

the Fareham Landscape Assessment’s Sensitivity Assessment it is stated that area 6.1(b), within 

which the appeal site is located, is “essentially rural and unspoilt, with a sparse road and 

settlement pattern and no significant detracting influences” (page 112).  At a high level the 

whole of the Meon Valley (area 6.1) is then assessed as being of high sensitivity: the assessment 

states that “its natural and unspoilt qualities mean that it would be highly susceptible to the 

intrusion of built development”.  On this basis it is concluded that the potential for development 

to be accommodated within this area is very low.  Similarly, in relation to visual sensitivity it is 

stated that existing views in the valley are “currently very attractive and generally unspoilt by 

the intrusion of urban influences or detracting features”, (page 115).  An analysis of the 

contribution of the landscape to the setting of the settlement on page 116 similarly concludes 

that “this area retains a strongly rural character, with few urban influences or ‘fringe’ 

characteristics”. 

35. The development criteria for any development in this character area are set out on page 119.  

These are summarised below: 

• Avoid damage or disturbance to features of recognised landscape, ecological, heritage or 

amenity value; 

• Protect and enhance the existing cover of woodland, trees, hedgerows and other mature 

vegetation; 

• Maintain the essentially quiet, rural and unspoilt country character of the local 

landscape; 

• Avoid encroachment beyond the existing urban edges, especially where this may erode 

the physical or perceived gap between settlements or intrude upon the unspoilt, rural 

character and high quality of the landscape settings of these urban areas; 

• Be of small scale … carefully integrated within well-treed, strongly enclosed plots of land, 

and is of similar character and scale to similar built development in the area; 

• Maintain and enhance the function and quality of the existing GI network. 
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2.2.3 Housing Land Supply 

36. Housing land supply is addressed in detail in the evidence of Steven Brown, but also has 

relevance to this evidence.  It is common ground between the parties that the Council does not 

have a five year housing land supply, although the extent of that shortfall is disputed. 

37. One implication of this housing supply shortfall is that additional land for housing around the 

settlement will need to be found, and this is likely to be outside of the settlement boundary and 

on greenfield sites.   

38. The other implication of this shortfall is that policy DSP40 of the adopted local plan would be 

engaged. As noted in section 1 of this proof of evidence, this policy states that “where it can be 

demonstrated that the Council does not have a five year supply of land for housing … additional 

housing sites, outside the urban area boundary, may be permitted”, where they meet a number 

of criteria.  These criteria include at criterion iii the requirement that the proposal should be 

“sensitively designed to reflect the character of the neighbouring settlement and to minimise any 

adverse impact on the countryside and, if relevant, Strategic Gaps”.  It is notable that DSP40 iii 

acknowledges that there would be some harm to the countryside as a result of development 

outside of urban area: criterion iii requires that this adverse impact is minimised.   

 
 

2.2.4 The Officer’s Report to Committee (24th June 2020, CDC.1) 

 
39. As has been noted in Section 1.0 of this Proof of evidence, the Officer’s Report to Committee 

concluded that the proposed development was outside of the settlement boundaries and was 

therefore contrary to policies CS2, CS6, CS9 and CS14 of the adopted Core Strategy, as well as 

Policy DSP6 of the adopted Local Plan Part 2: Development Sites and Policies Plan. 

40. However, the Committee Report also acknowledges that Policy DSP40 is engaged, since the 

Council is unable to demonstrate a five year housing land supply (see paragraph 8.13).  As noted 

in Section 1.0 to this Proof of evidence the Council acknowledges that three of the five criteria 

of DSP40 are satisfied by the proposed development. Officers concluded that criterion iii is not 

satisfied: whilst, in relation to the strategic gap it is stated that “Officers do not consider that the 
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minor extension of the urban area proposed here would have a significant or material adverse 

effect on the integrity of the strategic gap (paragraph 8.43), the landscape and visual effects on 

the Countryside “would not be minimised to an acceptable degree resulting in both short term 

and permanent harm to the landscape character” (paragraph 8.44).    

41. In their analysis of the potential effects on both landscape and views, Officers acknowledge that 

“the current application would not cause as much harm” as the previous proposal.  However, 

they identify the following negative effects: 

• “Change to part of the pastoral field which is an integral part of the valued landscape of 

the Lower Meon Valley from undeveloped land to housing development causing 

permanent harm” (paragraph 8.40); 

• “it would cause adverse effects on views from the Lower Meon Valley for many years…” 

(paragraph 8.40).  However, it is important to note that the Officer’s Report goes on to 

state that “accepting in the long term, if proposed planting establishes and matures 

successfully, the proposed housing may well be softened”.  Furthermore, it is stated that 

“planting along the eastern edge of Titchfield … would result in positive changes to views 

of this urban edge in the long term”.  This is then contradicted at paragraph 8.42: 

“Officers consider that the benefits of softening the existing urban edge have been 

overestimated by the applicant”.  Paragraph 23 of the Inspector’s decision is quoted in 

support of this stance, but paragraph 23 refers to the extent to which the existing 

settlement edge influences the character of the Appeal Site, and not to the effectiveness 

of proposed tree and shrub planting in mitigating effects.  In fact the Inspector accepted 

at paragraph 26 the effectiveness of the proposed new planting: “additional landscaping 

along the proposed urban edge would produce an edge that was more screened and in 

effect a softer edge than present is undeniable and would of itself improve the 

appearance of the existing urban edge.” 

• “The proposed development would make it harder to understand that Great Posbrook 

was originally a separate farmstead as the built form of Titchfield extends towards it as a 

consequence of the development”. 
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42. In relation to the third bullet point, it is important to note that, as Mr Froneman states in his 

evidence, Historic England has not objected to the proposed development, and has identified 

only a minor degree of harm to the setting of the listed buildings.  Indeed, in their consultation 

response they state that “the additional tree screening to the boundary of the proposed housing 

development would improve the appearance of the harsh urban edge currently created by the 

Bellfield estate, which is a detracting feature. Such boundary treatment would be an 

enhancement on the wider setting of the heritage assets”, (my emphasis). 

43. In summary the adverse effects to the countryside are considered by the Council to be 

unacceptable, although it is acknowledged that there would be no significant or material harm 

to the strategic gap and also that the proposed woodland planting would provide benefits to 

views towards the settlement edge in the medium to long term.  The effects are therefore 

limited to the permanent but localised landscape effects on the site itself; the short-term visual 

effects on external receptors; and a perceived reduction in separation between Great Posbrook 

and Titchfield, albeit that this concern is not shared by Historic England. 

2.2.5 The Inspector’s Decision for the Previous Appeal for up to 150 Homes (12th April 2019, CD J.2) 

44. In relation to landscape and visual matters, the Inspector notes at paragraph 21 that the site 

abuts the settlement edge, and that “the urban edge is open and harsh with little by way of 

softening landscape”.  At paragraph 23 he emphasises that this stark edge has an obvious 

influence on the character of the adjacent land: “in the context of the urban settlement edge 

influence it is undeniable that it is there.  There is a lack of screening and there is a harsh and 

readily visible urban edge”, (my emphasis). 

45. However, the Inspector concluded that in both the Fareham Landscape Assessment, and the 

appellant’s landscape assessment, “the urban influence is given too much weight”.  In particular, 

at paragraph 23 he notes that the Fareham classification of Fringe Character is possibly based 

on “historic data”, where the site was divided by a hedgerow (now removed), and where there 

may have been slightly different management practices on different parts of the site.   He 

concludes that the characteristics of the site are consistent with the Open Valley Side, with 

sloping landform, a lack of woodland, views across the valley floor and pastoral land use, (see 

paragraph 24). 
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46. The Inspector accepted that planting along the edge of the proposed development would 

provide benefits: “whilst additional landscaping along the proposed urban edge would produce 

an edge that was more screened and in effect a softer edge than present is undeniable, and 

would of itself improve the appearance of the existing urban edge” (paragraph 26).  However, 

he notes that, notwithstanding these benefits, the proposed development would still result in 

the loss of an open field, changes to local views, as well as effects of illumination and noise. 

47. The Inspector states at paragraph 28 that the Lower Meon Valley is a valued landscape (in the 

NPPF paragraph 170 sense), and that the appeal site forms part of the same “landscape 

compartment” as the valley, as well as the “broad visual envelope of the Lower Meon Valley” 

and therefore “should be considered part of the valued landscape”. 

48. In relation the strategic gap, the Inspector states at paragraph 30 that the proposed 

development would cause “no perception of coalescence or indeed any visual reduction of the 

separate settlements…there would be no demonstrable reduction in the physical separation and 

the gap’s integrity would not be significantly affected”.  He therefore concludes that the 

proposed development would cause no significant effect on the strategic gap. 

49. The Inspector concluded that the proposed development “would result in material harm to the 

character and appearance of the area.  This would result in material harm to a valued landscape.  

There would however be no significant effect on the strategic Meon Gap”, (paragraph 31).  

 

2.3 Relevant Precedents 

2.3.1 Land at Abbey Meadows, Crapstone, Devon (APP/Q1153/W/17/3177360) 

50. In this Appeal permission was granted for 22 new homes in the Tamar Valley AONB. 

51. NPPF paragraph 171 states that plans should “distinguish between the hierarchy of international, 

national and locally designated sites”, and paragraph 172 states that “great weight should be 

given to conserving and enhancing landscape and scenic beauty in National Parks, the Broads 

and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, which have the highest status of protection in relation 

to these issues”.  AONBs are thus the highest level of valued landscape. 
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52. At paragraph 23 the Inspector notes that “in landscape terms a relatively small area would 

change from having an open aspect … to one with limited housing”.  In relation to views he notes 

that there would be views from neighbouring houses and from local rights of way.  However, he 

concluded that “I do not consider that there would be any harm to the scenic quality of the AONB 

taken as a whole”.  Similarly, at paragraph 25, he concludes that, notwithstanding a small 

increase in traffic and noise, a development next to existing housing and an existing road would 

not “compromise or erode the overall tranquillity of the AONB”.  

53. This decision provides an example (one of many) of how development can be permitted within 

our most valued landscapes.  Critically, even though localised harm to landscape and views 

would result from the development of a green field, the Inspector did not think that this would 

undermine the overall scenic quality of the area or the tranquillity of the locality. 

2.3.2 Land west of Folly Hill, Farnham (APP/R3650/W/17/3171409) 

54. Permission granted for 96 homes within an Area of Great Landscape Value and within the setting 

of the Surrey Hills AONB.  In the Neighbourhood Plan the site is also included within an Area of 

High Landscape Sensitivity and Historic Value.   

55. In reaching his decision, the Inspector notes at paragraph 32 that “whilst there would be change 

to the field on which the housing would be located, changes to the wider landscape character 

would be considerably more muted and would be highly localised”.  Furthermore, the Inspector 

noted that the proposed woodland planting would reduce landscape and visual effects over 

time: “any more extensive impact would reduce over time with the maturation of landscaping 

associated with the development”. 

56. This decision again provides an example of how development can be acceptable in in valued 

landscapes, provided that the landscape and visual effects are localised and do not significantly 

impact on wider landscape character. 
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2.3.3 Land South of Westleaze, Charminster, Dorset (APP/D1265/W/18/3206269) 

57. This appeal for up to 120 homes was dismissed, but the Inspector’s decision helps to provide 

clarity on how development in valued landscapes should be considered. 

58. At paragraph 54 the Inspector concludes that the wider landscape within which the appeal site 

is located is a valued landscape.  However, at paragraph 55 she states that “this conclusion does 

not mean that the landscape should therefore be free from further development.  However, 

development that is allowed should contribute to, and enhance the natural environment by 

protecting and enhancing what is valued about the landscape”. 

59. In summary, determining that a site is a valued landscape does not preclude development: the 

question is whether the proposed development would protect and enhance the valued 

elements of the landscape. 

2.3.4 Land at Westhoughton, near Bolton (APP/N4205/W/20/3247035) 

60. This appeal for up to 167 homes was allowed, despite a proposal for 174 homes having been 

dismissed at appeal in 2019.   

61. The Inspector concluded that the revised scheme was “heavily landscape-led” and “materially 

different” to the refused scheme, and as a result the new proposals would be “respectful of the 

character of the area”, as well as enhancing some aspects of it. 

62. The important lesson to be drawn from this Appeal decision is that the refusal of one 

development proposal on a site does not preclude granting of permission for a different, 

improved scheme (in this case of a similar quantum) on the same site. 

2.4 Summary of Planning Context 

63. The Appeal Site is not located within any formal designations for the most valued landscapes.  It 

is, however, adjacent to two listed buildings at Great Posbrooke Farm, and is within the Meon 

strategic gap. 
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64. In the emerging Local Plan the site is included within an Area of Special Landscape Quality.  This 

proposed designation is based upon the 2017 Fareham Landscape Assessment, and 

consequently does not reflect an increase in the intrinsic value of the landscape within the Meon 

Valley.  This is therefore a proposed policy change, rather than a response to a change in the 

landscape. 

65. The Council concedes that it does not have a five year housing land supply. The potential 

landscape implication of this is that additional land for housing around the settlement will need 

to be found, and this is likely to be greenfield.  The other implication of this is that policy DSP40 

of the adopted local plan would be engaged, meaning that additional housing sites outside of 

the settlement boundary will be considered, where these minimise effects on the countryside 

and strategic gaps. 

66. In the Officer’s Report it is stated that 3 of the 5 criteria for allowing development outside the 

settlement boundary under policy DSP40 are satisfied by the proposed development.  In relation 

to criterion iii, the requirement to minimise effects on the countryside and strategic gaps, it is 

acknowledged by the Officers that there would be no significant effects on the strategic gap, 

and that the proposed woodland planting would “result in positive changes to views of this urban 

edge in the long term”.   

67. In relation to harm to the countryside the Officer’s Report also notes that the proposed 

development would reduce the distance between Great Posbrook and Titchfield, and therefore 

undermine Great Posbrook’s historic role as a separate farmstead.  However Historic England 

has not objected to the proposed development and has commented that the proposed planting 

would enhance the existing settlement edge. 

68. In the Inspector’s decision for the previous appeal for up to 150 homes, he concluded that the 

site forms part of the wider valued landscape of the Lower Meon Valley.  However, he also noted 

that the “the urban edge is open and harsh with little by way of softening landscape”, and that 

this has an “undeniable” influence on the character of the adjacent field.  He also noted the 

benefits of the proposed planting along the settlement edge, stating that this would make the 

housing “more screened and in effect a softer edge” which would “improve the appearance of 

the existing urban edge”. 
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69. A review of appeals indicates that there are many examples of development being allowed 

within our most valued landscapes.  In the cases examined it was accepted that there would be 

localised harm to the landscape and views, but that the proposed developments would conserve 

and/or enhance the wider landscape. 
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 The Proposed Development and Mitigation Measures 

3.1 Introduction 

70. As has been noted in section 1.0 to this Proof of evidence, I have helped to shape the revised 

proposal for up to 57 homes, which has taken on board comments made by the Inspector for 

the previous proposal for up to 150 homes. 

71. The SLR LVIA 2019 discussed, at section 3.0, the main aspects of the development which had 

potential to result in landscape and visual effects.   This section of my evidence is focused on 

describing the changes that were made to the original proposal for 150 homes, and how these 

changes specifically relate to the Inspector’s decision. 

72. I understand it is the Council’s case that the appeal scheme would need to be provide additional 

public open space.  As set out in Mr Brown’s planning evidence, (see Steven Brown’s proof, 

paragraphs 5.67 to 5.88) the Appellant does not consider this to be necessary.  However, if the 

Inspector were to come to a contrary view, despite the evidence presented on this issue, it could 

be provided within the gap between the proposed development and the former farmstead at 

Great Posbrook.  This would be within the red line Appeal Site.  I understand that no equipment 

or infrastructure would need to be installed within this open space, if the provision is deemed 

to be necessary.  The land would therefore be left open and informal, much like it is today, 

though it would become accessible to residents.   

73. I have also included a brief consideration of the proposed mitigation measures and the predicted 

growth rates of trees and shrubs, since this was discussed at length at the previous appeal. 

3.2 Main Changes Made to the Original proposal for up to 150 Homes, and How 
this relates to the Inspector’s Comments. 

74. Drawing PL-1 overlays the previous proposal for up to 150 home upon the current proposal for 

up to 57 homes.  The revised illustrative masterplan is included as drawing PL-19. The total 

number of dwellings has been reduced by 93 (to 38% of the original number), and the proposed 

area which would be occupied by homes and associated public open spaces has reduced from 

6.6ha to 1.65ha (25% of the original area), as illustrated on drawing PL-1.  The Agreed 
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Dimensions Plan, which forms part of the Landscape Statement of Common Ground, illustrates 

that the area occupied by homes, gardens and roads has reduced from 4.23ha in the original 

proposal, to 1.61ha in the appeal proposals.  On this basis the area of development has reduced 

by 62%. 

75. This significant reduction in area ensures that the proposed housing is now only located within 

the area which is influenced by the “harsh and readily visible urban edge”, an influence which 

the Inspector termed “undeniable” (paragraph 23).  It also means that the effects of “noise, 

activity, illumination” and effects on “localised views” (paragraph 26) would not extend far from 

the existing settlement edge but would instead be closely associated with it, resisting the 

Inspector’s concerns regarding “creeping urbanisation” (paragraph 26). 

76. The smaller and more focused location of the proposed housing responds to the Inspector’s 

view that the proposed development of up to 150 homes would be perceived as “the intrusion 

of housing further into the valley and valley sides to the detriment of the character of the valley” 

(paragraph 24).  Instead the proposal for up to 57 homes will be immediately adjacent to the 

settlement edge, with open valley side maintained to the south and east.  New homes would 

thus be perceived in the context of the existing settlement edge, and would not be seen to 

extend into the valley. 

77. The revised proposal for up to 57 homes also maintains clear separation between Titchfield and 

Great Posbrook.  The distance between the Appeal Site boundary and the boundary of Great 

Posbrook, at its closest point, is 56 metres, (see Agreed Dimensions Plan), and this space widens 

to over 70 metres closer to Posbrook Lane.  The space between the nearest proposed new home 

and Great Posbrook would be 135.6 metres (see Agreed Dimensions Plan and Landscape 

Statement of Common Ground paragraph 10).  This space would be occupied by both open 

grassland as well as new woodland planting.  The result of this distance, and the proposed 

planting, is that Great Posbrook would no longer be “subsume(d) into the broader extent of the 

settlement” (paragraph 41), but would instead retain a separate identity with a “rural 

hinterland”.   

78. As for the original proposed development of up to 150 homes, a thick (up to 20 metres wide) 

belt of woodland would be established along the southern and eastern edges of the proposed 
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development, and a further, ten metre thick woodland belt would be established along the 

existing settlement edge at Bellfield as well as adjacent to the existing tree belt north of Great 

Posbrook, (the dimensions of the proposed woodland planting belts are illustrated on the 

Agreed Dimensions Plan). The retention of these elements responds to the Inspector’s comment 

that “additional landscaping along the proposed urban edge would produce an edge that was 

more screened and in effect a softer edge than present is undeniable and would of itself improve 

the appearance of the existing urban edge” (paragraph 26). 

3.3 Proposed Mitigation Measures and Growth Rates 

 
79. Native woodland planting forms an important part of the mitigation strategy for the proposed 

development, and there was much discussion at the first Appeal about the form that this would 

take, as well as potential growth rates.   

80. For the proposal for up to 150 homes it was important that the planting provided an effective, 

all year-round screen, since the proposed new homes extended away from the existing 

settlement edge onto the open valley side.  But for the 57 home proposal the new homes are 

located immediately adjacent to the existing settlement edge, and therefore would be viewed 

in the context of existing houses.  In this setting it is no longer essential that a complete screen 

is provided, but instead a native woodland mix which screens and/or filters views of the 

settlement edge is recommended; this would create the “softening” effect that the Inspector 

referred to (paragraph 26).  Indeed, it is already common ground between the parties (see 

LSoCG paragraph 25) that the woodland planting as proposed would “improve the appearance 

of the settlement edge”. 

81. The woodland would comprise species such as beech, oak, birch, hazel, holly, blackthorn, and 

hawthorn.  Planting would be mostly with 1+1 transplants, between 30 and 60cm tall, and 

initially planted with protective tubes and stakes.  Some light standards would also be included.  

Planting centres would vary between 0.75m and 1.5m.  In winter months there would be 

glimpses between branches, but when plants are in leaf there would be an effective screen. 

82. As for the first appeal I have prepared a ZTV and photomontages which show the proposed 

planting at 8 metres after 15 years.  IEMA’s guidance on growth rates states that typically growth 
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rates will be 30cm for the first five years, and 50cm per year for the following years.  On this 

basis they advocate that generally a tree height of 7 to 7.5 metres could be used for 15 year 

photomontages, although this is being advised for a wide range of soil types and climatic 

conditions across the UK and is thus understandably cautious.  It is worth noting that even using 

these conservative figures tree heights would be at between 8 metres and 8.5 metres on the 

15-year photomontages if a two-year construction period is factored in. 

83. It is important to note that many of the tree species that would be used in this woodland mix 

have a fully mature height of over 20-25 metres, and consequently screening/filtering effects 

would increase with time.  However, it is also important to recognise that even before trees and 

shrubs have achieved a height of 8 metres they would still help to screen and filter views of new 

and existing buildings; for example a 3 to 4 metre high area of tree and shrub planting would 

effectively screen the first storey of a house, as well as garden sheds and car parking.  Woodland 

planting would therefore create a positive visual effect from approximately 5-8 years after 

planting. 
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 The Character and Value of the Appeal Site and its Context, 
and the Potential Landscape and Visual Effects of the 
Proposed Development 

4.1 Introduction 

84. The SLR LVIA 2019 provides a detailed analysis of the potential landscape and visual effects of 

the proposed development, and both the methodology used and the results of that assessment 

are briefly reviewed in this section of my proof.  The SLR LVIA 2019 assessed the potential 

landscape and visual effects that would result from the implementation of drawing 16.092.02, 

revision J, prepared by HGP architects: it is important to note that this is an outline application, 

and therefore that the precise form of the development could vary. 

85. I have also compared the effects of the proposal for up to 57 homes with the effects that 

resulted from the proposal for up to 150 homes. 

86. Whilst I rely mainly on the SLR LVIA 2019 for my full assessment, I have also provided a new 

Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV) and photomontages representing views in year 2 and year 15 

from five viewpoints.   I have related the findings of these additional studies to the SLR LVIA 

2019 in section 4.4, below.  The methodologies used for preparing the ZTV and photomontages 

are presented in Appendices A and B respectively. It is important to note that year 1 

photomontages are included, and that photomontages are also based upon winter views, and 

consequently, in accordance with best practice, the maximum levels of landscape and visual 

effects have been assessed.   

87. Standard house types are shown within the photomontages and are also used for the ZTVs.  

Given that this is an outline application it is possible that these types could be varied if the 

Council sees this as beneficial. 

88. Since the SLR LVIA was produced the Landscape Institute has provided new guidance on the 

assessment of landscape value outside of national designations, (“Assessing Landscape Value 

Outside National Designations”, Landscape Institute Technical Guidance Note 02/21, May 2021).  
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I have therefore briefly reviewed the landscape value of the site and its context in the light of 

this new guidance. 

89. In considering the landscape and visual effects of the proposed development it is important to 

remember that all green field developments will result in at least localised negative landscape 

and visual effects.  If the five-year housing land supply is not in place, then it is likely that 

development outside of the settlement boundaries will be required; that scenario is recognised 

in policy DSP 40, and other Appeals (see section 2.0 of this Proof of evidence) have accepted 

localised landscape and visual harm if the wider landscape is not adversely affected.  DSP40 also 

recognises that development will cause harm, but requires that harm to minimised. 

4.2 The Methodology used in the SLR LVIA 2019 

90. The methodology used in the SLR LVIA 2019, which is set out in Appendix A to that report, 

carefully follows the guidance of GLVIA3.  The format, criteria and definitions have been defined 

by several landscape expert witnesses as well as Carys Swanwick, who wrote the Guidelines.  

The methodology has been subject to rigorous examination in numerous appeals.  The same 

methodology was used for the first Appeal, and no criticism of the approach was made by the 

Council or its landscape witness. 

91. The assessment is based upon computer modelling, desk top assessment and site surveys 

carried out in both winter and summer.  I carried out all of the survey work and assessment.  

92. The Landscape Institute has recently provided guidelines on the difference between a Landscape 

and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) and Landscape and Visual Appraisal (LVA, GLVIA3 

statement of clarification 1/13 10-06-13, Landscape Institute).  The main difference between 

these is that an LVIA is required as part of an EIA development, and an LVIA therefore seeks to 

identify significant effects.  An LVA will not identify significant effects, but will identify (for 

example) major and major/moderate effects.  Critically, the assessment process for both an LVA 

and an LVIA is identical: the sensitivity of landscape and visual receptors is compared with the 

magnitude of landscape and visual effects to assess the overall levels of landscape and visual 

effects. 
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93. The proposed development of up to 57 homes would not require an EIA, and consequently it is 

likely that an LVA would be produced rather than an LVIA.  However, the process which has been 

followed to determine the level of effects still conforms with the recommendations of GLVIA3 

and is therefore equally valid. 

94. The Landscape Institute has also produced guidance on the Visual Representation of 

Development Proposals (Technical Guidance Note 06/19), which includes guidance on how to 

display photographs as well as photomontages.  The SLR LVIA 2019 pre-dates this guidance, and 

therefore includes photographs at A3 rather than A1.  However, the new photomontages which 

form part of my evidence have been prepared in accordance with the new guidance. 

4.3 The Landscape and Visual Effects of the Proposal for up to 150 Homes  

95. The SLR LVIA for the original proposal for up to 150 homes acknowledged that the proposal 

would result in localised significant landscape effects on the Appeal Site itself, but less than 

significant landscape effects in the wider Lower Meon Valley.  The nature of the landscape 

effects was assessed as being negative on the site itself, and also negative in the wider landscape 

in the short term.  Once the proposed mitigation planting had established the effects were 

assessed as being neutral in the wider valley once views of the new houses become limited to 

glimpses only, and once the visibility of the existing settlement edge also starts to reduce. 

96. The SLR LVIA concluded that the visual effects of the proposed development would be localised, 

with significant long-term negative effects limited to walkers and residents either within, or 

immediately adjacent to, the Appeal Site.  Effects further from the site would diminish 

considerably due to the screening effects of intervening vegetation, buildings and landform.   

97. The assessment concluded that there would also be a short term significant and negative effect 

on walkers using footpath 48, to the east of the application site, but this would become positive 

and less than significant once the proposed mitigation planting has achieved semi-maturity, 

since the existing settlement edge would become progressively screened by the new planting.  

There would be no significant visual effects for vehicle users.  All other visual effects would be 

less than significant, and many effects would change from being negative to neutral or positive 

once the proposed new planting has reached semi-maturity. 
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98. The Inspector concluded that the landscape and visual effects of the proposed development of 

up to 150 homes would be “substantial and harmful in the short to medium term, albeit this 

would reduce in the longer term, I would still see the effect as significant” (paragraph 27).  He 

concluded that the site formed part of the wider Lower Meon Valley valued landscape, and that 

the proposed extent of development would be seen as “further encroachment of built 

development into the countryside” which “would detract from the rural appearance of the area” 

(paragraph 25). 

4.4 The Potential Landscape Effects of the proposal for up to 57 Homes 

4.4.1 The Character of the Site and its Context 

 
99. In defining the character of the site, and in accordance with GLVIA3, the SLR LVIA 2019 started 

with existing national and local landscape character assessments.  The Fareham Landscape 

Assessment 2017 (CDG.2), which is the most up to date and detailed character assessment for 

the Appeal Site and its context, includes the site within the Lower Meon Valley (Character Area 

6.1), and more specifically area 6.1b.  The Fareham Landscape Assessment also provides a 

detailed analysis of landscape types within each character area, and the Appeal Site is classified 

as being in the Open Coastal Plain: Fringe Character, which is described as “parts of the coastal 

plain that are influenced by adjacent urban development”. 

100. However, the Inspector concluded that the Fareham Landscape Assessment was based upon 

historic data, including consideration of field boundaries that have since been removed.  He 

stated at paragraph 24 that the site was more characteristic of the Open Valley Side landscape 

type.  It is for this reason that the SLR LVIA 2019 classifies the site as part of the Lower Meon 

Valley Open Valley Side character area.   

101. As has been noted in sections 2.0 and 3.0 of my evidence, whilst the Inspector classified all of 

the site as part of the Open Valley Side he still acknowledged the “undeniable” “urban 

settlement edge influence” which exists close to Bellfield (paragraph 23).  Accordingly, the SLR 

LVIA 2019 recognises that there is a gradient of character across the Appeal Site, with the 

northern edge being most influenced by fringe characteristics.  
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4.4.2 The Value of the Landscape of the Appeal Site and its Context 

102. As has been noted the Inspector concluded that the Appeal Site formed part of the wider valued 

landscape of the Lower Meon Valley, largely because it is perceived as a continuous landscape 

unit and also because there are visual connections with the valley floor.   

103. It is for this reason that the SLR LVIA 2019 has elevated the value judgements for the Appeal Site 

and its context:  for example table B2 shows that the open, gently sloping grassland landscape 

receptor is of community value at the northern edge of the Appeal Site (close to the settlement 

edge), becoming of Local Authority value to the south and east of the Appeal Site.  Similarly, the 

Lower Meon Valley, Open Valley Side character area is assessed as being of community value at 

the northern end of the Appeal Site, becoming Local Authority to the south and east.  By way of 

comparison, in the SLR LVIA for the original 150 home proposal the open, gently sloping 

grassland receptor was assessed as being of low/community value across all of the Appeal Site, 

and similarly the Lower Meon Valley Open Coastal Fringe character area was assessed as being 

of Low/Community value. 

104. As Appendix A to the SLR LVIA 2019 explains (see table A1), landscapes which are undesignated 

but which are assessed as “having value to local communities on the basis of having 

demonstrable physical attributes” (that is, valued landscapes in the sense of paragraph 174 of 

the NPPF) can be assessed as being of Local Authority or Community value: just like AONBs, 

National Parks or local landscape designations not all of a valued landscape is of consistent 

value, since the factors described in box 5.1 of GLVIA3 (see also table A2 of the SLR LVIA 2019) 

will also vary.  In this context it is accurate to identify that the lower scenic quality close to the 

settlement edge is reflected in a slightly lower landscape value here, whereas the more rural 

areas further from the settlement edge should be reflected in a slightly higher landscape value. 

105. I have noted in section 4.1 of my proof, above, that the Landscape Institute has recently 

produced new guidance on the factors that determine the value of landscapes (TGN 02/21).  

Table 1, within this guidance, revises the factors included in box 5.1 of GLVIA3, and it is 

important to briefly consider whether this new guidance would change any of the judgments 

made in the SLR LVIA 2019. 
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106. Landscape condition remains a consideration, (box 5.1 refers to this as primarily as “landscape 

quality”), and TGN 02/21 clarifies that two indicators of condition are “absence of 

detracting/incongruous features” as well as “strong landscape structure (e.g. intact historic field 

patterns”.  In this context it is logical to conclude that the condition of the landscape deteriorates 

in the vicinity of the appeal site, since the detracting influence of the existing settlement edge 

increases and the integrity of the hedgerow network also deteriorates on the appeal site. 

107. Scenic quality has now changed to “perceptual (scenic)”.  Indicators to be considered under this 

factor include the presence of distinctive features, strong aesthetic qualities, and memorable 

views.  It is clear in this context that the scenic quality of the landscape on the settlement edge 

has few distinctive features and few positive aesthetic qualities, whereas the landscape to the 

east and south of the appeal site, in the wider Meon Valley, has a strong and distinctive landform 

with attractive long views.  The scenic quality of the appeal site itself is thus less than that of the 

landscape to the east and south of the appeal site. 

108. Associations in literature, art and history also remains a factor, and it remains the fact that whilst 

the wider Meon Valley has some historic associations as a pilgrimage trail, the appeal site itself 

has no such associations. 

109. Rarity and representativeness have now been replaced by distinctiveness.  Indicators of 

distinctiveness include landscape that has a strong sense of place, contains distinctive and or 

rare/unusual features or which make an important contribution to the character and identity of 

a settlement.  As was noted in the SLR LVIA, the landscape within the appeal site is typical of 

settlement edge landscapes throughout the UK, with hedgerows removed and the existing 

settlement edge prominent.  However, as walkers walk further from the appeal site the 

influence of the settlement edge decreases, and the characteristic views towards the Lower 

Meon Valley, set within the context of a more rural foreground, provide a much more distinctive 

landscape.  Distinctiveness thus increases to the south and east of the appeal site. 

110. Conservation interests have now been divided into natural and cultural heritage.  In terms of 

natural heritage, the site does not have any ecological designations, and the nearest such 

designation is the Titchfield Haven National Nature Reserve.   The appeal site itself is influenced 

by light and noise from the adjacent settlement edge.  In relation to cultural heritage, the listed 
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structures at Great Posbrook are clear indicators of cultural value, but these would be separated 

from the appeal site by retained open land.  There is no designated cultural heritage on the 

appeal site itself, or immediately adjacent to the appeal site.  In summary the natural and 

cultural heritage value of the appeal site itself is relatively low, but the value of both increases 

to the south and east of the appeal site. 

111. Recreational value has been retained in TGN 02/21, and the assessment in table B1 of the SLR 

LVIA 2019 remains relevant: the appeal site is crossed by two footpaths, which connect with a 

network of footpaths in the wider valley. 

112. Perceptual aspects in box 5.1 have now been refined to “perceptual (wildness and tranquillity)” 

in TGN 02/21.  Indicators of wildness and tranquillity include dark night skies, sense of particular 

remoteness, seclusion or openness, remoteness from public mechanised access, relative peace 

and quiet.  It is clear in this context that the appeal site itself is influenced by light and noise 

from the existing settlement edge, as well as by the prominence of existing buildings on the 

settlement edge.  The degree of peace and seclusion increases to the south and east of the 

appeal site, as walkers move further away from the settlement edge and the influence of the 

more rural character of the wider Meon valley increases. 

113. Finally, TGN 02/21 has introduced a new factor, functional, which includes landscapes that form 

an important part of the local green infrastructure, a key role in providing ecosystem services, 

or perhaps a landscape that makes a contribution to a national landscape designation.  The 

appeal site does not make a significant contribution on any of these matters: it is not an 

important carbon sink or an essential part of the local green infrastructure, nor does it have any 

strong physical or functional links with a national landscape designation.   

114. In summary, a review of the revised factors for determining value included in TGN 02/21 concurs 

with the assessment of landscape value which was included at table B1 of the SLR LVIA 2019, 

based upon the box 5.1 criteria.  The lower scenic quality, condition, natural and cultural value 

and perception of tranquillity and remoteness on the appeal site means that the value of the 

site is at a community level, whereas the value of the landscape to the south and east of the 

appeal site is Local Authority. 
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115. The fact that the value of the appeal site is lower than that of the landscapes within the wider 

Meon Valley doesn’t undermine the Inspector’s judgment that the appeal site still forms part of 

a wider valued landscape.  The appeal site is visually connected with the wider valued landscape, 

and the footpaths over the site also provide a functional link with the wider Meon Valley.  

However, it does mean that the value of that valued landscape is not at a consistent level, and 

that the appeal site is in one of the least valuable parts of the valley. 

116. It is also worth considering at this point whether the proposed new policy DS3 in the emerging 

Local Plan – which proposes that the appeal site would become part of a wider Area of Special 

Landscape Quality – would change the judgements of value within the LVIA.  As a starting point 

the vast majority of the landscapes within the designation would be considered to be of Local 

Authority value, since most are “very attractive and generally unspoilt by the intrusion of urban 

influences or detracting features” as described within the Fareham Landscape Assessment (page 

116, see section also 2.0 of this proof).  However, as the Inspector has identified the existing 

settlement edge to the north of the appeal site is “harsh and clearly visible” (paragraph 23), and 

consequently this is one part of the proposed designation where the landscape is spoilt by the 

intrusion of urban influences.   

117. In this context it is important to note that the SLR LVIA methodology states at page 33 that, 

whilst it is possible for landscapes outside of designations to be judged as being of Local 

Authority or even national value it is also the case that “on occasions there may be areas within 

designated landscapes that do not meet the designation criteria, or demonstrate the key 

characteristics/special qualities in a way that is consistent with the rest of the designated area”.  

The appeal site is designated it would be one of these exceptional areas which do not meet the 

designation criteria, and on that basis it would remain entirely logical that the appeal site would 

be assessed as being of community value, whereas the landscapes to the south and east of the 

appeal site would be of Local Authority value. 

118. In summary even if the Area of Special Landscape Quality had been adopted it would make no 

difference to the assessment of value for the landscape of the appeal site and for the wider 

landscape setting. 
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4.4.3 Potential Landscape Effects of the Proposed Development 

 
119. The landscape effects of the proposed development are summarised in table B4 of the SLR LVIA 

2019, and also in section 4.7 of the assessment. 

120. The assessment acknowledges that the proposed development would result in localised 

moderate effects on the open, gently sloping grassland landscape receptor. Similarly, the effects 

on the Lower Meon Valley: Open Valley Side character area for the Appeal Site and its immediate 

context would also be moderate.  The nature of these effects would be negative. 

121. Effects on the character of landscapes outside of the Appeal Site would be negative and minor 

in the short term, becoming minor and positive once the proposed new woodland planting has 

established.  Given that it is common ground (see LSoCG paragraph 25) that the proposed new 

woodland planting would improve the appearance of the settlement edge, it is logical to 

conclude that this would also provide an enhancement to the scenic quality of landscapes where 

the settlement edge is currently prominent. 

122. The effects of the development on the Appeal Site itself are lower than those assessed for the 

original application: in the 150 home application the SLR LVIA assessed major/moderate effects 

on the open, gently sloping grassland (which were assessed as being significant).  The reason for 

this higher assessment was that the proposed housing extended further from the influence of 

the existing settlement edge, into more rural parts of the site.  These effects would also have 

extended over the 6.6ha of the Appeal Site, as well as areas adjacent to the site in the short to 

medium term.   

123. In contrast the revised proposal for up to 57 homes is concentrated on the area which is most 

influenced by the existing settlement edge, and leaves the more open, rural parts of the site 

untouched.  The area of the proposed new areas of housing would be only 1.65ha, only 25% of 

the original development area. 

124. The effects of the proposed development on the character of the surrounding landscape can be 

illustrated with the aid of the revised photomontages included within my appendices.  Drawing 

PL-7 shows the existing view from viewpoint 7, which is to the south of the Appeal Site and just 
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within the Open Valley Side landscape type.  Great Posbrook is visible at the left of the view and 

the existing settlement edge at Bellfield is clearly visible to the right of this.  The landscape in 

this area is largely rural, with open views to the valley floor, but there is also a sense that the 

settlement edge is nearby due to the prominence of existing houses. Drawing PL-8 illustrates 

how the proposed development could look in year 2: houses to the right of Great Posbrook 

would be slightly more visible in the short term, albeit that these would replace views of the 

existing settlement edge.  The effects on this part of the landscape in year 2 is therefore minor 

and negative.  Drawing PL-9 illustrates the form of the development at year 15, with the 

proposed woodland planting at 8 metres tall.  At this point the proposed new homes are almost 

entirely screened.  When compared with the existing view in PL-7 it is clear that the planting has 

the effects of making the settlement edge recede in the view, with Great Posbrook appearing as 

a more isolated farmstead.  The nature of these landscape effects, at year 15 on this part of the 

landscape, are therefore minor and positive. 

125. A similar pattern occurs for viewpoint 10, which is also within the Open Valley Side landscape 

type but lies to the east of the Appeal Site. Drawing PL-10 shows that existing view, with the 

existing settlement edge clearly visible beyond the canal in the foreground.  The character of 

this area is largely rural, but the prominence of the settlement edge gives a clear sense that we 

are close to the settlement.  Drawing PL-11 illustrates how the development could look at year 

2: there is a small extension to the settlement edge, although a clear gap between Bellfield and 

Great Posbrook is maintained on the skyline.  At this stage the nature of this effect is negative 

although the level of effect on landscape character is minor.  Drawing PL-12 the illustrates how 

this view would appear after 15 years, with the proposed woodland planting at 8 metres.  At 

this stage the proposed new homes are almost entirely screened, and much of the existing 

housing on the settlement edge is also screened.  The effect is once more that the settlement 

edge appears to recede in the view, and the landscape accordingly becomes slightly more rural 

in character.  The nature of this effect is again positive, and the level of effect is minor.  

126. Drawing PL-16 illustrates a more distant view from viewpoint 13, which is on the edge of the 

National Nature Reserve and within the Open Floodplain Farmland landscape type.  In this view 

the settlement edge is clearly visible just below the skyline, although it occupies a relatively 

small proportion of the total view.  Drawing PL-17 illustrates the proposed development at year 

2: new homes would appear largely in front of the existing settlement edge, with only a marginal 
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increase in the overall visibility of housing.  The effect on the character of the landscape 

surrounding the viewpoint is minor and negative.  PL-18 illustrates the proposed development 

at year 15, with the proposed woodland at 8 metres.  At this stage the proposed new homes, 

and much of the settlement edge, are largely screened, and the effect is once more to reduce 

the effect of the settlement edge on landscape character, making it appear marginally more 

rural.  The nature of this effect is therefore positive and the level of effect is minor. 

127. I have noted in section 3.0 of this proof that if the Inspector agrees with the Council that the 

development would need to provide additional POS, this would take the form of informal open 

space to the south of the new homes and north of Great Posbrook.  This area of grassland, with 

no additional equipment, would result in no additional landscape effects beyond those 

identified above. 

128. In summary the landscape effects of the proposed development would be localised and focused 

upon an area which is already strongly influenced by the settlement edge.  Landscape effects 

further from the site would be minor and negative in the short term, becoming minor and 

positive in the medium to long term, once proposed woodland planting has established. 

4.5 Potential Visual Effects of the Proposed 57 Home Proposal  

129. The assessment of visual effects caused by the proposed development for representative 

viewpoints is summarised on table C3 in the SLR LVIA 2019, and the potential effects on different 

visual receptors are explained in section 5.5 of this assessment.   

130. Drawing PL-2 illustrates the ZTV for the proposed development at year 15, with woodland 

planting at 8 metres.  It is notable that views would be very localised at this stage, with only 

glimpses from land west of Posbrook Lane and on the eastern valley side.  It is important to note 

that all of these areas already have views of the existing settlement edge, and thus the proposed 

development would not be introducing a new element into views, but extending an existing 

element. 

131. The SLR LVIA 2019 concluded that the visual effects of the proposed development would be 

localised, with walkers on footpaths crossing the Appeal Site, and residents on the existing 
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settlement edge, experiencing major, major/moderate or moderate effects. There would be no 

effects of moderate or greater further from the application site. 

132. Users of the two footpaths crossing the site (numbers 39 and 34) would experience a permanent 

change to their views, but this would be over a relatively short distance.  On leaving the 

settlement edge walkers would pass through the new area of housing for approximately 70 

metres, then pass through the woodland belt, then cross open grassland with views to the valley 

floor retained.  This sequential experience is very different to that which would have 

experienced as a result of the first application for up to 150 homes: in that case residents would 

have had to walk southwards on footpath 34 for approximately 275 metres from the existing 

settlement edge before being able to obtain open rural views.  In summary the negative visual 

effects of the proposal for up to 57 homes are far more localised than for the 150 home 

proposal, and importantly walkers will still obtain open views in close proximity to the 

settlement edge.  

133. The assessment concluded that for many viewpoints the nature of visual effects would change 

once the proposed new planting has established.  Many views to the south and east of the site 

would see the new homes in short term, albeit set within the context of the existing settlement 

edge. Once the proposed new woodland planting has reached semi-maturity both the new 

homes and the existing settlement edge would be screened, resulting in a positive change to 

views. 

134. This trend from negative to positive effects is again illustrated by the photomontages in my 

Appendices.  Users of Viewpoint 7, for example, are assessed as experiencing moderate/minor 

and negative effects following construction, but this changes to moderate/minor and positive 

at year 15.  As has been noted, drawing PL-7 shows the existing view from viewpoint 7, and the 

existing settlement edge is already prominent. Drawing PL-8 illustrates that once the proposed 

new homes are constructed the scale of the settlement edge marginally increases in the view, 

albeit that the new homes are visible in front of the existing settlement edge, causing a 

moderate/minor negative effect.   Drawing PL-9 illustrates that once the proposed woodland 

has achieved a height of 8 metres, the proposed new homes, and the existing settlement edge, 

are almost entirely screened.  The proposed woodland planting is thus clearly reducing the scale 

of the settlement edge in the view, whilst also introducing a greater proportion of woodland 
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planting, which is more in keeping with the rural context.  The nature of this medium to long 

term effect is therefore positive, and the level of effect is again moderate/minor. 

135. When compared with the existing view in PL-7 it is clear that the planting has the effects of 

making the settlement edge recede in the view, with Great Posbrook appearing as a more 

isolated farmstead.  The nature of these landscape effects, at year 15 on this part of the 

landscape, are therefore minor and positive. 

136. The same trend, from negative to positive visual effects, occurs for viewpoints even closer to 

the proposed development.  For example, effects on walkers at viewpoint 3, at the junction 

between Posbrook lane and footpath 39, are illustrated by drawings PL-4, 5 and 6.  Whilst PL-4 

indicates that the proposed new homes would occupy a larger proportion of the view in the 

short term, they would replace existing views of the settlement edge and therefore would not 

be introducing a new element into the view.  Importantly, open grassland would be retained in 

the foreground of this view, creating a clear sense of separation between Great Posbrook and 

Bellfield.  Once the proposed woodland has achieved a height of 8 metres, as shown by drawing 

PL-6, the new homes and the existing settlement edge would be largely screened, creating visual 

benefits when compared with the existing view.  

137. I have noted in section 3.0 of this proof that if the Inspector agrees with the Council that the 

development would need to provide additional POS, this would take the form of informal open 

space to the south of the new homes and north of Great Posbrook.  This area of grassland, with 

no additional equipment, would result in no additional visual effects beyond those identified 

above. 

4.6 Summary 

 
138. The SLR LVIA 2019 was carried out by an experienced landscape architect using a robust and 

thorough methodology.  Surveys have been carried out over two years and in both winter and 

summer.   A new ZTV and photomontages have been produced to illustrate the potential 

landscape and visual effects.   
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139. The 2019 assessment also takes on board the conclusions of the Inspector at the Appeal for 150 

homes.  The site has now been classified as part of the Open Valley Side landscape type, and it 

has also been accepted that the site is part of the wider Lower Meon Valley valued landscape.  

The assessment of landscape value has been elevated accordingly in the landscape assessment.  

However, the influence of the existing settlement edge has also been factored into this 

assessment, since the Inspector agreed that the influence of this on the character of the site was 

“undeniable”.  A further review of landscape value using the latest Landscape Institute guidance 

has been presented in this proof, and this concurs with the overall assessment of value 

presented in the SLR LVIA 2019.  I have also concluded that even if the proposed Area of Special 

Landscape Quality had been adopted, the assessment of landscape value for the appeal site and 

its context would remain the same. 

140. The SLR LVIA 2019 concludes that the landscape effects of the proposed development would be 

localised and focused upon an area which is already strongly influenced by the settlement edge.  

Landscape effects outside of the Appeal Site would be minor and negative in the short term, 

becoming minor and positive in the medium to long term, once proposed woodland planting 

has established.  The long term, positive effects resulting from the proposed woodland planting 

are supported by the LSoCG, which acknowledges at paragraph 25 that the proposed woodland 

planting would “improve the appearance of the settlement edge”. 

141. Similarly, the visual assessment within the SLR LVIA 2019 concluded that the visual effects of the 

proposed development would also be localised and focused on an area which already contains 

views of the existing settlement edge.  For viewpoints outside of the Appeal Site, the effects 

would be negative in the short term, becoming positive in many cases once the proposed new 

woodland planting has established.  Again, the ZTV and photomontages which form part of this 

evidence support this conclusion. 

142. In summary, the proposed development would result in some localised landscape and visual 

harm to a valued landscape.  Once proposed planting has established, landscape and visual harm 

would be focused on the Appeal Site itself, with landscapes and visual receptors outside of the 

site experiencing minor landscape and visual benefits. 
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143. I have noted that all green field residential developments would result in at least localised 

landscape and visual effects, and that given that the Council cannot demonstrate a five year 

housing land supply it is likely that other green field sites on the settlement edge will be 

required, a situation envisaged within policy DSP40 of the adopted local plan.  DSP40 also 

recognises that some harm from development is likely, but requires that harm to minimised.
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 Potential Effects of the Development upon the Meon Valley 
Strategic Gap 

5.1 Introduction 

144. Policy CS22 does not preclude all development within strategic gaps: it states that development 

will not be permitted “where it significantly affects the integrity of the gap and the physical and 

visual separation of settlements”. 

145. In this context it is important to note that the Inspector for the Appeal for the 150 home proposal 

concluded that the proposed development would cause “no perception of coalescence or indeed 

any visual reduction of the separate settlements…there would be no demonstrable reduction in 

the physical separation and the gap’s integrity would not be significantly affected”.  The 150 

home proposal would have reduced the physical distance between Titchfield and Stubbington 

by between 6 and 7%.   

146. This proposal for up to 57 homes represent only a minor extension to the existing settlement 

(see LSoCG paragraph 23), which would extend no further east than the existing south east 

corner of Bellfield and only 2.6 metres further south (see Agreed Dimensions Plan, LSoCG).  

147. In the Officer’s Report to Committee of 24th June it is stated that “the proposed development 

would extent the urban edge of Titchfield further into the gap than it presently is”.  This is only 

true if one measures from the edge of the Appeal Site, and not from the edge of the proposed 

new homes.  Given that the proposed SuDS basin would have no effect on the perception of 

coalescence between settlements it is reasonable to assume that the measurement should be 

between the nearest houses in both settlements. 

148. However, notwithstanding this the Officers conclude that “Officers do not consider that the 

minor extension of the urban area proposed here would have a significant or material adverse 

effect on the integrity of the strategic gap”. (paragraph 8.43), 

149. It is notable that impact on the strategic gap has not been raised by other objectors in the pre-

application process: neither Mr Lyster, the Council’s Urban Design Officer, nor the Fareham 

Society have raised the strategic gap as an issue. 
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150. It is also common ground between the landscape witnesses that the appeal proposals would 

have no significant nor material effects upon the functionality and integrity of the Meon 

Strategic Gap (see LSoCG, paragraph 23). 

151. In this context I have included below only a brief review of the findings of the SLR LVIA 2019 in 

relation to effects on the strategic gap. 

5.2 The Principles and Methodology used in the Strategic Gap Assessment in 
the SLR LVIA 2019 

152. The SLR LVIA 2019 applied the Eastleigh Criteria to test the extent to which the development 

proposals would affect the functionality of the strategic gap.  As section 6.0 of the LVIA explains, 

these principles were originally defined by a local plan Inspector and were then cited as good 

practice in a government research paper.  The fundamental principle of these criteria is that the 

integrity and effectiveness of a gap is not only a question of its physical extent, but also how it 

is perceived.  This principle has been accepted by numerous Inspectors (see for example Stobhill 

Appeal, September 2014, APP/P2935/A/14/2212989), or the land at junction 10 of the M42 

(November 2016, APP/R3705/W/15/3136495).  The same approach was used in my evidence 

for the 150 home proposal. 

153. The Fareham Landscape Assessment also provides guidance on the effectiveness and 

functionality of strategic gaps (see section 3.3).  It notes that an effective strategic gap “is not 

just about preventing physical coalescence”, nor is it simply a matter of maintaining a visual gap 

or preventing visual coalescence, since “it is perfectly possible for two settlements to be in sight 

of one another (e.g. on either side of a valley) and still maintain their separate identities because 

of the nature of what lies between them”.  The Fareham Landscape Assessment goes on to state 

that “for a gap to be effective it is the perceived ‘sense of separation’ that is critical, the ability 

for anyone to ‘feel’ and to understand where one place ends and another different place begins, 

and to experience a clear sense of moving out of one and into another”. 

154. The Fareham Landscape Assessment thus concurs with the basic principle of the SLR LVIA’s 

review of the effects on the Meon Strategic Gap – that the effectiveness of a strategic gap relies 

predominantly upon the perception of separation. 
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155. The Fareham Landscape Assessment goes further and provides a set of criteria for measuring 

the effectiveness of strategic gaps (again in section 3.3, page 35).  It states that a sense of 

separation will be maintained where: 

• “there is no actual physical coalescence between the two settlements; 

• There is no perceived visual coalescence… 

• Measures designed to block views between built areas do not in themselves undermine 

the sense of visual separation that is reinforced by long views between settlements; 

• There is a strong and well-defined boundary between the settlement and the gap, so 

that it is clear where the edge of the settlement lies and the gap begins; 

• There is a clear and distinct experience of leaving one settlement behind, passing 

through another quite different and distinct area (the ‘gap’) before entering another 

separate settlement; 

• The gap has sufficient scale and coherence of character to be experienced as a place, or 

entity in its own right (e.g. an intact area of open farmed countryside) rather than simply 

a transitional space between urban areas.” 

156. Again, these principles underline the importance of the perception of separation, and there are 

strong similarities between these principles and the Eastleigh Criteria used in the SLR LVIA 2019. 

5.3 The Results of the SLR LVIA 2019 Assessment of Effects of the Proposed 
Development upon the Strategic Gap 

157. As has been noted above, the proposal for up to 57 homes would not diminish the physical gap 

between Fareham and Stubbington.  The gap would remain at 1.5km at its narrowest point. 

158. The SLR LVIA 2019 also notes that the settlements are separated by the clearly defined 

topographic feature of the Lower Meon valley, which has a distinct and rural character.  The two 

settlements are also separated by belts of mature vegetation, and there are clear differences in 

land use between the settlement edges, and the land in between those settlements.  The two 

settlement edges are also generally well vegetated, offering only glimpsed views between 

settlements.  The assessment also concludes that both intervisibility and intra visibility between 
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settlements is limited.  The assessment concludes that the proposed development would not 

adversely affect any of these factors.  Indeed, the additional planting proposed on the 

settlement edge would reinforce the rural character of the gap and decrease both inter and intra 

visibility. 

159. Equally importantly, the SLR LVIA 2019 notes that there would remain a clear sense of leaving 

one settlement, moving through a different environment, and arriving in another place, whether 

travellers use the road network or local footpaths. 

160. The SLR LVIA 2019 concludes that, in accordance with DSP40 the proposed development 

therefore minimises the impact of development upon the strategic gap. Similarly, in accordance 

with Policy CS22 the proposed development would not significantly affect the integrity of the 

gap. 

5.4 Summary 

161. The Inspector accepted that the larger proposal for up to 150 homes would not affect the 

integrity of the strategic gap, although he acknowledged that the proposal would slightly reduce 

the physical distance between the settlements. 

162. The Officer’s Report to Committee concludes that the proposal for up to 57 homes would not 

have a significant or material adverse effect on the integrity of the strategic gap. 

163. The SLR LVIA 2019 applies the Eastleigh Criteria to test the extent to which the development 

proposals would affect the functionality of the strategic gap.  The fundamental principle of these 

criteria is that the integrity and effectiveness of a gap is not only a question of its physical extent, 

but also how it is perceived.  The Fareham Landscape Assessment’s own assessment of strategic 

gaps concurs with this basic principle.  

164. The SLR LVIA’s strategic gap assessment concluded that the proposed development would have 

no significant effect on the function and effectiveness of the strategic gap between Titchfield 

and Stubbington.   Furthermore, the form of mitigation planting as envisaged in the illustrative 

masterplan would enhance the definition of the settlement edge and gradually improve the 

visual separation between the settlements once it has established. 
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165. It is common ground between the landscape witnesses that the appeal proposals would have 

no significant nor material effects upon the functionality and integrity of the Meon Strategic 

Gap. 
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 Response to the Landscape Concerns Raised in the Officer’s 
Report to Committee  

6.1 Introduction 

166. As section 2.0 of this Statement has noted, Paragraph 8.14 of the Officer’s Report to Committee 

states that the Appeal Site lies outside of the defined settlement boundary, and the 

development is therefore contrary to policies CS2, CS6, CS9 and CS14 of the adopted Core 

Strategy, as well as Policy DSP6 of the adopted Local Plan Part 2: Development Sites and Policies 

Plan. 

167. However, the Officer’s Report also acknowledges that the Council does not have a five-year 

housing land supply.  It states at paragraph 8.13 that “in the absence of a five-year supply of 

deliverable housing sites, officers consider that policy DSP40 is the principal development plan 

policy that guides whether schemes will be considered acceptable”. DSP40 accepts the principle 

of development outside of existing settlement boundaries, when there is not a five-year housing 

land supply, and where the five criteria i to v are satisfied.  

168. The Officer’s Report also states that points i, ii, iv of DSP40 are satisfied by the revised proposal 

for up to 57 homes.  On point iii there is an acceptance that the proposed development would 

not have a significant effect on the Meon strategic gap.  The remaining issues are therefore “the 

permanent adverse effects on the character of the valued landscape of the Lower Meon Valley” 

(8.41), and concerns as to whether the development “would make it harder to understand that 

Great Posbrook was originally a separate farmstead”.   

169. Despite these concerns about the permanent negative effects on the character of the valley, the 

Officers accept that “planting along the eastern edge of Titchfield … would result in positive 

changes” (8.40).  In relation to the separate identity of Great Posbrook, and as has been noted 

in the evidence of Mr Froneman, Historic England has no objection to the revised development; 

in fact, they welcome the proposed new woodland planting, stating that this would reinforce 

the separation of the settlement from Great Posbrook.  It is also common ground between the 

parties (LSoCG paragraph 25) that the proposed planting would improve the appearance of the 

settlement edge. 
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170. The Council’s concerns regarding the proposed development are therefore focused on the 

potential effects on the countryside, and in particular upon the valued landscape of the Meon 

valley, and in this section I address these concerns using evidence from elsewhere in this 

statement and in the SLR LVIA 2019. 

6.2 The Landscape and Visual Effects of the Proposed Development on the 
Countryside 

 
171. There is no doubt that the proposed development site is outside of urban settlement 

boundaries, and that it is therefore contrary to policy DSP6.  Similarly, as the SLR LVIA 2019 and 

this report has acknowledged, there would be localised negative landscape and visual effects 

caused by the development, and to this extent the proposed development is contrary to policy 

CS14. 

172. However, those policies assume that sufficient housing land is available within the settlement 

boundaries and existing allocations.  But in this case the Council concedes that it does not have 

sufficient housing land, and it therefore accepts that “additional housing sites, outside the urban 

area boundary, may be permitted” (DSP40). 

173. If the need for green field sites is acknowledged, it is important to remember that all green field 

developments will result in at least localised negative landscape and visual effects; that scenario 

is recognised in policy DSP 40 which does not require no harm, but that the development must 

minimise any adverse impact on the countryside.  

174. In this context it is important to note that the fundamental difference between this proposal for 

up to 57 homes and the previous Appeal for up to 150 homes is that this proposal would occupy 

only 1.65 hectares of open field in the area, which is around 25% of the previous development 

area.  Equally importantly, the Appeal Site is now focused on the area which is already most 

strongly influenced by views of the settlement edge.  It is for this reason that the SLR LVIA 2019 

concludes that the landscape effects of the proposed development upon the character of the 

Appeal site and its immediate context would be moderate and negative, since this development 

would introduce further housing into an area which is already characterised by clear views of 

the settlement edge.   
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175. In arriving at this assessment, the SLR LVIA 2019 has accepted the Inspector’s conclusion that 

the Appeal site forms part of the valued landscape of the Lower Meon Valley.  The value of the 

landscape of both the site and its context has thus been increased in the assessment, (compared 

to the previous assessment for the first Appeal), but the value and susceptibility of the appeal 

site remains lower than that of the wider Lower Meon Valley, due to influence of the existing 

settlement edge.  As a result, the sensitivity of the Appeal Site to the type of development which 

is proposed is medium, compared with high to medium further from the settlement edge. 

176. This variation in sensitivity is wholly in keeping with the advice in GLVIA3’s box 5.1 and the 

Landscape Institute’s technical guidance note 02/21 which provide guidance on how to value 

undesignated landscapes, and it also factors in GLVIA3’s advice on susceptibility (paragraph 

5.40, page 88): it is clearly correct than an area which is already heavily influenced by existing 

housing is less sensitive to the addition of further, small scale housing development. 

177. This approach is also consistent with precedents for even our most valued landscapes – AONBs 

and National Parks – where there are pockets of less attractive or previously developed sites (on 

settlement edges, mineral and waste sites, airfields and employment areas for example) which 

do not possess the attributes of the wider designation and have a lower sensitivity to 

development.  I myself have been involved in Appeals for some of these developments (see for 

example Aston Down airfield, in the Cotswolds AONB, which was permitted for large 

employment uses in an area which was already influenced by hangars and the adjacent airfield).  

As I have noted in this proof, this would also be the case if the Meon Valley were to be 

designated as part of an Area of Special Landscape Quality, as is proposed in the emerging Local 

Plan; the appeal site is not “unspoilt by the intrusion of urban influences or detracting features”, 

but is, as the Inspector identified, “undeniably” influenced by the settlement edge.  In this 

context the appeal site has a slightly lower value than the wider valley. 

178. By focusing the development on a less sensitive part of the Lower Meon Valley the proposed 

development is therefore seeking to minimise negative landscape and visual effects.   

179. Despite the much smaller area of the proposed development, the development proposals still 

include native woodland around the edges of the new homes as well as along the existing 

settlement edge.  This woodland would gradually reduce the visual effects of the development 
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on the wider Lower Meon Valley, and would also ensure that the negative effects of 

development would become more localised: this is illustrated by the ZTV in this evidence (see 

drawing PL-1) which shows that even at just eight metres high the proposed planting would 

almost largely contain views of the proposed development.  The proposed planting would also 

progressively filter and screen views towards the settlement edge, creating a softer, more 

attractive edge rather than the current “harsh” edge. 

180. In this context it is particularly important to note that Officers accept that the proposed new 

planting on the existing settlement edge would “result in positive changes” (paragraph 8.40), 

and planting around the development would “soften” views towards the new homes in the long 

term.  It is also common ground (see LSoCG, paragraph 25), that the proposed woodland 

planting would improve the appearance of the settlement edge. 

181. The photomontages appended to this evidence provide clear evidence of these benefits.  For 

example, for viewpoints 7, 10 and 13, all taken from different points in the wider Meon Valley, 

the proposed homes would be viewed in the context of the existing settlement edge in the short 

term, resulting in minor or minor/moderate negative visual effects.  Once the proposed 

woodland has achieved a height of 8 metres, which can be achieved in 15 years, these visual 

effects become positive: not only the proposed new homes are screened, but also the existing 

settlement edge (see for example drawings PL-9, PL-15 and PL-18).  As a result, the visual effects 

on these viewpoints become minor and positive. 

182. These clear visual benefits also have a direct effect on landscape character.  The less visible the 

settlement edge is, the less it influences the character of the adjacent land.  As a result the urban 

fringe character at the settlement edge becomes more localised, and countryside outside of the 

proposed planting, in the wider Meon Valley, becomes more remote and rural in character.  It 

is for this reason that the SLR LVIA 2019 concludes that there would be minor positive landscape 

effects for character areas outside of the proposed new planting once this has established. 

183. The photomontages also clearly illustrate that there would remain a clear sense of separation 

between Bellfield and Great Posbrook.  Drawing PL-9, for example, illustrates how the proposed 

planting would enhance the sense of separation of the farmstead when viewed from the south, 

and drawings PL-12 and PL-13 illustrate how there remains clear separation between the new 
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homes and Great Posbrook following construction, but that the sense of separation is greatly 

enhanced once the proposed planting starts to mature.  

184. Whilst the photomontages illustrate visual effects after 15 years, I have noted in this evidence 

that even before trees and shrubs have achieved a height of 8 metres they would still help to 

screen and filter views of new and existing buildings; for example a 3 to 4 metre high area of 

tree and shrub planting would effectively screen the first storey of a house, as well as garden 

sheds and car parking.  Woodland planting would therefore create a positive visual effect from 

approximately 5-8 years after planting. 

185. In summary the proposed development not only minimises the harm upon the landscape of the 

Appeal site itself, but would also minimise harm on the wider on the wider Lower Meon Valley 

in the short term, and provide positive landscape and  visual effects in the medium to long term.  

In this way the proposed development complies with point iii of DSP40. 

186. With the localising of negative effects, and the provision of widespread if minor positive 

landscape and visual effects in the Lower Meon Valley the proposed development would also 

conserve and enhance the overall character of the valley, thus complying with the requirements 

of NPPF paragraph 174. 

6.3 Review of the Appeal proposals in the Context of the latest NPPF 

187. I have noted that the most recent NPPF introduces some new policies which should be 

considered in the context of the appeal proposals.  In particular, paragraph 126 states that “the 

creation of high quality, beautiful and sustainable buildings and places is fundamental to what 

the planning and development process should achieve”, and paragraph 128 refers to the need 

to provide design guides which are consistent with the National Design Guide.  I have noted that 

the National Design Guide aims to help with the provision of “beautiful, enduring and successful 

places”, and provides a list of ten characteristics which can be used to help with the design 

process. I have briefly reviewed each of these below to assess whether the appeal scheme 

accords with these characteristics: 
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a) Context:  the appeal proposals focus residential development within an area the character 

of which is already strongly influenced by the settlement edge.  The proposals also include 

an extensive landscape buffer which the previous Inspector agreed would enhance the 

settlement edge.  The proposals provide a stand-off to the listed buildings at Great 

Posbrooke, as well as providing additional woodland planting to the settlement edge, and 

Historic England has concluded that the proposals therefore respect the setting of these 

buildings.  The proposal to create new woodland is in keeping with the historic land use of 

the site.  The existing footpath routes would be conserved within the proposed layout.  

The proposals would result in only localised landscape and visual harm and would provide 

landscape and visual benefits to receptors to the south and east of the appeal site. 

b) Identity: the proposed development is contained by the existing settlement to the north 

and east, and by Posbrook lane to the west.  The proposed two storey homes would be in 

keeping with the character of the existing settlement edge.  The proposed wooded edge 

would gradually filter and screen views towards the settlement edge, and would enhance 

the existing sense of wooded enclosure that characterises the Lower Meon Valley. 

c) Built form: the low density and small scale of the proposed development is appropriate to 

its context, and proposed development would not extend significantly further east or 

south than the existing settlement edge at Bellfield.   

d) Movement: the proposed development would provide direct access on to Posbrook Lane, 

and the footpath links allow pedestrian access into Bellfield and Titchfield, as well as into 

the wider footpath network in the Lower Meon Valley. 

e) Nature : the proposed development proposes an extensive area of new native woodland 

not only adjacent to the new homes but also along the existing settlement edge.  This 

would provide valuable habitat in close proximity to a residential areas. 

f) Public spaces: the proposed layout retains the route of the footpaths which cross the site, 

and also makes provision for a new play area close to Bellfield.  Importantly, the appeal 

proposals retain open land between the proposed new homes and Great Posbrooke, 

which will retain the open views from the footpaths to the Lower Meon Valley. 

g) Uses: this is a small scale development, but despite this it still offers opportunities not only 

for attractive places to live but also easy access to both equipped play facilities and 

informal recreation in the wider valley. 
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h) Homes and buildings: Foreman Homes is a well-known, local provider of affordable and 

attractive homes.  

i) Resources: the appeal proposals would provide 57 homes in an area of just 1.65ha, and 

importantly this land is contained to the north, west and east by existing residential 

development.  The development therefore uses land resources carefully whilst delivering 

much needed new homes. 

j) Lifespan: the appeal proposals would provide homes within a relatively short timescale, 

and these would be a permanent resource. The proposed woodland planting would also 

be managed as a long-term feature, with increasingly mature planting continuing to 

enhance the settlement edge. 

188. It is concluded on this basis that the appeal proposals represent high quality, beautiful and 

sustainable development as required by the NPPF. 
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 Summary and Conclusions 

7.1 Summary of Planning Context 

 
189. The Appeal Site is not located within any formal designations for the most valued landscapes.  It 

is, however, adjacent to two listed buildings at Great Posbrooke Farm, and is within the Meon 

strategic gap. 

190. The Council concedes that it does not have a five-year housing land supply. The potential 

landscape implication of this is that additional land for housing around the settlement will need 

to be found, and this is likely to be greenfield.  The other implication of this is that policy DSP40 

of the adopted local plan would be engaged, meaning that additional housing sites outside of 

the settlement boundary will be considered, where these minimise effects on the countryside 

and strategic gaps. 

191. In the Officer’s Report it is stated that 3 of the 5 criteria for allowing development outside the 

settlement boundary under policy DSP40 are satisfied by the proposed development.  In relation 

to criterion  iii, the requirement to minimise effects on the countryside and strategic gaps, it is 

acknowledged by the Officers that there would be no significant effects on the strategic gap, 

and that the proposed woodland planting would “result in positive changes to views of this urban 

edge in the long term”.   

192. In relation to harm to the countryside the Officer’s Report also notes that the proposed 

development would reduce the distance between Great Posbrook and Titchfield, and therefore 

undermine Great Posbrook’s historic role as a separate farmstead.  However Historic England 

has not objected to the proposed development and has commented that the proposed planting 

would enhance the existing settlement edge. 

193. In the Inspector’s decision for the previous appeal for up to 150 homes, he concluded that the 

site forms part of the wider valued landscape of the Lower Meon Valley.  However, he also noted 

that the “the urban edge is open and harsh with little by way of softening landscape”, and that 

this has an “undeniable” influence on the character of the adjacent field.  He also noted the 

benefits of the proposed planting along the settlement edge, stating that this would make the 
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housing “more screened and in effect a softer edge” which would “improve the appearance of 

the existing urban edge”. 

194. A review of appeals indicates that there are many examples of development being allowed 

within our most valued landscapes.  In the cases examined it was accepted that there would be 

localised harm to the landscape and views, but that the proposed developments would conserve 

and/or enhance the wider landscape. 

7.2 The Proposed Development and Mitigation Measures 

195. I have helped to shape the revised proposal for up to 57 homes, which has taken on board 

comments made by the Inspector for the previous proposal for up to 150 homes. 

196. When compared with the previous Appeal the total number of dwellings has been reduced by 

93 (to 38% of the original number), and the proposed area which would be occupied by homes 

and POS has reduced from 6.6ha (from the Statement of Common Ground) to 1.65ha (25% of 

the original area).  This ensures that the proposed housing is only located within the area which 

is influenced by the “harsh and readily visible urban edge”, an influence which the Inspector 

termed “undeniable” (paragraph 23).  It also means that the effects of “noise, activity, 

illumination” and effects on “localised views” (paragraph 26) would not extend far from the 

existing settlement edge but would instead be closely associated with it, resisting the Inspector’s 

concerns regarding “creeping urbanisation” (paragraph 26). 

7.3 The Character and Value of the Appeal Site and its Context, and the 
Potential Landscape and Visual Effects of the Proposed Development 

197. The SLR LVIA 2019 was carried out by an experienced landscape architect using a robust and 

thorough methodology.  Surveys have been carried out over two years and in both winter and 

summer.   A new ZTV and photomontages have been produced to illustrate the potential 

landscape and visual effects.   

198. The 2019 assessment also takes on board the conclusions of the Inspector at the Appeal for 150 

homes.  The site has now been classified as part of the Open Valley Side landscape type, and it 

has also been accepted that the site is part of the wider Lower Meon Valley valued landscape.  
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The assessment of landscape value has been elevated accordingly in the landscape assessment.  

However, the influence of the existing settlement edge has also been factored into this 

assessment, since the Inspector agreed that the influence of this on the character of the site was 

“undeniable”.  A further review of landscape value using the latest Landscape Institute guidance 

has been presented in this proof, and this concurs with the overall assessment of value 

presented in the SLR LVIA 2019.  I have also concluded that even if the proposed Area of Special 

Landscape Quality had been adopted, the assessment of landscape value for the appeal site and 

its context would remain the same. 

199. The SLR LVIA 2019 concludes that the landscape effects of the proposed development would be 

localised and focused upon an area which is already strongly influenced by the settlement edge.  

Landscape effects outside of the Appeal Site would be minor and negative in the short term, 

becoming minor and positive in the medium to long term, once proposed woodland planting 

has established.  This conclusion of medium to long term enhancement is supported by the 

LSoCG, which states at paragraph 25 that the proposed woodland planting would improve the 

appearance of the settlement edge.  

200. Similarly, the visual assessment within the SLR LVIA 2019 concluded that the visual effects of the 

proposed development would also be localised and focused on an area which already contains 

views of the existing settlement edge.  For viewpoints outside of the Appeal Site, the effects 

would be negative in the short term, becoming positive in many cases once the proposed new 

woodland planting has established.  Again, the ZTV and photomontages which form part of this 

evidence support this conclusion. 

201. In summary, the proposed development would result in some localised landscape and visual 

harm to a valued landscape.  Once proposed planting has established, landscape and visual harm 

would be focused on the Appeal Site itself, with landscapes and visual receptors outside of the 

site experiencing minor landscape and visual benefits. 

202. I have noted that all green field residential developments would result in at least localised 

landscape and visual effects, and that given that the Council cannot demonstrate a five year 

housing land supply it is likely that other green field sites on the settlement edge will be 
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required, a situation envisaged within policy DSP40 of the adopted local plan.  DSP40 also 

recognises that some harm from development is likely, but requires that harm to minimised. 

7.4 Potential Effects of the Development upon the Meon Valley Strategic Gap 

203. The Inspector accepted that the larger proposal for up to 150 homes would not affect the 

integrity of the strategic gap, although he acknowledged that the proposal would slightly reduce 

the physical distance between the settlements. 

204. The Officer’s Report to Committee concludes that the proposal for up to 57 homes would not 

have a significant or material adverse effect on the integrity of the strategic gap. 

205. The SLR LVIA 2019 applies the Eastleigh Criteria to test the extent to which the development 

proposals would affect the functionality of the strategic gap.  The fundamental principle of these 

criteria is that the integrity and effectiveness of a gap is not only a question of its physical extent, 

but also how it is perceived.  The Fareham Landscape Assessment’s own assessment of strategic 

gaps concurs with this basic principle.  

206. The SLR LVIA’s strategic gap assessment concluded that the proposed development would have 

no significant effect on the function and effectiveness of the strategic gap between Titchfield 

and Stubbington.   Furthermore, the form of mitigation planting as envisaged in the illustrative 

masterplan would enhance the definition of the settlement edge and gradually improve the 

visual separation between the settlements once it has established. 

207. It is common ground between the landscape witnesses that the appeal proposals would have 

no significant nor material effects upon the functionality and integrity of the Meon Strategic 

Gap. 

7.5 Response to the Landscape Concerns Raised in the Officer’s Report to 
Committee  

208.  In summary the proposed development not only minimises the harm upon the landscape of the 

Appeal site itself, but would also minimise harm on the wider on the wider Lower Meon Valley 
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in the short term, and provide positive landscape and visual effects in the medium to long term.  

In this way the proposed development complies with point iii of DSP40. 

209. With the localising of negative effects, and the provision of widespread if minor positive 

landscape and visual effects in the Lower Meon Valley the proposed development would also 

conserve and enhance the overall character of the valley, thus complying with the requirements 

of NPPF paragraph 174.  
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 Summary and Conclusions 

1.1 Introduction 

1. I am Jeremy Smith, Director with SLR Consulting Limited (SLR).  I am the founder member of 

SLR’s landscape architecture practice.  The SLR landscape practice includes 70 landscape 

architects across the UK, Australia and USA, in addition to support staff. 

2. I am a chartered landscape architect with over 30 years of professional experience.  I have a 

degree in geography and a post-graduate diploma in landscape architecture.  

1.2 Summary of Planning Context 

 
3. The Appeal Site is not located within any formal designations for the most valued landscapes.  

It is, however, adjacent to two listed buildings at Great Posbrooke Farm, and is within the 

Meon strategic gap. 

4. The Council concedes that it does not have a five-year housing land supply. The potential 

landscape implication of this is that additional land for housing around the settlement will 

need to be found, and this is likely to be greenfield.  The other implication of this is that policy 

DSP40 of the adopted local plan would be engaged, meaning that additional housing sites 

outside of the settlement boundary will be considered, where these minimise effects on the 

countryside and strategic gaps. 

5. In the Officer’s Report it is stated that 3 of the 5 criteria for allowing development outside the 

settlement boundary under policy DSP40 are satisfied by the proposed development.  In 

relation to criterion  iii, the requirement to minimise effects on the countryside and strategic 

gaps, it is acknowledged by the Officers that there would be no significant effects on the 

strategic gap, and that the proposed woodland planting would “result in positive changes to 

views of this urban edge in the long term”.   

6. In relation to harm to the countryside the Officer’s Report also notes that the proposed 

development would reduce the distance between Great Posbrooke and Titchfield, and 

therefore undermine Great Posbrooke’s historic role as a separate farmstead.  However 
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Historic England has not objected to the proposed development and has commented that the 

proposed planting would enhance the existing settlement edge. 

7. In the Inspector’s decision for the previous appeal for up to 150 homes, he concluded that 

the site forms part of the wider valued landscape of the Lower Meon Valley.  However, he 

also noted that the “the urban edge is open and harsh with little by way of softening 

landscape”, and that this has an “undeniable” influence on the character of the adjacent field.  

He also noted the benefits of the proposed planting along the settlement edge, stating that 

this would make the housing “more screened and in effect a softer edge” which would 

“improve the appearance of the existing urban edge”. 

8. A review of appeals indicates that there are many examples of development being allowed 

within our most valued landscapes.  In the cases examined it was accepted that there would 

be localised harm to the landscape and views, but that the proposed developments would 

conserve and/or enhance the wider landscape. 

1.3 The Proposed Development and Mitigation Measures 

9. I have helped to shape the revised proposal for up to 57 homes, which has taken on board 

comments made by the Inspector for the previous proposal for up to 150 homes. 

10. When compared with the previous Appeal the total number of dwellings has been reduced 

by 93 (to 38% of the original number), and the proposed area which would be occupied by 

homes and POS has reduced from 6.6ha (from the Statement of Common Ground) to 1.65ha 

(25% of the original area).  This ensures that the proposed housing is only located within the 

area which is influenced by the “harsh and readily visible urban edge”, an influence which the 

Inspector termed “undeniable” (paragraph 23).  It also means that the effects of “noise, 

activity, illumination” and effects on “localised views” (paragraph 26) would not extend far 

from the existing settlement edge but would instead be closely associated with it, resisting 

the Inspector’s concerns regarding “creeping urbanisation” (paragraph 26). 
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1.4 The Character and Value of the Appeal Site and its Context, and the 
Potential Landscape and Visual Effects of the Proposed Development 

11. The SLR LVIA 2019 was carried out by an experienced landscape architect using a robust and 

thorough methodology.  Surveys have been carried out over two years and in both winter and 

summer.   A new ZTV and photomontages have been produced to illustrate the potential 

landscape and visual effects.   

12. The 2019 assessment also takes on board the conclusions of the Inspector at the Appeal for 

150 homes.  The site has now been classified as part of the Open Valley Side landscape type, 

and it has also been accepted that the site is part of the wider Lower Meon Valley valued 

landscape.  The assessment of landscape value has been elevated accordingly in the 

landscape assessment.  However, the influence of the existing settlement edge has also been 

factored into this assessment, since the Inspector agreed that the influence of this on the 

character of the site was “undeniable”. A further review of landscape value using the latest 

Landscape Institute guidance has been presented in my proof, and this concurs with the 

overall assessment of value presented in the SLR LVIA 2019.  I have also concluded that even 

if the proposed Area of Special Landscape Quality had been adopted, the assessment of 

landscape value for the appeal site and its context would remain the same. 

13. The SLR LVIA 2019 concludes that the landscape effects of the proposed development would 

be localised and focused upon an area which is already strongly influenced by the settlement 

edge.  Landscape effects outside of the Appeal Site would be minor and negative in the short 

term, becoming minor and positive in the medium to long term, once proposed woodland 

planting has established.  This conclusion of medium to long term enhancement is supported 

by the LSoCG, which states at paragraph 25 that the proposed woodland planting would 

improve the appearance of the settlement edge. 

14. Similarly, the visual assessment within the SLR LVIA 2019 concluded that the visual effects of 

the proposed development would also be localised and focused on an area which already 

contains views of the existing settlement edge.  For viewpoints outside of the Appeal Site, the 

effects would be negative in the short term, becoming positive in many cases once the 

proposed new woodland planting has established.  Again, the ZTV and photomontages which 

form part of this evidence support this conclusion. 
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15. In summary, the proposed development would result in some localised landscape and visual 

harm to a valued landscape.  Once proposed planting has established, landscape and visual 

harm would be focused on the Appeal Site itself, with landscapes and visual receptors outside 

of the site experiencing minor landscape and visual benefits. 

16. I have noted that all green field residential developments would result in at least localised 

landscape and visual effects, and that given that the Council cannot demonstrate a five year 

housing land supply it is likely that other green field sites on the settlement edge will be 

required, a situation envisaged within policy DSP40 of the adopted local plan.  DSP40 also 

recognises that some harm from development is likely, but requires that harm to minimised. 

1.5 Potential Effects of the Development upon the Meon Valley Strategic Gap 

17. The Inspector accepted that the larger proposal for up to 150 homes would not affect the 

integrity of the strategic gap, although he acknowledged that the proposal would slightly 

reduce the physical distance between the settlements. 

18. The Officer’s Report to Committee concludes that the proposal for up to 57 homes would not 

have a significant or material adverse effect on the integrity of the strategic gap. 

19. The SLR LVIA 2019 applies the Eastleigh Criteria to test the extent to which the development 

proposals would affect the functionality of the strategic gap.  The fundamental principle of 

these criteria is that the integrity and effectiveness of a gap is not only a question of its 

physical extent, but also how it is perceived.  The Fareham Landscape Assessment’s own 

assessment of strategic gaps concurs with this basic principle.  

20. The SLR LVIA’s strategic gap assessment concluded that the proposed development would 

have no significant effect on the function and effectiveness of the strategic gap between 

Titchfield and Stubbington.   Furthermore, the form of mitigation planting as envisaged in the 

illustrative masterplan would enhance the definition of the settlement edge and gradually 

improve the visual separation between the settlements once it has established. 
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21. It is common ground between the landscape witnesses that the appeal proposals would have 

no significant nor material effects upon the functionality and integrity of the Meon Strategic 

Gap. 

1.6 Response to the Landscape Concerns Raised in the Officer’s Report to 
Committee  

22.  In summary the proposed development not only minimises the harm upon the landscape of 

the Appeal site itself, but would also minimise harm on the wider on the wider Lower Meon 

Valley in the short term, and provide positive landscape and  visual effects in the medium to 

long term.  In this way the proposed development complies with point iii of DSP40. 

23. With the localising of negative effects, and the provision of widespread if minor positive 

landscape and visual effects in the Lower Meon Valley the proposed development would also 

conserve and enhance the overall character of the valley, thus complying with the 

requirements of NPPF paragraph 174. 
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Appendix A  

Methodology for Preparing Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV) 
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Introduction 

A zone of theoretical visibility (ZTV) plan was produced (drawing PL-2) to provide an objective assessment of the 
potential theoretical visibility of the permitted and proposed developments in the surrounding landscape. The ZTV 
conveys visibility 15 years after planting of new trees and shrubs, using a combination of existing retained 
vegetation and proposed mitigation planting. 

Existing Features 

The levels for the site were taken from Ordnance Survey LIDAR data. Existing buildings, landform and vegetation 
for an area up to five kilometres from the site were also derived Ordnance Survey LIDAR data. Where LIDAR data 
was missing vertical elements such as tree belts and woodland blocks they were manually digitised at 10m high. No 
existing structural vegetation or buildings have been modelled outside of the five kilometre zone.  

Within the model vertical elements such as existing roof planes, tops of woodlands and the sides of hedgerows 
were masked out, as these would otherwise potentially show a high degree of visibility which does not reflect the 
ability of visual receptors to see the proposed development. The assumption was made that anything with a 
gradient greater than 1:2 slope was a vertical feature and as such masked out.   

Proposed Development 

The ZTV has been based on the layout provided on the framework plan produced by HGP Architects Drawing No.  
16.092.02 

To generate the ZTV the receptor point grid interval was set to a 10m grid with an eye height of 1.6m. This means 
that LSS was able to calculate, for every point at 10 metre intervals in the surrounding landscape, whether the 
proposed development would be visible. In addition to the grid intervals representative target points were selected 
across the target area. The following target points were selected:     

• E:453586.486,   N:105284.793,       24.214m AOD 
• E:453628.607,   N:105246.884,       22.494m AOD 
• E:453682.048,   N:105197.129,       21.819m AOD 
• E:453745.229,   N:105148.953,       18.981m AOD  
• E:453649.667,   N:105168.434,       22.846m AOD 
• E:453587.013,   N:105193.970,       24.334m AOD 
• E:453564.636,   N:105199.761,       24.824m AOD 
• E:453580.694,   N:105242.935,       24.455m AOD 
• E:453627.027,   N:105205.026,       24.380m AOD 
• E:453652.300,   N:105190.811,       23.420m AOD 

The ZTV output file from LSS calculates, for every receptor point, not just whether the development can be seen, 
but also what vertical angle of the development can be seen. This provides a useful guide as to what the likely 
magnitude of visual impact will be at any point around the site. For comparison, a two-storey house, at an average 
height of 8m, would subtend a vertical angle of 4.58˚ at 100m, 2.29˚ at 200m, 0.92˚ at 500m and 0.46˚ at 1km. 

This ZTV assessment includes all visible angles over 0.25 degrees since the screening effects of mature vegetation, 
as well as buildings, in reality would screen the majority of more acute angles.  

15 Years After Planting 

The degree of visibility resulting from the proposed development would decline further once the proposed planting 
has matured. It has been assumed that the proposed mitigation planting on the 15 years after planting ZTV would 
have reached semi-maturity and therefore trees have been modelled at an estimated height of 8m.  
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The Woodland Trust estimates that the mature heights of native woodland trees proposed for mitigation would be 
as follows;  

• Field maple – 20m; 

• Hazel – 12m; 

• Hawthorn – 15m; and 

• Holly – 15m. 
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Appendix B  

Methodology for Preparing Photomontages
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Five photomontages have been prepared to illustrate the potential visual effects of the 
development from a range of viewpoints in the Lower Meon Valley both at Year 1 and at 
Year 15.   

The chosen viewpoints are: 
 

• Viewpoint 3, Posbrook Lane at Junction with Footpath 39 

• Viewpoint 7: Footpath 34, South of the Appeal Site 

• Viewpoint 10: Footpath 48, East of the Appeal Site 

• Viewpoint 12: Footpath North of Newgate Lane 

• Viewpoint 13: Footpath on the Northern Edge of the Titchfield Nature Reserve 

 
The photomontages have been prepared in accordance with the principles set out by the Landscape Institute 
Advice Note 06/19.  The position of viewpoints and at least five reference points was located with the aid of a 
GPS.  Photographs were taken using a digital Nikon D80 SLR set to a focal length of 35mm, which is the nearest 
equivalent of the naked human eye.  The camera was positioned on a levelled tripod for each of the photographs. 
 
All of the photographic images (existing view and photomontage) have been scaled to match the equivalent view 
of the human eye in the field, when printed out at A2 and viewed at a distance of 300mm.   
 
A scaled 3D model of the proposed development, taken from the plans and elevations submitted as part of the 
planning application, was produced in 3D Studio Max.  Computer views of this model were then created from 
the same co-ordinates as the viewpoint and using the equivalent of a 50m lens.  The resultant image was then 
referenced into the existing photograph using at least five measured reference points.  
 
The composite image was then rendered using 3D Studio Max software.  3D studio Max was also able to 
accurately define the angle of light based on the precise time at which the photograph was taken and the 
accurate geographical location.  Final rendering, to produce photo-accurate textures and colours, was then 
carried out using Corel Photopaint. 
 
Proposed tree heights shown on the year 15 photomontages are approximately eight metres for trees, which is 
between approximately half of the mature height for these species.  Hedgerows are shown at three metres.   
 

Introduction 
This Technical Methodology is produced as part of the requirements of the Landscape Institute Visual 
Representation of Development Proposals (VRDP) Technical Guidance Note 06/19 (17 September 2019), which 
states;  

‘2.3 Visualisations should: …. be accompanied by appropriate information, including a Technical 
Methodology and required data within page title blocks (Appendix 7.2 and 10);’ 

In Table 2 – Visualisation Types 1-4 (VRDP) indications are given in terms of the detail of reporting required in 
the Technical Appendix, under ‘Reporting Methodology and Data Sources’. This indicates that an outline 
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description of sources are recommended and a methodology for Visualisations Type 1 and 2, with increasing 
detail through Visualisation Type 3 to Visualisation Type 4. 
 
Appendix 7 paragraph 7.2.2 of the VRDP states;   
 

‘A Technical Methodology should be provided as an Appendix to Type 3 and 4 visualisations. This will assist 
recipients with understanding the level of technical approach and also explain reasoning for any 
departures from standards. This should be proportionate to the requirements of the assessment and the 
required images. See Appendix 10.’ 

 
The VRPD (paragraph 3.5.2) identifies 4 types of visualisations as follows, with Type 1 being the least 
technically sophisticated and Type 4 the most sophisticated:  
 

• Type 1 annotated viewpoint photographs; 

• Type 2 3D wireline / model; 

• Type 3 photomontage / photowire; and  

• Type 4 photomontage / photowire (survey / scale verifiable). 

 
Table 1 - Relationships between Purpose, User and Visualisation Types (VRDP) indicates the relationship 
between the types of visualisation and the purpose and intended users of the various visualisations.  It is noted 
in 3.5.6 of the VRDP that categories of user and purpose (i.e. A-D) illustrate four convenient levels along a scale 
and provide a broad indication as to the appropriate visualisation types for the different levels of users and 
purposes not a definitive relationship.    
 
Paragraph 3.7.1 of the VRDP guidance states:  
‘For any given project for which visual representation may be required, the proposed approach to visualisation 
should be set out in a brief description, explaining: 
 

• the anticipated Purpose / Users; 

• the indicative assessment of Sensitivity and Magnitude and resulting likely indicative overall Degree or 
Level of Effect; and 

• other factors influencing the selection of the Visualisation Type.’ 

 

Information relating to these three factors is contained below in Table 1 utilising Section 3 of the VRDP.  

Table 1 
Visualisation Type 

Factor Proposed Approach 
Purpose / Users 
 
 

Evidence submitted to public inquiry/hearing 

Indicative overall 
Assessment levels   
 

Localised effects, with minor effects further from the Appeal Site: Type  
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Factor Proposed Approach 

Other factors 
influencing 
visualisation type 
 

Residential development on settlement edge, adjacent to Meon Valley. 

 

Appendix 10 of the VRDP identifies an ‘Indicative Listing’ of information for each project that should be 
provided within the overall Technical Methodology. The required information is contained in this document 
(Appendix 2A) in Table 2: Overall Technical Details.  
 
In addition, Appendix 10 of the VRDP also identifies the technical information required Per Viewpoint and to 
be provided on each page of the photograph / visualisation in a series of figure notes. This information is 
recorded on the visualisation drawings prepared for this submission.  
 

Table 2 
Overall Technical Details for Visualisations  

Component Details 

Location Methodology 

GPS Handheld Garmin Montana 650 (+/- 3.65m) 

Map data Ordnance Survey 1:25,000 digital raster map (printed site copy) used to refine accuracy 

Record Photograph of tripod position available 

Accuracy Estimated combined accuracy +/- 1-2m using combined GPS/map/aerial  

Co-ordinates  OS National Grid 

Photography 

Camera Nikon D600 Full Frame Camera 

Sensor Full Frame (24mm x 35.9mm) 

Lens Nikon 50mm F/1.8 

Format Visualisations presented in correct landscape format (derived from portrait photography)  

Tripod Manfrotto 755B 

Level Head Manfrotto 338 Levelling Base 

Tripod Head Manfrotto 303 Panoramic Head 

File formats and Processing Software 

File Format RAW + JPG 

Adjustments Photoshop (details on viewpoint photography) 

Stitching PTGui  / Photoshop  

Levelling Digital adjustment of level for stitched 360-degree images 

3d Model / Visualisation / Wirelines Data Sources 

DTM 1 Site topographical survey  

DTM 2 Drone Survey 

DTM 3 LiDAR  (variable accuracy -/+ 5-40cm)1 

 
1 https://www.getmapping.com/support/height-lidar-data/how-accurate-height-data-and-lidar 
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Component Details 

DTM 4 Ordnance Survey Terrain5 (accuracy -/+ 2m)2 

Co-ordinates OS National Grid used for model and viewpoint co-ordinates  

Match points Points used to match photographs with wirelines and rendered visualisations as follows 

3d Software LSS (Land Survey Systems) vr 10 – Surface Modelling  and wirelines 

General 

Limitations All areas accessible, weather conditions clear 

 
2 https://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/business-government/products/terrain-5  
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1.0 INTRODUCTION   

Qualifications and experience 

1.1 I am Ignus Froneman, Director at Cogent Heritage, an independent heritage 

consultancy that I established in August 2019.  In the 9 years before establishing 

Cogent Heritage, I was a Director at Heritage Collective UK Limited (trading as 

Heritage Collective) and its subsidiaries.  Before that, I was an Associate Director at 

CgMs Consulting (now part of RPS).  I have worked on a wide range of heritage-related 

projects throughout the United Kingdom, predominantly (but not exclusively) for 

private sector clients.   

1.2 I hold a degree in architecture; I am an Associate member of the Chartered Institute 

for Archaeologists (ACIfA) and a member of the Institute of Historic Building 

Conservation (IHBC).   

1.3 Over the last 19 years I have specialised in the historic environment, both in terms of 

understanding/analysing physical fabric, and in terms of policy application, specifically 

by assessing impacts, providing advice, and supporting development proposals.  My 

experience includes a diverse range of cases relating to the assessment of physical 

changes to, and development affecting all manner of heritage assets, and their 

settings.   

1.4 I have undertaken numerous impact assessments where I have considered the 

impacts of new development on the historic environment (dealing with physical 

impacts, setting, townscape, views, and inter-visibility), including dealing with listed 

farms, rural contexts and urban extensions.   

1.5 I have provided expert evidence at appeals, including public inquiries, on behalf of 

both Appellants and local planning authorities. 

Endorsement 

1.6 I understand my duties as an expert witness; to give independent and objective 

evidence on matters within my expertise, based on my own independent opinion and 

uninfluenced by the instructing party.  I confirm that I have stated the facts and 

matters on which my opinion is based, and that I have not omitted to mention facts 

or matters that could detract from my conclusions.   

1.7 I believe that the facts stated within this Proof are true and that the opinions I have 

expressed are correct.  I have drawn attention to any matters where I consider I lack 

sufficient information to reach anything other than a provisional conclusion.  I will 
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continue to comply with my duties as an expert witness.  I have adhered to the 

standards and duties of the professional bodies I am a member of, and will continue 

to adhere to those standards and duties.   

My involvement and background to the heritage case 

1.8 My involvement in this case started when I was asked to represent the Appellant at 

the previous Public Inquiry (held in November 2018, decision date 12 April 2019, 

Appeal Ref: APP/A1720/W/18/3199119), which involved a larger scheme of up to 150 

dwellings.  Following dismissal of that appeal, I was retained by the Appellant and 

asked to advise on a new, reduced scheme with a revised illustrative masterplan that 

would reduce or remove the heritage harm found by the previous Inspector in relation 

to the larger scheme (at this time, I was still at my previous company).     

1.9 A revised illustrative masterplan for the new scheme was produced and submitted in 

July 2019 to Historic England for pre-application advice.  I return to Historic England’s 

pre-application advice (Appendix 11) in my assessment, although in short, the 

comments were broadly positive and suggested a change to the landscape buffer as 

was proposed then, which is reflected in the current appeal scheme.  By this time, I 

had changed companies, and I supported the application with a Heritage Statement 

under the banner of my present company, Cogent Heritage. 

1.10 Based on my previous involvement, I was able to confirm that I would act as the 

Appellant’s heritage witness when it became clear that Fareham Borough Council was 

minded to refuse the application.  Following my previous involvement, I again visited 

the site in June 2020, at which time I took drone photos of the farmstead at Great 

Posbrook.  I understand that there was a fire that affected part of the eastern boundary  

of Great Posbrook in July 2020, but I have not inspected this area since that time.   

The key heritage issues 

1.11 The Officer’s Committee Report for the application (Dated 24/06/2020, CDC.1) states 

at paragraph 8.55 that Titchfield and the former farmstead at Great Posbrook, which 

contains two grade II* listed buildings (the former farmhouse and the barn) and also 

locally listed buildings (non-designated heritage assets), would remain separated by a 

gap.  However, it is then said that the appeal scheme would urbanise part of the rural 

hinterland of the listed buildings and as a result it would be ‘harder to understand’ that 

Great Posbrook was originally a separate farmstead, surrounded by open farmland.  

This would ‘harm the appreciation of the significance of the listed farmhouse and barn 

as being part of an ancient farmstead’. 
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1.12 Paragraph 8.56 of the Committee Report states that the appeal scheme would 

therefore cause less than substantial harm, at the lower end of the spectrum, to the 

listed farmhouse and barn (this position is confirmed in the Heritage Statement of 

Common Ground, CDD.4 at paragraph 4.6).  

1.13 Paragraph 8.56 of the Committee Report states that “Titchfield and the farmstead 

would remain separated by a minimum gap of around 28.5 metres. This is a relatively 

narrow gap […]”.  That measurement was incorrect.  At its narrowest point, the gap 

as proposed is, in fact, double that (c. 56m).  This indicates to me that the basis of 

the Council’s assertion of harm appears to have been mis founded.  

1.14 According to paragraph 8.57 of the Committee Report, the proposed development 

would not harm the Titchfield Conservation Area nor the locally listed buildings within 

the Great Posbrook farmstead. 

1.15 I consider that the landscaped buffer to the south of the appeal scheme, as per the 

illustrative masterplan, would soften the harsh urban edge of Titchfield where this is 

juxtaposed with the listed farmstead in views from the south; this would be an 

enhancement (this was recognised in Historic England’s pre-application response, but 

omitted from their response to the application).  

1.16 In light of the above, I consider the key issues to be:  

i. whether the appeal scheme would cause any harm to the significance of the 

listed buildings at Great Posbrook;  

ii. whether the appeal scheme would enhance the significance of the listed 

buildings; and  

iii. if any harm would be caused, the degree of that harm.     

Structure and Scope of my Proof 

1.17 I focus my evidence on the potential effects of the appeal scheme on the significance 

of the grade II* listed buildings at the former farmstead of Great Posbrook Farm: the 

former farmhouse (Great Posbrook), now converted to three dwellings; and the 

southern barn, which is used for storage and shared between residents of the small 

housing development at Great Posbrook. 

1.18 The remainder of my Proof is structured as follows:  

Section 2: In this section I briefly outline my understanding of case law and policy. 

Section 3: In this section I assess the heritage significance, or special interest, of 

the listed buildings at the former farmstead of Great Posbrook Farm. 
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Section 4: In this section I assess the contribution of their setting to their 

significance, including the specific contribution of the appeal site. 

Section 5: In this section I briefly discuss the previous Inspector’s decision, and 

how the present scheme was adapted in response to that, to 

avoid/minimise any harm.  

Section 6: In this section I assess the effect of the appeal scheme on the heritage 

significance, or special interest, of the listed buildings. 

Section 7: Summary and conclusions. 

1.19 I have included in my appendices photos taken on my site visits.  The photos were 

taken with a compact digital camera, and they have not been digitally altered, 

aside from cropping superfluous areas of sky and/or foreground.  On my last site 

visit I have used a drone to take elevated views, and again I have not altered 

these images, aside from cropping them.  I have also included in my appendices 

historic maps and images to assist in interpreting the evolution of the setting of 

the listed buildings; the research is intended to be informative, but it is not 

intended to be exhaustive.   
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2.0 SUMMARY OF LEGISLATION AND POLICY  

2.1 In this next section I outline my understanding of case law, policy and selected 

guidance, having done my impact assessment.  I start by setting out the relevant parts 

of the primary legislation, which applies to the appeal scheme, as well as relevant case 

law.  I then consider the relevant paragraphs of the National Planning Policy 

Framework, and my interpretation of these.  I also consider the Development Plan 

policies, insofar as they are relevant.   

2.2 I have set out the Historic England setting guidance in my Heritage Statement, which 

I do not rehearse here.  There is a plethora of further Historic England on all manner 

of topics related to the historic environment, which I do not set out here. 

Legislation 

2.3 Legislation relating to listed buildings and conservation areas is contained in the 

Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 (the Act).  Section 66(1) 

of the Act sets out the statutory duty in relation to development affecting the setting 

of listed buildings: 

“In considering whether to grant planning permission for development which affects a 

listed building or its setting, the local planning authority or, as the case may be, the 

Secretary of State shall have special regard to the desirability of preserving the 

building or its setting or any features of special architectural or historic interest which 

it possesses.”  

2.4 It is a well-established concept in case law that ‘preserving’ means doing no harm for 

the purposes of the 1990 Act.  The Court of Application’s decision in Barnwell Manor 

Wind Energy Ltd v East Northamptonshire District Council [2014] (EWCA Civ 137) 

established that, having ‘special regard’ to the desirability of preserving the setting of 

a listed building under s.66, involves more than merely giving weight to those matters 

in the planning balance.  There is a strong statutory presumption against granting 

planning permission for any development which would fail to preserve a listed building 

or its setting.  In cases where a proposed development would harm a listed building 

or its setting, the Barnwell decision has established that the duty in s.66 of the Act 

requires these must be given “considerable importance and weight”.    

2.5 In accordance with my understanding of case law, the key legal principles applicable 

to this case are:   
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i. ‘Preserving’ for the purposes of the s.66 and s.72 duties means ‘to do no harm’1. 

ii. The desirability of preserving the setting of a listed building, or the character or 

appearance of a conservation area must be given ‘considerable importance and 

weight’2. 

iii. The effect of NPPF paragraphs 131-134 (which would now be paragraphs 199-

202 of the current NPPF) is to impose, by policy, a duty regarding the setting of 

a conservation area that is materially identical to the statutory duty pursuant to 

s.66(1) regarding the setting of a listed building3 (and s.72 in relation to the 

character and appearance of a conservation area). 

iv. NPPF paragraphs 134 (which would now be paragraph 202 of the current NPPF) 

appears as part of a ‘fasciculus’ of paragraphs, which lay down an approach 

corresponding with the s.66(1) duty4 (and similarly the s.72 duty). 

v. If harm would be caused, then the case must be made for permitting the 

development in question, and the sequential test in paragraphs 193-6 

(paragraphs 200-202 of the NPPF as it was then) sets out how that is to be done. 

If that is done with clarity, then approval following paragraph 202 (paragraph 

134 as it was then) is justified5. No further step or process of justification is 

necessary. 

vi. In cases where there may be both harm and benefits, in heritage terms, great 

weight has to be given to the conservation and enhancement of a listed building, 

and its setting, and the preservation and enhancement of a conservation area. 

It is possible to find that the benefits to each may be far more significant than 

the harm6.   

The National Planning Policy Framework 

2.6 Pursuant to section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004, 

applications for planning permission must be determined in accordance with the 

 

1 South Lakeland District Council v Secretary of State for the Environment [1992] 2 AC 141 per Lord Bridge at 

p.146E-G in particular (obiter but highly persuasive). 

2 Bath Society v Secretary of State [1991] 1 WLR 1303, at 1319 per Glidewell LJ and South Northamptonshire DC v 

SSCLG [2014 EWCA Civ 137] (Barnwell Manor), at [22-29] per Sullivan LJ. 

3 Jones v Mordue [2015] EWCA Civ. 1243 per Sales LJ [at 28].   

4 Jones v Mordue [at 28] per Sales LJ.    

5 R (Pugh) v Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government [2015] EWHC 3 (Admin) as per Gilbart J [at 

53].     

6 R (Safe Rottingdean Ltd v Brighton and Hove CC [2019] EWHC 2632 (Admin) as per Sir Ouseley [at 99]. 
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Development Plan, unless material considerations indicate otherwise.  The revised 

(July 2021) National Planning Policy Framework (the NPPF) is a material consideration.   

2.7 Section 16 of the NPPF deals with conserving and enhancing the historic environment, 

in paragraphs 189 to 208.  The NPPF places much emphasis on heritage ‘significance’, 

which it defines in Annex 2 as:  

 “The value of a heritage asset to this and future generations because of its heritage 

interest. The interest may be archaeological, architectural, artistic or historic. 

Significance derives not only from a heritage asset’s physical presence, but also from 

its setting.” 

2.8 The setting of a heritage asset is defined in Annex 2 of the NPPF as: 

“The surroundings in which a heritage asset is experienced. Its extent is not fixed and 

may change as the asset and its surroundings evolve. Elements of a setting may make 

a positive or negative contribution to the significance of an asset, may affect the ability 

to appreciate that significance or may be neutral.” 

2.9 Paragraph 189 of the NPPF states that heritage assets range from sites and buildings 

of local historic value to those of the highest significance.  It goes on to state that 

heritage assets are an irreplaceable resource, and should be conserved in a manner 

appropriate to their significance, so that they can be enjoyed for their contribution to 

the quality of life of existing and future generations.   

2.10 According to paragraph 194, local planning authorities should require applicants to 

describe the significance of any heritage assets affected, including any contribution 

made by their setting.  The level of detail should be proportionate to the assets’ 

importance and no more than is sufficient to understand the potential impact of the 

proposal on their significance.  

2.11 Paragraph 195 requires a similar approach from local authorities, who should identify 

and assess the particular significance of any heritage asset that may be affected by a 

proposal (including by development affecting the setting of a heritage asset) taking 

account of the available evidence and any necessary expertise. They should take this 

into account when considering the impact of a proposal on a heritage asset, to avoid 

or minimise any conflict between the heritage asset’s conservation and any aspect of 

the proposal. 

2.12 According to paragraph 197, a number of considerations should be taken into account 

in determining applications. The first is the desirability of sustaining and enhancing 
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the significance of heritage assets and putting them to viable uses consistent with 

their conservation. The second is to recognise the positive contribution that 

conservation of heritage assets can make. The third reiterates the well-established 

concept that new development can also make a positive contribution to local character 

and distinctiveness. I consider the fact that the new development is capable of 

contributing to local distinctiveness to be relevant in this case. 

2.13 According to paragraph 199, which applies specifically to designated heritage assets, 

great weight should be given to a heritage asset’s conservation (the more important 

the asset, the greater the weight should be).  This reflects the provisions of the 1990 

Act in that it applies irrespective of whether it involves total loss, substantial harm, or 

less than substantial harm to significance.  

2.14 Paragraph 200 states that any harm to, or loss of, the significance of a designated 

heritage asset should require clear and convincing justification.  It then deals with 

substantial harm to, or total loss of significance of, different types of designated 

heritage assets.  Paragraph 201 continues on the subject of substantial harm.  This is 

not in my opinion relevant to the appeal scheme because the proposals would not 

cause the scale of harm that could reasonably be categorised as ‘substantial harm’ in 

relation to a heritage asset.      

2.15 Paragraph 202, on the other hand, deals with less than substantial harm.  Harm in 

this category should be weighed against the public benefits of the proposal.  The 

National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG) describes public benefits as “anything that 

delivers economic, social or environmental progress”7.   

2.16 According to paragraph 206, local planning authorities should look for opportunities 

for new development within the setting of heritage assets to enhance or better reveal 

their significance. Proposals that preserve those elements that make a positive 

contribution to, or better reveal, the significance of the asset should be treated 

favourably. 

The Development Plan  

2.17 The Development Plan is the Local Plan Part 1: Core Strategy (2011-2026); Local Plan 

Part 2: Development Sites & Policies (2015); the Local Plan Part 3: Welborne Plan 

 

7 Paragraph: 020 Reference ID: 18a-020-20190723 
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(2015) and the Titchfield Neighbourhood Plan 2011 - 2036 (Referendum Version July 

2019). 

2.18 Core Strategy Policy CS17 “High Quality Design” requires new development to be 

designed to respond positively to, and be respectful of, the key characteristics of the 

area, including heritage assets. 

2.19 Policy DSP5 of the Local Plan Part 2: Development Sites and Policies deals with 

“Protecting and Enhancing the Historic Environment”. The first part of the policy 

echoes the NPPF and refers to the Council’s Design Supplementary Planning 

Document, which is not relevant to the appeal scheme. The part of the policy dealing 

specifically with listed buildings is quoted below: 

“Listed Buildings will be conserved by: 

a) supporting proposals that sustain and where appropriate enhance their heritage 

significance; 

b) refusing to permit demolition, changes of use, or proposed additions and/or 

alterations that would unacceptably harm the building, its setting or any features 

of special architectural or historic interest which it possess; and 

c) ensuring that development does not harm, and if desirable, enhances their 

settings.” 

2.20 Titchfield Neighbourhood Plan Policy HT.1. is entitled “Preserving Historic 

Environment” and is quoted below: 

“Development proposals that harm the historic environment of Parish and Heritage 

assets therein will not be permitted. The exception to this would be where harm cannot 

be avoided and there is clear and convincing justification for that harm, in the form of 

overriding public benefits from the development proposals that could not be delivered 

in any other way. This encompasses the special interest, character and appearance of 

the Titchfield Conservation Area, Titchfield Abbey Conservation Area, the Scheduled 

Monument of Titchfield Abbey and the listed buildings within the Parish.”  
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3.0 THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE LISTED BUILDINGS 

Introduction       

3.1 In the following section of my Proof I deal with the significance of the listed buildings 

at the former farmstead of Great Posbrook Farm (i.e. Great Posbrook and the southern 

barn at Great Posbrook Farm).  I begin this section by first considering the historic 

context of the buildings, by reference to historic documents and maps, sourced and 

collated as part of my previous Proof and supplemented by additional readily available 

information.    

Historic background  

3.2 According to the Victoria County History of 1908 8  Posbrook (also Passebroc or 

Postbrook) is not mentioned in Domesday Book, and very little is known of its early 

history.  It appears to have been held by members of the Passebroc family in the early 

part of the 13th century, and in 1243–4 it was acquired either by purchase or grant 

from William de Setteville by Isaac, abbot of Titchfield.  A grant of free warren in 

Posbrook was made to the abbey in the reign of Edward I, and the manor remained in 

the possession of the monastery until the Dissolution in 1538, when it was granted to 

Thomas Wriothesley as part of the abbey estates, and from this date the descent of 

the manor is the same as that of Titchfield. 

3.3 The ‘Manor of Posbrooke’ is recorded in a Survey book, dated 1632, held at the 

Hampshire Record Office (Ref. No. 5M53/768).  The Survey book records manorial 

rentals and valuations for the Hampshire manors of Titchfield (including Titchfield Place 

and demesne, St Margaret's, the Great Park and Whittiey Park), Posbrook (including 

Posbrooke Farm), amongst many others.  The records include acreage, tenure, field 

names, a valuation and details of timber.  Although ’Posbrooke Farm’ is listed, the 

document does not provide useful details about the farm buildings or the land 

associated with it at that time. 

3.4 The 1838 Titchfield Tithe map shows the arrangement of buildings at Great Posbrook 

Farm at that time.  The extract of the tithe map at Appendix 2.1 is orientated and 

scaled for ease of comparison with the Ordnance Survey maps at Appendix 2.2 

onwards.  The details of the land parcels around the farmstead, as per the tithe 

apportionment, is tabulated below.  

 

8 'Parishes: Titchfield', in A History of the County of Hampshire: Volume 3, ed. William Page (London, 1908), pp. 

220-233. British History Online http://www.british-history.ac.uk/vch/hants/vol3/pp220-233  
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Plot Name and Description State of 

Cultivation 

Landowner Occupier 

1692 Moor Field Arable Henry Peter Delmé Esq James Hewett 

1694 Barn Field Arable Henry Peter Delmé Esq James Hewett 

1695 Great Posbrook Farm and 

House 

 - Henry Peter Delmé Esq James Hewett 

1696 Great Posbrook Farm 

Buildings and Yards 

 - Henry Peter Delmé Esq James Hewett 

1697 Lane  - Henry Peter Delmé Esq James Hewett 

1698 Thislands Meadow Henry Peter Delmé Esq James Hewett 

1699 Lower Thislands and Row Arable and 

Wood 

Henry Peter Delmé Esq James Hewett 

1700 Bell Field Coppice Wood Henry Peter Delmé Esq James Hewett 

1701 Upper Thislands Arable Henry Peter Delmé Esq James Hewett 

1702 Upper Bell Field Arable Henry Peter Delmé Esq James Hewett 

 

3.5 The tithe map indicates that the farmstead was approached from the south, with an 

access off Posbrook Lane to the west of the barn.  There was also an access roughly 

opposite the present-day access to Great Posbrook Farm (i.e. the present-day farm to 

the west of Posbrook Lane).  At the time of the tithe map the workers’ cottages on the 

west side of Posbrook Lane did not exist.  It is possible to make a distinction on the 

map between the farmhouse and its garden, and the working farmstead.  That is also 

reflected on the land parcel numbering, and the descriptions of these in the 

apportionment, with parcel 1695 being “Great Posbrook Farm and House” and parcel 

1696 being “Great Posbrook Farm Buildings and Yards”.   
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3.6 The gardens to the house, at this time, were located to the north, east and south of 

it.  The southern garden did not, however, extend all the way to the southern boundary 

of the farmstead, as it does today.  There was a barn-like range, almost as long as 

the southern barn, in this area, and also a pond (possibly the remnant of a medieval 

fishpond).  This area connected to a track that extended eastwards (now the track 

along the southern boundary of the appeal site).  There was a courtyard to the north 

of the southern barn, which at this time had two midstreys, judging from the footprint 

on the tithe map.  The farmyard was divided into different parcels, with a loose 

collection of outbuildings scattered to the west of the farmhouse.  

3.7 An Indenture, dated 20 August 1857, between James Hewett the elder (yeoman) and 

Henry Peter Delmé and James Hewett the younger, relating to Great Posbrook Farm 

and held at the Hampshire Record Office, describes the farm as a ‘messuage and 

tenement farm’ consisting of a ‘farmhouse; offices; stables; cowhouses; granaries; 

barns and other buildings’ along with the ‘several closes, pieces or parcels of arable 

meadow pasture and woodland’.  This made up 540 acres, two roods and seven 

perches.   

3.8 A counterpart lease of the same date lists the fields (as numbered on the 1838 tithe 

map) that were at that time associated with Great Posbrook Farm.  The tithe map is 

replicated at Appendix 5, with the land associated with the ownership and lease of 

Great Posbrook Farm, as per the 1857 Indenture, highlighted in red (Note: the tithe 

map at Appendix 5 has not been rotated, and north is on the right side of the map).  

Another Indenture of 9 July 1860 describes the farm similarly. 

3.9 The book Titchfield: A History Edited by George Watts and published by the Titchfield 

History Society (2008), notes the inscription on the tombstone slab of the Delmé family: 

“Sacred to the memory of Mary, the wife of Henry Peter Delmé Esq of Cams Hall in 

this county. Also H P Delmé Lord of the Manors of Titchfield, Segensworth, Crofton, 

Newlands, Lee Marks, Lee Britten, Chark, Mirabel and Cams Oysell in the County of 

Hampshire and former High Sheriff of the county who died at Cams Hall at the age of 

89 years, in 1883 also […] Seymour Robert Delmé Lord of the Manors of […] Died in 

March 1894.” 

3.10 The book also chronicles the history of the Delmé family, a summary of which is 

included here.  Despite the Delmé family’s seat having been Cams Hall in Fareham for 

many years (since c. 1780), the family had a connection with Titchfield, with Peter 

Delmé having purchased the manor of Titchfield in 1741, and it having remained in 
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the family.  The Henry Peter Delmé who is mentioned in the 1857 Indenture, inherited 

the family estate in 1815.  Following his death in 1883, he was succeeded by his 

brother, Seymour Robert Delmé, the last of the male heirs of the Delmé family.  

Following his death, in 1894, the estate was divided according to his will. 

3.11 The Hewett family, who leased Great Posbrook Farm from Henry Peter Delmé in the 

1857 Indenture, also has a long history in Titchfield.  According to the book Titchfield: 

A Place in History published by Countryside Books for the Titchfield History Society 

(1989), the Hewett family in Titchfield can probably be traced back to a Richard Huyht, 

who was recorded in a rental of 1377-8. 

3.12 According to the book, in 1762 John Delmé, the Lord of the Manor, had leased Great 

Posbrook Farm to a John Hewett, yeoman.  Upon John's death in 1766, his widow 

(Jane) left the contents of Posbrook to her son Robert Hewett; he had a son, also 

Robert Hewett, in 1782. 

3.13 By the 1851 census, James Hewett, who is described as a grandson of John Hewett, 

was living at Posbrook with his children, including James Hewett the younger, who 

was 20 at the time, and six servants.  James Hewett the elder at this time farmed 700 

acres and employed 24 labourers and 7 boys.  Whilst Great Posbrook was rented, the 

Hewetts also owned Little Posbrook and various other parcels of land. 

3.14 It is therefore evident that Great Posbrook Farm was historically associated with the 

considerable estate of the Delmé family since the 18th century and leased by the 

Hewett family as part of larger farm operation. 

3.15 The Ordnance Survey map of 1881 (Appendix 2.2) records considerable change to 

the farmstead at Great Posbrook in comparison with the tithe map.  There was a new 

approach to the farmhouse off Posbrook Lane, from the north-west, where the access 

to the house remains today.  It was planted with trees on either side and it led to a 

forecourt to the north of the house; there were gardens to the north, planted with 

trees and with paths in between these, laid out in a loose grid.  The farmstead was 

well-defined by coniferous boundary trees to the north and trees to the east, and the 

south of the garden.   

3.16 There were greenhouses immediately to the north-east of the house, and others 

further north, probably in what was then part of the working/kitchen garden.  The 

garden to the east and south of the house was more open, and crossed by east-west 
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and north-south paths.  By now the southern garden extended nearly to the southern 

boundary of the farmstead, and included the large pond.  The garden curved around 

the pond, where it was well-planted with boundary trees.  A new house is shown to 

the north-west of the farmhouse, possibly a foreman or gardener’s cottage; it had its 

own access track off Posbrook Lane, parallel with that of the main house, and there 

was a series of greenhouses to the north of it.   

3.17 A path to the south of the farmstead connected Posbrook Lane with the track that 

extended eastwards from the farmstead.  This would have been necessary, because 

the eastern part of the farmyard, as shown on the tithe map, had been subsumed in 

the domestic garden.  The farmyard, to the west and south-west of the house, had 

evolved since the tithe map, with the removal of some structures and the addition of 

others.  A secondary entrance to the farmyard, off Posbrook Lane, had also been 

created to the north of the one shown on the tithe map, which by this time is no longer 

shown as an access.  The southern barn had been extended at both ends, and building 

ranges had been added to the north and south of it.      

3.18 The 1897 Ordnance Survey map (Appendix 2.3) shows a broadly similar 

configuration, though with less greenhouses and trees to the north/north-west of the 

farmhouse and with the secondary access off Posbrook Lane apparently now disused.   

3.19 The development of three pairs of semi-detached houses to the west of Posbrook Lane 

occurred between the 1897 and 1907 Ordnance Survey maps (Appendix 2.3 & 2.4), 

on land that was historically part of Great Posbrook Farm.  A survey report of Great 

Posbrook, dated 1988 or 1991 (the report bears both dates) states that two of these 

were then occupied by farm workers; they were probably originally built as workers’ 

cottages.  The 1932 Ordnance Survey map (Appendix 2.5) shows only very minor 

changes to the farmstead.  

3.20 An aerial photo, taken on 7 October 1946 (Appendix 3.1), shows the farmstead in 

some detail on that date.  The southern barn appears to still have had two midstreys 

by this time.  It is possible to see that the working farmyard was located in the area 

to the west and south-west of the farmhouse, criss-crossed by access tracks that 

connected to the southern track.  A number of small buildings had been added to the 

farmyard.  The photo was taken on a sunny day and the shadows cast by the trees 

along the north of the farmstead show that they were relatively tall (approximately 

the height of a two storey building).  The density of the shadows also suggest that the 

trees were evergreen but, in any event, their canopies were certainly dense.  The 
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boundary trees extended along the north and east of the farmstead, where at this time 

there were the allotment-like kitchen and domestic gardens.   

3.21 There was a dense cluster of trees along the south of the garden, which had the same 

rounded shape as on the 1932 Ordnance Survey map (Appendix 2.5).  The access 

track to the south of the farmstead still extended to the east.  In the wider context, 

the creation of the road layout for the Bellfield development along the south of 

Titchfield can be seen, though the plots had not been demarcated and no development 

had taken place.  There were two blocks of woodland; one to the north-east of the 

farm, and another to the south-west.  

3.22 The aerial photo taken on 18 April 1951 (Appendix 3.2) shows the farmstead with a 

similar layout, though by this time with a few structures absent.  The greenhouses to 

the north of the house can be seen, in an area that was used as a kitchen/production 

garden along the north of the farmstead.  It looks as though the southern barn still 

had two midstreys at this time.  The photo was again taken on a sunny day, but this 

time the shadows cast by the eastern boundary trees to the farmstead is the clearest.  

These again show that they were relatively tall trees, approximately the height of a 

two storey building, and they cast a solid shadow.  The photo is clear enough to tell 

from the shadows cast by the trees along Posbrook Lane that these were leafless, 

unlike the ones along the northern and eastern boundaries of the farmstead.  In the 

wider context, the Bellfield development can now be seen, though the land to the east 

of it had not yet been developed and remained a block of woodland.   

3.23 The aerial photo taken on 23 March 1959 (Appendix 3.3) shows a similar layout to 

the farmstead, though it is grainy and less clearly detailed.  The greenhouses to the 

north of the farmhouse can still be seen, as can the house to the north-west.  It looks 

as though only the eastern of two the two midstreys to the southern barn had 

remained.  The block of woodland to the east of Bellfield had been removed and the 

roads of the Ransome Close and Hewett Road development had been laid out.   

3.24 The 1964-5 Ordnance Survey map (Appendix 2.6) records the farmstead broadly the 

same as the aerial photo taken on 23 March 1959 (Appendix 3.3).  The greenhouses 

to the north of the farmhouse can again be seen, set within a defined parcel of land.   

The post-war southern extension of Titchfield, at Bellfield, Ransome Close and Hewett 

Road, to the north-east of Great Posbrook Farm can be seen. 
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3.25 The aerial photo taken on 16 July 1979 (Appendix 3.4) shows the development of 

large sheds in the farmyard, with the remainder of the farmstead similar as before.  

Two greenhouses to the north of the house are still present (the northern one had 

been demolished and replaced), in an area that was still used as a kitchen/production 

garden along the north of the farmstead.  Only the eastern midstrey to the southern 

barn was now still present.  There are no clear shadows, but it is apparent that the 

farmstead was well-enclosed by trees along the north and east and part of the south.   

3.26 The aforementioned survey report of Great Posbrook, dated 1988 or 1991, states that 

the barn had been damaged by a fire when the buildings on the east side of the yard 

were destroyed, and that the whole of the roof of the barn had been removed.  The 

report contains photos, and a selection these are included at Appendix 4.  One of 

these, at Appendix 4.3, is annotated to state that the roof of the barn was gale 

damaged.  The report states that the easterly set of doors in the north elevation was 

no longer covered (presumably this means that the midstrey had gone) and the roof 

had been re-clad in corrugated aluminium sheeting.  The report states that the original, 

listed farmhouse had been converted to three dwellings and a new farmhouse had 

been built on the west side of Posbrook Lane.      

3.27 The buildings are numbered and labelled on the map and key at Appendix 4.1.  The 

piggery and cartshed (Appendix 4.2) range was obviously dilapidated.  The photo at 

Appendix 4.3 shows the western end of the southern barn, and the farm buildings 

that stood in the context of it, with the new aluminium roof plain to see.  The photo 

at Appendix 4.4 shows the southern barn in the context of a working farmyard, as it 

was then.  The report states that the barn was used for storing grain, and it had a 

grain drier inside. 

3.28 The aerial photo taken on 4 May 1998 (Appendix 3.5) shows the addition of a large 

shed to the farmyard, but the other notable changes are:  

i. the new metal sheet roof of the barn; 

ii. the removal of the eastern range to the barn; and  

iii. the garden of the old farmhouse, which is now subdivided into three distinct 

sections, following subdivision of the house into three; the northern part of the 

garden had been changed to an ornamental/domestic garden from its former 

use and one of the greenhouses had been demolished.    
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3.29 Historic England’s archives at the National Monuments Record holds a series of photos 

of the farmstead and buildings, a selection of which is included at Appendix 4.5-4.13.  

These show the southern barn and other farmyard buildings derelict, and the farmyard 

is somewhat overgrown, indicating it had not been used as a working farmyard for 

some time.  The barn was photographed internally, with a representative photo shown 

at Appendix 4.13. 

3.30 The farmstead appears similar as before on the aerial photo taken on 19 July 2002 

(Appendix 3.6), although on close inspection the vegetation growth on the roofs of 

the buildings in the farmyard can be seen, as can vegetation in the cracks in the 

hardstanding etc., indicating the farmyard would have been out of use.    

3.31 On 27th February 2006, the enabling residential development at Great Posbrook Farm 

was approved (LPA Ref.: P/05/1663/FP).  This scheme has effectively ended any real 

semblance of the former farmstead as that of a working farm, although the older farm 

buildings were retained and incorporated in the new development, which was evidently 

designed to avoid or minimise impacts on the listed buildings, and which won a local 

award at that time.  There is only limited information on the online application 

documents, although a report that accompanied the application9 noted the following: 

i. The buildings have been vacant since 1995 and suffered from considerable 

deterioration.  

ii. The adjoining farmland was sold by the previous owner of the farm in 1996.  

iii. In July 2003, the listed southern barn was placed on the register of ‘Buildings 

at Risk’ by English Heritage (now Historic England).  

iv. The southern barn was to be used in the enabling development for “storage 

for cars and boats for residents of five of the new dwellings”.  

3.32 According to the report (paragraph 6.9): “The storage use [of the southern barn] is a 

practical solution which involves minimal intervention to the existing building and is 

thus in the spirit of retaining the old building in tact [sic].  The future maintenance of 

the building will be placed in a management agreement with the five prospective users.” 

 

9 Report prepared by Bryan S Jezeph BA DipTP MRTPI FRICS FRSA of Bryan Jezeph Consultancy Ltd on behalf of 

Briercliffe Developments Ltd: Proposed Development at Great Posbrook Farm, Posbrook Lane, Titchfield, November 
2005. 
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3.33 An oblique aerial photo, taken on 16 May 2014 (Appendix 3.7) shows the enabling 

development in place, with a detail of the same photo at Appendix 3.8. By this time 

a garage had been built to the north of the former farmhouse.    

The significance of Great Posbrook 

3.34 Great Posbrook was listed on 18 October 1955 (see Appendix 1 for the full list 

description text).  According to the list description, the entry has not been amended 

since then.  I highlight the following from the list entry: 

i. Great Posbrook is a 16th century house, altered in the 19th century.  

ii. It consists of two parallel ranges (a northern and a southern range).  The 

north range has exposed timber framing with herringbone brick nogging and 

very large external chimney stack. 

iii. The south facade has a symmetrical arrangement, with a central gable and 

projecting wings.  The sash windows have late 19th century glazing. 

iv. The interior has panelling of 17th and 18th century date.  The staircase is of 

17th century date and there are exposed beams, as well as a massive wall 

post, also exposed inside. 

v. Great Posbrook forms a group with the eastern (now demolished) barn and 

the southern barn (listed in its own right), the store shed and small barn and 

with the cartshed and pigsties at Great Posbrook Farm (which are of local 

interest only). 

3.35 Although the list description gives a 16th century date, the more recent Pevsner10 

ascribes it to the 17th century: 

“GREAT POSBROOK [farmhouse], off Posbrook Lane, 1/2 m. SW. An altered early C17 

house, now subdivided.  It originally had a very unusual form with a four-bay two-

storey central part aligned N-S, gabled at the ends, and wings of equal height which 

abutted on the N side forming a T-plan. On the N side there is close studding with 

herringbone brickwork.  A large chimneystack project from the original E wing on its 

N face, and flanking this on either side at first floor are frames of blocked windows. 

Each floor in the central part was originally undivided and there is no clear evidence if 

and how the large rooms were heated or used.” 

 

10 The Buildings of England Hampshire: South, O’Brien, Bailey, Pevsner, (2018). 
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3.36 The significance of the farmhouse is described below in terms of the four strands of 

heritage significance as defined in Annex 2 of the NPPF.  I highlight from the outset 

that, as a grade II* listed building, the farmhouse (and likewise the barn) fall within 

the top 8% of all listed buildings. 

3.37 Architectural interest: As a house associated with retained 17th century fabric and 

with a very unusual original T-shaped form, Great Posbrook can lay claim to 

considerable architectural interest as a good, if unusual, example of English vernacular 

architecture.  The retained internal features and structure adds to its significance, and 

its architectural interest extends to include these internal features (e.g. chimneypieces, 

panelling, joinery and other decorative features, etc.), and the residual historic plan 

form, where it exists, as well as the exterior.  

3.38 As is commonly the case with houses of this age, the building has unsurprisingly 

undergone alterations over the centuries, but perhaps the greatest changes occurred 

when it was re-fronted to the south, probably a late-Victorian intervention.  It has of 

course also been subdivided into three residential units in more recent times.   

3.39 Sometimes the history of alteration and adaptation of a building may in itself be of 

interest, or it may add to the interest of the building.  In this case the Victorian 

‘upgrade’ to the south façade of Great Posbrook can be regarded as part of the 

evolutionary narrative of the house and the way in which it was upgraded to suit 

changing fashions, and in that sense it may be said to be of some interest.  I was able 

to see the Victorian south frontage in 2018, and although it seems to be of reasonably 

good quality, it does not strike me as exceptional in the context of Victorian domestic 

and/or vernacular11 architecture.  In my opinion this respectable Victorian re-fronting, 

with its strong order and symmetry (Appendix 3.8), has eroded and diluted much of 

the character of the earlier house, as a recognisably 17th century timber framed 

structure of unusual form.  The original T-shaped plan has also been changed through 

later additions.     

3.40 Historic interest: As a house associated with a farmstead of medieval origins and 

associated with Titchfield Abbey (albeit with the house itself only of 17th century date, 

and therefore post-Dissolution), Great Posbrook has clear historic associative interest.  

 

11 In fact, I would describe the Victorian upgrade of the farmhouse as post-vernacular in the sense that it probably 

used mass-produced materials such as the bricks and the sash windows, rather than the truly vernacular 
architecture, which tends to be characterised by the use of locally sourced timber, or bricks dug and made on-site, 
etc., of which the earlier parts of the building are representative.       
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The manor of Posbrook remained in the possession of the monastery until the 

Dissolution in 1538 but that predates the present-day farmstead/buildings.  There is 

at the very least a broad historic association between the farm and Titchfield Abbey, 

although no buildings from that time survive.  Posbrook Farm was also associated with 

two prominent local families: the Delmés and the Hewetts.  Regardless of the specific 

association with Titchfield Abbey, there is a general association in addition to the 

associative interest with these important local families.  

3.41 Historic England’s (formerly English Heritage’s) Conservation Principles12 describes 

how historical value derives from the ways in which past events, people, and aspects 

of life can be connected to the present through a building or place (paragraph 39).  

Illustrative value illustrates aspects of history – the perception of a place as a link 

between the past and present – and has the power to aid interpretation of the past 

through making connections with, and providing insights into, past communities and 

their activities through shared experience of a place (paragraph 41).  This explanation 

essentially summarises the historic value of Great Posbrook.  

3.42 Great Posbrook has interest as an unusual example of a high status farmhouse that 

has been adapted over the years.  Although there are still remnants of the former 

farmstead, and of course the southern barn, today it stands in an immediate setting 

that has seen changes over the years, and in particular recent decades (e.g. Appendix 

8.1).  As noted in the list description, the building at the time of listing derived a 

degree of group value from the surviving historic farm buildings, though at least one 

of these has been lost and replaced with a new structure (the eastern barn) and the 

character of the former farmstead has changed to that of a more manicured, domestic 

small-scale housing development that incorporates retained historic farm structures 

or outbuildings, now dispersed between the curtilages of individual dwellings.     

3.43 The former farmhouse at Great Posbrook, despite having been subdivided, is still 

recognisable as a historically significant, high status former farmhouse, which has 

been changed and adapted over the years, and it is capable of evoking the past and 

making connections between the early development of the Titchfield area and the 

present-day.  However, the sense of a farmstead/farmyard has been diminished.  Also, 

the Victorian re-fronting to the south elevation has somewhat obscured the true age 

and structure of the house, with only the massive stacks in views from the south 

 

12 Conservation Principles: Policies and Guidance for the Sustainable Management of the Historic Environment English 
Heritage (April 2008).  Consultation on an updated version closed on 2 February 2018, but as yet the 2008 version 
has not been updated.  
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indicating the age of the building (though these were sometimes also built in revivalist 

Victorian architecture).     

3.44 Archaeological Interest:  The fabric of Great Posbrook, although not inspected, will 

hold evidential value of the changes that have occurred over the centuries and will 

almost certainly contain valuable archaeological information about the building’s 

original arrangement, use and adaptation over the centuries.  Great Posbrook, in the 

wider sense, is a record of former agricultural farmsteads and the farming activities of 

the Titchfield area, and the way in which this has changed over the years.   

3.45 Artistic Interest:  There may be internal features, such as carvings or medieval/post-

medieval decorative/architectural features that could be regarded as having some 

artistic interest.  Although the exterior of the building, especially the north elevation, 

has some aesthetic value, I do not consider that the significance of the building 

substantially derives from artistic interest or aesthetic value.   

3.46 The significance of the Southern Barn at Great Posbrook Farm 

3.47 The southern barn was listed on 22 October 1976 (see Appendix 1 for the full list 

description text).  According to the list description, the entry has not been amended 

since then.  I highlight the following from the list entry: 

i. It is a late-medieval aisled barn13. 

ii. The barn features massive timbers with tie beams, Queen posts, collars and 

mostly arched braces, but with some straight ones.  

iii. Great Posbrooke forms a group with the eastern (now demolished) barn and 

the southern barn, the store shed and small barn and with the cartshed and 

pigsties (these are of local interest only).  

3.48 Although the list description describes the barn as ‘late-medieval’ Pevsner (ibid) 

ascribes it to the 16th/17th century, based on more recent and precise 

dendrochronology14 evidence: 

“GREAT POSBROOK FARM, S of the house, has a ten-bay aisled BARN c. 100 ft (30 

metres) long. Its roof can be dated by dendrochronology to 1579-90 and 1600-22 but 

 

13 Although this is now known not to be correct – see below. 

14 A specialised dating process using core sample to do tree growth ring analysis and comparisons.  
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confusingly the timbers of these two phases are intermingled in the structure.  The 

slightly wider three bays of the E end may be C18.” 

3.49 This dating confirms that the earliest dated fabric of the barn post-dates the 

Dissolution of Titchfield Abbey, in 1538.  Whilst there is a broad historic association 

between the farm at Great Posbrook (as a former Abbey farm) and Titchfield Abbey, 

the present barn post-dates the Dissolution and it is not directly associated with 

Titchfield Abbey.   

3.50 Architectural interest: As a substantial 16th/17th century aisled barn, the southern 

barn has considerable vernacular architectural interest, as a good and now relatively 

rare example of a high status English barn (in the national context) and also as a 

representative of its type and age in the regional context of Hampshire, and more 

locally in the context of Titchfield.  Despite the loss of one of the midstreys, and the 

relatively recent utilitarian profiled sheet roof cladding, its architectural interest takes 

in its size (indicating its status, if not also an indication of its age) and its form (typical 

of historic barns and a quintessential part of the English countryside) and the 

weatherboard cladding (plainly modern, as far as I can see, although typical and 

characteristic of barns, and with the potential to gather a ‘patina of age’ over time).  

This can be seen from the photos at Appendix 7.2-4. 

3.51 However, in the case of the barn, in my view it is the interior (i.e. the exposed structure 

and spatial volume) where the true significance of the building lies.  Whilst I have only 

briefly inspected the barn internally in 2018, I have also seen the internal photos taken 

in 1988/1991 in the survey report, and those taken by English Heritage in 2000 (e.g. 

the one replicated at Appendix 4.13).  It is this structure and internal volume that 

truly reveals the age and significance of the barn, far more than anything that can be 

seen externally15.   

3.52 Historic interest: The late-medieval southern barn is clearly a building of 

considerable historic interest; this derives from its age and early origins and surviving 

early fabric.  As noted at Great Posbrook, the manor of Posbrook remained in the 

 

15 That was confirmed in the c. 2006 enabling development, which steered clear of converting the barn, or 

remodelling/adapting its interior in any way for a different use.  Instead, the storage use was chosen as a solution 
because it involved minimal intervention to the existing building and keeping it intact.  The barn could conceivably 
have been converted to one or two dwellings, with the possibility of retaining a good amount of the internal volume 
and exposed structure (I have been involved in such applications), and preserving more of its setting.  However, the 
fact that this was not done, in order to preserve the internal volume and structure, indicates quite clearly that the 
interior of the building was considered to be of primary importance and of greater value than its setting and, indeed, 
also the setting of Great Posbrook.    
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possession of the monastery until the Dissolution in 1538 and the barn (even judging 

from its earlier fabric) therefore post-dates the Dissolution of Titchfield Abbey.   There 

is a broad historic association with Titchfield Abbey, although not directly with the 

present-day barn itself, which was built post-Dissolution.  As before, the barn has the 

same association with the two prominent local families: the Delmés and the Hewetts.   

3.53 The southern barn has illustrative historic interest in the way in which it illustrates 

aspects of history – the perception of the 16th/17th century barn as a link between the 

past and the present, and it has some similarities with the grade I listed Abbey Barn 

near Titchfield Abbey16 (which I have visited).  The southern barn can assist and 

facilitate an interpretation of the historic farmstead through making connections with, 

and providing insights into, these past farming communities and their activities.  It is 

possible to tell from the size of the barn that it was associated with a high status farm 

and probably an extensive associated historic landholding (e.g. Appendix 8.5 & 8.6).   

3.54 Although there are still some remnants of the former farmstead, and of course the 

former farmhouse (Great Posbrook), the barn today stands in an immediate setting 

that has seen changes over the years, and in particular recent decades.  As noted in 

the list description, the southern barn at the time of listing derived a degree of group 

value from the surviving historic farm buildings (the eastern barn, which no longer 

exists; the store shed; the small barn; and the cartshed and pigsties).  The character 

of the former farmstead has since then changed to that of a more manicured, domestic 

small-scale housing development that incorporates the retained historic farm 

structures or outbuildings (e.g. Appendix 3.8 & Appendix 8.2-8).  Although the 

enabling development of c. 2006 has been carefully designed and the retained 

buildings still make a contribution to the semblance of a historic farmstead context 

and setting of the barn. 

3.55 Despite the changes to the barn itself, as well as the former farmstead, the southern 

barn still recognisable as a historically significant, high status barn and it is capable of 

evoking the past and making strong connections between the medieval origins of the 

Titchfield area and the present-day.       

3.56 Archaeological Interest:  The fabric of the southern barn will hold evidential value 

of the changes that have occurred over the centuries and will almost certainly contain 

 

16 This was a monastic barn, associated with Titchfield Abbey.  According to its list description, the timbers were 

dated by dendrochronology to 1407-1409. 
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archaeological information about the building’s construction (e.g. carpenter’s marks 

or setting-out marks), its use and adaptation over the centuries.  The residual 

farmstead buildings at Great Posbrook, in the wider sense, is a record of former 

agricultural farmsteads and the farming activities of the Titchfield area, and the way 

in which this has changed over the years. 

3.57 Artistic Interest:  Although the interior of the building has some aesthetic value, I 

do not consider that the significance of the building substantially derives from artistic 

interest or aesthetic value.  
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4.0 CONTRIBUTION OF SETTING TO SIGNIFICANCE 

Introduction    

4.1 In the previous section I have assessed the significance of the listed buildings at the 

former Great Posbrook Farm.  In this section I turn to the contribution of their setting 

to their significance.  I do not consider that it is necessary, or informative, to deal 

separately with each listed building; instead I deal with both listed buildings as part of 

the former farmstead at Great Posbrook, although in places I draw distinctions 

between the barn and the former farmhouse, where that is relevant or necessary. 

The contribution of the setting of the listed buildings to their significance 

4.2 I consider first the visual relationships between the listed buildings and their setting, 

before turning to historic association/functional relationships and the (non-visual) 

experience of the buildings in their present-day setting.   

4.3 The list descriptions for both buildings highlight their group value, with each other, 

and also with the other unlisted farmstead buildings.  One of these unlisted buildings, 

the east barn, has been lost since then (it has been replaced with a barn-like range as 

part of the c. 2006 development) but the other historic structures have been retained, 

albeit with some having been converted to storage or other uses (e.g. Appendix 8.1).  

Obviously, these buildings are no longer part of a working farmstead, and there have 

equally obviously been the addition of houses as part of the enabling development 

scheme (each with its own garden/curtilage and access).   

4.4 However, the sense of a historic farmstead – albeit now somewhat diluted – and the 

presence of these retained farm buildings are important components in being able to 

appreciate the listed buildings as part of a former/historic farmstead.  The group value 

and sense of place associated with the ensemble of former farm buildings reveal 

something about the former farmstead and add to the significance of both listed 

buildings.   

4.5 Turning first to the immediate setting of Great Posbrook, its garden has now been 

subdivided, but much of the original garden to the east, north and south of the house 

remains in place.  I note that the northern part of the garden appears to have been 

used for production/cultivation at for over a century.  It became a more manicured 

domestic garden after the conversion of the house in the late 20th century, when the 

garage to the north was also added (complete with dormer windows to the roof).  This 

can be seen from the drone photo at Appendix 9.  It is still possible to get a sense of 
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an important, high status farmhouse set within a commensurately generous garden.  

This adds to the ability to appreciate the historic importance and status of the house.  

There are good views of the house from the gardens around it.  From here, the fabric 

and structure and form and scale and detailing of the listed house is appreciable, and 

in these areas its significance is best revealed and most readily appreciable.   

4.6 Judging from the vegetation, and the type and positioning of the retained buildings, 

and the barn-like replacement of the east barn, it seems that a great deal of the sense 

of openness around the house has been retained in the c. 2006 enabling development.  

Most of the structures that are visible from the house or its garden are either retained 

structures, or new ones that have been sympathetically placed/designed.  I consider 

that, despite some erosion of significance, mainly due to the subdivision of the garden 

and the loss of a farmyard, these immediate environs of the house still contribute a 

great deal to the significance of the house, and the ability to appreciate its significance.     

4.7 Care was likewise taken in the retention of former farm structures, and the design of 

the new buildings, in relation to the southern barn.  This includes the spaces around 

it, in which and from where it is experienced.  A courtyard, in part defined by the 

retained stables (as per the plan and key at Appendix 4.1) and the barn-like 

replacement of the east barn and the new house to the west, reflects the arrangement 

shown on the historic aerial photos at Appendix 3.  Although not all of the surrounding 

land is communal or ‘belongs’ to the south barn (some of it is private gardens), and 

although the setting of the barn today could no longer be mistaken for a farmyard 

(e.g. Appendix 7.2 & Appendix 9), this part of its setting can still be said to 

contribute positively to its appreciation and the way in which it is understood.   

4.8 There is definition to the courtyard space to the north of the barn and there is a good 

sense of space around it (Appendix 9).  Crucially, in my view, there are no visual or 

spatial obstructions along the south of the barn, offering the experience of a historic 

barn adjoined by, and set within, a rural context.  This can be seen, for example, in 

the photos at Appendix 8.5-6, and the outward views at Appendix 7.5-6.  I consider 

that, despite some erosion of significance due to the ‘domestication’ of the now well-

maintained and somewhat domestically manicured immediate setting of the barn (e.g. 

Appendix 7.4), these immediate environs of the building still contribute a great deal 

to the significance of the barn and the ability to appreciate it.    

4.9 Aside from the area to the south (e.g. Appendix 8.21), the former farmstead at Great 

Posbrook Farm is generally well-defined and well-enclosed.  In particular, it is very 
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well-enclosed by a dense belt of evergreen boundary trees, behind a fence, to the 

north and (much of the) east (e.g. Appendix 8.27).  There are deciduous trees along 

the southernmost edge of the eastern boundary, although the filtering of these, even 

when leafless, prevents clear views of the farmstead buildings from the north or east.  

There is a localised area to the north-east in which there is gap in the canopies of the 

boundary trees in which Great Posbrook can be discerned (Appendix 8.34). I 

understand there was a fire to a localised part of the eastern boundary of Great 

Posbrook, in July 2020.  Although I have not inspected this area, I have seen photos 

and from what I can see the fire caused damage to the timber fence and at least one 

of the trees.  Nevertheless, the eastern boundary has remained generally well-defined.       

4.10 Because of the generally very well-defined boundaries, there are no strong visual 

relationships between the listed buildings and the land to the north and east.  Instead, 

the overriding characteristic of this part of their setting is the sense of separation 

between the former farmstead and the land to the north and east (e.g. Appendix 

6.1-5).  The Ordnance Survey map regression at Appendix 2 shows that, historically, 

the farmstead was well-defined and enclosed, although this varies over the course of 

the map regression.  The historic aerial photos at Appendix 3 record that the 

boundary planting was well-established and both tall and dense by 1946, and it was 

evergreen.       

4.11 Whilst it cannot be said with certainty that this would always have been the case 

historically, the 1881 Ordnance Survey map (Appendix 2.2) certainly shows a strong 

evergreen boundary treatment.  It is possible that the boundaries would always have 

been enclosed to some extent, or it is possible that they may once have been more 

open.  However, it can be said with a reasonable degree of certainty that the 

boundaries have been well-enclosed since at least 1881.   

4.12 Aside from glimpses of the buildings at Great Posbrook, in between vegetation when 

seen from the land to the north and east (and vice versa glimpses when looking 

outward), the visual relationship between the listed buildings and this part of their 

setting, part of which includes the appeal site, is very limited.  Whilst this land is part 

of the rural context of the former farmstead, it does not play a strong role in the 

setting or appreciation of the listed buildings.        

4.13 There are glimpsed views of Great Posbrook from Posbrook Lane (e.g. Appendix 8.1), 

although in these views its significance is not properly appreciable, and it is seen 

across and in between the new houses and buildings (including the converted retained 
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ones) of what is obviously a small housing development.  Whilst I can see that efforts 

were clearly made to give the small development a ‘farmstead’ character, it is equally 

clear that this is not a farmstead, and it could not be mistaken for one.  To the extent 

that the small development can be appreciated as a later development on a former 

farmstead, and that the historic house seen in the distance would have been a high 

status farmhouse that once dominated the farmstead, the views from here contribute 

to the significance of Great Posbrook. 

4.14 The setting of the southern barn is more open towards the south-west, south and 

south-east.  It is more visible, from both Posbrook Lane (e.g. Appendix 8.5-18) and 

the open field to the south, which is crossed by a public footpath that connects Great 

Posbrook Farm and Little Posbrook Farm (e.g. Appendix 8.19-22).  In longer views 

from this southern area, the upper parts of Great Posbrook can also be seen, to varying 

degrees, depending on the distance and the angle.  A selection of these views, 

sequentially on approach from the south, are included at Appendix 8.  I would 

categorise these views as ‘views of lateral spread’ as described at paragraph 10 of 

GPA 3, and they can also be categorised as dynamic views in the sense that they are 

seen sequentially on approach to the listed buildings; none of the views is a vantage 

point – instead the reveal a succession of views along the footpath.   

4.15 Taking the sequence of views from the footpath first, it is clear from the photos (e.g. 

Appendix 8.19 & 8.20) that Great Posbrook Farm does not stand in an unaltered 

setting, although the setting can be described as rural/semi-rural.  The late Victorian 

semi-detached workers’ houses to the south-west, on Posbrook Lane, is plainly visible, 

as well as the more distant post-war housing of Titchfield (to varying extents, 

depending on the specific viewpoint and/or season).     

4.16 The barn in these views is not immediately recognisable as a grade II* listed structure, 

especially with its re-clad profiled sheet roof, although its size and form make it 

distinctive and are indicative of a high status historic barn.  The Victorian south facade 

of Great Posbrook is largely filtered by intervening trees (e.g. Appendix 8.21).  

Insofar as it can be seen from the south, it looks like a Victorian building; its 

significance as a 17th century house is not immediately evident in these views.  Its 

unusual T-shaped plan form cannot be seen or understood.   

4.17 Whilst the views from here, especially at longer distances, generally do not reveal the 

significance of the listed buildings, they do give a sense of a farmstead set in a broader 

rural context (e.g. Appendix 8.24).  In particular, there is a strong sense of rurality 
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in the way in which the barn (with the farmhouse seen behind it) is seen across the 

extensive foreground made up of an open agricultural field.  There is a hedge (broken 

in places) along the east of the footpath, with another open field to the east (Appendix 

8.23), which reinforce the sense of seeing the listed buildings from an area of 

agricultural fields.     

4.18 When looking outwards from the area to the south of the farmstead (e.g. Appendix 

7.5-6), the fields to the south of Great Posbrook Farm also form an obvious and 

strongly rural component of the setting of the barn, and the former farmstead.   

4.19 The appeal site (to the right of the farmstead on the photos at Appendix 8.19-25) is 

not visible as open land, but there are views across this land.  On one hand, this gives 

a general sense of a rural/semi-rural setting to the farmstead.  On the other hand, the 

harsh southern edge of Titchfield is seen in the views and erodes the rural character 

of the setting.  

4.20 In the longer views from Posbrook Lane to the south (Appendix 8.5-18), more can 

be seen of Great Posbrook, though again that depends on the location/angle of the 

viewpoint.  The general sense is that of a Victorian house (e.g. Appendix 8.14), 

although the large chimneystacks indicate it may be an older building.  In views from 

here, Great Posbrook Farm is seen set within a woodland-like clump of trees, to the 

right side of which there are longer views over the Meon Valley.  The appeal site is not 

visible in these views. 

4.21 These views give a strong sense of rurality in the way in which the barn (with the 

house seen behind it) is seen across an extensive foreground of open agricultural land, 

with an adjoining open field to the west of Posbrook Lane, adding to the sense of 

rurality.  This strong sense of rurality in this part of the setting of the barn and former 

farmhouse is important; it makes a strong positive contribution to their appreciation 

as former farm buildings, and their significance as former farm buildings.    

4.22 Although visual relationships are clearly important, setting is not solely a visual 

consideration.  It also encapsulates the experience of a heritage asset, and can include 

historic associations or functional relationships.  Historic associations or functional 

relationships can also indicate that an area of land may be regarded as part of the 

historic setting of a heritage asset, and these are also explored below in terms of 

assessing the contribution of the listed buildings’ setting to their significance. 
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4.23 Taking the historic associations/functional relationships first, the 1838 tithe map and 

apportionment, and the version of it that is coloured with the land parcels associated 

with Henry Peter Delmé/James Hewett in 1857 (Appendix 5) illustrate that all of the 

land surrounding the farmstead, in all directions except for the north-west, was 

historically (or at least in 1857) part of Great Posbrook Farm.  That is hardly surprising, 

given the fact that Great Posbrook Farm was a relatively high status farm that was 

associated with a large estate (since at least the 18th century but also before that, 

when the manor of Posbrook was in possession of the Abbey, until the Dissolution in 

1538). 

4.24 These historic associations/functional relationships between the former farmstead and 

the surrounding land therefore extend in all directions, except for the north-west 

(though historically it is likely that this land too, by virtue of proximity, would have 

been associated with the landholding and operation of Great Posbrook Farm).  The 

land that includes these associations also extends to include the closest parts of 

Titchfield, and extensive tracts of land to the south and west.  It is not possible to 

distinguish on the ground between the land shaded red on the map at Appendix 5 

from land that is not shaded red, in terms of physical attributes or visual/spatial 

relationships with the former farmstead.  Instead, these historic 

associations/functional relationships exist at an abstract level that is removed from 

the way in which the listed buildings are experienced.    

4.25 An exception, in my opinion, is the land to the south of the barn.  With the barn, 

situated as it is at the edge of a large field, it is not difficult to make a 

functional/associational connection between the barn and this adjoining land (e.g. 

Appendix 8.5).  I consider this to be important, although it is somewhat undefined, 

or hard to define, given that the large field in its present form would not have existed 

in the late-medieval period and this, along with the vagaries of changes in ownership 

over the years or even cultivation/use, present difficulties in defining quite how to 

clearly delineate the land with historic associations/functional relationships.   

4.26 The land was sold off in 1996, a quarter of a century ago, and has been in different 

ownership since then.  The former farmhouse has likewise been converted to three 

dwellings and it has been severed from the former farmstead in terms of ownership.  

Today there is a separate (modern) farmhouse for the present-day Great Posbrook 

Farm, which stands to the west of the historic farmstead.  The use of the historic 

former farmstead at Great Posbrook in association with the surrounding land had 

ceased in 1996.  It now has the character of a small-scale housing development, albeit 
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obviously one that was developed sympathetically on a former farmstead, 

incorporating some retained historic buildings.  The farmyard has been 

compartmentalised by the curtilages of the individual buildings, each with its 

own/shared access and each with its own garden, outbuildings and residential 

paraphernalia.  This can be seen on the oblique aerial photo at Appendix 9.   

4.27 All of this has affected the degree to which obvious functional relationships or 

associations between the listed buildings and the land surrounding the former 

farmstead can be made.  For these reasons, the functional/associative contribution of 

the surrounding land to the significance of the listed buildings is, on balance, at most 

very limited – with the exception of the land to the south of the barn, where historic 

associations/functional relationships remain strongly appreciable. 

4.28 Turning then to the experiential contribution of the listed buildings’ setting, this is not 

exclusively limited to views and takes in the ’surroundings in which the heritage asset 

is experienced’ (the NPPF definition).  This is a broader concept than visibility alone 

and can be regarded as taking in the fact that that the surrounding open land of the 

setting of the listed buildings, in all directions, can to some extent be experienced in 

conjunction with the listed buildings, regardless of the fact that they might not be 

visually juxtaposed, or intervisible.  

4.29 The places where the contribution of the rural setting is the strongest and most readily 

appreciable are to the west, south-west, south and south-east of the former farmstead.   

The areas to the north and east are different, in that it is obvious that the setting of 

the former farmstead has changed, with the presence the somewhat harsh southern 

edge of Titchfield (e.g. Appendix 8.32).  The land to the north and east can of course 

still be appreciated as rural, although at an experiential level the sense of a rural 

setting and context has been eroded by the presence of Titchfield.  The same sense of 

a rural hinterland/setting is far stronger in the areas to the west, south-west, south 

and south-east, and it is these areas which make the greatest contribution to an 

appreciation of a rural setting to the listed buildings.  

4.30 The primary function of the land to the north of the former farmstead, of which the 

appeal site forms part, it to act as a separation gap between Titchfield and the small 

settlement at the former farmstead.       

4.31 In conclusion, the immediate surroundings of the house and the southern barn are 

important and still contribute a great deal to the significance of the buildings, and the 
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ability to appreciate their significance.  Beyond that, the part of the setting of Great 

Posbrook Farm where there is a direct and clearly appreciable relationship between 

the listed buildings and the adjoining open rural context, and from where both of the 

listed buildings themselves can be seen is the south, where the former farmstead is 

not fully enclosed.   

4.32 The land to the north and east does not play such a strong role in the experience of 

the listed buildings, but it adds to the rural context, with the land to the north serving 

as a separation between the former farmstead and Titchfield.   
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5.0 THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT AND AVOIDANCE OF HARM 

5.1 In this section I briefly discuss the previous Inspector’s decision, and how the present 

scheme was adapted in response to that, to avoid/minimise any harm. As I have stated 

in the Introduction, I have helped to shape the revised proposal for up to 57 homes, 

which has taken on board comments made by the Inspector for the previous proposal 

for up to 150 homes, and subsequent comments on the revised layout made by 

Historic England in December 2019. 

5.2 This section of my evidence is focused on describing the changes that were made to 

the original proposal for 150 homes, and how these changes specifically relate to the 

Inspector’s decision and Historic England’s pre-application feedback. 

Summary of the previous Inspector’s key findings 

5.3 The Inspector refused the scheme based on harm to the listed buildings at Great 

Posbrook (amongst other things) and I highlight the following points: 

i. The wider setting of the historic farmstead within a rural landscape assists in 

understanding the scale and status of the land holding, sets the farmstead in 

an appropriate open rural agricultural setting, and separates it from the nearby 

settlement of Titchfield. This contributes to the overall significance of the 

heritage assets (paragraph 36).  

ii. There has been some recent housing within the wider setting which has a 

negative impact and detracts from the significance of the heritage assets of the 

historic farmstead (paragraph 36). 

iii. The proximity of the settlement of Titchfield and the exposed urban edge 

already have a negative impact on the wider setting of the heritage assets, 

bringing suburban development close to the farmstead and reducing the wider 

rural hinterland (paragraph 37). 

iv. The proposal would result in harm to the setting of the listed buildings by virtue 

of built development being closer to the buildings and reducing the rural setting 

of the buildings. It would bring the settlement of Titchfield up to the cluster of 

buildings and in effect subsume the once separate element into the broader 

extent of the settlement. This would reduce the connection of the existing 

farmstead and listed buildings to the rural hinterland and obscure the 

separation from the nearby settlement. (paragraph 40). 

v. The dislocation of the listed buildings at Great Posbrook from the existing built 

up area is an important and fundamental component of their setting (paragraph 

41). 
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Response to the previous Inspector’s key findings and pre-application submission 

to Historic England 

5.4 It was clear from the previous Inspector’s conclusions that the listed buildings at Great 

Posbrook Farm should retain a rural hinterland and that maintaining a clear separation 

between Titchfield and Great Posbrook Farm was important.   

5.5 This, alongside landscape considerations (covered separately by Mr Smith) indicated 

that any new development should be along the edge of the existing settlement and 

separated from Great Posbrook.  This was the starting point for determining the 

location of the revised scheme.  Maintaining the separation meant that the total 

number of dwellings has been reduced by 93 (a 62% reduction compared with the 

previous appeal scheme), and the proposed development area has been 

correspondingly reduced from c. 4.23ha to 1.61ha (again, a reduction of 

approximately 62% compared with the previous appeal scheme).   

5.6 I considered that there was also an opportunity to use the associated landscaping to 

improve on the harsh, exposed southern edge of Titchfield, and the stark, white 

painted buildings that can be seen from the south in conjunction with Great Posbrook.  

Therefore, good and dense boundary planting to the south of the development was 

incorporated from the outset.  This was reflected in the pre-application scheme that 

was submitted to Historic England in July 2019, which comprised (see Appendix 10):  

i. Site Location Plan (drawing No. 01G); 

ii. Illustrative Site Plan (drawing No. 02H); 

iii. Heritage Covering Letter (dated 19 July 2019); and 

iv. Accompanying heritage appendices. 

5.7 Historic England responded in a letter dated 21 August 2019 (ref: PA01007003) 

(Appendix 11).  I summarise the advice below: 

i. Historic England welcomed the positive steps that have been taken to try and 

address the impacts of the previous appeal scheme.  The pre-application scheme 

presented a marked improvement.  

ii. Whilst it continues to draw the urban settlement closer to the listed buildings, 

the extent is much reduced, better preserving the rural setting of the farmstead. 

This is particularly notable in key views from the south of the heritage assets 

looking north, where the development has been omitted. 

iii. The additional tree screening to the southern boundary of the proposed 

development would improve the appearance of the harsh urban edge currently 
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created by the Bellfield estate, which detracts.  Such boundary treatment would 

be an enhancement on the wider setting of the heritage assets. 

iv. The need for extending the woodland landscaping up to the northern boundary 

of Great Posbrook Farm was questioned. The open views across the rural fields 

and the Meon Valley beyond would no longer be legible.  This would erode the 

farmstead’s open rural context and historic connection with this adjoining land. 

Historic England considered that this would impact on the character of the area 

and setting of the historic farmstead and its listed buildings. 

v. It was recommended that further consideration should be given to this; reducing 

the proposed woodland between the development and Great Posbrook Farm to 

retain more of the existing open rural landscape surrounding the farmstead 

would help achieve this. It would allow the farmstead to continue to be read as 

a distinct and separate feature, as well as maintaining a greater degree of its 

agricultural and rural context. This is a key aspect of the setting of the listed 

buildings, which at present can still be appreciated. 

vi. It was also recommended that a lighting strategy should be produced to limit 

and manage the light spill from the proposed development, and any potential 

impact this could have on the nearby designated heritage assets. 

5.8 The comment regarding the reduction of the woodland up to the northern boundary of 

Great Posbrook Farm was incorporated in the revised application submission.  As an 

outline application, a lighting strategy has not been produced; that would need to 

relate to the exact layout of the houses and access roads.  I consider this to be a 

matter that would be best dealt with reserved matters stage.    

5.9 The revised proposal for up to 57 homes has incorporated Historic England’s pre-

application feedback and maintains clear separation between Titchfield and Great 

Posbrook.  The distance between the appeal site boundary and Great Posbrooke, at its 

closest point, is 56.4 metres, and this space would be occupied by open grassland and 

new woodland planting.  The result of this distance, and the proposed planting, is that 

Great Posbrook would no longer be “subsume[d] […] into the broader extent of the 

settlement” (paragraph 41), but would instead retain a separate identity with a clear 

gap as part of a rural hinterland. 

5.10 The additional tree screening to the south would improve the appearance of the harsh, 

detracting urban edge of the Bellfield estate and be an enhancement in comparison. 
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6.0 IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

The key heritage issues  

6.1 The principal role of the application site is that of maintaining a separation gap 

between the former farmstead at Great Posbrook and Titchfield.  The appeal site is 

slightly irregular, and the gap between it and the northern fence of the former 

farmstead at Great Posbrook would vary along its length.  However, when measured 

along the east, where the appeal site is closest from the northern fence of the former 

farmstead at Great Posbrook, the separation between the fence of the former 

farmstead and the fence of the closest proposed house (as per the Illustrative 

Masterplan) is approximately 56m17.   

6.2 Whilst it is obvious to me that the current gap would be reduced by the appeal 

scheme, and that the setting of the former farmstead at Great Posbrook would 

change, it is also obvious to me that a clear and substantive gap would be maintained 

between Great Posbrook and Titchfield.  Unlike the previous appeal scheme, there 

would not be new housing on the land immediately adjacent or bordering the former 

farmstead and farmhouse (as was described at paragraph 41 of the Inspector’s 

Decision Letter).   

6.3 The appeal scheme would not bring the settlement of Titchfield up to the historic 

farmstead.  A clear separation would be maintained, and the former farmstead would 

remain distinct from the settlement.   

6.4 When viewed from the south, along Posbrook Lane and the public footpaths, 

travelling towards the farmstead and Titchfield, the views of the farmhouse and barn, 

recognisable as a distinct farmstead with adjoining open land, would remain 

unaffected. The harsh urban edge of Titchfield, which is also visible in some of these 

views, would be softened by the proposed landscaping along the south of the appeal 

site, once this has matured.  There would be an interim impact, with the settlement 

edge closer to Great Posbrook, albeit I consider that a well-designed development 

with a fine grain, street trees, and houses in good quality materials, such as brick 

 

17 I highlight here that the heritage comments on behalf of Fareham Borough Council (Appendix 13) incorrectly 

states that “there would [be] a gap of between c. 28.5m and 33m between the back fences of the proposed 
dwellings and the fence around the northern perimeter of Great Posbrook.”  It is described later in the same 
document as “a relatively narrow gap”.   This error was repeated at paragraph 8.56 of the Committee Report, 
which states that “Titchfield and the farmstead would remain separated by a minimum gap of around 28.5 
metres. This is a relatively narrow gap […]”.  In fact, the gap as proposed is double what was envisaged by 
Fareham Borough Council’s heritage advisor and what was stated in the Committee Report.   
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and tiled roofs, would be an improvement on the rendered and painted rectangular 

blocks of the Belfield Estate, with their concrete tiled roofs.  It would also be possible 

to phase the landscaping, such that planting would occur prior to the construction 

and therefore provide advanced growth.  This landscaped edge would provide a less 

urbanised and more fitting rural backdrop, which would improve the appreciation of 

the former farmstead as set in a rural context.      

6.5 Because of the separation, the former farmstead would not be ‘enclosed’ or 

‘subsumed’ (by either built form or landscaping).  The farmstead and listed buildings 

would not become detached from their rural hinterland.  The sense of an historic 

functional connection with the adjoining open land would be maintained.  

6.6 In views on the public footpaths to the east, a clear sense of separation between the 

settlement of Titchfield and the historic farmstead, including the listed buildings, 

would be maintained.  Again, from here the proposed landscaping along the south 

of the appeal site, once established, would soften the present harsh urban edge of 

Titchfield and provide a less urbanised, greener and fitting rural backdrop, which 

would be closer, but also improve the appreciation of the farmstead as set in a rural 

context, albeit not far from the settlement.  

6.7 The remaining area that separates the farmstead and listed buildings from the 

settlement ensures that the historic farmstead is not urbanised in the way that it 

would have been with the previous appeal scheme.  The ‘dislocation’ of the historic 

farmstead from the existing built up area, which the Inspector at the previous appeal 

described as ‘an important and fundamental component of the listed buildings’ 

setting’ would be retained (as was described at paragraph 44 of the Inspector’s 

Decision Letter). 

6.8 The proposed development also maintains a sense of the rural surroundings to the 

former farmstead, and it continues to allow views eastwards from Posbrook Lane, 

and westwards across the land north of the former farmstead.  It leaves the key 

views of the farmstead from the south, in which the barn and part of the farmhouse 

can be seen juxtaposed with the open farmland to the east, absent of any 

encroaching development.  However, from here the harsh urban edge currently 

created by the Bellfield housing estate is enhanced with landscaping, as has already 

been described. 
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6.9 I do not consider that the significance of Great Posbrook, or the ability to understand 

it as a historic former farmstead, separate from Titchfield, would be materially 

affected.  The significance of the listed farmhouse and barn, as being part of a historic 

farmstead would not be reduced.  Whilst the southern edge of Titchfield would be 

closer, it would also be a softer edge, which would better relate to the adjoining rural 

land than the existing harsh urban edge.  I do not consider that a softer and more 

appropriate settlement edge, which maintains a clear and substantive gap, would be 

more harmful than the existing harsh, but more distant, urban edge.  There would 

certainly be an improvement in some of the longer views from the south, in which 

the relative proximity of the appeal scheme would be far less noticeable, but in which 

the softened urban edge would be noticeable as a material improvement (though 

there would be a gradually reducing temporary impact in the interim, while the 

landscaping matures). 

6.10 I therefore do not find, on balance, that the significance of the listed buildings would 

be materially affected.  This conclusion takes into account the enhancement of the 

harsh urban edge created by the Bellfield estate through the proposed landscape 

buffer.     

6.11 I understand it is the Council’s case that the appeal scheme would need to provide 

public open space.  As set out in Mr Brown’s planning evidence, the Appellant does 

not consider this to be necessary.  However, and were the Inspector to come to a 

contrary view, despite the evidence presented on this issue, it could be provided 

within the gap between the proposed development and the former farmstead at 

Great Posbrook.  This would be within the red line Appeal Site.  I understand that no 

equipment or infrastructure would need to be installed to provide open space, if the 

provision be necessary.  The land could be left open and informal, much like it is 

today, though it would become accessible to residents.  This would maintain a sense 

of the rural surroundings to the former farmstead, and would have no effect on the 

sense of a gap or the significance or appreciation of the listed buildings at Great 

Posbrook.  Should this be required, it would not have any additional effect on the 

setting of the listed buildings.    

6.12 In Historic England’s consultation response (Appendix 12), there was notably no 

objection to the application, or any expressed concerns.  However, the response did 

identify a minor degree of harm to the setting of the listed buildings (well within less 

than substantial harm in NPPF terms).  This does not appear to have taken into 
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account any potential enhancement, which is not mentioned anywhere in the 

response.   

6.13 I would highlight here that despite the omission of references to improvements in 

Historic England’s consultation response, the pre-application response (Appendix 

11) did identify improvements:  

“The additional tree screening to the boundary of the proposed housing 

development would improve the appearance of the harsh urban edge currently 

created by the Bellfield estate, which is a detracting feature. Such boundary 

treatment would be an enhancement on the wider setting of the heritage assets 

[my emphasis].” 

6.14 Given the low level of harm identified in Historic England’s consultation response, 

and given the fact that no improvement was taken into account in the consultation 

response, it seems at least plausible to me that, on balance, if both the improvement 

and the (perceived) harm were taken into account, a similar overall conclusion to 

mine may have been possible.    

6.15 The heritage comments on behalf of Fareham Borough Council (Appendix 13) found 

less than substantial harm to the listed farmhouse and barn18, again at the lower 

end of the spectrum (that is also reflected at paragraph 8.56 of the Committee 

Report).  Again, this does not take into account any enhancement.  The assessment 

in that case was, notably, also informed by incorrect measurements that assumed 

the proposed gap would be only half as wide as it is actually proposed to be.     

6.16 Whilst it remains my professional opinion that there would, on balance, be no harm 

to the significance of the listed buildings, it seems to me that even if there was some 

harm, there is now very little disagreement between the Appellant, Historic England, 

and Fareham Borough Council.   

 

18 I note here that both the heritage comments on behalf of Fareham Borough Council, and the Committee 

Report, categorically state that there would be no harm to the locally listed buildings within the Great Posbrook 
farmstead.  This is agreed at para 3.11 of the Heritage Statement of Common Ground (CDD.4).  Whilst my own 
assessment supports that conclusion, I find it hard to understand why some heritage assets in the group (note 
that the list descriptions for both the barn and the farmhouse highlight group value with these unlisted buildings) 
are harmed, whilst some are not.  By parity of reasoning, it seems to me that the harm to the group of historic 
farmstead buildings, through erosion of their setting, must apply to all – unless the locally listed farm 
outbuildings somehow have a different setting from that of the barn and the farmhouse, though that is not 
explained anywhere.  Instead, it seems to me that the historic farmstead buildings form a group that has a 
shared setting, and they derive significance from their rural setting for the same reasons.  In this context, I find 
it hard to understand why the harm as purported would be restricted exclusively to the statutory listed buildings.        
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6.17 Even if the Inspector were to conclude that there would be some harm to the 

setting/significance of the listed buildings, there is broad agreement that this would 

be of no more than a very low magnitude. 

6.18 If that is the conclusion, this harm clearly falls within the lowest end of the NPPF 

paragraph 202 spectrum, and would need to be given appropriate weight in the 

overall planning balance, against all other relevant considerations.   
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7.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 I am Ignus Froneman, Director at Cogent Heritage.  My qualifications and 

experience are set out in the introduction of my main Proof, and I do not rehearse 

that here.   

Endorsement 

7.2 The evidence that I have prepared and provide for this appeal reference 

APP/A1720/W/20/3254389 in my Proof of Evidence is true and has been prepared 

and is given in accordance with the guidance of my professional institution and I 

confirm that the opinions expressed are my true and professional opinions. 

The key heritage issues  

7.3 I consider the key issues to be:  

i. whether the appeal scheme would cause any harm to the significance of 

the listed buildings;  

ii. whether the appeal scheme would enhance the significance of the listed 

buildings; and  

iii. if any harm would be caused, the degree of harm.   

7.4 In my view there would, on balance, be no harm.   

7.5 However, without prejudice, in the event that the Inspector disagrees with my 

assessment, I consider the degree of harm to the significance of the listed buildings 

would be very limited at most.  Based on a presumption that the gap retained by 

the appeal scheme would be half of that actually proposed, and without any weight 

given to the improvements to the southern urban edge of Titchfield, the Council 

ascribed harm at the lower end of the ‘less than substantial’ spectrum.  When both 

of these things are properly accounted for, and assuming there is still a finding of 

any harm, that must therefore be at the lowest end of the spectrum.   

The significance of Great Posbrook  

7.6 As a house of 17th century origins, and with retained 17th century fabric, with an 

unusual original T-plan, Great Posbrook has considerable architectural interest as 

a good example of English vernacular architecture.  The retained internal features 

and structure adds to its architectural interest, and so do the residual historic plan 

form, where it exists, as well as the exterior.  
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7.7 The Victorian ‘upgrade’ to the south façade of Great Posbrook is part of the 

evolutionary narrative of the house and the way in which it was updated to suit 

changing fashions.  In that sense it may be said to be of some interest.  Although 

it seems to be of reasonably good quality, it does not strike me as exceptional in 

the context of Victorian domestic and/or vernacular architecture.   

7.8 Great Posbrook has considerable historic interest, in its early origins as a farm 

associated with Titchfield Abbey, although the present-day structures are all post-

Dissolution, and no direct link survives.  The building, despite having been 

converted and long ceased to be a farmhouse, still acts as a link between the past 

and present, assist in the interpretation of the past.  The house has interest as a 

representative example of a high status farmhouse that has been adapted over the 

years.  The surviving 17th century fabric and later features of the former farmhouse 

add to the historic interest of the house.  Although there are remnants of the former 

farmstead, and of course the 16th century southern barn, today it stands in an 

immediate setting that has seen changes over the years, and in particular recent 

decades. 

7.9 The character of the former farmstead has changed to that of a more manicured, 

domestic small-scale housing development that incorporates retained historic farm 

structures or outbuildings, though the listed former farmhouse still derives a degree 

of group value from the surviving historic farm buildings. 

The significance of the southern barn 

7.10 The southern barn has considerable vernacular architectural interest as a 16th 

century (and later) aisled barn; it is a good and relatively rare example of a high 

status English barn.  Despite the loss of one of the midstreys, and the relatively 

recent utilitarian profiled sheet roof cladding, its architectural interest takes in its 

size (indicating its status, if not also its age) and its form (typical of historic barns 

and a quintessential part of the English countryside).   

7.11 However, the interior (i.e. the exposed structure and spatial volume) is where the 

true significance of the building lies.  The internal volume and structure best reveal 

the age and significance of the barn, far more than anything that can be seen 

externally. 

7.12 The southern barn clearly has considerable historic interest; this derives from its 

age and early origins and surviving early fabric.  The structure can assist and 
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facilitate an interpretation of the post-Dissolution period through making 

connections with, and providing insights into, the past farming communities and 

their activities.  It is possible to tell from the imposing size of the barn that it was 

associated with a high status farm and probably an extensive associated 

landholding. 

The contribution of the setting of the listed buildings at Great Posbrook   

7.13 The list descriptions for both buildings highlight their group value, with each other, 

and also with the other unlisted farmstead buildings.  One of these unlisted 

buildings, the east barn, has been lost, but the other historic structures have been 

retained, albeit with some having been converted to storage or other uses.  

Obviously, these buildings are no longer part of a working farmstead, and there 

have equally obviously been the addition of houses as part of the c. 2006 enabling 

development scheme (each with its own garden/curtilage and access).   

7.14 The sense of a historic farmstead – albeit now somewhat diluted – and the presence 

of these retained farm buildings remain important components in being able to 

appreciate the listed buildings as part of a former/historic farmstead.  The group 

value and sense of place associated with the ensemble of former farm buildings still 

reveal something about the former farmstead and add to the significance of both 

listed buildings.  

7.15 Much of the original garden to the east, north and south of Great Posbrook remains 

in place, although it is now subdivided.  Nevertheless, it is still possible to get a 

sense of an important, high status farmhouse set within a commensurately 

generous garden.  This adds to the ability to appreciate the historic importance and 

status of the house.   

7.16 From the garden, the fabric and structure and scale and detailing of the listed house 

is appreciable, and in these areas its significance is best revealed.  Despite some 

erosion of significance, mainly due to the subdivision of the garden and the loss of 

a farmyard, the immediate environs of the house still contribute a great deal to the 

significance of the house, and the ability to appreciate its significance. 

7.17 The barn today stands in an immediate setting that has seen many changes over 

the years, and in particular recent decades, although there are still some remnants 

of the former farmstead, and of course the former farmhouse.  The character of the 

former farmstead has changed since the time of its listing, to that of a manicured, 
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domestic small-scale housing development that incorporates retained historic farm 

structures or outbuildings.  The enabling development of c. 2006 has nevertheless 

been carefully designed and the retained farm buildings still make a contribution to 

the semblance of a historic farmstead context and setting of the barn.  Although 

the setting of the barn today could not be mistaken for a farmyard, it still 

contributes positively to its appreciation and the way in which it can be understood. 

7.18 In the absence of visual or spatial obstructions to the south of the barn, it is possible 

to experience it as a historic barn adjoined by, and set within, a rural context when 

seen from the south or when looking outwards from this area.   

7.19 Aside from the area to the south, the former farmstead at Great Posbrook Farm is 

generally well-defined and well-enclosed.  Because of the generally well-defined 

boundaries, there are no strong visual relationships between the listed buildings 

and the land to the north and east.  This land does prove an experiential sense of 

rural surroundings (east) and separation from the settlement of Titchfield (north).  

Aside from glimpses of the buildings at Great Posbrook, in between vegetation when 

seen from the land to the north and east (and vice versa glimpses when looking 

outward), the visual relationship between the listed buildings and this part of their 

setting is very limited.        

7.20 The barn, when seen from the south, is not immediately recognisable as a grade 

II* listed structure, especially with its re-clad profiled sheet roof, although its size 

and form indicates a high status historic barn.  The fields to the south form an 

obvious and strongly rural component of the setting of the barn, and the former 

farmstead, both when looking towards the farmstead or outwards from the area to 

the south.   

7.21 The undeveloped nature of the land to the east of the farmstead, when seen from 

the south, adds to the general perception of the rural/semi-rural setting.  The 

appeal site itself is not visible as an open field.  The views from here, especially at 

longer distances, generally do not reveal the significance of the listed buildings, 

although they give a sense of a rural context.  In particular, there is strong sense 

of rurality in the way in which the barn (with the house seen behind it) is seen 

across an extensive foreground of open agricultural land, with adjoining open fields 

to the west of Posbrook Lane, adding to the sense of rurality.  This strong sense of 

rurality in this part of the setting of the barn and former farmhouse is important; it 
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makes a strong positive contribution to their appreciation as former farm buildings, 

and their significance as former farm buildings. 

7.22 It is not difficult to make a functional/associational connection between the barn 

and the land to the south of it, being situated as it is at the edge of a large field.  

However, elsewhere the functional/associative contribution of the surrounding land 

to the significance of the listed buildings is, on balance, more limited. The places 

where the contribution of the rural setting is the strongest and most readily 

appreciable are to the west, south-west, south and south-east of the farmstead.   

The area to the north and east is different, in that it is obvious that the setting of 

the former farmstead has changed, with the presence the somewhat harsh southern 

edge of Titchfield, which detracts from its rural character.  The land to the north 

serves as a separation between the former farmstead and Titchfield. 

The impacts of the appeal scheme 

7.23 The appeal site boundary is slightly irregular, and the gap between it and the 

northern fence of the former farmstead at Great Posbrook would vary along its 

length.  However, when measured along the east, where the appeal site is closest 

from the northern fence of the former farmstead at Great Posbrook, the separation 

between the fence of the former farmstead and the fence of the closest proposed 

house (as per the Illustrative Masterplan) is approximately 56m. 

7.24 Whilst it is obvious to me that the current gap would be reduced, and that the 

setting of the former farmstead at Great Posbrook would change, it is also obvious 

to me that a clear and substantive gap would be maintained between Great 

Posbrook and Titchfield.  Unlike the previous appeal scheme, there would not be 

new housing on the land immediately adjacent to/bordering the former farmstead 

and farmhouse.  The appeal scheme would not bring the settlement of Titchfield up 

to the historic farmstead.  The landscape buffer as proposed would leave a clear 

gap, as well as screening the new development.  A clear separation would be 

maintained, and the former farmstead would remain distinct from the settlement. 

7.25 When viewed from the south, along Posbrook Lane and the public footpaths, 

travelling towards the farmstead and Titchfield, the views of the farmhouse and 

barn, recognisable as a distinct farmstead with adjoining open land, would remain 

unaffected. The harsh urban edge of Titchfield, which is also visible in these views, 

would be softened by the proposed landscaping along the south of the appeal site.  

This would improve the appreciation of the former farmstead as set in a rural 
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context (though there would be a gradually reducing temporary impact in the 

interim, while the landscaping matures). 

7.26 The farmstead would not be enclosed or subsumed by built form (or landscaping).  

The farmstead and listed buildings would not become detached from the rural 

hinterland.  The historic functional connection with the adjoining open land would 

be maintained. The ‘dislocation’ of the historic farmstead from the existing built up 

area, which the Inspector at the previous appeal described as ‘an important and 

fundamental component of the listed buildings’ setting’ would not be lost as a result 

of the development.   

7.27 The significance of Great Posbrook, or the ability to understand it as a historic 

former farmstead, separate from Titchfield, would not be materially affected.  

Whilst the southern edge of Titchfield would be closer, it would also be a softer 

edge, which would better relate to the adjoining rural land than the harsh existing 

urban edge.  I do not consider that a softer and more appropriate settlement edge, 

that maintains a clear and substantive gap, would be more harmful than the 

existing harsh, but more distant, urban edge.  There would be improvements in 

some of the longer views from the south, in which the relative proximity of the 

appeal scheme would be far less noticeable, but in which the softened urban edge 

would be a noticeable improvement. 

7.28 I therefore do not find, on balance, that the significance of the listed buildings would 

be materially affected.   

7.29 Given the low level of harm identified in Historic England’s consultation response, 

and given the fact that no improvement was taken into account in the consultation 

response, it seems at least plausible to me that, on balance, if both the 

improvement and the (perceived) harm were taken into account, a similar overall 

conclusion to mine may have been reached. 

7.30 The heritage comments on behalf of Fareham Borough Council found less than 

substantial harm to the listed farmhouse and barn, again at the lower end of the 

spectrum (that is also reflected at paragraph 8.56 of the Committee Report).  Again, 

this does not take into account any enhancement.  The assessment in that case 

was, however, based on incorrect measurements that assumed the proposed gap 

would be only half as wide as it is actually proposed to be.  Again, no enhancement 

was taken into account.      
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7.31 Whilst it remains my professional opinion that there would, overall, be no harm to 

the significance of the listed buildings, it seems to me that even if there was some 

harm, there is now very little disagreement between the Appellant, Historic 

England, and Fareham Borough Council as to the low level of such harm.   

7.32 Even if the Inspector were to conclude that there would be some harm to the 

setting/significance of the listed buildings, there is broad agreement that this would 

be of no more than a very low magnitude. 

Overall heritage conclusions 

7.33 I consider that there would be no harm to the significance of the heritage assets.  

If it is concluded that there would be some harm, this harm clearly falls within the 

lowest end of the NPPF paragraph 202 spectrum, and would need to be given 

appropriate weight in the overall planning balance, against all other relevant 

considerations, which falls beyond the scope of the heritage evidence.   

7.34 I do not make the overall planning balance, which is dealt with in the evidence of 

Mr Brown. 
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GREAT POSBROOK 

List Entry Summary 

This building is listed under the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 as 
amended for its special architectural or historic interest. 

Name: GREAT POSBROOK 

List entry Number: 1233024 

Location 

GREAT POSBROOK, POSBROOK LANE 

The building may lie within the boundary of more than one authority. 

Grade: II* 

Date first listed: 18-Oct-1955 

Date of most recent amendment: Not applicable to this List entry. 

UID: 408340 

Details 

POSBROOK LANE 1. 5231 (East Side) Titchfield Great Posbrooke SU 5305 8/173 18.10.55. 

II* GV 

2. C16 house, altered in C19. Consists of 2 parallel ranges. The north range has exposed timber 
framing with herringbone brick nogging and very large external chimney stack. Some of earlier 
casements now bricked up. 3 light sash with glazing bars at 1st floor and attic window in gable above. 
Tiled roof. South facade has centre part with gable and 2 projecting wings. 2 1/2 storeys. 7 windows 
including centre blank with sundial. 2 dormers and attic window in gable. Sashes with late C19 
glazing. 6 panelled door, top 4 panels now glazed, moulded architrave and large flat hood on 
brackets. To west 1 1/2 storey section with 2 hipped roof dormers and sashes with boxed frames. 
Interior has panelling of C17 and C18. C17 staircase and exposed beams. Massive wall post also 
exposed inside. Great Posbrooke forms a group with the eastern and southern barns. The store shed 
and small barn and with the cartshed and pigsties at Great Posbrook Farm (are of local interest only.) 

Listing NGR: SU5360405030 
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SOUTHERN BARN AT GREAT POSBROOK FARM 
List Entry Summary 
This building is listed under the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 as 
amended for its special architectural or historic interest. 
Name: SOUTHERN BARN AT GREAT POSBROOK FARM 
List entry Number: 1233029 
Location 
SOUTHERN BARN AT GREAT POSBROOK FARM, POSBROOK LANE 
The building may lie within the boundary of more than one authority. 
Grade: II* 
Date first listed: 22-Oct-1976 
Date of most recent amendment: Not applicable to this List entry. 
Legacy System: LBS 

UID: 408342 

Details 

POSBROOK LANE 1. 5231 (East Side) Titchfield Southern barn at Great Posbrook Farm SU 50 SW 
23/379 

II* GV 

2. Late mediaeval aisled barn circa 100 ft long. Weatherboarded with opposite double doors. Very 
steeply pitched half hipped tiled roof. (Roof corrugated iron on 1 side). Massive timbers with tie 
beams, Queen posts, collars and mostly arched braces with some straight ones. Great Posbrooke 
forms a group with the eastern and southern barns, The store shed and small barn and with the 
cartshed and pigsties at Great Posbrook Farm (are of local interest only). 
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APPENDIX 2:   
  

Map regression  
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Appendix 2.1:  An extract of the 1838 Titchfield Tithe map, rotated with north to the top.   
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Appendix 2.2:  An extract of the 1881 Ordnance Survey map.   
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Appendix 2.3:  An extract of the 1897 Ordnance Survey map.   
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Appendix 2.4:  An extract of the 1909 Ordnance Survey map.   
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Appendix 2.5:  An extract of the 1932 Ordnance Survey map.   
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Appendix 2.6:  An extract of the 1964/65 Ordnance Survey map.   
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APPENDIX 3:   
  

Historic aerial photos  
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Appendix 3.1:  An extract of an aerial photo taken on 7 October 1946 (rotated with north approximately at the 
top).  © Historic England NMR Ref.: RAF/CPE/UK/1768/RP/3026.   
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Appendix 3.2:  An extract of an aerial photo taken on 18 April 1951.  © Historic England NMR Ref.: 
RAF/540/460/RPP1/3443.   
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Appendix 3.3:  An extract of an aerial photo taken on 23 March 1959.  © Historic England NMR Ref.: 
RAF_58_2743_F43_0240.   
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Appendix 3.4:  An extract of an aerial photo taken on 16 July 1979.  © Historic England NMR Ref.: OS/79072/
V/146.   
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Appendix 3.5:  An extract of an aerial photo taken on 4 May 1998.  © Historic England NMR Ref.: OS/98529/
V/061.   
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Appendix 3.6:  An extract of an aerial photo taken on 19 July 2002.  © Historic England NMR Ref.: OS/02126/
V/117.   
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Appendix 3.7:  An extract of an aerial photo taken on 16 May 2014.  © Historic England NMR Ref.: 29156/024.   
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Appendix 3.8:  A detailed extract of an aerial photo taken on 16 May 2014.  © Historic England NMR Ref.: 
29156/024.   
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APPENDIX 4:   
  

Historic photos  
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Appendix 4.1:  An extract of a building identification and photo location plan from a survey report of 1988 or 
1991 (the report bears both dates) with the building identification key below.   
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Appendix 4.2:  Photo 5 of the 1988/1991 survey report, showing Building 5, the west end of the cartshed and 
ivy covered piggery and north end of Building 7.     

Appendix 4.3:  Photo 10 of the 1988/1991 survey report, taken from the entrance to the farm and facing north-
east, showing car shed (Building 10) and west end of the barn (Building 11) and corner of the dairy cowshed 
(Building 12).  A note highlights the ‘gale damaged roof’ of the barn.      
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Appendix 4.4:  Photo 11 of the 1988/1991 survey report, taken from the entrance to the ‘old yard’ and facing 
south, showing the ‘waggon entrance’ in the north wall of the barn (Building 11) and the corner of Building 10 
(the car shed).      

Appendix 4.5:  Exterior view of the southern barn from the south-east, taken in 2000 (image slightly cropped 
top/bottom).  © English Heritage NMR Ref.: AA030273.  
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Appendix 4.6:  Exterior view of the southern barn from the north-east, taken in 2000 (image slightly cropped 
top/bottom).  © English Heritage NMR Ref.: AA030274.  

Appendix 4.7:  Exterior view of the farmyard from the east, taken in 2000 (image slightly cropped top/bottom).  
© English Heritage NMR Ref.: AA030275.  
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Appendix 4.8:  Exterior view of the brick barn to the north of the farmyard viewed from the south east, taken in 
2000 (image slightly cropped top/bottom).  © English Heritage NMR Ref.: AA030276.  

Appendix 4.9:  Exterior view of the southern barn from the north, taken in 2000 (image slightly cropped top/
bottom).  © English Heritage NMR Ref.: AA030277.  
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Appendix 4.10:  Exterior view of the brick barn to the north of the farmyard from the north west, taken in 2000 
(image slightly cropped top/bottom).  © English Heritage NMR Ref.: AA030278.  

Appendix 4.11:  Exterior view of the barn to the north-west of the farmyard from the north west, taken in 2000 
(image slightly cropped top/bottom).  © English Heritage NMR Ref.: AA030279.  
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Appendix 4.12:  Exterior view of the southern barn from the west, taken in 2000 (image cropped top/bottom).  
© English Heritage NMR Ref.: AA030280.  

Appendix 4.13:  Interior view of the southern barn from the east, taken in 2000.  © English Heritage NMR Ref.: 
AA030291.  
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APPENDIX 5:   
  

An extract of the 1838 Titchfield Tithe map, showing the land associated with the 
ownership and lease of Great Posbrook Farm, belonging to Henry Peter Delmé and 

leased to James Hewett, according to an Indenture, dated 20 August 1857, 
highlighted in red.   
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Notes:  

1. The map has not been rotated and it is orientated with north roughly on the right, not the top.  

2. Not all of the fields listed in the Indenture are included on the map extract, which does not cover a 
sufficient area.  Some of the fields on the periphery of the map, where numbers have been cut off, may 
have been included as part of the landholding, though not shown as such on the map.  
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APPENDIX 6:   
  

Photos of Great Posbrook 
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Appendix 6.1:  The view from the entrance drive to Great Posbrook, looking south-eastwards towards it.  

Appendix 6.2:  Great Posbrook, from the entrance drive to the Middle House.  
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Appendix 6.3:  The view from the entrance drive, looking eastwards.  

Appendix 6.4:  The view of the western end of Great Posbrook (Old Barn Cottage), with a retained farm 
outbuilding on the right.    
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Appendix 6.5:  The view from the garden of Great Posbrook (Old Barn Cottage, with a retained farm outbuilding 
on the left), looking northwards.  

Appendix 6.6:  Oblique view of the south façade of Great Posbrook from the south-west (the garden of Old Barn 
Cottage).  
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Appendix 6.7:  The view eastwards from the garden of Old Barn Cottage.  
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APPENDIX 7:   
  

Photos of the southern barn 
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Appendix 7.1:  The southern barn, from the south-west at the access road off Posbrook Lane.  

Appendix 7.2:  The southern barn, from the south-west photographed through the fence.  
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Appendix 7.3:  The southern barn, from the south.  

Appendix 7.4:  The southern barn, from the south-east photographed through the fence.  
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Appendix 7.5:  The view south-eastwards from the area to the south of the southern barn.  

Appendix 7.6:  The view south-westwards from the area to the south of the southern barn.  
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APPENDIX 8:   
  

Photos of the setting of the former farmstead at Great Posbrook 
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Appendix 8.1:  The west elevation of Great Posbrook from the west, along Bran Close, as seen from Posbrook 
Lane.  

Appendix 8.2:  The roof of the southern barn, framed between modern houses, from the north-west on 
Posbrook Lane, near Barn Close.  
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Appendix 8.3:  The roof of the southern barn, from the north-west on Posbrook Lane.  

Appendix 8.4:  The southern barn, from the a gap in the hedge to the west, on Posbrook Lane.  
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Appendix 8.5:  The southern barn, seen relatively closely from the south-west, on Posbrook Lane.  

Appendix 8.6:  The southern barn, seen in the middle ground from the south-west, on Posbrook Lane.  
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Appendix 8.7:  The southern barn, seen in a long view from the south-west, on Posbrook Lane.  

Appendix 8.8:  A zoomed-in version of the photo above.  
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Appendix 8.9:  The southern barn, seen in a long view from the south-west, on Posbrook Lane, near the northern end of the tree belt on the west side. 

Appendix 8.10:  A zoomed-in version of the photo above.  
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Appendix 8.11:  A zoomed-in version of the photo on the previous page, showing the appeal site.  
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Appendix 8.12:  The southern barn, seen in a long view from the south-west, on Posbrook Lane, near the southern end of the tree belt on the west side. 

Appendix 8.13:  A zoomed-in version of the photo above.  
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Appendix 8.14:  A more zoomed-in version of the photos on the previous page, showing the former farmstead.  

Appendix 8.15:  A more zoomed-in version of the photos on the previous page, showing the appeal site.  
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Appendix 8.16:  The southern barn, seen in a long view from the south-west, on Posbrook Lane, near The Beeches. 

Appendix 8.17:  A zoomed-in version of the photo above.  
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Appendix 8.18:  A more zoomed-in version of the photos on the previous page.  
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Appendix 8.19:  General view of the former farmstead at Great Posbrook from the south (the footpath to Little Posbrook Farm). 
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Appendix 8.20:  Longer view of the former farmstead at Great Posbrook from the south (the footpath to Little Posbrook Farm). 

Appendix 8.21:  A zoomed-in version of the photo above.  
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Appendix 8.22:  Longer view of the former farmstead at Great Posbrook from the south (the footpath to Little Posbrook Farm). 

Appendix 8.23:  The field to the east, from the location of the photo above, looking north.  
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Appendix 8.24:  Long view of the former farmstead at Great Posbrook from the south (the footpath to Little Posbrook Farm), near Little Posbrook. 

Appendix 8.25:  A zoomed-in version of the photo above.  
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Appendix 8.26:  General view south towards Great Posbrook, from the parking area behind Bellfield Close.  

Appendix 8.27:  General view south towards the former farmstead at Great Posbrook from the north-east.  
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Appendix 8.28:  General view west towards the former farmstead at Great Posbrook.  The appeal site is on the 
extreme right of the view.  

Appendix 8.29:  A closer view west towards the former farmstead at Great Posbrook. The appeal site is not in 
the view.  
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Appendix 8.30:  A view north-west towards the former farmstead at Great Posbrook, from the track to the 
south-east.  

Appendix 8.31:  A view along the eastern boundary of the farmstead at Great Posbrook towards Titchfield.   
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Appendix 8.32:  A view north, towards Titchfield, across the appeal site, near Great Posbrook.  

Appendix 8.33:  A view north, towards Titchfield, across the appeal site, from a location to the east Great 
Posbrook.   
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Appendix 8.34:  A view from the north towards Great Posbrook, showing a localised gap in the boundary trees.  
The position of the photo is not on the appeal site and was chosen for maximum visibility of Great Posbrook.  

Appendix 8.35:  A view from the entrance to Great Posbrook, showing a localised gap in which part of the 
appeal site can be seen with Titchfield beyond.   
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Appendix 8.36:  A view eastwards along the northern part of the farmstead at Great Posbrook, showing the gap 
that would be retained.  The electricity post in the middle ground is roughly in the location of the narrowest part 
of the gap.   

Appendix 8.37:  A view eastwards along the gap that would be retained to the north of the farmstead at Great 
Posbrook.   
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Appendix 8.38:  A view south-eastwards across the gap that would be retained to the north of the farmstead at 
Great Posbrook.   
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APPENDIX 9:   
  

Drone photo of Great Posbrook 
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APPENDIX 10:   
  

Pre-application submission package to Historic England  
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The Office Marylebone 
12 Melcombe Place 
London 
NW1 6JJ 
 
T: 0203 282 8448 
M: 07739 468 764 

Heritage Collective is a trading name of Heritage Collective UK Limited, a company registered in England and Wales. 
Company Reg No. 08421647. Registered office: 9 Goldington Road, Bedford, Bedfordshire, England, MK40 3JY 
 

� �

� �

 
Our ref: 3939  
 
Marion Brinton 
Historic England 
 
By email 
 
19 July 2019 
 
Dear Marion,  
 
Land East of Posbrook Lane, Titchfield 

I write to you to request pre-application feedback on a proposed housing scheme near Great 
Posbrook Farm in Titchfield.   

Background: 

Both the farmhouse and barn at Great Posbrook are grade II* listed.  You have previously 
commented on a different scheme that involved a development that would have wrapped 
around two sides (north and east) of the wider setting.  This was in a letter dated 7 
December 2017 (ref: P00734693), which I have appended here at Appendix 1.  In the 
letter you expressed a concern about the erosion of the agricultural context of the listed 
buildings at Great Posbrook through the development of c.150 houses, as was then 
proposed.  

The scheme was refused and the applicants appealed against the refusal, with a modified 
layout that incorporated enhanced landscape buffers.  The revised layout is at Appendix 2.  

The Inspector refused the scheme based on harm to the listed buildings at Great Posbrook 
(amongst other things).  The Inspector’s decision at Appendix 3.  I highlight the following 
points: 

�� The wider setting of the site within a rural landscape assists in understanding the scale 
and status of the land holding, sets the farmstead in an appropriate open rural 
agricultural setting and separates it from the close by settlement of Titchfield. This 
contributes to the overall significance of these assets (para 36). 

�� The proximity of the settlement of Titchfield and the exposed urban edge already have 
a negative impact on the wider setting of the heritage assets bringing suburban 
development close to the farmstead and reducing the wider rural hinterland (para 37). 

�� The proposal would result in harm to the setting of the listed buildings by virtue of 
built development being closer to the buildings and reducing the rural setting of the 
buildings. It would bring the settlement of Titchfield up to the cluster of buildings and 
in effect subsume that once separate element into the broader extent of the 
settlement. This would reduce the connection of the existing farmstead and listed 
buildings to the rural hinterland and obscure the separation from the nearby 
settlement. (para 40). 

�� The dislocation of the listed buildings at Great Posbrook from the existing built up area 
is an important and fundamental component of their setting (para 41). 

�  
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Pre-application submission: 

The Applicant requests that you treat this pre-application submission as confidential.  A 
revised illustrative masterplan is attached at Appendix 4.  This layout has been developed 
on the basis of the Inspector’s conclusions, and I highlight the following points:   

�� The key views of the farmstead are from the south, in which the barn and part of the 
farmhouse can be seen juxtaposed with the open farmland to the east.  The proposed 
layout would preserve that.   

�� The suburban development along the southern edge of Titchfield is visible in these 
views.  There is no landscaping and it presents as harsh edge.  It is proposed to create 
a generous and effective landscape buffer that would replace this harsh edge with 
landscaping.     

�� The proposed development would in effect extend the settlement of Titchfield closer to 
the listed buildings at Great Posbrook.  However, the settlement would remain separated 
from Great Posbrook.  The proposed intervening landscape buffer would avoid any sense 
of coalescence between the farmstead and the settlement.  There would be no sense of 
the farmstead being incorporated in, or subsumed by the settlement.  

�� This ensures the dislocation of the listed buildings at Great Posbrook from the existing 
built up area, which the Inspector found to be an important and fundamental component 
of their setting.   

We believe that the pre-application proposal would not harm the setting of the listed 
buildings, and the landscaped edge would in some respects be an improvement when 
compared with the existing situation.  However, we would welcome your feedback on the 
revised illustrative masterplan.   

I trust that the information is helpful, but let me know if you have any queries.   

Regards, 

Ignus Froneman B.Arch.Stud ACIfA IHBC 

Managing Director  

ignus@heritagecollective.co.uk   
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Appendix 2: 

Revised illustrative masterplan considered at the recent appal 
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Appendix 3: 

Inspector’s decision (APP/A1720/W/18/3199119) 
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Appeal Decision 
Inquiry Held on 6 - 9 November 2018 
Site visit made on 9 November 2018 

by Kenneth Stone   BSc Hons DipTP MRTPI 

an Inspector appointed by the Secretary of State 

Decision date: 12th April 2019 
 
Appeal Ref: APP/A1720/W/18/3199119 
Land east of Posbrook Lane, Titchfield, Fareham, Hampshire PO14 4EZ 
�� The appeal is made under section 78 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 

against a refusal to grant outline planning permission. 
�� The appeal is made by Foreman Homes Ltd against the decision of Fareham Borough 

Council. 
�� The application Ref P/17/0681/OA, dated 9 June 2017, was refused by notice dated 

14 December 2017. 
�� The development proposed is described as an ‘Outline Planning Application for Scout 

Hut, up to 150 Dwellings, Community Garden, associated landscaping, amenity areas 
and means of access from Posbrook Lane in addition to the provision of 58,000 square 
metres of community green space’. 

 

 

Decision 

1.� The appeal is dismissed. 

Procedural matters 

2.� The application was submitted in outline with all matters reserved for future 
consideration with the exception of access.  The access details are shown on 
the plan ‘Proposed Site Access 16-314/003E’ which along with the ‘Site 
Location Plan 16.092.01E’ are the plans that describe the proposals.  An 
illustrative plan was submitted and the latest iteration was 16.092.02F.  
However, this was for illustrative purposes only to demonstrate one way in 
which the site could be developed but does not form part of the formal details 
of the application. 

3.� Prior to the commencement of the Inquiry the Council and the appellant 
entered into a Statement of Common Ground.  The original application had 
been submitted with the description of development in the banner heading 
above.  The parties agreed that there was no requirement for the Scout Hut 
and removed this from the illustrative master plan and amended the 
description of development to reflect the amended proposed development.  

4.� I am satisfied that the proposed alteration to the scheme, which does not 
amend the red line boundary and makes only a minor adjustment to the overall 
scheme, is not material.  I am satisfied that there would be no material 
prejudice to parties who would have wished to comment on the proposals and 
that the amended illustrative plan was available as part of the appeal 
documents and therefore available for parties to view and comment on.  I have 
therefore considered the appeal on the basis of the amended description which 
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read as follows: ‘Outline application for up to 150 dwellings, community 
garden, associated landscaping, amenity areas and a means of access from 
Posbrook Lane.’ 

5.� In the Statement of Common Ground the Council and the Appellant agree that 
an Appropriate Assessment would be required in the light of The People Over 
Wind Judgement1.  During the Inquiry a shadow Habitats Regulations 
Assessment document was submitted (APP4) to enable an Appropriate 
Assessment to be made.  In this regard I consulted with Natural England to 
ensure that I had the relevant information before me if such an assessment 
were to be required.  The main parties were given the opportunity to comment 
on Natural England’s consultation response.  

6.� By way of an e-mailed letter dated 5 November 2018 the Secretary of State 
notified the appellant, pursuant to regulation 25 of the Town and Country 
Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2017, that further 
information was required.  The further information was publicised on 4 January 
2019, a period of 31 days was given for the receipt of comments and the 
parties were given a period following the end of the publicity period to collate 
and comment on the matters raised.   

7.� I have had regard to all the Environmental Information submitted with the 
appeal including the original Environmental Statement, the Additional 
Information, the Shadow Habitats Regulations Assessment, the further 
responses and the parties’ comments in reaching my conclusions on this 
appeal. 

8.� The Council has drawn my attention to a recent appeal decision, at Old Street, 
APP/A1720/W/18/3200409, which had been published since the Inquiry was 
conducted and in which similar issues were considered in respect of the Meon 
Valley. The parties were given the opportunity to comment on this decision. 

9.� The Government published a revised National Planning Policy Framework (the 
Framework), and updated guidance on how to assess housing needs as well as 
results of the Housing Delivery Test along with a technical note on 19 February 
2019.  The parties were given the opportunity to comment on how these may 
affect their respective cases.  I have had regard to this information and the 
comments of the parties in reaching my decision. 

10.�I closed the Inquiry in writing on 19 March 2019. 

Main Issues 

11.�In the Statement of Common Ground the appellant and Council agree that with 
the completion of a satisfactory legal agreement reasons for refusal e through 
to l would be addressed.  No objections to the Unilateral Undertaking were 
raised by the Council and these matters were not contested at the Inquiry.  It 
was also agreed in the Statement of Common Ground that reason for refusal d 
could be overcome by the imposition of an appropriately worded condition, and 
I see no reason why this would not be appropriate.  

12.�On the basis of the above the remaining outstanding matters and the main 
issues in this appeal are: 

                                       
1 The Court of Justice of the European Union judgement in the People over Wind and Peter Sweetman v Coillte 
Teoranta, case C-323/17 
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�� The effect of the proposed development on the character and appearance 
of the area, including having regard to whether or not the site is a valued 
landscape and the effect on the strategic gap; 

�� The effect of the proposed development on the setting of ‘Great Posbrook’ 
and the ‘Southern barn at Great Posbrook Farm’ Grade II* listed buildings; 
and  

�� The effect of the proposed development on Best and Most Versatile 
Agricultural Land (BMVAL). 

Reasons 

13.�The development plan for the area includes The Local Plan Part 1: Core 
Strategy (2011 -2026) (LPP1), The Local Plan Part 2: Development Sites & 
Policies (2015) (LPP2) and The Local Plan Part 3: Welbourne Plan (2015) 
(LPP3).   

14.�LPP3 specifically addresses a new settlement at Welbourne and does not 
include policies that bear directly on the effects of the development the subject 
of this appeal.  Its relevance is however material in the context of the wider 
housing land supply issues in the area. 

15.�In terms of LPP1 policy CS14 seeks to control development outside defined 
settlement boundaries seeking to resist proposals which would adversely affect 
its landscape character and function. While policy CS22 advises land within 
strategic gaps will be treated as countryside and development proposals will 
not be permitted where it affects the integrity of the gap and the physical and 
visual separation of settlements. 

16.�In LPP2 Policy DSP6 further advises in respect of residential development 
outside of defined urban settlement boundaries that it should avoid a 
detrimental impact on the character or landscape of the surrounding area.  
DSP5 addresses the protection and enhancement of the historic environment. 
In considering the impacts of proposals that affect designated heritage assets it 
advises the Council will give great weight to their conservation and that any 
harm or loss will require clear and convincing justification, reflecting the 
statutory and national policy positions. 

17.�Policy DSP40 in LPP2 includes a contingency position where the Council does 
not have a 5 year supply of housing land.  It is common ground between the 
parties that the Council does not have a 5 year supply of land for housing albeit 
the extent, length of time this may persist and consequences are disputed.  I 
address these latter matters further below however insofar as the parties agree 
that the Council cannot demonstrate a five year supply of housing land the 
contingency position in policy DSP40 is engaged and this advises that 
additional sites outside the urban area boundary may be permitted where 
certain criteria are met. 

18.�An emerging draft Local Plan, which in due course is anticipated to replace 
LPP1 and LPP2, was launched for consultation in autumn of 2017 but has now 
been withdrawn.  At the time of the Inquiry I was informed that a further 
review is to take place following revisions to the National Planning Policy 
Framework and the Government’s latest consultation in respect of housing 
figures.  The Council propose to consult on issues and options relevant to the 
progression of the Council’s new development strategy following the outcome 
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of the Government’s recent consultation.  Consultation on a new draft Local 
Plan is not now anticipated until the end of 2019. 

19.�The Titchfield Neighbourhood Plan 2011 – 2036 (TNP) is also emerging; it was 
published for consultation in July 2018 with a further draft submitted to the 
Council for a compliance check, in October 2018, prior to consultation as the 
submission draft. At the Inquiry it was confirmed that further documents were 
submitted to the Council and that the TNP complied with the Statutory 
requirements.  The Council undertook Consultation on the submission draft 
between November 2018 and January 2019 but at this point in time the plan 
has not yet been submitted for independent examination. The TNP includes a 
plan identifying the strategic gap, the Meon gap, and the Defined Urban 
Settlement Boundary (DUSB) as well as housing policies which review the 
DUSB (DUSB 1) and address windfall sites (H1), affordable housing (H2), Local 
Need (H3) and Development Design (H4).   

Character and Appearance, including Valued Landscape and Strategic Gap 

20.�The appeal site is an area of some 6.6 ha of open grazing field on the east side 
of Posbrook Lane. The land gently slopes from its north-west corner towards its 
eastern edge.  The site is segregated from Posbrook Lane by a hedgerow but 
for the most part the site is open with little demarking fences, trees or hedge 
rows.  There is some evidence of a previous subdivision of the site on a modern 
fence line however only limited post foundations remain and generally the 
whole site has a reasonably consistent grazed grassland appearance.   

21.�To the north, the appeal site abuts the settlement edge of Titchfield at an 
estate called Bellfield.  The urban edge is open and harsh with little by way of 
softening landscaping. Towards the south-western corner the site abuts a 
cluster of buildings that includes the farmstead of Posbrook farm and which 
includes two Grade II* listed buildings (the Farmhouse and the southern barn).  
The boundary between these is screened for the most part by a substantial tree 
and hedgerow belt.  Beyond these and towards the south are open agricultural 
fields. To the east the site slopes down to the Titchfield Canal, valley floor and 
River Meon beyond.     

22.�The Meon Valley is a major landscape feature that runs through the Borough 
and slices through the coastal plain. The parties agree that the site is located 
within the Lower Meon Valley Character Area but disagree as to the finer grain 
character type as detailed in the 1996 and 2017 Fareham Landscape 
Assessments.  The appellant points to the 2017 Assessment identifying the 
western part of the appeal site as being identified as open coastal plain: Fringe 
Character with a small portion of the site being open valley side. The Council 
contend that the whole site is more appropriately identified as open valley side.   

23.�The difference in opinion and identification relates to the influence of the urban 
settlement boundary, the topography of the site and other landscape features 
in the surroundings.  The fact that the 2017 classification is based on 
somewhat historic data does call into question the accuracy at the finer grain. 
There is some evidence in terms of photographs and on site that the site was 
subdivided and that there may have been different practices implemented 
which resulted in parts of the site having a different appearance and therefore 
leading to a different classification at that stage. On site I was firmly of the 
view that the site was of an open character with little in the way of field 
boundaries, hedges or other landscape features to different areas of the site.  
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Whilst there was a break in the slope this was minimal and did not change the 
characterisation from a gentle slope.  There were minor variations across the 
site and I was not persuaded that this was such a feature that would change 
the character type of the site.  Finally, in the context of the urban settlement 
edge influence it is undeniable that it is there.  There is a lack of screening and 
there is a harsh and readily visible urban edge.  This however is a distinct 
break with the open rural field which then flows to the open agricultural fields 
beyond the farmstead cluster and the lower valley floor below.  In my view in 
the wider context the urban influence is given too much weight in the 
appellant’s assessment and in association with the sub division of the site into 
smaller fields adds to the reduced weight given to the effect of the proposed 
development. 

24.�The proposed development would result in the provision of a suburban housing 
estate of up to 150 units on an open field that would substantively change the 
character of the field.  The field appears, when looking south and east, as part 
of the broader landscape compartment and part of the Lower Meon Valley 
landscape.  Views back towards the site would result in the perception of the 
intrusion of housing further into the valley and valley sides to the detriment of 
the character of the valley.  The characteristics of the site are consistent with 
those of the Meon Valley and representative of the open valley side which 
includes sloping landform, a lack of woodland with views across the valley floor 
and is generally pastoral with some intrusive influences of roads or built 
development. 

25.�The visual effects of the development would be evident from a number of 
public footpaths both through and surrounding the appeal site as well as along 
Posbrook Lane, to the south and from the valley floor and opposite valley side.  
The further encroachment of built development into the countryside would 
detract from the rural appearance of the area. 

26.�The potential for landscaping to screen and reduce the visual effects and to a 
certain extent provide some positive contribution was advanced by the 
appellant.  Whilst additional landscaping along the proposed urban edge would 
produce an edge that was more screened and in effect a softer edge than 
present is undeniable and would of itself improve the appearance of the 
existing urban edge.  However, this needs to be weighed against the loss of the 
open field separation of elements of built development and the creeping 
urbanisation of the area.  Whilst planting would assist in reducing the direct 
line of sight of houses in the longer term there would still be effects from noise, 
activity, illumination in the evening along with the localised views that would 
inevitably and substantively change.      

27.�I would characterise the landscape and visual effects as substantial and 
harmful in the short to medium term, albeit this would reduce in the longer 
term, I would still view the adverse effect as significant. 

28.�There is some dispute as to whether the site is a valued landscape. The Lower 
Meon Valley is a significant landscape feature and both parties assessed the 
site against the box 5.1 criteria in Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact 
Assessment. In this context it is a reasonable conclusion that both parties 
accept that the Lower Meon Valley has attributes that are above the ordinary.  
There is some debate as to whether the appeal site contributes to these or is 
part of that as a valued landscape.  On the basis of the evidence before me I 
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have no difficulty in accepting that the Lower Meon Valley is a valued landscape 
in the context of the Framework and this is a conclusion consistent with my 
colleague in the Old Road decision.  From my visit to the site and the evidence 
presented to me I am of the view that the appeal site shares a number of those 
attributes including the nature of the rural landscape and topography, its scenic 
quality and that it is representative of the valley sides character type.  The site 
does form part of the broad visual envelope of the Lower Meon valley and part 
of the landscape compartment and therefore should be considered as part of 
the valued landscape. 

29.�Turning to the issue of the strategic gap.  The appeal site is located in the 
Meon Valley strategic gap.  The purpose of the strategic gap as identified in 
policy CS22 is to prevent development that significantly affects the integrity of 
the gap and the physical and visual separation of settlements.  Whilst the 
Council sought to broaden this out to include the setting of settlements that is 
not how the development plan policy or indeed its policy justification is written.  
This states the gaps help to define and maintain the separate identity of 
individual settlements and are important in maintaining the settlement pattern, 
keeping individual settlements separate and providing opportunities for green 
corridors.  To go beyond these factors in assessing the development against 
policy would be introducing tests that are not within the development plan. 

30.�The proposed scheme would extend the urban edge of Titchfield further into 
the gap than it presently is.  There would however be no perception of 
coalescence or indeed any visual reduction of the separate settlements (I do 
not see the cluster of buildings as a separate settlement in this context). There 
would be no demonstrable reduction in the physical separation and the gap’s 
integrity would not be significantly affected.  Whilst there would be a minor 
outward extension in the context of the settlement pattern and separation of 
settlements the proposed development would be minor and would not result in 
a significant effect. 

31.�Overall for the reasons given above I conclude that the proposed development 
would result in material harm to the character and appearance of the area.  
This would result in harm to a valued landscape.  There would however be no 
significant effect on the strategic Meon Gap.  Consequently, the proposed 
development would conflict with policies CS14 and DSP6 which seek to protect 
the character and appearance of the area of land outside the defined urban 
settlement boundary but would not conflict with policy CS22.     

Setting of ‘Great Posbrook’ and the ‘Southern barn at Great Posbrook Farm’ Grade 
II* listed buildings 

32.�South of Titchfield on the east side of Posbrook Lane there is an historic 
farmstead that includes the listed buildings of Great Posbrook and the southern 
barn at great Posbrook farm. Both of these are Grade II* which puts them in 
the top 8% or so of listed buildings in the Country.  They are a significant and 
invaluable resource.  

33.�The list description for Great Posbrook identifies it as a C16 house altered in 
the C19 with evidence of elements of C17 and C18 interior details. There is 
some question mark over the precise dating of the origins of the building with 
the Council pointing to evidence that it dates from early C17. While the 
alterations have created two parallel ranges the earlier T shaped form is 
unusual and is of particular architectural importance because of its rarity.  The 
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main parties’ experts agree that the building is of considerable historic interest 
due to its fabric, architectural composition and features. 

34.�The list description for the southern barn identifies it as a late medieval aisled 
barn. However, the Council point to more recent dendrochronology which 
indicates that it is likely to be late C16 or early C17 with the eastern end being 
C18.  It is a substantial historic barn with considerable vernacular architectural 
interest being a good and relatively rare example of a high status English barn.  
Its size and scale demonstrating its association with a high status farm. 

35.�The listings make reference to other buildings in the cluster forming the 
farmstead including a store shed, small barn, cartshed and pigsties but note 
that these are of local interest only.  The main listed buildings together with 
the buildings of local interest form an early farmstead with a manorial 
farmhouse, significant barn and numerous other buildings.  There have been 
recent interventions as part of enabling development which resulted in the 
demolition of modern farm buildings the conversion of some of the historic 
buildings and the construction of new buildings to provide for additional 
residential occupation on the site.  Much of the new building footprint was 
related to original buildings in an attempt to reinstate the historic arrangement 
of farm buildings in a courtyard pattern. 

36.�The significance of the listed buildings and the farmstead derives from the age, 
architectural quality, size, scale and relationship of buildings.  There is a 
functional relationship with the adjoining land which was likely farmed as part 
of the farm holding and reasonable evidence to suggest that there may be an 
associative link with Titchfield Abbey which adds and contributes to this 
significance.  There has been some more recent and modern infill development 
and recent housing within the farmstead adjacent and in the wider setting 
which has a negative impact and detracts from the significance.  The wider 
setting of the site within a rural landscape assists in understanding the scale 
and status of the land holding, sets the farmstead in an appropriate open rural 
agricultural setting and separates it from the close by settlement of Titchfield. 
This contributes to the overall significance of these assets.    

37.�The proximity of the settlement of Titchfield and the exposed urban edge 
already have a negative impact on the wider setting of the heritage assets 
bringing suburban development close to the farmstead and reducing the wider 
rural hinterland.  

38.�The appeal site is formed by open land that wraps around the northern and 
eastern edge of the cluster of buildings within which the farmstead is set. It lies 
between the southern edge of Titchfield and the northern edge of the cluster of 
buildings and abuts the northern and eastern boundary of the farmhouse. 

39.�It is common ground that the proposals would not result in physical alterations 
to the listed buildings.  There would be no loss of historic fabric or alterations 
to the architectural quality or form of the actual buildings.  Similarly there 
would be no direct alteration of the farmstead. 

40.�Both parties also agree that the proposal would be located within the setting of 
the listed buildings and the farmstead.  There is also agreement that the 
proposal would result in harm to the setting of the listed buildings by virtue of 
built development being closer to the buildings and reducing the rural setting of 
the buildings. Whilst both parties accept that the harm would be less than 
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substantial in terms of the Framework, the dispute arises in respect of the level 
of that harm. The appellant broadly contends that there are limited aspects 
where the effect would be perceived or experienced and with appropriate 
landscaping the effect would be reduced over time such that it would fall at the 
bottom end of the spectrum of less than substantial harm, albeit 
acknowledging that some harm would be occasioned.  The Council on the other 
hand would put the harm more to the middle of the range that would be less 
than substantial and contend there are a number of areas where the perception 
would be significant, that the landscaping may reduce the effect over time, but 
not remove it, that the noise, activity and illumination associated with a 
suburban housing estate would further add to that impact and that the effect of 
changing that land from open rural land to suburban housing would 
fundamentally alter the setting and obliterate some of the functional and 
associative links with the adjoining land, albeit different degrees of weight were 
ascribed to the various elements of harm. 

41.�There is no dispute that the site would result in the introduction of housing on 
the area of land adjacent and bordering the farmstead and main farmhouse.  
This would bring the settlement of Titchfield up to the cluster of buildings and 
in effect subsume that once separate element into the broader extent of the 
settlement.  This would reduce the connection of the existing farmstead and 
listed buildings to the rural hinterland and obscure the separation from the 
nearby settlement.  The character of that change would be noticeable and 
harmful.  It would be perceived when travelling along Posbrook Lane when 
leaving or entering the village and would be readily appreciated from Bellfield 
and the adjacent existing settlement edge.  There are also public footpaths 
running through the land.  These would be both static and kinetic views when 
moving along and between the various views. This would be a significant and 
fundamental change. 

42.�When viewed from the south, along Posbrook Lane and the public footpaths, 
travelling towards the farmstead and Titchfield the size and scale of the barn 
are fully appreciated, there are views available of the manorial farmhouse 
within these views and together the site is recognisable as a distinct farmstead.  
Whilst the urban edge of Titchfield is also visible it is appreciated that there is a 
degree of separation.  The proposed development would intrude into these 
views and in the short to medium term would be readily distinguishable as 
suburban housing.  In the longer-term landscaping may reduce this negative 
effect by the introduction of a woodland feature at its edge, which the appellant 
argues is reflective of the historic landscape pattern in the area.  However, this 
would introduce a sense of enclosure around the farmstead and listed buildings 
that would detach them from the rural hinterland and reduce that historic 
functional connection with the adjoining open land.  Whilst there is evidence of 
small wooded areas in the historic mapping these were freestanding isolated 
features and not so closely related to areas of built development.  The point of 
the historic pattern in the area is the farmstead with open land around that was 
once farmed by the manorial farm and which would not have included such 
features in such proximity to the main farmstead. 

43.�There would also be views of the relationship between the farmhouse and the 
proposed development in views on the public paths to the east.  Again, these 
would be significant and harmful in the short to medium term.  There may be 
some reduction in that harm as landscaping matures but even with dense 
planting and the softening of the existing urban edge it will be an undeniable 
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fact that suburban development has been undertaken and that there is no 
separation between the settlement of Titchfield and the historic farmstead 
including the listed buildings. 

44.�For the reasons given above I conclude that there would be harm to the setting 
of the listed buildings and historic farmstead.  I would characterise that harm 
as less than substantial as this would not obliterate the significance of these 
historic assets.  The proposal would however have an adverse and harmful 
effect on the setting of these assets which would affect their significance given 
the contribution that the setting makes to that significance.  The urbanisation 
of the remaining area that separates the farmstead and listed buildings from 
the settlement is significant and whilst the rural hinterland remains to the 
south and west the dislocation from the existing built up area is an important 
and fundamental component of that setting that would be lost as a result of the 
development.  The effect is therefore significant and would not in my view be 
at the lower end of the less than substantial scale as contended by the 
appellant but more in line with that suggested by the Council.  The proposal 
would therefore conflict with development plan policy DSP5 which seeks the 
protection and enhancement of heritage assets and is consistent with national 
policy.     

45.�These are two Grade II* listed buildings and the Framework advises that great 
weight should be given to a designated heritage asset’s conservation, any harm 
should require clear and convincing justification and assets should be 
conserved in a manner appropriate to their significance. I also have regard to 
my statutory duty in respect of listed buildings and their setting. The courts 
have also held that any harm to a listed building or its setting is to be given 
considerable importance and weight. These matters are reflected in my 
planning balance below, which includes the Framework’s 196 balance.       

Best and Most Versatile Agricultural Land 

46.�The appellant undertook a survey of agricultural land and this assessment is 
provided in appendix SB3 of Mr Brown’s proof.  This identifies the limited 
amount of Grade 3a land (4.1 Ha) that would be affected by the development 
and sets this in the context of Fareham. In my view this does not trigger the 
sequential test in the Framework footnote 53 as significant development.  

47.�It is accepted that whilst there is a loss of BMVAL and that this is a negative to 
be weighed against the scheme it would not of itself amount to such that would 
justify the dismissal of the appeal. This is a point that was not refuted by the 
Council who accepted that it may not justify dismissal but should be weighed 
as a negative factor in the overall balance against the development.   

48.�I have no substantive evidence to depart from those views and the approach 
adopted is consistent with that of a colleague in an appeal at Cranleigh Road 
(APP/A1720/W/16/3156344). 

49.�The appellant’s report concluded that given the grade of land, the small scale 
and the overall comparative effect on such land in Fareham, whilst it is a 
negative, it should be afforded no more than limited weight. I concur with that 
assessment for the views given and therefore ascribe this loss limited weight in 
my overall planning balance.   
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Other Matters 

50.�The Council and appellant agree that the Council cannot demonstrate a 5 year 
housing land supply.  Time was spent at the Inquiry considering the extent of 
the shortfall based on, amongst other matters, the correct buffer and the 
correct household projection base date to use.  The publication of the Housing 
Delivery Test results confirmed that Fareham is a 5% buffer Authority. The 
government also confirmed that it is the 2014 based household projections that 
should be used as the basis for calculation of the five-year requirement under 
the standard method.  On this basis both parties agree that the minimum five-
year requirement would be 2,856 in the period 2018 to 2023. 

51.�The updated position of the parties is thus a 3.08 years supply taking the 
appellants position or a 4.36 years supply if the Council’s position were to be 
adopted.  I have been provided with further supply evidence in relation to the 
Old Street Inquiry which calls into question some of the supply side dwellings 
included in the Council’s figures which were permitted since April 2018.  
Excluding these the appellant suggests the Council’s figures would drop to 4.08 
years supply. 

52.�Whichever figures are adopted it is clear that the Council cannot identify a five-
year supply of available housing land and that the shortfall is significant.  The 
provision of additional housing in an area where there is a significant housing 
shortfall in my view translates into a significant positive benefit for the scheme 
in terms of the overall planning balance. 

53.�The appeal site is located where there is potential for a significant effect on a 
number of European designated wildlife sites which comprise Special Areas of 
Conservation (SACs), Special Protection Areas (SPAs) potential Special 
Protection Areas (pSPAs) and Ramsar sites. The proposal has been subject to 
Habitats Regulation Assessment and a shadow Appropriate Assessment process 
by the appellant. Given the requirement for further publication of 
environmental information in association with the Environmental Statement 
consultation was undertaken with Natural England as the Nature Conservation 
Body to ensure there was no further procedural or administrative delay at the 
end of the process.  However, given the conclusion of my assessment of the 
effect of the development on the wider landscape and the designated heritage 
assets I am not minded to allow the appeal.  On this basis an Appropriate 
Assessment does not need to be carried out, as it is only in circumstances 
where I am minded to grant consent that such an assessment is required to be 
undertaken.  Moreover, in the interim the Framework, paragraph 177 has been 
amended to advise that it is not the requirement to conduct Appropriate 
Assessment but the conclusion that following that assessment there is an 
identified likely significant effect on a habitats site where the presumption in 
favour of sustainable development does not apply. In these circumstances this 
matter does not therefore affect the approach to my planning balance. 

 Benefits of the Scheme 

54.�As noted above the provision of housing in an Authority area where the Council 
cannot identify a five-year housing supply is a significant benefit of the 
scheme.  The Statement of Common Ground signed by the parties makes it 
clear that there is a significant need for affordable housing. The provision of 
40% of the total number of units provided as affordable housing, secured 
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through the planning obligation, is therefore also a significant positive benefit 
of the scheme.   

55.�The appellant contends that there would be between 360 and 465 direct, 
indirect and induced jobs created by construction.  It is further contended that 
there would be an on-going £4.1m gross expenditure per annum from future 
residents. It is further contended that the landscaping and ecological mitigation 
would improve the appearance of the harsh urban edge currently created by 
Bellfield. These are benefits that accrue from this development and are 
therefore reasonable to add as positive contributions in the planning balance. 
They are of a scale which reflects the scale of the development.  

56.�For these reasons the social benefits from additional housing and affordable 
housing are of significant positive weight, the economic benefits are of 
moderate positive weight, and the environmental benefits are of limited 
positive weight.   

Planning Obligation 

57.�A completed Unilateral Undertaking (UU) dated 8 November was submitted to 
the Inquiry before the conclusion of it sitting.  The UU secures matters related 
to transport including the site access, travel plan and construction traffic 
management as well as a contribution towards sustainable transport. The UU 
also secures public open space provisions, including contributions; 
environmental and habitat obligations, including commuted maintenance and 
disturbance contributions and the transfer of a bird conservation area; an 
education contribution and obligations to protect or provide on site routes for 
the public.  These are in effect mitigation measures or matters directly related 
to the development and do not amount to positive benefits.    

58.�The appeal is to be dismissed on other substantive issues and whilst an 
obligation has been submitted, it is not necessary for me to look at it in detail, 
given that the proposal is unacceptable for other reasons, except insofar as it 
addresses affordable housing.  

59.�In respect of affordable housing the UU secures 40% of the housing as 
affordable units with the mix, tenure and location controlled by the 
undertaking. I have already identified this as a benefit of the scheme which will 
be taken into account in the planning balance. 

Planning balance 

60.�I have concluded that the proposed development would result in material harm 
to the significance of two Grade II* listed buildings through development in the 
setting of those buildings.  This harm is in my view less than substantial harm 
in the terms of the Framework a position also adopted by both main parties.  
Paragraph 196 of the Framework advises in such circumstances that this should 
be weighed against the public benefits of the proposal, including, where 
appropriate, securing its optimum viable use.  

61.�I have identified the public benefits of the scheme above and these include the 
provision of additional housing in an authority where there is not a five year 
supply of housing land and the provision of affordable housing in an area where 
there is a significant need.  I give these matters significant weight. Added to 
these would be the additional jobs and expenditure in the locality arising from 
construction activity and following completion of the development.  Given the 
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scale of development these would not amount to small figures and I have 
ascribed this moderate weight.  The proposed landscaping and biodiversity 
enhancements are a balance and required in the context of also providing a 
degree of mitigation I therefore only ascribe these limited positive weight. 

62.�The Framework makes it clear that when considering the impact of proposed 
development on the significance of a designated heritage asset, great weight 
should be given to the asset’s conservation.  Furthermore it advises that any 
harm to the significance of a designated heritage asset should require clear and 
convincing justification.  There is a statutory duty to have special regard to the 
desirability of preserving a listed building or its setting or any features of 
special architectural or historic interest which it possesses.  The courts have 
interpreted this to mean that considerable importance and weight must be 
given to the desirability of preserving the setting of listed buildings when 
carrying out the balancing exercise in planning decisions.   

63.�Heritage assets are an irreplaceable resource and they should be conserved in 
a manner appropriate to their significance.  The Farm House and Barn at Great 
Posbrook are both Grade II* and therefore are assets of the highest 
significance.  The development of a substantial housing estate in the rural 
setting of these listed buildings, and farmstead of which they form part, would 
materially alter the relationship of the listed buildings and farmstead to the 
nearby village and wider rural hinterland.  This would merge the existing 
distinct and separated grouping of buildings with the expanding village 
removing that degree of separation and obscuring the historic relationship with 
the village and wider countryside.  I would not characterise this less than 
substantial harm as of such limited effect as ‘at the lower end’ within that 
spectrum as suggested by the appellant.  Indeed, the setting contributes to the 
significance of these listed buildings and their appreciation from both distinct 
view points and kinetic views.  The negative effect would have a measurable 
and noticeable effect on the existing physical relationships of development in 
the area and thereby the understanding of the historic development of those 
over time.  The understanding of the high status nature of the house and barn, 
and their significance, is derived in part from an appreciation of the separation 
from the village, their setting within the wider agricultural and rural hinterland 
as well as their size, scale, architectural quality and relationship of the 
buildings to each other and the surrounding development. 

64.�On the basis of the above I conclude that the less than substantial harm I have 
identified, and to which I give considerable importance and weight, is not 
outweighed by the significant public benefits of the scheme.  On this basis I 
conclude that the scheme should be resisted.  As the scheme fails the 
paragraph 196 test this would disengage the paragraph 11 d tilted balance that 
would otherwise have been in play given the lack of a five-year supply of 
housing land. 

65.�The scheme would be subject to the requirement to carry out an Appropriate 
Assessment under the Habitats Regulations if I were minded to allow the 
appeal. At the time of submission of the appeal Paragraph 177 of the 
Framework required that the presumption in favour of sustainable 
development, in paragraph 11, would not apply where an Appropriate 
Assessment was required to be carried out. The latest iteration of the 
Framework has amended paragraph 177 to only disengage the presumption in 
favour of sustainable development where the development is likely to have a 
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significant effect on a habitats site. If an Appropriate Assessment has 
concluded the development would not adversely affect the integrity of the 
habitats site the presumption would not be disengaged.  However, given my 
conclusions in respect of the impact on heritage assets and the other harms I 
have identified I am not minded to allow the appeal and therefore I do not 
need to carry out an Appropriate Assessment.  

66.�Whilst the presumption in favour of sustainable development is not disengaged 
by virtue of paragraph 177 of the Framework, paragraph 11 d, the so called 
‘tilted balance’, is disengaged by virtue of my conclusions in relation to the 
effect on the heritage assets and the application of 11 d i. The proposal 
therefore is to be considered in the context of a straight balance. Section 38(6) 
requires that applications for planning permission be determined in accordance 
with the development plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise.  I 
have concluded that the proposal would result in material harm to the 
character and appearance of the area, which is a valued landscape, to the 
setting of two Grade II* listed buildings and a minor adverse effect on best and 
most versatile agricultural land in the area.  On this basis the proposal would 
conflict with policy CS14 in the LPP1 and DSP5, DSP6 and DSP40 in the LPP2. 

67.�The Authority cannot demonstrate a 5 year supply of housing land and policies 
which restrict housing development through such matters as settlement 
boundaries and gaps are out of date.  They do not provide for the necessary 
housing to make provision for adequate housing in the area.  However, those 
policies, which include CS14, CS22 and DSP6 do seek to protect the 
countryside and fulfil a purpose that is consistent with the Framework.  The 
Council is seeking to address the shortfall and is making positive steps in that 
regard albeit there is dispute as to how successful that is.  Nevertheless 
matters are moving forward and although there is still an outstanding shortfall, 
which even if I accept is as great as suggested by the appellant, is improving 
on historic figures and there appears to be greater opportunities for this 
situation to be improved further.  I accept that Welbourne may well not be 
moving at the pace that has previously been suggested and not as quickly as 
the Council would suggest, but it is still moving forward and with a significant 
complex development of this nature matters will take time but once milestones 
are reached momentum is likely to quicken.  Of particular relevance here is the 
determination of the extant application, which remains undetermined but 
continues to move forward.  On the basis of the information before me the 
determination of this would be in the spring or middle of this year.  Given the 
above I do not afford these particular policies the full weight of the 
development plan but I still accept that they have significant weight and the 
conflict with those policies that I have identified above still attracts significant 
weight in my planning balance.   

68.�I note that policy DSP5 reiterates national policy and reflects the statutory duty 
and is therefore accorded full weight and conflict with it, as I have found in this 
regard, is afforded substantial weight.  The contingency of Policy DSP40 has 
been engaged by virtue of the lack of a five year housing land supply and it is 
for these very purposes that the policy was drafted in that way.  On that basis 
the policy has full weight and any conflict with it is also of significant weight.  
In the context of the harms I have identified which relate to landscape, 
heritage assets and best and most versatile agricultural land these result in 
conflicts with specific criteria in policy DSP40 for the reasons given above in 
respect of those matters and therefore there is conflict with the policy.  These 
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are two significant policies where weight has not been reduced and the 
proposal when considered in the round is not in accordance with the 
development plan taken as a whole. 

69.�The ecological provisions payments and additional bird sanctuary are primarily 
mitigation requirements resultant from the proposed development and its likely 
potential effects and do not therefore substantively add a positive contribution 
to the overall balance. 

70.�The impact on the significance of the Grade II* listed buildings is not 
outweighed by the public benefits of the scheme and therefore the additional 
harms related to landscape and BMVAL only add further to the weight against 
the proposal.  The advice in the Framework supports the conclusions to resist 
the proposal.  There are therefore no material considerations that indicate that 
a decision other than in accordance with the development plan would be 
appropriate. 

Overall conclusion 

71.�For the reasons given above I conclude that the appeal should be dismissed. 

Kenneth Stone 

INSPECTOR 
 
�  
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DOCUMENTS SUBMITTED AT INQUIRY BY APPELLANT 
APP1 Housing Land Supply Statement of Common Ground. 
APP2 Press Release dated 18 October 2018 from Fareham Borough 

Council. 
APP3 Appeal Decision letter APP/W3520/W/18/3194926. 
APP4 Habitats Regulations Assessment Screening & Shadow Appropriate 

Assessment prepared by CSA Environmental. 
APP5 Unilateral Undertaking dated 8 November 2018. 
APP6 Bundle of three Committee reports (P/17/1317/OA, P/18/0235/FP 

and P/18/0484/FP) confirming the Council’s approach to Policy 
DSP40. 

APP7 Additional suggested conditions. 
APP8 Letter from Hampshire and Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust confirming 

their agreement to take on the land secured as the Bird 
Conservation Area in the Unilateral Undertaking. 

APP9 Closing submissions on behalf of the appellant. 
  

 
DOCUMENTS SUBMITTED AT INQUIRY BY LOCAL PLANNING AUTHORITY 
LPA1 List of Appearances on behalf of the Council 
LPA2 Updated extract from ‘The Buildings of England Hampshire: 

South‘, appendix 14b to Ms Markham’s proof of evidence. 
LPA3 Conservation Area Appraisal and Management Strategy: Titchfield 

Abbey, Fareham Borough Council adopted sept 2013 – 
substitution for Core Document F11. 

LPA4 Appeal Decision letter APP/W1715/W/17/3173253. 
LPA5 Copy of Policies 1CO and 2CO from the Eastleigh Borough Local 

Plan. 
LPA6 Announcement from the Leader of Fareham Borough Council 

dated 5 November 2018. 
LPA7 S106 Obligations Justification Statement. 
LPA8 Opening submissions on behalf of the Council. 
LPA9 List of documents to be referred to during Evidence in Chief of 

Philip Brashaw. 
LPA10 List of documents to be referred to during Evidence in Chief of 

Lucy Markham. 
LPA11 Draft schedule of conditions. 
LPA12 e-mail from Strategic Development Officer Children’s Services 

Department Hampshire County Council dated 8 November 2018. 
LPA13 Plan of route and points from which to view the site during the 

appeal site visit. 
LPA14 Closing submissions on behalf of the appellant. 

 
 
DOCUMENTS SUBMITTED AT INQUIRY BY TITCHFIELD NEIGHBOURHOOD FORUM 
TNF1 Opening statement on behalf of Titchfield neighbourhood Forum 
TNF2 Email exchange with appellant regarding drainage dated 6 

November including various attachments  
TNF3 List of documents referred to in Evidence in Chief of Mr Phelan 
TNF4 Closing Statement on behalf of Titchfeild neighbourhood Forum 
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DOCUMENTS SUBMITTED AT INQUIRY BY THIRD PARTIES 
INQ1 Speaking note from Mr Girdler 
INQ2 Letter read out by Mr Marshal on behalf of The Fareham Society 
INQ3 Speaking note from Mr Hutcinson 

 
 
DOCUMENTS SUBMITTED AFTER INQUIRY 
PID1 Additional Environmental Information submitted by appellant 

under cover of letter dated 14 December 2018. 
PID2 Copy of Press notice of publication of Additional Environmental 

Information. 
PID3 Comments on Additional Environmental Information by Titchfield 

neighbourhood Forum. 
PID4 Comments on Additional Environmental Information by Fareham 

Borough Council. 
PID5 ‘Old Street’ Appeal decision APP/A1720/W/18/3200409 submitted 

by Fareham Borough Council 
PID6 Fareham Borough Council comments on ‘Old Street’ decision. 
PID7 Appellant’s comments on ‘Old Street’ decision. 
PID8 Natural England’s (NE) consultation response on shadow Habitats 

Regulation Assessment as Statutory nature Conservation Body. 
PID9 Appellant’s response to NE’s consultation response (PID8) 

including an updated shadow Habitats Regulation Assessment. 
PID10 Titchfield neighbourhood Forum’s response to NE’s consultation 

response (PID8) 
PID11 Titchfield Neighbourhood Forum’s comments on the Housing 

Delivery Test (HDT) results and the changes to the National 
Planning Policy Framework (the Framework). 

PID12 Fareham Borough Council’s comments on the HDT results and the 
changes to the Framework. 

PID13 Appellant’s comments on the HDT results and the changes to the 
Framework. 

PID14 Titchfield Neighbourhood Forum’s final comments on HDT and 
Framework 

PID15 Appellant’s final comments on HDT and Framework.  
 
END 
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Appendix 4: 

Revised illustrative masterplan for pre-application feedback 
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APPENDIX 11:   
  

Pre-application response from Historic England, dated 21 August 2019 (ref: PA01007003)  
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Telephone 020 7973 3700

HistoricEngland.org.uk

Historic England is subject to both the Freedom of Information Act (2000) and Environmental Information Regulations (2004). Any 
Information held by the organisation can be requested for release under this legislation.

We respect your privacy and the use of your information. Please read our full privacy policy for more information
https://www.historicengland.org.uk/terms/privacy-cookies/

Mr Steven Brown Direct Dial: 0207 973 3749   
Woolf Bond Planning     
The Mitfords Our ref: PA01007003   
Basingstoke Road, Three Mile Cross     
Reading     
Berkshire     
RG7 1AT 21 August 2019   

Dear Mr Brown 

Pre-application Advice 

LAND EAST OF POSBROOK LANE, TITCHFIELD, FAREHAM, HAMPSHIRE

Thank you for engaging Historic England in pre-application discussions regarding a 
reduced residential development in open land south of the village of Titchfield, 
Hampshire.  

Historic England’s statutory remit on these proposals, relates to the potential impact 
the proposed development may have on the setting of two Grade II* listed buildings 
situated to the south of the application site, which form part of a historic farmstead, 
known as Great Posbrook Farm.  

Background to the proposals 
As has been presented to us, these proposals have been developed in response to 
the recent planning application (P/17/0681/OA) for 150 units on a wider extent of this 
site, which wrapped around the north and east boundaries of the above mentioned 
heritage assets. Historic England raised concerns regarding those proposals in our 
letter dated 7 December 2017, which contributed to the planning application being 
subsequently refused by Fareham Borough Council. That decision was upheld at 
appeal (Appeal Ref: APP/A1720/W/18/3199119).  

Historic England Advice  
The proposals now seek a much reduced residential development of approximately 60 
residential dwellings (3.3ha) on the site, which will be restricted to the immediate south 
of the current urban boundary of the village of Titchfield. The urban development will 
no longer wrap around the eastern extent of Great Posbrook Farm, or bound the 
farmstead’s northern edge as previously proposed.  Instead a landscape buffer 
consisting of woodland trees is proposed between the new development and historic 
farmstead on this northern boundary to maintain a distinguishable degree of 
separation between the urban settlement and historic farmstead complex. 
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Section 66 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 
requires Planning Authorities to give special regard to the desirability of preserving a 
listed building or its setting. The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) sets out 
guidance on the application of these duties, and makes clear that any harm to a 
designated asset, including through development in its setting, must be clearly and 
convincingly justified and weighed against public benefits (para.194 & 196). 

Historic England welcomes the positive steps that have been taken to try and address 
the impacts and concerns relating to the historic environment raised during the 
previous planning application and subsequent appeal. The scheme now proposed 
presents a marked improvement than the previous application. Whilst it does continue 
to draw the urban settlement closer to the listed buildings, the extent is much reduced, 
better preserving the rural setting of the farmstead. This is particularly notably in key 
views from the south of the heritage assets looking north, where the development has 
been omitted, and therefore would introduce no change to these views. 
  
The additional tree screening to the boundary of the proposed housing development 
would improve the appearance of the harsh urban edge currently created by the 
Bellfield estate, which is a detracting feature. Such boundary treatment would be an 
enhancement on the wider setting of the heritage assets.  

We would however question the need for extending the woodland landscaping up to 
the northern boundary of Great Posbrook Farm.  In doing so the open views across 
the rural fields and the Meon Valley beyond, which are currently clearly perceptible as 
one enters and leaves Titchfield would no longer be legible. This would erode the 
farmstead’s open rural context and historic connection with this adjoining land on this 
approach. In our view, this would impact upon the character of the area and setting of 
the historic farmstead and its listed buildings.  

We would recommend further consideration is given to this landscaping to reduce this 
impact. Reducing the proposed woodland between the development and Great 
Posbrook Farm to retain more of the existing open rural landscape surrounding the 
farmstead would in our view help achieve this. This would allow the farmstead to 
continue to be read from this approach as a distinct and separate feature, as well as 
maintaining a greater degree of its agricultural and rural context. This is a key aspect 
of the setting of the listed buildings, which at present can still be appreciated. 

As Historic England’s setting guidance and the NPPG make clear, the historic 
connection between places, the kinetic experience of approaching a place, and factors 
such as noise and illumination can often contribute to the impact on the setting of a 
listed asset. This development would bring the suburbs closer to the farmstead, 
closing the gap to the north, and will be both partly visible and appreciable (for 
example, through noise) on the approach road and paths around the farmstead. To 
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help mitigate against these wider effects of the development a lighting strategy should 
be produced to limit and manage the light spill from the proposed development, and 
any potential impact this could have on the nearby designated heritage assets. 

Next Steps 
Overall we welcome the positive steps taken in developing this application. Providing 
the issues set out in this letter are addressed, it is not necessary to involve Historic 
England in further pre-application discussions. You can, however, seek our further 
involvement through our Extended Pre-application service, details of which can be 
found on our website at www.HistoricEngland.org.uk/EAS 
<http://www.HistoricEngland.org.uk/EAS>. If you would like to discuss this option 
further, please do contact me.  

Yours sincerely 

Andrew Scott 
Assistant Inspector of Historic Buildings and Areas 
E-mail: Andrew.Scott@HistoricEngland.org.uk 

LAND EAST OF POSBROOK LANE, TITCHFIELD, FAREHAM, HAMPSHIRE
Pre-application Advice 

List of information on which the above advice is based 
16.092.01G_Location Plan.pdf 
16.092.02H_Illustrative Site Plan.pdf 
2019.07.18 - Gt Posbrook Pre-app Heritage cover letter.pdf 
Appendices.pdf 
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APPENDIX 12:   
  

Consultation response from Historic England, dated 12 December 2019 (ref: P01129814)  
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Historic England is subject to both the Freedom of Information Act (2000) and Environmental Information Regulations (2004). Any 
Information held by the organisation can be requested for release under this legislation.�
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Historic England is subject to both the Freedom of Information Act (2000) and Environmental Information Regulations (2004). Any 
Information held by the organisation can be requested for release under this legislation.�
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Heritage comments on the application on behalf of Fareham Borough Council  
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE OF EVIDENCE 

 

1.1. I am a member of the Royal Town Planning Institute. I hold an Upper 

Second Bachelor of Arts (Honours) Degree in Town and Country 

Planning and a Master of Laws with Merit in Environmental Law. 

 

1.2. I have been employed for some 34 years in town and country 

planning. I have been a self-employed planning consultant since April 

2000. Previously, I was employed at Chichester District Council and 

Havant Borough Council. 

 

1.3. I handle planning policy, landscape impact and enforcement issues on 

a daily basis. I have extensive experience in dealing with such issues 

at planning application stage. I have also given planning policy, 

landscape impact and enforcement evidence in the High Court and at 

public inquiries and hearings for both local authorities and developers.  

 

1.4. I have been brought in by Fareham Borough Council (the Council) to 

act on their behalf in connection with appeal proceedings relating to 

this land. I undertook a site visit in October 2021. I am therefore 

familiar with the site and its surroundings. 

 

1.5. Although I act on behalf of the Council, I understand my professional 

duty is to assist the Inspector by providing evidence which is true and 

has been prepared and is given in accordance with guidance produced 

by the Royal Town Planning Institute. In this regard I can confirm that 

the opinions expressed are my true and professional opinions. 

 

1.6. The appeal is made against the failure of the Council to determine the 

Appellant’s application for outline planning permission (with all 

matters reserved except access) for: 

 

 ‘Erection of up to 57 dwellings, together with associated 

parking, landscaping and access from Posbrook Lane’ 
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1.7. My evidence first sets out the planning policy relevant to this appeal 

along with the relevant planning history. Then I consider the planning 

merits of the development, having regard to the latest housing supply 

figures and other material considerations including loss of BMV 

agricultural land; and, drawing on the conclusions of the Council’s 

expert witnesses in respect of landscape and heritage matters.  

 

1.8. The Council’s heritage expert, Lucy Markham, has carried out a 

detailed analysis of the significance and setting of the heritage assets 

and the effect of the proposed development. This is based on the 

analysis she did for the First Appeal, which she has reviewed, and 

where relevant updated. Her evidence considers the following topics: 

• The statutory provisions and policy considerations that apply to 

the determination of this Appeal; 

• The assessment of the site and previous scheme in the first 

Appeal decision; 

• Consultation responses on the current Appeal scheme;  

• The historic development of Great Posbrook and its relationship 

with Titchfield; 

• The special interest of the listed Barn and Farmhouse, and the 

contribution that their setting makes to the appreciation of their 

significance, with particular reference to their location in a 

historic farmstead; 

• The effect of the proposed development east of Posbrook Lane 

on the special interest of the listed Barn and Farmhouse, with 

particular reference to the ability to appreciate the significance 

of the buildings as part of a historic farmstead; and 

• The degree of harm to the listed buildings and the weight that 

this should be given in the planning balance. 

 

1.9. The Council’s expert landscape witness, Ben Croot, notes the 

following principal points of agreement between the parties 

(paragraph 2.1.5 of his Proof): 

• The Appeal Site is not located within a statutory or non-statutory 

landscape designation. However, it forms part of a valued 

landscape, (in the sense of paragraph 174 (a) of the NPPF), which 

extends from the edge of Bellfield and includes the Lower Meon 
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Valley. It is also included within the Meon Valley Area of Special 

Landscape Quality under Policy DS3 of the emerging Fareham Local 

Plan; 

• The Appeal Site is within the Lower Meon Valley Character Area as 

identified within the Fareham Landscape Assessment (2017); 

• The Fareham Landscape Character Assessment also identifies the 

Appeal Site within the landscape type of the ‘Open Coastal Plan: 

Fringe Character’ at a more detailed level. However, it was 

concluded by the Inspector at the previous appeal this was based 

on historical data from the 1996 Fareham Landscape Character 

Assessment and the previous appeal site (which includes the Appeal 

Site) is more reflective of the Open Valley Side landscape type; 

• The Proposed Development would have no significant nor material 

effects upon the functionality and integrity of the Meon Strategic 

Gap.   

 

1.10. In the light of this he makes clear at 2.1.6 that his Proof of Evidence 

focusses on the main areas of disagreement which he considers to 

be:  

 The influence of the settlement edge on the Appeal Site. 

 The value, susceptibility, and consequently, the sensitivity of the 

Appeal Site. 

 The impact of the Proposed Development on the character and 

visual amenity of the Lower Meon Valley. 

 

1.11. Drawing on their expert opinions, and other material considerations, 

and assuming that habitat impacts are satisfactorily addressed and 

the unilateral undertaking executed, I find the appeal development to 

be contrary to Development Plan Policies CS14, CS16, CS17, CS21, 

DSP6 and DSP40 along with the Planning Obligations Supplementary 

Planning Document (SPD) in respect of Open Space provision. I also 

find conflict with paragraphs 174 and 202 of the Framework and 

policies DS1, DS3, HP4, HE1, HE3, and NE10 of the emerging Local 

Plan.   I then undertake a planning balance, weighing up the identified 

harms against the identified benefits. I conclude planning permission 

should not be granted. The appeal should therefore be dismissed. 
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1.12. Throughout my proof references are made to documents provided by 

the both sides which are already before the Inspector and now form 

part of the Core Document list.  If a document is listed as a Core 

Document I will use the prefix “CD” and if it is a document appended 

to the Council’s Statement of Case I will use the prefix “FBC”. 
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2. APPEAL DEVELOPMENT AND SITE DESCRIPTION 

 

2.1 The Appeal Development is:  

 

“Outline planning application for the erection of up to 57 dwellings, 

together with associated parking, landscaping and access from 

Posbrook Lane”  

 

2.2 All matters are reserved except access. The application drawings and 

documents are provided at CDA. 

 

Site Description 

 

2.3 The ‘Appeal Site’ comprises the land edged-red on the submitted Site 

Location Plan (CDA.7). It comprises a field located to the south of the 

Bellfield housing estate and public open space on the south side of 

Titchfield and measures approximately 4 hectares in area. 

 

2.4 The site is outside of any settlement boundary as defined on the 

adopted Local Plan Policies Map and is considered, for planning 

purposes, to be located within the countryside. The site is also 

designated as being within a Strategic Gap (The Meon Gap) in the 

adopted Local Plan.  

 
2.5 As defined on the adopted Local Plan Policies Map, the site is an 

"Uncertain" Brent Geese and Wader Site. However, the site is identified 

in the Solent Waders & Brent Goose Strategy as being a Primary 

Support Area (F48B). It is also identified in the emerging Fareham 

Local Plan 2037 as being a BG&W Classification 2 - Primary Support 

Area.   

 

2.6 The field is currently used for the grazing of horses. Two pedestrian 

public rights of way (Footpaths 34 & 39) cross the site.   

 

2.7 The western edge of the site runs alongside Posbrook Lane where there 

is a mature hedgerow with a field gate set within it. Two dwellings set 
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in large plots and agricultural land lie on the opposite side of the lane. 

Approximately 300m to the north is the junction of Posbrook Lane with 

Coach Hill/Common Lane from where Titchfield village centre lies to 

the east, Warsash to the west, and access on to the A27 via St 

Margaret's Lane to the north. In the opposite direction to the south of 

the site, Posbrook Lane leads to the Solent coast and Hill Head.   

 

2.8 Beyond the south-western edge of the site is a row of substantial and 

mature trees along the boundary with a cluster of dwellings at Posbrook 

House, Great Posbrook and Barn Close. The houses of Great Posbrook 

and the barn are Grade II* Listed Buildings. Some other houses in Barn 

Close are locally listed (on the Council's Local List of Buildings of Special 

Architectural or Historic Interest), as set out in Appendix 3 to the LPA’s 

Historic Environment Background Paper, September 2020. These 

buildings are: 

 

LB/8/172 - Cart shed & Pigsties at Great Posbrook Farm 

LB/8/520 - Store to north west of eastern barn at Great 

Posbrook Farm 

LB/8/521 - Small barn betweeen cart shed and Great Posbrook 

 

2.9 The land slopes away gently from west to east towards the Titchfield 

Canal and River Meon. Part of the adjacent field to the east of the 

Appeal Site is shown on the site location plan to be within the 

Appellant's control as indicated by being edged blue. Part of this field 

lies at a lower level again than the eastern edge of the Appeal Site and 

occupies the land between the site and the Titchfield Canal to the east. 

A line of trees stretches along the western bank of the canal whilst a 

public right of way (Footpath 48) runs alongside the other [east] side 

of the canal. Beyond that is the floor of the Meon Valley before the land 

rises again on the opposite side of the River Meon towards Titchfield 

Road (B3334).   
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3 DETAILS OF THE PUTATIVE REASONS FOR REFUSAL  

 

Officer Recommendation  

 

3.1 The appeal was lodged on 16th June 2020, the same day as Officers of 

the Council published the agenda for the following week’s Planning 

Committee meeting. The Officer report recommended the application 

be refused (CDC.1).  An update to the report the day before the 

meeting informed Members that an appeal had been lodged (CDC.2). 

Planning Committee Decision  

3.2 The Planning Committee resolved that had they been able to determine 

the application then they would have REFUSED planning permission for 

the following reasons (as the minutes of the 24th June 2020 Planning 

Committee meeting at CDC.3 show):  

The development is contrary to Policies CS2, CS4, CS5, CS6, CS14, 

CS16, CS17 & CS18 of the Adopted Fareham Borough Core 

Strategy 2011 and Policies DSP5, DSP6, DSP13 & DSP40 of the 

Adopted Local Plan Part 2: Development Site and Policies Plan, and 

paragraphs 170 and 196 of the NPPF and is unacceptable in that:  

  

a) The provision of residential development in this location would 

be contrary to adopted Local Plan policies which seek to prevent 

additional residential development in the countryside;  

  

b) The application site lies outside of the defined urban settlement 

boundary on land which is considered to form part of a valued 

landscape.  As a result the proposed development would result 

in a range of significant adverse landscape and visual effects, 

harmful to the landscape character, appearance and function of 

the countryside and failing to respect or respond positively to 

the key characteristics of the surrounding area;  

  

c) The proposal would result in less than substantial harm to, and 

fail to preserve and enhance, the setting of nearby Grade II* 

Listed Buildings;  

  

d) The proposal would result in the loss of best and most versatile 

agricultural land;  
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e) In the absence of a legal agreement to secure such, the proposal 

fails to appropriately secure mitigation of the likely adverse 

effects on the integrity of European Protected Sites which, in 

combination with other developments, would arise due to the 

impacts of recreational disturbance;  

  

f) In the absence of a legal agreement to secure such, the proposal 

fails to appropriately secure mitigation of the likely adverse 

effects on the integrity of European Protected Sites which would 

arise as a result of the loss of part of a Primary Support Area for 

Brent geese and waders;  

  

g) In the absence of a legal agreement to secure such, the proposal 

fails to appropriately secure mitigation of the likely adverse 

effects on the integrity of European Protected Sites which, in 

combination with other developments, would arise due to the 

additional generation of nutrients entering the water 

environment;  

  

h) In the absence of a legal agreement to secure the provision of 

public open space and contributions towards the associated 

management and maintenance of the open space, the 

recreational needs of residents of the proposed development 

would not be met;  

  

i) In the absence of a legal agreement to secure such, the proposal 

fails to make on-site provision of affordable housing at a level in 

accordance with the requirements of the local plan;  

  

j) In the absence of a legal agreement to secure contributions to 

education, the needs of residents of the proposed development 

would not be met;  

  

k) In the absence of a legal agreement to secure a financial 

contribution towards improvements to the local public rights of 

way network, the proposal fails to mitigate the harm from the 

increased usage of public rights of way as a direct result of the 

development.  

  

3.3 It is the view of the LPA that refusal reasons e) to k) are capable of 

being addressed through either a legal agreement and/or planning 

condition[s]. 
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4 RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY  

 

 

4.1 The relevant planning history pertaining to the appeal site is set out 

briefly in paragraphs 1.4 and 1.5 of the Planning SoCG. 

 

4.2 In this regard it is material to note that a previous outline application 

for up to 150 dwellings was refused by the Council on 14th December 

2017 and an appeal was subsequently lodged (PINS reference 

APP/A1720/W/18/3199119).  The appeal was heard by way of an 

inquiry held in November 2018 and a decision was issued on 12th April 

2019.  The appeal was dismissed.  The appeal decision letter comprises 

CDJ.2. 

 

4.3 In considering the appeal, the Inspector considered that there were 3 

mains issues (paragraph 12) comprising: 

• The effect of the proposed development on the character and 

appearance of the area, including having regard to whether or not 

the site is a valued landscape and the effect on the strategic gap;  

• The effect of the proposed development on the setting of ‘Great 

Posbrook’ and the ‘Southern barn at Great Posbrook Farm’ Grade 

II* listed buildings; and  

• The effect of the proposed development on Best and Most Versatile 

Agricultural Land (BMVAL).  

 

4.4 Paragraphs 20 to 31 dealt with the first issue, character and 

appearance and gap impacts. 

 

4.5 At paragraph 28 the Inspector noted that there was some dispute as 

to whether the site was a valued landscape, noting that both parties 

accepted that the Lower Meon Valley had attributes that are above the 

ordinary. The Inspector concluded this paragraph by stating: 

“On the basis of the evidence before me I have no difficulty in 

accepting that the Lower Meon Valley is a valued landscape in 

the context of the Framework and this is a conclusion consistent 
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with my colleague in the Old Road decision. From my visit to the 

site and the evidence presented to me I am of the view that the 

appeal site shares a number of those attributes including the 

nature of the rural landscape and topography, its scenic quality 

and that it is representative of the valley sides character type. 

The site does form part of the broad visual envelope of the Lower 

Meon valley and part of the landscape compartment and 

therefore should be considered as part of the valued landscape.”  

 

4.6 On this first issue the Inspector concluded at paragraph 31: 

“Overall for the reasons given above I conclude that the 

proposed development would result in material harm to the 

character and appearance of the area. This would result in harm 

to a valued landscape. There would however be no significant 

effect on the strategic Meon Gap. Consequently, the proposed 

development would conflict with policies CS14 and DSP6 which 

seek to protect the character and appearance of the area of land 

outside the defined urban settlement boundary but would not 

conflict with policy CS22.”  

4.7 Paragraphs 32 to 45 dealt with the second issue, heritage asset impact. 

 

4.8 Paragraph 36 set out the significance of the identified assets, stating: 

“The significance of the listed buildings and the farmstead 

derives from the age, architectural quality, size, scale and 

relationship of buildings. There is a functional relationship with 

the adjoining land which was likely farmed as part of the farm 

holding and reasonable evidence to suggest that there may be 

an associative link with Titchfield Abbey which adds and 

contributes to this significance. There has been some more 

recent and modern infill development and recent housing within 

the farmstead adjacent and in the wider setting which has a 

negative impact and detracts from the significance. The wider 

setting of the site within a rural landscape assists in 

understanding the scale and status of the land holding, sets the 

farmstead in an appropriate open rural agricultural setting and 

separates it from the close by settlement of Titchfield. This 

contributes to the overall significance of these assets.”  

4.9 At paragraph 44 the Inspector concluded that there would be harm to 

the setting of the listed buildings and historic farmstead. He continued: 
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“I would characterise that harm as less than substantial as this 

would not obliterate the significance of these historic assets. The 

proposal would however have an adverse and harmful effect on 

the setting of these assets which would affect their significance 

given the contribution that the setting makes to that 

significance. The urbanisation of the remaining area that 

separates the farmstead and listed buildings from the settlement 

is significant and whilst the rural hinterland remains to the south 

and west the dislocation from the existing built up area is an 

important and fundamental component of that setting that 

would be lost as a result of the development. The effect is 

therefore significant and would not in my view be at the lower 

end of the less than substantial scale as contended by the 

appellant but more in line with that suggested by the Council. 

The proposal would therefore conflict with development plan 

policy DSP5 which seeks the protection and enhancement of 

heritage assets and is consistent with national policy.”  

4.10 Paragraphs 46 to 49 dealt with the final issue, loss of BMVAL with the 

Inspector concluding in paragraph 46 that the limited loss of Grade 3a 

land (4.1ha) would not trigger the sequential test in the Framework 

footnote 53 as significant development1. The Inspector concluded [49] 

that this limited loss should be ascribe limited weight in his overall 

planning balance. 

 

4.11 The Inspector considered the benefits of the scheme (at paragraphs 54 

to 56) and the unilateral undertaking that had been provided (at 

paragraphs 57 to 59).  

 

4.12 The Inspector’s planning balance is set out in paragraphs 60 to 70 of 

the decision letter. 

 

4.13 At [64] the Inspector concluded on the heritage impact as follows: 

“On the basis of the above I conclude that the less than 

substantial harm I have identified, and to which I give 

considerable importance and weight, is not outweighed by the 

significant public benefits of the scheme. On this basis I conclude 

that the scheme should be resisted. As the scheme fails the 

paragraph 196 test this would disengage the paragraph 11 d 

 
1 Now footnote 58 to paragraph 175 
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tilted balance that would otherwise have been in play given the 

lack of a five-year supply of housing land.”  

4.14 As the tilted balance was not engaged the Inspector continued on the 

basis of a ‘straight balance’, stating at [66]: 

“Section 38(6) requires that applications for planning permission 

be determined in accordance with the development plan unless 

material considerations indicate otherwise. I have concluded 

that the proposal would result in material harm to the character 

and appearance of the area, which is a valued landscape, to the 

setting of two Grade II* listed buildings and a minor adverse 

effect on best and most versatile agricultural land in the area. 

On this basis the proposal would conflict with policy CS14 in the 

LPP1 and DSP5, DSP6 and DSP40 in the LPP2.”  

4.15 The Inspector concluded on policy at [68] as follows: 

“I note that policy DSP5 reiterates national policy and reflects 

the statutory duty and is therefore accorded full weight and 

conflict with it, as I have found in this regard, is afforded 

substantial weight. The contingency of Policy DSP40 has been 

engaged by virtue of the lack of a five year housing land supply 

and it is for these very purposes that the policy was drafted in 

that way. On that basis the policy has full weight and any conflict 

with it is also of significant weight. In the context of the harms 

I have identified which relate to landscape, heritage assets and 

best and most versatile agricultural land these result in conflicts 

with specific criteria in policy DSP40 for the reasons given above 

in respect of those matters and therefore there is conflict with 

the policy. These are two significant policies where weight has 

not been reduced and the proposal when considered in the round 

is not in accordance with the development plan taken as a 

whole.”  

4.16 The appeal was dismissed. 
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5 PLANNING POLICY CONTEXT 

 

5.1 By Sections 70(2) and 79(4) of the TCPA and Section 38(6) of the 

Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 local planning authorities 

and Inspectors must determine applications for planning permission 

and appeals in accordance with the development plan (here, so far as 

relevant, the Local Plan Parts 1, 2 and 3) unless material considerations 

indicate otherwise. This section of my proof sets out the relevant 

planning policy framework for the consideration of this appeal. 

 

5.2 The relevant planning policy is set out in section 5.0 of the LPA’s 

Statement of Case and summarised in Section 4 of the Planning SoCG. 

However, since the LPA’s Statement of Case was issued a new NPPF 

has been released and the emerging Local Plan has been submitted for 

independent examination. 

 

5.3 The following policies are particularly relevant to the issues at this 

appeal. I consider that further elaboration is required in order to 

explain the Council’s case. 

 
 

Local Plan Part 1: Fareham Borough Core Strategy – Adopted 

4th August 2011 [CDE.1] 

 

5.4 Policy CS2 (Housing Provision) makes provision for the supply of 

3,729 dwellings in the period 2006 to 2026 from various identified 

sources of supply (none of which is applicable to the Appeal proposal). 

 

5.5 Policy CS4 (Green Infrastructure, Biodiversity and Geological 

Conservation) makes provision for, among other things, the protection 

of important habitats. It emphasises that, where possible, sites will be 

enhanced. It specifically addresses mitigation of impacts on European 

sites and states that “Development likely to have an individual or 

cumulative adverse impact [on European sites] will not be permitted 

unless the necessary mitigation measures have been secured.” 
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5.6 Policy CS5 (Transport Strategy and Infrastructure) states that the 

Council will permit development which: 

 

• contributes towards and/or provides necessary and appropriate 

transport infrastructure including reduce and manage measures 

and traffic management measures in a timely way; 

• does not adversely affect the safety and operation of the 

strategic and local road network, public transport operations or 

pedestrian and cycle routes; 

• is designed and implemented to prioritise and encourage safe 

and reliable journey's by walking, cycling and public transport. 

 
5.7 Policy CS6 (The Development Strategy) states that development will 

be focussed in various specified areas, which do not include the Appeal 

Site. It goes on to state that, in identifying land for development, the 

priority will be for the reuse of previously developed land, within the 

defined urban settlement boundaries (which the Appeal Site lies 

outside of). It states that opportunities will be taken to achieve 

environmental enhancement where possible. It also states that 

development which would have an adverse effect on the integrity of 

protected European conservation sites which cannot be avoided or 

adequately mitigated will not be permitted. 

 

5.8 Policy CS14 (Development Outside Settlements) states that:  

‘Built development on land outside the defined settlements 

will be strictly controlled to protect the countryside and 

coastline from development which would adversely affect 

its landscape character, appearance and function. 

Acceptable forms of development will include that essential for 

agricultural, forestry, horticulture and required infrastructure. The 

conversion of existing buildings will be favoured. Replacement 

buildings must reduce the impact of development and be grouped 

with other existing buildings, where possible. In coastal locations, 

development should not have an adverse impact on the special 

character of the coast when viewed from the land or water.’ 

(emphasis added)  

 

5.9 Policy CS16 (Natural Resources and Renewable Energy) makes clear 

that new development will be expected to safeguard the use of natural 
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resources by, inter alia, preventing the loss of the best and most 

versatile agricultural land. 

 

5.10 Policy CS17 (High Quality Design) states in part: 

“All development, buildings and spaces will be of a high quality of 

design and be safe and easily accessed by all members of the 

community. Proposals will need to demonstrate adherence to the 

principles of urban design and sustainability to help create quality 

places. In particular development will be designed to:  

-  respond positively to and be respectful of the key characteristics 

of the area, including heritage assets, landscape, scale, form, 

spaciousness and use of external materials,”  

 

5.11 Policy CS18 (Provision of Affordable Housing) states that, on sites that 

can accommodate 15 or more dwellings, developers will be expected 

to provide 40% affordable units.  

 

5.12 Policy CS20 (Infrastructure and Development Contributions) states 

that Development will be required to provide or contribute towards the 

provision of infrastructure through planning conditions, legal 

agreement or directly through the service provider, and that 

contributions or provision may also be required to mitigate the impact 

of development upon infrastructure. 

 

5.13 Policy CS21 (Protection and Provision of Open Space) states that 

proposals for new residential development will be permitted provided 

that, where existing provision is insufficient to provide for the 

additional population, public open space is provided in accordance with 

specified requirements.  

 

5.14 Policy CS22 (Development in Strategic Gaps) makes provision for the 

protection of Strategic Gaps. The Appeal Site sits within the Meon Gap, 

but as noted at paragraph 4.6, the Inspector in the previous appeal did 

not consider there to be a significant adverse effect on the strategic 

gap. For this reason the LPA do not allege any harm to the strategic 

gap in this current appeal. 
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Local Plan Part 2: Development Sites and Policies – Adopted 

8th June 2015 [CDE.2] 

 

5.15 Policy DSP1 (Sustainable Development) states:  

‘When considering development proposals, the Council will take 

a positive approach that reflects the "presumption in favour of 

sustainable development" contained in the National Planning 

Policy Framework. It will always work proactively with applicants 

to find solutions that enable proposals to be granted permission 

wherever possible, and to secure development that improves the 

economic, social and environmental conditions in the area.  

Planning applications that accord with the policies in the Local 

Plan (and, where relevant, with policies in Neighbourhood Plans) 

will be approved without delay, unless material considerations 

indicate otherwise.  

Where there are no policies relevant to the application, or where 

relevant policies are out-of-date at the time of making the 

decision, the Council will grant permission, unless material 

considerations indicate otherwise. This will include taking into 

account whether or not:  

i. the adverse impacts of granting permission would 

significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when 

assessed against the policies in the National Planning Policy 

Framework taken as a whole; and/or  

ii. specific policies in the National Planning Policy Framework 

indicate that development will not be supported.’ 

 
5.16 Policy DSP5 (Protecting and Enhancing the Historic Environment) 

states:  

  

“Designated and non-designated heritage assets are an 

irreplaceable resource that will be conserved in a manner 

appropriate to their significance, to be enjoyed for their 

contribution to the quality of life of this and future generations. The 

wider social, cultural, economic and environmental benefits of their 

conservation will also be taken into account in decision making.   
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Development affecting all heritage assets should have regard to 

relevant guidance, including (but not limited to) the Design 

Supplementary Planning Document.   

  

Proposals that provide viable future uses for heritage assets, that 

are consistent with their conservation, will be supported.   

  

In considering the impact of proposals that affect the Borough's 

designated heritage assets, the Council will give great weight to 

their conservation (including those that are most at risk through 

neglect, decay, or other threats). Harm or loss will require clear 

and convincing justification in accordance with national guidance. 

Substantial harm or loss to a heritage asset will only be permitted 

in exceptional circumstances.   

  

Listed Buildings will be conserved by:   

a) supporting proposals that sustain and where appropriate 

enhance their heritage significance;   

b) refusing to permit demolition, changes of use, or proposed 

additions and/or alterations that would unacceptably harm the 

building, its setting or any features of special architectural or 

historic interest which it possesses; and   

c) ensuring that development does not harm, and if desirable, 

enhances their settings.   

  

Development affecting a conservation area will be permitted where 

it preserves or enhances its character, setting and appearance, and   

a) takes account of the relevant Conservation Area Character 

Appraisal and Management Strategy;   

b) does not involve the loss of important features of an individual 

building that contribute to character and appearance of the 

conservation area and /or its setting;   

c) its form, bulk, scale, height, massing, alignment, proportion, 

material, building form and use are appropriate, including 

having regard to the surrounding buildings, spaces and views; 

and   

d) it does not involve the demolition or partial demolition of a 

building or structure that positively contributes to the area, 

without clear and convincing justification.   

  

The Council will conserve Scheduled Monuments, and 

archaeological sites that are demonstrably of national significance, 

by supporting proposals that sustain and where appropriate 

enhance their heritage significance. Proposals that unacceptably 

harm their heritage significance, including their setting, will not be 

permitted.   
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Non-designated heritage assets including locally listed buildings, 

historic parks and gardens, and sites of archaeological importance 

will be protected from development that would unacceptably harm 

their Architectural and historic interest, and/or setting taking 

account of their significance.”  

 

5.17 Policy DSP6 (New Residential Development Outside of the Defined 

Urban Settlement Boundaries) states in part:  

‘There will be a presumption against new residential 

development outside of the defined urban settlement 

boundaries (as identified on the Policies Map). New residential 

development will be permitted in instances where one or more 

of the following apply:  

i. It has been demonstrated that there is an essential need for 

a rural worker to live permanently at or near his/her place of 

work; or  

ii. It involves a conversion of an existing non-residential building 

where: 

a) substantial construction and do not require major or 

complete reconstruction; and 

b) evidence has been provided to demonstrate that no other 

suitable alternative uses can be found and conversion 

would lead to an enhancement to the building’s immediate 

setting; 

iii. It comprises one or two new dwellings which infill an existing 

and continuous built-up residential frontage, where:  

a) The new dwellings and plots are consistent in terms of size 

and character to the adjoining properties and would not 

harm the character of the area; and  

b) It does not result in the extension of an existing frontage 

or the consolidation of an isolated group of dwellings; and  

c) It does not involve the siting of dwellings at the rear of 

the new existing dwellings.  

New buildings should be well-designed to respect the character 

of the area and, where possible, should be grouped with existing 

buildings.  

Proposals should have particular regard to the requirements of 

Core Strategy Policy CS14: Development Outside Settlements, 

and Core Strategy Policy CS6: The Development Strategy. They 

should avoid the loss of significant trees, should not have an 

unacceptable impact on the amenity of residents, and should not 
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result in unacceptable environmental or ecological impacts, or 

detrimental impact on the character or landscape of the 

surrounding area.’ (Emphasis added)  

 

5.18 Policy DSP13 (Nature Conservation) makes provision for the 

protection of nature conservation interests. The policy states the 

circumstances in which proposals may be permitted notwithstanding 

detrimental impacts, though it notes that this does not apply to impacts 

on SPAs, where stricter tests apply (under the Conservation of Habitats 

and Species Regulations 2017. 

 

5.19 Policy DSP14 (Supporting Sites for Brent Geese and Waders) sets out 

an approach for development on “uncertain” or “important” sites for 

Brent Geese and/or Waders. As noted above, the Appeal Site is an 

“uncertain” site in the LPP2 Policies Map. This reflects the 

categorisation of the site under the previous 2010 version of the Solent 

Waders and Brent Goose Strategy. Under the current 2020 Strategy 

(CDH.3), the Appeal Site is part of a Primary Support Area (F48B). 

Policy DSP14 expressly allows for the classification of sites to be 

updated, and I consider that, as a Primary Support Area (the second 

highest categorisation under the Strategy), the site is “important” for 

the purposes and consideration of Policy DSP14. Policy DSP14 sets out 

that where an adverse impact on the integrity of the SPA cannot be 

mitigated, planning permission is likely to be refused. 

 
5.20 Policy DSP15 (Recreational Disturbance on the Solent Special 

Protection Areas (SPA)) requires mitigation of recreational impacts of 

development on the Solent SPAs through, among other approaches, 

financial contributions. 

 

5.21 Policy DSP40 (Housing Allocations). The development would fall 

outside of development boundaries in circumstances contemplated by 

policy DSP40 of the Local Plan Part 2. Policy DSP40 (Housing 

Allocations) makes provision for a situation where there is a shortfall 

in HLS.  
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5.22 Having set out the approach to allocated sites for housing, DSP40 then 

addresses the policy approach to be applied where (as is currently the 

case) a five year supply of housing cannot be demonstrated:  

 

“Where it can be demonstrated that the Council does not have 

a five year supply of land for housing against the requirements 

of the Core Strategy (excluding Welborne) additional housing 

sites, outside the urban area boundary, may be permitted 

where they meet all of the following criteria:   

i) The proposal is relative in scale to the demonstrated 5 year 

housing land supply shortfall;   

ii) The proposal is sustainably located adjacent to, and well 

related to, the existing urban settlement boundaries, and 

can be well integrated with the neighbouring settlement;  

iii) The proposal is sensitively designed to reflect the character 

of the neighbouring settlement and to minimise any adverse 

impact on the Countryside and, if relevant, the Strategic 

Gaps.  

iv) It can be demonstrated that the proposal is deliverable in 

the short term; and  

v) The proposal would not have any unacceptable 

environmental, amenity or traffic implications.”   

 

5.23 The supporting text to DSP40 explains at 5.163-4 and 5.166 that: 

 

“5.163 The Council is committed to delivering the housing 

targets in the Core Strategy, and so it is important to provide a 

contingency position in the Plan to deal with unforeseen 

problems with delivery of both allocations and/or commitments. 

Therefore, further flexibility in the Council’s approach is provided 

in the final section of DSP40: Housing Allocations. This 

potentially allows for additional sites to come forward, over and 

above the allocations in the Plan, where it can be proven that 

the Council cannot demonstrate a five year land supply against 

the Core Strategy housing targets. 

 

5.164 In order to accord with policy CS6 and CS14 of the Core 

Strategy, proposals for additional sites outside the urban area 

boundaries will be strictly controlled… 

 

5.166 Protecting the character and beauty of the countryside is 

an important objective and so the careful design of any proposal 

will be a key consideration. Any proposal must be adjacent to an 

existing urban area boundary and sensitively designed to ensure 
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it is as well related, and integrated, to the neighbouring 

settlement as possible. Proposals that minimise the impacts on 

the countryside and, where relevant, Strategic Gaps will be 

preferred. Any proposal will also need to demonstrate that there 

will be no unacceptable environmental, amenity or traffic 

implications and that all other relevant Policies in the Local Plan 

have been duly considered.” 

 

5.24 This policy was found sound by the Local Plan Inspector in his May 

2015 report on the LPP2 (CDE.4). The Inspector recommended that 

the policy was modified to include criteria for residential development 

to be considered against in the context of a HLS shortfall. The adopted 

policy was modified in line with the Inspector’s recommendations. 

Policy DSP40 is consistent with the NPPF as it includes a procedure to 

assess granting planning permission for additional housing sites 

beyond the settlement boundary when a five-year land supply cannot 

be demonstrated. The inherent flexibility in DSP40 ensures that the 

Policy maintains consistency with the emphasis at NPPF Paragraph 60 

on ‘significantly boosting the supply of homes’, whilst providing 

decision-makers with a framework to ensure that other considerations 

(including environmental considerations) – the importance of which are 

also recognised by national policy - are addressed. 

 

Local Plan Part 3: The Welborne Plan – Adopted June 2015 

[CDE.6] 

5.25 The Welborne Plan (LPP3) is the third part of the Council’s Local Plan 

and was adopted in June 2015. LPP3 is a site-specific plan which sets 

out how the new community of Welborne, to the north of the M27 

Motorway at Fareham, should take shape over the period to 2036. 

Apart from considerations relating to Housing Land Supply, LPP3 is not 

relevant to the consideration of the appeal proposals.  

 

Emerging Local Plan 2037 
 

5.26 The Council is in the process of producing a new Local Plan. The 

emerging Local Plan will address the development requirements up 

until 2037 and in due course will replace Local Plan Part 1 (Core 

Strategy) and Local Plan Part 2 (Development Sites and Policies).  
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5.27 On 2nd October 2020 the Council approved a publication version of its 

emerging Local Plan under Regulation 19 of the Town and Country 

Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012 (the 2012 

Regulations) and a six-week period of public consultation took place 

between 6th November and 18th December 2020. The emerging Local 

Plan was then revised in the light of changes to the Planning Practice 

Guidance. On 10th June 2021 the Council approved a revised version of 

the emerging Local Plan (CDF.5) for publication under Regulation 19. 

The consultation opened ran for six weeks from 18th June 2021 until 

30th July 2021. 

 

5.28 It is relevant to note at this stage that Natural England objected to the 

Revised Local Plan on the basis of the detrimental impact that new 

housing sites could have on the New Forest SPA/SAC/Ramsar. Their 

letter is attached at CDH.14 

 

5.29 The Council submitted the Regulation 22 Fareham Local Plan 2037 and 

supporting documents to the Secretary of State for independent 

examination on 30th September 2021. 

 

5.30 The Council’s current Local Development Scheme (LDS) (CDF.6) was 

adopted in June 2021. The Council has met the timetable for 

submission for independent examination (Autumn 2021). Under the 

LDS, the emerging Local Plan is expected to be subject to independent 

examination in Winter/ Spring 2021/ 2022 (Regulation 24) and 

adopted in Autumn/ Winter 2022 (Regulation 26). I therefore consider 

that some weight can be attached to the emerging plan. 

 

5.31 The Appeal Site is within the countryside and Strategic Gap in the 

emerging Local Plan. Chapter 3 of the Plan sets out the Council’s 

Development Strategy with all 3 policies [DS1, DS2 and DS3] being of 

direct relevance. These policies are also confirmed in the Plan to be 

strategic policies to address the priorities for the development and use 

of land in the Borough. 

 

5.32 Policy DS1 (Development in the Countryside) is a countryside 

restraint policy setting out those circumstances in which new 
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development will be permitted in the countryside. In addition, it sets 

out a number of requirements that acceptable development will have 

to demonstrate and these include: 

i) Require a location outside of the urban area, and 

j) Conserve and enhance landscapes, sites of biodiversity or 

geological value and soils, and  

k) Recognise the intrinsic character and beauty of the 

countryside and, if relevant, do not significantly affect the 

integrity of a Strategic Gap, and  

m) Are not on Best and Most Versatile agricultural land. 

 
5.33 Policy DS2 (Development in the Strategic Gaps) seeks to prevent 

the coalescence of urban areas and to maintain the separate identity 

of settlements. The policy makes that that: 

 

Development proposals will not be permitted where they 

significantly affect the integrity of the gap and the physical and 

visual separation of settlements or the distinctive nature of 

settlement characters. 

 
5.34 Policy DS3 relates to Landscape with paragraph 3.50 referring to two 

recent housing appeal decisions, stating: 

 
“Two recent planning appeal decisions demonstrated how valued 

landscapes could help to determine planning decisions. Both 

decisions were on sites located in the Lower Meon Valley (Land 

west of Old Street, Stubbington APP/A1720/W/18/3200409 and 

Land east of Posbrook Lane, Titchfield 

APP/A1720/W/18/3199119) and the Inspectors recognised the 

high-quality landscape concluding that the Lower Meon is a 

valued landscape.” 

 

5.35 In this regard, the Appeal Site is designated as an Area of Special 

Landscape Quality on the Policies Map. Policy DS3 (Landscape) 

states: 

 

“Areas of Special Landscape Quality have been identified in the 

Borough and are shown on the Policies map. Development 

proposals shall only be permitted in these areas where the 

landscape will be protected and enhanced. Development in the 

countryside shall recognise the intrinsic character and beauty of 

the countryside, paying particular regard to:  

a) Intrinsic landscape character, quality and important features; 

b) Visual setting, including to/from key views;  
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c) The landscape as a setting for settlements, including 

important views to, across, within and out of settlements;  

d) The landscape’s role as part of the existing Local Ecological 

network;  

e) The local character and setting of buildings and settlements, 

including their historic significance;  

f) Natural landscape features, such as trees, ancient woodland, 

hedgerows, water features and their function as ecological 

networks; and  

g) The character of the Borough’s rivers and coastline, which 

should be safeguarded.  

 

Major development proposals must include a comprehensive 

landscaping mitigation and enhancement scheme to ensure that 

the development is able to successfully integrate with the 

landscape and surroundings. The landscaping scheme shall be 

proportionate to the scale and nature of the development 

proposed and shall be in accordance with the enhancement 

opportunities specified in the Council’s Landscape Sensitivity 

Assessment.” 

 

5.36 Chapter 4 deals with Housing Need and Supply with Table 4.1 

indicating a Total Housing Requirement to 2037 of 9,556 dwellings. 

Table 4.2 sets out the supply, based current and proposed allocations 

along with outstanding permissions. These indicate a supply of 10,594, 

thus providing a contingency provision of 1,038 dwellings. 

 

5.37 Policy H1 (Housing Provision) makes provision for at least 9,560 

net new homes in the period 2021-2037 provided from various 

specified sources (not including the Appeal Site unless it were to come 

forward as an unexpected windfall development). 

 

5.38 Policy HP1 (New Residential Development) states that residential 

development in locations outside of the Urban Area boundary will be 

permitted where one of two factors (neither of which apply in this case) 

applies. 

 

5.39 Policy HP4 (Five-Year Housing Land Supply) applies where the 

Council cannot demonstrate a five-year supply of land for housing and 

broadly mirrors the wording of LPP2 Policy DSP40. 
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5.40 Policy HP5 (Provision for Affordable Housing) states that, on 

greenfield sites that can accommodate 10 or more dwellings or with an 

area of 0.5ha or more, developers will be expected to provide 40% 

affordable units. 

 

5.41 Policy NE1 (Protection of Nature Conservation, Biodiversity and 

the Local Ecological Network) states that development will be 

permitted where, among other things, designated international, 

national sites and local sites of nature conservation value are protected 

and enhanced, reflecting their status in the hierarchy of nature 

conservation designations. 

 

5.42 Policy NE3 (Recreational Disturbance on the Solent Special 

Protection Areas (SPAs)) requires mitigation of recreational impacts 

of development on the Solent SPAs. 

 

5.43 Policy NE4 (Water Quality Effects on the Special Protection 

Areas (SPAs), Special Areas of Conservation (SACs) and 

Ramsar Sites of the Solent) states that planning permission will be 

granted where the integrity of the designated sites is maintained, 

having regard to the effect of nutrients on the designated sites arising 

from increased wastewater production. 

 

5.44 Policy NE5 (Solent Wader and Brent Goose Sites) seeks to protect 

sites used by Solent Waders and/or Brent Geese from adverse impacts 

commensurate to their status in the hierarchy of the Solent Wader and 

Brent Geese Network. The Appeal Site is part of a Primary Support 

Area shown on the Policies Map. 

 

5.45 Policy NE10 (Protection and Provision of Open Space) requires 

residential development to provide open and play space to meet the 

needs of new residents. 

 

5.46 Policy TIN4 (Infrastructure Delivery) requires provision of and 

contribution towards the delivery of new or improved infrastructure, or 

other mitigation, to mitigate the impacts of development. 
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5.47 Chapter 11 deals with Design with the supporting text to Policy D1 

(High Quality Design and Placemaking) noting at paragraph 11.3 

that: 

“The NPPF, as supported by Planning Practice Guidance (PPG), 

and the National Design Guidance (NDG) and the National Model 

Design Code (NMDC), states that that the design quality of new 

development is more than just the appearance, form, materials 

and detail of buildings. It includes the arrangement of buildings 

within a layout, how close together they are, the spaces in 

between buildings, the views and vistas they create, landscape 

and planting, biodiversity, other uses and activities, the richness 

of users’ experience both visual and rural, and how they connect 

with existing and proposed essential services and facilities.”  

5.48 Paragraph 11.8 makes clear that a well-designed, contextual 

development demonstrates that it is:  

• based on a sound understanding of the features of the site 

and the surrounding context, that should include those 

identified above; and  

• integrated into their surroundings so it relates well to them; 

and  

• influenced by and influence their context positively; and 

• responsive to local history, culture and heritage  

5.49 Policy D1 itself states: 

“Development proposals and spaces will be of high quality, 

based on the principles of urban design and sustainability to 

ensure the creation of quality 

places.  

Development proposals will be permitted where compliance 

with the following key characteristics of high quality design, as 

set out in paragraphs 11.5-11.27, has been demonstrated:  

i. Context - where proposals appropriately respond to the 

positive elements of local character, ecology, history, 

culture and heritage; and 

ii. Identity - where proposals create places that are attractive, 

memorable, distinctive and of strong character; and  

iii. Built form - where proposals create a three-dimensional 

pattern or arrangement and scale of development blocks, 
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streets, buildings and open spaces, that are coherent, 

attractive and walkable; and  

iv. Movement - where proposals create attractive, safe and 

accessible corridors that incorporate green infrastructure 

and link with key services and facilities along existing and 

future desire lines, which promote social interaction and 

activity; and 

v. Nature - where proposals positively integrate existing and 

new habitats and biodiversity within a coherent and well 

managed, connected structure; and  

vi. Public spaces - where proposals create public spaces that 

are attractive, safe, accessible and provide a focus for 

social interaction, and promote healthy activity and well-

being; and  

vii. Uses - where proposals provide or are well related and 

connected with, a mix of uses that provide the day to day 

needs of users; and  

viii. Homes and buildings - where proposals provide a variety of 

dwelling sizes and tenures, have sufficient space and are 

well related to public space; and  

ix. Resources - where proposals reduce the use of natural 

resources, conserve and enhance and integrate habitats 

and ecosystems and are adaptable over time, minimising 

waste; and  

x. Lifespan - where proposals are designed and constructed 

to create enduring high-quality buildings, spaces and 

places that are attractive and functional, which weather 

well and can be adapted to users' needs with efficient 

management and maintenance.”  

5.50 In terms of how this policy works, paragraph 11.28 states:  

“The quality of buildings, spaces and places will be assessed at 

all scales and having regard to all users. Quality design will be 

at the heart of the Council’s decisions, from the location of new 

development at a strategic level through to the design and 

appearance of buildings and spaces, their details, landscaping 

and how they are to be managed and maintained for the long 

term.” 

5.51 Policy D2 (Ensuring Good Environmental Conditions) states that 

development proposals will be permitted where they, among other 

things, do not, individually, or cumulatively, have an unacceptable 

adverse environmental impact, either on neighbouring occupants, 

adjoining land, or the wider environment. 
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5.52 Chapter 12 deals with the Historic Environment and policies HE1, HE3 

and HE5 are considered to be relevant. 

 

5.53 Policy HE1 (Historic Environment and Heritage Assets) states: 

 

“All development should seek to conserve and enhance the 
historic environment and heritage assets, in line with local and 
national policy. The Council will take appropriate positive steps 

to conserve and enhance the Borough’s historic environment 
and heritage assets.” 

 

5.54 Policy HE3 (Listed Buildings and Structures and/or their 

Settings) states: 

 

“Where a development would affect a listed building/structure 
and/or its setting, proposals should preserve or enhance any 

features of special architectural or historic interest they possess, 
proposals must demonstrate sufficient understanding of and 

respond to the historic environment by ensuring that:  
a) Proposals to alter or extend listed buildings/structures, are 
accompanied by a Heritage Statement, which provides sufficient 

detail and is proportionate to the proposal and describes:  
1. the significance of any heritage assets affected, including 

any contribution made by their setting; and  
2. the principles of the proposal and its impact on the 

building; and  
3. why the works proposed are desirable or necessary;  

b) Proposals are of a well-considered design which ensure that 

any development is appropriate in terms of style, scale, density, 
height, materials, architectural features and detailing; and  

c) Changes of use are compatible with and respect the special 
architectural or historic interest of the heritage asset or its 
setting and;  

d) Demolition of structures within the curtilage of a listed 
building are supported by robust evidence demonstrating that 

the structure is beyond meaningful use or repair or is not of 
special architectural or historic interest as a structure ancillary 
to the principal listed building.  

 
Great weight will be given to the conservation of listed 

buildings/structures (the more important the asset, the greater 
the weight will be). Proposals which would cause substantial 
harm to or the total loss of the listed building/structure will be 

refused unless it can be demonstrated that such a proposal 
would provide substantial public benefits which would outweigh 

the harm caused to the listed building/heritage asset.  
 

Where total or partial loss of a listed building/structure is to be 

permitted, the Council may require that:  
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e) A scheme for the phased development and redevelopment of 

the site providing for its management and treatment in the 

interim is submitted to and approved by the Council. A copy of 

the signed contract of the construction work must be deposited 

before construction commences; 

 f) Where practicable, the listed building/structure is dismantled 

and rebuilt or removed to a site previously approved;  

g) Important features of the listed building/structure are 

salvaged and reused;  

h) There is an opportunity for the appearance, plans and 

particular features of the listed building/structure to be 

measured and recorded;  

i) Provision is made for archaeological investigation by qualified 

persons and excavation of the site where appropriate.  

 

Proposals which would cause less than substantial harm to the 

significance of the heritage asset will be considered against the 

other public benefits to be gained. Proposals will be assessed in 

accordance with the NPPF and the Council will give great weight 

to the desirability of preserving the listed building/structure, its 

setting or any features of special architectural or historic 

interest.” 

 

5.55 Finally, Policy HE5 (Locally Listed Buildings and Non-designated 

Heritage Assets) states: 

 

“Non-designated heritage assets recorded on the Council's list 

will be protected from development that would unacceptably 

harm their architectural and historic interest, and/or setting 

taking account of their significance. 

 

Development proposals which would affect the significance of a 

non-designated heritage asset, including any contribution made 

by its setting, must include the following, in a manner 

proportionate to the asset’s significance:  

a) A description and assessment of the significance of the asset, 

including its setting, to determine its architectural, historical or 

archaeological interest; and  

b) A description of the impact of the proposed works on the 

significance and special character of the asset; and  

c) Justification for the works, especially if these would harm the 

significance of the asset or its setting, so that the harm can be 

weighed against public benefits.  

Where development would demonstrably harm the significance 

and/or setting of a non-designated heritage asset, consent will 
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be refused unless it can be demonstrated that this harm is 

outweighed by public benefits.  

The Council will consider whether spot-listing is warranted, as 

appropriate.” 

 

 

National Planning Policy Framework (2021)  

 

5.56 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) is a material 

consideration in planning decisions (see paragraph 2) but also 

emphasises that the planning system should be genuinely plan-led 

(paragraph 15). 

 

5.57 Paragraph 11 of the Framework sets out the presumption in favour of 

sustainable development. It states, so far as material: 

Plans and decisions should apply a presumption in favour of 

sustainable development.  

 

… 

 

For decision-taking this means: 

c)   approving development proposals that accord with an up-

to-date development plan without delay; or 

d)  where there are no relevant development plan policies, or 

the policies which are most important for determining the 

application are out-of-date8, granting permission unless: 

i.    the application of policies in this Framework that 

protect areas or assets of particular importance provides 

a clear reason for refusing the development proposed7; or 

ii.     any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly 

and demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed 

against the policies in this Framework taken as a whole. 

 

5.58 Footnote 7 states that the policies referred to are those in this 

Framework (rather than those in development plans) relating to: 

habitats sites (and those sites listed in paragraph 181) and/or 

designated as Sites of Special Scientific Interest; land designated as 

Green Belt, Local Green Space, an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, 

a National Park (or within the Broads Authority) or defined as Heritage 

Coast; irreplaceable habitats; designated heritage assets (and other 

heritage assets of archaeological interest referred to in footnote 68); 

and areas at risk of flooding or coastal change. 
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5.59 Footnote 8 states that this includes, for applications involving the 

provision of housing, situations where the local planning authority 

cannot demonstrate a five year supply of deliverable housing sites 

(with the appropriate buffer, as set out in paragraph 74); or where the 

Housing Delivery Test indicates that the delivery of housing was 

substantially below (less than 75% of) the housing requirement over 

the previous three years. 

 
5.60 National policy on design has been substantially strengthened in the 

revised Framework. Chapter 12 of the Framework. “Achieving well-

designed places” has been significantly revised. 

 

5.61 The overarching social objective of the planning system now has 

“beautiful” added to the previous requirement to provide “a well-

designed, [beautiful] and safe built environment”. There is no 

definition of “beautiful”, which is necessarily context specific.  

 
5.62 In respect of valued landscapes2 paragraph 174 of the Framework 

makes clear that planning decisions should contribute to and enhance 

the natural and local environment by protecting and enhancing valued 

landscapes [174a]. Paragraph 174 also requires decisions to recognise 

the intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside, including inter 

alia, the economic and other benefits of the best and most versatile 

agricultural land [174b].  

 
5.63 Paragraph 174a also requires decisions to protect and enhance sites of 

biodiversity value and further provision is made on this issue in 

paragraphs 179 to 181. Paragraph 182 states that the presumption in 

favour of sustainable development does not apply where the plan or 

project is likely to have a significant effect on a habitats site (either 

alone or in combination with other plans or projects), unless an 

appropriate assessment has concluded that the plan or project will not 

adversely affect the integrity of the habitats site.   

 

 
2 It is agreed by both parties in paragraph 13 of the Landscape SoCG that the appeal site 
forms part of a valued landscape 
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5.64 Finally, Paragraphs 199 to 208 of the Framework set out how to 

consider the potential impacts of development on heritage assets. In 

this regard paragraph 199 makes clear: 

“When considering the impact of a proposed development on the 

significance of a designated heritage asset, great weight should 

be given to the asset’s conservation (and the more important 

the asset, the greater the weight should be). This is irrespective 

of whether any potential harm amounts to substantial harm, 

total loss or less than substantial harm to its significance.”  

5.65 Paragraph 200 states that any harm to, or loss of, the significance of a 

designated heritage asset should require clear and convincing 

justification.  

 

5.66 In terms of how to deal with situations where less than substantial 

harm is found to exist, paragraph 202 states: 

 

“Where a development proposal will lead to less than substantial 

harm to the significance of a designated heritage asset, this 

harm should be weighed against the public benefits of the 

proposal including, where appropriate, securing its optimum 

viable use.”  
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6 PROPER APPROACH TO DETERMINING THIS APPEAL  

 

 Habitats Legislation 

 

6.1 The Inspector is the competent authority under the Habitats 

Regulations for the purposes of this Appeal. If otherwise minded to 

grant permission, the Inspector is required by Regulation 63 of the 

Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 (the Habitats 

Regulations) to conduct an appropriate assessment of all likely 

significant effects (i.e. those effects that cannot be excluded beyond a 

reasonable scientific doubt). The requirements are summarised in R 

(Mynydd y Gwynt Ltd) v Business Secretary [2018] P.T.S.R. 1274 

(CDK.9) and R (An Taisce) v SSECC [2015] Env. L.R. 2 (CDK.14). 

For the appropriate assessment to be “passed” the Inspector must be 

certain beyond a reasonable scientific doubt that there will be no 

adverse effect on the integrity of any European Site in perpetuity. If 

the Inspector is not certain beyond a reasonable scientific doubt that 

the Appeal scheme will not (alone or in combination with other plans 

or projects) adversely affect the integrity of a European Site, 

permission has to be refused unless the derogation tests under 

Regulation 64 (the so-called IROPI tests) are met, which the Appellant 

does not suggest. A planning balance therefore only needs to be 

conducted if the Inspector is able to exclude any adverse effects on 

integrity beyond a reasonable scientific doubt.  

 
6.2 At the time of writing, there are outstanding matters between the 

parties on habitats issues, and also an issue with Natural England, 

which I explore in section 8 below.  

 

The Section 38(6) test 

 

6.3 As noted above, by Sections 70(2) and 79(4) of the TCPA and Section 

38(6) of the PCPA, this Appeal must be determined in accordance with 

the development plan unless material considerations indicate 

otherwise. The starting point in determining this Appeal is, therefore, 

to consider the extent to which the Appeal Development accords with 
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or conflicts with the adopted development plan policies and the 

development plan as a whole. The decision maker must then turn to 

other material considerations. 

 

Relevant case law on the Section 38(6) test and the tilted 

balance 

 

6.4 The NPPF is an important material consideration under the section 

38(6) test but, as Lord Carnwath made clear in the Supreme Court 

judgment in Suffolk Coastal District Council v Hopkins Homes 

Ltd; Richborough Estates Partnership LLP v Cheshire East 

Borough Council [2017] UKSC 37 (“the Suffolk Coastal case”) 

[CDK.4] at [21], the NPPF “cannot, and does not purport to, displace 

the primacy given by the statute and policy to the statutory 

development plan. It must be exercised consistently with, and not so 

as to displace or distort, the statutory scheme”. This is reiterated in 

NPPF Paragraph 12: “The presumption in favour of sustainable 

development does not change the statutory status of the development 

plan as the starting point for decision making”. The statutory priority 

of the development plan was also recognised by the Court of Appeal in 

Gladman Developments Ltd v SSHCLG [2021] EWCA Civ 104 

[CDK.18], a case which also addressed the interplay between the 

section 38(6) test and the tilted balance under paragraph 11(d)(ii) of 

the NPPF, making clear among other things that a decision-taker may 

have regard to development plan policies when applying the tilted 

balance.   

 

Housing Land Supply 

 

6.5 The approach to considering the extent of the housing land supply 

shortfall is considered in Hallam Land Management Ltd v SSCLG 

[2018] EWCA Civ 1808 (CDK.8) at paragraphs 51 and 52. In this case, 

common ground has been reached on housing land supply issues, 

which I address in section 7 below. In particular, it is agreed that the 

Council is currently unable to demonstrate a five year supply, as a 
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result of which the presumption in favour of sustainable development 

under paragraph 11(d) of the NPPF is engaged unless disapplied on 

habitats grounds by virtue of paragraph 182 (5YHLS SoCG para 2.2).  

 

The Materiality of the Previous Appeal Decision 

 

6.6 The previous Appeal decision on this site which I have summarised in 

section 4 above, is clearly relevant. The findings of the previous 

Inspector are not binding, but there is a principle of consistency in 

planning which means that before disagreeing with the previous 

Inspector, the current Inspector should have regard to the importance 

of consistency and give reasons for any departures from the previous 

decision (North Wiltshire District Council v Secretary of State for 

the Environment (1993) 65 P. & C.R. 137 at 145 [CDK.30]). 

 

Heritage Issues  

 

6.7 Putative refusal reason c) alleges that the proposal would cause harm 

to the setting (and hence the significance) of two Grade II* listed 

buildings, namely: the former farmhouse and the barn.  

 

6.8 It is the opinion of the Council’s expert heritage witness, Lucy 

Markham, that the appeal development would cause less than 

substantial harm to the setting of the two Grade II* listed buildings, 

albeit at the lower end of the scale. 

 

6.9 Ms Markham sets out a detailed summary of the statutory provisions 

and policy considerations governing heritage issues in section 4 of her 

Proof of Evidence, to which I refer. As she explains, by virtue of section 

66(1) of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 

1990, decision makers are required to give “considerable importance 

and weight” to the conservation of designated heritage assets, and if a 

proposal would (as the Council considers to be the case here) cause 

any harm to their significance, there is a statutory “strong 

presumption” against granting permission: East Northamptonshire 

District Council v Secretary of State for Communities and Local 
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Government [2015] 1 WLR 45 (or ‘Barnwell’) [CDK.31]. This is 

reflected in the NPPF, which requires “great weight” to be given to the 

conservation of designated heritage assets (paragraph 199) and “clear 

and convincing justification” for any harm (paragraph 200). 

 

6.10 How the issue of impact upon heritage assets is dealt with in respect 

of paragraph 11(d) is dealt with below under the subheading ‘How 

should NPPF Paragraph 11(d) be applied?’ 

 

Weight to be Given to Adopted Development Plan Policies 

 

Introduction 

 

6.11 The weight to be afforded to LPP1 and LPP2 policies has been 

considered in a number of recent appeal decisions. I address the most 

recent decisions below as these seem to me to be the most relevant. I 

then offer my conclusions. 

 

Recent Appeal Decisions 

6.12 In the case of the Land West of Old Street, Stubbington (CDJ.3), as 

with other recent appeals, Inspector Downes did not agree the precise 

extent of the shortfall but considered it to be substantial.  

 

6.13 At paragraph 9 Inspector Downes noted that the Appellant suggested 

a housing land supply shortfall of 2.5 years, which was below that 

suggested by the Council, but she didn’t think it necessary to determine 

the precise extent because the deficit was significant in either case. At 

paragraph 10 she noted that this rendered policies relating to supply 

of housing out of date. However, she also noted that policies relating 

to the protection of landscape character and separation of settlements 

were not set aside. The framework recognises the intrinsic beauty of 

the countryside and although strategic gaps are not specifically 

referred to it endorses the creation of high quality places which would 

include respecting the pattern and spatial separation of settlements. At 

paragraph 11 she found that: 
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“Policy DSP40 in LPP2 is specifically designed to address the 

situation where there is a five-year housing supply shortfall as 

is the case here. It allows housing to come forward outside of 

settlements and within strategic gaps, subject to a number of 

provisions. It seems to me that this policy seeks to complement 

the aforementioned policies in situations where some 

development in the countryside is inevitable in order to satisfy 

an up-to-date assessment of housing need. It assists the 

decision maker in determining the weight to be attributed to the 

conflict with restrictive policies such as CS14, CS22 and DSP6 

and provides a mechanism for the controlled release of land 

through a plan-led approach. Policy DSP40 is in accordance with 

Framework policy and reflects that the LPP2 post-dates the 

publication of the Framework in 2012. Conflict with it would be 

a matter of the greatest weight.” 

 

6.14 It is important to note at this stage that this site was also within the 

Meon Valley and the same strategic gap as the appeal site. At 

paragraph 32 Inspector Downes had “no doubt that the Lower Meon 

Valley is a valued landscape”. In this regard she concludes at 

paragraph 38: 

“The appeal site is an integral part of the Meon Valley landscape 

character area and in particular the lower section south of 

Titchfield. This landscape is valued for its quality, even though 

there is no designation in the current development plan. The 

proposed development would be unacceptably harmful to the 

character of the Lower Meon Valley and would fail to protect this 

valued landscape. The proposal would therefore conflict with 

policies CS14 in LPP1 and policy DSP6 in LPP2 and be contrary 

to Framework policy relating to the countryside and landscape.”  

 

6.15 At paragraph 39 she acknowledges that due to the housing land supply 

situation in Fareham the conflict with those policies has reduced weight 

and policy DSP40 is engaged.  

 

6.16 In the final paragraph of the decision letter Inspector Downes 

concludes the Planning Balance and states: 

“Notwithstanding the substantial benefits that would flow from 

the proposed development there would also be very substantial 

harms. In this case the conflict with the development plan and 
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the environmental harm that would ensue to the countryside 

within the valued landscape of the Lower Meon Valley is of 

compelling importance and outweighs the many advantages of 

the scheme. I have considered all other matters raised but have 

found nothing to change my conclusion that this would not be a 

sustainable form of development and that the appeal should not 

succeed.”  

6.17 The previous appeal decision letter dated 12 April 2019 at the current 

appeal site is of course highly relevant [CDJ.2] (and is referred to in 

the Newgate Lane (North) appeal [CDJ.4]). Here Inspector Stone 

determined he had no need to conclude on the precise extent of the 

housing land supply shortfall (paragraph 52) but in respect of Policy 

DSP40, however, he concluded at Paragraph 68 that: 

 

“…The contingency of Policy DSP40 has been engaged by virtue 

of the lack of a five year housing land supply and it is for these 

very purposes that the policy was drafted in that way. On that 

basis the policy has full weight and any conflict with it is also of 

significant weight… These are two significant policies [DSP5 and 

DSP40] where weight has not been reduced and the proposal 

when considered in the round is not in accordance with the 

development plan taken as a whole.”.” 

 

6.18 In the Land East of Downend Road, Portchester appeal decision 

[CDJ.1] there was a difference of 2.26 years between the HLS position 

of the Appellant (2.4 years) and the Council (4.66 years). In this 

decision letter, dated 5th November 2019, at paragraph 90, Inspector 

Gould erred on the side of caution and considered the Appellant’s 

housing figures to better represent the then current situation. 

However, notwithstanding this fact, he concluded at paragraph 97 that:  

“I consider that the elements of Policies CS5 and DSP40 that the 

development would be in conflict with are consistent with the 

national policy and are the most important development plan 

policies for the purposes of the determination of this appeal. I 

therefore consider that great weight should be attached to the 

conflict with the development plan that I have identified.”  

6.19 In the case of Land at Newgate Lane (North) and Newgate Lane 

(South), Fareham (CDJ.4) as with other recent appeals, Inspector 

Jenkins did not see a need to determine the precise extent of the 
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shortfall but considered it to be substantial. 

 

6.20 Inspector Jenkins found at paragraph 15 that, in the absence of a five 

year supply, the weight to be afforded to Policies CS14, CS22 and DSP6 

was reduced because of their restrictive effect, and would be 

outweighed by compliance with Policy DSP40. 

 

6.21 At paragraph 100, Inspector Jenkins considered that Policy CS16 was 

unduly onerous, when considered against the NPPF policy on best and 

most versatile agricultural land. 

 

6.22 At paragraph 104, Inspector Jenkins found that: 

104… LP1 Policies CS2 and CS6 are out-of-date. Furthermore, 

against this background, I consider that the weight 

attributable to conflicts with LP1 Policies CS14 and CS22 as 

well as LP2 Policy DSP6, which place strict controls over 

development outside settlement boundaries, is reduced to the 

extent that they derive from settlement boundaries that in 

turn reflect out-of-date housing requirements. 

6.23 Inspector Jenkins went on to give “little weight” to the identified 

conflicts with policies CS14, CS22 and DSP6 (Paragraph 106). 

 

6.24 The matter of weight to be given to Policy DSP40 was considered in his 

[Inspector Jenkin’s] Planning Balance section of the Newgate Lane 

(north) appeal at paragraphs 108 to 110 of his decision letter and due 

to their relevance, I repeat them in full below: 

108. Firstly, the DSP40 contingency seeks to address a situation 

where there is a five-year housing land supply shortfall, by 

providing a mechanism for the controlled release of land 

outside the urban area boundary, within the countryside and 

Strategic Gaps, through a plan-led approach. I consider that 

in principle, consistent with the view of my colleague who 

dealt with appeal Ref. APP/A1720/W/18/3200409, this 

approach accords with the aims of the Framework.  

109. Secondly, consistent with the Framework aim of addressing 

shortfalls, it requires that (i) the proposal is relative in scale 

to the demonstrated supply shortfall and (iv) it would be 

deliverable in the short-term.  
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110. Thirdly, criteria (ii) and (iii) are also consistent with the 

Framework insofar as they: recognise the intrinsic character 

and beauty of the countryside by seeking to minimise any 

adverse impact on the countryside; promote the creation of 

high quality places and having regard to the area’s defining 

characteristics, by respecting the pattern and spatial 

separation of settlements; and, seek to ensure that 

development is sustainably located. They represent a 

relaxation of the requirements of Policies LP1 Policies CS14 

and CS22 as well as LP2 Policy DSP6 in favour of housing land 

supply. However, I consider that the shortfall in the 

Framework required five-year housing land supply, which has 

persisted for a number of years and is larger than those before 

my colleagues, indicates that the balance they strike between 

those other interests and housing supply may be unduly 

restrictive. Under these circumstances, in my judgement, 

considerable, but not full weight is attributable to conflicts 

with LP2 Policy DSP40(ii) and (iii).  

111. Fourthly, insofar as LP2 Policy DSP40(v) seeks to avoid an 

unacceptable impact on highway safety, with particular 

reference to traffic implications, it is consistent with the 

Framework and conflict with that requirement would be a 

matter of the greatest weight. 

6.25 In the recent case of Land at Newgate Lane (East) (CDJ.17), the 

Inspector used the LPAs figure of 3.57 years as a benchmark to assist 

in making his decision (paragraph 45). 

 

6.26 At paragraph 13 Inspector Jones notes that it was common ground 

between the main parties that the key criteria of Policy DSP40 for the 

appeals development are whether the proposal:  

ii Is sustainably located adjacent to, and well related to, the 

existing urban settlement boundaries, and can be well integrated 

with the neighbouring settlement;  

iii Is sensitively designed to reflect the character of the 

neighbouring settlement and to minimise any adverse impact on 

the Countryside and the Strategic Gaps; and  

v.  Would not have any unacceptable environmental ... 

implications.  

6.27 At paragraph 16 Inspector Jones refers to the Peel Common decision 
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[Newgate Lane (North) and (South)] in respect of the weight to be 

attributed to certain policies, stating: 

“I agree with his conclusion that LP1 Policies CS2 and CS6 are 

out-of-date in the terms of the Framework and that against this 

background, the weight attributable to conflicts with Policies 

CS14 and CS22 of the LP1 and LP2 Policy DSP6 is reduced to the 

extent that they derive from settlement boundaries that in turn 

reflect out-of-date housing requirements.”  

6.28 In paragraph 28 of the decision letter Inspector Jones expands upon 

the interpretation of “minimise” in the context of criterion (iii) set out 

in the Peel Common decision letter, stating: 

In summary, he explained that the aim of Policy DSP40 is to 

facilitate housing in the countryside relative in scale to the five-

year housing land supply shortfall, and went on to say that any 

new housing in the countryside would be likely to register some 

adverse landscape and visual effect such that it would be 

reasonable to take ‘minimise’ to mean limiting any adverse 

impact, having regard to factors such as location, scale, 

disposition and landscape treatment. I broadly agree with his 

approach because otherwise the Policy would be likely to 

become self-defeating in terms of failing to reasonably respond 

to a housing delivery shortfall which it is, in part, designed to 

address.  

I agree that policy DSP40 does not require adverse landscape and 

visual impacts to be entirely avoided. What is required by DSP40(iii) is 

that such impacts are minimised and reduced to levels that would not 

constitute unacceptable implications (to draw on the wording of 

criterion v). What is unacceptable will depend on the context, including 

whether the landscape is a valued landscape, where (all other things 

being equal) adverse landscape and visual effects are more likely to be 

unacceptable and in breach of DSP40. It is material to note that the 

Peel Common site was not within a valued landscape. 

 

6.29 At paragraph 34, Inspector Jones concluded that the loss of Grade 3a 

BMV agricultural land (76% of the 4.1ha site) would breach LPP1 policy 

CS16 but would not be an unacceptable environmental implication in 

the terms of LPP2 Policy DSP40(v).   
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6.30 Finally, in the planning balance the Inspector sets out at paragraphs 

45 and 46 the weight he attaches to various policies: 

“45. FBC cannot currently demonstrate a Framework compliant 

supply of housing land. Although the main parties have differing 

views on the extent of the housing delivery shortfall, FBC and 

the appellant agree that supply lies in the range of 0.95 to 3.57 

years. Although it seems likely to be lower based on the 

evidence before me, I have used FBC’s figure of 3.57 years as a 

benchmark to assist in making my decision. On that basis, the 

fact that the appeals development would be at odds with the 

area’s strategy for the location of new housing and conflict, in 

that regard, with the development plan, including with LP1 

Policies CS2, CS6 and CS14, and LP2 Policy DSP6, currently 

carries limited weight. 

46. Although the weight attributable to the wider conflicts with 

LP1 Policies CS14 and CS22 is reduced, there would nonetheless 

be harm caused to the character and appearance of the area, 

including in terms of the Strategic Gap. LP2 Policy DSP40 criteria 

(ii) and (iii), however, carry greater weight, albeit that the 

evidence indicates that the balance they strike between other 

interests, including character / appearance and the Strategic 

Gap, and housing supply may be unduly restrictive given that 

the housing supply shortfall has persisted for a number of years 

in spite of this Policy. For the purposes of making my decision I 

have treated LP1 Policy CS17 as carrying full weight.” 

 
Conclusions on the weight to be afforded to Policy DSP40 
 

6.31 A breach of policy DSP40 puts a development squarely at odds with 

the Council’s development strategy and the core principle that planning 

for the future should be genuinely plan led.  

 

6.32 Policy DSP40 has been crafted and found sound in order to deal with 

this precise situation – the lack of a five-year supply. The development 

plan requires that an application such as the instant one, should be 

dealt with in accordance with this policy. It is by complying with the 

terms of this policy that proposed development for housing outside of 

the settlement boundary escapes the fundamental constraints of 

settlement boundary policy. This inherent flexibility ensures that the 

Policy maintains consistency with the emphasis at NPPF paragraph 60 
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on ‘significantly boosting the supply of homes’ and with the NPPF as a 

whole. Policy DSP40 is wholly consistent with the NPPF as it includes a 

procedure to assess granting planning permission for additional 

housing sites beyond the settlement boundary when a five-year 

housing land supply cannot be demonstrated. 

 

6.33 Having regard to the findings of the Inspectors in the above appeal 

decisions, it is clear in my view that even though Policy DSP40 may be 

deemed to out of date by virtue of paragraph 11 and footnote 8 of the 

NPPF, it can be afforded full (or at the very least very substantial) 

weight in the planning balance and conflict with it should therefore be 

a matter of the greatest consideration. 

 
 

Conclusions on the weight to be afforded to Other Policies 

 

6.34 As a result of the absence of a five year housing land supply, it is 

common ground that policies CS2, CS6 and DSP6 are out of date and 

that the weight to be attributable to conflicts with policies CS14 and 

CS22 is reduced, but only to the extent they derive from settlement 

boundaries that reflect out of date housing requirements (Planning 

SoCG paragraphs 4.4 and 4.5). I give those policies, or parts thereof, 

which specifically relate to the provision or location of new housing 

limited weight due to the housing supply shortfall. However, policies 

CS14 and DSP6 both contain criteria which to seek to control 

development which would adversely affect landscape character and 

appearance. Since the appeal site is within a valued landscape, the 

landscape protection elements of those policies are consistent with the 

NPPF and, in line with the Posbrook Lane decision (CDJ.2) (Paragraph 

67) should in my view attract significant weight, rather than the limited 

weight attributed in the Newgate Lane North and South decision 

(CDJ.4) (Paragraph 106) and Newgate Lane East decision (CDJ.17) 

(Paragraph 45), where the landscape was not considered to be ‘valued’. 

 

6.35 I accept (in line with paragraph 100 of the Newgate Lane North and 

South decision) that policy CS16 is more onerous than the approach in 

paragraph 174(b) of the NPPF, but it is nonetheless broadly aligned 
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with the NPPF requirement that the economic and other benefits of best 

and most versatile agricultural land should be recognised in decisions, 

and so should in my view attract significant weight. 

 

6.36 The remainder of the relevant policies are in my view consistent with 

the NPPF and should attract full weight.  

 

Weight to be Given to Emerging Local Plan Policies 

 

6.37 I consider that some weight can be attached to the emerging Fareham 

Local Plan 2037 and its policies, with the amount of weight being 

governed by the tests under paragraph 48 of the NPPF.  

 

How should NPPF Paragraph 11(d) be applied? 

 

6.38 The proper approach to paragraph 11 (in the equivalent context of the 

NPPF 2018) was considered by Sir Keith Lindblom, Senior President of 

Tribunals in the Court of Appeal in the case of Monkhill Ltd v 

SSHCLG [2021] EWCA Civ 74 [CDK.10]. 

 

6.39 The proposal does not, in my view, accord with the development plan 

and so does not fall within paragraph 11(c) of the NPPF.  

 
6.40 NPPF Footnote 8 explains that 'the most important' development plan 

policies in determining planning applications for housing are 'out-of-

date' where the local planning authority cannot demonstrate a five-

year supply of deliverable housing sites.  

 

6.41 NPPF 11(d), which I set out in section 5 above, provides two tests. It 

is the correct approach (see Monkhill) to apply these tests sequentially, 

the first test being whether there are policies within the Framework 

which provide a clear reason for refusing the Appeal Development.  

 

6.42 I consider that there are policies of this type in the Framework, as 

referenced at footnote 7 of paragraph 11(d) ('habitats sites' and 

‘designated heritage assets’). In respect of ‘heritage assets’ it is the 

Council’s position that there is harm arising which is not outweighed 
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by the public benefits. In respect of ‘habitats sites’ it has not yet been 

established that there would be no adverse effects on the integrity of 

any European Sites (see section 8 of my Proof).  

 

6.43 As to how what is now footnote 8 operates where a footnote 7 policy 

is in play, Sir Keith Lindblom, held at 28 of Monkhill:  

 

“28. The crucial question in this appeal is whether, on its true 

construction, the policy in paragraph 11d)i of the NPPF includes 

the application of the policy in the first part of paragraph 172, 

because the application of that policy is capable of providing a 

“clear reason for refusing” planning permission. In my opinion, 

as Holgate J. held, it does. The sense of the word “provides” in 

paragraph 11d)i is that the application of the policy in question 

yields a clear reason for refusal – in the decision-maker’s view, 

as a matter of planning judgment … . It is not that the policy 

itself contains some provision expressed in words one might 

expect to see in a local planning authority’s decision notice. And 

I do not accept that a policy, when applied, can only provide a 

“clear reason for [refusal]” if it includes its own self-contained 

criteria or test, failure of which will be, or will normally be, fatal 

to the proposal. That is not what the policy in paragraph 11d)i 

says, and it is not to be inferred from the policy. Nor is there 

any indication in footnote 6 that this was what the Government 

intended. Nowhere is it suggested that the footnote includes 

only some parts of the policies to which it refers, or that only a 

policy formulated in a particular way will qualify as relevant for 

the purposes of paragraph 11d)i. 

6.44 Since there is a clear reason for refusal on heritage grounds (and 

currently on habitats grounds too) the tilted balance under paragraph 

11 d) (ii) does not fall to be applied.  

 

6.45 Even if there were not clear reasons for refusal on heritage and habitats 

grounds, I consider that the adverse impacts significantly and 

demonstrably outweigh the benefits, as I explain in section 10 below. 
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7 HOUSING LAND SUPPLY 

Introduction 

7.1 As set out in the 5YHLS SOCG, the parties have reached considerable 

agreement on five-year housing land supply issues:  

• It is agreed that the five-year period to be used for the purpose 

of calculating the five-year housing land supply position for this 

Appeal is 1st January 2021 to 31st December 2025 (HLS SoCG 

Paragraph 3.1). 

• It is agreed that the housing requirement falls to be measured 

against the local housing need figure calculated using the 

standard method (HLS SoCG Paragraph 3.2). 

• It is agreed that the starting point derived from the standard 

method equates to 2,695 dwellings over the five-year period (or 

539 dwellings per annum) (5YHLS SOCG para 3.3) but that this 

requires a 20% uplift, giving a five year requirement of 3,234 

dwellings (HLS SoCG Paragraphs 3.3 to 3.5). 

• It is agreed that the Council is unable to demonstrate a five-year 

supply of housing for the period 1st January 2021 to 31st 

December 2025 (5YHLS SOCG para 2.2).  The Council considers 

the 5YHLS position to be 3.57 years while the Appellant 

considers it to be 0.93 years (HLS SoCG Paragraphs 4.1 and 4.2) 

with the respective positions summarised in Table 1 at para 4.3 

and the supply differences set out in Appendix 1 of the HLS SoCG 

• Whilst there is a disagreement on the extent of the shortfall, it 

is agreed, on either position, that the shortfall is significant and 

the weight to be attached to the delivery of housing from the 

Appeal Scheme is significant; and as such (on Hallam 

principles) it is not considered necessary for the Inspector to 

conclude on the precise extent of the shortfall (HLS SoCG 

Paragraph 5.3).    

 

7.2 Therefore, as set out at paragraph 5.4 of the HLS SoCG neither party 

will call their respective witnesses to deal with housing land supply 
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matters, unless such evidence is requested by the Inspector. This will 

save time and resources and will enable a more efficient inquiry 

process. That said, I recognise that it is ultimately a matter for the 

Inspector’s judgement whether he wishes to investigate the five year 

housing land supply in greater detail, and I have therefore set out in 

detail below the evidence to support the Council’s position that it is 

correct in asserting that the current 5yr supply is 3.57 years. 

 

The Five-Year Housing Requirement  

 
7.3 Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) advice in respect of housing and 

economic needs assessment states that there is no requirement to 

specifically address under-delivery separately when determining what 

the housing requirement should be as the affordability adjustment is 

applied to take account of this.  The only instance where past under-

delivery is required to be taken into account is where an alternative 

approach to the standard method is used (Paragraph:011 Reference 

ID: 2a-01120190220).  

 

7.4 The projected annual household growth should be based on 10 

consecutive years, with the current year being used as the starting 

point from which to calculate growth over that period (PPG Paragraph 

004 Reference ID: 2a-004-202001216).  The 2014 based household 

projections use calendar years, not financial, and therefore the 

household growth has been calculated from 2021-2031 for a base 

date of January 2021.  Paragraphs 427-428 of the Inspector’s Report 

on the Land off Station Road, Long Melford appeal 

(APP/D3505/W/18/3214377) (CDJ.16) also judged that the starting 

point should be the current year. In this case the base date for supply 

is 1st January 2021.   

 

7.5 The base date of 1st January 2021 means that the affordability ratios 

used in determining the housing requirement were appropriate.  At 

that time the 2019 affordability ratios, published in March 2020, were 

the most recent as per the PPG.  However, the Council acknowledges 

that in April 2021 the affordability ratio of 2020 was adjusted requiring 

a minimum local housing need of 541 dwellings per annum (dpa).  
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7.6 In light of this change in circumstances, the Council has updated its 

five-year housing land requirement based on the affordability ratio 

that now applies from 1st April 2021.  On this basis, the updated 

housing requirement for the period 1st January 2021 - 31st December 

2025 is 2,695 dwellings, based on a requirement of 508dpa for the 3 

months 1st January – 31st March 2021 and 541dpa for the 4 years and 

9 months between 1st April 2021 – 31st December 2025 – producing 

the agreed starting point housing requirement of 539dpa (5YHLS 

SoCG Paragraph 3.3).  

 

7.7 As a result of the Housing Delivery Test results published in February 

2021, it is agreed that it is appropriate to apply a 20% buffer to the 

requirement, giving a five year requirement of 3,234 dwellings for the 

period 1st January 2021 to 31st December 2025 (5YHLS SOCG para 

3.4-5).    

 
Five-Year Deliverable Housing Supply: Key Principles  

 
7.8 In order to be considered deliverable (see page 66 of the NPPF) all 

sites must as a minimum have offered a suitable location for 

development at the base-date; they must have been available at the 

base date; and there must have been a realistic prospect of delivery 

within five-years from the base date of the assessment – this being 

1st January 2021.  

 

7.9 Additionally, permitted sites which do not involve major development 

and sites with detailed planning permission should be considered as 

deliverable sites unless there is clear evidence that new dwellings will 

not be delivered within five years.   

 

7.10 Sites with outline planning permission for major development, sites 

allocated within the development plan, sites with the grant of planning 

permission in principle and sites identified on a brownfield register can 

only be considered deliverable where there is clear evidence that 

completions will begin on site within five years.   
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Fareham’s Housing Delivery Test Action Plan  

 

7.11 The Housing Delivery Test: 2020 measurement was published on the 

19th January 2021 and confirmed that the Council had achieved 79% 

of the housing required for the Borough for the three years from 2017-

2020.  As such the Council has been required to produce an Action 

Plan in accordance with paragraph 75 of the NPPF and national 

planning guidance. One of the purposes of such Action Plans is to 

identify the measures already undertaken and those proposed to be 

undertaken in order to boost the delivery of new housing within 

Boroughs.  The Fareham Borough Council Housing Delivery Test 

Action Plan was produced in May 2021 (CDH.8) and approved for 

publication in June 2021. It identifies the following measures that 

have been, or will be, adopted in order to boost the delivery of 

housing:  

• Local Plan - priority will be given to the examination and 

subsequent adoption of the Local Plan.  

• Welborne Garden Village is regarded as an essential part of the 

Council’s ongoing housing delivery programme.   

• Nitrate mitigation sites have been identified and are ensuring that 

residential sites subject to a resolution to grant planning consent 

are being approved  

• Nitrate neutrality – lobbying of Government.  

• Development management – in the form of releasing appropriate 

greenfield sites for development, working with developers in order 

to bring forward sites through the use of Planning Performance 

Agreements and, through the use of conditions, by requiring the 

implementation of consents within a relatively short time period.  

• Developer engagement – to include regular updates of the 

Brownfield Register and regular call for sites.  

• Affordable housing programme – the adoption of a new Affordable 

Housing Strategy and through identification of land owned by the 

Council.  
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• Fareham Town Centre Regeneration – the draft Local Plan focusses 

on the search for additional housing sites in sustainable locations 

in the Fareham Town Centre.  

 

7.12 In the short time since June 2021 when the Action Plan was approved 

there has been significant progress in several areas. As already set 

out paragraph 5.29 of this Proof, the Council submitted the Fareham 

Local Plan 2037 for examination on 30th September 2021. This is in 

line with the Council’s Local Development Scheme (LDS) which gives 

submission as being during Autumn 2021, Examination during 

Winter/Spring 2021/2022 and adoption in Autumn 2022. 

Furthermore, outline planning permission was granted for Welborne 

Garden Village, a new 6,000 home community north of Fareham, on 

the same day, 30th September 2021. With regards to the issue of 

nutrient neutrality, as stated in paragraphs 5.7 – 5.12 of the Action 

Plan the Council has agreements in place to enable several nutrient 

mitigation schemes to be available for development schemes in the 

Borough. At the time of preparing this Proof three such schemes are 

now in place delivering mitigation solutions for developers. 

 

7.13 As a result of these positive actions, it is clear that the supply of 

housing has increased and that some delivery constraints have been 

overcome.  As such, the Council considers that its housing land supply 

position has since considerably improved and is confident that, going 

forward, ongoing plan-led delivery will further improve the extent that 

the Council will be able to demonstrate a five-year housing supply 

position.  

 

Overview of the Council’s Position on the Deliverable Housing 

Supply  

 
7.14 The most recent and publicly available five-year housing land supply 

position update was produced by the Council on 17th February 2021 

(CDH.7) and gave a projected position of 4.2 years supply.   
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7.15 However, the Council now considers that it has a 5YHLS of 3.57 years, 

as set out in the Table below.  The difference from the 17th February 

2021 position comes from the changed housing requirement (rows A-

E) and a decrease in delivery from dwellings with a resolution to grant 

planning permission that are expected to be built by 31st December 

2025 (row I):   

  

Fareham Borough – current Housing Land Supply Position  

A  Local Housing Need: Dwellings per annum  539  

B  Local Housing Need: Total requirement for 1st January 

2021 to 31st December 2025 (A x 5)  

2,695  

C  20% buffer – delivery of housing over the previous 3 

years has fallen below 85% of the requirement, as set 

out in the 2020 Housing Delivery Test results (B x 20%)  

539  

D  Total housing requirement for period from 1st 

January 2021 to 31st December 2025 (B + C)  

3,234  

E  Annual requirement for period from 1st January 2021 to 

31st December 2025 (D/5)  

647  

 

 F  Net outstanding planning permissions for small sites (1-4 

units expected to be built by 31st December 2025 

(discounted by 10% for lapses)  

69  

G  Net outstanding full planning permissions for large sites 

(5 or more units) expected to be built by 31st December 

2025  

402  

H  Net outstanding outline planning permissions for large 

sites (5 or more units) expected to be built by 31st 

December 2025  

296  

I  Dwellings with a resolution to Grant Planning Permission 

that are expected to be built by 31st December 2025  

1132  

J  Dwellings allocated in Adopted Local Plan that are 

expected to be built by 31st December 2025   

33  

K  Dwellings from brownfield register sites that are expected 

to be built by 31st December 2025  

276  
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L  Small site windfall allowance (years 4-5) (51dwellings x 2 

years  

102  

M  Expected housing supply for the period from 1st 

January 2021 to 31st December 2025 

(F+G+H+I+J+K+L)  

2,310  

N  Housing Land Supply Position over period from 1st January 

2021 to 31st December 2025 (M-D)  

-924  

O  Housing Supply in Years (M/E)  3.57  

  

7.16 To assist the Inspector, an update is provided as FBC.11 with further 

information on the progress with each of the sites referred to in the 

February 2021 position paper. 

 

Nitrate mitigation  

 

7.17 The issue of nitrate mitigation has constrained the ability of the 

Council to grant planning permission for new dwellings.  However, this 

obstacle has now been resolved and the Council are currently issuing 

consents upon completion of appropriate legal agreements.  

Furthermore, it is clear that, moving forward, this issue should not 

arise again for the foreseeable future.    

 

7.18 Nitrate mitigation problems date back to February 2019, when 

European case law led Natural England to issue advice to relevant 

local planning authorities recommending that an Appropriate 

Assessment be undertaken for schemes that result in a net increase 

of one new dwelling where there is a likely significant impact on 

European Protected Sites (EPS).  The rationale for this premise is that 

overnight accommodation (to include dwellings) generates nitrates in 

wastewater that will be discharged into the Solent and thereby harm 

EPS’s.  

 

7.19 Residential applications are therefore required to demonstrate nitrate 

mitigation. This has proved to be difficult for some sites, not just 

within Fareham, but also in numerous adjoining and neighbouring 

local authorities.  Agricultural uses also generate nitrates (through the 
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use, for example of nitrate fertilizer, or through the rearing of 

livestock) and thus the typical means of mitigation is through the 

removal of land from agricultural production.  This can be carried out 

through the planting of woodland or creation of wetland habitats – the 

‘rewilding’ of these agriculture sites create ‘mitigation sites’.  

 

7.20 This solution is space hungry, and typical development sites are 

simply too small to be able provide adequate space to mitigate their 

nitrate loads.  This has meant that for a period of time, the majority 

of applications in the system since February 2019 have been unable 

to demonstrate nitrate neutrality.  Until this issue had been resolved 

such applications were left undetermined.  As set out in paragraph 

4.12 of the Housing Delivery Test Action Plan (CDH.8) at one point in 

2020 some 1,400 dwellings could not be progressed pending 

resolution of this issue.   

 

7.21 However, since September 2020 various mitigation sites have come 

forward to unlock application sites. The process is therefore one where 

applicants, during the application process, can make contact with a 

mitigation site operator.  Credits are then purchased on the basis of 

an agreed nitrate load thereby requiring that the site operator will 

implement the terms of the overarching contract entered into with the 

Council – namely to remove relevant land from agricultural use and 

provide it as, for example, woodland or wetland habitats.   

 

Mitigation Sites  

 

7.22 There are currently three mitigation sites that applicants can access, 

as follows:  

• Little Duxmore Farm, Rowlands Lane, Havenstreet, Isle of Wight    

• Heaton’s Farm, Colemans Lane, Porchfield, Isle of Wight  

• Warnford Park  

 

7.23 Paragraph 5.10 of the Housing Delivery Test Action Plan identifies that 

agreements are in place with private operators to deliver 4,000 
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credits, which is sufficient for some 5,000 dwellings.  Paragraph 5.12 

states that there is an ongoing need to identify and secure future 

mitigation sites to help secure medium and long term housing supply. 

 

7.24 All three mitigation sites are located in adjoining local authorities, 

which therefore means that residential schemes from other local 

authority areas, can purchase credits to mitigate their own nitrate 

load.  In addition, it is understood that Little Duxmore Farm is at, or 

nearing, capacity and will soon be unable to make a significant 

contribution to nitrate mitigation.  

 

7.25 Discussions have been held between the LPA and the agent acting for 

the Warnford Park mitigation site, who has confirmed the following: 

 

• There are currently available some 3,000kgs of nitrates that can 

be used to mitigate residential schemes.  

• The operators have entered into an overarching agreement with 

Fareham Borough Council in order to mitigate relevant 

residential schemes. However, no other meaningful discussions 

have been held with other, adjoining or neighbouring local 

authorities.  Thus, at the present time only sites within the 

Borough can mitigate nitrate load at Warnford Park.  

 

7.26 In addition, it has been confirmed by the Council that Heaton’s Farm, 

Colemans Lane currently has some 486 kg of nitrates available for 

mitigation. However, it is understood that currently one other local 

authority, other than Fareham Borough Council, has access to this 

mitigation site.   

 

7.27 Thus, it is clear that access to some 3,486 kg of nitrate mitigation at 

Warnford Park and Colemans Lane will be available to residential 

schemes within Fareham for the short to medium term thereby 

helping to secure a sufficient and sustainable level of local housing 

supply.   

 

7.28 This is in addition to access that applicants may have to other sites 

that may come forward in the future.  
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7.29 The ability of individual sites to mitigate their nitrate load will vary.  

However, it is common for some sites to be able to demonstrate 

nitrate neutrality and therefore not be required to access the 

mitigation sites of Warnford Park or Colemans Lane.  WGV, for 

example is to be nitrate neutral and is expected to deliver 390 

dwellings over the next five years.  This Appeal Site (plus the blue-

edged land also under the control of the Appellant) is another 

example.  These sites will not therefore be required to look for off-site 

nitrate mitigation.  

 

7.30 The Habitats Regulations Assessment for the emerging Local Plan 

estimates (in para 6.6.16) (CDF.7) that the total nitrogen budget for 

the Plan is 2,182.62 kg/TN/year. This calculation, as set out in 

Appendix III of this document, is based on an assessment of the 

nitrate load of both allocated sites and windfall sites.  The Appendix 

also sets out the assumptions made in this assessment and so will 

vary.  However, identified mitigation sites should have sufficient 

capacity to cater for demands within the Borough for a considerable 

period of time and well beyond the next five years. 

 

Nitrate Summary  

 

7.31 It is clear that the Council has played a demonstrably positive and 

proactive role in securing nitrate mitigation. This has already had a 

significant and positive impact on the supply of housing this year 

enabling the Council to grant planning permission on sites that were 

otherwise unable to mitigate nitrate load before.  

 

7.32 It is, therefore, clear that previous issues that the Council have had 

with regard to issuing consents have now been resolved and that a 

number of permissions have been granted thus enabling these sites 

to come forward.  Furthermore, adequate nitrate mitigation can be 

provided for the foreseeable future ensuring that a sufficient level of 

housing supply can be maintained.  
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Projected Housing Land Supply within the context of the Emerging 

Local Plan    

 

7.33 The Council has clearly made good progress in addressing ongoing 

housing land supply issues. Further work is still required and the 

Council acknowledge that it cannot yet demonstrate a five-year 

housing land supply position, but are confident that they will be able 

to do so in the near future in light of the emerging Local Plan and 

WGV progress.  

 

7.34 The Council has published its Local Development Scheme (June 2021) 

(CDF.6), which sets out the timetable to adoption of the emerging 

Local Plan, as per the following:  

• Consultation on revised publication local plan (Reg. 19) – 

Spring/Summer 2021  

• Submission to the Secretary of State – Autumn 2021  

• Examination – Winter/Spring 2021/2022  

• Adoption – Autumn/Winter 2022  

7.35 The Council submitted the Plan for independent examination on 30th 

September 2021 in accordance with this timetable. The Council is of 

the opinion that the remainder of the timetable for the adoption of the 

Emerging Local Plan is a realistic one.  PINS maintain a list of recent 

local plans by reference to submission and adoption dates. Whilst a 

number of local plans submitted since 2019 have yet to be adopted 

there have been a number that have been adopted between 10 

months and 1 year 9 months, as per the following table:  

 

Review of timescales of recently adopted local plans 

(submission to adoption)  

Local Council   Submitted   Adopted   Timescale   

Chesterfield BC  28/06/2019  15/07/2020  1 yr 1 month  

Durham CC  28/06/2019  21/10/2020  1 yr 4 months  

Hackney  23/01/2019  22/07/2020  1 yr 6 months  
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London Legacy DC 08/03/2019  21/07/2020  1 yr 4 months  

North York Moors NPA  02/07/2019  27/07/2020  1 yr  

Northumberland NPA 30/09/2019  15/07/2020  10 months  

Oxford CC (2016-36)  22/03/2019  08/06/2020  1 yr 3 months  

South Kesteven DC  14/01/2019  30/01/2020  1 yr  

South Oxfordshire DC  29/03/2019  10/12/2020  1 yr 9 months  

Suffolk Coastal DC 29/03/2019  23/09/2020  1 yr 6 months  

Average   1 yr 3 months 

  

7.36 In order to be considered sound, Local Plans should be deliverable as 

well as ambitious. There is also a requirement that the Local Plan 

should establish a five-year housing land supply upon adoption.  In 

this regard and taking into account the requirement for a 20% buffer 

on five-year housing land supply, the specific figures of the stepped 

housing target proposed are necessary in order to both achieve a five 

year housing land supply on adoption of the Local Plan that is realistic 

and can be sustained going forward. It is important to note that the 

stepped housing requirement is not expressed as a maximum figure 

and therefore allows for more dwellings than the target to be delivered 

per annum. The total requirement and the stepped targets reflect 

what can be delivered as evidenced in the SHELAA. The trajectory has 

been informed by regular engagement with developers and 

landowners and is considered to be reasonable and realistic.  

 

7.37 It is correct that this means the minimum housing need of 2,705 

homes will be exceeded.  However, the Local Plan is required to secure 

a 5YHLS on adoption and the unmet need contribution and 20% buffer 

need to be applied.  Once you factor in these requirements, the total 

requirement would actually be 3,588, hence the proposal for the 

stepped requirement.  
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Evidence that Policy DSP40 is effective 

 
7.38 As set out earlier in my evidence, the Council has an express policy 

permitting development in the countryside if DSP40 is satisfied and 

has used that policy to grant permissions when appropriate to do so.  

The very presence of the policy bolstered with the comments of the 

Inspector who found it sound, demonstrate that the Council is serious 

about addressing the situation.  The Inspectors in the Appeal decisions 

referred to above appreciated that the Council was serious about 

addressing the shortfall and this policy was intended to do that – this 

is why it should be given full weight and any breach of it very 

significant weight.  

 

7.39 Furthermore, through the Plan-making work, the Council has publicly 

identified potential sites as being appropriate for development, thus 

encouraging applications to be made. Significant progress has been 

made in granting permission for major housing sites compliant with 

policy DSP40 on land at Warsash, Titchfield and Funtley.  

 

7.40 In Warsash planning permission has been granted for a total of 255 

homes on land outside of the urban settlement boundaries included 

as a draft housing allocation in the publication local plan (housing 

allocation HA1 measuring 33.43 ha with an indicative yield of 824 

dwellings).  A further 431 houses are the subject of favourable 

resolutions to grant permission meaning once issued very shortly the 

Council will have permitted 686 homes due to the compliance of these 

proposed developments with policy DSP40 and in light of the Council’s 

lack of a five year housing land supply.  This is a significant 

contribution towards addressing the shortfall in housing supply 

brought about due to the efficacy of this policy which is designed for 

such a scenario.  

 
7.41 At Titchfield on land to the east of Southampton Road, outline 

planning permission has been granted for up to 105 homes (reference 

P/18/0068/OA) following an assessment by Officers of compliance 

with policy DSP40 and a favourable resolution by the Council’s 
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Planning Committee.  Officers found no conflict with the constituent 

parts of policy DSP40, for example due to actual and significant harm 

to the character and appearance of the area. Reserved Matters 

approval has recently been granted for 95 dwellings (reference 

P/20/1584/RM). This site comprises part of a larger draft housing 

allocation in the publication local plan (HA3 measuring 7.6 ha) 

estimated to be able to accommodate up to 348 dwellings.  It is 

another example of how development land identified in the publication 

local plan as a potential site for housing has been brought forward 

ahead of the plan process due to the permissive ability of policy 

DSP40.  

 
7.42 In Funtley, two housing sites have been permitted providing a total of 

82 homes (references P/17/1135/OA and P/18/0067/OA) in light of 

positive recommendations from Officers to the Planning Committee 

after careful consideration of policy DSP40.  

 
7.43 The planning permissions granted or soon to be issued at these three 

‘clusters’ alone will deliver a total of 873 dwellings within the 

countryside as a result of the application of policy DSP40.  

 
7.44 At Down End Road, Portchester, during the recent public inquiry the 

single outstanding issue of safe highway design was resolved and the 

appeal was subsequently allowed for 350 dwellings. [CDJ.18] 

 

 
Overall conclusion on 5-year housing land supply  

 

7.45 For the reasons set out above, although the Council accepts that it is 

currently unable to demonstrate a 5-year housing land supply and 

that the shortfall is significant, I consider that the 3.57 year housing 

land supply figure relied upon by the Council is appropriate and that 

the housing land supply should continue to improve in the future 

through plan-led delivery.    
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Affordable Housing 

 

Need  

 

7.46 It is common ground that there is a significant unmet affordable need 

within the Borough (main SoCG paragraph 4.14). In this section I 

consider the extent of that need.  

 

7.47 The Council’s latest document setting out the need for affordable 

housing in the Borough is ‘Fareham’s Affordable Housing Strategy 

2019-2036’ (Core document CDH.28, page 11). It identifies a need 

for around 3,500 affordable homes in the Borough over the period 

2019-2036, equivalent to 206 affordable homes per annum (to 

include an allowance of 500 for new households and those falling into 

need).  

 
7.48 On this basis, the shortfall in the delivery of affordable housing 

between 2011/12- 2018-19 is as set out in the following table:  

 

 

 
7.49 For the eight-year period between 2011/12 - 2018/19 the overall 

affordable housing need was 1,648 dwellings (i.e. 8 x 206dpa). Over 

this period some 610 dwellings were delivered and thus there is a 

shortfall of 1,038 dwellings (based on MHCLG live tables).  

 

7.50 There is no evidence that the shortfall in supply of affordable dwellings 

has resulted in an increase in affordable housing need within the 

Borough. The number of households on the Council’s waiting list for 

social and affordable rented housing has not increased in the last few 
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years, but has remained generally constant at around 1,000-1,100 

households as per the following table:  

 

 
7.51 Current indications from Help to Buy South are that the numbers 

registered for intermediate affordable homes have decreased 

significantly since 2018/19.  

 

Future Affordable Housing Supply  

 

7.52 The Council has appointed a dedicated post in 2018 to take a strategic 

lead on progressing affordable housing opportunities within the 

Borough. Since that date the Council has pushed forward with the 

delivery of new affordable housing. Typically, projects start on site 

within 12 months of a full planning consent and thus delivery is 

expected within five years.  

 

7.53 Since the adoption of the Affordable Housing Strategy in 2019 the 

following affordable housing sites have either been completed or are 

anticipated to be progressed during 2021/22:  
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7.54 The projects outlined in the Table above alone comprise 61 affordable 

dwellings that are anticipated to be completed by the end of 2022.  

 

7.55 It is also anticipated that, in future years, progress will be made with 

regard to the following sites as shown in the Table below:  

 

 

 
7.56 The projects as outlined above are part of an ongoing programme 

seeking to deliver affordable housing within the Borough. The Council 

is working with Local Registered Providers who are able to boost the 

supply of affordable housing. Thus, some schemes are able to be 

provided as up to 100% affordable housing. Examples of where this 

is in the process of occurring are North Funtley (P/17/1135/OA), 

where consent has been granted for 27 dwellings, and land east of 

Southampton Road, (P/18/0068/OA) for 105 dwellings. 

 

7.57 The Council acknowledges that at Welborne the minimum 

requirement is for 10% of the housing to be affordable up to the first 

3000 units. Approximately 3960 units are likely to be completed 

within the plan period to 2037. As a best case at this stage, it is 

therefore likely that c.396 affordable dwellings will be provided over 

the plan period. 

 
7.58 A viability review mechanism will be in place, starting from the 

delivery of 3,000 homes, with a view to enabling additional affordable 

housing on the site above the minimum 10% requirement subject to 

meeting certain pre-requirements. The developer has indicated that 

it remains its target to provide as close to 30% affordable housing as 

possible across the lifetime of the scheme.  
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7.59 Whilst affordable housing provision at Welborne is currently below 

that originally anticipated by the Council, this must be viewed against 

an improving position both in respect of a likely reduction in the 

number of households registered in housing need in the Borough 

(subject to the outcome of the review of affordable housing needs) 

and the more proactive role that the Council is now taking to progress 

affordable housing schemes within the Borough with successful 

outcomes.  
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8 HABITATS CONSIDERATIONS 

 

Considerations Arising in the Putative Reasons for Refusal 

 

8.1 As set out in section 6 above, permission cannot be granted unless 

the Inspector (as competent authority) is satisfied beyond a 

reasonable scientific doubt that there will be no adverse effect on 

the integrity of any European Sites. Putative reasons for refusal (e), 

(f) and (g) relate to impacts on European Sites in respect of 

recreational disturbance, impacts on the Brent Goose and Solent 

Waders network, and nutrients. It is common ground that mitigation 

is required in respect of each of these to avoid an adverse effect on 

integrity (Planning SoCG paragraph 3.15).   

 

8.2 Each of these issues was addressed in paragraphs 8.22 to 8.29 of the 

report to committee. 

 
8.3 The first of these effects addressed in the report is the loss of part of 

a Primary Support Area (F48B) for waders and brent geese, qualifying 

features of the EPS, as identified in the Solent Waders and Brent 

Goose Strategy (SWBGS) [CDH.3]. The Appellant has proposed an 

area of adjacent land to the east of the Appeal Site (part of the blue 

edged land) as a Bird Conservation Area (BCA). Outline proposals 

have been provided as to how the BCA would be set out, managed 

and maintained. It is also stated by the Appellant that the Hampshire 

& Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust (HIWWT) have agreed to take on the 

BCA and manage it in perpetuity. Natural England have raised no 

objection to the proposals in principle.  

 

8.4 If planning permission is to be granted it would be necessary to secure 

the provision and future management of the BCA by way of a suitably 

worded set of obligations in a Section 106 legal agreement or 

unilateral undertaking. It is common ground that if a Section 106 

properly secures provision and management of a suitable BCA, reason 

for refusal (f) would no longer apply (Planning SoCG paragraph 3.17). 

The Appellant has provided a new document bringing together the 
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proposals for the BCA in one place (Bird Conservation Area Proposals 

by Tetra Tech November 2021 – CDAA.6). The Council considers 

these revised and consolidated proposals to be satisfactory so as to 

be able to conclude that (so long as they are secured) there would be 

no adverse effect on the integrity of the EPS as a result of the loss of 

part of the Primary Support Area. 

 

8.5 The second likely significant effect on EPS relates to deterioration in 

the water environment through increased nitrogen. Natural England 

has highlighted that there is existing evidence of high levels of 

nitrogen and phosphorus in parts of The Solent with evidence of 

eutrophication. Natural England has further highlighted that increased 

levels of nitrate entering the Solent (because of increased amounts of 

wastewater from new dwellings) will have a likely significant effect 

upon the EPS.  

 
8.6 Achieving nutrient neutrality is one way to address the existing 

uncertainty surrounding the impact of new development on 

designated sites. Natural England have provided a methodology for 

calculating nutrient budgets and options for mitigation should this be 

necessary. The nutrient neutrality calculation includes key inputs and 

assumptions that are based on the best available scientific evidence 

and research, however for each input there is a degree of uncertainty. 

Natural England advise local planning authorities to take a 

precautionary approach when addressing uncertainty and calculating 

nutrient budgets.  

 

8.7 The Appellant has submitted a nutrient budget for the development. 

Whilst that budget shows the development would result in a reduction 

in the amount of nitrogen reaching the water environment, the budget 

has been calculated for the Appeal Site plus the adjacent blue-edged 

land proposed to comprise the BCA. Taken by itself the development 

would not be nutrient neutral and so would rely on this adjacent land 

being taken out of its current use for grazing.  With that in mind the 

Appellant has produced a new Nutrient Budget (FCPR) which is 

CDAA.5. The Council is satisfied that this document now demonstrates 

that, when taking into account the agricultural land to be changed to 
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a BCA as well as the appeal site itself, nutrient neutrality would be 

achieved.   

 

8.8 Without a Section 106 legal agreement or unilateral undertaking 

being in place to secure this and to restrict the use of the mitigation 

land in the future, and for the lifetime of the development, the 

proposal fails to appropriately secure such mitigation to avoid any 

adverse effects on EPS. At the time of the Planning SoCG being 

produced along with my Proof being prepared, the unilateral 

undertaking is yet to be finalised.  However, provided the unilateral 

undertaking appropriately secures nutrient neutrality, the Council is 

satisfied that the necessary mitigation of impacts on European 

Protected Sites (“EPS”) will be provided and secured.  

 

8.9 The third of these likely significant effects on EPS concerns 

recreational disturbance on the Solent coastline through an increase 

in population. Policy DSP15 of the adopted Fareham Borough Local 

Plan Part 2: Development Sites and Policies explains that planning 

permission for proposals resulting in a net increase in residential units 

may be permitted where the 'in combination' effects of recreation on 

the Special Protection Areas are satisfactorily mitigated through the 

provision of a financial contribution to the Solent Recreation Mitigation 

Strategy (SRMP). It is common ground that, if a contribution is 

secured in the unilateral undertaking to provide for the requisite 

payment towards the Solent Recreation Mitigation Strategy, putative 

reason for refusal (e) would be resolved (paragraph 3.16 of the 

Planning SoCG).   

 
Post Decision Changes in the Position of Natural England 

concerning New Forest SPA/SAC/Ramsar 

 

8.10 The Council first became aware of Natural England raising an issue in 

respect of the New Forest SPA/SAC/Ramsar in their response to the 

Regulation 19 Local Plan Consultation. This was raised in NE’s 

representations dated 29 July 2021 (See CDH.35). 

 

8.11 In respect of emerging new housing allocations and the Local Plan 
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HRA, Natural England state the following: 

We welcome the fact that consideration of recreational 

disturbance to the New Forest SPA, SAC and Ramsar sites has 

been updated, with sections 6.4.18 to 6.4.20 referencing recent 

analysis of the New Forest ‘zone of influence’ (Footprint Ecology, 

February 2021). The report is based on recent visitor survey 

reports published in 2020 that conclude that new residential 

development within a 13.8km buffer zone of the New Forest 

designated sites is likely to have a significant effect on the sites 

via recreational disturbance, alone and/or in combination with 

other plans or projects.  

The report suggests that the borough of Fareham is excluded 

from the 13.8km zone based on low average visitor rates in 

comparison to local authorities further west, and relatively low 

visit rates derived from the onsite survey data. It also 

recommends that large developments of around 200 or more 

dwellings within 15km of the New Forest sites should be subject 

to project HRA and mitigation may be required. The revised local 

plan HRA reflects this recommendation.  

However, although the average visit rate for the borough is 

lower than that for neighbouring Eastleigh, it is notable that 

postcode data resulting from the telephone survey show visit 

frequencies in the western parts of Fareham are similar to those 

in the neighbouring borough of Eastleigh, suggesting the visit 

rate from these areas are higher than the average visit rate 

applied to the whole borough. Clearly, visitors do originate from 

these areas of Fareham and it is Natural England’s view that 

they are likely to contribute to an in-combination effect on the 

sites. Therefore, to ensure the necessary certainty required 

under the Habitats Regulations that the Plan will appropriately 

address the impact, it is advised that the 13.8km zone is applied 

within the borough of Fareham to ensure all new development 

coming through in that area provide appropriate mitigation. 

(Please note that large development within 15km should also 

still be subject to HRA for this impact pathway.)  

It is advised that your authority works in close collaboration with 

other affected local authorities within and surrounding the New 

Forest designated sites which share a commitment to develop a 

strategic, cross-boundary approach to habitat mitigation for the 

New Forest SPA/SAC/Ramsar. Natural England recommend such 

a strategy incorporates a package of measures including 

provision of suitable alternative green spaces and networks, and 

direct measures on the sites such as access management, 
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education and communication, wardening, and importantly, 

monitoring. Monitoring work (of visitor patterns and ecological 

features of the sites) will be important to further the evidence 

base on which mitigation strategies can be updated.  

In advance of such a strategy being agreed and adopted, Natural 

England advise the Council to implement a suitable interim 

strategy that ensures adverse effects from live development 

coming through the local plan period will be avoided. This may 

include measures as described above. Financial contributions 

can be directed towards the New Forest National Park Authority’s 

(NFNPA) Habitat Mitigation Scheme that will enable the authority 

to deliver site specific mitigation measures on behalf of 

developments; such an approach would provide a certain and 

robust means to addressing the effects of recreational 

disturbance via direct measures at the protected sites. It is 

recommended that suitable levels of contribution are agreed 

with the NFNPA.  

Natural England are committed to continue working with 

Fareham Borough Council and other affected local authorities to 

develop a strategic approach to addressing recreational impacts 

from new development on the New Forest designated sites.  

 

8.12 In terms of the strategic approach being adopted by the Council in 

order to address the Reg 19 objection, the Council has joined the New 

Forest Project Steering Group which is looking to develop more 

strategic scale mitigation for all authorities involved/impacted.     

 
Zone of Influence  

 
8.13 Plans and projects have the potential to impact on European sites 

beyond the confines of the individual sites themselves. Guidance on 

Ecological Impact Assessment (CIEEM, 2018) states that potential 

impacts should be investigated which occur within the zone of 

influence that arises during the whole lifespan of the proposed plan 

or project. The potential zone of influence is defined as:  

▪  Areas outside a European site which could be used by 
individuals of a species qualifying as a primary ecological feature 
of that site and potentially associated with that site;  

▪  Areas directly within the land take for the proposed 

development or plans;  
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▪  Areas which will be temporarily affected;  

▪  Areas likely to be impacted by hydrological disruption; and  

▪  Areas where there is a risk of pollution and disturbance (e.g. 
noise).  

 

8.14 The Zone of Influence for this project was previously assessed as 

being up to 5.6 kilometres to take into account potential recreational 

impacts associated with the Solent SPAs. However, based on the most 

recent research provided by Footprint Ecology, and consultation 

responses provided by Natural England, the Zone of Influence 

specifically in relation to the New Forest SPA/SAC and Ramsar site 

has been determined as being 13.8 kilometres, taken as the crow flies 

(or 15km for large developments).  

 

8.15 The Council have written to Natural England [CDH.36] to express 

their concern that the Borough was included within the zone of 

influence and NE’s email reply of 26th October 2021 [CDH.37] makes 

clear that NE have taken a precautionary approach and therefore 

Fareham Borough, like others included in the ZOI, will be required to 

provide mitigation likely to be in the form of financial contributions to 

help reduce the expected impact of new residents on sensitive areas 

of the New Forest. This, at its simplest, could be a contribution 

towards wardening or a similar Strategic Access Management scheme 

such as applies to new development in proximity to the Thames Basin 

Heaths complex of sites. NE make it clear that they are not yet in a 

position to determine exactly what level of contribution will be applied 

to developments within Fareham Borough.  

 

8.16 In the recent appeal on Land East of Crofton Cemetery, Stubbington 

the Inspector raised a number of questions on this issue. These were 

sent to the New Forest and their reply is attached at [CDH.38]. The 

New Forest NPA answers to the Inspector’s questions 2, 3 and 4 are 

highly relevant so I have repeated them below: 

 
2. How is the Natural England catchment distance arrived 
at?  As the crow flies?  Does it adequately take account of travel 
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distances?  What does the survey data show about trips from 
Fareham? 

 
NPA comment: Page 67 of the on-site Footprint Ecology Visitor 
Survey Report shows that the catchment area of 13.8 kilometres 

around the New Forest designated sites is the distance within 
which 75% of all short visits from home take place. This issue is 

explored in more detail in Footprint Ecology’s ‘Zone of Influence’ 
report (2021) - Section 3 of which sets out the justification for 
the use of the 75% percentile for considering impacts, an 

approach adopted in strategic mitigation schemes elsewhere in 
the country.  

 
The zone of influence (or catchment area) of 13.8 kilometres is 
determined in a straight-line distance (i.e. as the crow flies). 

Travel distances were considered by Footprint Ecology and 
Section 5 of the ‘Zone of Influence’ report confirms that the 

straight-line distance is the most appropriate method for 
calculating the potential visits and impacts to the New Forest. 
 

The survey data shows that there were regular visits from 
Fareham residents to the New Forest and that the mean number 

of visits per annum for Fareham was 15.33.    
 

3. Taking into account the evidence put by NE and the scale 

and location of development, what would the likely impact of the 
proposed development be? 
 

NPA comment: New development in Fareham and within the 
13.8 kilometre ‘zone of influence’ will contribute, in-combination 

with other day visitors arising from new development, to 
potential recreational impacts on the New Forest’s designated 
sites (SAC, Spa and Ramsar).  A summary of the potential 

recreational impacts on the designated sites can be found in 
Footprint Ecology’s Report entitled ‘Impacts of recreation and 

potential mitigation approaches’ (2020). The HRA of the 
proposed development submitted by the appellant calculates 
that the number of visits from the whole development to the 

New Forest would be approximately 7,580 per annum. Natural 
England confirm that impacts must be mitigated in-perpetuity. 

Therefore, taking 100 years as reflecting the in-perpetuity period 
(as assumed in the National Park Authority’s own Habitat 
Mitigation Scheme), then the total visits that require mitigation 

would be 7,580 x 100 = 758,000 visits over the lifetime of the 
proposed development. This level of impact, when considered 

in-combination with other planned development in the zone of 
influence, means impacts cannot be ruled out. The HRA 

information submitted by the appellant is based on the Footprint 
Ecology research reports (2021) and appears to make a series 
of reasonable assumptions.  

 
  

4. If there are impacts in combination, how can appropriate 
mitigation be arrived at?  How is any sum arrived at? How will it 
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be spent?  The UU is made out to Fareham BC, does Fareham 
have an appropriate scheme to direct funding to and would it 

provide adequate mitigation? Shouldn’t any money, if required, 
go to the New Forest NP?   
 

NPA comment: It is important to highlight that, at this point, 
there is no agreed mechanism or formula for deciding on a pro-

rata approach for financial contributions towards the National 
Park Authority’s own Habitat Mitigation Scheme (2020) from 
developments in neighbouring local planning authority areas. 

The Footprint Ecology ‘zone of influence’ report was published 
earlier this year and the project Steering Group (made up of the 

relevant local planning authorities, Natural England and Forestry 
England) are working through the next steps. Although there is 
not yet an established formula agreed across the zone of 

influence, the overall approach suggested by the appellant does 
not appear unreasonable.  

 
The National Park Authority’s Habitat Mitigation Scheme (2020) 
includes details on how the level of financial contribution was 

calculated and the costed package of mitigation measures that 
will be delivered. This package of mitigation measures is 

considered to be appropriate mitigation by Natural England and 
was found sound by the Inspectors examining the Authority’s 
draft Local Plan and supporting evidence base in Summer 2019.  

 
The proposed contribution from the appeal scheme in Fareham 

is based on a proportion of the standard contribution level of the 
Authority’s adopted mitigation scheme. This is based on the 

frequency of visits to the New Forest designated sites from 
Fareham compared with those of new residents in the New 
Forest National Park. The contribution, therefore, reflects the 

fact that new residents in Fareham will visit the designated sites 
in the New Forest less often than new residents in the New Forest 

National Park. As an overall approach, there is some logic to this 
and it draws on the published research on visitor patterns.  
The typical annual expenditure of the Authority’s Habitat 

Mitigation Scheme is outlined in Section 11 of our SPD. Any new 
contribution will be spent on the measures outlined in similar 

proportions to those outlined in this Section. The Scheme also 
has the ability of reassess each measure and consider new 
measures to help deliver the mitigation needed in an effective 

manner over time. In addition, a number of the mitigation 
measures contained within the Authority’s mitigation scheme 

have the scope to be ‘scaled up’ if required.  
 
In terms of the mechanism for securing any financial 

contributions towards mitigation measures within the designated 
sites, we would highlight that the National Park Authority is not 

the planning authority for this application and is not the 
‘competent authority’ under the Habitats Regulations for the 
appeal. There have been cases previously of neighbouring 

planning authorities transferring received financial contributions 
to the Authority to be spent on mitigation measures within the 
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New Forest’s designated sites. In these cases the relevant 
planning authority (and competent authority) secured the 

contributions and they were then transferred to the National 
Park Authority, ring-fenced for mitigation measures. We are 
content with this approach, which is consistent with the 

framework for the Bird Aware Solent mitigation scheme for 
example, whereby planning authorities negotiate and secure 

necessary contributions which are then transferred to be spent 
on agreed mitigation measures.   

 

8.17 The Appellant in the Crofton Cemetery appeal submitted a UU on the 

basis of a financial contribution of £351.20 per residential unit. The 

justification for this figure was set out in a Shadow HRA and key 

paragraphs are set out below: 

 

4.11 The average number of visits from Fareham Borough per 

year based on the telephone survey was 15.33 visits per annum. 

The proportion of visits from Fareham Borough per year based 

on the on-site visitors survey was1% of all visitors. Therefore, it 

is proposed that an approach in terms of financial contributions 

would need to be proportionate to the relative number of visits 

in comparison with those from the New Forest National Park 

Authority.  

 

4.12 The figure of 15.33 visits per annum from the telephone 

surveys or 1% of all visitors during the visitor survey is only 

approximately 7% and 5% respectively when compared to the 

number of existing visits generated by visitors from within the 

New Forest National Park (20% of all visits to the New Forest). 

It could be considered that a proportionate financial contribution 

would be between 7% and 5% of that of the New Forest Park 

Authority Habitat Mitigation Strategy. This information is 

summarised in Table 4.  
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4.13  However, it is acknowledged that there are inherent 

limitations in the telephone survey and visitor survey as set out 

in the respective reports in the Footprint Ecology Study. 

Therefore, on a precautionary, but proportionate basis, it is 

proposed that securing a contribution of 10% of the value of the 

New Forest National Park Authority Scheme (or £351.20 per 

dwelling) would be appropriate when considering relative 

number of increases in visits likely as a result of this scheme. 

This would result in a total contribution of £72,347.20 for 

proposed development based on 206 dwellings.  

 

8.18 Since the close of the Crofton Cemetery Inquiry the Inspector has 

written to NE by way of email dated 28 October 2021 seeking their 

views on a number of matters in order that she can make an 

Appropriate Assessment. This email is attached at CDH.39 and gives 

NE a deadline of 11th November 2021 for a response. As soon as their 

response is known I will forward this to the Inspector and the 

Appellant. 

 

8.19 The upshot of all of this is that, although not part of the Council’s 

case, the Inspector is the competent authority and as a matter of law 

will either need to be satisfied beyond a reasonable scientific doubt, 

and having regard to NE’s position, that there will not be likely 

significant effects (such that an appropriate assessment is not 

necessary), or will need to undertake an appropriate assessment to 

determine whether adverse impacts on the integrity of the New Forest 

SPA/SAC/Ramsar can be ruled out. 

 
8.20 The Appellant has recently produced a ‘shadow’ HRA addendum (see 

CDAA.3) which at paragraph 2.16 screens out likely significant effects 

on the EPS within the New Forest from increased recreational pressure 

as a result of the appeal proposals.   

 

8.21 If the Inspector, as Competent Authority for the purposes of this 

appeal, cannot conclude beyond a reasonable scientific doubt that 

there will not be any adverse impact on the integrity of the SPA/SAC 

the result would be: 
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(1) The appeal must be refused under the Habitats Regulations 

unless there were imperative reasons of overriding public 

importance (which the Appellant has not, to date, suggested); 

and, 

(2) The ‘tilted balance’ would not be engaged as set out in footnote 

7 to paragraph 11 and paragraph 182 of the Framework. 
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9 THE LOCAL PLANNING AUTHORITY’S CASE   

 

9.1 At the CMC the Inspector identified the main issues in this appeal are 

likely to be: 

1. possible implications for local character and appearance (and 

including the scheme’s relationship to the settlement boundary); 

2. possible implications for the significance of local heritage assets; 

3. development of agricultural land; 

4. whether or not the scheme would make provision for appropriate 

mitigation in relation to: 

o the integrity of European Protected Sites; 

o affordable housing; 

o education; 

o open space; 

o public rights of way. 
 

9.2 In respect of the evidence of the Council, landscape [issue 1] is dealt 

with by Ben Croot, whilst heritage [issue 2] is dealt with by Lucy 

Markham. I deal with agricultural land [issue 3] and mitigation [issue 

4]. I set out each of these 4 main issues below, drawing on the 

evidence of Ben Croot and Lucy Markham in respect of the first two 

issues. 

 

Issue 1 – Effect of the Scheme on the Character and 

Appearance of the Area 

 

9.3 At paragraph 8.1.1 of Mr Croot’s evidence, he makes clear that he 

has considered carefully the landscape and visual evidence submitted 

by the Appellant in relation to the Appeal Site. In coming to his 

conclusions on the Proposed Development, he states that he has also 

visited the Appeal Site and sought the opinion of colleagues at LDA 

Design who were involved at application stage, with the previous 
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appeal and with previous commissions in the Borough, including the 

Fareham Landscape Character Assessment (2017). 

 

9.4 ‘Landscape Sensitivity and the Magnitude of Change from the 

Proposed Development’ is considered by Ben Croot in Chapter 5 of his 

Proof and at 5.4.9 he sets out that on the basis of his analysis he is 

led to conclude that the Appellant has erroneously assessed a number 

of important components when undertaking the LVIA. These include: 

 The underestimation of the value, susceptibility and sensitivity of 

the Appeal Site; 

 The underestimation of the visibility of the Proposed Development 

and the number of visual receptors within the Meon Valley that 

would be affected;   

 The underestimation of the magnitude of change for ‘under 

construction’ landscape and visual effects; and  

 Subsequently, a failure to undertake a ‘worst case’ assessment as 

advocated by GLVIA 3. 

 

9.5 The implications of these errors in terms of landscape and visual 

impacts are considered in Chapter 6 of the Proof of Ben Croot and at 

6.1.2 he makes clear that a result of reducing the sensitivity of part 

of the Appeal Site is that impacts to landscape character of the Lower 

Meon Valley: Open Valley Side are understated in Table B4 of the 

Appellant’s LVIA, which concludes effects of Moderate, Negative 

significance in the short term. In this regard it is appropriate to 

consider that the Appellant’s LVIA states at Section 1.1 effects of 

‘Substantial’ or ‘Substantial/Medium’ [i.e. ‘Major’ or Major/Moderate] 

“can be considered to have additional weight in the planning balance”. 

Ben Croot explains at paragraph 6.1.3 that the underestimation of 

impacts is further compounded by the Appellant’s underestimation of 

the magnitude of change both landscape and visual receptors would 

experience as a result of the Proposed Development. 

 

9.6 In Tables 1 and 2 at 6.1.4 Ben Croot summarises the differences in 

assessment outcomes between the Appellant’s judgements and his 

own judgements. At 6.1.5 he makes clear that it is important to note 

the relationship between development size and resultant landscape 
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and visual impacts does not follow a linear negative correlation. For 

any development proposal there will be certain thresholds, dependent 

on a number of factors, where impacts will decrease in a series of 

stepped, potentially unequal, stages. 

 

9.7 At 6.1.7 Ben Croot notes the importance of ‘natural lines’ is also 

recognised in the Landscape Institute’s Technical Note regarding the 

assessment of valued landscapes which notes the role of the 

“presence of natural lines in the landscape (e.g. natural ridgelines, 

woodland edges, river corridors, coastal edges)” in contributing to the 

‘perceptual (scenic)’ factors of a valued landscape. Given the 

Proposed Development’s location on the valley side Ben Croot 

considers that it would ‘skyline’ and break the horizon, even with 

mitigation planting. Looking up from the valley floor or across from 

the eastern valley side, the prominence and awareness of new 

development breaking the horizon, extending built silhouette and 

intruding into undeveloped valued countryside would be more 

apparent in his view than development that was situated away from 

the sensitive Meon Valley sides and did not result in skylining. In this 

regard he continues at 6.1.9 that Posbrooke Lane, which follows the 

natural ridgeline running south from Bellfield currently has a rural 

character with open views over the Appeal Site to the Meon Valley. In 

his view, the Proposed Development would increase the sense of 

urbanisation and enclosure along Posbrooke Lane, extending the built 

form, which would be visible behind the proposed planting, 105.2m 

along the lane. 

 
9.8 With regard to the efficacy of the planting proposed, which the 

Appellant relies heavily on for mitigation, Ben Croot deals with this in 

6.1.10 to 6.1.15. On this issue he accepts, at 6.1.15, that the 

Proposed Development would result in some beneficial enhancement 

to the settlement edge as a result of proposed new planting. However, 

he considers that this benefit has been overestimated and does not 

outweigh the harm the Proposed Development would have to both the 

character and visual amenity of the Meon Valley. In his view, this 

harm would remain negative and “can be considered to have 

additional weight in the planning balance” for landscape and visual 
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receptors despite the mitigation proposed.        

 

9.9 On the basis of the conclusions of Mr Croot that the Appeal Proposal 

fails to minimise impacts impact on the countryside and would cause 

permanent harm to landscape character and visual amenity and 

would harm a valued landscape, I consider those identified 

unacceptable landscape impacts of the development give rise to 

conflict with paragraph 174(a) and (b) of the NPPF, Policies CS14 and 

CS17 of the Core Strategy and Policies DSP6 and DSP40 of the LP2, 

as well as with policies DS1, DS3 and HP4(c) of the emerging Local 

Plan. I further consider that the elements of Policies CS17 and DSP40 

that the development would be in conflict with, are consistent with 

national policy and are the most important development plan policies 

for the purposes of the determination of this appeal.  

 

9.10 Consequently, the Proposed Development conflicts with the 

objectives of Paragraph 174(a) and (b) of the NPPF and does not 

accord with the requirements of local plan policies CS14, CS17, DSP6 

and DSP40(iii).    

 

Issue 2 – Effect of the Scheme on the Setting of Heritage Assets  

 

9.11 In Chapter 5 of her Proof, Lucy Markham refers to the previous appeal 

decision relating a larger scheme for up to 150 dwellings and in 

accordance with the principle of consistency set out in North Wiltshire3 

[CDK.30] the findings of the Inspector in the First Appeal are relevant 

to the current Appeal and at 5.3 she summarises the points relevant 

to her evidence, as I have repeated below: 

 

1) Great Posbrook comprises a historic farmstead which includes 

a grade II* listed house and barn, which are in the top 8% of 

listed buildings in the country and a significant and invaluable 

resource (paragraph 32); 

2) There is a functional relationship between the listed buildings 

and the adjoining land which was likely farmed as part of the 

farm holding and reasonable evidence that there is an 

 
3 North Wiltshire District Council v Secretary of State for the Environment (1993) 65 P. & C. R. 137 at 145 
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associative link with Titchfield Abbey, which adds to their 

significance (paragraph 36); 

3) The more recent and modern infill development and recent 

housing within the farmstead and in the wider setting has had 

a negative impact on the listed buildings and detracts from their 

significance (paragraph 36); 

4) The Lower Meon Valley is a valued landscape (paragraph 28, 

on landscape); 

5) The wider setting of the site within a rural landscape assists in 

understanding the scale and status of the landholding, and sets 

the farmstead in an appropriate open rural agricultural setting 

and separates it from the settlement of Titchfield. This 

contributes to the significance of the heritage assets. 

(Paragraph 36); 

6) The southern urban edge of Titchfield is open and harsh with 

little by way of softening landscaping (paragraph 21, on 

landscape – Mr Croot considers that the edge is no longer 

harsh, as he explains in his evidence); 

7) The proximity to Titchfield and the exposed urban edge have a 

negative impact on the wider setting of the heritage assets, 

bringing the suburban development close to the farmstead and 

reducing the wider rural hinterland (paragraph 37); 

8) When viewed from the south, along Posbrook Lane and the 

public footpaths, the size and scale of the barn can be 

appreciated, and with the manorial farmhouse it is recognisable 

as a distinct farmstead. Whilst the urban edge of Titchfield is 

also visible, there is a degree of separation (paragraph 42); 

9) The proposals would bring the settlement of Titchfield up to the 

cluster of buildings at the former farmstead and in effect 

subsume that once separate element into the broader extent 

of the development (paragraph 41); 

10) This would reduce the connection of the former farmstead and 

listed buildings to the rural hinterland and obscure the 

separation from Titchfield (paragraph 41); 

11) The change would be perceived when travelling along Posbrook 

Lane when entering or leaving the village, and would be readily 

appreciated from Bellfield and from the settlement edge, and 

from the public footpaths running through the land, in both 

static and kinetic views (paragraph 41); 

12) The change would be noticeable, harmful, significant and 

fundamental (paragraph 41); 

13) The proposed development would intrude into views from the 

south and in the short to medium term would be readily 

distinguishable as suburban housing (paragraph 42); 

14) In the longer term landscaping may reduce this negative effect; 

however, it would introduce a sense of enclosure around the 

farmstead and listed buildings, detach them from the rural 
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hinterland and reduce the historic functional relationship with 

the adjoining open land; 

15) The effect on views from footpaths to the east would be 

significant and harmful in the short to medium term. There may 

be some reduction in harm as the landscaping matures, but 

even with dense planting and the softening of the existing 

urban edge, it will be an undeniable fact that suburban 

development has been undertaken, and there is no separation 

between Titchfield and the historic farmstead (paragraph 43); 

16) The urbanisation of the remaining area separating the 

farmstead and listed buildings from the settlement is 

significant. Whilst the rural hinterland would remain to the 

south and west, the dislocation from the existing built up area 

is an important and fundamental component of that setting that 

would be lost as a result of the development (paragraph 44); 

17) There would be less than substantial harm to the listed 

buildings; this would not be at the lower end as contended by 

the appellant, but more in line with that suggested by the 

Council (in the middle of the range) (paragraph 44); 

18) The proposals would therefore conflict with Policy DSP5 

(paragraph 44); and 

19) The NPPF advises that great weight should be given to the 

conservation of designated heritage assets and any harm 

requires clear and convincing justification. The courts have held 

that any harm to a listed building or its setting is to be given 

considerable importance and weight (paragraph 45).  

 
 

9.12 In Chapter 7 Lucy Markham undertakes a detailed analysis of the 

historic development of Great Posbrook and at Chapter 8 she sets out 

the significance of Great Posbrook Farmstead, the barn and 

farmhouse.   

 

9.13 At Chapter 9 Lucy Markham undertakes her heritage assessment and 

at 9.5 she helpfully sets out what she considers the points of 

contention to be. These, she states are: 

 

• Whether the revised proposals retain a “clear and substantive 

gap” between Great Posbrook and Titchfield and whether the 

degree of separation would mean that the former farmstead 

would remain distinct from the settlement including views from 

the footpaths; 

• Whether the historic functional relationship between the listed 

buildings and the adjoining open land is maintained; 
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• Whether Historic England’s and the Council’s findings of harm 

to the listed buildings considered the beneficial effect of the 

softening the southern edge of Titchfield; and 

• Whether the conclusion that the proposed development would 

not harm the locally listed farm buildings is inconsistent with 

the finding of harm to the listed buildings. 

 

9.14 In paragraphs 9.6 to 9.34 of her Proof she undertakes a ‘setting 

assessment’, dealing with the grade II* listed farmhouse and barn 

together as most of her observations on the setting effects are common 

to both buildings. 

 

9.15 In 9.7 to 9.18 Lucy Markham considers the issue of the separation gap 

between Great Posbrook and Titchfield, noting that in their pre-

application response Historic England identified that the planting of 

woodland in the gap between Great Posbrook and Titchfield would 

“erode the farmstead’s open rural context and historic connection with 

this adjoining land”. The extent of woodland was therefore reduced in 

the submitted scheme to 20m to the south of the proposed 

development and 10m to the north of Great Posbrook. While she does 

not consider the proposed woodland would detrimentally enclose the 

historic farmstead or listed buildings, it reduces the open land 

between the settlement and former farmstead to 26m. Mr Croot 

questions whether the full height planting along the northern 

boundary of the farmstead is achievable because of a sewer in this 

location; nevertheless even at a reduced height the vegetation would 

still reduce the extent of open land to a minimum of 26m. Therefore, 

on any measure, Lucy Markham considers the reduction in the 

separation distance to a minimum of 56m (including woodland) or 

26m of open land between the woodland/vegetation bands is a 

relatively narrow gap. The Borough Urban Designer’s independent 

assessment was that this was a “very minimal gap”. It is not a “clear 

and substantive gap” as claimed by Mr Froneman. It is for these 

reasons that Lucy Markham concludes, on the first issue, at 9.15 that 

“The proposed development would therefore obscure the separation 

between Titchfield and Great Posbrook as concluded in the First 

Appeal”. 
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9.16 In 9.19 to 9.20 Lucy Markham considers the issue of whether the 

historic functional relationship between the listed buildings and the 

adjoining open land is maintained and concludes at 9.19 that “It is 

common ground that the Appeal Site has a historic functional 

relationship with the former farmstead and the grade II* listed 

buildings. Constructing up to 57 houses on this agricultural land, 

changing its character from open to developed, from landscape to 

urban form, would therefore reduce the appreciation of this historic 

functional relationship and urbanise the setting of the listed buildings 

in the farmstead. This would harm the appreciation of the significance 

of the listed buildings.” 

 
9.17 At 9.20 of her proof, Lucy Markham acknowledges that the landscape 

planting along the southern boundary of the proposed development 

would reduce the urbanising effect, by screening the proposed houses 

from view in the long term. However, she considers that one would 

still be aware of the new housing when travelling along the road and 

footpath beyond the woodland, and this, she states, “would urbanise 

the setting of the listed buildings”. At 9.26 she makes clear that she 

has not identified any other positive heritage effects from the 

development, nor has the Appellant. 

 

9.18 At 9.27 to 9.29 Lucy Markham comes to the following conclusions:  

 
9.27 This slight beneficial effect resulting from the landscape 

screening would be outweighed by the greater negative 

effect of the significant reduction in the ‘gap’ between 

Titchfield and Great Posbrook, which would bring 

development closer to the listed buildings, diminishing the 

appreciation of the historic functional relationship with the 

former farmland, reducing and urbanising its rural 

hinterland. 

9.28 The diminution in the understanding that the barn and 

farmhouse were part of an historic farmstead would 

reduce the appreciation of the significant historic 

functional relationship with Titchfield Abbey. Great 

Posbrook was a monastic farmstead and if it becomes 

more difficult to understand that it was formerly a farm, 

the historic link with Titchfield Abbey would become more 

obscure. I do not place significant weight on this factor 

but it is material. 
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9.29 My conclusion is therefore that the proposed development 

would result in less than substantial harm to the grade II* 

listed buildings, at the lower end of the scale. The harm 

would be permanent and is of great weight in the planning 

balance. The weight increases because the effect is on 

highly graded assets. 

 

9.19 At 9.31 Lucy Markham makes clear that she does not consider her 

conclusions to be at odds with those of Historic England.  She notes 

that Historic England have not objected to the application, nor do they 

support it. Their recommendation refers to the duty of the decision 

maker to have special regard to the desirability of preserving listed 

buildings (at section 66(1) of the Planning (LBCA) Act 1990) and to 

determine applications in accordance with the development plan 

unless material considerations indicate otherwise (section 38(6) of the 

PCPA 2004). Essentially, she states, HE have concluded that there is 

less than substantial harm, and are leaving it to the Council to assess 

whether the public benefits outweigh this harm. They do not form a 

judgement on the planning balance themselves. 

 

9.20 Finally, at 9.32 to 9.34 she addresses the contention by Mr Froneham 

claim that her finding of harm to the listed buildings is inconsistent 

with her conclusion that the proposed development would not harm 

the locally listed former farm buildings. She makes clear that she 

disagrees. 

 

9.21 For the reasons set out in the detailed evidence of Lucy Markham, the 

appeal proposals will harm the significance of the grade II* listed Barn 

and Farmhouse, with the harm being at the lower end of the less than 

substantial scale. She notes at 9.36 that Historic England, the 

Council’s Urban Designer, the Fareham Society and the Titchfield 

Village Trust and her all agree that the proposals would cause less 

than substantial harm. 

 

9.22 At 9.38 Lucy Markham notes that the NPPF (para 199) and case law 

on the section 66 duty (Barnwell) are clear that harm to highly graded 

assets has more weight in the planning balance and increases the 

strength of the statutory presumption. In this case the assets are 
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highly graded listed buildings (II* - of only 20 in the Borough). She 

therefore considers [9.39] that the overall heritage harm that she has 

identified should be accorded great weight. 

 
9.23 One of the issues considered in the High Court decision R (on the 

application of The Forge Field Society and others) v Sevenoaks District 

Council [2014] EWHC 1895 (Admin) or ‘Forge Field’ was that of 

alternative sites [CDK.21].  

 

9.24 Mr Justice Lindblom held as follows at paragraph 61: 

 

“If there is a need for development of the kind proposed, which 

in this case there was, but the development would cause harm 

to heritage assets, which in this case it would, the possibility of 

the development being undertaken on an alternative site on 

which that harm can be avoided altogether will add force to the 

statutory presumption in favour of preservation. Indeed, the 

presumption itself implies the need for a suitably rigorous 

assessment of potential alternatives.”   

 

9.25 The law on alternatives in the heritage context was also considered 

recently in R (Save Stonehenge World Heritage Site Limited) v 

Secretary of State for Transport [2021] EWHC 2161 (Admin) 

[CDK.29]. At paragraphs 268 to 275 Mr Justice Holgate considered 

the relevant case law on when an alternative (whether a concrete 

alternative or a mere possibility) may permissibly be taken into 

account by a decision taker and when (going further) an alternative 

is an “obviously material consideration” which must be taken into 

account. 

 

9.26 This is a case involving harm to Grade II* assets, which are high 

grade assets of which there are only 20 in the Borough (and only 4 at 

Grade I) and also involving harm to a valued landscape (again a rarity 

in the Borough) and it is therefore appropriate to consider 

alternatives, namely housing proposals elsewhere in the Borough that 

would not cause such harms. There is no reason why an ordinary 

housing proposal such as the appeal proposal could not come forward 

on an alternative site not involving such harms. I therefore consider 

that the harm has not been clearly and convincingly justified for the 

purposes of paragraph 200 of the NPPF.  
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9.27 In any event, I consider that the public benefits of the appeal 

proposal, as set out in the Planning Balance section of my proof, do 

not outweigh the less than substantial harm that will arise to heritage 

assets. Accordingly, the balance under paragraph 202 of the NPPF 

falls against the Appeal Proposal whether or not alternatives are 

considered. 

 

9.28 Consequently, the proposals conflict with the objectives of Paragraph 

202 of the NPPF and do not accord with the requirements of local plan 

policies CS17, DSP5 and DSP40(v) or Policies HE1 and HE3 or the 

emerging Local Plan.    

 

Issue 3 – Loss of BMVAL  

 

9.29 The site overlies an area of Grade 3a (good quality) agricultural land, 

this being categorised as Best and Most Versatile agricultural land 

(BMV), and currently hosts and provides for farming activity. The Core 

Strategy recognises this important and finite resource which has 

helped shape the character of the Borough’s landscape.  As well as 

being essential for agriculture, this resource – which would be 

sterilised if the Appeal Development were to go ahead – plays an 

important role in supporting biodiversity habitats.  

 

9.30 As set out at 4.13 of the Planning SoCG, the Appeal Scheme would 

result in the loss of 12.5ha of BMV agricultural land (through the loss 

through development and the land being taken out of agriculture for 

habitats mitigation). It is common ground that this loss alone (i.e. if 

there were no other harms) would not be sufficient to warrant the 

refusal of planning permission but it does remain a matter of limited 

weight as a harm in the overall planning balance (Planning SoCG 

paragraph 4.13). 

 
9.31 However, as made clear on page 65 of the NPPF it is only Grade 3a 

which is BMV agricultural land. Based upon the appellant’s Agricultural 

Land Considerations (June 2020) it would appear that some 7.9ha 

[64%] of the overall land area is Grade 3a and thus BMV. 
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9.32 I consider the loss of an area of a total of 7.9ha of Grade 3a BMV 

agricultural land under the Appeal Development to be of limited, but 

certainly not insignificant, harm. I accept that development of other 

sites for housing might also involve loss of BMV agricultural land, 

given the high prevalence of such land in the Borough. However, this 

does not decrease the harm from the loss of such land (just as the 

fact that housing could be developed on other sites does not decrease 

the benefit of housing from this Proposal). A proper planning balance 

must factor in the full extent of the harms and the full extent of the 

benefits.     

 
9.33 The loss of BMV agricultural land is, in my view, in breach of LPP1 

Policy CS16, LPP2 Policy DSP40(v) and paragraph 170(b) of the NPPF. 

As set out above, I consider that full weight can be afforded to Policy 

DSP40 and significant weight to Policy CS16. Policies DS1(m) and 

HP4(e) of the emerging Local Plan would also be breached.  

 
9.34 The Appellant’s position (see paragraph 4.13 of the Planning SoCG) 

is that the loss of BMV land would not represent an “unacceptable” 

environmental implication in the terms of Policy DSP40(v). I disagree. 

I note that, at paragraph 68 of his decision on the previous Appeal on 

this site, Inspector Stone treated the loss of BMV land as a breach of 

policy DSP40 (CDJ.2).  

 
9.35 Inspector Jones in his decision in Land at East of Newgate Lane found 

at paragraph 34 that loss of BMV land in that case would not be an 

unacceptable environmental implication. However, that was 76% of a 

4.1ha site, so at 3.116ha was a smaller area at just 40% of that which 

would be lost if this appeal were to be allowed.  

 
9.36 Overall, I consider the loss of BMV land is a breach of CS16 of the 

LPP1 and DSP40(v) of the LPP2, and also DS1(m) and HP4 of the 

emerging Local Plan. I give limited weight to the loss of BMV 

agricultural land on the basis of the amount of land affected and the 

fact that it is Grade 3a. However, it does put the proposal in breach 

of the development plan and remains a negative in the planning 

balance.    
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Issue 4 – Mitigation 

 

The Integrity of European Sites 

 

9.37 I have addressed this issue in section 8 above.  

 

Affordable Housing 

 

9.38 As set out in the Planning SoCG, the Scheme provides for a total of 

up to 57 dwellings, including the provision of up to 22 affordable 

dwellings on site (and an off-site financial contribution equivalent to 

the provision of 0.8 dwellings, thus achieving a full policy-compliant 

40% affordable housing provision). The size and tenure mix of the 

affordable housing units is to be secured through the unilateral 

undertaking and includes up to 15 social/affordable dwellings for rent 

and up to 7 intermediate/shared ownership dwellings.  

 

Education 

 
9.39 The requirement for a financial contribution towards education 

provision will be secured through the unilateral undertaking in 

agreement with the requirements of Hampshire County Council as the 

education authority. As set out at paragraph 8.3v of the Planning 

SoCG the contribution would be the sum of £121,915 towards 

additional infrastructure at Titchfield Primary School. 

 

Open Space 

 
9.40 As set out in paragraph 8.62 of the Committee Report, the determined 

illustrative site plan does not include any provision for public open 

space on the appeal site, but there was however an indication that 

land within the appellant’s control to the south of the site would be 

provided as public open space although no further details were 

available. Paragraph 8.62 went on to state that in respect of play 

provision and in accordance with the Council’s adopted Planning 

Obligation SPD, the proposed number of units would require the 

provision of a Locally Equipped Area of Play (LEAP) which, along with 
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the public open space overall, could be secured via a legal agreement. 

As set out at 3.6 of the Planning SoCG, an updated Illustrative Plan 

(No. 16.092A) has been prepared to show the indicative location of 

an on-site LEAP. Delivery of the LEAP at the reserved matters stage 

will be secured through the obligations secured in the UU, along with 

the sum of £70,000 towards provision of the LEAP by the Borough 

Council as well as a maintenance sum of £38,000. As set out in 

paragraph 8.2 of the Planning SoCG, the Appellant is not currently 

proposing POS, but considers that it could be provided to the south 

of the proposed dwellings if the Inspector considers it to be necessary.  

 

9.41 As set out earlier, refusal reason h) reads: 

 

In the absence of a legal agreement to secure the provision of 
public open space and contributions towards the associated 

management and maintenance of the open space, the 
recreational needs of residents of the proposed development 

would not be met; 
 

9.42 In the email from Steven Brown of Woolf Bond Planning dated 18th 

October 2021 [FBC.12] it is clear that it is their position that there is 

no shortfall in open space within Titchfield ward and therefore any 

provision of a LEAP will be a benefit and no public open space is 

required.  

 

9.43 The starting point on this matter is adopted LPP1 Policy CS21 (see 

5.13 above).  In his email Mr Brown correctly identifies the right part 

of the policy and that POS provision is dependent on existing provision 

being insufficient.  Policy CS21 reads (Brown’s emphasis added): 
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9.44 Mr Brown suggests that the wording is inconsistent with the 

adopted Planning Obligations Supplementary Planning Document 

(SPD) (excluding Welborne) [CDE.5] which at page 31 (para C.8) 

states: 

 

9.45 Paragraph C.12 uses similar wording to require children’s play areas 

on sites over 50 dwellings “regardless of local provision in order to 

serve new resident’s needs as locally as possible”. 

 
9.46 The emerging local plan Policy NE10 (Protection and Provision of 

Open Space) (see p264 – 267) reads differently to the adopted policy 
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and doesn’t allow for a reduction in or exemption from making on-

site provision: 

 
 

9.47 Clearly this is a material consideration to be given appropriate 

weight.   

 

9.48 The most recent update of open space across the Borough is the Open 

Space Study 2018 [CDE.7].  Para 3.5 onwards explains how the 

assessment of current open space provision has been approached in 

terms of standards for Natural Green Space and Parks and Amenity 

Open Space and Play/Youth Equipment.  At para 3.6 it says “There 

may be areas of the Borough that benefit from levels of provision 

exceeding these minimum standards, however the Council takes the 

position that this does not mean there is any surplus to 

requirements”.  It should be noted that Policy CS21 doesn’t talk about 

deficit/surplus but instead about sufficiency. 

 
9.49 The appeal site is in Titchfield ward. The table at para 4.3 (Table 3) 

identifies a deficit in Parks and Amenity Open Space of -1.97 ha for 

Titchfield ward in the 2014 Greenspace study.  Table 4 shows a deficit 

in Natural Greenspace of -12.41 ha in that same study. 

 
9.50 Moving on to 2018, the table at para 5.2 (Table 8) now shows a huge 

sufficiency in Natural Greenspace of 110.05 ha and a slightly smaller 

deficit than 2014 in Parks and Amenity Open Space of -1.40 ha.  

 

9.51 The difference in the 2014 & 2018 baselines is set out in Section 5 
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(note the numbering goes awry half way through from 5.11 – 7.11) 

with Tables 11 & 12 showing the differences in the baseline positions 

for Natural Greenspace and Parks and Amenity land.   

 
9.52 The reason for the huge jump in NG in Titchfield ward is given at paras 

5.6 & 5.11 and quite simply it is down to the 2018 study classifying 

the land in and around Titchfield Haven Nature Reserve (NNR) as 

“limited access” land.  It was previously excluded from the 2014 study 

on the basis that there are restrictions and fees4 to enter the Nature 

Reserve, however it was decided to include it in the 2018 Study as 

having limited access because of the PROW network that crosses part 

of the haven and runs alongside the canal. 

 

9.53 Regardless of the sufficiency in NG, there is still a deficit in Parks and 

Amenity space of -1.40ha.  However, paras 7.11 & 7.17 mention this 

situation improving in the future as a result of Titchfield Meadows 

country park being created.  The country park was not open in 2018 

but now is called Abbey Meadows. However, the country park is on 

the north side of Titchfield a fair distance away - see Google Maps 

screenshot below. 

 

 

 
9.54 Lastly, the Open Space study has a useful reference to Bellfield play 

area (directly adjacent to the appeal site) at para 7.16 which reads: 

“Existing Parks and Amenity Open Space that scored poorly 

 
4 https://www.hants.gov.uk/thingstodo/countryparks/titchfield 
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in the Fareham Borough Greenspace Study 2007 were 

reviewed again in this study in 2017 to reassess their quality. 

The results of their scoring can be found in the appendix to 

this study. Below are suggestions of how to improve the 

Parks and Amenity Open Space that were reviewed. These 

are only suggestions and would need to be considered in 

consultation with the Parks and Open Spaces Manager at the 

Council and with Local Residents to ensure improvements are 

appropriate and justified. 

…… 

Bellfield- Site is located at the back of housing and garages. 

Site appears to be well used and could benefit from a 

makeover (landscaping and planting) to breathe new life into 

the area. Football goal mouth was at the time very worn, the 

grass here should be reseeded. 

…..” 

 

9.55 On this basis, I consider that POS is required to comply with Policy 

CS21. Whilst large areas of NG are nearby, there is a poor quality, 

small existing area of park/amenity land nearby and an overall deficit 

of -1.40ha for Parks and Amenity Open Space (the type required to 

be provided by the Appeal development).  The creation of Abbey 

Meadows is unlikely to address that deficit for new residents at the 

appeal site given how far it is away.  

 

9.56 Moreover, other material considerations also support a requirement 

for POS, namely a) the requirements of the adopted SPD; b) the 

requirements of the NPPF; and c) the requirements of emerging policy 

NE10 for new development to provide public open space regardless.  

 
9.57 For those reasons, I consider POS to be required. However, as set out 

in the Proofs of Lucy Markham and Ben Croot, the provision of POS 

on the land to the south of the dwellings raises heritage and landscape 

concerns.   

 

Public Rights of Way 

 
9.58 The proposal would result in the loss of a public footpath and partial 

diversion of another, both of which cross the appeal site. As with the 

effect of the previous appeal scheme on these footpaths, the adverse 

effects on the public rights of way network could be addressed 
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through suitable alternative or diverted routes being proposed and a 

financial contribution towards improvements to the wider network in 

the local area being provided by the appellant. These mitigation 

measures would be secured through the Unilateral Undertaking which 

provides for the sum of £183,500 to be used for resurfacing and 

associated works to 1.5km of Footpaths 48 and 51.  
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10 PLANNING BALANCE, SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

10.1 As I have set out at 6.1, the Inspector is required by Regulation 63 

of the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 (the 

Habitats Regulations) to conduct an appropriate assessment of all 

likely significant effects (i.e. those effects that cannot be excluded 

beyond a reasonable scientific doubt). The requirements are 

summarised in R (Mynydd y Gwynt Ltd) v Business Secretary 

[2018] P.T.S.R. 1274 (CDK.9) and R (An Taisce) v SSECC [2015] 

Env. L.R. 2 (CDK.14). For the appropriate assessment to be 

“passed” the Inspector must be certain beyond a reasonable 

scientific doubt that there will be no adverse effect on the integrity 

of any European Site in perpetuity. If the Inspector is not certain 

beyond a reasonable scientific doubt that the Appeal scheme will not 

(alone or in combination with other plans or projects) adversely 

affect the integrity of a European Site, permission has to be refused 

unless the derogation tests under Regulation 64 (the so-called IROPI 

tests) are met, which the Appellant does not suggest. A planning 

balance therefore only needs to be conducted if the Inspector is able 

to exclude any adverse effects on integrity beyond a reasonable 

scientific doubt.  

 

10.2 In this regard my planning balance proceeds on the assumption that 

all habitat issues have been resolved and also that affordable 

housing, education and public rights of way contributions have been 

secured through the unilateral undertaking.  

 

10.3 Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 

sets out the starting point for the determination of planning 

applications and appeals:  

"If regard is to be had to the development plan for the purpose 

of any determination to be made under the Planning Acts the 

determination must be made in accordance with the plan unless 

material considerations indicate otherwise".    

 

10.4 The Council is currently unable to demonstrate a five-year supply of 
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deliverable housing sites, so under the terms of paragraph 11 of the 

Framework it follows that the policies which are most important for 

determining the appeal are deemed out of date. The Framework 

indicates that decisions should apply a presumption in favour of 

sustainable development and, where the policies which are most 

important for determining the application (or appeal) are out of date, 

this means granting planning permission unless: the application of 

policies in the Framework that protect areas or assets of particular 

importance provides a clear reason for refusing the development 

proposed; or any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and 

demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the 

policies of the Framework taken as a whole. This approach is 

reflected in LP2 Policy DSP1.  

 

10.5 The approach detailed within the preceding paragraph has become 

known as the ‘tilted balance’ in that it tilts the planning balance in 

favour of sustainable development, though it does not displace the 

statutory priority of the development plan. That said, the tilted 

balance will only apply if footnote 7 is not triggered in respect of 

habitats or heritage assets. 

 
Benefits of the Scheme 

 

10.6 In Chapter 6 of the Appellant’s Statement of Case a number of 

benefits are identified under the headings ‘Economic’, ‘Social’ and 

‘Environmental’. 

 

10.7 In terms of economic benefits, I acknowledge that the appeal scheme 

would be likely to provide employment opportunities and economic 

benefits to the area in terms of job creation and increased local 

spending. I attach moderate weight to these factors.  

 

10.8 In respect of social benefits, the proposals would provide a mix of 

housing types and styles. They would make meaningful, albeit limited, 

contributions towards addressing the shortfall in the five-year supply 

of deliverable housing land as well as the need for Affordable Housing 

supply. In these respects, the proposals would be consistent with the 
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Framework, insofar as it seeks to significantly boost the supply of 

homes, provide for the size, type and tenure of housing needed for 

different groups in the community and to support economic growth. 

Taken together, I give those benefits substantial weight. 

 

10.9 It is likely that there will be a net gain in biodiversity and landscaping 

and nitrate mitigation but these are a balance and required in the 

context of also providing a degree of mitigation. I therefore attach 

limited weight to these factors.  

 
10.10 Overall, I consider that the benefits are significant, though they are 

obviously much reduced in comparison with the previous scheme.   

 

Harms of the Scheme 

 

10.11 As set out in section 8 of his Proof, Ben Croot is of the opinion that 

the Appellant has:  

• Overestimated the influence of the existing settlement edge in 

relation to “the northern end” of the Appeal Site; 

• Incorrectly reduced the landscape value of “the northern end” of 

the Appeal Site on the basis of this perceived influence;  

• Incorrectly reduced the sensitivity of “the northern end” part of 

the Appeal Site on which built form is proposed; 

• Underestimated the visibility of the Proposed Development and 

the number of visual receptors that would be affected resulting 

in an incorrectly reduced magnitude of change assessed to 

landscape and visual receptors;       

• Failed to assess a ‘worst case’ assessment scenario as advocated 

by GLVIA3 and consequently underestimated the harm to the 

landscape and visual resource as a result of the Proposed 

Development.  

As a result, he considers that the appellant has understated the 

landscape and visual impacts of the Proposed Development, which he 

considers would cause permanent harm to landscape character and 

visual amenity and would harm a valued landscape, and which would 
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fail to minimise the impacts of the Proposed Development on the 

Countryside. 

 

10.12 Ben Croot acknowledges that the Council does not currently have a 5 

year housing land supply and therefore Policy DSP40 is engaged. 

Whilst the subsection iii) of Policy DSP40 requires proposals to “to 

minimise any adverse impact on the Countryside”, given the evidence 

he sets out within his Proof he believes the level of temporary and 

permanent harm to the landscape character and visual amenity of a 

valued landscape as a result of the Proposed Development is 

unacceptable in landscape and visual terms and consequently policy 

requirements are not satisfied. Although he accepts that policy DSP40 

contemplates that there may be some adverse landscape and visual 

impacts from proposals on the countryside, he considers that the 

impacts in this case have not been minimised to acceptable levels, in 

breach of the policy. There would therefore be conflict with paragraph 

174(a) and (b) of the NPPF, Policies CS14 and CS17 of the Core 

Strategy and Policies DSP6 and DSP40 of the LP2, as well as with 

policies DS1, DS3 and HP4(c) of the emerging Local Plan.     

   

10.13 The evidence of Lucy Markham considers that there would be harm to 

the significance of two Grade II* designated heritage assets in the 

area. She concludes that the level of harm would be less than 

substantial and at the lower end of that spectrum. However, as she 

notes (paragraph 4.7) less than substantial harm does not equal a 

less than substantial objection to the grant of planning permission.  

 

10.14 Heritage assets are an irreplaceable resource and they should be 

conserved in a manner appropriate to their significance. The Farm 

House and Barn at Great Posbrook are both Grade II* and therefore 

are assets of the highest significance, of which the Borough only has 

a very limited number. As Lucy Markham notes (paragraph 9.38), the 

statutory strong presumption against granting permission for 

development that would harm the significance of listed buildings 

operates more strongly for highly graded assets, and this is also 

reflected in the NPPF. As Lucy Markham concludes (paragraph 9.39) 
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great weight should be accorded to the overall heritage harm that she 

has identified.  

 

10.15 Following the judgements in Forge Field and Stonehenge, as set 

out earlier, and given that this is a case involving harm to Grade II* 

assets, which are high grade assets of which there are only 20 in the 

Borough (and only 4 at Grade I) and also involving harm to a valued 

landscape (again a rarity in the Borough) I consider it is appropriate 

to consider alternatives, namely housing proposals elsewhere in the 

Borough that would not cause such harms.  

 
10.16 In this case I consider that there clearly will be other sites within the 

Borough which comply with the requirements of DSP40 and avoid any 

adverse impact on heritage assets, particularly those high grade 

assets of which there are only a limited number of in the Borough. I 

therefore consider that the harm has not been clearly and 

convincingly justified for the purposes of paragraph 200 of the NPPF. 

 

10.17 In any event, I consider that the public benefits of the appeal 

proposal, as set out in this section of my proof, do not outweigh the 

less than substantial harm that will arise to heritage assets. 

Accordingly, the balance under paragraph 202 of the NPPF falls 

against the Appeal Proposal whether or not alternatives are 

considered. The proposal also does not accord with the requirements 

of local plan policies CS17, DSP5 and DSP40(v) and emerging local 

plan policies HE1 and HE3.    

 

10.18 The appeal proposal will lead to the loss of 7.9ha of Grade 3a BMV 

agricultural land, in breach of policies CS16 and DSP40(v) (and 

emerging policies DS1(m) and HP4), a matter to which I ascribe 

limited (but certainly not insignificant) weight on the basis of the 

amount of land and the fact that it is Grade 3(a). 

 
10.19 The appellant is currently proposing to provide a LEAP through the 

unilateral undertaking, but no POS, which I consider to be in breach 

of policy CS21, the Planning Obligations SPD, the NPPF and emerging 

policy NE10.  
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10.20 In respect of local policies relevant to the main issues, I consider that 

the appeal scheme fails to comply with the requirements of the 

following Development Plan policies: CS14, CS16, CS17, CS21, DSP5, 

DSP6 and DSP40. These reasons for this conclusion are set out below. 

 

10.21 Policy CS14 (Development Outside of Development Boundaries) 

which seeks to protect the countryside, outside development 

boundaries, from development which would adversely affect its 

landscape character, appearance and function. It is common ground 

between the parties, the Lower Meon Valley, within which the appeal 

site lies, is a valued landscape. In the assessment of Mr Croot, there 

will be significant adverse effect on the adjoining countryside through 

the development of this site. Moreover, the proposed landscaping will 

fail to minimise the adverse effects.   

 
10.22 Policy CS16 (Natural Resources and Climate Change) which seeks to 

prevent, inter alia, the loss of BMV agricultural land.  

 

10.23 Policy CS17 (High Quality Design) which requires that all 

development, buildings and spaces will be of a high quality and 

proposals will need to demonstrate, inter alia, that they have 

responded positively to key characteristics of the area. As set out in 

the evidence of Mr Croot, he considers that the scheme proposals fails 

to respond to the key characteristics of the area. 

 
10.24 Policy CS21 (Protection and Provision of Open Space) which sets 

requirements for public open space.   

 
10.25 Policy DSP5 (Protecting and Enhancing the Historic Environment). It 

is the expert evidence of Lucy Markham that there would be less than 

substantial harm to two Grade II* listed buildings. The proposal would 

have an adverse and harmful effect on the setting of these assets 

which would affect their significance given the contribution that the 

setting makes to that significance. The urbanisation of the remaining 

area that separates the farmstead and listed buildings from the 

settlement is significant and whilst the rural hinterland remains to the 

south and west the dislocation from the existing built up area is an 
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important and fundamental component of that setting that would be 

lost as a result of the development. The effect is therefore significant, 

albeit at the lower end of the less than substantial scale, and the harm 

would not in my view be outweighed by the public benefits. The 

proposal would therefore conflict with development plan policy DSP5 

which seeks the protection and enhancement of heritage assets and 

is consistent with national policy. 

 

10.26 The Framework advises that great weight should be given to a 

designated heritage asset’s conservation, any harm should require 

clear and convincing justification and assets should be conserved in a 

manner appropriate to their significance. I also have regard to the 

statutory duty in respect of listed buildings and their setting. The 

courts have also held that any harm to a listed building or its setting 

is to be given considerable importance and weight. These matters are 

reflected in my conclusions on the planning balance below, which 

includes the Framework’s 202 balance, which I consider falls against 

the proposal. For these reasons the scheme fails to accord with policy 

DSP5. 

 

 

10.27 Policy DSP6 (New Residential Development Outside of the Defined 

Urban Settlement Boundaries), which, in seeking the protection of the 

character, appearance and function of the landscape, requires that 

there will be a presumption against new residential development 

outside of the defined urban settlement boundaries. For the same 

reasons given in respect of Policy CS14, in respect of adverse impact 

to a valued landscape, the scheme fails to accord with this policy too.  

 

10.28 Finally, Policy DSP40 (Housing Allocations), sets out that where (as 

here) it can be demonstrated that the Council does not have a five 

year housing land supply, additional housing sites may be permitted 

outside the urban area boundary, where (among other things) they 

(iii) minimise any adverse impact on the countryside; and (v) avoid 

any unacceptable environmental harm such as harm to heritage 

assets and loss of BMV Land. For the same reasons given in respect 
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of Policies CS14, CS16, CS17, DSP5 and DSP6 the scheme fails to 

accord with this policy too.   

 

10.29 Therefore, to summarise the conflict with planning policy, I consider 

those adverse effects of the development give rise to conflict with 

Policies CS14, CS16 and CS17 of the Core Strategy and Policies DSP5, 

DSP6 and DSP40 of the LP2 and therefore with the Development Plan 

as a whole. There would also be conflict with paragraphs 174 and 202 

of the Framework and policies DS1, DS3, HP4, HE1, HE3, and NE10 

of the emerging Local Plan.  

 

10.30 I consider that the elements of those local plan policies that the 

development would be in conflict with are consistent with the national 

policy and are the most important development plan policies for the 

purposes of the determination of this appeal. I therefore consider that 

the greatest weight should be attached to the conflict with the 

development plan that I have identified. This follows the approach 

adopted by Inspectors in the various appeals that I have referred to. 

 

Conclusions on the Planning Balance 

10.31 Before I commence both a ‘standard’ and ‘tilted balance’ assessment 

of the appeal scheme I consider it appropriate at this stage to confirm 

that I accept that this current appeal scheme is less damaging than 

that which was dismissed on appeal in 2019. However, I do not 

consider that the harms have been overcome and the benefits have 

also reduced as a result of the number of houses falling by nearly two 

thirds. 

10.32 I have identified the public benefits of the scheme above and these 

include the provision of additional housing in an authority where there 

is not a five year supply of housing land and the provision of affordable 

housing in an area where there is a significant need. I give these 

matters significant weight. Added to these would be the additional jobs 

and expenditure in the locality arising from construction activity and 

following completion of the development. Given the scale of 

development these would amount to small figures and I have ascribed 
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this limited weight. The proposed landscaping and biodiversity 

enhancements are a balance and required in the context of also 

providing a degree of mitigation I therefore only ascribe these limited 

positive weight.  

 

10.33 I conclude that the less than substantial harm I have identified to 

heritage assets, and to which I give considerable importance and 

weight, is not outweighed by the benefits of the scheme that I have 

identified. On this basis I conclude that there is a “clear reason for 

refusing the development proposed” under paragraph 11.d.i of the 

NPPF. As the scheme fails the paragraph 202 test this would 

disengage the paragraph 11d tilted balance that would otherwise 

have been in play given the lack of a five-year supply of housing land.  

 
10.34 The proposal therefore is to be considered in the context of a straight 

balance, albeit that the NPPF heritage policy provides a clear reason 

for refusing the proposal. Section 38(6) requires that applications for 

planning permission be determined in accordance with the 

development plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise. 

I have concluded that the proposal would result in material harm to 

the character and appearance of the area, which is a valued 

landscape, to the setting of two Grade II* listed buildings and a 

limited adverse effect on best and most versatile agricultural land in 

the area, plus (currently) harm from a lack of POS provision. On this 

basis the proposal would conflict with policies CS14, CS16 and CS17 

in the LPP1 and DSP5, DSP6 and DSP40 in the LPP2 and with the 

development plan as a whole (as well as emerging local plan policies). 

The fact that the proposal is in breach of the development plan is 

important, given the statutory priority afforded to it (see the Suffolk 

Coastal and Gladman cases addressed in paragraph 6.4 above).   

 

10.35 If the Inspector were to disagree with me on the heritage impact and 

that the scheme does not fail the paragraph 202 test, then it is clear 

that the ‘tilted balance’ test will apply. In this regard I have concluded 

that the proposal would result in material harm to the character and 

appearance of the area, which is a valued landscape, to the setting of 
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two Grade II* listed buildings5 and a limited adverse effect on best 

and most versatile agricultural land in the area, plus (currently) harm 

from a lack of POS provision. On this basis I remain of the view that 

the proposal would conflict with policies CS14, CS16 and CS17 in the 

LPP1 and DSP5, DSP6 and DSP40 in the LPP2 (as well as emerging 

local plan policies). Undertaking this approach, I consider that the 

identified harm would still significantly and demonstrably outweigh 

the benefits arising from the development.  

10.36 I therefore conclude that the appeal should be dismissed.  

 

 

 
 

 
5 Which since the paragraph 202 test could not have been failed to get to this stage must be 

of more limited weight and capable of being overridden by the overall public benefits of the 
scheme, but still be a matter against the grant of permission when considering the planning 

balance (otherwise the planning balance would be distorted by factoring in benefits and 
ignoring harms). 
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FBC.11 – Housing Supply Update 

 
Site Address 

 
Update as of November 2021 

 
 

Outstanding Planning Permissions – Small (1 – 4 dwellings)   

No update provided since it is common ground that 69 dwellings will be delivered in the five year period 

  

Outstanding Full Planning Permissions - Large (5+ dwellings)   

No update provided since it is common ground that 402 dwellings will be delivered in the five year period 

  

Outstanding Outline Planning Permissions - Large (5+ dwellings)  

HA3 Southampton Road (Reside) (P/18/0068/OA) (Segensworth Cluster) Approved 16 July 2020.  Reserved matters approved 17 September 
2021.  Application for conditions discharge under consideration. 

Land South of Funtley Road, Funtley (P/18/0067/OA) Approved 2 September 2020 

Land to the East of Brook Lane & South of Brookside Drive, Warsash (P/16/1049/OA)  Allowed on appeal 17 May 2018.  Reserved matters under 
consideration (P/19/0313/RM) 

Egmont Nurseries, Brook Avenue (P/18/0592/OA) Approved 01 October 2020.  Reserved matters under consideration 
(P/20/1224/RM). 

18 Titchfield Park Road, Titchfield (P/20/0235/OA) Approved 19 July 2021 

East & West of 79 Greenaway Lane, Warsash (P/18/0884/FP) Approved 11 August 2020 – full permission for 6 dwellings 

East & West of 79 Greenaway Lane, Warsash (P/18/0107/OA)  Approved 20 January 2021 

Burridge Lodge, 246 Botley Road (P/18/1413/OA) Approved 28 January 2021.  Reserved matters approved 13 July 
2021.  
 

Resolution to Grant Planning Permission - Large (5+ dwellings)  

Land at Brook Lane, Warsash - (P/17/0845/OA)  Resolved to Grant 

Land East of Brook Lane, Warsash (P/17/0752/OA)  Approved 17 February 2021.  Reserved matters under consideration 
(P/21/0300/RM) 

Land to the East of Brook Lane and West of Lockswood Road, Warsash (P/17/0998/OA)  Resolved to Grant 

Heath Road, Locks Heath – Hampshire County Council (LP2 H11) (P/17/1366/OA) Resolved to Grant 
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Land South West of Sovereign Crescent, Locks Heath (P/18/0484/FP) Approved 8 July 2021 

HA12 Moraunt Drive, Portchester (P/18/0654/OA) Approved 5 May 2021 

Welborne (LP3)(P/17/0266/OA) Approved 30 September 2021 

Land adjacent to 125 Greenaway Lane (P/19/0402/OA) Approved 22 April 2021 

Magistrates Court (P/18/1261/OA) Resolved to Grant 
 

 

Brownfield Register Sites  

Warsash Maritime Academy Pre-application advice provided.  Application expected to be 
submitted by end of 2021. 

22-27a Stubbington Green (P/18/1410/FP) Approved 27 May 2021 

Rest of 3-33 West Street (P/19/1040/OA) Approved 1 June 2021 

Locks Heath District Centre (P/21/0148/FP- enabling works) Enabling works application under consideration 

Former Filling Station, Locks Heath Centre (P/21/0148/FP – enabling works) Enabling works application under consideration 

Hammond Ind Est (P/20/1597/FP)  Application to be considered at Planning Committee meeting on 26th 
November 2021.  Officer recommendation for permission. 

Assheton Court Pre-application advice provided.  Application expected to be 
submitted in early 2022 

68 Titchfield Park Road (P/20/1137/FP) Approved 18 March 2021 

Wates House, Wallington Hill (P/20/1483/PC) Prior Approval Granted 20 January 2021 
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Wright, Richard

Subject: FW: POSBROOK LANE 

From: Steven Brown <S.brown@woolfbond.co.uk>  
Sent: 18 October 2021 18:25 
To: Wright, Richard <RWright@Fareham.Gov.UK> 
Cc: Steve Carrington <Steve@foremanhomes.co.uk>; Paul Weeks <paul.weeks@moorebarlow.com>; Graham 
Ritchie <g.ritchie@woolfbond.co.uk> 
Subject: RE: POSBROOK LANE  
 
Hi Richard, 
 
Draft Planning SoCG 
 
Comments as per the attached.  Grateful for your throughs. 
 
In addition: 
 

1. I can add reference to nutrient neutrality once we have a near ‘clean’ version of the attached.  In short, this 
will reference the assessment in the Officer Report and the obligations to be secured in the S106. 

2. I am awaiting ecology to the New Forest SPA point. It may be that we can discuss tmrw afternoon if you’re 
free? 

 
 
LEAP/POS (on a without prejudice basis)  
 
As to on-site POS, we consider needs are met by the on-site provision of a LEAP. 
 
In addition, the site directly adjoins the play space in Bellfield.  Google Image below.   
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Paragraph C8 on Pg31 of the Planning Obligations SPD states as follows: 
 
For sites yielding between 20 and 49 dwellings the Council will normally only seek to secure the provision 
of on-site parks and amenity open space where the proposed development will exacerbate, or create, a 
deficit in provision. The determination will be based upon the contents of the latest available survey of open 
space in the Borough, which is currently the Fareham Greenspace Addendum 2014. However, on sites of 
50 or more dwellings on-site parks and amenity open space will normally be expected to be delivered on-
site, regardless of local provision in order to serve new residents needs as locally as possible.  
 
 
However, Core Strategy CS21 requires POS to be provided only where existing provision is insufficient to provide for 
the additional population. Extract below.  
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Adopted Policy on the provision of open space is clear that additional open space is only required where there is a 
deficiency.  
 
The Appeal Site is located within Titchfield ward.    
 
The Council’s latest evidence on open space (see the Council’s 2018 Open Space Study) considers provision at the 
ward level.  
 
The text, along with Tables 8 and 14 of the Open Space Study provides an analysis for Titchfield ward of the extent 
of surplus, deficit in each open space type. 
 
Therefore, based on the conclusion of the Council’s Open Space Study, as there is no shortfall in open space within 
Titchfield ward, Policy CS21 is clear that there is no need for further public open space provision. 
 
As such, the provision of a LEAP is therefore a benefit in excess of what is needed as there is no shortfall. 
 
 
 
I am around tmrw (between Teams meetings) and no doubt we can discuss ay issues arising. 
 
Thanks again 
 
Best wishes 
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Steven Brown BSc Hons DipTP MRTPI 
  
Woolf Bond Planning 
The Mitfords 
Basingstoke Road 
Three Mile Cross 
Reading 
RG7 1AT 
  
Tel: 01189 884923 
 
Mobile: 07909 532675 
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1.0 Qualifications and Experience   

1.1.1. My name is Ben Croot. I qualified with a degree in Geography from the University 

of Sheffield in 2003 and a MSc in Environmental Impact Assessment from Oxford 

Brooks University in 2008.   

1.1.2. I am a Chartered Member of the Landscape Institute (‘CMLI’) with 15 years’ 

experience as a landscape professional in multi-disciplinary environmental 

consultancy including 9 years at LDA Design Consulting Ltd (‘LDA Design’) 

where I am an Associate.    

1.1.3. My specialist areas of expertise include Landscape Character Assessment (‘LCA’), 

Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (‘LVIA’), Townscape and Visual Impact 

Assessment (‘TVIA’) and the landscape planning of development, with a particular 

emphasis on the planning and design of residential development and Green 

Infrastructure (‘GI’). Examples of my work are included with the Guidelines for 

Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (3rd Edition) (‘GLVIA3’) and I was a 

contributing author to the Landscape Institute’s Technical Information note on 

Townscape Assessment (‘TIN 05/2017’).  

1.1.4. I have visited the Appeal Site and I am familiar with it and its wider landscape 

context. I was not personally involved in the previous Appeal for the Site, but LDA 

Design did provide landscape evidence on behalf of Fareham Borough Council 

(‘FBC’). It also provided pre-determination landscape advice for the Proposed 

Development regarding the LVIA submitted for the application now subject to this 

appeal [Core Document CDB.8]. Furthermore, LDA Design has a long record of 

working with FBC across the Borough, including having prepared the Landscape 

Character Assessment for the Borough in 2017 [Core Document CDG.2]. In 
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preparing this Proof of Evidence (‘Proof’) I have consulted, and sought the opinion 

of, relevant colleagues who were involved in these commissions.       

1.1.5. The evidence which I have prepared and provide for this appeal in this Proof is 

true and is given in accordance with the guidance of my professional institution 

and I confirm that the opinions expressed are my true and professional opinions.  
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2.0 Introduction  

2.1. Scope of Evidence  

2.1.1. My evidence has been prepared on behalf of FBC in relation to the appeal by 

Foreman Homes (‘the Appellant’) against the non-determination of planning 

application reference P/19/1193/OA for outline planning permission (with all 

matters reserved apart from access) for the erection of up to 57 dwellings, together 

with associated parking, landscaping and access from Posbrook Lane (‘the 

Proposed Development’) at land east of Posbrook Lane, Titchfield (‘the Appeal 

Site’). 

2.1.2. My evidence addresses putative Reason for Refusal (b) which states: 

“b) The application site lies outside of the defined urban settlement boundary on land 

which is considered to form part of a valued landscape. As a result the proposed 

development would result in a range of significant adverse landscape and visual effects, 

harmful to the landscape character, appearance and function of the countryside and failing 

to respect or respond positively to the key characteristics of the surrounding area.”  

2.1.3. Heritage, planning and ecology matters are addressed by other members of my 

client’s team.  

2.1.4. I am cognisant of the previous appeal in April 2019 for a larger area and 

development proposal which included the Appeal Site (PINS reference 

APP/A1720/W/18/3199119) [Core Document CDJ.2] and the conclusions drawn 

by the Inspector in dismissing that appeal. I understand that the previous 

Inspector’s findings are not binding, but that there is a principle of consistency in 

planning which means that before disagreeing with the previous Inspector, the 

current Inspector should have regard to the importance of consistency and give 
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reasons for any departures from the previous decision (North Wiltshire District 

Council v Secretary of State for the Environment (1993) 65 P. & C.R. 137 at 145 [Core 

Document CDK.30]). 

2.1.5. The previous Inspector’s conclusions have informed the Landscape Statement of 

Common Ground (‘LSoCG’) [Core Document CDD.3] drafted in collaboration 

with the Appellant’s Landscape Architect (Mr Jeremy Smith) and I do not intend to 

revisit these topics again in detail, the principal points of agreement being: 

 Paragraphs 11 to 14: The Appeal Site is not located within a statutory or non-

statutory landscape designation. However, it forms part of a valued 

landscape, (in the sense of paragraph 174 (a) of the NPPF), which extends from 

the edge of Bellfield and includes the Lower Meon Valley. It is also included 

within the Meon Valley Area of Special Landscape Quality under Policy DS3 

of the emerging Fareham Local Plan [Core Document CDF.5]. 

 Paragraph 17: The Appeal Site is within the Lower Meon Valley Character 

Area as identified within the Fareham Landscape Assessment (2017) [Core 

Document CDG.2]. 

 Paragraph 18: The Fareham Landscape Character Assessment also identifies 

the Appeal Site within the landscape type of the ‘Open Coastal Plan: Fringe 

Character’ at a more detailed level. However, it was concluded by the 

Inspector at the previous appeal this was based on historical data from the 

1996 Fareham Landscape Character Assessment and the previous appeal site 

(which includes the Appeal Site) is more reflective of the Open Valley Side 

landscape type. 

 Paragraph 23: The Proposed Development would have no significant nor 

material effects upon the functionality and integrity of the Meon Strategic 

Gap.   

2.1.6. In light of the above, my Proof of Evidence focusses on the main areas of 

disagreement which I consider to be:  

 The influence of the settlement edge on the Appeal Site. 
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 The value, susceptibility, and consequently, the sensitivity of the Appeal Site. 

 The impact of the Proposed Development on the character and visual amenity 

of the Lower Meon Valley. 

2.2. Structure of this Proof 

2.2.1. The remainder of this Proof is structured as follows: 

 Section 3: provides a summary of the Meon Valley and its value.  

 Section 4: considers the influence of the existing settlement edge. 

 Section 5: addresses the value, susceptibility and sensitivity of the Meon 

Valley and the magnitude of change from the Proposed Development. 

 Section 6: considers the impacts of the Proposed Development.   

 Section 7: provides a landscape and visual policy summary. 

 Section 8: provides a summary and conclusion. 

2.2.2. Supporting Figures and Appendices are included at the end of my Proof of 

Evidence.   
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3.0 The Value of the Meon Valley  

3.1. Introduction 

3.1.1. It is common ground that the Appeal Site forms part of a valued landscape (under 

paragraph 174 (a) of the NPPF) which extends from the edge of Bellfield and 

includes the Lower Meon Valley (LSoCG paragraph 13). It is therefore unnecessary 

to go through the range of factors that can help in the identification of valued 

landscapes as set out in Box 5.1 of GLVIA 3 [Core Document CDH.40] in this 

Proof. However, before I address the landscape matters of disagreement between 

the Appellant and FBC, it is worth reminding oneself what is meant by the Meon 

Valley and the qualities it possesses, a summary of which I set out below.  

3.2. The Meon Valley 

3.2.1. The River Meon rises near East Meon (at the highest chalk stream source in the 

UK) within the South Downs National Park, some 26 kms upstream of Titchfield. It 

flows principally southwards along a relatively narrow channel but through a 

major river valley, which is divided into upper, middle and lower reaches 

associated with changing geology and landform of the downs, lowland clay and 

coastal plain respectively. It finally meets the Solent at Titchfield Haven and Hill 

Head, some 34 kms from source to mouth. It is, therefore, a significant and distinct 

landscape feature within South Hampshire, passing through two Boroughs 

(Winchester and Fareham), linking the South Downs to the coast and embracing a 

variety of landscapes along its course. 

3.2.2. At the County level, the Hampshire Integrated Character Assessment (‘HICA’) 

[Core Document CDG.3] recognises the Meon Valley as a distinct landscape 

character area (3e), forming one of the major valley landscapes within the County 

that runs through the Hampshire Basin to the Solent. In the vicinity of Titchfield, 
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the valley unit is defined by a boundary drawn along Whiteley Lane, Cartwright 

Drive, St Margaret’s Lane and Posbrook Lane to the west, and the urban edge of 

Fareham and Titchfield Road to the east. The HICA map and detailed description 

of the landscape of Landscape Character Area (LCA) 3e is included as Core 

Document CDG.3. 

3.2.3. Under the heading Key Qualities and Effects of Forces the HICA states that: “The 

valley landscape has largely resisted expansion from adjoining urban areas and has 

remained relatively unchanged in recent times. As a result there is a strong sense of 

ruralness, seclusion, and intimate landscape character and lack of development where the 

valley cuts through the south Hampshire clay lowlands. … Threats: Development creeping 

up the valley side and tall structures on the skyline. The valley crests are particularly 

vulnerable to development either side of the Meon Gap.” (Page 10) (own emphasis 

added) 

3.2.4. Landscape character assessments at the district level for Winchester and Fareham 

also recognise the Meon Valley as a distinct landscape feature and define 

Landscape Character Areas based upon the valley landscape unit. The relevant 

maps and accompanying descriptions of character for the Fareham Landscape 

Assessment (2017) are included as Core Document CDG.2. The boundaries of 

these LCAs are broadly consistent with those defined within the Hampshire 

assessment and follow a close approximation of the top of the valley sides or the 

approximate ‘visual envelope’ of the valley. As can be seen on page 111 Part Two 

of the Fareham Landscape Assessment 2017 [Core Document CDG.2], and Figure 

PLR-3B of the Appellant’s LVIA [Core Document CDA.14] the Appeal Site lies 

within the 3e: Meon Valley LCA with Posbrook Lane marking its western 

boundary, and the B3334 Titchfield Road marking its eastern boundary on the 

opposite side of the valley. 
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3.2.5. In addition to the detailed description of the Meon Valley LCA, the Fareham 

Landscape Assessment 2017 emphasises the role of the Meon Valley as one of the 

defining, structural landscape features of the Borough: 

“At the ‘macro’ level, the basic structure of Fareham’s remaining countryside can be 

distilled down to a few key components: the open, rolling chalk downland of Portsdown 

Hill and heavily wooded farmland of the clay lowlands and Forest of Bere to the north; the 

flat, coastal plain framed by estuarine/marine landscapes to the south; and the Hamble and 

Meon Valleys, and other river valleys that cut through the Borough from north to south, 

connecting the rural hinterland with the coast. This basic landscape structure represents 

the ‘essence’ of Fareham’s landscape and provides a framework for the Borough’s 

settlements, shaping their form and their character.” (Fareham Landscape Assessment 

2017 Part One, page 32) [Core Document CDG.2]. (own emphasis added) 

3.2.6. It also describes how the outward spread and coalescence of settlements and urban 

infrastructure across the Borough has already masked some natural features (e.g. 

minor river valleys) and begun to erode the legibility of the underlying landscape 

structure and the distinctive character of surrounding landscapes. A key priority 

identified in the assessment is to ensure that the essential character and local 

identity of the Borough’s diverse landscape and settlements is protected and 

reinforced, so that it remains legible and distinct at both the large-scale (macro) 

and more complex, local (micro) levels. (Fareham Landscape Assessment 2017 Part 

One, page 32) [Core Document CDG.2]. 

3.3. Designations and Value  

3.3.1. In respect of its intrinsic value as a landscape resource, the Fareham Landscape 

Assessment 2017 concludes the qualities that led to the area’s previous designation 

as a locally important landscape are still evident in the Meon Valley Landscape 
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Character Area and the area is, therefore, judged to be of high value as part of the 

Borough’s landscape resource, stating: 

“The area as a whole is not covered by any current national or local landscape designation 

(although forms part of a Strategic Gap) but it was formerly designated as part of the Meon 

Valley Area of Special Landscape Character in the former Fareham Local Plan (not replaced 

within the current Adopted Plan but indicative of local value). The valley (including the 

northern section, LLCA [Local Landscape Character Area] 6.2) was designated on the basis 

that it is generally of high scenic quality, ‘particularly in the lower reaches’, with a pleasing 

combination of wetland and woodland habitats and small-scale floodplain pasture; it has a 

coherent sense of place along its length, which is ‘strongest to the south of Titchfield’; it has 

a predominantly unspoilt character and strong natural qualities, ‘particularly in the lower 

reaches’; it is of Boroughwide importance as the only example of an open river valley 

landscape within the Borough, which is in a fragile condition and would be very vulnerable 

to urban expansion and other forms of development pressure; it contains notable 

conservation interests in the form of ecologically important wetland, woodland and 

grassland habitats; and there is probably a local consensus as to its importance as a wildlife, 

landscape and historical resource within the Borough. These qualities are still evident in 

this part of the LCA and so the area is judged to be of high value as part of the Borough’s 

landscape resource.” (Fareham Landscape Assessment 2017 Part Two, page 113) 

[Core Document CDG.2]. (own emphasis added) 

3.3.2. And: 

“This area is generally of high sensitivity as one of the most distinctive and important 

landscape resources within the Borough. It contains a range of highly valued landscape, 

ecological and heritage assets across a large proportion of the area, and its natural and 

unspoilt qualities and the sensitivity of those valued assets, mean that it would be highly 

susceptible to the intrusion of built development. The potential for development to be 
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accommodated within this area is consequently very low.” (Fareham Landscape 

Assessment 2017 Part Two, page 122) [Core Document CDG.2]. (own emphasis 

added.) 

3.3.3. In light of the above, although the Meon Valley is not a statutorily designated 

landscape, the Appellant and Council rightly agree that it is a valued landscape. 

Given the abundance of the highest level of ecological designations (SPA, Ramsar, 

SSSI, NNR, LNR), along with its scenic quality, distinctiveness (and rarity), intact 

and unspoilt condition, abundance of cultural heritage and recreational assets, and 

its important functional role hydrologically as a flood plain, it is my view that it is 

at the higher end of the undesignated valued landscape category. It is clearly of 

Borough importance, and I am in agreement with the Appellant that a value of 

‘Local Authority’ is applied. However, I do not agree that its value, susceptibility 

and consequently sensitivity should be artificially reduced as the Appellant has 

done within the LVIA as a result of the influence of the settlement edge, which I 

address in more detail in Section 4.0.      

3.4. Protecting the Meon Valley and the Value of High-Quality Local 

Greenspace  

3.4.1. The importance of local natural green space - and even more so high-quality 

natural green space - on the doorstep has been brought into sharp focus during the 

Covid-19 pandemic. It is accessible, high quality, natural environments such as the 

Meon Valley that are cherished and critical to the health and well-being of local 

communities and visitors alike.  

3.4.2. Such communities include The Meon Ramblers who object to the Proposed 

Development noting “The open land between Warsash and the Meon Valley is very 

heavily used for recreational walking and cycling” and consider the Proposed 
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Development “will reduce this opportunity for other residents to take advantage of the 

important green lung provided by the Meon Valley and environs…Visually it will reduce 

the amenity value of this land for these users.” [Core Document CDB.2] 

3.4.3. The Fareham Society [Core Document CDB.3] “welcomed that the Council has long 

held protection of the Meon Valley landscape to be of the greatest importance” stating “so 

strong are the concerns of the Proposed Development on the Meon Valley landscape that 

these alone firmly indicate that permission should be refused.” The Titchfield Village 

Trust [Core Document CDB.4] “object in the strongest possible terms” to the 

Proposed Development.  

3.4.4. This is clearly a development that local communities do not want and fear it would 

result in unacceptable, permanent harm to the unspoilt natural environment of the 

Lower Meon Valley they so fondly cherish. As I set out in this Proof, I consider 

such fears to be warranted.   

3.4.5. It is of note that FBC and Inspectors have a consistent history of rightly defending 

the Lower Meon Valley from incremental, harmful development. The Applicant’s 

previous appeal for a larger area encompassing the Appeal Site was dismissed in 

April 2019 [Core Document CDJ.2] as was a proposal for up to 150 residential 

dwellings at ‘Land West of Old Street, Stubbington’ [Core Document CDJ.3] 

further south within the Meon Valley. Both Inspectors of those appeals recognised 

the importance of the Meon Valley as a valued landscape, its role and importance 

as a significant strategic, natural resource and the harm that is caused by chipping 

away of the wider asset by incremental development.         

3.4.6. It is the intention of FBC to strengthen the protection of the Meon Valley by 

designating it as an ‘Area of Special Landscape Quality’, including the Appeal site, 

under Policy DS3 in the emerging Local Plan [Core Document CDF.5], which was 

submitted to the Planning Inspectorate for independent examination on 30th 
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September 2021. FBC has produced an extract from the emerging Local Plan 

policies map which is included in the Addendum Statement of Common Ground 

and which clearly indicates the intention of FBC to draw a tight line for the Area of 

Special Landscape Quality to the settlement edges of the Lower Meon Valley to 

resist the incremental, speculative development proposals from which these areas 

are particularly at threat.     

3.4.7. The ‘Technical Review of Areas of Special Landscape Quality and Strategic Gaps’ 

(2020) produced by Hampshire County Council provides the evidence base in 

relation to the new Local Plan underpinning the designation of Areas of Special 

Landscape Quality within the Borough [Core Document CDG.4]. The document 

undertakes an assessment based primarily on the criteria identified in Box 5.1 of 

GLVIA 3 [Core Document CDH.40] and identifies the Meon Valley in ASLQ4 and 

the Appeal Site within subarea 06.1b. The technical assessment records in Figure 

3.3 (page 53) that subarea 061.b makes a ‘High Match’ to all eight of the Box 5.1 

criteria as identified within GLVIA3 [Core Document CDH.40] when considering 

valued landscape. The following observations on ASLQ4 are included on page 66 

of the technical review document: 

“The area has high scenic quality and topographic and visual unity, particularly in the 

lower reaches where the valley is at its widest, with open floodplain pasture and gently 

sloping sides. It is in good condition and has a generally unspoilt rural character with a 

coherent and intact valley landform. The historic village of Titchfield lies within the valley 

on the west side of the river. At the southern end there are good open views from the PRoW 

network, and views into the valley from Cliff Road. Further upstream, the valley is more 

wooded and enclosed, and views are restricted.” (own emphasis added) 

“The river valley landscape has clearly demonstrable physical attributes and this part of it 

is an integral part of the wider ‘valued landscape’ of the Meon Valley, extending outside the 
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Borough. It is a very distinctive area and can be considered ‘out of the ordinary’. (own 

emphasis added) 

“No detracting influences are noted in the lower reaches. There are some fringe features in 

areas 6.1a and c [The Appeal Site is located in subarea 6.1b] but these are well 

contained by woodland. Major road and rail corridors pass through the upper section, but 

much of the area retains a sense of seclusion. The lower reaches have a high tranquillity 

rating.” (own emphasis added) 
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4.0 The Influence of the Existing Settlement Edge 

4.1.1. The Appellant, as in the previous appeal, has made much of the influence of the 

existing settlement edge on the Appeal Site. To understand the settlement edge in 

more detail Figure 1 provides a zoomed aerial image in plan form. 

Photoviewpoints 1 (PLR-6 and PLR-7), 2 (PLR-8 and PLR-9) and 3 (PLR-10) of the 

Appellant’s LVIA [Core Document CDA.14] are also of relevance in this regard, 

albeit they were taken in 2019 and vegetation has continued to mature since this 

time. Figure 2 of my Proof therefore includes illustrative views from 

photoviewpoints 2 and 3 of the LVIA taken on 29th September 2021 using a fixed 

50mm camera lens. Within these views, the existing established boundary 

vegetation comprising scrubby hedgerow and mature trees can be seen, along with 

the soft natural space of Bellfield play area, communal amenity grassed areas (with 

low level communal garages) and vegetated private residential gardens, as well as 

the wider views to and across the Meon Valley.  

4.1.2. In terms of the settlement / site boundary itself, it is approximately 299m in length 

along the southern edge of Bellfield. Of this, approximately 35m is rear residential 

garden fencing or gates; and 264m is scrubby hedgerow or hedgerow with trees. 

Buildings are typically set back from the boundary by approximately 8m in the 

south to up to 50m in the north. At no point along this boundary does built form 

front directly onto the Appeal Site nor create a hard urban edge to it. Given its 

vegetated linear characteristics, I consider it to be a ‘soft’ definitive edge to 

Bellfield, providing a clear demarcation between urban settlement and the natural 

environment of the Meon Valley.       

4.1.3. I recognise the Inspector at the previous appeal [Core Document CDJ.2] made the 

following comments on this particular matter at paragraphs 21 and 23: 
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“To the north, the appeal site abuts the settlement edge of Titchfield at an estate called 

Bellfield. The urban edge is open and harsh with little by way of softening landscaping…” 

“… Finally, in the context of the urban settlement edge influence it is undeniable that it is 

there. There is a lack of screening and there is a harsh and readily visible urban edge. This 

however is a distinct break with the open rural field which then flows to the open 

agricultural fields beyond the farmstead cluster and the lower valley floor below. In my 

view in the wider context the urban influence is given too much weight in the appellant’s 

assessment and in association with the subdivision of the site into smaller fields adds to the 

reduced weight given to the effect of the proposed development.” (own emphasis added) 

4.1.4. It is worth noting that in coming to these conclusions the Inspector held his site 

visit in November 2018, approximately 3 years ago, over which time the boundary 

vegetation has grown, providing further softening and visual screening of the 

existing built form. FBC’s heritage witness Ms Markham, who represented FBC in 

the previous appeal, has included photographs from 2018 and 2021 within 

Appendix 1 of her proof of evidence that are helpful in this regard.   

4.1.5. It would appear to me the Appellant has again overemphasised the influence of 

the existing settlement edge. The analysis presented in this section and in Figures 1 

and 2, indicates there is an established and largely continuous vegetative 

boundary to the settlement edge, with existing built form set back beyond Bellfield 

play area, communal amenity grassed area and / or private residential gardens. It 

provides a ‘soft’ yet distinct boundary between existing settlement and the Meon 

Valley. With utmost respect to the previous Inspector, I do not believe it to now be 

“harsh and readily visible”, which it may very well have been back in 2018. In my 

view, built form is visible, but it has little influence over the Appeal Site, a view 

with which the previous Inspector also concurred.          
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5.0 Landscape Sensitivity and the Magnitude of Change from the 

Proposed Development 

5.1. The Value of the Appeal Site 

5.1.1. The Appellant has rightly acknowledged that the Appeal Site is a valued 

landscape under paragraph 174 (a) of the NPPF. This places the Appeal Site ‘out of 

the ordinary beyond mere countryside’ in terms of the value it holds. As I have set 

out in Section 3.0, given the abundance of statutory and non-statutory, ecological 

and heritage designations, the high scenic quality and intactness of the landscape, 

and the network of public rights of way and recreational resources within the 

Meon Valley, it is my opinion that it sits at the higher end of the non-designated 

valued landscape spectrum.  

5.1.2. I therefore agree with the Appellant that the Appeal Site is assessed as ‘Local 

Authority’ value as part of the Appellant’s LVIA (Table B2) [Core Document 

CDA.14]. However, the Appellant has, erroneously in my view, reduced the value 

of the northern edge of the Appeal Site to ‘Community Value’ on the basis of the 

influence of the settlement edge. As set out in Section 4.0, it is my view that this 

influence has been overstated by the Appellant (as the Inspector found the 

Appellant had done in the previous appeal – see paragraph 23 of his decision) 

[Core Document CDJ.2] and it is the whole of the Appeal Site, as a recognised 

valued landscape, that should be assessed as ‘Local Authority’ value. 

5.1.3. The approach taken by the Appellant was much debated at the previous appeal 

with appeal decisions and a High Court Judgment (see below) presented by FBC as 

evidence this was not the correct approach, a view which the previous Inspector 

accepted.  
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5.1.4. FBC relied on the Appeal decision for land north of Aylesbury Road, Wendover 

(APP/J0405/W/16/3158833) [Core Document CDJ.19] in October 2017 in which the 

Inspector stated: 

“…The small site itself may not exhibit any of the demonstrable physical features but as 

long as it forms an integral part of a wider ‘valued landscape’ I consider that it would 

deserve protection under the auspices of paragraph 109 of the [2012] Framework…When 

assessing what constitutes a valued landscape I consider it more important to examine the 

bigger picture in terms of the value of the site and its surroundings. That is not to borrow 

the features of the adjoining land but to assess the site in situ as an integral part of the 

surrounding land rather than divorcing it from its surroundings and then to conduct an 

examination of its value.” (Paragraphs 65-66) 

5.1.5. In a subsequent High Court judgment concerning this case (CEG Land Promotions II 

Ltd v Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government and Aylesbury Vale 

District Council [2018] EWHC 1799 (Admin)) [Core Document CDK.32] Mr Justice 

Ouseley supported the Inspector’s approach in this matter, saying: 

“…the site’s definition by the red line on the application form took the form it did in order 

to incorporate landscape mitigation measures and footpath provision. It would be bizarre if 

the way in which the red line was drawn, defining the site on whatever basis was 

appropriate, and which need have nothing to do with landscape issues, crucially affected 

landscape evaluation. It would be equally bizarre to adopt a wholly artificial approach to 

landscape evaluation where, in most cases, a development site is but part of a wider 

landscape. In my judgment, the Inspector, in the case before me now, has analysed the issue 

very well and come to the entirely correct conclusion.” (Paragraph 59) 

5.1.6. FBC also relied on the Appeal decision for Land east of Park Road, Didcot in June 

2018 (APP/Q3115/W/17/ 3188474) [Core Document CDJ.20], where the Inspector 

concluded that:  
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“..Determining whether a landscape should be considered to be valued is likely to be based 

on a consideration as to whether the wider landscape of which the appeal site forms part is 

valued rather than whether the appeal site of itself merits such a notation.” 

5.1.7. Furthermore, the Landscape Institute’s Technical Advice Note regarding assessing 

landscape value [Core Document CDH.42], and which the Appellant’s Landscape 

Witness was joint author of, explicitly states at bullet 1 on page 12:  

“When assessing landscape value of a site as part of a planning application or appeal it is 

important to consider not only the site itself and its 

features/elements/characteristics/qualities, but also their relationship with, and the role 

they play within, the site’s context. Value is best appreciated at the scale at which a 

landscape is perceived – rarely is this on a field-by-field basis.” (own emphasis added) 

5.1.8. I acknowledge that when looking at a tract of land such as the Lower Meon Valley 

there will be variation across it; however it is clear to me that the value attributed 

to a valued landscape as a whole entity is the common denominator and is not 

artificially further divisible in terms of the value it is ascribed for the purposes of 

assessment.  

5.2. The Susceptibility of the Appeal Site 

5.2.1. The Appellant takes a similar approach for susceptibility, reducing it from ‘High’ 

to ‘Medium’ for the ‘north of the application site’, again on account of the 

settlement edge. Whilst I accept that susceptibility can in principle be considered in 

relation to smaller parcels of land within larger areas, including valued landscapes, 

where there are logical and justifiable reasons for doing so, I do not believe given 

the physical circumstances here that it is justified. 
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5.2.2. It is my view that the influence of the settlement edge does not warrant a reduction 

in susceptibility of the ‘north’ part the Appeal Site for the reasons as set out in 

Section 4.0. Furthermore, the way the ‘low’ susceptible area has been identified 

(which the Appellant has not attempted to spatially map) has no justified rationale 

in my view - there is no physical on the ground boundary, be it a distinct change of 

slope, change of land use or vegetative boundary, for it to follow and consequently 

it is a notional, arbitrary area adjacent to the settlement edge. 

5.2.3. For those reasons, the susceptibility of the whole Appeal Site, including the 

northern part, is in my view ‘High’ - as the Appellant has assessed for the Lower 

Meon Valley Open Valley Side character type.          

5.3. The Sensitivity of the Appeal Site 

5.3.1. For the reasons set out above, I consider the Appellant has been wrong to 

downplay both the value and susceptibility for the northern part of the Appeal 

Site. Moreover, in so doing, the Appellant has, in effect ‘double counted’ for the 

alleged influence of the settlement edge, reducing both the value of part of the 

Appeal Site (from ‘Local Authority’ to ‘Community’) and the susceptibility (from 

‘High’ to ‘Medium’) to produce an artificially reduced sensitivity of ‘Medium’ (as 

opposed to ‘High / Medium’) as assessed for the majority of the Lower Meon 

Valley: Open Valley Side Character Area. Consequently, this has implications in 

the assessment of impacts that I explore in more detail in Section 6.0.  

5.4. The Magnitude of Change   

5.4.1. In addition to the underestimation of the sensitivity of the Appeal Site, it is my 

view that the Appellant has also underestimated the potential Magnitude of 

Change both landscape and visual receptors would experience as a result of the 
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Proposed Development. This underestimation appears to be founded on two 

components: 

 The underestimation of the visibility of the Proposed Development; and 

 The underestimation of the numbers of visual receptors affected by the 

Proposed Development.  

5.4.2. Turning to the first of these, Figure 3 of my Proof illustrates the Zone of 

Theoretical Visibility (ZTV) of the Proposed Development based on the illustrative 

site plan layout (dwg ref. 16.092.02 Rev A) [Core Document CDA.8] with two 

storey buildings 8.5m high without mitigation screening, essentially representing 

the theoretical visibility on completion of construction. The ZTV is based on OS 2m 

LIDAR data in contrast to the Appellant’s ZTV (Plan PL2) which uses a 10m grid 

(Appendix A page 45 of the Appellant’s Landscape Statement of Case (SLR Sept 

2020). The ZTV demonstrates that the Proposed Development would be visible 

over a wide area of the Lower Meon Valley, including within its immediate 

vicinity on the western valley side, within the valley floor, across to the eastern 

valley side, and also south within the Valley. This is a substantially larger area 

than that indicated in the ZTV (Plan PL-2) presented in the Appellant’s Landscape 

Statement of Case and assessed as only a ‘Negligible’ geographical extent in Table 

B3 of the Appellant’s LVIA [Core Document CDA.14].  

5.4.3. Whilst I acknowledge that the Appellant’s ZTV does include mitigation planting at 

8m, which would reduce the ZTV, this does not represent a ‘worst case’ 

assessment scenario as advocated by GLVIA3 [Core Document CDH.40] which 

states: 

“Within the defined parameters the level of detail of the proposals must be such as to enable 

proper assessment of the likely environmental effects and consideration of the necessary 

mitigation. It may be appropriate to consider a range of possibilities, including a reasonable 
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scenario of maximum effects, sometimes referred to as the 'worst case' situation. Mitigation 

proposals will need to be adequate to cope with the likely effects of this worst case.” 

(GLVIA paragraph 4.3)  

5.4.4. Given the sensitivities of the receiving landscape, it is my view that a ‘worst case’ 

assessment is appropriate in this situation. Furthermore, it will take at least 15 

years (possibly more) for the mitigation planting to achieve the levels of screening 

required to arrive at the visibility as indicated in the Appellant’s ZTV and 

photomontages (albeit I return to this point in Section 6.0 in terms of planting 

within sewer easements). I note there is only a ‘permanent’ duration recorded in 

Table B3 for landscape character effects and no difference in ratings assessed for 

‘Magnitude of Change (After Construction)’ and ‘Magnitude of Change (Year 15)’ 

for visual effects as set out in Table C2 of the Appellant’s LVIA. This is translated 

through into the assessment of visual effects in Table C3 of the Appellant’s LVIA 

which are the same for both ‘After Construction’ and ‘Year 15’.  

5.4.5. Comparison between the Appellant’s ZTV (Plan PL-2) in the Landscape Statement 

of Case (SLR Sept 2020) and my ZTV (Figure 2) clearly indicates a larger area of 

the Meon Valley would be affected by the Proposed Development in the period 

before mitigation planting has reached 8m (assumed to be Year 15) leaving me to 

conclude the Appellant has therefore failed to assess adequately when the 

Proposed Development would be at its most harmful to the landscape and visual 

amenity of the area. 

5.4.6. Turning to the second of these points - the underestimation of the numbers of 

visual receptors affected by the Proposed Development - as set out in Section 3.0 it 

is apparent that the Lower Meon Valley is a popular recreational destination for 

the local community and visitors further afield who come for the internationally 

designated fauna within this unspoilt, natural landscape. As well as a network of 
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hides and walks, the NNR also has a café, shop and parking area (Appendix 1). 

Visitor numbers recorded by Hampshire County Council Countryside Services to 

the NNR have been measured to be approximately 10,000 per annum and 

estimated to be approximately 50,000 per annum to the café. The walk along the 

Titchfield Canal from Tichfield Haven to Titchfield Village is a promoted route on 

the NNR’s website and noted as a popular route by the Reserve.    

5.4.7. Table A13 of the Appellant’s LVIA [Core Document CDA.14] provides the 

following definitions to assign a rating to ‘geographical extent’ where number of 

visual receptors is factored into the assessment: 

 “Medium extent of visual change - The proposed development is seen by the group 

of receptors from a medium number of locations across the Study Area or from a 

medium part of a linear route and/or by a medium number of viewers; or the effect on 

the specific view is moderately extensive”. (own emphasis added) 

 “Small extent of visual change - The proposed development is seen by the group of 

receptors at a small number of locations across the Study Area or from only limited 

sections of a linear route and/or by a small number of viewers; or the effect on a 

specific view is small.” 

5.4.8. Using the Appellant’s definitions as set out above, the higher levels of visitor 

numbers within the Meon Valley would, in my view, warrant a ‘Medium’ category 

grading for the geographical extent rating for viewpoint 10 and viewpoint 13 

(which is within Titchfield Haven NNR) as opposed to the ‘Small’ they have been 

assigned.            

5.4.9. In light of the above, I am led to conclude that the Appellant has erroneously 

assessed a number of important components when undertaking the LVIA. These 

include: 

 The underestimation of the value, susceptibility and sensitivity of the Appeal 

Site; 
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 The underestimation of the visibility of the Proposed Development and the 

number of visual receptors within the Meon Valley that would be affected;   

 The underestimation of the magnitude of change for ‘under construction’ 

landscape and visual effects; and  

 Subsequently, a failure to undertake a ‘worst case’ assessment as advocated by 

GLVIA 3. 

5.4.10. I consider the implications of these errors in terms of landscape and visual 

impacts in Section 6.0.  
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6.0 The Impacts of the Proposed Development  

6.1.1. As GLVIA 3 observes “Even with qualified and experienced professionals there can be 

differences in the judgements made” (paragraph 2.25) and that judgements, whether 

they are positive or negative, can be “particularly challenging” (paragraph 2.15). In 

this case, I am of the view that, as a result of the matters detailed in Section 5.0, the 

Appellant’s LVIA assessment has underestimated the likely landscape and visual 

impacts the Proposed Development will have.  

6.1.2. The result of reducing the sensitivity of part of the Appeal Site is that impacts to 

landscape character of the Lower Meon Valley: Open Valley Side as identified in 

the Fareham Landscape Assessment 2017 [Core Document CDG.2] are 

understated in Table B4 of the Appellant’s LVIA [Core Document CDA.14], which 

concludes effects of Moderate, Negative significance in the short term. As detailed 

in Section 5.2 and 5.3, it is my view that a more accurate assessment would be that 

they are Major / Moderate, Negative significance in the short-term.  Whilst the 

Proposed Development is a non-EIA development and therefore significant effects 

are not required to be identified within the LVIA for compliance with the EIA 

Regulations, the Appellant’s LVIA states at Section 1.1 effects of ‘Substantial’ or 

‘Substantial/Medium’ [i.e. ‘Major’ or Major/Moderate] “can be considered to have 

additional weight in the planning balance”.  

6.1.3. The underestimation of impacts is further compounded in my view by the 

underestimation of the magnitude of change both landscape and visual receptors 

would experience as a result of the Proposed Development for the reasons I set out 

in Section 5.4.     

6.1.4. Tables 1 and 2 below summarise the difference in assessment outcomes between 

the Appellant’s judgements and my judgements using the Appellant’s 
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methodology and terminology, but correcting for the matters addressed in Section 

5.0 above (own emphasis added in Tables below).   

Table 1: Comparison of Appellant’s Landscape Assessment with My Own  

 Appellant’s LVIA Assessment 

(Table B2, B3 and B4) 

 My Assessment 

Lower Meon Valley, Open Valley Side Character (application site and its context) 

Value 
“Community at the northern end of the 

application site, Local Authority to the 

south and east” 

6.1.5. Local Authority  

Susceptibility 
“Medium at the north of the application 

site, high to the south and east” 

6.1.6. High 

Sensitivity 
“Medium at the north of the 

Application site (in the Proposed 

development area), high/ medium to 

south and east.” 

6.1.7. High / Medium 

Magnitude 
“Medium on the proposed development 

site, Slight to the south and east.” 

6.1.8. Medium / Substantial 

Impact  
“Moderate on the proposed 

development site, remaining moderate 

to the south and east of this in the short 

term. Effects outside of the proposed new 

housing would reduce once planting has 

established.  

6.1.9. Major / Moderate 

Nature  
Negative, becoming positive outside of 

the new housing 

Negative, remaining 

negative  

Lower Meon Valley: Open Valley Side (in the wider Meon Valley) 

Value “Local Authority” Local Authority  

Susceptibility “High” High 

Sensitivity “High/Medium” High/Medium 

Magnitude “Negligible” Medium 

Impact  “Minor” Moderate  

Nature  “Negative, becoming positive” Negative, remaining 

negative 

Lower Meon Valley: Open Floodland Farmland 

Value “Local Authority” Local Authority 

Susceptibility “High” High 

Sensitivity “High/Medium” High/Medium 
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Magnitude Negligible” Small 

Impact  “Minor” Moderate / Minor 

Nature  “Negative becoming positive" Negative, remaining 

negative  

Lower Meon Valley Character Area as a Whole 

Value “Local Authority” Local Authority  

Susceptibility “High” High 

Sensitivity “High/Medium” High/Medium 

Magnitude “Negligible”  Medium 

Impact  “Minor” Moderate 

Nature  “Negative, becoming positive” Negative, remaining 

negative 

Table 2: Comparison of Appellant’s Visual Assessment with My Own 

 Appellant’s LVIA 

Assessment 

(Table C3) 

My Assessment 

Viewpoint 3: Posbrook Lane and Junction with Footpath 39  

Sensitivity  “Medium/High” Medium/High 

Magnitude of Change (After 

construction/year 15)  

“Medium” 

“Medium” 

Substantial 

Medium 

Visual Effects 

(After Construction/Year 15) 

“Moderate” Major/Moderate 

Moderate 

Nature of Effect “Negative becoming 

positive” 

Negative remaining 

negative 

Viewpoint 10: Footpath 48, east of the Site 

Sensitivity “Medium/High” Medium/High 

Magnitude of Change (After 

construction/year 15)  

“Slight” 

“Slight” 

Medium/Slight 

Slight 

Visual Effects 

(After Construction/Year 15) 

“Moderate/Minor” 

“Moderate/Minor” 

Moderate 

Moderate/Minor 

Nature of Effect “Negative becoming 

positive” 

Negative remaining 

negative 

Viewpoint 12: Footpath North of Newgate Lane Estate  

Sensitivity Medium/High” High/Medium 

Magnitude of Change (After 

construction/year 15)  

“Slight/Negligible” 

“Slight/Negligible” 

Medium/Slight 

Slight 

Visual Effects 

(After Construction/Year 15) 

“Minor” 

“Minor” 

Moderate 

Moderate/Minor 

Nature of Effect “Negative“ Negative remaining 

negative 
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Viewpoint 13: Footpath Crossing River Meon Within National Nature Reserve   

Sensitivity “Medium/High” Medium/High 

Magnitude of Change (After 

construction/year 15)  

“Slight/Negligible” 

“Slight/Negligible” 

Medium/Slight 

Slight/Negligible  

Visual Effects 

(After Construction/Year 15) 

“Minor” 

“Minor” 

Moderate 

Minor  

Nature of Effect “Negative becoming 

positive” 

Negative remaining 

negative 

6.1.5. In terms of impacts, the Appellant makes much of the reduction in size of the 

Proposed Development built form development area, which has been reduced in 

footprint from 4.23ha of the original area to 1.61ha as identified within paragraph 8 

of the Landscape Statement of Common Ground [Core Document CDD.3]. Whilst 

I accept the reduction in size would reduce the physical land take the Proposed 

Development would have, it is important to note the relationship between 

development size and resultant landscape and visual impacts does not follow a 

linear negative correlation. For any development proposal there will be certain 

thresholds, dependent on a number of factors, where impacts will decrease in a 

series of stepped, potentially unequal, stages.  

6.1.6. One such threshold relates to the physical location of a Site. LDA’s work for 

Oxford City Council in support of the tall building development policy of the now 

adopted Local Plan allowed many lessons to be learnt in this regard which can 

equally be applied to any form of development. A key learning point from that 

work was the importance of understanding ‘skylining’ where development sits on 

or near to a ridgeline and would break the horizon, a feature the eye is naturally 

drawn toward and along.  

6.1.7. The importance of ‘natural lines’ is also recognised in the Landscape Institute’s 

Technical Note regarding the assessment of valued landscapes [Core Document 

CDH.42] which notes in Table 1 at page 14 the role of the “presence of natural lines 

in the landscape (e.g. natural ridgelines, woodland edges, river corridors, coastal edges)” in 
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contributing to the ‘perceptual (scenic)’ factors of a valued landscape. I would 

contend the importance of the ridgelines that form and allow an appreciation of 

the valley sides is especially important in valley landforms as identified in the 

Fareham Landscape Character Assessment (2001) [Core Document CDG.2], even 

more so for those that are valued.     

6.1.8. Given the Proposed Development’s location on the crest of the valley side it would 

‘skyline’ and break the horizon, even with mitigation planting. Looking up from 

the valley floor or across from the eastern valley side, the prominence and 

awareness of new development breaking the horizon, extending built silhouette 

and intruding into undeveloped valued countryside would be more apparent in 

my view than development that was situated away from the sensitive Meon Valley 

sides and did not result in skylining.  

6.1.9. Posbrooke Lane, which follows the natural ridgeline running south from Bellfield 

currently has a rural character with open views over the Appeal Site to the Meon 

Valley. The Proposed Development would increase the sense of urbanisation and 

enclosure along Posbrooke Lane, extending the built form, which would be visible 

behind the proposed planting, 105.2m along the lane. The effect of this in heritage 

terms and the impact to heritage assets at Posbrooke Farm is considered in detail 

in Ms Markham’s evidence.       

6.1.10. I also have concerns regarding the efficacy of the planting proposed and 

which, as I have set out in Section 5.4, is heavily relied on by the Appellant for 

mitigation. This concern relates to the alignment of a main sewer across the Site as 

shown in the agreed Dimensions Plan which forms part of the Landscape 

Statement of Common Ground [Core Document CDD.3] and more accurately on 

page 70 of the Flood Risk Assessment and Drainage Strategy [Core Document 

CDA.12]. Such utilities are subject to strict controls on planting to protect the 
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operational function of the asset and Southern Water has produced guidance in 

relation to planting in this regard (Appendix 2). Essentially a 3m easement either 

side of the sewer centre line should be provided. The guidance does allow some 

planting stating “Blackthorn / Quickthorn, Elder, Hazel, Privet are the only hardwood 

plants that should be planted directly across the pipeline or sewer” (paragraph 3.2) and 

that “These must be maintained to height of no more than 2m” (paragraph 4.1). Between 

3m and 6m of the centre line planting of “small amenity trees” and/or “dwarf fruit 

stock trees” is allowed whilst beyond 6m “large conifers and broadleaves” are allowed 

(page 6).  

6.1.11. The Appellant’s Landscape Statement of Case [SLR Sept 2020] states at 

paragraph 66 “The woodland would comprise species such as beech, oak, birch, hazel, 

holly, blackthorn, and hawthorn” and at paragraph 67 confirms: 

“As for the first appeal I have prepared a ZTV and photomontages which show the proposed 

planting at 8 metres after 15 years.”    

6.1.12. In light of the Southern Water guidance, it is clear that not all planting 

would be allowed to reach 8m as modelled within the Appellant’s Landscape 

Statement of Case ZTV (PL-2) and photomontages (PL4-PL18). This would restrict 

the heights of planting along the northern boundary to Posbrooke Farm and also 

areas in the southeast of the southern boundary to the Proposed Development that 

fall within the 3m – 6m buffer (shown as 11.3m wide on the agreed dimensions 

plan) that would require short amenity trees or dwarf fruit stock (typically 

approximately 2 – 3.5m in height on maturity). I am therefore led to conclude that 

both the ZTV and photomontages produced by the Appellant overestimate the 

screening effect of proposed planting and consequently the mitigation of landscape 

and visual impacts.     
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6.1.13. In addition, I note that neither the Appellant’s LVIA [Core Document 

CDA.14] nor its Statement of Case on Landscape Matters (SLR Sept 2020) makes 

reference to lighting, which would reinforce the urbanising effect of the Proposed 

Development. The concerns regarding the impact of lighting to heritage have been 

recognised by Historic England who requested a lighting scheme to seek to 

mitigate the night-time effect of the development, which the Appellant has not 

provided. Whilst this could be required via a planning condition it is unlikely to 

remove all harmful lighting effects along with the parking and movement of 

vehicles and presence of other domestic paraphernalia (such as gardens and sheds) 

associated with residential dwellings introducing urbanising characteristics into 

what is otherwise a natural environment.   

6.1.14. Whilst the requirement for public open space remains in dispute between 

the Appellant and FBC, the Planning Statement of Common Ground [Core 

Document CDD.1] confirms at paragraph 8.2 the Appellant’s position “additional 

public open space could be provided to the south of the proposed dwellings (and within the 

red line application site) if the Inspector considered additional public open space was 

necessary.” No details on this provision have been provided to date by the 

Appellant therefore I am unable to comment on the potential impacts to the 

landscape and visual resource, though in the absence of such details I do not 

consider that adverse impacts from public open space provision in this location 

can be excluded.         

6.1.15. I accept that the Proposed Development would result in some beneficial 

enhancement to the settlement edge as a result of proposed new planting. 

However, as set out in Section 4.0 of my Proof this benefit has in my view been 

overestimated and does not outweigh the harm the Proposed Development would 

have to both the character and visual amenity of the Meon Valley. This harm 

would, in my view, remain negative and for landscape and visual receptors within 
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the Site and its local context “can be considered to have additional weight in the 

planning balance” despite the mitigation proposed.        
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7.0 Landscape and Visual Policy Summary 

7.1.1. The following section provides a summary of relevant policy in relation to 

landscape and visual matters. Mr Stephen Jupp’s Proof of Evidence sets out in 

detail FBC’s case in relation to planning policy matters.     

7.2. National Planning Policy Framework 

7.2.1. Paragraph 174(a) provides that planning policies and decisions should contribute 

to and enhance the natural and local environment by protecting and enhancing 

(among other things) valued landscapes.  

7.3. Adopted Fareham Borough Core Strategy (2011)   

7.3.1. Policy CS4: Green Infrastructure, Biodiversity and Geological Conservation 

provides protection for habitats and geological sites within the Borough and seeks 

to encourage the creation of new Green Infrastructure (GI) and protection of 

existing GI. Development that compromises GI will not be permitted.  

7.3.2. Policy CS6: The Development Strategy identified strategic areas where 

development will be focussed in the Borough. The policy states, among other 

things, that:  

“In identifying land for development, the priority will be for the reuse of previously 

developed land, within the defined urban settlement boundaries including their review 

through the Site Allocations and Development Management DPD, taking into 

consideration biodiversity / potential community value, the character, accessibility, 

infrastructure and services of the settlement and impacts on both the historic and natural 

environment.” (own emphasis added) 
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7.3.3. CS14: Development Outside Settlements provides specific protection for areas 

outside these defined locations, stating that “Built development on land outside the 

defined settlements will be strictly controlled to protect the countryside and coastline from 

development which would adversely affect its landscape character, appearance and 

function.” (own emphasis added) 

7.3.4. CS17: High Quality Design states: 

“All development, buildings and spaces will be of a high quality of design and be safe and 

easily accessed by all members of the community. Proposals will need to demonstrate 

adherence to the principles of urban design and sustainability to help create quality places. 

In particular development will be designed to [inter alia]: 

 respond positively to and be respectful of the key characteristics of the area, including 

heritage assets, landscape, scale, form, spaciousness and use of external materials; 

 create a sense of identity and distinctiveness and one that is legible,” 

7.4. Adopted Fareham Development Sites and Policies (2015) 

7.4.1. Policy DSP6: New Residential Development Outside of the Defined Urban 

Settlement sets a presumption against development outside the Defined Urban 

Settlement boundaries and states that: 

“Proposals should have particular regard to the requirements of Core Strategy Policy 

CS14: Development Outside Settlements, and Core Strategy Policy CS6: The Development 

Strategy. They should avoid the loss of significant trees, should not have an unacceptable 

impact on the amenity of residents, and should not result in unacceptable environmental or 

ecological impacts, or detrimental impact on the character or landscape of the surrounding 

area.” 
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7.4.2. Policy DSP40: Housing Allocations relates to the provision of housing in the 

Borough in circumstances (as here) where the Council cannot demonstrate a five-

year housing land supply. In relation to landscape, the Policy states: 

“Where it can be demonstrated that the Council does not have a five year supply of land for 

housing against the requirements of the Core Strategy (excluding Welborne) additional 

housing sites, outside the urban area boundary, may be permitted where they meet all of the 

following criteria [inter alia]:  

iii. The proposal is sensitively designed to reflect the character of the neighbouring 

settlement and to minimise any adverse impact on the Countryside and, if 

relevant, the Strategic Gaps.” 

7.5. Emerging Fareham Local Plan 2037 

7.5.1. Strategic Policy DS1: Development in the Countryside state that proposals will 

need to demonstrate that they (inter alia) conserve and enhance landscapes.  

7.5.2. Strategic Policy DS3: Landscape provides that development proposals in Areas of 

Special Landscape Quality (which, as shown on the Policies Map, includes the 

Appeal Site) shall only be permitted where the landscape will be protected and 

enhanced. It also provides that development in the countryside shall recognise the 

intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside, paying particular regard to 

various factors.  

7.5.3. Policy HP4: Five-Year Housing Land Supply relates to the provision of housing in 

the Borough in circumstances where the Council cannot demonstrate a five-year 

housing land supply. Proposals in the countryside may be permitted where they 

meet various criteria including: 
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7.5.4. “c) The proposal is sensitively designed to reflect the landscape character and setting of the 

settlement, is of a scale proportionate to its setting and recognises the intrinsic character 

and beauty of the countryside and, if relevant, does not significantly affect the integrity of a 

Strategic Gap” 

7.6. Conclusion on Policy Compliance of the Appeal Proposal  

7.6.1. For the reasons set out within this Proof, I consider that the Appeal Proposal 

would cause permanent harm to landscape character and visual amenity and 

would harm a valued landscape. As such, I consider it to be inconsistent with 

paragraph 174(a) of the NPPF, policies CS14 and CS17 of the Core Strategy, 

policies DSP6 and DSP40(iii) of the Development Sites and Policies, and policies 

DS1, DS3 and HP4(c) of the emerging Local Plan. 
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8.0 Summary and Conclusions  

8.1.1. I have considered carefully the landscape and visual evidence submitted by the 

Appellant in relation to the Appeal Site. In coming to my conclusions on the 

Proposed Development, I have also visited the Appeal Site and sought the opinion 

of colleagues at LDA Design who were involved at application stage, with the 

previous appeal and with previous commissions in the Borough, including the 

Fareham Landscape Character Assessment (2017) [Core Document CDG.2].    

8.1.2. From my review, I am of the opinion that the Appellant has:  

 Overestimated the influence of the existing settlement edge in relation to “the 

northern end” of the Appeal Site; 

 Incorrectly reduced the landscape value of “the northern end” of the Appeal 

Site on the basis of this perceived influence contrary to the Landscape Institute 

Technical Guidance for valued landscapes [Core Document CDH.42];  

 Incorrectly reduced the sensitivity of “the northern end” part of the Appeal Site 

on which built form is proposed; 

 Underestimated the visibility of the Proposed Development and the number of 

visual receptors that would be affected resulting in an incorrectly reduced 

magnitude of change assessed to landscape and visual receptors;       

 Failed to assess a ‘worst case’ assessment scenario as advocated by GLVIA3 

[Core Document CDH.40] and consequently underestimated the harm to the 

landscape and visual resource as a result of the Proposed Development.  

 As a result of these factors the Appellant has understated the landscape and 

visual impacts of the Proposed Development, which as I have explained 

would cause permanent harm to landscape character and visual amenity and 

would harm a valued landscape, and which would fail to minimise the 

impacts of the Proposed Development on the Countryside.  

8.1.3. FBC acknowledges it does not currently have a 5 year housing land supply and 

therefore Policy DSP40 is engaged. Whilst the subsection iii) of Policy DSP40 
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requires proposals to “to minimise any adverse impact on the Countryside”, given the 

evidence I set out within this Proof I believe the level of temporary and permanent 

harm to the landscape character and visual amenity of a valued landscape as a 

result of the Proposed Development is unacceptable in landscape and visual terms 

and consequently policy requirements are not satisfied. Although I accept that 

policy DSP40 contemplates that there may be some adverse landscape and visual 

impacts from proposals on the countryside, I consider that the impacts in this case 

have not been minimised to acceptable levels, in breach of the policy.    

8.1.4. National policy within the NPPF and local policy within the Local Plan are explicit 

in their support for sustainable development. However, sustainable development 

is very different to allowing any development anywhere. It is my view that the 

Proposed Development would result in unacceptable harm to a valued and highly 

sensitive landscape and does not represent sustainable development under the 

terms of the NPPF in landscape and visual terms. The Proposed Development fails, 

in my view, to meet requirements of paragraph 174 (a) of the NPPF, policies CS14 

and CS17 of the Core Strategy, policies DSP6 and DSP40(iii) of the Development 

Sites and Policies, and policies DS1, DS3 and HP4(c) of the emerging Local Plan.    
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Figures 

 

Figure 1: Bellfield Settlement Edge 

Figure 2: Illustrative Viewpoints of the Settlement Edge  

Figure 3: Zone of Theoretical Visibility 
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Appendices  

 

Appendix 1: Titchfield Haven National Nature Reserve Visitor Leaflet  
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Appendix 2: Southern Water Developer Services: A Guide to Tree Planting Near Southern 

Water Mains and Sewers   
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1 Developer Services – Tree Planting Guide 

 
 

 

A Guide to Tree Planting near Southern 
Water Mains and Sewers 
 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This information is produced for your guidance and is drawn up in light of research 
into the effects of planting of new trees, including conifers and shrubs, either side of a 
water main or sewer. 

New sewers and water mains located outside public highways are usually protected 
by legal agreements referred to here as "easements" to prevent future access 
difficulties or buildings being built where they may cause damage to our sewers and 
water mains. The easements typically extend 3.0 metres either side of the sewer or 
main, although this can be increased in some circumstances. 

This guidance note takes account of opinions expressed in the National House 
Building Council (NHBC) Standards Chapter 4.2 - Building Near Trees and the draft 
National Joint Utilities Group (NJUG) guidelines on Trees and Services. 

 
1.1 WATER DEMAND AND SOIL CONDITIONS 
The water demands of trees vary considerably; they generally reflect the size of the 
tree although species of tree differ in their water requirements. If the soil is a 
shrinkable clay* or a deep peat, the drying effect of tree roots may amplify any 
seasonal shrinkage, especially in drought years. A possible "heave" situation may 
occur following re-wetting of such soil, the sudden removal of the trees, or the 
severing of tree roots by trenching. 

Although the majority of the root system of a tree is usually within 600mm of the 
surface, the roots may extend radially in any direction for distances frequently in 
excess of the tree's height. Underground services are often cooler than the 
surrounding soil, causing moisture within the soil to condense on the outer surface of 
the sewer or main, thereby encouraging roots to grow close to the service. Open 
joints of sewers also attract roots where the conditions are conducive to growth (ie. 
moist and aerated). 

Damage to sewers or water mains can occur either by: 
1. Direct damage where the root penetrates an existing flaw and as it grows, its 
increasing diameter causes damage, 
2. By fibrous roots blocking the flow, 
3. By the movement of the whole root bowl when the tree sways in high winds. 
 
Such damage is not inevitable, much will depend on the species of tree planted, the 
depth of the sewer or water main and its method of construction and/or protection. 
Advice should be sought at an early stage on the positioning of trees near new 
sewers and water mains, and reference to the NHBC and NJUG publications is 
advised. 
 

 
* Clay containing more than 35% fine particles (silt & clay) and having a plasticity 
index greater than 10% 
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2.0 PLANTING OF TREES AND SHRUBS 
The following schedule has been prepared of commonly available trees which by 
reason of their large size in ultimate growth under certain soil conditions, combined 
with their high water demanding potential, should be excluded from the pipeline 
easement area (ie. planted at a distance greater than 3.0 metres from the centre line 
of the sewer or water main). 

Trees and conifers not included in this exclusion list would usually be permissible, 
(see "Guidelines for Planting in Easement Areas" below) but it is recommended that 
approval is sought for any trees, shrubs or conifers, whose nature or water demand 
is unknown, particularly if on peat or clay soils. 

Outside the easement area trees should not be planted so thickly as to form a dense 
copse-like situation, which could impede access to the water pipe or sewer in an 
emergency. 

On clay or peat soils, certain trees or conifers that already exist within the easement 
may require removal or frequent heavy pollarding to reduce their canopy, and 
subsequent water demanding potential. Liaison with the local Council's Planning 
Department is advised in this situation, particularly if the trees may be affected by a 
Tree Preservation Order (TPO). 

 
2.1 TREES AND CONIFERS NOT TO BE PLANTED WITHIN PIPELINE OR SEWER 
EASEMENTS 
 
SCHEDULE of commonly available trees and conifers, which should be excluded 
from planting within the pipeline or sewer easement because of their large size, 
and/or heavy canopy in ultimate growth and moderate/high water demand. Refer to 
4.1 "Hedges" below for use of trees as hedge plants. 

 
Definitions:- (H) - High Water Demand 
  (M) - Moderate Water Demand 
  CVS - Cultivars or garden varieties 
    *   - No information currently available regarding water demand on 
   these genera. Generally they fall into the moderate water  
   demand category. 
 
ACERS  ("Maples") - particularly:-     (M) 
   negundo ("Box Elder") and cvs. 
   platanoides ("Norway Maple") and cvs. 
   pseudoplatanus ("Sycamore") and cvs. 
   rubrum ("Red Maple") and cvs. 
 
AESCULUS  ("Horse Chestnut") - particularly:-    (M) 
   carnea ("Red Horse Chestnut") 
   carnea "Briottii" 
   hippocastanum ("Common Horse Chestnut") and cvs. 
 
AILANTHUS  altissima (glandulosa) ("Tree of Heaven")   (M) 
ALNUS  ("Alder")       (M) 
   cordata ("Italian Alder") 
   glutinosa ("Common Alder") 
   incana ("Grey Alder") 
 
CARPINUS  betulus and cvs. ("Hornbeam")    (M) 
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CATALPA  bignonioides ("Indian Bean Tree")      * 
 
CUPRESSOCYPARIS leylandii ("Leyland Cypress") and cvs.  (M) 
 
CUPRESSUS  ("True Cypress") - particularly:-    (M) 
   macrocarpa ("Monterey Cypress") and cvs. 
   glabra ("Pyramidaus") (C. arizona "Conica") 
 
FRAXINUS  ("Ash") - most species and cvs. particularly   (M) 
   excelsior ("Common Ash") 
   oxycarpa "Raywood" 
 
JUGLANS  ("Walnut") - species and cvs.       * 
   nigra ("Black Walnut") 
   regia ("Common Walnut") 
 
LIQUIDAMBAR styraciflua ("Sweet Gum") and cvs.      * 
 
LIRIODENDRON tulipifera ("Tulip Tree") and cvs.      * 
 
PAULOWNIA fargesii           * 
   tomentosa 
 
PICEA   ("Spruce") - particularly:-       * 
   abies ("Christmas Tree") (Norway Spruce) 
   pungens ("Colorado Spruce") 
   sitchensis ("Sitka Spruce") 
 
PINUS   ("Pine") - particularly:-        * 
   contorta "Latifolia" ("Lodgepole Pine") 
   nigra ("Austrian Pine") 
   nigra "Maritima" ("Corsican Pine") 
   pinaster ("The Maritime" or "Bournemouth Pine") 
   ponderosa ("Western Yellow Pine") 
   radiata ("Monterey Pine") 
   strobus ("Weymouth Pine") 
   sylvestris ("Scots Pine") 
   wallichiana ("Bhutan Pine") 
 
PLANTANUS  ("Plane")       (M) 
   x hispanicus ("London Plane") and cvs. 
   orientalis ("Oriental Plane") and cvs. 
 
POPULUS  ("Poplars")       (H) 
   of which there are many. 
 
PSEUDOTSUGA menziesii ("Douglas Fir")     (M) 
 
PTEROCARYA ("Wing Nut")         * 
   fraxinifolia 
   x rehderana 
 
QUERCUS  ("Oak") - all species and cvs. of which there are many (H) 
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ROBINIA  ("False Acadia")      (M) 
   x ambigua "Decaissneana" 
   pseudoacacia and some cvs. 
 
SALIX   ("Willows") - most species and cvs.    (H) 
 
THUYA  occidentalis ("American Arborvitae")     * 
   plicata ("Western Red Cedar") and cvs. notably 
   p. "Fastigiata" and "Zebrina" 
 
TILIA   ("Lime" or "Linden") all species and cvs.   (M) 
 
ULMUS  ("Elm") - most species and cvs.    (M) 
 
ZELKOVA  ("Water Elm")       (H) 
   carpinifolia 
   serrata 
 

3.0 GUIDELINES FOR PLANTING IN EASEMENT 
AREAS 
 
3.1 Approval must be obtained from Southern Water Services Ltd before any planting 
is carried out within the permanent easement. The Company retains the right to 
remove any trees which might become a danger to the water main or sewer, 
providing this does not conflict with any Tree Preservation Orders present. 

3.2 Blackthorn/Quickthorn, Elder, Hazel, Privet are the only hardwood plants that 
should be planted directly across the pipeline or sewer. These may only be planted 
where a hedge is necessary either for screening purposes or to indicate a field 
boundary. These should be planted out and maintained as detailed in 4.1 below. 
Elsewhere within the easement area hedge may be planted with species listed in 4.1 
below. 

3.3 Apple trees grafted onto dwarf root stocks may be planted to within 3.0 metres of 
the pipeline or sewer. 

3.4 Christmas Trees may also be planted to within 3.0m of the pipeline or sewer 
provided that they will be clear felled at intervals not exceeding seven years. 

3.5 Ash, Beech, Elm, Horse Chestnut, Lime, Oak, Sycamore, Fruit Trees and most 
Conifers may only be planted as individual specimens, or a single row, in an area at 
least 6.0 metres clear of the pipe or sewer. Woodland planting may only be carried 
out at distances greater than 10.0 metres from the pipe or sewer. 

3.6 Poplar and Willow may not be planted within 10.0 metres of the pipeline or sewer. 
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4.0 SUGGESTED TREES AND SHRUBS WITHIN THE 
EASEMENT AREA 
 
Cornus Alba    - Red Barked Dogwood 
Viburnum Opulus   - Guelder Rose 
Rosa Canina    - Dog Rose 
Corylus Avellana   - Hazel 
Crataegus Monogyna   - Common Hawthorn 
Amelanchier Canadensis  - Shrub 
Rosa Rugosa Bamanas Rose  - Shrub 
Ligustrum Vulgare   - Privet 
Prunus Spinosa   - Quickthorn 
Ulex Europaeus   - Gorse 
Sambucus Nigra   - Elder 
 
4.1 HEDGES 
 
Trees, Shrubs and conifers used as hedge plants, close planted in a line up to 1 
metre apart will, if left untrimmed as free-standing specimens, grow to large trees, 
and then exhibit all the disadvantages of water demand and large size. Such trees 
and conifers frequently used as hedge plants include:- 

Cupressus macrocarpa ("Monterey Cypress") 

Cupressocyparis leylandii ("Leyland Cypress") 

Quercus ilex ("Holm" or "Holly Oak") 

Chamaecyparis lawsoniana ("Lawsons Cypress") and cvs. 

Thuya plicata ("Western Red Cedar") and cvs. 

Ulmus species and cvs. ("Elm") 

These species, as long as they are grown in hedge form, remaining clipped to a low 
height (no more than 2.0 metres) and closely planted (no more than 1.0 metre apart) 
are usually permissible within the easement area, but should be avoided directly over 
the actual pipe or sewer run and particularly on deep clay or deep peat soils. 
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5.0 PLANTING DISTANCES FROM CENTRE LINE OF 
WATER MAIN OR SEWER 
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1.0 Introduction, Qualifications and Experience, and Scope of Evidence   

1.1.1. My name is Ben Croot. My qualifications and experience are set out in Section 1.0 

of my main Proof of Evidence (‘Proof’).   

1.1.2. My evidence has been prepared on behalf of Fareham Borough Council (‘FBC’) in 

relation to the appeal by Foreman Homes (‘the Appellant’) against the non-

determination of planning application reference P/19/1193/OA for outline planning 

permission (with all matters reserved apart from access) for the erection of up to 57 

dwellings, together with associated parking, landscaping and access from 

Posbrook Lane (‘the Proposed Development’) at land east of Posbrook Lane, 

Titchfield (‘the Appeal Site’). 

1.1.3. My evidence addresses putative Reason for Refusal (b), concerning landscape and 

visual matters, focussing on the main areas of disagreement which I consider to be:  

 The influence of the settlement edge on the Appeal Site. 

 The value, susceptibility, and consequently, the sensitivity of the Appeal Site. 

 The impact of the Proposed Development on the character and visual amenity 

of the Lower Meon Valley. 
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2.0 The Value of the Meon Valley  

2.1. Introduction 

2.1.1. It is common ground that the Appeal Site forms part of a valued landscape (under 

paragraph 174 (a) of the NPPF) which extends from the edge of Bellfield and 

includes the Lower Meon Valley (LSoCG paragraph 13).  

2.2. The Meon Valley 

2.2.1. The River Meon rises near East Meon (at the highest chalk stream source in the 

UK) within the South Downs National Park, some 26 kms upstream of Titchfield. It 

flows principally southwards along a relatively narrow channel but through a 

major river valley, which is divided into upper, middle and lower reaches 

associated with changing geology and landform of the downs, lowland clay and 

coastal plain respectively. It finally meets the Solent at Titchfield Haven and Hill 

Head, some 34 kms from source to mouth. It is, therefore, a significant and distinct 

landscape feature within South Hampshire, passing through two Boroughs 

(Winchester and Fareham), linking the South Downs to the coast and embracing a 

variety of landscapes along its course. 

2.2.2. At the County level, the Hampshire Integrated Character Assessment (‘HICA’) 

[Core Document CDG.3] recognises the Meon Valley as a distinct landscape 

character area (3e).  

2.2.3. In addition to the detailed description of the Meon Valley LCA, the Fareham 

Landscape Assessment 2017 [Core Document CDG.2] emphasises the role of the 

Meon Valley as one of the defining, structural landscape features of the Borough.  
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2.3. Designations and Value  

2.3.1. Given the abundance of the highest level of ecological designations (SPA, Ramsar, 

SSSI, NNR, LNR), along with its scenic quality, distinctiveness (and rarity), intact 

and unspoilt condition, abundance of cultural heritage and recreational assets, and 

its important functional role hydrologically as a flood plain, it is my view that the 

Meon Valley is at the higher end of the undesignated valued landscape category.  

2.4. Protecting the Meon Valley and the Value of High-Quality Local 

Greenspace  

2.4.1. The importance of local natural green space has been brought into sharp focus 

during the Covid-19 pandemic. Objections from local community groups and 

locals including The Meon Ramblers, The Fareham Society and Titchfield Village 

Trust demonstrate this is clearly a development that local communities do not 

want.  

2.4.2. FBC and Inspectors have a consistent history of rightly defending the Lower Meon 

Valley from incremental, harmful development.   

2.4.3. It is the intention of FBC to strengthen the protection of the Meon Valley by 

designating it as an ‘Area of Special Landscape Quality’, including the Appeal site, 

under Policy DS3 in the emerging Local Plan [Core Document CDF.5]. 
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3.0 The Influence of the Existing Settlement Edge 

3.1.1. The settlement edge comprises existing established boundary vegetation of 

scrubby hedgerow and mature trees, along with the soft natural space of Bellfield 

play area, communal amenity grassed areas (with low level communal garages) 

and vegetated private residential gardens.  

3.1.2. It is approximately 299m in length along the southern edge of Bellfield. Of this, 

approximately 35m is rear residential garden fencing or gates; and 264m is scrubby 

hedgerow or hedgerow with trees. Buildings are typically set back from the 

boundary by approximately 8m in the south to up to 50m in the north. At no point 

along this boundary does built form front directly onto the Appeal Site nor create a 

hard urban edge to it. 

3.1.3. I consider it to be a ‘soft’ definitive edge to Bellfield, providing a clear demarcation 

between urban settlement and the natural environment of the Meon Valley.       

3.1.4. I consider that the Appellant has again overemphasised the influence of the 

existing settlement edge. It provides a ‘soft’ yet distinct boundary between existing 

settlement and the Meon Valley. With utmost respect to the previous Inspector, I 

do not believe it to now be “harsh and readily visible”, which it may very well have 

been back in 2018. In my view, built form is visible, but it has little influence over 

the Appeal Site, a view with which the previous Inspector also concurred.          
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4.0 Landscape Sensitivity and the Magnitude of Change from the 

Proposed Development 

4.1. The Value of the Appeal Site 

4.1.1. I agree with the Appellant that the Appeal Site is assessed as ‘Local Authority’ 

value as part of the Appellant’s LVIA (Table B2) [Core Document CDA.14]. 

However, the Appellant has, erroneously in my view, reduced the value of the 

northern edge of the Appeal Site to ‘Community Value’ on the basis of the 

influence of the settlement edge. It is my view that this influence has been 

overstated by the Appellant and it is the whole of the Appeal Site, as a recognised 

valued landscape, that should be assessed as ‘Local Authority’ value. 

4.1.2. The approach taken by the Appellant was much debated at the previous appeal 

with appeal decisions and a High Court Judgment presented by FBC as evidence 

this was not the correct approach, a view which the previous Inspector accepted.  

4.2. The Susceptibility of the Appeal Site 

4.2.1. The Appellant takes a similar approach for susceptibility, reducing it from ‘High’ 

to ‘Medium’ for the ‘north of the application site’, again on account of the 

settlement edge.  

4.2.2. Whilst I accept that susceptibility can in principle be considered in relation to 

smaller parcels of land within larger areas, including valued landscapes, where 

there are logical and justifiable reasons for doing so, I do not believe given the 

physical circumstances here that it is justified. 

4.2.3. It is my view that the influence of the settlement edge does not warrant a reduction 

in susceptibility of the ‘north’ part of the Appeal Site. Furthermore, the way the 
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‘low’ susceptible area has been identified (which the Appellant has not attempted 

to spatially map) has no justified rationale in my view - there is no physical on the 

ground boundary, be it a distinct change of slope, change of land use or vegetative 

boundary, for it to follow and consequently it is a notional, arbitrary area adjacent 

to the settlement edge. 

4.2.4. The susceptibility of the whole Appeal Site, including the northern part, is in my 

view ‘High’ - as the Appellant has assessed for the Lower Meon Valley Open 

Valley Side character type.          

4.3. The Sensitivity of the Appeal Site 

4.3.1. For the reasons set out above, I consider the Appellant has been wrong to 

downplay both the value and susceptibility for the northern part of the Appeal 

Site. Moreover, in so doing, the Appellant has, in effect ‘double counted’ for the 

alleged influence of the settlement edge, reducing both the value of part of the 

Appeal Site (from ‘Local Authority’ to ‘Community’) and the susceptibility (from 

‘High’ to ‘Medium’) to produce an artificially reduced sensitivity of ‘Medium’ (as 

opposed to ‘High / Medium’) as assessed for the majority of the Lower Meon 

Valley: Open Valley Side Character Area.  

4.4. The Magnitude of Change   

4.4.1. In addition to the underestimation of the sensitivity of the Appeal Site, it is my 

view that the Appellant has also underestimated the potential Magnitude of 

Change both landscape and visual receptors would experience as a result of the 

Proposed Development. This underestimation appears to be founded on two 

components: 

 The underestimation of the visibility of the Proposed Development; and 
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 The underestimation of the numbers of visual receptors affected by the 

Proposed Development.  

4.4.2. Consequently, I am led to the view that the Appellant’s LVIA has not assessed a 

‘worst case’ assessment scenario as advocated by GLVIA3 [Core Document 

CDH.40]. Given the sensitivities of the receiving landscape, it is my view that a 

‘worst case’ assessment is appropriate in this situation.   
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5.0 The Impacts of the Proposed Development  

5.1.1. The result of reducing the sensitivity of part of the Appeal Site is that impacts to 

landscape character of the Lower Meon Valley: Open Valley Side as identified in 

the Fareham Landscape Assessment 2017 [Core Document CDG.2] are 

understated in Table B4 of the Appellant’s LVIA [Core Document CDA.14], which 

concludes effects of Moderate, Negative significance in the short term. It is my 

view that a more accurate assessment would be that they are Major / Moderate, 

Negative significance in the short-term.  Whilst the Proposed Development is a 

non-EIA development and therefore significant effects are not required to be 

identified within the LVIA for compliance with the EIA Regulations, the 

Appellant’s LVIA states at Section 1.1 effects of ‘Substantial’ or 

‘Substantial/Medium’ [i.e. ‘Major’ or Major/Moderate] “can be considered to have 

additional weight in the planning balance”.  

5.1.2. The underestimation of impacts is further compounded in my view by the 

underestimation of the magnitude of change both landscape and visual receptors 

would experience as a result of the Proposed Development.  

5.1.3. Tables 1 and 2 in my main Proof summarise the difference in assessment outcomes 

between the Appellant’s judgements and my judgements using the Appellant’s 

methodology and terminology, but correcting for the matters identified above.   

5.1.5. Whilst I accept the reduction in size from the previous scheme would reduce the 

physical land take the Proposed Development would have, it is important to note 

the relationship between development size and resultant landscape and visual 

impacts does not follow a linear negative correlation.  

5.1.6. Given the Proposed Development’s location on the crest of the valley side it would 

‘skyline’ and break the horizon, even with mitigation planting. Looking up from 
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the valley floor or across from the eastern valley side, the prominence and 

awareness of new development breaking the horizon, extending built silhouette 

and intruding into undeveloped valued countryside would be more apparent in 

my view than development that was situated away from the sensitive Meon Valley 

sides and did not result in skylining.  

5.1.7. I also have concerns regarding the efficacy of the planting. This concern relates to 

the alignment of a main sewer across the Site. Such utilities are subject to strict 

controls on planting to protect the operational function of the asset. It appears the 

Appellant has not taken these constraints fully into consideration as part of the 

LVIA and consequently has overestimated the screening effect of proposed 

mitigation planting.  

5.1.8. There may also be landscape and visual implications if public open space is 

provided to the south of the proposed dwellings (see paragraph 6.1.14 of my main 

Proof).     

5.1.9. I accept that the Proposed Development would result in some beneficial 

enhancement to the settlement edge as a result of proposed new planting but in 

my view this has been overestimated and does not outweigh the harm the 

Proposed Development would have to both the character and visual amenity of 

the Meon Valley. This harm would, in my view, remain negative and for landscape 

and visual receptors within the Site and its local context “can be considered to have 

additional weight in the planning balance” despite the mitigation proposed.        
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6.0 Conclusions  

6.1.1. As set out in paragraph 8.1.2 of my main Proof, I consider the Appellant has fallen 

into various errors, as a result of which it has understated the landscape and visual 

impacts of the Proposed Development, which as I have explained would cause 

permanent harm to landscape character and visual amenity and would harm a 

valued landscape, and which would fail to minimise the impacts of the Proposed 

Development on the Countryside.  

6.1.2. For the reasons set out above and in my main Proof, the Proposed Development 

fails, in my view, to meet requirements of paragraph 174 (a) of the NPPF, policies 

CS14 and CS17 of the Core Strategy, policies DSP6 and DSP40(iii) of the 

Development Sites and Policies, and policies DS1, DS3 and HP4(c) of the emerging 

Local Plan.  
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1.0 SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE 

Background, Experience and Instruction 

 

1.1 My main proof sets out my background, experience and qualifications. In summary, I am dual qualified as a town planner 

and am a member of the Institute of Historic Building Conservation (IHBC). I have almost seventeen years’ experience 

providing specialist heritage advice in the planning process. 

 

1.2 I am a Partner at Montagu Evans, a leading firm of chartered surveyors, in the Planning and Development Department of 

our London office. Our team is well-known for its expertise in historic environment matters.  

 

1.3 I have considerable experience of advising on housing developments on the edge of existing settlements and of 

undertaking setting assessments. 

 

1.4 In 2018 I acted as Fareham Borough Council (FBC)’s expert witness on heritage matters for the land to east of Posbrook 

Lane in Titchfield, for the proposed development of up to 150 dwellings, which was subject to a section 78 appeal 

(application reference P/17/0681/OA and appeal reference APP/A1720/W/18/3199119, “the First Appeal”).  

 

1.5 The First Appeal was dismissed and the Inspector’s decision is core document CDJ.2.  

 

1.6 FBC contacted me in January 2020 to ask whether I could prepare a consultation response on built heritage matters, in 

relation to a revised scheme for up to 57 dwellings on the same site; the application is now subject to the current appeal 

(application reference P/19/1193/OA and appeal reference APP/A1720/W/20/3254389).  

 

1.7 In my response, dated 28 January 2020, I concluded that while the new scheme would reduce the degree of harm to the 

grade II* listed buildings at Great Posbrook, it would not remove it, and that there would be a low degree of less than 

substantial harm. This consultation response is CDB.7. 

 

1.8 FBC then contacted me in August 2021 to ask whether I could act on their behalf as a heritage expert witness for this 

appeal, which I agreed to do. 

 

Scope of Evidence 

1.9 My evidence addresses the third putative reason for refusal, which identifies less than substantial harm to two grade II* 

listed buildings: a medieval late C16/early C17 aisled barn and an early C17 farmhouse at Great Posbrook. The location 

of these buildings is shown on the heritage asset plan in my Appendix 1.0.   
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1.10 I consider the significance of these listed buildings and what their setting contributes to their significance, or the 

appreciation of this significance. I then assess the effect of the proposed development on the significance of these listed 

buildings and the appreciation of their significance. 

 

Summary of Relevant Law, Policy and Guidance 

 

1.11 The statutory protection of listed buildings attaches great weight to their conservation. This has been clarified in recent 

case law. Paragraph 199 of the National Planning Policy Framework 2021 (“the NPPF” or “the Framework”) is also clear 

that great weight should be given to the conservation of heritage assets and the more important the asset, the greater the 

weight should be. In this case the two assets are grade II* listed (i.e. particularly important buildings of more than special 

interest which feature amongst the top 8% of listed buildings in the country). Paragraph 200 states that any harm to a 

designated heritage asset, including from development within its setting, such as here, would require clear and convincing 

justification. I recognise that it is possible for harmful development to be acceptable, should the public benefits outweigh 

this harm, as set out at paragraph 202 of the Framework.  

 

1.12 Policy DSP5 is Fareham’s principal local policy on the historic environment, so is of most relevance to my evidence. Given 

the current absence of a five year supply of housing, policy DSP40(v) is also of key relevance.   

 

1.13 Historic England’s guidance on setting (GPA3) is clear that setting has no intrinsic value in itself, but is important to the 

extent that it contributes to the significance of an asset or enables the appreciation of an asset’s significance. The revised 

GPA3 guidance has placed further emphasis on how proposed development affects one’s ability to appreciate an asset’s 

significance. 

 

The First Appeal Decision 

 

1.14 The First Appeal Decision (CDJ.2) related to a larger scheme on the same site, where built form would have essentially 

filled the gap between Titchfield and Great Posbrook and was also located to the east of the farmstead, as far south as 

the Barn. 

 

1.15 In accordance with the principle of consistency, the findings of the Inspector in the First Appeal are relevant to the current 

Appeal. I summarise the key points of most relevance to my evidence as follows: 

1) Great Posbrook comprises a historic farmstead which includes a grade II* listed house and barn, which are in 

the top 8% of listed buildings in the country and a significant and invaluable resource (paragraph 32); 
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2) There is a functional relationship between the listed buildings and the adjoining land which was likely farmed 

as part of the farm holding and reasonable evidence that there is an associative link with Titchfield Abbey, which 

adds to their significance (paragraph 36); 

3) The more recent and modern infill development and recent housing within the farmstead and in the wider setting 

has had a negative impact on the listed buildings and detracts from their significance (paragraph 36); 

4) The wider setting of the site within a rural landscape is a valued landscape (paragraph 28) which assists in 

understanding the scale and status of the landholding, and sets the farmstead in an appropriate open rural 

agricultural setting and separates it from the settlement of Titchfield. This contributes to the significance of the 

heritage assets (paragraph 36); 

5) The proximity to Titchfield and the exposed urban edge have a negative impact on the wider setting of the 

heritage assets, bringing the suburban development close to the farmstead and reducing the wider rural 

hinterland (paragraph 37); 

6) The proposals would bring the settlement of Titchfield up to the cluster of buildings at the former farmstead and 

in effect subsume that once separate element into the broader extent of the development (paragraph 41); 

7) This would reduce the connection of the former farmstead and listed buildings to the rural hinterland and 

obscure the separation from Titchfield (paragraph 41); 

8) The change would be perceived when travelling along Posbrook Lane when entering or leaving the village, and 

would be readily appreciated from Bellfield and from the settlement edge, and from the public footpaths running 

through the land, in both static and kinetic views (paragraph 41); 

9) The change would be noticeable, harmful, significant and fundamental (paragraph 41); 

10) The proposed development would intrude into views from the south and in the short to medium term would be 

readily distinguishable as suburban housing (paragraph 42); 

11) In the longer term landscaping may reduce this negative effect; however, it would introduce a sense of enclosure 

around the farmstead and listed buildings, detach them from the rural hinterland and reduce the historic 

functional relationship with the adjoining open land; 

12) The effect on views from footpaths to the east would be significant and harmful in the short to medium term. 

There may be some reduction in harm as the landscaping matures, but even with dense planting and the 

softening of the existing urban edge, it will be an undeniable fact that suburban development has been 

undertaken, and there is no separation between Titchfield and the historic farmstead (paragraph 43); 

13) The urbanisation of the remaining area separating the farmstead and listed buildings from the settlement is 

significant. Whilst the rural hinterland would remain to the south and west, the dislocation from the existing built 

up area is an important and fundamental component of that setting that would be lost as a result of the 

development (paragraph 44); 

14) There would be less than substantial harm to the listed buildings; this would not be at the lower end as 

contended by the appellant, but more in line with that suggested by the Council (in the middle of the range) 

(paragraph 44); 
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15) The proposals would therefore conflict with Policy DSP5 (paragraph 44); and 

16) The NPPF advises that great weight should be given to the conservation of designated heritage assets and any 

harm requires clear and convincing justification. The courts have held that any harm to a listed building or its 

setting is to be given considerable importance and weight (paragraph 45).  

 

 

Consultation Responses 

1.16 I prepared the consultation response on built heritage on behalf of the Council. I identified less than substantial harm to 

the grade II* listed barn and farmhouse, and that this would be at the lower end of the spectrum. I did not consider that 

the proposals would harm Titchfield Conservation Area, nor the locally listed buildings within Great Posbrook Farmhouse. 

 

1.17 The Appellant wrongly alleges that it is inconsistent to identify harm to the grade II* listed buildings and not to the locally 

listed farm buildings within the farmstead, so I explain the differences in my assessment below. 

 
1.18 I recognise that in the consultation response I made an error in the measurements of the existing and proposed gap 

between the southern edge of Titchfield and Great Posbrook, partly because the Illustrative Site Plan (drawing number 

16.092.02) does not specify the size of paper that it needs to be printed at 1:500 scale, nor could the Appellant confirm 

this during discussions on the Statements of Common Ground. The Council and Appellant have now agreed the distances 

in the Landscape and Heritage Statements of Common Ground.  

 
1.19 The measurement error does not change the fact that the gap between Titchfield and Great Posbrook would be reduced 

by more than half, and the remaining 56m of open space would be a relatively narrow gap, equivalent to some public 

spaces within Titchfield.  

 
1.20 The Council’s Urban Designer identified “a very minimal gap” of some 50m, and considered that the development would 

have a harmful effect on the grade II* listed buildings. 

 
1.21 Historic England, the statutory consultee on the historic environment, identified less than substantial harm to the grade II* 

listed buildings. 

 
1.22 The Appellant’s SOC on heritage matters claims that in their final consultation response, HE have not taken into account 

the improvement to the southern edge of Titchfield, and that HE should have concluded that there was no harm to the 

listed buildings (paragraph 5.13). 

 

1.23 This claim is disingenuous because HE did clearly identify the introduction of landscaping along the southern edge as an 

enhancement in their pre-application letter, and refer to it as “softening” the impact in their consultation response on the 

application, before reaching their conclusion that the proposals would result in less than substantial harm to the listed 

buildings.  
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1.24 The terms of HE’s recommendation (in particular the reference to the section 66(1) duty) also indicate that HE’s lack of 

objection was on the basis that they were content for the Council to weigh the less than substantial harm in the balance, 

not that they formed the view that there was no harm.   

 
1.25 The Fareham Society and Titchfield Village Trust are local amenity societies who seek to preserve the built environment, 

and both have objected to the Appeal scheme in strong terms. 16 local people have specifically cited heritage in their 

objections. 

 

Summary History of Great Posbrook 

 

1.26 The Appeal Site surrounds an ancient manor complex to the north and east. Great Posbrook is an ancient farmstead. It 

was acquired by Titchfield Abbey in 1243-4, relatively soon after the establishment of the monastery. The historic 

connection with the Abbey continued until 1838 at least; the Tithe map indicates that Place House (the mansion created 

from the Abbey after the Dissolution of the Monasteries) and Great Posbrook manor were owned by the same family at 

this date, including the land at the Appeal Site. The First Appeal decision recognised that there is reasonable evidence of 

an associative link with Titchfield Abbey, and this is common ground with the Appellant.  

 

1.27 The oldest buildings to survive at the farmstead are a substantial 10 bay aisled barn, which has been dated by 

dendrochronology to the late C16 or early C17, and an early C17 farmhouse, which originally had a very unusual T-shaped 

form. Both are grade II* listed so are in the top 8% of listed buildings in the country; they are highly graded assets. These 

two buildings are of a broadly similar date range and may have been constructed as part of an Estate renewal in the 

decades following the Dissolution. There are C19 additions to the farmhouse to the south and west, and evidence that the 

east end of barn may date from the C18. 

 

1.28 There are a number of other historic farm buildings at Great Posbrook, which are locally listed, comprising a former stables, 

cartshed/piggery and small barn/granary. The farmstead originally had a loose courtyard plan. 

 

1.29 I understand that the farmhouse was sold in the mid-1990s, and then subdivided into three dwellings. It is likely that 

Posbrook House, a detached house to the north of the drive, was also constructed in this period. 

 

1.30 By 1995 the farm buildings were disused and became very dilapidated. By 2003 the barn was on English Heritage’s At 

Risk Register. 

 

1.31 An enabling scheme in 2005 (application reference P/05/1663/FP) secured consent to demolish the modern farm buildings, 

to convert the former stables and piggery into four dwellings, construct six new dwellings and convert the barn into a 
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garage/storage space for the residents. The enabling scheme was sensitively designed to respect the setting of the listed 

barn and farmhouse and won a local architectural award; it reinstated the courtyard plan and in many cases the new 

buildings were built broadly on the footprint of historic farm buildings. Because of the site’s location in the Countryside and 

in a Strategic Gap, there was a policy presumption against development; however the Council considered the weighty 

heritage benefits meant the scheme was acceptable. 

 

Significance of the Farmstead, Farmhouse, Barn and Farm Buildings 

 

1.32 Great Posbrook is a medieval farmstead with a historic functional relationship with Titchfield Abbey. Not all the historic 

farm buildings of the ancient farmstead survive, and it contains a number of modern houses. However, the new 

development has been sympathetic to the historic form of the farmstead, and retains a number of important historic farm 

buildings, including a reliably dated late C16/early C17 substantial aisled barn. According to Historic England’s criteria for 

assessing historic farmsteads, Great Posbrook is a farmstead of special significance. 

 

1.33 The farmhouse is of historic interest as a manorial farmhouse and the focus of the ancient farmstead. It is likely to date 

from the early C17, so the original fabric is of considerable historic interest. Furthermore, the farmhouse originally had a 

very unusual T-shaped form, which is of particular architectural interest because of its rarity. 

 

1.34 The barn is of considerable historic interest for the age of its fabric which has been reliably dated to between 1570 and 

1622 by dendrochronology. The barn is post-Dissolution but its substantial scale and fine roof carpentry are reminiscent 

of earlier examples, such as Titchfield Abbey monastic barn nearby, which may explain why HE attributed it as late 

medieval in the list description. The wagon entrance and opposing door indicate it was used for threshing. The timber 

frame and roof structure are of architectural interest as an example of a very large aisled barn, with a Queen-Strut roof, in 

substantial members, with arched braces indicating its early date. The roof covering of corrugated steel is not of special 

interest but it is a light weight material commonly used on agricultural buildings. 

 
1.35 The locally listed buildings comprise a former stables, cartshed/piggery and small barn/granary. The cartshed/ piggery is 

late C19, but the date of the other structures is less clear, either C18 or C19. The stables and cartshed/piggery were 

converted to residential use as part of the enabling scheme, which transformed the character of the buildings and 

diminished their interest as examples of vernacular farm buildings, albeit securing their long term future. The small barn/ 

granary is ancillary to Old Barn Cottage (the western wing of the listed farmhouse), which at the time of my site visit was 

under conversion to a summer room, with the rest of the building remaining in use as a workshop and shed. The locally 

listed buildings are of historic and architectural interest as examples of vernacular farm buildings now converted to new 

uses. They have group value with the grade II* listed buildings. The locally listed buildings are smaller, more recent, and 

more altered structures than the farmhouse and barn, so are only of local interest, and are of low significance in comparison 

with the highly graded listed buildings. 
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The Setting of the Listed and Locally Listed Buildings 

 

1.36 Both buildings are located in the west side of the Meon valley, which the First Appeal identified (and this is now common 

ground) as a valued landscape. The land slopes gently towards the canal and river to the east. 

 
1.37 The land to the north, south and east of the farmhouse remains largely open, and the land to the south and east of the 

barn is open. 

 
1.38 The farmhouse has been subdivided into three dwellings. The separate drives and harder boundaries to the north and 

development of a detached house (Posbrook House) to the north of the drive have created a more suburban character to 

the north. The soft boundaries and access between the gardens to the south mean it is possible to readily appreciate that 

the farmhouse was once a single dwelling. 

 

1.39 Along the north and east boundary of the farmstead there are mature evergreen Holm Oaks, which enclose the garden of 

the eastern wing of the farmhouse (Great Posbrook), provide privacy and limit views both in and out, although there is a 

glimpsed view of the listed farmhouse from the PROW in the Appeal Site (my view 5). 

 

1.40 The enabling scheme has changed the character of the setting of the barn, and to a lesser extent the farmhouse, so that 

it is more suburban. Nevertheless, it is still possible to appreciate that this was an historic farmstead because three other 

historic farm buildings survive and the modern development has been sensitively designed to reinforce the historic 

courtyard form, in the idiom of vernacular agricultural or domestic buildings. 

 

1.41 The setting of farmhouse and barn in an historic farmstead makes an important contribution to the appreciation of their 

significance as a former manor house and agricultural building. 

 

1.42 The barn is a substantial structure with a distinctive deeply sloping roof clearly indicating that this is a historic barn, even 

without its original roof covering. 

 
1.43 The openness of the barn’s setting to the south and east reinforce its visual prominence in views from the south. 

 
1.44 The farmhouse and barn can be seen together as a group in views from the PROW and Posbrook Lane to the south. 

 
1.45 The post-WWII council housing to the south of Titchfield adversely affects the experience of the listed farmhouse and barn 

because its proximity reduces the sense of the farmstead being in open countryside. This was recognised in the First 

Appeal decision and is common ground. I agree with Mr Croot that the southern edge of Titchfield has softened since the 

last Appeal, as the existing vegetation has matured. 
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1.46 It is common ground that the Appeal Site makes an important contribution to the openness of the setting of the listed 

buildings and to the appreciation of the significance of the farmhouse and barn as being part of an historic farmstead, 

separate from Titchfield. It also common ground that the Appeal Site comprises land that was farmed from Great Posbrook 

so there is also a historic functional relationship with the listed buildings. 

 
1.47 The locally listed buildings are located in the centre of the historic farmstead. There is a spatial and historic functional 

relationship with the grade II* listed buildings and each other that contributes to the appreciation of their historic and 

architectural significance as farm buildings. The listed buildings are both substantial structures which have primacy in the 

farmstead both because of their size and historic use. The locally listed buildings are secondary features both because of 

their ancillary use and smaller size.  There are very limited views of the locally listed buildings outside the farmstead, so 

their setting is therefore more contained and insular. 

 
1.48 The rural setting of the former farmstead and historic functional relationship with the surrounding land, including the Appeal 

Site, contributes to the appreciation of the significance of the locally listed buildings as examples of adapted farm buildings. 

However, the contribution of the rural setting is more limited than to the listed buildings. The listed buildings are located 

on the edges of the farmstead, adjacent to open fields, and are seen in a rural setting in distant views, so have a more 

direct setting relationship with the surrounding open fields. Conversely the locally listed buildings are located in the centre 

of the farmstead, with no direct relationship with the open fields; so their setting within the farmstead and relationship with 

the listed buildings contributes more to the appreciation of their significance.  

 

Assessment 

 

1.49 The proposed development would be located 122m to the north of the farmhouse and 196.5m north of the listed barn, 

based on my measurements from an A1 copy using a scale ruler. The distance between the farmhouse and nearest 

proposed house is 135.6m, as agreed in the Agreed Dimensions plan appended to the Landscape SOCG. The distance 

between the proposed development and the boundary of Great Posbrook farmstead would be 56m at its narrowest point, 

and 78.8m at its widest; this is common ground (see paragraph 3.9 of the HSOCG). 

 

1.50 There would therefore be a degree of separation between the historic farmstead and settlement of Titchfield, and the 

proposed development would not abut the farmstead to the north and east as previously proposed. 

 

1.51 However, the proposed development would bring the boundary of Titchfield closer to Great Posbrook, reducing the 

minimum separation gap from 118m to 56m, a reduction of 62m, and more than half. It would therefore become more 

difficult to understand that Great Posbrook was a historic farmstead and this would diminish the appreciation of the 

significance of the listed farm buildings.  
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1.52 In their pre-application response Historic England identified that the planting of woodland in the gap between Great 

Posbrook and Titchfield would “erode the farmstead’s open rural context and historic connection with this adjoining land” 

(my emphasis). The extent of woodland was therefore reduced in the submitted scheme to 20m to the south of the 

proposed development and 10m to the north of Great Posbrook. 

 

1.53 While I do not consider the proposed woodland/ vegetation would detrimentally enclose the historic farmstead or listed 

buildings, it reduces the open land between the settlement and former farmstead to 26m. Mr Croot questions whether full 

height planting along the northern boundary of the farmstead is achievable because of a sewer in this location; 

nevertheless even planting at a lower height would reduce the extent of open land. 

 

1.54 On any measure the reduction in the separation distance to a minimum of 56m (including woodland) or 26m of open land 

between the woodland/ vegetation bands is a relatively narrow gap. The Borough Urban Designer’s independent 

assessment was that this was a “very minimal gap”. It is not a “clear and substantive gap” as claimed by Mr Froneman. 

 

1.55 In fact this separation gap is of similar dimensions to the playground to the south of Titchfield and public open spaces to 

the north of Bellfield and Hewetts Road in Titchfield, which are respectively up to 42m, 45m and 51m as illustrated in the 

annotated plan and photographs in my Appendix 1.0.   

 

1.56 I recognise that the proposed “gap” is considerably longer than two of these open spaces; however, given its limited depth 

it will “read” as a public open space within a single settlement, rather than as agricultural land between a settlement and 

a farmstead. I recognise that strictly speaking public access would be restricted to the public footpath, nevertheless the 

narrow depth of the open space will affect the experience and perception of it as a public open space. 

 

1.57 The proposed development would therefore obscure the separation between Titchfield and Great Posbrook as concluded 

in the First Appeal. 

 

1.58 I note that, as explained at paragraph 8.2 of the Planning SOCG, the Appellant is only proposing a Local Equipped Area 

for Play (adjacent to the existing playground to the north of the Appeal Site), but that without prejudice to this it considers 

that additional public open space could be provided to the south of the proposed dwellings if the Inspector considered it 

necessary. This indicates that the Appellant has also considered the use of this space as a public open space. If the use 

was formalised as public open space, this would further reinforce the sense that that the open space was within a single 

settlement, rather than a gap separating a settlement from a historic farmstead. 

 

1.59 Even if the Inspector considers that the “gap” would not read as a public open space within the same settlement, the 

degree of separation between the settlement and former farmstead would be considerably reduced, and this would reduce 

the connection between the farmstead and its rural hinterland, as identified in the First Appeal. 
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1.60 As identified by HE, this change would be perceived when travelling south from Titchfield on the road, and particularly on 

the footpath, as well as north in the opposite direction. The experience of the “gap” would be noticeably shorter in the 

kinetic sequence. 

 

1.61 It is common ground that the Appeal Site has a historic functional relationship with the former farmstead and the grade II* 

listed buildings. Constructing up to 57 houses on this agricultural land, changing its character from open to developed, 

from landscape to urban form, would therefore reduce the appreciation of this historic functional relationship and urbanise 

the setting of the listed buildings in the farmstead. This would harm the appreciation of the significance of the listed 

buildings. 

 

1.62 I appreciate that the landscape planting along the southern boundary of the proposed development would reduce the 

urbanising effect, by screening the proposed houses from view in the long term. However, one would still be aware of the 

new housing when travelling along the road and footpath beyond the woodland, and this would urbanise the setting of the 

listed buildings. 

 

1.63 As HE identifies there would also be setting effects from lighting and noise from the proposed housing, which would 

reinforce the urbanising effect of the development. I note that HE requested a lighting scheme to seek to mitigate the night 

time effect of the development, which the Appellant has not provided. A lighting scheme could be required via a planning 

condition but is unlikely to remove all harmful lighting effects. Movement of people and vehicles into and out of the new 

cul de sac would also be noticeable in the setting of the listed buildings, another urbanising effect.   

 

1.64 In the consultation response on built heritage I prepared for the Council, I identified the potential for the landscape 

screening to improve distant views along the southern edge of Titchfield, which can be seen in conjunction with the listed 

farmhouse and barn from the footpath to the south. This was identified as a potential enhancement in my letter of 28 

January 2020, which was factored into my overall conclusion of less than substantial harm. The Council’s conclusion on 

less than substantial harm was based on my expert advice. 

 

1.65 I have also explained that HE also took the softening of the southern edge of Titchfield into account in their finding of less 

than substantial harm.   

 

1.66 When I returned to site in September 2021, the buildings on the southern edge of Titchfield where less visible from the 

footpath to the south of Great Posbrook than they were in 2018 (see views 1 and 2, 2021 in Appendix 1); nevertheless I 

recognise that these views may still exist when the trees are not in leaf.  The urban edge of Titchfield is certainly visible 

as one walks along the footpath parallel to and north of Great Posbrook, although I agree with Mr Croot that it has softened 

since the First Appeal as the vegetation has matured. 
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1.67 I consider that the introduction of landscape screening along the southern edge of the proposed development and in the 

south-east corner of the existing settlement boundary, will soften the urban edge of Titchfield and enhance the setting and 

appreciation of the significance of the listed buildings.  This is common ground.  

 

1.68 I have identified no other positive heritage effects from the development, and nor has the Appellant. For example there 

will be no changes to public access or use of the listed buildings, or their economic viability, because they are in private 

ownership and their long term use is secure. 

 

1.69 This slight beneficial effect resulting from the landscape screening would be outweighed by the greater negative effect of 

the significant reduction in the ‘gap’ between Titchfield and Great Posbrook, which would bring development closer to the 

listed buildings, diminishing the appreciation of the historic functional relationship with the former farmland, reducing and 

urbanising its rural hinterland. 

 

1.70 The diminution in the understanding that the barn and farmhouse were part of an historic farmstead would reduce the 

appreciation of the significant historic functional relationship with Titchfield Abbey. Great Posbrook was a monastic 

farmstead and if it becomes more difficult to understand that it was formerly a farm, the historic link with Titchfield Abbey 

would become more obscure. I do not place significant weight on this factor but it is material. 

 

1.71 My conclusion is therefore that the proposed development would result in less than substantial harm to the grade II* listed 

buildings, at the lower end of the scale. The harm would be permanent and is of great weight in the planning balance. The 

weight increases because the effect is on highly graded assets. 

 

1.72 My assessment is consistent with that of Historic England, the statutory consultee on the historic environment, as well as 

local amenity societies, including the Fareham Society and Titchfield Village Trust. This harm to highly graded assets is 

also a matter of public interest and has given cause for at least 16 different members to write in objection to the application. 

 

1.73 Mr Froneman has claimed that my finding of harm to the listed buildings is inconsistent with my conclusion that the 

proposed development would not harm the locally listed former farm buildings. I disagree.  

 

1.74 My assessment of the effect on the locally listed buildings differs because their setting is materially different to that of the 

listed buildings. The locally listed buildings are located in the centre of the farmstead and do not have a direct setting 

relationship with the surrounding agricultural land. Conversely the listed buildings are substantial buildings located on the 

edges of the farmstead, adjacent to the open land that contributes to the setting of the farmstead and listed building.  
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1.75 The proposed development will have no effect on the spatial and historic functional relationship between the locally listed 

buildings and grade II* listed buildings, nor the relationship the locally listed buildings have with one another. While the 

proposed development will reduce the gap between Great Posbrook and Titchfield, and urbanise the setting of the 

farmstead and listed buildings, I consider the effect on the locally listed farm buildings would not be harmful because their 

setting is more contained and insular, and there is interposing modern development between them and the proposed 

development. 

 

Policy Assessment 

 

1.76 My evidence provides a detailed assessment of the significance of the listed Barn and Farmhouse at Great Posbrook, to 

fulfil the requirements of paragraph 195 of the NPPF. 

 

1.77 I have concluded that the appeal proposals will harm the significance of the grade II* listed Barn and Farmhouse, with the 

harm being at the lower end of the less than substantial scale. Historic England, the Council’s Urban Designer, the 

Fareham Society and the Titchfield Village Trust and I all agree that the proposals would cause less than substantial harm. 

 

1.78 Listed buildings benefit from statutory protection. Case law has clarified that, pursuant to the duty under section 66(1) of 

the Planning (LBCA) Act 1990, any harm is a matter of considerable importance and weight in the planning balance and 

gives rise to a statutory “strong presumption” against permission. Paragraph 199 of the NPPF also emphasises that “great 

weight” should be given to the conservation of designated heritage assets.  

 

1.79 The NPPF (para 199) and case law on the section 66 duty (Barnwell) are also clear that harm to highly graded assets has 

more weight in the planning balance and increases the strength of the statutory presumption. In this case the assets are 

highly graded listed buildings (II* - of only 20 in the Borough). 

 

1.80 I therefore consider that the overall heritage harm that I have identified should be accorded great weight. 

 

1.81 I refer (and defer) to Mr Jupp’s evidence on planning which balances the harm that I have identified against the public 

benefits pursuant to paragraph 202 of the NPPF, concluding that the harm is not outweighed by the public benefits. I also 

refer (and defer) to his view that the development breaches the Development Plan and emerging Local Plan policies on 

heritage outlined in section 4 below.  
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2.0 INTRODUCTION 

2.1 My name is Lucy Markham and I am a Partner in the Planning and Development Department at Montagu Evans. I am dual 

qualified as a Chartered Town Planner and a Member of the Institute of Historic Building Conservation (IHBC). I have 

almost seventeen years’ professional experience as a heritage specialist and hold postgraduate qualifications in building 

conservation, urban design and town planning. 

 

Our Practice 

 

2.2 Montagu Evans is a leading firm of chartered surveyors. Established in 1921, there are 92 owning partners and nearly 360 

employees. I am based in the City of London offices, which are the registered office of the LLP.  

 

2.3 The firm advises on all areas of development surveying consultancy, including rating, valuation, management, investment 

and town planning. The town planning consultancy is central to our business, and we have become well-known for its 

expertise on historic environment matters.  

 

Professional Background: Some Current Projects and Clients 

 

2.4 I provide specialist planning advice on sites that involve development in the historic environment. I have experience of 

advising on development that affects many different types of heritage assets, including highly graded listed buildings, 

World Heritage Sites, scheduled monuments, conservation areas, Registered Parks, locally listed and other non-

designated heritage assets. I am a senior member of the team and direct the work of more junior colleagues. I have 

advised on the heritage aspects of many housing schemes, both large and small. I have experience of other projects 

affecting medieval buildings and historic farm buildings and houses, which I mention here because those asset classes 

are treated in my evidence in support of the Council.  I have also advised on the potential listing of buildings and secured 

Certificates of Immunity from Listing for clients. 

 

2.5 I am aware of the duties of expert planning witnesses and the RTPI Code of Conduct, including their April 2017 advice on 

ethics and professional standards (see the signed affirmation at the end of my evidence).  

 

2.6 I have advised a number of public and charitable clients, including a number of cultural institutions such as the Tate, the 

Southbank Centre, Somerset House, the Royal Horticultural Society, the National Trust and Salisbury Museum. I have 

also advised a number of educational establishments including Sheffield University, Wadham College, Oxford, University 

College London, and the University of the Arts London. My other public sector clients have included the Ministry of 

Defence, English Heritage (now split into Historic England and English Heritage), Plymouth City Council, Exeter City 
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Council and Crawley Borough Council. This work for local planning authorities has included projects to identify potential 

conservation areas and locally listed buildings (in Plymouth) and areas of special environmental quality (in Crawley), and 

to define the appropriate height of development (for the redevelopment of Exeter bus station), to form the evidence base 

for local policy.   

 

2.7 I have advised on a number of large housing schemes and town extensions as well as the promotion of land for housing 

allocations through the local plan process. My clients include major national housebuilders: Commercial Estates Group, 

City and Country, Richborough Estates, Hallam Land, Berkeley Homes, This Land and Fairview New Homes.   

 

2.8 I have acted as an expert heritage witness at public inquiries, including providing evidence on housing development in the 

setting of listed buildings and townscape matters. 

 

2.9 I have been instructed by Fareham Borough Council (hereafter FBC or the Council) previously in relation to the Site, and 

describe this and my involvement in the Appeal in the next section.  

 

Past Employment 

 

2.10 I joined Montagu Evans in 2012. Before that I was a Principal at Atkins’ central London office, mostly advising on the built 

heritage aspects of Crossrail.  I started my career in heritage in 2004 at Alan Baxter & Associates, a multi-disciplinary 

consultancy based in engineering, where I was in due course promoted to Project Director, before I left in 2010.  

 

Academic Qualifications and Publications 

 

2.11 I have an Honours Degree (BA) in Modern History from the University of Oxford.  

 

2.12 I have an MSc in Historic Conservation, which is a course jointly run by Oxford Brookes University and the Department for 

Continuing Education at Oxford University.  My dissertation was on the protected views of St Paul’s Cathedral. Academic 

articles that I wrote on this topic were published in the London Journal and London Society Journal. 

 

2.13 I also have postgraduate qualifications in Spatial Planning, a PGDip from Oxford Brookes University, and in Urban Design, 

a PGCert from Westminster University. 
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3.0 INSTRUCTIONS AND SCOPE OF PROOF OF 

EVIDENCE  

3.1 I am appearing at this Inquiry on behalf of the Council. This Appeal is being made under section 78 of the Town and 

Country Planning Act 1990.  

 

3.2 In this section I set out my involvement with these proposals as an expert witness and my understanding of the scope of 

my evidence.  

 

Instructions 

 

3.3 In 2018 I acted as the Council’s expert witness on heritage matters for the land to east of Posbrook Lane in Titchfield, for 

the proposed development of up to 150 dwellings, which was subject to a section 78 appeal (application reference 

P/17/0681/OA and appeal reference APP/A1720/W/18/3199119, “the First Appeal”).  

 

3.4 The First Appeal was dismissed and the Inspector’s decision is core document CDJ.2.  

 

3.5 FBC contacted me in January 2020 to ask whether I could prepare a consultation response on built heritage matters, in 

relation to a revised scheme for up to 57 dwellings on the same site; the application is now subject to the current appeal 

(application reference P/19/1193/OA and appeal reference APP/A1720/W/20/3254389).  

 

3.6 In my response, dated 28 January 2020, I concluded that while the new scheme would reduce the degree of harm to the 

grade II* listed buildings at Great Posbrook, it would not remove it, and that there would be a low degree of less than 

substantial harm. This consultation response is core document CDB.7. 

 

3.7 FBC then contacted me in August 2021 to ask whether I could act on their behalf as a heritage expert witness for this 

appeal, which I agreed to do. I undertook a further site visit in September 2021. 

 

3.8 This is independent expert evidence, and prepared in line with the relevant RTPI Code of Conduct, including their advice 

on Ethics and Professional Standards. My signed affirmation at the end of this Proof sets out the basis of my evidence to 

the Inquiry. That affirmation also confirms that this evidence meets the requirements of the PINS guidance, in Annexe O 

of the Procedural Guide.  
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Scope of Evidence 

 

3.9 The Appeal is being made against the failure of the Council to determine the planning application within the requisite 

timescales. Members subsequently resolved that the application would have been refused in a Planning Committee 

meeting on 24 June 2020. My evidence addresses the third putative reason for refusal: 

 

“The development is contrary to Policies CS2, CS4, CS5, CS6, CS14, CS16, CS17 & CS18 of the Adopted Fareham 

Borough Core Strategy 2011 and Policies DSP5, DSP6, DSP13 & DSP40 of the Adopted Local Plan Part 2: 

Development Site and Policies Plan” 

 

And paragraphs 170 and 196 of the NPPF and is unacceptable in that: 

 

c)  The proposal would result in less than substantial harm to, and fail to preserve and enhance, the setting of 

nearby Grade II* Listed Buildings.” 

 

3.10 The reason for refusal is clearly based on a finding of harm to the setting of the grade II* listed buildings. The additional 

clause on the failure to “preserve and enhance” is redundant and there is no need to consider this further. 

 

3.11 I draw the Inspector’s attention to the heritage asset plan at my Appendix 1 which shows the location of the two listed 

structures that are cited in the reason for refusal: the Barn and Farmhouse at Great Posbrook, and their relationship with 

the appeal site.   

 

3.12 I have undertaken a detailed analysis of the Appellant’s Statement of Case: Heritage, dated September 2020, and 

summarise my analysis of the common ground and points of contention in section 8 of my evidence. This exercise has 

informed the scope of my evidence, but I also carry out a detailed analysis of the significance and setting of the heritage 

assets and the effect of the proposed development. This is based on the analysis I did for the First Appeal, which I have 

reviewed, and where relevant updated. 

 

3.13 Accordingly, the remainder of my evidence considers the following topics: 

 

 The statutory provisions and policy considerations that apply to the determination of this Appeal (in section 4.0 

of my evidence); 

 The assessment of the site and previous scheme in the first Appeal decision (in section 5.0 of my evidence); 

 Consultation responses on the current Appeal scheme (in section 6.0 of my evidence);  

 The historic development of Great Posbrook and its relationship with Titchfield (in section 7.0 of my evidence); 
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 The special interest of the listed Barn and Farmhouse, and the contribution that their setting makes to the 

appreciation of their significance, with particular reference to their location in a historic farmstead (in section 8.0 

of my evidence); 

 The effect of the proposed development east of Posbrook Lane on the special interest of the listed Barn and 

Farmhouse, with particular reference to the ability to appreciate the significance of the buildings as part of a 

historic farmstead (section 9.0); and 

 The degree of harm to the listed buildings and the weight that this should be given in the planning balance (also 

section 9.0). Mr Jupp, who is providing planning evidence for the Council, considers whether the harm is justified 

and carries out the balancing exercise required by paragraph 202 of the 2021 NPPF in his evidence. 
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4.0 STATUTORY PROVISIONS AND PLANNING 

POLICY CONSIDERATIONS  

4.1 This section of my evidence summarises the statutory provisions and planning policy relevant to my evidence, with 

particular focus on the policies cited in respect of the heritage reason for refusal. 

 

Statutory Provisions: The Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 (“the PCPA 2004”) and The Town and 

Country Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservations Areas) Act 1990 (“the Planning (LBCA) Act 1990”) 

 

4.2 Section 38 (6) of the PCPA 2004 requires the decision maker to determine applications (and appeals) in accordance with 

the statutory development plan for the area unless material considerations indicate otherwise.  

 

4.3 Section 66(1) of the Planning (LBCA) Act 1990 sets out the duty of the local planning authority (or Secretary of State or 

Inspector) when considering whether to grant planning permission for development that affects a listed building or its 

setting to:  

 

‘have special regard to the desirability of preserving the building or its setting or any features of special architectural 

or historic interest which it possesses’. 

 

Case Law 

 

4.4 In the context of the section 66(1) duty, ‘to preserve’ means ‘to cause no harm’, the principle established in South Lakeland 

District Council v Secretary of State for the Environment and another [1992] 2 AC 141 (CDK.19).  

 

4.5 I draw particular attention to the Court of Appeal decision in East Northamptonshire District Council v Secretary of State 

for Communities and Local Government [2015] 1 WLR 45 (or ‘Barnwell’ (CDK.20)). This is one of a number of judgments 

that provide guidance on the interpretation of the statutory provisions of the Planning (LBCA) Act 1990.  

 

4.6 The decision confirms what I have always interpreted to be the case. The conservation of heritage assets is a matter of 

“considerable importance and weight” in the planning balance, which means in this context seeking wherever possible to 

avoid harm. Section 66 creates a statutory “strong presumption” against proposals that would cause harm to heritage 

assets.  

 

4.7 The Barnwell judgment makes clear that the strength of the presumption against allowing development which causes harm 

to the setting of a listed building or conservation area reduces in weight as the importance of the heritage asset diminishes, 
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and if the harm is less than substantial rather than substantial (see paragraph 28). However, the statutory presumption is 

not removed in such circumstances, and the Court of Appeal also made clear that a less than substantial harm does not 

equal a less than substantial objection to the grant of planning permission (paragraph 29). 

 

4.8 The High Court decision R (on the application of The Forge Field Society and others) v Sevenoaks District Council [2014] 

EWHC 1895 (Admin) or ‘Forge Field’ (CDK.21) reinforced the findings of Barnwell.  

 

4.9 Another issue considered in the Forge Field judgment was alternative sites. Mr Justice Lindblom held as follows at 

paragraph 61: 

 

“If there is a need for development of the kind proposed, which in this case there was, but the development would 

cause harm to heritage assets, which in this case it would, the possibility of the development being undertaken on 

an alternative site on which that harm can be avoided altogether will add force to the statutory presumption in favour 

of preservation. Indeed, the presumption itself implies the need for a suitably rigorous assessment of potential 

alternatives.”   

 

4.10 The law on alternatives in the heritage context was also considered recently in R (Save Stonehenge World Heritage Site 

Limited) v Secretary of State for Transport [2021] EWHC 2161 (Admin) (CDK.29). At paragraphs 268 to 275 Mr Justice 

Holgate considered the relevant case law on when an alternative (whether a concrete alternative or a mere possibility) 

may permissibly be taken into account by a decision taker and when (going further) an alternative is an “obviously material 

consideration” which must be taken into account. 

 

4.11 In Jones v Mordue [2016] 1 WLR 2682, the Court of Appeal considered the relationship between the statutory duties and 

the relevant paragraphs of the Framework and held that a decision maker applying paragraphs 131 to 134 of the 

Framework was discharging the statutory duty under the Planning (LBCA) Act 1990 CDK.23). The paragraph numbers 

are 197 and 199 to 202 in the 2021 NPPF, but the wording is in essence the same, except for the clarification at 199 that 

any level of harm is of great weight (which chimes with the approach in Barnwell). 

 

4.12 The Courts have considered the issue of setting on several occasions, from Barnwell to two more recent judgments, 

Catesby Estates Ltd and Williams (CDK.25 and CDK.26).  

 

4.13 My interpretation of these judgements is that while visual impact counts for a great deal in the consideration of setting 

matters, not all visual impacts necessarily give rise to a material effect. What matters is whether that effect changes our 

ability to appreciate the special interest or significance of the asset, and this may also arise due to non-visual impacts. 

The revised GPA3 guidance on setting, which I discuss further below, added the word ‘appreciate’ prominently in the 

headings of the assessment sections. As a practitioner in this area, however, I always consider whether there are other 
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potential sensory impacts creating a setting relationship or indeed associational ones, such as historical connections or 

the wider experience of an asset in its setting. The relevance of these areas will naturally be dependent on the facts of 

any case. 

 

4.14 More recently there have been a series of judgments that have considered the correct approach to considering proposals 

that have both beneficial and harmful effects on designated heritage assets.  

 

4.15 In Safe Rottingdean v Brighton and Hove City Council [2019] EWHC 2632 (Admin) (CDK.27) Sir Duncan Ouseley, sitting 

as a High Court judge, accepted that considerable weight has to be given to benefits to the significance of designated 

heritage assets in the planning balance, in the same way as harmful effects (paragraph 87). 

 

4.16 City & Country Bramshill Limited v Secretary of State for Housing, Communities and Local Government, Hart DC, Historic 

England and National Trust [2021] EWCA Civ 320 concluded that it is not necessary for decision-makers to undertake a 

“net” or “internal heritage balance”, as a self-contained exercise, preceding the engagement of paragraphs 195/196 of the 

2012 NPPF (now paragraphs 201/202 in the 2021 NPPF). The judgment concluded that this separate balancing exercise 

could be undertaken but it is not required by law (CDK.28, paragraph 83). 

 

The Development Plan Policies  

 

4.17 The Development Plan comprises the following: 

 

 Fareham Local Development Framework: Core Strategy, adopted August 2011 (CDE.1); 

 Fareham Local Plan Part 2: Development Sites and Policies (DSP), adopted June 2015 (CDE.2); and 

 Fareham Local Plan Part 3: The Welborne Plan, adopted June 2015. 

 

4.18 The Welborne Plan is a site-specific plan covering the land north of Fareham, so is not relevant to the heritage issues in 

this appeal. 

 

4.19 The most relevant policies from the Core Strategy and DSP are: 

 

 CS17: High Quality Urban Design; and 

 DSP5 (Protecting and Enhancing the Historic Environment). 

 

Fareham Local Development Framework: Core Strategy, adopted August 2011 (CDE.1) 

 

4.20 Strategic Objective SO11, among other things, seeks to protect and enhance the historic environment.  
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4.21 Policy CS6 identifies that development will be focused in particular locations, including Titchfield, within the defined 

settlement boundaries, with reference to impacts on the historic environment, among other considerations. 

 

4.22 Policy CS17 requires high quality design, which responds positively to and is respectful of key characteristics of the area, 

including heritage assets.  

 

Fareham Local Plan Part 2: Development Sites and Policies, adopted June 2015 (CDE.2) 

 

4.23 Policy DSP5 on protecting and enhancing the historic environment is of most relevance to my evidence.   

 

4.24 DSP5 reflects the statutory provisions on listed buildings and conservation areas and the policies on the historic 

environment in the NPPF, so for example it states that the Council will give great weight to the conservation of designated 

heritage assets, consistent with paragraph 199 of the NPPF, and that any harm would require clear and convincing 

justification, consistent with paragraph 200 of the NPPF. 

 

4.25 The more detailed provision on the setting of listed buildings (part c) specifically addresses setting, stating the Council will 

ensure that development does not harm the setting of listed buildings.  

 

4.26 Policy DPS40 provides a contingency policy for situations (as here) where the Council cannot demonstrate a five-year 

housing land supply. In such circumstances, housing proposals may be permitted outside the urban area boundary where 

they meet various criteria including: “v. The proposal would not have any unacceptable environmental, amenity or traffic 

implications”. “Environmental implications” include impacts on the historic environment.   

 

Material Considerations 

 

Fareham Borough Council Draft Local Plan 2037 (CDF.1) 

 

4.27 The revised draft Local Plan 2037 was submitted for independent examination on 30 September 2021. 

 

4.28 Chapter 12 relates to the historic environment. The policies comply with the NPPF and there have been no objections to 

their wording, so the draft policies are of considerable weight. 

 

4.29 Draft Policy HE1 is a general policy on the historic environment, and states that development should seek to conserve the 

historic environment and heritage assets. 
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4.30 Draft Policy HE3 relates to listed buildings, and states that development should preserve or enhance listed buildings and 

their setting. It goes onto say at part b) that development should be of an appropriate and well-considered design. HE3 

reflects the great weight provisions of the NPPF, and applies a consistent approach to less than substantial harm to 

designated heritage assets. 

 

4.31 Draft Policy HP4 provides a contingency policy (closely equivalent to policy DSP40) for circumstances in which the Council 

cannot demonstrate a five-year housing land supply. Criterion (e) is in the same form as criterion (v) of policy DSP40.  

 

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), 2021  

 

4.32 In preparing this evidence I have had regard to the Framework as a whole, and in particular section 16 on the historic 

environment and the heritage definitions in the glossary.  

 

4.33 The presumption in favour of sustainable development is set out at paragraph 11 and its accompanying footnote.  

 

4.34 The Framework identifies the concept of ‘significance’ as being central to decision-making on the historic environment, so 

that decisions should be informed by an understanding of the significance of a heritage asset and the impact that a 

proposal would have on its significance (para 195).  

 

4.35 There is a requirement at paragraph 195 of the NPPF for local planning authorities to identify and assess the significance 

of heritage assets that are affected by the proposals, as I have done in Section 8.0 of my evidence, and to seek to avoid 

or minimise harm. 

 

4.36 Paragraph 199 of the NPPF states that great weight should be given to the conservation of designated heritage assets, 

and the more important the asset, the greater that weight should be. This is relevant because the designated heritage 

assets to which this Appeal relate are highly graded. Paragraph 199 makes clear that this great weight is irrespective of 

whether the harm is substantial or less than substantial, consistent with the Barnwell decision. 

 

4.37 Paragraph 200 of the NPPF explains that any harm to the significance of a designated heritage asset requires clear and 

convincing justification. This is relevant because the Council consider that the proposals will harm the grade II* listed 

buildings at Great Posbrook (albeit the Appellant suggests that the overall effect would preserve their significance). 

 

4.38 Paragraph 202 of the NPPF relates to development that causes less than substantial harm, as is agreed to be the case 

here, and states that the harm should be weighed against the public benefits of the proposal. Mr Jupp carries out this 

weighing exercise in his evidence. 
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4.39 The Annexe defines conservation of the historic environment as:  

 

“The process of maintaining and managing change to a heritage asset in a way that sustains and, where appropriate, 

enhances its significance.” 

 

4.40 Significance is defined in the Framework’s glossary as:  

 

“The value of a heritage asset to this and future generations because of its heritage interest.  That interest may be 

archaeological, architectural, artistic or historic.  Significance derives not only from a heritage asset’s physical 

presence, but also from its setting.” 

 

4.41 Significance is commonly defined in relation to different characteristics and the Framework glossary identifies the following 

values under the heading ‘Significance’: 

 

 Archaeological; 

 Architectural; 

 Artistic; or 

 Historic.  

 

4.42 I refer to these values where relevant when assessing the significance of the grade II* listed buildings in section 8 of my 

evidence. 

 

4.43 The NPPF defines setting in the Annexe as: 

 

“The surroundings in which a heritage asset is experienced. Its extent is not fixed and may change as the asset and 

its surroundings evolve. Elements of a setting may make a positive or negative contribution to the significance of an 

asset, may affect the ability to appreciate that significance [my emphasis] or may be neutral.”  

 

4.44 I note that this emphasises the experience of an asset and the ability to appreciate its significance. So proposed 

development should be assessed in these terms, which is consistent with Historic England’s GPA3 guidance on setting. 

 

National Planning Practice Guidance (March 2014)  

 

4.45 On 6 March 2014 Government published the National Planning Practice Guidance. This has a section on the historic 

environment. The advice on significance and setting is of particular relevance: 
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Why is ‘significance’ important in decision-taking? 

 

Heritage assets may be affected by direct physical change or by change in their setting. Being able to properly assess 

the nature, extent and importance of the significance of a heritage asset, and the contribution of its setting, is very 

important to understanding the potential impact and acceptability of development proposals. 

 

Paragraph: 007 Reference ID: 18a-007-20190723 

Revision date: 23 07 2019 

 

What is the setting of a heritage asset and how should it be taken into account? 

 

The “setting of a heritage asset” is defined in the Glossary of the National Planning Policy Framework. 

 

All heritage assets have a setting, irrespective of the form in which they survive and whether they are designated or 

not. The setting of a heritage asset and the asset’s curtilage may not have the same extent. 

 

The extent and importance of setting is often expressed by reference to the visual relationship between the asset 

and the proposed development and associated visual/physical considerations. Although views of or from an asset 

will play an important part in the assessment of impacts on setting, the way in which we experience an asset in its 

setting is also influenced by other environmental factors such as noise, dust, smell and vibration from other land uses 

in the vicinity, and by our understanding of the historic relationship between places. For example, buildings that are 

in close proximity but are not visible from each other may have a historic or aesthetic connection that amplifies the 

experience of the significance of each. 

 

The contribution that setting makes to the significance of the heritage asset does not depend on there being public 

rights of way or an ability to otherwise access or experience that setting. The contribution may vary over time. 

 

When assessing any application which may affect the setting of a heritage asset, local planning authorities may need 

to consider the implications of cumulative change. They may also need to consider the fact that developments which 

materially detract from the asset’s significance may also damage its economic viability now, or in the future, thereby 

threatening its ongoing conservation. 

 

Paragraph: 013 Reference ID: 18a-013-20190723 

Revision date: 23 07 2019 
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GPA3: the Setting of Heritage Assets (Historic England, 2nd edition, 2017) (CDH.49) 

 

4.46 GPA3 comprises Historic England’s advice on how one assesses the effects of development in the setting of an asset on 

its significance or cultural value.  It advises that a staged approach should be taken, which involves identifying the heritage 

assets that could be affected by a proposed development, assessing to what extent their setting contributes to their 

significance and the effect of the proposed development on the significance of the assets.  

 

4.47 The guidance confirms that setting is not of itself a heritage asset, nor a heritage designation: see paragraph 9, page 4. A 

setting’s importance lies in its contribution to significance. 

 

4.48 The guidance includes a list of criteria that should be considered when assessing the contribution of setting to the 

significance or appreciation of the significance of a heritage asset, and the impact of proposed development. The guidance 

clarifies that not all will be applicable to every case. I have referred to these when considering the significance of the Barn 

and Farmhouse in section 8.0 and when undertaking the assessment in section 9.0. I note that these include both visual 

and non-visual aspects. 

 

4.49 Historic England’s revised edition of GPA3 clarified that setting has a ‘twin role’: it can contribute to the significance of a 

heritage asset, and it can also allow that significance to be appreciated (paragraph 3).  

 

4.50 I have also had regard to Historic England’s other guidance documents, including GPA2, Managing Significance in 

Decision Taking, when considering evidence in this case. 

 

Historic England Farmstead Assessment Framework (CDH.30) 

 

4.51 Historic England has produced some detailed planning guidance on the conservation of traditional farmsteads to guide 

development. The focus is on development within farmsteads but it includes setting considerations. I have used the 

Framework to assess the extent of the survival of the farmstead at Great Posbrook to inform the setting analysis of the 

barn and farmhouse. 

 

Summary of Statutory and Policy Considerations 

 

4.52 Therefore, and in summary, I conclude the critical heritage considerations for the Inspector in this case are: 

 

 There is a statutory duty to protect the setting of listed buildings (section 66(1) of the Planning (LBCA) Act 

1990); 
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 Development in the setting of a listed building can harm the significance of a listed building or our ability to 

appreciate its significance.  Harm to setting per se is not the relevant test; 

 Both visual and non-visual setting effects can harm the appreciation of the significance of designated heritage 

assets; 

 Harm to an asset, including harm that arises from development in its setting, will only be acceptable if there is 

a clear and convincing justification for it; 

 Any harm to a listed building, including to its setting, is a matter of considerable importance and weight in the 

planning balance, giving rise to a statutory strong presumption against granting permission; 

 The strength of the presumption increases for highly graded assets such as grade II* listed buildings as in this 

case. The strength of the presumption also depends on the level of harm; 

 As the Mordue judgment makes clear, in a case (as here) involving less than substantial harm, if a decision 

maker works through the fasciculus of paragraphs culminating in paragraph 202 of the NPPF in accordance 

with their terms, he or she will generally have complied with the section 66(1) duty; 

 Policy DSP5 is the key local policy on the historic environment, though other policies are also relevant; 

 The draft policies on the historic environment in the Local Plan submitted for examination are consistent with 

the NPPF and of considerable weight; and 

 If the Inspector agrees that the proposals harm the significance of the grade II* listed Barn and Farmhouse, 

then it falls to him/her to work through the relevant paragraphs in section 16 of the NPPF and to weigh the harm 

against the public benefits of the scheme, as required by paragraph 202 of the NPPF. 
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5.0 THE FIRST APPEAL DECISION  

5.1 There is a previous appeal decision related to the Site, with the same appellant as the current appeal, although for a larger 

scheme of up to 150 dwellings (Appeal Reference APP/A1720/W/18/3199119, “the First Appeal”). As I explained earlier, 

I also acted as the Council’s witness on built heritage matters in relation to the First Appeal. 

 

5.2 The First Appeal Decision related to a larger scheme on the same site, where built form would have essentially filled the 

gap between Titchfield and Great Posbrook and was also located to the east of the farmstead, as far south as the Barn. 

The annotated plan which accompanies the Landscape Statement of Common Ground indicates the extent of the First 

Appeal scheme in comparison with the current Appeal scheme. 

 

5.3 In accordance with the principle of consistency (see North Wiltshire District Council v Secretary of State for the 

Environment (1993) 65 P. & C. R. 137 at 145 (CDK.30)) the findings of the Inspector in the First Appeal are relevant to 

the current Appeal, so I summarise the points relevant to my evidence here: 

 

1) Great Posbrook comprises a historic farmstead which includes a grade II* listed house and barn, which are in 

the top 8% of listed buildings in the country and a significant and invaluable resource (paragraph 32); 

2) There is a functional relationship between the listed buildings and the adjoining land which was likely farmed 

as part of the farm holding and reasonable evidence that there is an associative link with Titchfield Abbey, which 

adds to their significance (paragraph 36); 

3) The more recent and modern infill development and recent housing within the farmstead and in the wider setting 

has had a negative impact on the listed buildings and detracts from their significance (paragraph 36); 

4) The Lower Meon Valley is a valued landscape (paragraph 28, on landscape); 

5) The wider setting of the site within a rural landscape assists in understanding the scale and status of the 

landholding, and sets the farmstead in an appropriate open rural agricultural setting and separates it from the 

settlement of Titchfield. This contributes to the significance of the heritage assets. (Paragraph 36); 

6) The southern urban edge of Titchfield is open and harsh with little by way of softening landscaping (paragraph 

21, on landscape – Mr Croot considers that the edge is no longer harsh, as he explains in his evidence); 

7) The proximity to Titchfield and the exposed urban edge have a negative impact on the wider setting of the 

heritage assets, bringing the suburban development close to the farmstead and reducing the wider rural 

hinterland (paragraph 37); 

8) When viewed from the south, along Posbrook Lane and the public footpaths, the size and scale of the barn can 

be appreciated, and with the manorial farmhouse it is recognisable as a distinct farmstead. Whilst the urban 

edge of Titchfield is also visible, there is a degree of separation (paragraph 42); 
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9) The proposals would bring the settlement of Titchfield up to the cluster of buildings at the former farmstead and 

in effect subsume that once separate element into the broader extent of the development (paragraph 41); 

10) This would reduce the connection of the former farmstead and listed buildings to the rural hinterland and 

obscure the separation from Titchfield (paragraph 41); 

11) The change would be perceived when travelling along Posbrook Lane when entering or leaving the village, and 

would be readily appreciated from Bellfield and from the settlement edge, and from the public footpaths running 

through the land, in both static and kinetic views (paragraph 41); 

12) The change would be noticeable, harmful, significant and fundamental (paragraph 41); 

13) The proposed development would intrude into views from the south and in the short to medium term would be 

readily distinguishable as suburban housing (paragraph 42); 

14) In the longer term landscaping may reduce this negative effect; however, it would introduce a sense of enclosure 

around the farmstead and listed buildings, detach them from the rural hinterland and reduce the historic 

functional relationship with the adjoining open land; 

15) The effect on views from footpaths to the east would be significant and harmful in the short to medium term. 

There may be some reduction in harm as the landscaping matures, but even with dense planting and the 

softening of the existing urban edge, it will be an undeniable fact that suburban development has been 

undertaken, and there is no separation between Titchfield and the historic farmstead (paragraph 43); 

16) The urbanisation of the remaining area separating the farmstead and listed buildings from the settlement is 

significant. Whilst the rural hinterland would remain to the south and west, the dislocation from the existing built 

up area is an important and fundamental component of that setting that would be lost as a result of the 

development (paragraph 44); 

17) There would be less than substantial harm to the listed buildings; this would not be at the lower end as 

contended by the appellant, but more in line with that suggested by the Council (in the middle of the range) 

(paragraph 44); 

18) The proposals would therefore conflict with Policy DSP5 (paragraph 44); and 

19) The NPPF advises that great weight should be given to the conservation of designated heritage assets and any 

harm requires clear and convincing justification. The courts have held that any harm to a listed building or its 

setting is to be given considerable importance and weight (paragraph 45).  

 

5.4 The conclusion of the previous Inspector in the First Appeal on planning balance is considered by the Council’s planning 

witness, Mr Jupp, so I do not cover it here. 

 

5.5 In section 9 of my proof I consider the revised scheme in light of the conclusions from the First Appeal. 
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6.0 CONSULTATION RESPONSES  

6.1 The Committee Report summarises the internal and external consultation responses and local representations. I 

summarise those relevant to my evidence on heritage here. 

 

Internal Consultation Response on Heritage 

 

6.2 As explained in section 3, I prepared the consultation response on built heritage on behalf of the Council.  

 

6.3 I summarise my response as follows: 

 

1) The revised scheme significantly had reduced the quantum of development, so that new housing was now only 

proposed to the north of Great Posbrook and not to the east; 

2) In the short to medium term the proposed housing to the east of the Site would be visible in conjunction with 

the listed buildings from the PROW to the south; 

3) Once established there is potential for the landscape screening to improve distant views of the southern edge 

of Titchfield, seen in conjunction with the listed farmhouse and barn; 

4) There is currently a gap of c. 62m and 88m between the southern edge of Titchfield and Great Posbrook; 

5) The proposed development would reduce the gap between Titchfield and Great Posbrook to c. 28.5m, a 

relatively narrow gap; 

6) The proposed development would urbanise part of the rural hinterland of the listed buildings; 

7) It would be harder to understand that Great Posbrook was originally a separate farmstead, and the significance 

of the listed buildings as part of an ancient farmstead; 

8) The harm would be less than substantial and at the lower end of the spectrum; and 

9) The proposed development would not harm Titchfield Conservation Area, nor the locally listed buildings within 

Great Posbrook farmstead.                   

 

6.4 I recognise that I made an error in the measurements of the existing and proposed gap between the southern edge of 

Titchfield and Great Posbrook, partly because the Illustrative Site Plan (drawing number 16.092.02) does not specify the 

size of paper that it needs to be printed at 1:500 scale, nor could the Appellant confirm this during discussions on the 

Statements of Common Ground.  

 

6.5 I have now agreed the distances with the Appellant’s heritage witness which are shown on an annotated plan (1:1000 at 

A1) which forms part of the Landscape Statement of Common Ground, and which are also set out in paragraph 2.2 of the 

Heritage Statement of Common Ground, as follows: 
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1) Existing minimum gap between Titchfield and Great Posbrook: 118m; and 

2) Proposed minimum gap between proposed development and Great Posbrook: 56m including woodland. 

 

6.6 The measurement error in my consultation response does not change the fact that the gap between Titchfield and Great 

Posbrook would be reduced by more than half, and the remaining 56m of open space would be a relatively narrow gap, 

equivalent to some public spaces within Titchfield. I note that a 20m band of woodland is proposed to the north of the gap, 

with a 10m band of woodland is proposed to the south. Mr Croot, the Council’s landscape witness, raises some issues 

regarding the deliverability of the southern band of woodland at full height given this is located over a sewer. Nevertheless 

even at a reduced height the proposed woodland/vegetation would reduce the area of open field to a minimum of 26m . 

 

6.7 Paragraph 5.14 of the Appellant’s SOC on heritage claims that the Council did not take into account any enhancement, 

when in fact the consultation response I prepared on 28 January 2020 clearly states: “there is potential that the landscaping 

screening would improve the distant views of the southern edge of Titchfield which can be seen in conjunction with the 

listed farmhouse and barn from the PROW to the south”. This potential enhancement was taken into account in my finding 

of overall harm, and it is disingenuous of the Appellant to suggest otherwise. 

 

6.8 The Appellant’s SOC on heritage argues that my assessment that there would be no harm to the locally listed former farm 

buildings, which form part of the farmstead, is inconsistent with my finding of harm to the listed buildings. Essentially, the 

reason for this is that their settings and the experience of the heritage assets is different, as I explain in sections 8 and 9 

of my evidence. 

 

Internal Consultation Response on Urban Design 

 

6.9 The internal consultation response on urban design also covered heritage effects, as follows: 

 

“The current proposal does not extend to the northern edge of the farm buildings, nor does it extend along the eastern 

edge as proposed previously. However, the extent of the development expands the suburban built form of the village 

within close proximity (some 50m) from the northern edge of the farm buildings and occupies two thirds of the road 

frontage to Posbrook Lane. This leaves a very minimal gap that does not provide the sense of isolation and 

separateness identified by the appeal inspector. In this regard, I find that the development would still have a harmful 

effect upon the setting of the listed buildings. The issue of planning balance would still need further examination but 

it should be noted that benefits accruing from 57 dwellings is substantially less than the original 150 dwelling 

proposal.” 

 

6.10 I note that the Urban Designer’s estimate of the distance between Great Posbrook and the proposed development 

(excluding woodland) was relatively accurate and identified this as a “very minimal gap”. 
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Historic England 

 

6.11 Historic England (HE) is the statutory consultee on the historic environment. HE provided two consultation responses on 

the proposals; the first in August 2019 at pre-application stage (CDB.10), and the second in December 2019 in response 

to the application (CDB.11).  

 

6.12 I summarise the pre-application response (CDB.10) as follows: 

 

1) HE recognised that the proposals were much reduced, to c. 60 dwellings, restricted to the immediate south of 

Titchfield, so that the urban development would no longer wrap around the eastern extent of Great Posbrook 

Farm or bound the northern edge of the farmstead as previously proposed; 

2) HE welcomed the attempt to reduce the impact of the scheme and concluded that the proposals were a marked 

improvement on the First Appeal scheme 

3) HE considered that while the proposals would continue to bring the urban settlement closer to the listed 

buildings, the extent would be much reduced and the rural setting of the farmstead better preserved, with no 

change to views from the south; 

4) HE identified that the additional tree planting would improve the appearance of the harsh urban edge and 

identified it as an enhancement to the setting of the listed buildings; 

5) HE questioned the need to extend the woodland landscaping to the northern boundary of Great Posbrook, 

because this would obscure views across the rural fields to the Meon valley beyond and would erode the 

farmstead’s open rural context; 

6) HE identified that that the development would bring the suburbs closer to the farmstead, closing the gap to the 

north, and would be partly visible and appreciable (through noise, etc) on the approach road and footpaths; and 

7) HE recommended a lighting strategy to limit and manage the lightspill. 

 

6.13 In response to this feedback, the Appellant reduced the extent of woodland so that there is a 20m buffer to the south of 

the proposed development and 10m to the north of Great Posbrook.  Mr Croot has raised some concerns about the 

deliverability of the woodland at full height to the south because of the sewer in this location. The Appellant has not 

provided a lighting strategy but suggests this can be agreed via a planning condition. 

 

6.14 The formal consultation response from HE on the application (CDB.11) described Great Posbrook Farm as “a very historic 

site”, and that the significance and understanding of the two grade II* listed buildings is enhanced by the survival of other 

historic farm buildings.  HE identify that the listed buildings have a historic functional relationship with the surrounding 

fields, and that in this sense the rural setting of the farmstead contributes to the significance of the listed buildings. 
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6.15 HE assessed the impact of the Appeal scheme as follows: 

 

1) An open landscape buffer is retained between the new development and the historic farmstead’s northern 

boundary to maintain a degree of separation; 

2) The development would result in the urban edge of Titchfield encroaching closer to the boundary of the historic 

farmstead, although to a much reduced extent to the First Appeal scheme; 

3) This will change the setting of the farmstead; 

4) Medium distant views of the northern boundary of the farmstead when travelling south out of Titchfield will be 

lost, visually altering the setting and reducing the rural context it sits within; 

5) The development will bring the suburbs closer, closing the gap to the north, and will be partly visible and 

appreciable (e.g. noise) on the approach road and path; 

6) Development of the greatest density/height should be positioned furthest from the heritage assets; 

7) A lighting strategy should be produced to limit and manage the light spill; 

8) HE were supportive of the overarching approach to landscaping, with introduction of tree screening along the 

southern edge to act as mitigation in softening the impact in wider views; 

9) HE welcomed the retention of the buffer of open land, kept free of development, which allows the farmstead to 

continue to be read as a distinct and separate feature, whilst retaining a greater degree of its agricultural and 

rural context (than the First Appeal); 

10) The proposals would result in a minor degree of less than substantial harm; and 

11) The recommendation was that HE had no objection on heritage grounds, but they drew attention to the Council’s 

duty under section 66(1) of the Planning (LBCA) Act 1990 as well as the test to be applied under section 38(6) 

of the PCPA 2004.  

 

6.16 The Appellant’s SOC on heritage matters claims that in their final consultation response, HE have not taken into account 

the improvement to the southern edge of Titchfield which they identified as an enhancement in the pre-application 

response (paragraphs 5.11 and 5.12). On this basis the Appellant argues that in fact HE should have concluded that there 

was no harm to the listed buildings (paragraph 5.13). 

 

6.17 This claim is disingenuous because HE did clearly identify the introduction of landscaping along the southern edge as an 

enhancement in their previous letter, and refer to it as “softening” the impact in their consultation response on the 

application, before reaching their conclusion that the proposals would result in less than substantial harm to the listed 

buildings. The terms of HE’s recommendation (in particular the reference to the section 66(1) duty) also indicate that HE’s 

lack of objection was on the basis that they were content for the Council to weigh the less than substantial harm in the 

balance, not that they formed the view that there was no harm.   

 

Local Representations 
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6.18 The Fareham Society is the local amenity society responsible for caring for the built and natural environment in Fareham 

Borough. The Society strongly urged the Council to refuse the application on grounds of the impact on both the landscape 

and built heritage. I summarise their assessment of the effect on the grade II* listed building at Great Posbrook as follows: 

 

“The current development of Bellfield, in bringing development closer to these buildings, has already been 

undesirable. Thus further development towards these buildings would add additional harm. 

 

The current proposal, with its larger gap between the proposed development and the listed buildings, would be less 

harmful to a degree. However, in the Society’s view it would, given the notably high value of the listed buildings and 

that development would extend towards them, cause more than just the minor degree of harm that historic England’s 

is alleging in its consultation response.” (Fareham Society consultation response, dated 18 December 2019, CDB.3).” 

 

6.19 Titchfield Village Trust is a charitable organisation whose objectives include the promotion of high standards of planning 

and architecture in the village and the preservation of the historic interest of the village. The Village Trust objected to the 

application in the strongest terms and considered it was a cynical attempt by the Appellant to undermine the First Appeal 

decision and the draft Local Plan. The Trust considered that the impact on the significance of the grade II* listed buildings 

is not outweighed by the public benefits of the scheme. 

 

6.20 There were a total of 137 objections from local people to the application, of which 16 specifically cited the impact on the 

grade II* listed buildings. The local objectors include the owners of Great Posbrook House. 
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7.0 HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT OF GREAT 

POSBROOK 

7.1 This section of my evidence outlines the historic development of Great Posbrook, and its relationship with Titchfield, to 

explain the history of the grade II* listed buildings. It is based on the research I did for the First Appeal and on the following 

sources: 

 

1) Analysis of historic maps, which are reproduced in my Appendix 1.0; 

2) ‘A History of the County of Hampshire: Volume 2’, Victoria County History (VCH): 1903, relevant extracts 

reproduced at Appendix 3.0; 

3)  ‘Titchfield Abbey’, Department of Environment Official Guidebook, HMSO: 1969; 

4) ‘Titchfield. A History’, The Titchfield History Society: 1982; 

5) ‘Stubbington and Titchfield’, Ron Brown, The History Press: 2010; 

6) The description in the Titchfield CA Appraisal and Titchfield Abbey CA Appraisal (both adopted 2013, CDH.47 

and CDH.48); and 

7) ‘The Buildings of England. Hampshire: South’, Charles O’ Brien, Bruce Bailey, David Lloyd and Nikolaus 

Pevsner (known as “Pevsner”), Yale: 2018, relevant extracts reproduced at Appendix 3b. 

 

7.2 Where relevant I refer to the findings of the First Appeal. 

 

Historic Relationship with Titchfield Abbey 

 

7.3 There is a historic connection between Great Posbrook and Titchfield Abbey, because the farm at Great Posbrook was 

acquired by the Abbey in 1243-4 relatively soon after its foundation. The First Appeal decision recognised that there is 

reasonable evidence of an associative link with Titchfield Abbey, and this is common ground with the Appellant. The history 

of the Abbey is therefore relevant so I summarise it briefly. 

 

7.4 A Premonstratensian Abbey was established at Titchfield in 1232 on the orders of Peter de Roches, Bishop of Winchester. 

The Order of Prémontré was established in the early C12 by St Norbert, and based their rules on those of St Augustine. 

The followers wore white, so were known as ‘white canons’.  

 

7.5 In 1537 following the Dissolution of the Monasteries by Henry VIII, Titchfield Abbey was given to Thomas Wriothesley, a 

royal courtier, who by 1542 had converted it into a mansion called ‘Place House'. This survived little altered until 1781 

when the greater part of it was demolished by the Delmé family, who had acquired it in 1741. The upstanding remains 
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include the cloister, which formed the courtyard of the C16 house, and part of the nave, which formed the gatehouse. The 

Abbey is now a ruin and visitor attraction, managed by English Heritage. 

 

7.6 The Abbey ruins are scheduled, and the designation includes the remains of some ancillary buildings to the west of the 

cloister and four medieval fishponds to the north-west. The location of the Abbey is shown on the heritage asset map at 

my Appendix 1.0 and the scheduled monument description is reproduced at Appendix 2.0. 

 

7.7 There is a grade I listed barn, associated with the Abbey located 300m south-west of the cloisters, which is of pre-

Dissolution date. I mention this because although older it has similarities with the barn at Great Posbrook, which was 

mistakenly ascribed in the list description as being a similar date. It is a timber-framed, aisled barn of 16 bays with a hipped 

tiled roof, constructed from oak, limestone tile and brick. It is 47m long and 15m wide, with timbers that have been dated 

by dendrochronology to 1407-1409. There are two wagon entrances to the east side with timbers dated to 1560-2. The 

barn was originally located in the outer precinct of the Abbey, and was built to centralise grain storage for its large estate. 

 

7.8 According to the VCH, Posbrook (also known as Passebrock and Postbrook) was not recorded in the Domesday Book. In 

1243-4 the manor was acquired by the Abbot of Titchfield, so Great Posbrook became an Abbey farm relatively soon after 

the establishment of the monastery. Posbrook manor remained in the Abbey’s ownership until the Dissolution of the 

Monasteries in 1538, when it was granted to Wriothesley as part of the abbey estates. The 1838 Tithe map indicates that 

the land at Great Posbrook was in the same ownership as Place House (the former Abbey), by then the Delmé family.  

 

7.9 Watts (1982) records that by c. 1300 the Abbey had established three of its own farms, including the one at Great 

Posbrook. The location of the other two farms is less certain although it is suggested that “Rectory Barton” became Fernhill 

Farm (where the large monastic barn is located) and “Lee” may be Carron Row, to the north-east of the monastic fishponds. 

There is a grade II listed farmhouse at Fernhill, which may be a hall house with C16 and C17 fireplaces and staircases.  

At Carron Row there is a grade II listed timber framed aisled barn of 6 bays, which probably dates from the C17 or early 

C18, but could be earlier. To assist the Inspector’s understanding of the historic context, these listed buildings are identified 

on the heritage asset plan in Appendix 1.0. I reproduce these list descriptions at my Appendix 2.  Clearly there would be 

no effect from the Appeal scheme on these listed buildings. 

 

Historic Development of Great Posbrook Farm 

 

7.10 I will now describe the historic development of the farmstead at Great Posbrook, prior to the enabling scheme, with 

reference to historic maps reproduced at Appendix 1.0.  

 

7.11 There has been a farmstead at Great Posbrook since 1244 at least, although there are no surviving buildings of this date. 

The oldest buildings to survive are the barn and farmhouse, which are likely to be respectively late C16 or early C17, and 
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early C17, so post-Dissolution, but of a broadly similar date range to each other. It is possible that they were constructed 

as part of an Estate renewal following the Dissolution of the monasteries, although some decades later. There are a 

number of other historic farm buildings that survive and are locally listed. I describe the buildings in more detail below. 

 

7.12 In 1611 a canal was constructed by the Third Earl of Southampton parallel to the River Meon between Titchfield and the 

sea, to make the river navigable and as part of a water management system for the water meadows. The canal is located 

to the east of the Appeal Site and is claimed to be one of the earliest canals in the country. I do not find any harmful effect 

to the canal, which could be considered a non-designated heritage asset, but mention it for context. 

 

7.13 The 1838 Tithe Map reproduced in Appendix 1 indicates that Great Posbrook had a loose courtyard plan. The southern 

barn (grade II* listed), eastern barn (formerly listed but destroyed by fire), stables (to the north) and a further building of 

unknown use to the west enclosed the yard.  The farmhouse was located nearby to the north east. The stables, piggery 

and small barn/granary formed another loose courtyard to the north. There was also another courtyard to the south of the 

barn; the use of the adjacent buildings is unknown. It is broadly similar to type c of the courtyard plans identified in the 

National Farmsteads Character Assessment (CDH.32, p. 10).  The farmhouse, barn, stables, piggery and a small 

barn/granary survive, although a number of smaller historic farm buildings do not.  

 

7.14 The Tithe Map indicates that there was a large pond to the south of the farmhouse at this date, which is shown on later 

OS maps and survives. It is possible that this is a medieval fish pond. Certainly there are a number of medieval fish ponds 

in the vicinity (Wade and Watts, 1989), including the scheduled monastic fishponds, and it was common for manor houses 

to use fish ponds as a food source. However, I have not come across the secondary sources to verify this theory, and it 

could also have been used as a water source for the animals or as a duck pond.  

 

7.15 The Tithe apportionment indicates that the Appeal Site and land around the farm was owned by Henry Peter Delmé 

Esquire in 1838 and leased to James Hewett. As already noted, the Delmé family owned Place House (the former Abbey 

buildings) at this time, which indicates that the historic functional relationship with Titchfield Abbey continued. 

 

7.16 The 1881 OS provides more detail, and shows extensive gardens to the north and east of the farmstead, possibly kitchen 

gardens, as well as the large pond to the south. The access points to Posbrook Lane and track to the east are the same 

as today.   

 

7.17 Between the production of the 1897 and 1909 OS maps, a group of three semi-detached houses were built close to the 

farmstead on the west side of Posbrook Lane, presumably for estate workers. A photograph of these houses is reproduced 

at Appendix 1.0, plate 30.  
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7.18 The form of the farmstead changed little in the subsequent OS maps, until 1964, when the farm entrance from Posbrook 

Lane had moved to the south. By this date some council housing had been constructed to the south of Titchfield.  

 

7.19 Analysis of the historic maps indicates that there has been some change to the historic field boundaries in the Appeal Site. 

The 1838 Tithe map indicates that there were additional field boundaries within the Appeal Site, which included plots 1698, 

1699 and 1701. The remnants of the field boundary of plot 1698 are evident today as isolated grown out segments of the 

former hedge. By 1881, one of the field boundaries had been removed, so there was no longer a division between plots 

1699 and 1701; however, this appears to have been reinstated by the time the 1932 OS was produced. 

 

7.20 The more recent history is discussed in relation to the 2005 enabling scheme below. 

 

7.21 I will now briefly describe the historic farm buildings that survive. 

 

Farmhouse 

 

7.22 The farmhouse was originally a single house with possibly some ancillary farm buildings at its eastern end. It is now 

subdivided into three properties: the east wing is Great Posbrook, the central house is Wriothesley House, and the western 

wing is Old Barn Cottage. For the purposes of my evidence I refer to all three as the ‘farmhouse’. The farmhouse and barn 

are no longer in the same ownership. It is likely that the farmhouse was sold and subdivided c. 1996, when the adjoining 

farmland was sold and the farm buildings became disused. Photographs of the farmhouse are provided at Appendix 1.0, 

plates 1-7 and 15-17. 

 

7.23 The farmhouse is likely to date to the early C17 although the list description states it is C16. Pevsner ascribes it to the 

later date and is based on recent research so is likely to be more reliable. Pevsner identifies that the house originally had 

an unusual T-shaped form, with a four bay central range aligned north-south, gabled at the ends, with wings of equal 

height abutting. It was not a hall house because the central part had floors, although the rooms were not originally 

subdivided and it is not clear how the central rooms were used or heated. The house retains a C17 stair, panelling and a 

chimneypiece. There were C19 additions to the south, so the house now forms two parallel ranges, and C19 extensions 

to the east. There is anecdotal evidence that a bakehouse and dairy were located in the eastern extensions, and there is 

an historic oven, which lends weight to this theory.  

 

7.24 The original front entrance of the farmhouse (now Great Posbrook) appears to be on the south elevation, which suggests 

that the access point to south, either from Posbrook Lane or the track to the south-west was originally more important.  By 

the time of the 1881 OS it appears that the main access point to the house was from Posbrook Lane to the north-east, as 

it is now, and the front door of the property is now to the north.  
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7.25 The planning history for these houses indicates that timber conservatories were added to the rear (south) of Old Barn 

Cottage c. 1996 (application reference P/96/0867/FP) and to the east of Great Posbrook c. 2016 (application reference 

P/15/0996/LB). Two ancillary structures were also built in the grounds of Great Posbrook, a garage to the north and 

summer house to north-east c. 2006 (application reference P/06/1210/FP), and there has been a more recent consent for 

a side extension to the garage/ carport (application reference P/18/1150/FP).  The small barn/ granary to the south of Old 

Barn Cottage has been altered to accommodate a summer house, including the glazing of the southern elevation 

(application reference P/20/0458/LB). 

 

Barn 

 

7.26 The list description calls it the ‘southern barn’ because there was also a listed eastern barn, which was destroyed by fire 

and delisted in February 2001 (HER reproduced at Appendix 2b). For the purposes of my evidence, I just refer to “the 

barn”. Photographs of the barn are provided at Appendix 1.0, plates 19-25. 

 

7.27 It is a 10 bay aisled barn, a substantial structure, c. 100ft or 30m long. It has a very steeply pitched half hipped roof, which 

is of Queen-Strut construction, with substantial members and arched braces. 

 

7.28 There is a wagon entrance on the north side with an opposing door on the south side, indicating it was used for threshing.  

 

7.29 The list description ascription of the barn as late medieval is too early (Appendix 2a). Dendrochronology indicates that it 

is likely to be late C16 or early C17. The Historic Environment Record (ID6204) states: 

 

“A series of samples were taken for dendrochronological analysis and the results demonstrated that Arcade post 1 

had a felling date range of 1579-1590 and post 2 had a felling date range of 1608-1622.” 

 

7.30 Pevsner provides some further information, saying the roof members can be dated to these two phases, but confusingly 

the timbers of the two phases are intermingled in the structure (Appendix 3b).  Commonly threshing doors were located 

in the centre of a barn, whereas here they are located towards the west; and this is consistent with Pevsner’s suggestion 

that the slightly wider eastern bays may be later (C18).  

 

7.31 The dendrochronology is a conundrum but it is safe to conclude that the barn dates from the late C16 or early C17, 

although the east end may be C18, so it is not late medieval as stated in the list description.  

 

7.32 The 2005 proposal drawings submitted with the enabling development scheme and subsequent specification of works 

indicate that by this date the roof covering was entirely profiled steel sheeting, and this was replaced with corrugated steel 
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sheeting (see Appendices 4.0e and 4.0g). The drawings also indicate that C20 extensions were removed from the 

western end of the barn and the doors in the east elevation and south elevation opposite were reinstated at this point.  

 

Other Historic Farm Buildings  

 

7.33 In addition to the farmhouse and barn there are three further historic farm buildings which form part of the farmstead: the 

former stables, a former cartshed and piggery and a small barn/granary. All three are locally listed (LB/8/172, LB/8/520 

and LB/8/521, see Appendix 2.0c) and are identified on the heritage asset plan in Appendix 1.0, with current photographs 

at plates 26-29.  

 

7.34 The former stables is located c. 25m directly north of the barn. The HER (ID 42529, Appendix 2b) identifies it as a late 

C19 former stables, in brick with external brick buttresses and a hipped tiled roof.  The local list describes it as a store with 

an earlier date (C18 or early C19), but comparison of the 1838 and 1881 maps suggests the later date is correct, and this 

is consistent with the architecture. The number of doors and windows on the ground floor indicate that the ascription of 

this building as a stables is likely to be correct, with a hayloft above, with a hoist to the loft door. 

 

7.35 The building was substantially rebuilt and converted to residential use as part of the enabling development scheme 

discussed further below (application reference P/05/1663/FP). Photographs of the building prior to these works, the 

application drawings and photographs of the building now are reproduced at Appendix 4.0. 

 

7.36 The former cart shed and piggery was a 6 bay single storey timber framed building, originally open to the north with a half 

hipped tile roof of Queen-Strut construction, with a 2-aisle, pent roofed piggery to the south, with ten pig pens and 

presumably external yards to the south. It is located c. 62m to the north of the barn and c. 27m to the west of the farmhouse 

(see Appendix 2.0b). The local list again ascribes it an earlier date, C18.  

 

7.37 This building was also substantially rebuilt and converted to residential use as part of the enabling development scheme, 

and relevant information is reproduced as Appendix 4.0. It is now known as ‘the Old Piggery’. 

 

7.38 There is also a small barn/ granary c. 8m to the west of the farmhouse, which is described as C18 or early C19 on the 

local list (Appendix 2c), with a half hipped tiled roof and weatherboarding. Granaries were often created in the upper floors 

of other farm buildings, so this identification is plausible.  At the time of my site visit, the barn was being converted to a 

summer house and garden store for use by Old Barn Cottage, see plate 30 in Appendix 1.0.  
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The Enabling Development Scheme 

 

7.39 By 1995 the Barn and farm buildings were disused and had become very dilapidated. In July 2003 the barn was placed 

on English Heritage’s At Risk Register. 

 

7.40 There was an application for planning permission in 2002 to convert the barn to B1 (office) use and construct 15 dwellings 

in its grounds, which was withdrawn, presumably because it would have been refused (application reference 

P/00/0051/FP).  

 

7.41 The successful enabling development scheme (application reference P/05/1663/FP) secured consent to demolish the 

modern farm buildings of no interest, for the conversion of the former piggery and stables into four dwellings, to construct 

six new dwellings and to convert the barn into a garage/ storage space for the residents. The conversion of the buildings 

and new dwellings were designed by Huw Thomas Architects, a Winchester-based practice specialising in the conversion 

of historic farm buildings. Relevant application material, the Committee Report and decision notice are reproduced at 

Appendix 4.0, which include photographs of the dilapidated buildings, existing and proposed drawings.  

 

7.42 The Committee Report (Appendix 4.0b) for the enabling development scheme explains how it was designed to respect 

the setting of the listed barn and farmhouse: 

 

 The scheme restored the historic arrangement of farm buildings in a courtyard pattern; 

 The existing farm entrance was retained, with an additional entrance to the north; 

 The land to the south of the barn would be cleared of modern structures to open up views of the barn from the 

countryside to the south; 

 All new and retained buildings were grouped to the north, so the new buildings would largely be screened in 

views from the countryside to the south; 

 “The finished effect would thus by analogous to a former working farm of good quality buildings, converted to 

residential use.” (p. 22-23 of the Committee Report, Appendix 4.0b); 

 The removal of modern farm buildings would improve the approach to and setting of the listed farmhouse in 

visual terms; and 

 The proposed dwellings are of a smaller, vernacular scale, and the farmhouse would remain the “senior” building 

within that improved setting. 

 

7.43 I note that the building that forms the east side of the courtyard, between the former stables and barn, was constructed in 

a similar location as the former listed eastern barn, which was destroyed by fire. 
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7.44 Because of the location of the farmstead in the Countryside and Strategic Gap there was a strong presumption again new 

development; however, the Planning Officer concluded that the heritage benefits which secured the long term use of the 

barn and other historic buildings and enhanced their settings, where sufficient to justify the development.   

 

7.45 The Fareham Society awarded the enabling scheme a ‘highly commended’ in the restoration category, as reported by 

Chris Bloom in the Portsmouth News, 23 January 2013 (reproduced at Appendix 5.0).  

 

7.46 The detached house located to the north-west of the farmhouse was not developed as part of the enabling scheme, but 

since the 1965 OS map. Based on its appearance it may date from the 1990s, which is consistent with the disposal of the 

farmhouse and surrounding farmland around this date. I note that this house was developed broadly on a similar footprint 

as an historic building visible on the 1881 OS. 
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8.0 THE SIGNIFICANCE OF GREAT POSBROOK 

FARMSTEAD, THE BARN AND FARMHOUSE 

8.1 This section of my evidence considers the significance of the farmstead at Great Posbrook and the two grade II* listed 

structures at issue in this Appeal: the barn and farmhouse. It is informed by my analysis of the history of the site in section 

6.0. As part of this I consider the contribution of setting to their significance, and the degree to which that setting enables 

an appreciation of that significance.  

 

8.2 The statement of common ground on heritage matters states that the significance and setting of the locally listed farm 

building will be unaffected by the Appeal scheme (HSOCG, paragraph 3.11). On reflection, I consider that it would be 

more accurate to state that while the setting of the locally listed buildings would be affected by the Appeal scheme, this 

effect would not harm their setting or significance.  

 

8.3 In their SOC on heritage matters, the Appellant says that it was inconsistent of the Council to identify harm to the statutory 

listed buildings, but not to the locally listed farm buildings located in the former farmstead (footnote 10, page 34). I therefore 

assess the significance of the locally listed former farm buildings and the contribution of setting to their significance, in 

order to explain the difference between the effect on the listed and locally listed buildings. 

 

8.4 The assessment of significance has been informed by the relevant HE Listing Selection guides (CDH.34). The setting 

analysis applies the Historic England setting guidance (GPA3, 2nd edition, 2017, CDH.45). 

 

8.5 The analysis has been informed by the following Historic England publications on historic farmsteads, which are 

reproduced as CDH.30 to CDH.33: 

 

1) ‘National Farm Building Types’, 2013; 

2) ‘National Farmsteads Character Assessment’ (NFCA), 2014; 

3) ‘Farmstead Assessment Framework’ (FAF), 2015; and 

4) ‘South East Farmsteads Character Statement’, 2014. 

 

8.6 When preparing my evidence, I considered whether the proposed development would affect any other heritage assets in 

the vicinity, and concluded that it would not harm the Titchfield Conservation Area or the canal to the east, which could be 

considered a non-designated heritage asset. 
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Great Posbrook Farmstead 

 

8.7 The principal heritage assets relevant to my evidence are the grade II* listed farmhouse and barn; however, they are 

located in an ancient farmstead in a group of historic farm buildings, with later housing. I have therefore considered the 

significance of the farmstead with reference to the HE guidance on farmsteads, to inform the setting analysis of the listed 

buildings.   

 

8.8 A farmstead is a place where the farmhouse and working buildings of a farm are located (NFCA, p. 2). The NFCA and 

FAF provide the same criteria for assessing the significance of historic farmsteads. The NFCA (p.2) identifies that 

significant farmsteads will have retained one or both of the following: 

 

1) “One or more traditional farm buildings; and 

2) Their historic form as traditional farmsteads, where the historic farm buildings, houses and spaces relate to 

each other.” 

 

8.9 Great Posbrook retains a former barn, stables, cartshed /piggery and small barn/granary, so meets the first criteria. 

 

8.10 I have analysed the extent of change to the historic form of the farmstead, comparing the 1897 OS map and a recent map, 

following the HE guidance (NFCA, p.3 or FCF, p.6) see Appendix 1.0. There has been a high degree of change, because 

12 of the historic buildings on the 1897 map have been lost and there is a modern housing development on the west side 

of the farmstead. However, the historic form of the farmstead has been retained in the following respects: 

 

1) Four historic working buildings survive; 

2) One of these, a substantial aisled barn, is reliably dated to the late C16/ early C17; 

3) The other include a stables, granary and piggery, important farm buildings; 

4) The function of the lost buildings is unknown but most were small in size and the number includes four glass 

buildings in the garden of the farmhouse, probably greenhouses; 

5) The new buildings have been carefully designed to retain the loose courtyard form of the farmstead, often in 

the same location as lost buildings, as recommended by the FCF guidance (p.12); and 

6) The historic boundary of the farmstead has not altered since the Tithe map was produced in 1838. The 

additional housing is located within this historic boundary. 

 

8.11 Furthermore the NFCA identified that some farmsteads are of special significance, including those farmstead groups with 

C18 of earlier buildings and structures other than barns, as at Great Posbrook.  
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8.12 The presence of highly graded assets, in this case two grade II* listed buildings, including a substantial aisled barn, and 

the fact that it is an ancient farmstead, established in at least the C13, with connections to Titchfield Abbey, is a clear 

indicator that this is of a farmstead of particular significance.  

 

Farmhouse, Grade II* Listed 

 

Significance 

 

8.13 The farmhouse is grade II* listed, which indicates it is in the top 8% of listed buildings in the country. The First Appeal 

decision identified the farmhouse as a significant and invaluable resource (CDJ.2, paragraph 32). There are only 20 grade 

II* listed buildings in Fareham Borough (and only four that are grade I listed). 

 

8.14 The farmhouse is of historic interest as a manorial farmhouse and focus of the ancient farmstead of Great Posbrook. 

 

8.15 The house is also of historic interest because of its age, which the list description states is C16 and Pevsner ascribes as 

early C17. Whether it has C16 or early C17 origins it is clearly a building of considerable historic interest because of the 

date of the original fabric.  

 

8.16 Pevsner notes that the original T-shaped plan of the building was “very unusual”. The plan of the original phase is therefore 

of considerable architectural interest. 

 

8.17 The farmhouse has been altered and extended, including in the C19; these phases are also of historic interest. There is 

anecdotal evidence that the western range (Old Barn Cottage) was originally the dairy and bakehouse; there is an historic 

oven to the north-west of the building which lends weight to this theory. The farmhouse is now subdivided into three 

dwellings which makes it more difficult to read its historic plan form. 

 

8.18 The farmhouse contains a number of features that are of historic and architectural interest, including its timber frame and 

roof structure, the C17 staircase, the substantial chimney stack on the east side of the north elevation, the brick nogging 

on the north elevation, the C17 chimneypiece and later chimneypieces, the sundial and historic doorcase on the south 

elevation, see the photographs in Appendix 1.0.  

 

Setting 

 

8.19 The farmhouse is located on the west side of the Meon valley, so the land slopes gently towards the canal and River Meon 

to the east. The First Appeal identified the Lower Meon Valley as a valued landscape (CDJ.2, paragraph 28) and this is 

common ground in the current appeal. 
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8.20 The house was originally orientated to the south, as indicated by the historic front entrance on the south elevation. It is 

now accessed from the north, via a drive from Posbrook Lane, although this arrangement was in place at the time of the 

1881 OS. 

 

8.21 The land to the north, south and east of the farmhouse remains largely open. The land to the south has been subdivided 

to provide private gardens for the three dwellings, although this has been sensitively done with hedges rather than fences 

with gates or openings allowing access between the gardens, so it is still possible to understand it was once a single 

dwelling. See plates 1, 4 and 5 in Appendix 1.0. The subdivision of the property is more obvious to the north because of 

the separate drives and harder boundaries, see plates 6-8. With the detached house to the north of the main drive, this 

approach to the farmhouse has a more suburban character. 

 

8.22 The eastern wing, Great Posbroke, has a beautiful large garden to the east of the former farmstead, laid out in a formal 

design with sculptural box hedges, lawns, an extensive rose garden to the north east and the historic pond to the south-

east. The garage to the north and summer house to the north-east date from c. 2006 but are designed in a sensitive 

vernacular style and constructed from what appear to be historic bricks and roof tiles. 

 

8.23 The grounds of the three farmhouse dwellings are enclosed by a modern larch lap fence with concrete posts (see plate 

14 of Appendix 1), although this is not noticeable because of the dense vegetation on both sides of the fence (largely). 

Along the north and east boundary of the historic farmstead where there are mature evergreen Holm Oaks, which enclose 

the garden, provide privacy and limit views both in and out, even from the upper floor windows. It is possible to see 

glimpses of the farmhouse between the trees from the PROW across the Appeal Site (see view 5 in Appendix 1), and also 

from the junction of Manor Close and Posbrook Lane; however, the house is not visually prominent, except in the views 

from the south.   

 

8.24 The setting of the listed farmhouse in an historic farmstead makes an important contribution to the appreciation of its 

significance as a former farmhouse. The farmhouse can be seen with the grade II* listed barn, which is of a similar date, 

in views from the south. The top of the roof of the barn and converted stables can be seen from the farmhouse and its 

garden, although they are seen in the context of the recent housing, so the historic functional relationship is less clear 

here than in views from the south. Immediately to the west of the farmhouse, in the grounds of Old Barn Cottage, there is 

a small C18 or C19 barn/granary, and the converted piggery can be seen from the west end of the listed farmhouse. 

 

8.25 The former farmstead is located on the east side of Posbrook Lane, and there are some late C19 estate workers cottages 

to the immediate south-west. Otherwise, the former farmstead is surrounded by open fields, and this open landscape is 

important to the understanding that this was originally an historic farmstead, and the appreciation of the significance of the 

listed building as a former farmhouse.  
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8.26 Although there is very limited intervisibility because of the trees along the boundary, the post-WWII Council housing to the 

south of Titchfield adversely affects the experience of the listed farmhouse, because its proximity (199m to the north-east 

at its closest point) reduces the sense of the farmstead being in open countryside. This post-WWII housing can be seen 

with glimpses of the farmhouse from the PROW to the south in winter (see LVIA view 7, CDA.14).  

 

8.27 The First Appeal decision recognised that the southern urban edge of Titchfield is open and harsh with little by way of 

softening landscaping (CDJ.2, paragraph 21). It also identified the proximity to Titchfield and the exposed urban edge has 

a negative impact on the wider setting of the listed buildings, bringing suburban development close to the farmstead and 

reducing the wider rural hinterland (paragraph 37).  

 

8.28 I agree with the Council’s landscape witness, Mr Croot, that the southern edge of Titchfield has become “softer” since the 

First Appeal as the existing vegetation has matured; the suburban development was less apparent from the footpath south 

of the former farmstead than when I visited in 2018. 

 

8.29 As part of an open field, the Appeal Site therefore makes an important contribution to the appreciation of the significance 

of the listed building as a former farmhouse. There is also a historic functional relationship between the land and the 

farmhouse, because it historically formed part of the farmland. The First Appeal decision recognised this historic functional 

relationship with the Appeal site, and its contribution to the significance of the grade II* listed buildings is common ground 

with the Appellant, as is the role of the Appeal Site as part of the rural setting of the listed buildings and its role in separating 

it from Titchfield (Heritage Statement of Common Ground (HSOCG), paragraph 3.5). 

 

Barn, Grade II* Listed 

 

Significance 

 

8.30 The barn is also grade II* listed, so is a highly graded asset. The barn is of considerable historic interest because of the 

age of its fabric, which has been reliably dated to between 1570 and 1622 by dendrochronology. The barn is post-

Dissolution but its substantial scale and the fine roof carpentry are reminiscent of earlier examples, such as the Titchfield 

Abbey monastic barn, which may explain why HE attributed it as late medieval in the list description, without the benefit of 

the dendrochronology. The HE Listing Selection Guide for Agricultural Buildings (CDH.34) notes that clear dating adds to 

the historic interest of the building. 

 

8.31 It is a very large aisled barn which illustrates the high status and wealth of Great Posbrook manor at this date. The wagon 

entrance and opposing doors indicate it was used for threshing, which is of historic interest illustrating agricultural 

processes prior to the Industrial Revolution. I was unable to gain access to this part of the barn to establish whether the 

threshing floor survives. 
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8.32 The roof structure is of architectural interest: it is a Queen-Strut roof with mostly arched braces, which was a common roof 

form from the late C16 into the C19. The large timbers and arches braces indicate its early date. The repairs to the roof 

structure have been sensitive using modern timber and its low key use as garages and for storage, which does not require 

permanent subdivision, is appropriate. The roof covering of corrugated steel is not of special interest, but is a light weight 

material commonly used on historic farm buildings, and was clearly deemed acceptable as part of the enabling scheme. 

 

Setting 

 

8.33 The setting of the barn overlaps with that of the farmhouse, so I will not repeat that analysis but summarise the key points 

and draw out points specific to the barn. 

 

8.34 The barn is orientated to the north, with the wagon entrance on that side, because it originally enclosed a yard, as part of 

a loose courtyard farmstead. The barn is experienced as part of an historic farmstead. The relationship with the farmhouse 

can be seen in the views from the south. The converted stable block is located on the opposite side of the yard. The 

converted piggery informs the experience of arriving at the barn from the access from Posbrook Lane to the north. 

 

8.35 The housing development constructed as part of the enabling scheme has changed the character of the setting of the barn 

to the north, so that it has a more suburban character. Nevertheless it is still possible to appreciate that this was an historic 

farmstead, because two other historic farm buildings have been retained and converted, and the new buildings have been 

designed to reinforce the historic courtyard form of the farmstead, in the idiom of vernacular agricultural or domestic 

buildings. For example a modern building, in the style of a historic barn encloses the yard to the east, in a similar location 

as a former listed barn that was destroyed by fire. Another modern house designed in a traditional style encloses the yard 

to the west. 

 

8.36 The barn is a substantial structure, 30m (100ft) long, so it is visually dominant and prominent in views from the south. The 

scale of the structure and deeply sloping roof form clearly indicate it is an historic barn, even without an historic roof 

covering.  

 

8.37 The barn’s setting is open to the south and east; there is an immature orchard and small playing field to the south, and 

the gardens of the farmhouse to the east. This openness reinforces the visual prominence of the barn in the views from 

the south. 

 

8.38 The barn is located on the western side of the Meon valley, which the parties agree to be a valued landscape. The land 

slopes gently to the east. This setting relationship with the Meon valley can be appreciated in views from the south, 

particularly from Posbrook Lane and the PROW to the south, see views 5A, 5B, 6 and 7 of the LVIA (CDA.14), where the 
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location of the barn in an historic farmstead is recognisable, with open fields to the south and east, and the hills on the 

other side of the Meon valley further east. 

 

8.39 The post-WWII council housing to the south of Titchfield can be seen with the listed barn in the view from the PROW (LVIA 

view 7, CDA.14), although there are clearly open fields between the historic farmstead and the village, and they are 

experienced as separate settlements. I agree with Mr Croot that the vegetation on the southern boundary of Titchfield has 

grown since 2018, softening visual effect.  

 

8.40 The Appeal site therefore makes an important contribution to the openness of the historic farmstead to the north, and to 

the appreciation that the barn is part of an historic farmstead, surrounded by fields and separate from the village of 

Titchfield.  This is common ground with the Appellant (HSOCG, paragraph 3.5). 

 

Former Farm Buildings, Locally Listed  

 

Significance 

 

8.41 The locally listed buildings comprise a former stables, cartshed /piggery and small barn/granary. The location of these 

buildings is indicated on the Heritage Asset Plan, with photographs of the buildings at plates 26 to 29 of my Appendix 1. 

The local list entries are provided at Appendix 2c. 

 

8.42 The Historic Environment Record (HER, my Appendix 2b) identifies that the stables and cart shed/piggery as dating from 

1865-1899. The HER provides the following descriptions: 

 

“Unlisted former stables at Great Posbrook Farm, now converted into a chitting shed. Late C19. 2-storey building of 

brick, with a hipped tile roof. Shallow, external, brick buttresses. All internal partitions and elements associated with 

the stable use, have been removed. The loft, accessed now externally via a staircase, remains, but is unused. 

Building presently used for chitting of seed potatoes.”  

 

“Unlisted cart shed, with piggery outshut, at Great Posbrook Farm. Late C19. 6-bay, single-storey, timber-framed 

building. Open on north (main) and gable ends, rear (south) wall is of brick. Half-hipped roof of tile, on queen post 

trusses; gables below half-hip, appear to have been weatherboarded. Attached to the rear (south) wall of the cart 

shed, is a 2-aisle, pent-roofed piggery of brick. Ten pig pens, form the south aisle, with exits for the pigs in the south 

wall (presumably leading to 'runs' which have been removed). [both structures were extremely dilapidated at time of 

SUIAG survey (20-feb-1991)].” 
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8.43 The Local List Entries are generally consistent with these descriptions, although the local list entry identifies the stables 

as C18 or early C19, and nine pig pens instead of ten. 

 

8.44 The Local List Entry describes the small barn/ granary is as follows: 

 

“8/521 - Small Barn Between Cart Shed and Great Posbrook, Posbrook Lane, Titchfield 18th/early 19th century. 

Weather boarded granary, a small barn with half hipped old tiled roof.” 

 

8.45 Both the HER and Local List Entry were written before the enabling development when the former stables and cart 

shed/piggery were converted to residential use. The approved drawings are provided at Appendix 4e, which indicate that 

an extension was constructed to the south of the former stables, with replacement doors and windows, and that it was 

subdivided to form three separate 3 bedroom dwellings.  The former cartshed/ piggery was converted to a 4 bedroom 

family house, which involved the demolition of the majority (if not all) of the brick pig pens and enclosing the open sides of 

the building with glazing or weatherboarding. 

 

8.46 These works clearly secured the future of the former farm buildings which were disused and in poor condition, so were of 

heritage benefit. Nevertheless the use and character of the buildings was transformed, and they are considerably altered, 

which has diminished their heritage interest as examples of vernacular farm buildings. 

 

8.47 The small barn/ cart shed which forms an ancillary structure to Old Barn Cottage (the western wing of the listed farmhouse) 

has been repaired and altered recently to form a summer room in the southern end bay, with a full height glazed wall on 

the southern elevation outside the existing timber frame and relocation of a rooflight (application reference P/20/0458/LB). 

The rest of the building remains in use as a workshop and garden shed. The conversion of the cartshed to a summer room 

appeared to be in progress when I visited site in September 2021, and as a result the building has been subject to 

considerable alteration, as is evident when one compares plates 29 and 30 in Appendix 1. The planning application 

drawings are reproduced at Appendix 7. 

 

8.48 Nevertheless, the locally listed buildings are of historic and architectural interest as examples of vernacular buildings, now 

converted to residential use, or ancillary to other residential dwellings. They have group value with the grade II* listed 

buildings because they contribute to the understanding that Great Posbrook is an historic farmstead.  The locally listed 

buildings are smaller, more recent, and more altered structures than the farmhouse and barn, so are only of local interest, 

and are of low significance in comparison with the highly graded listed buildings. 
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Setting 

 

8.49 The locally listed buildings are located in the centre of the historic farmstead. There is a spatial and historic functional 

relationship with the grade II* listed buildings and each other that contributes to the appreciation of their historic and 

architectural significance as farm buildings. For example the former stables is located to the north, opposite and parallel 

to the barn and forms a courtyard with a modern residential building to the east; this reflects the historic courtyard form of 

the farmstead. Although there has been subdivision of the land to create gardens, the original relationship of the stables 

to the cart shed/piggery, cart shed/granary and farmhouse remains. 

 

8.50 The listed buildings are both substantial structures which have primacy in the farmstead both because of their size and 

historic use. The locally listed buildings are secondary features both because of their ancillary use and smaller size. 

 

8.51 There are very limited views of the locally listed buildings outside the farmstead. There is the view of the former cartshed/ 

piggery in the view into Barn Close from Posbrook Lane (view 6 in Appendix 1), otherwise the views are confined to near 

views within the farmstead. The setting of the locally listed buildings is therefore more contained and insular. 

 

8.52 The rural setting of the former farmstead and historic functional relationship with the surrounding land, including the Appeal 

Site, contributes to the appreciation of the significance of the locally listed buildings as examples of adapted farm buildings. 

However, the contribution of the rural setting is more limited than to the listed buildings. The listed buildings are located 

on the edges of the farmstead, adjacent to open fields, and are seen in a rural setting in distant views, so have a more 

direct setting relationship with the surrounding open fields. Conversely the locally listed buildings are located in the centre 

of the farmstead, with no direct relationship with the open fields; so their setting within the farmstead and relationship with 

the listed buildings contributes more to the appreciation of their significance.  
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9.0 ASSESSMENT AND PERFORMANCE 

AGAINST POLICY  

9.1 This section of my evidence assesses the heritage effects of the proposed development at the land east of Posbrook 

Lane, with consideration of the findings of the First Appeal, the putative heritage reason for refusal and the commentary 

in the Appellant’s SOC on heritage matters. I have applied the Historic England setting guidance, GPA3, when carrying 

out the assessment. 

 

9.2 The assessment was carried out on site in September 2021 with reference to views produced as part of the LVIA submitted 

with the Appeal. I cross refer to these views where relevant. Where necessary I have included some additional 

photographs of views in my Appendix 1.0, which are taken with a standard 35mm lens (2018 photographs) or a mobile 

phone (2021 photographs) but are not produced to GLVIA3 standards. 

 

Response to the Appellant’s Statement of Case 

 

9.3 Before considering the effect of the proposed development, I thought it would be helpful to summarise for the Inspector 

my understanding of the points of difference between the Council and the Appellant, so that I can clearly respond to these 

in my assessment.  

 

9.4 Ignus Froneman of the Cogent Heritage prepared the Appellant’s SOC on heritage matters, which responded to the 

assessment in the Committee Report (CDC.1).  

 

9.5 I understand the points of contention are as follows: 

 

 Whether the revised proposals retain a “clear and substantive gap” between Great Posbrook and Titchfield 

(paragraph 5.2) and whether the degree of separation would mean that the former farmstead would remain 

distinct from the settlement (paragraph 5.3), including views from the footpaths (paragraph 5.6); 

 Whether the historic functional relationship between the listed buildings and the adjoining open land is 

maintained (paragraph 5.5); 

 Whether Historic England’s and the Council’s findings of harm to the listed buildings considered the beneficial 

effect of the softening the southern edge of Titchfield (paragraphs 5.11 to 5.14); and 

 Whether the conclusion that the proposed development would not harm the locally listed farm buildings is 

inconsistent with the finding of harm to the listed buildings (paragraph 5.14, footnote 10). 
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Setting Assessment 

 

9.6 The grade II* listed farmhouse and barn were developed as part of the same historic farmstead and are in close proximity 

to one another, so many of my observations on the setting effects are common to both, so I deal with them together, 

drawing out specific points to one or the other asset where relevant, rather than repeating the analysis twice. 

 

9.7 The proposed development would be located 122m to the north of the farmhouse and 196.5m north of the listed barn, 

based on my measurements from an A1 copy using a scale ruler. The distance between the farmhouse and nearest 

proposed house is 135.6m, as agreed in the Agreed Dimensions plan appended to the Landscape SOCG. The distance 

between the proposed development and the boundary of Great Posbrook farmstead would be 56m at its narrowest point, 

and 78.8m at its widest; this is common ground (see paragraph 3.9 of the HSOCG). 

 

9.8 There would therefore be a degree of separation between the historic farmstead and settlement of Titchfield, and the 

proposed development would not abut the farmstead to the north and east as previously proposed. 

 

9.9 However, the proposed development would bring the boundary of Titchfield closer to Great Posbrook, reducing the 

minimum separation gap from 118m to 56m, a reduction of 62m, and more than half. It would therefore become more 

difficult to understand that Great Posbrook was a historic farmstead and this would diminish the appreciation of the 

significance of the listed farm buildings.  

 

9.10 In their pre-application response Historic England (CDB.10) identified that the planting of woodland in the gap between 

Great Posbrook and Titchfield would “erode the farmstead’s open rural context and historic connection with this adjoining 

land” (my emphasis). The extent of woodland was therefore reduced in the submitted scheme to 20m to the south of the 

proposed development and 10m to the north of Great Posbrook. 

 

9.11 While I do not consider the proposed woodland would detrimentally enclose the historic farmstead or listed buildings, it 

reduces the open land between the settlement and former farmstead to 26m. Mr Croot questions whether the full height 

planting along the northern boundary of the farmstead is achievable because of a sewer in this location; nevertheless even 

at a reduced height the vegetation would still reduce the extent of open land to a minimum of 26m. 

 

9.12 On any measure the reduction in the separation distance to a minimum of 56m (including woodland) or 26mof open land 

between the woodland/vegetation bands is a relatively narrow gap. The Borough Urban Designer’s independent 

assessment was that this was a “very minimal gap”. It is not a “clear and substantive gap” as claimed by Mr Froneman. 

 

9.13 In fact this separation gap is of similar dimensions to the playground to the south of Titchfield and public open spaces to 

the north of Bellfield and Hewetts Road in Titchfield, which are respectively up to 42m, 45m and 51m as illustrated in the 
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annotated plan and plate 34 (north of Bellfield), plate 35 (playground) and plate 36 (north of Hewetts Road) in my Appendix 

1.0.  I appreciate that these open spaces contain tarmac and hardstanding so are not directly comparable but it helps give 

a sense of the width of the “gap” in comparison with existing public open spaces within the village. 

 

9.14 I recognise that the proposed “gap” is considerably longer than two of these open spaces; however, given its limited depth 

it will “read” as a public open space within a single settlement, rather than as agricultural land between a settlement and 

a farmstead. I recognise that strictly speaking public access would be restricted to the public footpath, nevertheless the 

narrow depth of the open space will affect the experience and perception of it as a public open space. 

 

9.15 The proposed development would therefore obscure the separation between Titchfield and Great Posbrook as concluded 

in the First Appeal. 

 

9.16 I note that, as explained at paragraph 8.2 of the Planning SOCG, the Appellant is only proposing a Local Equipped Area 

for Play (adjacent to the existing playground to the north of the Appeal Site), but that without prejudice to this it considers 

that additional public open space could be provided to the south of the proposed dwellings if the Inspector considered it 

necessary. This indicates that the Appellant has also considered the use of this space as a public open space. If the use 

was formalised as public open space, this would further reinforce the sense that that the open space was within a single 

settlement, rather than a gap separating a settlement from a historic farmstead. 

 

9.17 Even if the Inspector considers that the “gap” would not read as a public open space within the same settlement, the 

degree of separation between the settlement and former farmstead would be considerably reduced, and this would reduce 

the connection between the farmstead and its rural hinterland, as identified in the First Appeal. 

 

9.18 As identified by HE, this change would be perceived when travelling south from Titchfield on the road, and particularly on 

the footpath, as well as north in the opposite direction. The experience of the “gap” would be noticeably shorter in the 

kinetic sequence. 

 

9.19 It is common ground that the Appeal Site has a historic functional relationship with the former farmstead and the grade II* 

listed buildings. Constructing up to 57 houses on this agricultural land, changing its character from open to developed, 

from landscape to urban form, would therefore reduce the appreciation of this historic functional relationship and urbanise 

the setting of the listed buildings in the farmstead. This would harm the appreciation of the significance of the listed 

buildings. 

 

9.20 I appreciate that the landscape planting along the southern boundary of the proposed development would reduce the 

urbanising effect, by screening the proposed houses from view in the long term. However, one would still be aware of the 
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new housing when travelling along the road and footpath beyond the woodland, and this would urbanise the setting of the 

listed buildings. 

 

9.21 As HE identifies there would also be setting effects from lighting and noise from the proposed housing, which would 

reinforce the urbanising effect of the development. I note that HE requested a lighting scheme to seek to mitigate the night 

time effect of the development, which the Appellant has not provided. A lighting scheme could be required via a planning 

condition but is unlikely to remove all harmful lighting effects. Movement of people and vehicles into and out of the new 

cul de sac would also be noticeable in the setting of the listed buildings, another urbanising effect.   

 

9.22 In the consultation response on built heritage I prepared for the Council, I identified the potential for the landscape 

screening to improve distant views along the southern edge of Titchfield, which can be seen in conjunction with the listed 

farmhouse and barn from the footpath to the south. This was identified as a potential enhancement in my letter of 28 

January 2020, which was factored into my overall conclusion of less than substantial harm. The Council’s conclusion on 

less than substantial harm was based on my expert advice. 

 

9.23 I have also explained at paragraph 6.17 that HE also took the softening of the southern edge of Titchfield into account in 

their finding of less than substantial harm.   

 

9.24 When I returned to site in September 2021, the buildings on the southern edge of Titchfield where less visible from the 

footpath to the south of Great Posbrook than they were in 2018 (see view 2, 2021 in Appendix 1); nevertheless I recognise 

that these views may still exist when the trees are not in leaf.  The urban edge of Titchfield is certainly visible as one walks 

along the footpath parallel to and north of Great Posbrook, although I agree with Mr Croot that it has softened since the 

First Appeal as the vegetation has matured. 

 

9.25 I consider that the introduction of landscape screening along the southern edge of the proposed development and in the 

south-east corner of the existing settlement boundary, will soften the urban edge of Titchfield and enhance the setting and 

appreciation of the significance of the listed buildings.  This is common ground.  

 

9.26 I have identified no other positive heritage effects from the development, and nor has the Appellant. For example there 

will be no changes to public access or use of the listed buildings, or their economic viability, because they are in private 

ownership and their long term use is secure. 

 

9.27 This slight beneficial effect resulting from the landscape screening would be outweighed by the greater negative effect of 

the significant reduction in the ‘gap’ between Titchfield and Great Posbrook, which would bring development closer to the 

listed buildings, diminishing the appreciation of the historic functional relationship with the former farmland, reducing and 

urbanising its rural hinterland. 
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9.28 The diminution in the understanding that the barn and farmhouse were part of an historic farmstead would reduce the 

appreciation of the significant historic functional relationship with Titchfield Abbey. Great Posbrook was a monastic 

farmstead and if it becomes more difficult to understand that it was formerly a farm, the historic link with Titchfield Abbey 

would become more obscure. I do not place significant weight on this factor but it is material. 

 

9.29 My conclusion is therefore that the proposed development would result in less than substantial harm to the grade II* listed 

buildings, at the lower end of the scale. The harm would be permanent and is of great weight in the planning balance. The 

weight increases because the effect is on highly graded assets. 

 

9.30 My assessment is consistent with that of Historic England, the statutory consultee on the historic environment, as well as 

local amenity societies, including the Fareham Society and Titchfield Village Trust. This harm to highly graded assets is 

also a matter of public interest and has given cause for at least 16 different members to write in objection to the application. 

 

9.31 I note that Historic England have not objected to the application, nor do they support it. Their recommendation refers to 

the duty of the decision maker to have special regard to the desirability of preserving listed buildings (at section 66(1) of 

the Planning (LBCA) Act 1990) and to determine applications in accordance with the development plan unless material 

considerations indicate otherwise (section 38(6) of the PCPA 2004). Essentially, HE have concluded that there is less than 

substantial harm, and are leaving it to the Council to assess whether the public benefits outweigh this harm, but do not 

form a judgement on the planning balance themselves. 

 

9.32 Mr Froneman has claimed that my finding of harm to the listed buildings is inconsistent with my conclusion that the 

proposed development would not harm the locally listed former farm buildings. I disagree.  

 

9.33 My assessment of the effect on the locally listed buildings differs because their setting is materially different to that of the 

listed buildings. The locally listed buildings are located in the centre of the farmstead and do not have a direct setting 

relationship with the surrounding agricultural land. Conversely the listed buildings are substantial buildings located on the 

edges of the farmstead, adjacent to the open land that contributes to the setting of the farmstead and listed building.  

 

9.34 The proposed development will have no effect on the spatial and historic functional relationship between the locally listed 

buildings and grade II* listed buildings, nor the relationship the locally listed buildings have with one another. While the 

proposed development will reduce the gap between Great Posbrook and Titchfield, and urbanise the setting of the 

farmstead and listed buildings, I consider the effect on the locally listed farm buildings would not be harmful because their 

setting is more contained and insular, and there is interposing modern development between them and the proposed 

development. 
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Policy Assessment 

 

9.35 My evidence provides a detailed assessment of the significance of the listed Barn and Farmhouse at Great Posbrook, to 

fulfil the requirements of paragraph 195 of the NPPF. 

 

9.36 I have concluded that the appeal proposals will harm the significance of the grade II* listed Barn and Farmhouse, with the 

harm being at the lower end of the less than substantial scale. Historic England, the Council’s Urban Designer, the 

Fareham Society and the Titchfield Village Trust and I all agree that the proposals would cause less than substantial harm. 

 

9.37 Listed buildings benefit from statutory protection. Case law has clarified that, pursuant to the duty under section 66(1) of 

the Planning (LBCA) Act 1990, any harm is a matter of considerable importance and weight in the planning balance and 

gives rise to a statutory “strong presumption” against permission. Paragraph 199 of the NPPF also emphasises that “great 

weight” should be given to the conservation of designated heritage assets.  

 

9.38 The NPPF (para 199) and case law on the section 66 duty (Barnwell) are also clear that harm to highly graded assets has 

more weight in the planning balance and increases the strength of the statutory presumption. In this case the assets are 

highly graded listed buildings (II* - of only 20 in the Borough). 

 

9.39 I therefore consider that the overall heritage harm that I have identified should be accorded great weight. 

 

9.40 I refer (and defer) to Mr Jupp’s evidence on planning which balances the harm that I have identified against the public 

benefits pursuant to paragraph 202 of the NPPF, concluding that the harm is not outweighed by the public benefits. I also 

refer (and defer) to his view that the development breaches the Development Plan and emerging Local Plan policies on 

heritage outlined in section 4 above.  
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10.0 SIGNED AFFIRMATION 

10.1 I confirm that, insofar as the facts stated in my Proof of Evidence are within my own knowledge, I have made clear which 

they are and that I believe them to be true, and that the opinions I have expressed represent my true and complete 

professional opinion. 

 

10.2 I confirm that my Proof of Evidence includes all facts which I regard as being relevant to the opinions that I have expressed 

and that attention has been drawn to any matter which would affect the validity of those opinions. 

 

10.3 I confirm that my duty to the Inspector and the Secretary of State as an expert witness overrides any duty to those 

instructing or paying me, that I have understood this duty and complied with it in giving my Evidence impartially and 

objectively, and that I will continue to comply with that duty as required. 

 

10.4 I confirm that I am neither instructed, nor paid, under any conditional fee arrangement by the Council. 

 

10.5 I confirm that I have no conflicts of interest of any kind other than any already disclosed in my Proof of Evidence. 

 

10.6 I confirm that my Proof of Evidence complies with the requirements of the Royal Town Planning Institute, as set down in 

the Ethics and Professional Standards Advice for RTPI Members (2017). 

 

 

 

 

Lucy Markham IHBC MRTPI 

Partner 

Montagu Evans LLP 

Address: 70 St Mary Axe, London EC3A 8BE 

Date: 9 November 2021 
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1.0 SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE 

Background, Experience and Instruction 

 

1.1 My main proof sets out my background, experience and qualifications. In summary, I am dual qualified as a town planner 

and am a member of the Institute of Historic Building Conservation (IHBC). I have almost seventeen years’ experience 

providing specialist heritage advice in the planning process. 

 

1.2 I am a Partner at Montagu Evans, a leading firm of chartered surveyors, in the Planning and Development Department of 

our London office. Our team is well-known for its expertise in historic environment matters.  

 

1.3 I have considerable experience of advising on housing developments on the edge of existing settlements and of 

undertaking setting assessments. 

 

1.4 In 2018 I acted as Fareham Borough Council (FBC)’s expert witness on heritage matters for the land to east of Posbrook 

Lane in Titchfield, for the proposed development of up to 150 dwellings, which was subject to a section 78 appeal 

(application reference P/17/0681/OA and appeal reference APP/A1720/W/18/3199119, “the First Appeal”).  

 

1.5 The First Appeal was dismissed and the Inspector’s decision is core document CDJ.2.  

 

1.6 FBC contacted me in January 2020 to ask whether I could prepare a consultation response on built heritage matters, in 

relation to a revised scheme for up to 57 dwellings on the same site; the application is now subject to the current appeal 

(application reference P/19/1193/OA and appeal reference APP/A1720/W/20/3254389).  

 

1.7 In my response, dated 28 January 2020, I concluded that while the new scheme would reduce the degree of harm to the 

grade II* listed buildings at Great Posbrook, it would not remove it, and that there would be a low degree of less than 

substantial harm. This consultation response is CDB.7. 

 

1.8 FBC then contacted me in August 2021 to ask whether I could act on their behalf as a heritage expert witness for this 

appeal, which I agreed to do. 

 

Scope of Evidence 

1.9 My evidence addresses the third putative reason for refusal, which identifies less than substantial harm to two grade II* 

listed buildings: a medieval late C16/early C17 aisled barn and an early C17 farmhouse at Great Posbrook. The location 

of these buildings is shown on the heritage asset plan in my Appendix 1.0.   
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1.10 I consider the significance of these listed buildings and what their setting contributes to their significance, or the 

appreciation of this significance. I then assess the effect of the proposed development on the significance of these listed 

buildings and the appreciation of their significance. 

 

Summary of Relevant Law, Policy and Guidance 

 

1.11 The statutory protection of listed buildings attaches great weight to their conservation. This has been clarified in recent 

case law. Paragraph 199 of the National Planning Policy Framework 2021 (“the NPPF” or “the Framework”) is also clear 

that great weight should be given to the conservation of heritage assets and the more important the asset, the greater the 

weight should be. In this case the two assets are grade II* listed (i.e. particularly important buildings of more than special 

interest which feature amongst the top 8% of listed buildings in the country). Paragraph 200 states that any harm to a 

designated heritage asset, including from development within its setting, such as here, would require clear and convincing 

justification. I recognise that it is possible for harmful development to be acceptable, should the public benefits outweigh 

this harm, as set out at paragraph 202 of the Framework.  

 

1.12 Policy DSP5 is Fareham’s principal local policy on the historic environment, so is of most relevance to my evidence. Given 

the current absence of a five year supply of housing, policy DSP40(v) is also of key relevance.   

 

1.13 Historic England’s guidance on setting (GPA3) is clear that setting has no intrinsic value in itself, but is important to the 

extent that it contributes to the significance of an asset or enables the appreciation of an asset’s significance. The revised 

GPA3 guidance has placed further emphasis on how proposed development affects one’s ability to appreciate an asset’s 

significance. 

 

The First Appeal Decision 

 

1.14 The First Appeal Decision (CDJ.2) related to a larger scheme on the same site, where built form would have essentially 

filled the gap between Titchfield and Great Posbrook and was also located to the east of the farmstead, as far south as 

the Barn. 

 

1.15 In accordance with the principle of consistency, the findings of the Inspector in the First Appeal are relevant to the current 

Appeal. I summarise the key points of most relevance to my evidence as follows: 

1) Great Posbrook comprises a historic farmstead which includes a grade II* listed house and barn, which are in 

the top 8% of listed buildings in the country and a significant and invaluable resource (paragraph 32); 
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2) There is a functional relationship between the listed buildings and the adjoining land which was likely farmed 

as part of the farm holding and reasonable evidence that there is an associative link with Titchfield Abbey, which 

adds to their significance (paragraph 36); 

3) The more recent and modern infill development and recent housing within the farmstead and in the wider setting 

has had a negative impact on the listed buildings and detracts from their significance (paragraph 36); 

4) The wider setting of the site within a rural landscape is a valued landscape (paragraph 28) which assists in 

understanding the scale and status of the landholding, and sets the farmstead in an appropriate open rural 

agricultural setting and separates it from the settlement of Titchfield. This contributes to the significance of the 

heritage assets (paragraph 36); 

5) The proximity to Titchfield and the exposed urban edge have a negative impact on the wider setting of the 

heritage assets, bringing the suburban development close to the farmstead and reducing the wider rural 

hinterland (paragraph 37); 

6) The proposals would bring the settlement of Titchfield up to the cluster of buildings at the former farmstead and 

in effect subsume that once separate element into the broader extent of the development (paragraph 41); 

7) This would reduce the connection of the former farmstead and listed buildings to the rural hinterland and 

obscure the separation from Titchfield (paragraph 41); 

8) The change would be perceived when travelling along Posbrook Lane when entering or leaving the village, and 

would be readily appreciated from Bellfield and from the settlement edge, and from the public footpaths running 

through the land, in both static and kinetic views (paragraph 41); 

9) The change would be noticeable, harmful, significant and fundamental (paragraph 41); 

10) The proposed development would intrude into views from the south and in the short to medium term would be 

readily distinguishable as suburban housing (paragraph 42); 

11) In the longer term landscaping may reduce this negative effect; however, it would introduce a sense of enclosure 

around the farmstead and listed buildings, detach them from the rural hinterland and reduce the historic 

functional relationship with the adjoining open land; 

12) The effect on views from footpaths to the east would be significant and harmful in the short to medium term. 

There may be some reduction in harm as the landscaping matures, but even with dense planting and the 

softening of the existing urban edge, it will be an undeniable fact that suburban development has been 

undertaken, and there is no separation between Titchfield and the historic farmstead (paragraph 43); 

13) The urbanisation of the remaining area separating the farmstead and listed buildings from the settlement is 

significant. Whilst the rural hinterland would remain to the south and west, the dislocation from the existing built 

up area is an important and fundamental component of that setting that would be lost as a result of the 

development (paragraph 44); 

14) There would be less than substantial harm to the listed buildings; this would not be at the lower end as 

contended by the appellant, but more in line with that suggested by the Council (in the middle of the range) 

(paragraph 44); 
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15) The proposals would therefore conflict with Policy DSP5 (paragraph 44); and 

16) The NPPF advises that great weight should be given to the conservation of designated heritage assets and any 

harm requires clear and convincing justification. The courts have held that any harm to a listed building or its 

setting is to be given considerable importance and weight (paragraph 45).  

 

Consultation Responses 

 

1.16 I prepared the consultation response on built heritage on behalf of the Council. I identified less than substantial harm to 

the grade II* listed barn and farmhouse, and that this would be at the lower end of the spectrum. I did not consider that 

the proposals would harm Titchfield Conservation Area, nor the locally listed buildings within Great Posbrook Farmhouse. 

 

1.17 The Appellant wrongly alleges that it is inconsistent to identify harm to the grade II* listed buildings and not to the locally 

listed farm buildings within the farmstead, so I explain the differences in my assessment below. 

 
1.18 I recognise that in the consultation response I made an error in the measurements of the existing and proposed gap 

between the southern edge of Titchfield and Great Posbrook, partly because the Illustrative Site Plan (drawing number 

16.092.02) does not specify the size of paper that it needs to be printed at 1:500 scale, nor could the Appellant confirm 

this during discussions on the Statements of Common Ground. The Council and Appellant have now agreed the distances 

in the Landscape and Heritage Statements of Common Ground.  

 
1.19 The measurement error does not change the fact that the gap between Titchfield and Great Posbrook would be reduced 

by more than half, and the remaining 56m of open space would be a relatively narrow gap, equivalent to some public 

spaces within Titchfield.  

 
1.20 The Council’s Urban Designer identified “a very minimal gap” of some 50m, and considered that the development would 

have a harmful effect on the grade II* listed buildings. 

 
1.21 Historic England, the statutory consultee on the historic environment, identified less than substantial harm to the grade II* 

listed buildings. 

 
1.22 The Appellant’s SOC on heritage matters claims that in their final consultation response, HE have not taken into account 

the improvement to the southern edge of Titchfield, and that HE should have concluded that there was no harm to the 

listed buildings (paragraph 5.13). 

 

1.23 This claim is disingenuous because HE did clearly identify the introduction of landscaping along the southern edge as an 

enhancement in their pre-application letter, and refer to it as “softening” the impact in their consultation response on the 

application, before reaching their conclusion that the proposals would result in less than substantial harm to the listed 

buildings.  
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1.24 The terms of HE’s recommendation (in particular the reference to the section 66(1) duty) also indicate that HE’s lack of 

objection was on the basis that they were content for the Council to weigh the less than substantial harm in the balance, 

not that they formed the view that there was no harm.   

 
1.25 The Fareham Society and Titchfield Village Trust are local amenity societies who seek to preserve the built environment, 

and both have objected to the Appeal scheme in strong terms. 16 local people have specifically cited heritage in their 

objections. 

 

Summary History of Great Posbrook 

 

1.26 The Appeal Site surrounds an ancient manor complex to the north and east. Great Posbrook is an ancient farmstead. It 

was acquired by Titchfield Abbey in 1243-4, relatively soon after the establishment of the monastery. The historic 

connection with the Abbey continued until 1838 at least; the Tithe map indicates that Place House (the mansion created 

from the Abbey after the Dissolution of the Monasteries) and Great Posbrook manor were owned by the same family at 

this date, including the land at the Appeal Site. The First Appeal decision recognised that there is reasonable evidence of 

an associative link with Titchfield Abbey, and this is common ground with the Appellant.  

 

1.27 The oldest buildings to survive at the farmstead are a substantial 10 bay aisled barn, which has been dated by 

dendrochronology to the late C16 or early C17, and an early C17 farmhouse, which originally had a very unusual T-shaped 

form. Both are grade II* listed so are in the top 8% of listed buildings in the country; they are highly graded assets. These 

two buildings are of a broadly similar date range and may have been constructed as part of an Estate renewal in the 

decades following the Dissolution. There are C19 additions to the farmhouse to the south and west, and evidence that the 

east end of barn may date from the C18. 

 

1.28 There are a number of other historic farm buildings at Great Posbrook, which are locally listed, comprising a former stables, 

cartshed/piggery and small barn/granary. The farmstead originally had a loose courtyard plan. 

 

1.29 I understand that the farmhouse was sold in the mid-1990s, and then subdivided into three dwellings. It is likely that 

Posbrook House, a detached house to the north of the drive, was also constructed in this period. 

 

1.30 By 1995 the farm buildings were disused and became very dilapidated. By 2003 the barn was on English Heritage’s At 

Risk Register. 

 

1.31 An enabling scheme in 2005 (application reference P/05/1663/FP) secured consent to demolish the modern farm buildings, 

to convert the former stables and piggery into four dwellings, construct six new dwellings and convert the barn into a 
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garage/storage space for the residents. The enabling scheme was sensitively designed to respect the setting of the listed 

barn and farmhouse and won a local architectural award; it reinstated the courtyard plan and in many cases the new 

buildings were built broadly on the footprint of historic farm buildings. Because of the site’s location in the Countryside and 

in a Strategic Gap, there was a policy presumption against development; however the Council considered the weighty 

heritage benefits meant the scheme was acceptable. 

 

Significance of the Farmstead, Farmhouse, Barn and Farm Buildings 

 

1.32 Great Posbrook is a medieval farmstead with a historic functional relationship with Titchfield Abbey. Not all the historic 

farm buildings of the ancient farmstead survive, and it contains a number of modern houses. However, the new 

development has been sympathetic to the historic form of the farmstead, and retains a number of important historic farm 

buildings, including a reliably dated late C16/early C17 substantial aisled barn. According to Historic England’s criteria for 

assessing historic farmsteads, Great Posbrook is a farmstead of special significance. 

 

1.33 The farmhouse is of historic interest as a manorial farmhouse and the focus of the ancient farmstead. It is likely to date 

from the early C17, so the original fabric is of considerable historic interest. Furthermore, the farmhouse originally had a 

very unusual T-shaped form, which is of particular architectural interest because of its rarity. 

 

1.34 The barn is of considerable historic interest for the age of its fabric which has been reliably dated to between 1570 and 

1622 by dendrochronology. The barn is post-Dissolution but its substantial scale and fine roof carpentry are reminiscent 

of earlier examples, such as Titchfield Abbey monastic barn nearby, which may explain why HE attributed it as late 

medieval in the list description. The wagon entrance and opposing door indicate it was used for threshing. The timber 

frame and roof structure are of architectural interest as an example of a very large aisled barn, with a Queen-Strut roof, in 

substantial members, with arched braces indicating its early date. The roof covering of corrugated steel is not of special 

interest but it is a light weight material commonly used on agricultural buildings. 

 
1.35 The locally listed buildings comprise a former stables, cartshed/piggery and small barn/granary. The cartshed/ piggery is 

late C19, but the date of the other structures is less clear, either C18 or C19. The stables and cartshed/piggery were 

converted to residential use as part of the enabling scheme, which transformed the character of the buildings and 

diminished their interest as examples of vernacular farm buildings, albeit securing their long term future. The small barn/ 

granary is ancillary to Old Barn Cottage (the western wing of the listed farmhouse), which at the time of my site visit was 

under conversion to a summer room, with the rest of the building remaining in use as a workshop and shed. The locally 

listed buildings are of historic and architectural interest as examples of vernacular farm buildings now converted to new 

uses. They have group value with the grade II* listed buildings. The locally listed buildings are smaller, more recent, and 

more altered structures than the farmhouse and barn, so are only of local interest, and are of low significance in comparison 

with the highly graded listed buildings. 
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The Setting of the Listed and Locally Listed Buildings 

 

1.36 Both buildings are located in the west side of the Meon valley, which the First Appeal identified (and this is now common 

ground) as a valued landscape. The land slopes gently towards the canal and river to the east. 

 
1.37 The land to the north, south and east of the farmhouse remains largely open, and the land to the south and east of the 

barn is open. 

 
1.38 The farmhouse has been subdivided into three dwellings. The separate drives and harder boundaries to the north and 

development of a detached house (Posbrook House) to the north of the drive have created a more suburban character to 

the north. The soft boundaries and access between the gardens to the south mean it is possible to readily appreciate that 

the farmhouse was once a single dwelling. 

 

1.39 Along the north and east boundary of the farmstead there are mature evergreen Holm Oaks, which enclose the garden of 

the eastern wing of the farmhouse (Great Posbrook), provide privacy and limit views both in and out, although there is a 

glimpsed view of the listed farmhouse from the PROW in the Appeal Site (my view 5). 

 

1.40 The enabling scheme has changed the character of the setting of the barn, and to a lesser extent the farmhouse, so that 

it is more suburban. Nevertheless, it is still possible to appreciate that this was an historic farmstead because three other 

historic farm buildings survive and the modern development has been sensitively designed to reinforce the historic 

courtyard form, in the idiom of vernacular agricultural or domestic buildings. 

 

1.41 The setting of farmhouse and barn in an historic farmstead makes an important contribution to the appreciation of their 

significance as a former manor house and agricultural building. 

 

1.42 The barn is a substantial structure with a distinctive deeply sloping roof clearly indicating that this is a historic barn, even 

without its original roof covering. 

 
1.43 The openness of the barn’s setting to the south and east reinforce its visual prominence in views from the south. 

 
1.44 The farmhouse and barn can be seen together as a group in views from the PROW and Posbrook Lane to the south. 

 
1.45 The post-WWII council housing to the south of Titchfield adversely affects the experience of the listed farmhouse and barn 

because its proximity reduces the sense of the farmstead being in open countryside. This was recognised in the First 

Appeal decision and is common ground. I agree with Mr Croot that the southern edge of Titchfield has softened since the 

last Appeal, as the existing vegetation has matured. 

 
1.46 It is common ground that the Appeal Site makes an important contribution to the openness of the setting of the listed 

buildings and to the appreciation of the significance of the farmhouse and barn as being part of an historic farmstead, 
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separate from Titchfield. It also common ground that the Appeal Site comprises land that was farmed from Great Posbrook 

so there is also a historic functional relationship with the listed buildings. 

 
1.47 The locally listed buildings are located in the centre of the historic farmstead. There is a spatial and historic functional 

relationship with the grade II* listed buildings and each other that contributes to the appreciation of their historic and 

architectural significance as farm buildings. The listed buildings are both substantial structures which have primacy in the 

farmstead both because of their size and historic use. The locally listed buildings are secondary features both because of 

their ancillary use and smaller size.  There are very limited views of the locally listed buildings outside the farmstead, so 

their setting is therefore more contained and insular. 

 
1.48 The rural setting of the former farmstead and historic functional relationship with the surrounding land, including the Appeal 

Site, contributes to the appreciation of the significance of the locally listed buildings as examples of adapted farm buildings. 

However, the contribution of the rural setting is more limited than to the listed buildings. The listed buildings are located 

on the edges of the farmstead, adjacent to open fields, and are seen in a rural setting in distant views, so have a more 

direct setting relationship with the surrounding open fields. Conversely the locally listed buildings are located in the centre 

of the farmstead, with no direct relationship with the open fields; so their setting within the farmstead and relationship with 

the listed buildings contributes more to the appreciation of their significance.  

 

Assessment 

 

1.49 The proposed development would be located 122m to the north of the farmhouse and 196.5m north of the listed barn, 

based on my measurements from an A1 copy using a scale ruler. The distance between the farmhouse and nearest 

proposed house is 135.6m, as agreed in the Agreed Dimensions plan appended to the Landscape SOCG. The distance 

between the proposed development and the boundary of Great Posbrook farmstead would be 56m at its narrowest point, 

and 78.8m at its widest; this is common ground (see paragraph 3.9 of the HSOCG). 

 

1.50 There would therefore be a degree of separation between the historic farmstead and settlement of Titchfield, and the 

proposed development would not abut the farmstead to the north and east as previously proposed. 

 

1.51 However, the proposed development would bring the boundary of Titchfield closer to Great Posbrook, reducing the 

minimum separation gap from 118m to 56m, a reduction of 62m, and more than half. It would therefore become more 

difficult to understand that Great Posbrook was a historic farmstead and this would diminish the appreciation of the 

significance of the listed farm buildings.  

 

1.52 In their pre-application response Historic England identified that the planting of woodland in the gap between Great 

Posbrook and Titchfield would “erode the farmstead’s open rural context and historic connection with this adjoining land” 
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(my emphasis). The extent of woodland was therefore reduced in the submitted scheme to 20m to the south of the 

proposed development and 10m to the north of Great Posbrook. 

 

1.53 While I do not consider the proposed woodland/ vegetation would detrimentally enclose the historic farmstead or listed 

buildings, it reduces the open land between the settlement and former farmstead to 26m. Mr Croot questions whether full 

height planting along the northern boundary of the farmstead is achievable because of a sewer in this location; 

nevertheless even planting at a lower height would reduce the extent of open land. 

 

1.54 On any measure the reduction in the separation distance to a minimum of 56m (including woodland) or 26m of open land 

between the woodland/ vegetation bands is a relatively narrow gap. The Borough Urban Designer’s independent 

assessment was that this was a “very minimal gap”. It is not a “clear and substantive gap” as claimed by Mr Froneman. 

 

1.55 In fact this separation gap is of similar dimensions to the playground to the south of Titchfield and public open spaces to 

the north of Bellfield and Hewetts Road in Titchfield, which are respectively up to 42m, 45m and 51m as illustrated in the 

annotated plan and photographs in my Appendix 1.0.   

 

1.56 I recognise that the proposed “gap” is considerably longer than two of these open spaces; however, given its limited depth 

it will “read” as a public open space within a single settlement, rather than as agricultural land between a settlement and 

a farmstead. I recognise that strictly speaking public access would be restricted to the public footpath, nevertheless the 

narrow depth of the open space will affect the experience and perception of it as a public open space. 

 

1.57 The proposed development would therefore obscure the separation between Titchfield and Great Posbrook as concluded 

in the First Appeal. 

 

1.58 I note that, as explained at paragraph 8.2 of the Planning SOCG, the Appellant is only proposing a Local Equipped Area 

for Play (adjacent to the existing playground to the north of the Appeal Site), but that without prejudice to this it considers 

that additional public open space could be provided to the south of the proposed dwellings if the Inspector considered it 

necessary. This indicates that the Appellant has also considered the use of this space as a public open space. If the use 

was formalised as public open space, this would further reinforce the sense that that the open space was within a single 

settlement, rather than a gap separating a settlement from a historic farmstead. 

 

1.59 Even if the Inspector considers that the “gap” would not read as a public open space within the same settlement, the 

degree of separation between the settlement and former farmstead would be considerably reduced, and this would reduce 

the connection between the farmstead and its rural hinterland, as identified in the First Appeal. 
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1.60 As identified by HE, this change would be perceived when travelling south from Titchfield on the road, and particularly on 

the footpath, as well as north in the opposite direction. The experience of the “gap” would be noticeably shorter in the 

kinetic sequence. 

 

1.61 It is common ground that the Appeal Site has a historic functional relationship with the former farmstead and the grade II* 

listed buildings. Constructing up to 57 houses on this agricultural land, changing its character from open to developed, 

from landscape to urban form, would therefore reduce the appreciation of this historic functional relationship and urbanise 

the setting of the listed buildings in the farmstead. This would harm the appreciation of the significance of the listed 

buildings. 

 

1.62 I appreciate that the landscape planting along the southern boundary of the proposed development would reduce the 

urbanising effect, by screening the proposed houses from view in the long term. However, one would still be aware of the 

new housing when travelling along the road and footpath beyond the woodland, and this would urbanise the setting of the 

listed buildings. 

 

1.63 As HE identifies there would also be setting effects from lighting and noise from the proposed housing, which would 

reinforce the urbanising effect of the development. I note that HE requested a lighting scheme to seek to mitigate the night 

time effect of the development, which the Appellant has not provided. A lighting scheme could be required via a planning 

condition but is unlikely to remove all harmful lighting effects. Movement of people and vehicles into and out of the new 

cul de sac would also be noticeable in the setting of the listed buildings, another urbanising effect.   

 

1.64 In the consultation response on built heritage I prepared for the Council, I identified the potential for the landscape 

screening to improve distant views along the southern edge of Titchfield, which can be seen in conjunction with the listed 

farmhouse and barn from the footpath to the south. This was identified as a potential enhancement in my letter of 28 

January 2020, which was factored into my overall conclusion of less than substantial harm. The Council’s conclusion on 

less than substantial harm was based on my expert advice. 

 

1.65 I have also explained that HE also took the softening of the southern edge of Titchfield into account in their finding of less 

than substantial harm.   

 

1.66 When I returned to site in September 2021, the buildings on the southern edge of Titchfield where less visible from the 

footpath to the south of Great Posbrook than they were in 2018 (see views 1 and 2, 2021 in Appendix 1); nevertheless I 

recognise that these views may still exist when the trees are not in leaf.  The urban edge of Titchfield is certainly visible 

as one walks along the footpath parallel to and north of Great Posbrook, although I agree with Mr Croot that it has softened 

since the First Appeal as the vegetation has matured. 
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1.67 I consider that the introduction of landscape screening along the southern edge of the proposed development and in the 

south-east corner of the existing settlement boundary, will soften the urban edge of Titchfield and enhance the setting and 

appreciation of the significance of the listed buildings.  This is common ground.  

 

1.68 I have identified no other positive heritage effects from the development, and nor has the Appellant. For example there 

will be no changes to public access or use of the listed buildings, or their economic viability, because they are in private 

ownership and their long term use is secure. 

 

1.69 This slight beneficial effect resulting from the landscape screening would be outweighed by the greater negative effect of 

the significant reduction in the ‘gap’ between Titchfield and Great Posbrook, which would bring development closer to the 

listed buildings, diminishing the appreciation of the historic functional relationship with the former farmland, reducing and 

urbanising its rural hinterland. 

 

1.70 The diminution in the understanding that the barn and farmhouse were part of an historic farmstead would reduce the 

appreciation of the significant historic functional relationship with Titchfield Abbey. Great Posbrook was a monastic 

farmstead and if it becomes more difficult to understand that it was formerly a farm, the historic link with Titchfield Abbey 

would become more obscure. I do not place significant weight on this factor but it is material. 

 

1.71 My conclusion is therefore that the proposed development would result in less than substantial harm to the grade II* listed 

buildings, at the lower end of the scale. The harm would be permanent and is of great weight in the planning balance. The 

weight increases because the effect is on highly graded assets. 

 

1.72 My assessment is consistent with that of Historic England, the statutory consultee on the historic environment, as well as 

local amenity societies, including the Fareham Society and Titchfield Village Trust. This harm to highly graded assets is 

also a matter of public interest and has given cause for at least 16 different members to write in objection to the application. 

 

1.73 Mr Froneman has claimed that my finding of harm to the listed buildings is inconsistent with my conclusion that the 

proposed development would not harm the locally listed former farm buildings. I disagree.  

 

1.74 My assessment of the effect on the locally listed buildings differs because their setting is materially different to that of the 

listed buildings. The locally listed buildings are located in the centre of the farmstead and do not have a direct setting 

relationship with the surrounding agricultural land. Conversely the listed buildings are substantial buildings located on the 

edges of the farmstead, adjacent to the open land that contributes to the setting of the farmstead and listed building.  

 

1.75 The proposed development will have no effect on the spatial and historic functional relationship between the locally listed 

buildings and grade II* listed buildings, nor the relationship the locally listed buildings have with one another. While the 
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proposed development will reduce the gap between Great Posbrook and Titchfield, and urbanise the setting of the 

farmstead and listed buildings, I consider the effect on the locally listed farm buildings would not be harmful because their 

setting is more contained and insular, and there is interposing modern development between them and the proposed 

development. 

 

Policy Assessment 

 

1.76 My evidence provides a detailed assessment of the significance of the listed Barn and Farmhouse at Great Posbrook, to 

fulfil the requirements of paragraph 195 of the NPPF. 

 

1.77 I have concluded that the appeal proposals will harm the significance of the grade II* listed Barn and Farmhouse, with the 

harm being at the lower end of the less than substantial scale. Historic England, the Council’s Urban Designer, the 

Fareham Society and the Titchfield Village Trust and I all agree that the proposals would cause less than substantial harm. 

 

1.78 Listed buildings benefit from statutory protection. Case law has clarified that, pursuant to the duty under section 66(1) of 

the Planning (LBCA) Act 1990, any harm is a matter of considerable importance and weight in the planning balance and 

gives rise to a statutory “strong presumption” against permission. Paragraph 199 of the NPPF also emphasises that “great 

weight” should be given to the conservation of designated heritage assets.  

 

1.79 The NPPF (para 199) and case law on the section 66 duty (Barnwell) are also clear that harm to highly graded assets has 

more weight in the planning balance and increases the strength of the statutory presumption. In this case the assets are 

highly graded listed buildings (II* - of only 20 in the Borough). 

 

1.80 I therefore consider that the overall heritage harm that I have identified should be accorded great weight. 

 

1.81 I refer (and defer) to Mr Jupp’s evidence on planning which balances the harm that I have identified against the public 

benefits pursuant to paragraph 202 of the NPPF, concluding that the harm is not outweighed by the public benefits. I also 

refer (and defer) to his view that the development breaches the Development Plan and emerging Local Plan policies on 

heritage outlined in section 4 of my main proof.  
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1.0 HISTORIC MAPS

1838 TITHE MAP
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Landmark Historical Map
County: HAMPSHIRE & ISLE OF
WIGHT
Published Date(s): 1897

2.0 EXTENT OF FARMSTEAD SURVIVAL

MONTAGU EVANS
CHARTERED SURVEYORS
70 ST MARY AXE, 
LONDON, EC3A 8BE
T: +44 (0)20 7493 4002
WWW.MONTAGU-EVANS.CO.UK

LOCATION:
Land East of Posbrook Lane

DATE:
November 2021

SCALE:
1:2500 @ A4
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3.0 HERITAGE ASSET PLAN
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4.0 VIEW POINTS PLAN

Ordnance Survey  © Crown Copyright 2018. All rights reserved. 
Licence number 100022432. Plotted Scale -  1:10000
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Plate 1 2018 Plate 2 2018 Plate 3 2018 

Plate 4 2018 Plate 5 2018 Plate 6 2018 

5.0 PHOTOGRAPHS
1. FARMHOUSE
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Plate 7 2018 Plate 8 2018 Plate 9 2018 

Plate 10 2018 Plate 11 2018 Plate 12 2018 
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Plate 13 2018 Plate 14 2018 Plate 15 2018 

Plate 16 2018 Plate 17 2018 Plate 18 2018 
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Plate 19 2018 Plate 20 2018 Plate 21 2018 

Plate 22 2018 Plate 23 2018 Plate 24 2018 

2. BARN
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Plate 25 2018 Plate 26 2018 Plate 27 2018 

Plate 28 2018 Plate 29 2018 

3. HISTORIC FARM BUILDINGS
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Plate 31 2018 Plate 30 2021 Plate 32 2018 

Plate 33 2018 

4. OTHER BUILDINGS
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Plate 35 2021 Plate 34 2021 Plate 36 2021 

5. OPEN SPACES IN TITCHFIELD
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VIEW 1:
VIEW FROM PROW 34 TO SOUTH, LOOKING NORTH

2018 2021

6. VIEWS
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VIEW 2:
VIEW FROM PROW 34 FURTHER TO THE SOUTH, LOOKING NORTH

2018 2021
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VIEW 3:
2018 VIEW FROM POSBROOK LANE SOUTH OF THE FARM 
ENTRANCE, LOOKING NORTH
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VIEW 4:
2018 VIEW FROM POSBROOK LANE NORTH OF SINGLEDGE HOUSE, 
LOOKING NORTH 
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VIEW 5:
2018 VIEW FROM PROW 34 WITHIN APPEAL SITE, LOOKING SOUTH
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VIEW 6:
2018 VIEW INTO BARN CLOSE FROM POSBROOK LANE
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1971 PHOTO FROM SOUTH

7. AERIAL PHOTOS
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LATE 1990S PHOTO FROM NORTH-WEST
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26/09/2018 BARN AT CARRON ROW FARM, Fareham - 1094236 | Historic England

https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1094236 1/3

BARN AT CARRON ROW FARM
Be the first to contribute

Overview
Heritage Category: Listed Building

Grade: II

List Entry Number: 1094236

Date first listed: 22-Oct-1976

Statutory Address: BARN AT CARRON ROW FARM, MILL LANE

Map
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26/09/2018 BARN AT CARRON ROW FARM, Fareham - 1094236 | Historic England

https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1094236 2/3

© Crown Copyright and database right 2018. All rights reserved. Ordnance Survey Licence number 100024900. 
© British Crown and SeaZone Solutions Limited 2018. All rights reserved. Licence number 102006.006. 
Use of this data is subject to Terms and Conditions (https://www.historicengland.org.uk/terms/website-terms-
conditions/).

The above map is for quick reference purposes only and may not be to scale. For a copy of the
full scale map, please see the attached PDF - 1094236 .pdf 

The PDF will be generated from our live systems and may take a few minutes to download
depending on how busy our servers are. We apologise for this delay.

This copy shows the entry on 26-Sep-2018 at 15:55:05.

Location
Statutory Address: BARN AT CARRON ROW FARM, MILL LANE

The building or site itself may lie within the boundary of more than one authority.

County: Hampshire

District: Fareham (District Authority)

National Grid Reference: SU 54066 06852

Summary
Legacy Record - This information may be included in the List Entry Details.

Reasons for Designation
Legacy Record - This information may be included in the List Entry Details.

History
Legacy Record - This information may be included in the List Entry Details.

Details
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26/09/2018 BARN AT CARRON ROW FARM, Fareham - 1094236 | Historic England

https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1094236 3/3

© Historic England 2018

MILL LANE 1. 5231 (West Side) Titchfield ----------- Barn at Carron Row Farm SU 50 NW 24/411 II
2. Probably C17/early C18 but could be of earlier origin. A timber framed barn with red brick
infill rendered white. End wall has timber framing exposed and some wall posts also exposed
in side wall. English band brickwork with vents spaced as in Tithe Barn at Fern Hill Farm. Half-
hipped roof now clad in corrugated iron. Aisled barn of 6 bays the end bay with floor to make
harness room below. Tie beams, straight braces, through purlin roof, no ridge piece or collars.
All timbers morticed and pegged in but wall posts appear to be of sawn timber. Double
opposite wagon entrances - flat roofs.  
 
Listing NGR: SU5423806617

Legacy
The contents of this record have been generated from a legacy data system.

Legacy System number: 141706

Legacy System: LBS

Legal
This building is listed under the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990
as amended for its special architectural or historic interest.

End of o�icial listing
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26/09/2018 FERN HILL FARMHOUSE, Fareham - 1230997 | Historic England

https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1230997 1/3

FERN HILL FARMHOUSE
Be the first to contribute

Overview
Heritage Category: Listed Building

Grade: II

List Entry Number: 1230997

Date first listed: 22-Oct-1976

Statutory Address: FERN HILL FARMHOUSE, MILL LANE

Map
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26/09/2018 FERN HILL FARMHOUSE, Fareham - 1230997 | Historic England

https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1230997 2/3

© Crown Copyright and database right 2018. All rights reserved. Ordnance Survey Licence number 100024900. 
© British Crown and SeaZone Solutions Limited 2018. All rights reserved. Licence number 102006.006. 
Use of this data is subject to Terms and Conditions (https://www.historicengland.org.uk/terms/website-terms-
conditions/).

The above map is for quick reference purposes only and may not be to scale. For a copy of the
full scale map, please see the attached PDF - 1230997 .pdf 

The PDF will be generated from our live systems and may take a few minutes to download
depending on how busy our servers are. We apologise for this delay.

This copy shows the entry on 26-Sep-2018 at 15:53:17.

Location
Statutory Address: FERN HILL FARMHOUSE, MILL LANE

The building or site itself may lie within the boundary of more than one authority.

County: Hampshire

District: Fareham (District Authority)

National Grid Reference: SU 53926 06567

Summary
Legacy Record - This information may be included in the List Entry Details.

Reasons for Designation
Legacy Record - This information may be included in the List Entry Details.

History
Legacy Record - This information may be included in the List Entry Details.

Details
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MILL LANE 1. 5231 (West Side) Titchfield Fern Hill Farmhouse SU 50 NW 24/410 II GV 2. Timber
framed bay of possible hall remains abutting 2 storey stone cross wing with red brick
dressings and south facade stuccoed. Axial chimney stack between the 2 parts and datestone
of 1689 incorporated in the wall. Further red brick C19 section of 2 storeys added to the west.
Half hipped old tiled roof. Foundations extend beyond present 1 storey hall section which has
later outshuts to north and south. Barred sashes and casements. Interior has C17 angled
fireplaces with bread oven. C16/C17 staircase with finials, newels, pendants and thick string,
turned balusters. Timber framed section has low tie beams. Eastern interior wall has exposed
timber framing with centre blocked door above beam. The Tithe Barn at Fern Hill Farm forms
a group with Fern Hill Farmhouse. 
 
Listing NGR: SU5393006570

Legacy
The contents of this record have been generated from a legacy data system.

Legacy System number: 141704

Legacy System: LBS

Legal
This building is listed under the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990
as amended for its special architectural or historic interest.

End of o�icial listing
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GREAT POSBROOK
Be the first to contribute

Overview
Heritage Category: Listed Building

Grade: II*

List Entry Number: 1233024

Date first listed: 18-Oct-1955

Statutory Address: GREAT POSBROOK, POSBROOK LANE

Map
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© Crown Copyright and database right 2018. All rights reserved. Ordnance Survey Licence number 100024900. 
© British Crown and SeaZone Solutions Limited 2018. All rights reserved. Licence number 102006.006. 
Use of this data is subject to Terms and Conditions (https://www.historicengland.org.uk/terms/website-terms-
conditions/).

The above map is for quick reference purposes only and may not be to scale. For a copy of the
full scale map, please see the attached PDF - 1233024 .pdf 

The PDF will be generated from our live systems and may take a few minutes to download
depending on how busy our servers are. We apologise for this delay.

This copy shows the entry on 26-Sep-2018 at 14:53:34.

Location
Statutory Address: GREAT POSBROOK, POSBROOK LANE

The building or site itself may lie within the boundary of more than one authority.

County: Hampshire

District: Fareham (District Authority)

National Grid Reference: SU 53592 05033

Summary
Legacy Record - This information may be included in the List Entry Details.

Reasons for Designation
Legacy Record - This information may be included in the List Entry Details.

History
Legacy Record - This information may be included in the List Entry Details.

Details
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POSBROOK LANE 1. 5231 (East Side) Titchfield Great Posbrooke SU 5305 8/173 18.10.55. 
 
II* GV 
 
2. C16 house, altered in C19. Consists of 2 parallel ranges. The north range has exposed timber
framing with herringbone brick nogging and very large external chimney stack. Some of earlier
casements now bricked up. 3 light sash with glazing bars at 1st floor and attic window in gable
above. Tiled roof. South facade has centre part with gable and 2 projecting wings. 2 1/2
storeys. 7 windows including centre blank with sundial. 2 dormers and attic window in gable.
Sashes with late C19 glazing. 6 panelled door, top 4 panels now glazed, moulded architrave
and large flat hood on brackets. To west 1 1/2 storey section with 2 hipped roof dormers and
sashes with boxed frames. Interior has panelling of C17 and C18. C17 staircase and exposed
beams. Massive wall post also exposed inside. Great Posbrooke forms a group with the eastern
and southern barns. The store shed and small barn and with the cartshed and pigsties at Great
Posbrook Farm (are of local interest only.) 
 
Listing NGR: SU5360405030

Legacy
The contents of this record have been generated from a legacy data system.

Legacy System number: 408340

Legacy System: LBS

Legal
This building is listed under the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990
as amended for its special architectural or historic interest.

End of o�icial listing
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MONASTIC BARN OF TITCHFIELD ABBEY
AT FERN HILL FARM

Be the first to contribute

Overview
Heritage Category: Listed Building

Grade: I

List Entry Number: 1094235

Date first listed: 18-Oct-1955

Date of most recent amendment: 13-May-2010

Statutory Address: MONASTIC BARN OF TITCHFIELD ABBEY AT FERN HILL FARM, MILL LANE

Map
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© Crown Copyright and database right 2018. All rights reserved. Ordnance Survey Licence number 100024900. 
© British Crown and SeaZone Solutions Limited 2018. All rights reserved. Licence number 102006.006. 
Use of this data is subject to Terms and Conditions (https://www.historicengland.org.uk/terms/website-terms-
conditions/).

The above map is for quick reference purposes only and may not be to scale. For a copy of the
full scale map, please see the attached PDF - 1094235 .pdf 

The PDF will be generated from our live systems and may take a few minutes to download
depending on how busy our servers are. We apologise for this delay.

This copy shows the entry on 26-Sep-2018 at 14:50:15.

Location
Statutory Address: MONASTIC BARN OF TITCHFIELD ABBEY AT FERN HILL FARM, MILL LANE

The building or site itself may lie within the boundary of more than one authority.

County: Hampshire

District: Fareham (District Authority)

National Grid Reference: SU 53951 06489
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Summary
Legacy Record - This information may be included in the List Entry Details.

Reasons for Designation
Legacy Record - This information may be included in the List Entry Details.

History
Legacy Record - This information may be included in the List Entry Details.

Details
 
 
899/24/409 MILL LANE 18-OCT-55 TITCHFIELD (West side) Monastic barn of Titchfield Abbey at
F ern Hill Farm (Formerly listed as: MILL LANE TITCHFIELD TITHE BARN AT FERN HILL FARM) 
 
I A medieval monastic timber-framed, aisled barn with hipped tiled roof. The barn is
approximately 50m long by 15m wide, with timbers dated by dendrochronology to 1407-1409.
Constructed of oak, limestone tile and brick.  
 
EXTERIOR: The east (front) side and north end are weatherboarded, and the west (rear) side
and south end are of limestone blocks. Two wagon entrances to the east side are opposed by
two double-plank door entrances to the west. There are ventilation slits and windows, both
with brick dressings, to the west wall and cement buttresses to the south wall. The wagon
entrances have hipped tiled roofs with arched braces. 
 
INTERIOR: The bays are composed of alternate major and minor trusses. The jowled arcade
posts of the principal trusses have arched braces to the tie beams; those of the intermediate
trusses have jointed crucks to stub tie or false hammer beams. Purlins are clasped between
principal ra�ers and under-ra�ers. The under-ra�ers end at collars. There are some arched
wind braces. Short king post trusses from the collars, with ridge braces, support the ridge. The
framing is quite unusual with the use of false hammer beams, under-ra�ers and short king-
posts.  
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The east facing wagon entrances have arched braces to the tie beams with queen struts
above. The west facing entrances can be seen to be later insertions by their lack of internal
framing. 
 
The free standing C20 shed within the barn is not of special interest. 
 
HISTORY: The barn stands in the area of the outer precinct of the former Premonstratensian
abbey at Titchfield. The Premonstratension order was founded in 1120 by St Norbert at
Premontre, near Laon, France. Titchfield Abbey, called the Abbey of St Mary and St John the
Evangelist, was founded in 1232 by Peter des Roches, Bishop of Winchester. It was the last of
33 Premonstratensian houses of that order to be founded in England. The abbey estate
comprised 15 manors, containing 60 villages and had 500 tenants. It had 1000 acres of arable
land and 1500 sheep. In the early C13 the abbey estates used the open field system of
agriculture, but by the later C13 and into the C14 much of the abbey's lands were enclosed
and sheep rearing began to take over from arable farming. The abbey barn, built to centralise
grain storage, was not built until the early C15. The abbey was visited by Richard II and Henry V
on his way to the wars in France. Henry VI and Margaret of Anjou enjoyed part of their wedding
celebrations at the abbey. 
 
Following the suppression of Titchfield in 1537 part of the abbey was converted into a
mansion, known as Place House, by Thomas Wriothesley who had received it from King Henry
VIII. Most of the house was demolished in 1781 by the Delme family who had acquired it 1742,
in order to provide materials for a new house they built in Fareham. The barn, however,
survives substantially intact, but with some later alterations, following the Dissolution when
stone became available to replace wooden walling, and in the late C18 or early C19 with the
addition of brickwork. 
 
The dendrochronology felling dates for the main structure of the barn are spring 1407 and
winter 1408/9, and that for the timbers of the north porch is 1560-62. It would appear that the
wagon entrances were enlarged and rebuilt, probably when stone became available from the
adjacent monastic buildings at the time of the Dissolution.  
 
To the north of the barn and west of the abbey is a series of five fishponds, which are
scheduled alongwith the main remains of Titchfield Abbey (scheduled monument 26713). The
abbey was the subject of a Guardianship agreement in 1922. 
 
SOURCES: Conservation Area Character Assessment, Titchfield Abbey, Fareham Borough
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Council website. http://www.fareham.gov.uk/council/general/cpa/titchfieldabbey.pdf -
[accessed 12/10/09] Fareham Borough Landscape Assessment (1996), Chapter 2: Formative
influences. From the Farham Borough Council website. http://www.fareham.gov.
uk/council/departments/planning/landscape/character/chaptertwo.asp#a10 - [accessed
12/10/09]. Oxford Dendrochronology Laboratory.
http://www.dendrochronology.net/V6%202007/hamptt.htm - [accessed 13/10/09] 
 
REASONS FOR DESIGNATION: The C15 monastic barn at Fernhill Farm is listed at Grade I for
the following principal reasons: * Architectural interest: as one of the few surviving great
medieval abbey barns nationally in terms of survival of fabric and monumental proportions. *
Architectural interest: as a medieval building with unusual timber framing, securely dated to
1407-09, of exceptional interest in terms of structural construction and cra�smanship. *
Historic interest: as relating to agricultural monastic life in Britain from the early C15 onwards
and as an important part of the history of the Premonstratensian abbey at Titchfield. 
 
Listing NGR: SU5423806617

Legacy
The contents of this record have been generated from a legacy data system.

Legacy System number: 141703

Legacy System: LBS

Legal
This building is listed under the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990
as amended for its special architectural or historic interest.

End of o�icial listing
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© Historic England 2018
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MONASTIC BARN OF TITCHFIELD ABBEY
AT FERN HILL FARM

Be the first to contribute

Overview
Heritage Category: Listed Building

Grade: I

List Entry Number: 1094235

Date first listed: 18-Oct-1955

Date of most recent amendment: 13-May-2010

Statutory Address: MONASTIC BARN OF TITCHFIELD ABBEY AT FERN HILL FARM, MILL LANE

Map
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© Crown Copyright and database right 2018. All rights reserved. Ordnance Survey Licence number 100024900. 
© British Crown and SeaZone Solutions Limited 2018. All rights reserved. Licence number 102006.006. 
Use of this data is subject to Terms and Conditions (https://www.historicengland.org.uk/terms/website-terms-
conditions/).

The above map is for quick reference purposes only and may not be to scale. For a copy of the
full scale map, please see the attached PDF - 1094235 .pdf 

The PDF will be generated from our live systems and may take a few minutes to download
depending on how busy our servers are. We apologise for this delay.

This copy shows the entry on 30-Sep-2018 at 15:05:46.

Location
Statutory Address: MONASTIC BARN OF TITCHFIELD ABBEY AT FERN HILL FARM, MILL LANE

The building or site itself may lie within the boundary of more than one authority.

County: Hampshire

District: Fareham (District Authority)

National Grid Reference: SU 53951 06489
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Summary
Legacy Record - This information may be included in the List Entry Details.

Reasons for Designation
Legacy Record - This information may be included in the List Entry Details.

History
Legacy Record - This information may be included in the List Entry Details.

Details
 
 
899/24/409 MILL LANE 18-OCT-55 TITCHFIELD (West side) Monastic barn of Titchfield Abbey at
F ern Hill Farm (Formerly listed as: MILL LANE TITCHFIELD TITHE BARN AT FERN HILL FARM) 
 
I A medieval monastic timber-framed, aisled barn with hipped tiled roof. The barn is
approximately 50m long by 15m wide, with timbers dated by dendrochronology to 1407-1409.
Constructed of oak, limestone tile and brick.  
 
EXTERIOR: The east (front) side and north end are weatherboarded, and the west (rear) side
and south end are of limestone blocks. Two wagon entrances to the east side are opposed by
two double-plank door entrances to the west. There are ventilation slits and windows, both
with brick dressings, to the west wall and cement buttresses to the south wall. The wagon
entrances have hipped tiled roofs with arched braces. 
 
INTERIOR: The bays are composed of alternate major and minor trusses. The jowled arcade
posts of the principal trusses have arched braces to the tie beams; those of the intermediate
trusses have jointed crucks to stub tie or false hammer beams. Purlins are clasped between
principal ra�ers and under-ra�ers. The under-ra�ers end at collars. There are some arched
wind braces. Short king post trusses from the collars, with ridge braces, support the ridge. The
framing is quite unusual with the use of false hammer beams, under-ra�ers and short king-
posts.  
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The east facing wagon entrances have arched braces to the tie beams with queen struts
above. The west facing entrances can be seen to be later insertions by their lack of internal
framing. 
 
The free standing C20 shed within the barn is not of special interest. 
 
HISTORY: The barn stands in the area of the outer precinct of the former Premonstratensian
abbey at Titchfield. The Premonstratension order was founded in 1120 by St Norbert at
Premontre, near Laon, France. Titchfield Abbey, called the Abbey of St Mary and St John the
Evangelist, was founded in 1232 by Peter des Roches, Bishop of Winchester. It was the last of
33 Premonstratensian houses of that order to be founded in England. The abbey estate
comprised 15 manors, containing 60 villages and had 500 tenants. It had 1000 acres of arable
land and 1500 sheep. In the early C13 the abbey estates used the open field system of
agriculture, but by the later C13 and into the C14 much of the abbey's lands were enclosed
and sheep rearing began to take over from arable farming. The abbey barn, built to centralise
grain storage, was not built until the early C15. The abbey was visited by Richard II and Henry V
on his way to the wars in France. Henry VI and Margaret of Anjou enjoyed part of their wedding
celebrations at the abbey. 
 
Following the suppression of Titchfield in 1537 part of the abbey was converted into a
mansion, known as Place House, by Thomas Wriothesley who had received it from King Henry
VIII. Most of the house was demolished in 1781 by the Delme family who had acquired it 1742,
in order to provide materials for a new house they built in Fareham. The barn, however,
survives substantially intact, but with some later alterations, following the Dissolution when
stone became available to replace wooden walling, and in the late C18 or early C19 with the
addition of brickwork. 
 
The dendrochronology felling dates for the main structure of the barn are spring 1407 and
winter 1408/9, and that for the timbers of the north porch is 1560-62. It would appear that the
wagon entrances were enlarged and rebuilt, probably when stone became available from the
adjacent monastic buildings at the time of the Dissolution.  
 
To the north of the barn and west of the abbey is a series of five fishponds, which are
scheduled alongwith the main remains of Titchfield Abbey (scheduled monument 26713). The
abbey was the subject of a Guardianship agreement in 1922. 
 
SOURCES: Conservation Area Character Assessment, Titchfield Abbey, Fareham Borough
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Council website. http://www.fareham.gov.uk/council/general/cpa/titchfieldabbey.pdf -
[accessed 12/10/09] Fareham Borough Landscape Assessment (1996), Chapter 2: Formative
influences. From the Farham Borough Council website. http://www.fareham.gov.
uk/council/departments/planning/landscape/character/chaptertwo.asp#a10 - [accessed
12/10/09]. Oxford Dendrochronology Laboratory.
http://www.dendrochronology.net/V6%202007/hamptt.htm - [accessed 13/10/09] 
 
REASONS FOR DESIGNATION: The C15 monastic barn at Fernhill Farm is listed at Grade I for
the following principal reasons: * Architectural interest: as one of the few surviving great
medieval abbey barns nationally in terms of survival of fabric and monumental proportions. *
Architectural interest: as a medieval building with unusual timber framing, securely dated to
1407-09, of exceptional interest in terms of structural construction and cra�smanship. *
Historic interest: as relating to agricultural monastic life in Britain from the early C15 onwards
and as an important part of the history of the Premonstratensian abbey at Titchfield. 
 
Listing NGR: SU5423806617

Legacy
The contents of this record have been generated from a legacy data system.

Legacy System number: 141703

Legacy System: LBS

Legal
This building is listed under the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990
as amended for its special architectural or historic interest.

End of o�icial listing
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SOUTHERN BARN AT GREAT POSBROOK
FARM

Be the first to contribute

Overview
Heritage Category: Listed Building

Grade: II*

List Entry Number: 1233029

Date first listed: 22-Oct-1976

Statutory Address: SOUTHERN BARN AT GREAT POSBROOK FARM, POSBROOK LANE

Map
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© Crown Copyright and database right 2018. All rights reserved. Ordnance Survey Licence number 100024900. 
© British Crown and SeaZone Solutions Limited 2018. All rights reserved. Licence number 102006.006. 
Use of this data is subject to Terms and Conditions (https://www.historicengland.org.uk/terms/website-terms-
conditions/).

The above map is for quick reference purposes only and may not be to scale. For a copy of the
full scale map, please see the attached PDF - 1233029 .pdf 

The PDF will be generated from our live systems and may take a few minutes to download
depending on how busy our servers are. We apologise for this delay.

This copy shows the entry on 26-Sep-2018 at 14:54:40.

Location
Statutory Address: SOUTHERN BARN AT GREAT POSBROOK FARM, POSBROOK LANE

The building or site itself may lie within the boundary of more than one authority.

County: Hampshire

District: Fareham (District Authority)

National Grid Reference: SU 53534 04978
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Summary
Legacy Record - This information may be included in the List Entry Details.

Reasons for Designation
Legacy Record - This information may be included in the List Entry Details.

History
Legacy Record - This information may be included in the List Entry Details.

Details
POSBROOK LANE 1. 5231 (East Side) Titchfield Southern barn at Great Posbrook Farm SU 50
SW 23/379 
 
II* GV 
 
2. Late mediaeval aisled barn circa 100 � long. Weatherboarded with opposite double doors.
Very steeply pitched half hipped tiled roof. (Roof corrugated iron on 1 side). Massive timbers
with tie beams, Queen posts, collars and mostly arched braces with some straight ones. Great
Posbrooke forms a group with the eastern and southern barns, The store shed and small barn
and with the cartshed and pigsties at Great Posbrook Farm (are of local interest only). 
 
Listing NGR: SU5360405030

Legacy
The contents of this record have been generated from a legacy data system.

Legacy System number: 408342

Legacy System: LBS

Legal
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This building is listed under the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990
as amended for its special architectural or historic interest.

End of o�icial listing
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Titchfield Abbey and fishponds
5 contributions

Overview
Heritage Category: Scheduled Monument

List Entry Number: 1014814

Date first listed: 13-Jan-1915

Date of most recent amendment: 18-Feb-1997

Map

© Crown Copyright and database right 2018. All rights reserved. Ordnance Survey Licence number 100024900. 
© British Crown and SeaZone Solutions Limited 2018. All rights reserved. Licence number 102006.006. 
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Use of this data is subject to Terms and Conditions (https://www.historicengland.org.uk/terms/website-terms-
conditions/).

The above map is for quick reference purposes only and may not be to scale. For a copy of the
full scale map, please see the attached PDF - 1014814 .pdf 

The PDF will be generated from our live systems and may take a few minutes to download
depending on how busy our servers are. We apologise for this delay.

This copy shows the entry on 26-Sep-2018 at 14:51:29.

Location
The building or site itself may lie within the boundary of more than one authority.

County: Hampshire

District: Fareham (District Authority)

National Grid Reference: SU 54055 06754

Summary
Legacy Record - This information may be included in the List Entry Details.

Reasons for Designation
From the time of St Augustine's mission to re-establish Christianity in AD 597 to the reign of
Henry VIII, monasticism formed an important facet of both religious and secular life in the
British Isles. Settlements of religious communities, including monasteries, were built to house
communities of monks, canons (priests), and sometimes lay-brothers, living a common life of
religious observance under some form of systematic discipline. It is estimated from
documentary evidence that over 700 monasteries were founded in England. These ranged in
size from major communities with several hundred members to tiny establishments with a
handful of brethren. They belonged to a wide variety of di�erent religious orders, each with its
own philosophy. As a result, they vary considerably in the detail of their appearance and
layout, although all possess the basic elements of church, domestic accommodation for the
community, and work buildings. Monasteries were inextricably woven into the fabric of
medieval society, acting not only as centres of worship, learning and charity, but also, because
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of the vast landholdings of some orders, as centres of immense wealth and political influence.
They were established in all parts of England, some in towns and others in the remotest of
areas. Many monasteries acted as the foci of wide networks including parish churches,
almshouses, hospitals, farming estates and tenant villages. The Premonstratensian order, or
"White Canons", were not monks in the strict sense but rather communities of priests living
together under a rule. The first Premonstratensian establishments were double houses (for
men and women), but later they founded some 45 houses for men in England. The
Premonstratensian order modelled itself on the Cistercian values of austerity and seclusion
and founded all its monasteries in rural locations. 
 
Titchfield Abbey, quietly situated in the valley of the River Meon, is a fine example of a
Premonstratensian monastery. The surviving structures provide a good indication of the scale
and importance of the monastic buildings while the associated fishponds provide evidence
for both water management and for the economic importance of fish to both monastic and
later communities. The surviving elements of the 16th century mansion are an example of the
secular use of a religious complex in the years following the Dissolution of the Monasteries.
Small scale excavations carried out in the early 20th century have clarified the layout of the
focal monastic buildings. More recent excavations have shown the fishponds to have been
constructed in the 13th century and to have been maintained in use a�er the Dissolution of
the abbey in the 16th century. The main components of the monument are maintained in
Guardianship and are open to the public.

History
Legacy Record - This information may be included in the List Entry Details.

Details
The monument, which lies close to the River Meon and to the north of the village of Titchfield,
includes remains of the medieval monastery of St Mary and St John the Evangelist, converted
in the 16th century into a mansion. Also included are the remains of ancillary buildings which
lie to the west of the cloister and four medieval fishponds situated to its north west. The
upstanding remains of the abbey include the cloister, used in the 16th century as the
courtyard of the mansion, and the nave of the church which became its gatehouse. The four
towers of the gatehouse, which flank and rise above the walls of the nave, form the most
visually impressive element of the ruined structure. The position of the frater, chapter house,
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library and the quire of the church are also known from archaeological investigations carried
out by Sir William St John Hope in the early 20th century and are largely enclosed within a
boundary wall of 16th century date. Beyond this to the west the north gable and west wall of a
substantial stone building, probably of 16th century date, lie within an area which shows
evidence of further structures. To the north west of the main complex of abbey buildings is a
line of four (originally five) medieval fishponds, lying in a natural hollow running down
towards the River Meon. Excavations carried out by C K Currie in advance of restoration works
demonstrated that the construction of the ponds was started shortly a�er the foundation of
the abbey in the 13th century and that they all continued in use a�er the Dissolution in the
16th century. Drains leading to the abbey and a pondside building, all of 13th century date
were also discovered east of the dam of the lower pond. A further fishpond to the north of this
line has been considerably altered during the 20th century and is not included within the
scheduling. A tithe barn of pre-Dissolution date and associated with the monastery, lies 300m
south west of the cloisters. This is Listed Grade I and is the subject of a separate scheduling.
The Abbey of St Mary and St John the Evangelist was founded in 1232 by Peter de Roches,
Bishop of Winchester, for Premonstratensian canons. The history of the abbey was uneventful
and at the suppression of the monasteries in 1537 the monastic estate passed to Thomas
Wriothesley. By 1542 he had converted the monastic buildings into the residence known as
`Place House' which survived little altered until the greater part of it was demolished in 1781.
In the early 20th century, excavations carried out initially by Sir William St John Hope helped
to clarify the layout of the focal monastic buildings. Part of the monument is in the care of the
Secretary of State. All paths, tracks, fence posts, notices, sheds, shed bases, areas of hard
standing, fishing platforms and structures abutting the north side of the 16th century
boundary wall are excluded from the scheduling, although the ground beneath these features
is included. 
 
MAP EXTRACT The site of the monument is shown on the attached map extract.

Legacy
The contents of this record have been generated from a legacy data system.

Legacy System number: 26713

Legacy System: RSM

Sources
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Legal
This monument is scheduled under the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act
1979 as amended as it appears to the Secretary of State to be of national importance. This
entry is a copy, the original is held by the Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport.

End of o�icial listing
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HER ID: 6204, Southern Barn At Great Posbrook 

Farm

Investigation Activities

HER Summary: Late medieval aisled barn c.100ft long. 

HER Category: Historic building

HER Web Link: No link available

• Type: Dendrochronology

Description: A series of samples were taken for dendrochronological analysis and 

the results demonstrated that Arcade post 1 had a felling date range of 1579-

1590 and post 2 had a felling date range of 1608-1622.

Date Range: 2003 - 2008

• Type: Listing

Description: Late medieval aisled barn c. 100ft long. Weatherboarded with 

opposite double doors. Very steeply pitched half hipped tiled roof. (roof 

corrugated iron on l side). Massive timbers with tie beams, queen posts, collars 

and mostly arched braces with some straight ones.

Page 1 of 2Search the Historic Environment Record (HER) | Hantsweb

28/09/2018https://maps.hants.gov.uk/historicenvironment/herResults.aspx?monuid=6204
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Historic Events

Date Range: 1976 - 1976

• Type: Bar Survey

Description: Poor. This site is not secure and this building is very vulnerable to 

vandalism particularly fire. Site needs to be sceured with security measures.

Date Range: 2006 - 2006

• Type: Bar Survey

Description: AS of 31/12/2005: Late Medieval aisled barn approximately 100ft. 

long. The future of the barn, which is surrounded by modern farm buildings, is 

uncertain. The site has been sold to a developer and the farmland it serves is in 

seperate ownership.

Date Range: 2005 - 2005

• Type: Built

Classification: Aisled Barn

Form: Unknown

Description: See list description.

Date Range: 1400 - 1539

Page 2 of 2Search the Historic Environment Record (HER) | Hantsweb

28/09/2018https://maps.hants.gov.uk/historicenvironment/herResults.aspx?monuid=6204
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HER ID: 41438, Site Of Eastern Barn At Great 

Posbrook Farm

Investigation Activities

Historic Events

HER Summary: Site of C18 barn destroyed by fire. De-listed Feb 2001.

HER Category: Monument

HER Web Link: No link available

No Investigation Activities found

• Type: Burnt down

Classification: Barn

Form: No information available

Description: Barn destroyed by fire and subsequently removed from List.

Date Range: 1980 - 1990

Page 1 of 2Search the Historic Environment Record (HER) | Hantsweb

28/09/2018https://maps.hants.gov.uk/historicenvironment/herResults.aspx?monuid=41438
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• Type: Recorded Observation

Classification: Barn

Form: No information available

Description: C18 or earlier. Barn with brick plinth weatherboarded above. Half 

hipped tiled roof. Double opposite entrances. Eastern side aisled. Queen post 

roof with collars.

Date Range: 1700 - 1799

Page 2 of 2Search the Historic Environment Record (HER) | Hantsweb

28/09/2018https://maps.hants.gov.uk/historicenvironment/herResults.aspx?monuid=41438
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HER Record

HER ID: 1486, Old Barn Cottage (Great 

Posbrook)

Investigation Activities

Historic Events

HER Summary: House (1500 AD-1899 AD)

HER Category: Historic building

HER Web Link: No link available

No Investigation Activities found

• Type: Listing

Classification: House

Form: No information available

Description: C16 house, altered in C19. Consists of 2 parallel ranges. The north 

range has exposed timber framing with herringbone brick nogging and very large 

external chimney stack. Some of earlier casements now bricked up.3 light sash 

Page 1 of 2Search the Historic Environment Record (HER) | Hantsweb

28/09/2018https://maps.hants.gov.uk/historicenvironment/herResults.aspx?monuid=1486
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with glazing bars at 1st floor and attic window in gable above. Tiled roof. South 

facade has centre part with gable and 2 projecting wings. 2 and a half storeys. 7 

windows including centre blank with sundial. 2 dormers and attic window in gable. 

Sashes with late C19 glazing. 6 panelled door, top 4 panels now glazed, 

moulded architrave and large flat hood on brackets. To west 1 and a half storey 

section with 2hipped dormers and sashes with boxed frames. Interior has 

panelling ofc17 and C18. C17 staircase and exposed beams. Massive wall post 

also exposed inside.

Date Range: 1500 - 1899

Page 2 of 2Search the Historic Environment Record (HER) | Hantsweb

28/09/2018https://maps.hants.gov.uk/historicenvironment/herResults.aspx?monuid=1486
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Search Hantsweb 

HER Record

HER ID: 42528, Cartshed At Great Posbrook 

Farm

Investigation Activities

Historic Events

HER Summary: Cart shed (1865 AD-1899 AD)

HER Category: Historic building

HER Web Link: No link available

No Investigation Activities found

• Type: Recorded Observation

Classification: Cart Shed

Form: No information available

Description: Unlisted cart shed, with piggery outshut, at Great Posbrook Farm. 

Late C19. 6-bay, single-storey, timber-framed building. Open on north (main) and 

gable ends, rear (south) wall is of brick. Half-hipped roof of tile, on queen post 

Page 1 of 2Search the Historic Environment Record (HER) | Hantsweb

28/09/2018https://maps.hants.gov.uk/historicenvironment/herResults.aspx?monuid=42528
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trusses; gables below half-hip, appear to have been weatherboarded. Attached to 

the rear (south) wall of the cart shed, is a 2-aisle, pent-roofed piggery of brick. 

Ten pig pens, form the south aisle, with exits for the pigs in the south wall 

(presumably leading to 'runs' which have been removed). [both structures were 

extremely dilapidated at time of SUIAG survey (20-feb-1991)].

Date Range: 1865 - 1899

Page 2 of 2Search the Historic Environment Record (HER) | Hantsweb

28/09/2018https://maps.hants.gov.uk/historicenvironment/herResults.aspx?monuid=42528
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HER Record

HER ID: 42529, Stable At Great Posbrook Farm

Investigation Activities

Historic Events

HER Summary: Stable (1865 AD-1899 AD)

HER Category: Historic building

HER Web Link: No link available

• Type: Recorded Observation

Description: Unlisted former stables at Great Posbrook Farm, now converted into 

a chitting shed. Late C19. 2-storey building of brick, with a hipped tile roof. 

Shallow, external, brick buttresses. All internal partitions and elements associated 

with the stable use, have been removed. The loft, accessed now externally via a 

staircase, remains, but is unused. Building presently used for chitting of seed 

potatoes.

Date Range: 1980 - 1990

• Type: Altered

Page 1 of 2Search the Historic Environment Record (HER) | Hantsweb

28/09/2018https://maps.hants.gov.uk/historicenvironment/herResults.aspx?monuid=42529
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Classification: Chitting House

Form: No information available

Description: See list description

Date Range: 1901 - 1991

Page 2 of 2Search the Historic Environment Record (HER) | Hantsweb
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Search Hantsweb 

HER Record

HER ID: 50976, Wriothesley House (Great 

Posbrook)

Investigation Activities

Historic Events

HER Summary: House (1500 AD-1899 AD)

HER Category: Historic building

HER Web Link: No link available

No Investigation Activities found

• Type: Listing

Classification: House

Form: No information available

Description: C16 house, altered in C19. Consists of 2 parallel ranges. The north 

range has exposed timber framing with herringbone brick nogging and very large 

external chimney stack. Some of earlier casements now bricked up.3 light sash 

Page 1 of 2Search the Historic Environment Record (HER) | Hantsweb

28/09/2018https://maps.hants.gov.uk/historicenvironment/herResults.aspx?monuid=50976
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with glazing bars at 1st floor and attic window in gable above. Tiled roof. South 

facade has centre part with gable and 2 projecting wings. 2 and a half storeys. 7 

windows including centre blank with sundial. 2 dormers and attic window in gable. 

Sashes with late C19 glazing. 6 panelled door, top 4 panels now glazed, 

moulded architrave and large flat hood on brackets. To west 1 and a half storey 

section with 2hipped dormers and sashes with boxed frames. Interior has 

panelling ofc17 and C18. C17 staircase and exposed beams. Massive wall post 

also exposed inside.

Date Range: 1500 - 1899

Page 2 of 2Search the Historic Environment Record (HER) | Hantsweb

28/09/2018https://maps.hants.gov.uk/historicenvironment/herResults.aspx?monuid=50976
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Local List Entries 

 

8/520 - Store to North West of Eastern Barn at Great Posbrook Farm, Posbrook Lane, Titchfield 

18th/early 19th century.  Red brick with old tiled hipped roof.  2 storeys.  9 bays with brick pilasters 

between.  3 doors and 3 windows ground floor, 3 windows and loft door top floor facing yard.  Outer 

wall has double loft doors with hoist. 

 

8/172 - Cart Shed and Pigsties at Great Posbrook Farm, Posbrook Lane, Titchfield 

18th century.  Open fronted 6 bay cart shed with old tiled half hipped roof.  Arched braces.  Extended 

south side to form 9 brick pigsties with weather boarded rear and arched entrances. 

 

8/521 - Small Barn Between Cart Shed and Great Posbrook, Posbrook Lane, Titchfield 

18th/early 19th century.  Weather boarded granary, a small barn with half hipped old tiled roof. 
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APPENDIX 3.0 
HISTORIC SOURCES 
A)  EXTRACTS FROM “A HISTORY OF THE 

COUNTY OF HAMPSHIRE: VOLUME 3”, 1908 
B)  EXTRACTS FROM “THE BUILDINGS OF 

ENGLAND HAMPSHIRE: SOUTH”, CHARLES 
O’ BRIEN, BRUCE BAILEY, NIKOLAUS 
PEVSNER, YALE: 2018 
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HOUSE OF PREMONSTRATENSIAN CANONS
17. THE ABBEY OF TITCHFIELD
The Premonstratensian Abbey of Titchfield, nine miles south-east of Southampton, was founded by Bishop Peter des Roches in
the year 1222, when a colony of White Canons were invited to settle there from the Shropshire Abbey of Halesowen. By the
foundation charter the Abbey of St. Mary (fn. 1) was endowed with the manor of Titchfield and its appurtenances, and with lands
in Swanwick, Porchester, Walsworth and Cosham. This was confirmed, with grants of the fullest privileges, by Henry III. in 1231.
(fn. 2) Other important grants were those of the manor of Cadlands and lands in Hythe, Stanswood, and Woodcott and Felde (in
Fawley parish) by Eva de Clinton, daughter and heiress of Roger de Escures; the manor and lands of Inkpen (Berks) by the
Mansels; the manor and lands of Corhampton and the wood of Charlwood by the founder; lands in Stubbington and Chark by the
Rayners, Bretts and St. Johns.

The Harley MSS. 6602 and 6603 contain transcripts and extracts from three Titchfield registers belonging to the Duke of
Portland, which were made in 1739. Their accuracy is assured, for they were collated with the originals in 1830-1 by Sir F.
Madden, and corrected in red ink. The first register gives a large number of grants and customs of manors; at the end is a list of
abbots, (fn. 3) drawn up about 1390, when John de Romsey was abbot, and afterwards brought down to the eve of the
dissolution. The following is a translation of the list:—

Richard, the first abbot, came from Halesowen with his brethren in the year 1222, and ruled this church well and religiously. He
died on 16 June, and was buried before the door of the chapter-house.

Isaac was the second abbot; in his time the manors of Cadlands and Inkpen were acquired. He died on 19 June, and was buried
in the cloister before the door of the chapter-house, on the right hand of the monument of the first abbot.

After his death, Henry de Branewyk succeeded him. He was afterwards sought as abbot of Halesowen, and there rested in
peace.

To him Henry de Spersholte succeeded, in whose time the manor of Newland was acquired and lost. He died on 22 September,
and was buried in the cloister.

To him succeeded Brother Yvo, in whose time the manor of Mirabel was acquired and lost. He died on 3 March, and was buried
in the cloister.

Adam, third abbot of this church, ruled with honour. (fn. 4) He died on 14 September, and was buried in the cloister on the left of
the monument of Abbot Peter de Wynton.

William de Byketon, the fourth abbot, was a venerable ruler of the church; he died on 8 November, and was buried in the church,
at the altar of St. Richard.

John Sydemanton, fifth abbot, ruled well, and died on 3 December. He was buried in the cloister, between the door of the library
on the south and the monument of Abbot Wynton on the north.

Roger de Candever, sixth abbot, ruled this church honourably and religiously for about eighteen years. He died on 5 August, and
was buried in the cloister at the entrance to the church near the altar of St. Peter.

John de Combe, seventh abbot, in whose time the manors of Crofton and 'Fontelegh-Pageham' were acquired. He ruled this
church for about twenty years, and died on 5 May, and was buried in the cloister, at the head of the monument of Abbot Roger de
Candever.

Peter de Wynton, eighth abbot, ruled this house religiously for one year and six months. He died on 16 July, and was buried in
the cloister between the monument of Abbot Adam on the north and Abbot Sydemanton on the south.

William de Wollop, ninth abbot, ruled this church in the best possible way for twenty years, nine months and three days. In his
time the land and tenement of Markes and 'Brykoresland' were acquired and appropriated. He also acquired, but did not
appropriate, the land and tenement of Ward, the land of 'Froghemour,' the land of 'Firsteburyesland' at Chirk, and the tenements
which were John Goudale's in Titchfield. Also in his days John Edindon gave his manor of Portsea and 'Copenore' to the priory.
He died on 23 May, and was buried in the cloister, north of the monument of Abbot Candever.

John de Thorni, tenth abbot, ruled prudently over this church for nineteen years, thirteen weeks and five days; in his time the
lands and tenements mentioned under his predecessor were all appropriated. He died on 30 September, and was buried in the
cloister at the feet of the image of the Blessed Virgin, which he had erected there in honour of the Mother of God by a buttress.

John de Romsey, eleventh abbot of this church, ruled honourably. (fn. 5)

Thomas Bensteade, thirteenth abbot, ruled well, and resigned his staff under compulsion.

William Winchestour, alias Fryer, was fourteenth abbot, and ruled six and a half years.
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William Auyten, fifteenth abbot, ruled this church well for sixteen years. He built the house commonly called 'The Grete Place.' He
also restored the windows of all the chambers, and built another house near the cross in the body of the town. He died 25
October, and was buried near the monument of John Thorny.

Thomas Coyk, sixteenth abbot, ruled for twentyone years.

Thomas Blankpayn, seventeenth abbot, ruled for twenty years, and resigned on a pension.

The Rev. Father John, Bishop of Elphin in Ireland, abbot in commendam of Welbeck and Titchfield, prebendary of York and
Southwell and visitor of the Premonstratensian Order, the eighteenth abbot, rebuilt the ruinous church.

The second register opens with an account of the library, as catalogued in the year 1400. It is often forgotten how large a portion
of his time the professed monk or canon was expected to give to the study of the Scriptures and of other literature. This was
particularly the case with the order of Prémontré. The rule of the White Canon was in this respect more stringent and definite
than that of the Black Canon, as appears in various particulars. The office of librarian was joined to that of chanter in the Austin
houses, but was a separate office in the Premonstratensian houses. The later canons were distinctly invited to study not only the
Scriptures, but theology, philosophy and Literœ Humaniores The original statutes are much more precise as to the times of
reading than those of the Black Canons. The Premonstratensian rule provided that after sext, which followed immediately after
high mass, the time was to be given to reading (whilst the servants and reader dined) until the bell rang to enter the frater. In the
winter most of the convent had light refreshment (mixtum) after terce, and dinner was not served until after nones; and in that half
of the year the long interval between sext and nones was assigned to reading. Again, after evensong throughout the year, there
was reading until the bell sounded for collation. (fn. 6) The importance of reading is emphasized by a special chapter being
assigned to Quomodo se habeant fratres tempore lectionis. (fn. 7) All the brothers were to read at the appointed hour, save those
engaged on necessary duties, and they were to make all speed to attend lection. They were to sit in cloister when reading,
conducting themselves with all decorum, each reading his own book, save those who might be singing from antiphoners,
graduals, or hymnaries, or giving readings to others. If any one was obliged to leave he was to replace his book in the case, or if
he wished to leave it on his seat to signify by sign to a brother sitting near that he left it in his custody. At all times of lection the
brothers were to wear their slippers (nocturnalibus botis). No manuscript was to be kept in the cloister carrols nor in the dormitory
chests without leave of the abbot.

The librarian, called armarius, from the armarium or case in which the books were kept, was to mend and care for the books and
to open and shut the case as required. He was to mutually assign and change the books as they were wanted, but not without
leave of the abbot or prior, or without making an entry. He was also required to keep a numbered list of the books. (fn. 8) The
Premonstratensian rule underwent various changes on the authority of the General Chapter in the seventeenth century, and was
finally revised in 1630. The librarian was then termed bibliotbecarius; he was ordered to arrange his books, in the place where
they were kept, according to their subject or faculty. (fn. 9) This had been done at Titchfield for at least two and a half centuries
before the passing of this revised statute.

The usual places for books in religious houses were cases in recesses of the cloister. It was not until a comparatively late period
that a few of the larger houses thought of providing a special room or building for the library. (fn. 10) Titchfield was only a
daughter house of no great wealth, and from its having in 1400 so large and valuable a library in a special apartment opening out
of the cloister, and from the general character of the White Canons as a reading order, it may perhaps be assumed that the
Premonstratensians usually had a particular chamber to serve for the books or manuscripts.

There were in the library of Titchfield, as is specifically described, four cases (columna) wherein to place the books. It would
seem that the door was on the west side of the chamber, for there were two cases against the east wall, a third against the south
wall and a fourth against the north wall. Each of these cases had eight shelves (gradus), marked with a letter of the alphabet,
representing a division of the library and not the special shelf. In case I., were the Bibles and the patristic glosses on the different
books; II., the Fathers and general theology; III., sermons, legends, rules and canon and civil law; IV., medical and surgical
works, grammar, logic, philosophy and varia. The alphabet letters gave further classification; thus B was affixed to seven shelves
of case I., containing the glosses on the Scriptures; and D was marked on five shelves of case II., whereon stood the works of St.
Augustine and St. Gregory. The first folio or the cover of each volume contained not only the shelf letter, but a number indicating
its position on the shelves. The very volume that gives the library list has on its first page the mark 'P.x.' On turning to the
catalogue there is found entered Rememoratorium monasterii et omnium maneriorum de Tycbefeld, as the tenth book on shelf P.

The total number of volumes was 224, but it must be remembered that many of these MS. volumes contained a variety of
treatises, which if printed after modern fashion would make several separate books. (fn. 11)

Several of the other volumes of this library must have been of exceptional bulk or unusually close writing. Only one book is
named as written in English, viz. a copy of the Golden Legends (E. vii.); but under the letter Q are various books in French.
Among the more curious theological tracts may be mentioned: De ortu et educatione Pontii Pilate, and De ortu Judee Iscaritis. At
the end of the library catalogue a list is given of upwards of a hundred other volumes pertaining to the divine office, and usually
kept in the church.

The library catalogue is followed by an itinerary, or distance in miles, of the various English houses of White Canons from
Titchfield; the nearest being Durford in Sussex, 16 miles, and the most remote Alnwick in Northumberland, 276 miles. (fn. 12)
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The next matter that is illustrated in this interesting register is the very serious way in which the monasteries, in common with the
rest of the country, suffered from the awful Black Death of 1349-50. The local annalist cites an inventory of the monastery and its
manors and granges of the year before the plague. In the eighth year of the rule of Abbot Peter de Winton, namely on 4 July,
1348, the monastery and its manors had 170 quarters of wheat, 175 of barley, 198 of oats and 22 of winter wheat; also 41
horses, 24 draught horses (affri), 30 oxen, 9 bull-calves, 182 bullocks, 10 bulls, 93 cows, 118 heifers, 20 calves, 273 swine, 940
muttons, 18 rams, 137 ewes and 768 lambs. In the tenth year of Abbot John Thorny, namely on 27 June, 1370, the condition of
the monastery was so exhausted and its burdens so heavy that there was no wheat in the house or in its manors, and but 5
quarters of barley, 2 quarters of dredge (fn. 13) and 16 quarters of oats. As to livestock, they had 23 horses of both kinds, 27
oxen, 21 colts, 190 bullocks, 10 bulls, 66 cows, 44 steers, 38 heifers, 16 yearlings, 24 calves, 9 boars, 20 sows, 50 pigs, 100
hogs, 25 suckling pigs, 780 muttons, 19 rams, 550 ewes and 280 lambs.

The chief reason of the great contrast in bread stuffs between 1348 and 1370 (when it might have been thought that the country
would have recovered from the shock of the plague), was that the great scarcity of labour and its higher price caused so much of
the arable land to remain untilled or to be changed into pasture.

In 1370 an inventory was also taken of the plate as follows:—

A small cross with foot, silver gilt; a gospeller (textus), silver-gilt (cover) adorned with relics; a crystal vase for relics; 17 chalices,
of which 9 were gilt; a silver-gilt pix for the high altar; 4 silver cruets; 6 silver bowls, of which 2 are large and 4 smaller, for double
feasts; 2 pastoral staves; 3 silver candlesticks, one of which is small for midnight mass on Christmas Day; 3 silver-gilt censers; 4
silver-gilt cups, 3 with covers; 3 great silver goblets (bollœ) with feet, with covers; 42 pieces (pecie) of silver, 5 of which have
small feet and covers; 5 'once pedate,' (fn. 14) with silver covers; 2 flagons (olla) of silver, for wine; 2 small silver basins
(lavatoria); a silver plate with a foot; a silver gilt pipe (fistula) for communicating the infirm; and 81 spoons.

There was no money found in the treasury, and the debts of the house amounted to the serious sum of £202 16s. 9d. (fn. 15)

At the end of the second register of Titchfield is written out this prayer, to be said with the greatest devotion on getting into bed:—

In Monte Celyon requiescunt Septem Dormientes, Malchus, Maximus, Constantinus, Dionysius, Serapion, Martinianus, atque
Johannes. Per istorum merita det michi Deus noctem quietam et soporem quietam. Amen.

To this is added—

Hæc oratio abunde testatur quibus in tenebris istud versabatur seculum.

The reference is of course to the beautiful Syrian legend of the Seven Sleepers of Ephesus, first made known in western
literature by Gregory of Tours.

In the third register of Titchfield, which is termed a rental, particulars are given of the customs of their manors.

In 1334 the king's officials of the New Forest seized certain cattle belonging to the Abbey of Titchfield, for continuous feeding
within the bounds of the forest to the grave prejudice of the king. (fn. 16) The abbot claimed through his attorney the right of
common pasture for his beasts of Cadlands in the New Forest; the abbot also claimed a parcel of land within the forest, lying in la
Whitefeld at 'Wyndhall,' as part of his manor at Cadlands. The chief forester, on the part of the Crown, admitted the abbot's right
to the parcel of land within the forest, but that his cattle and sheep did not remain there, and strayed generally in the forest. To
this the abbot's attorney replied that they made an annual payment of 18s. for this very right, and prayed a search of the rolls.
Search was made and judgment was given in favour of the abbey.

By the aid for making Edward the Black Prince a knight in 1346, we find that the Abbot of Titchfield held half a knight's fee in
Soberton, half a fee and a quarter of a fee in Crofton and a third part of a fee in Cadlands. (fn. 17)

The Premonstratensian Order was absolutely free from diocesan visitation or control, but the energetic Wykeham secured certain
recognition from Titchfield as a house founded by one of his predecessors in the episcopal chair of Winchester.

On 20 November, 1390, Richard, abbot of Halesowen, presented John Romsey, abbotelect of Titchfield, appointed by the
brethren of that convent, rightly and canonically, according to the privileges of their order (to which house he stood in the position
of father abbot), to Bishop Wykeham, praying for his benediction. Abbot Romsey made his due profession to the bishop,
describing himself as elected and confirmed, recognizing the bishop as (through his predecessor) the founder of their house, and
promising to do all things which pertained by right or custom to the founder and patron of the house. Even to this recognition of
the bishop, the abbot added the qualifying phrase providing against anything contrary to all the customs and privileges of his
order. The bishop thereupon, when celebrating pontifical mass in his private chapel, after the abbot had signed a promise of
canonical obedience and reverence, gave him his benediction. (fn. 18)

The houses of the White Canons were visited yearly by the father-abbot, that is, the abbot of the house from which they had their
origin, save in those years when there was an authorized visit by commission of the General Chapter of Prémontré. On 12 June,
1420, Titchfield was visited by John Poole of Halesowen, as father abbot, with the assistance of the Abbot of Durford, at a time
when there had been a vacancy in the office of abbot, and when Richard Aubrey, the prior, had been elected by his fellow canons
to fill the post. Abbot Poole duly confirmed the election. The visitors found that there was no money in the treasury, that there was
owing to the house £43 4s., but that the debts amounted to £62 0s. 6d. A return was made of the valuables both in the sacristry
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and the treasury. This inventory corresponds in the main with that of 1370; the silver spoons had increased from 81 to 84, whilst
the chalices had decreased from 17 to 14. The livestock was: 24 horses, 10 draught horses, 4 colts, 154 oxen, 7 bulls, 69 cows,
17 heifers, 10 steers, 28 yearlings, 29 calves, 381 muttons, 207 'burtis et muricis,' 121 hogsters, 100 lambs, 17 boars, 24 sows,
33 pigs, 126 hogs and 89 suckling pigs. Neither in the granary nor bakehouse was there anything. There was hay enough, at a
reasonable estimate, to last till the Assumption for use at their hospice. (fn. 19)

Titchfield was visited in 1478 by Richard Redman, Bishop of St. Asaph and Abbot of Shap, in conjunction with Hubert,
commissarygeneral. In answer to the set form of visitation questions, it was stated that the Abbot of Halesowen was their father
abbot, that their church was dedicated in honour of the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin, because on that day one Brother
Richard, with other canons of Hayles, had first come to Titchfield, and that they held two churches, the perpetual curates of which
were both canons. (fn. 20)

On 3 July of this year one Thomas Borrell, canon of the house of Langley, Norfolk, was sent to the Abbot of Titchfield to undergo
in the latter house forty days of penance for a grave fault. This was done in accordance with the decree of Bishop Redman as
visitor. Thomas brought with him sufficient clothing for his body and bed, to last a year. The Abbot of Langley commissioned his
brother of Titchfield to hear the penitent canon's confession. (fn. 21)

The Valor of 1535 gives the gross income of the abbey at £280 19s. 10½d. and the clear value at £249 16s. 1d. John Maxey,
Bishop of Elphin, was then abbot.

John Salisbury, the twentieth and last abbot, was consecrated suffragan Bishop of Thetford on 19 March, 1536, by Archbishop
Cranmer and the Bishops of Salisbury and Rochester. (fn. 22) In May, 1538, he was appointed Canon of Norwich, and in the
following year dean; in 1571 he was made Bishop of Sodor and Man, and died in 1573.

On 1 May, 1537, the Bishop of Thetford wrote to Wriothesley saying that he intended to send his steward to him the next week to
pay his fee for the half year, and desired that he would continue his favours to his poor house. (fn. 23) The income of the house
put it outside the first Act of Parliament for dissolution, and for such cases a variety of schemes for 'surrender' were devised.
Apparently Salisbury had been put in office, through some cajolery, to secure surrender. Sir Thomas Audeley, the chancellor,
wrote a letter of reply to Cromwell in December, 1537, touching the dissolution of this house, and saying that a deed of gift by the
abbot and convent, if they were content to give up their house, sealed before some judge of record, would suffice; but if Cromwell
wished to have a fine or recovery he explained how it might be taken. (fn. 24)

Meanwhile John Crawford and Rowland Lathum were made the king's commissioners to secure the surrender of Titchfield, which
was promised to Wriothesley. The commissioners wrote to him on 22 December, 1537, saying they had made careful inquiries of
the state of the monastery and how many grants had been passed under the convent seal. They described the church as being
most naked and barren, being of such antiquity, saying that 40s. would buy all except the vestment Wriothesley had given and
two old chalices. Evidently the canons had had plenty of warning, and had before this stripped their church of its valuables. It
would be interesting to know what became of their library. At Michaelmas last there were two team of oxen, but now not one ox.
They found a dozen rusty platters and hangings worth 20s., and described the lands as very ruinous. The abbot and convent
confessed to having granted pensions to the old abbot and others to the extent of £50 per annum. The debts amounted to £200;
the abbot and convent expected to be assured of £135 a year for their lives, 100 marks to the abbot, £6 13s. 4d. to each of eight
priests and £5 each to three novices. The house owed the king above 200 marks for first fruits, arid the expense of alterations
would be at least 300 marks; so the commissioners were right in assuring their patron that his first entry would be expensive. (fn.
25)

Though Crawford and Lathum wrote on 22 December of Titchfield as 'the late monastery,' the formal surrender by John,
'perpetual commendatory of the abbey' and the convent, of the house, with all its possessions in Hants, Berks and elsewhere,
was not signed until 28 December. (fn. 26) Thomas Wriothesley at once obtained a grant in fee simple of the site, church and the
whole of the possessions of the abbey in Hampshire, including the advowsons of the churches of Titchfield, Lomer and
Corhampton, as well as of the manor and lands of Inkpen in Berkshire. (fn. 27)

On 2 January, 1538, the commissioners, Crawford and Lathum, wrote to Wriothesley thanking him for his new year's gift,
mentioning the sale of marble stones, altars, etc., from the conventual church, and making light of the plucking down of the
church in a scandalous letter already cited. Later in the same month Wriothesley received news from Titchfield that the carpenter
had stayed in his work of pulling down the church because he was 'loath to adventure with him before the change of the moon,
and that the pavement of the nave was taken up, but scarce the tenth tile saved because they were so worn.' (fn. 28) Two more
letters were written by Crawford to Wriothesley in the following April, wherein he described the alterations in progress at
Titchfield, and stated that he had offered the bells to one Mr. Myls for £60. (fn. 29)

At the time of the dissolution the possessions of the monastery were the manor of Wyker in Porchester, the manors of Titchfield,
Abshot, 'Posbroke,' 'Newcourt Parva,' Fontley, Swanwick, Croft on, Mirables, Newland, Walsworth, Portsea, Copner, Cadlands,
Corhampton; various lands, etc., in Wickham, 'Warishassefeld,' Brooke, Porchester and elsewhere; the rectories of Titchfield,
Lomer and Corhampton, and the manor of Inkpen in Berkshire. (fn. 30)
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When Leland visited Titchfield he wrote in his Itinerary: 'Mr. Wriothesley hath builded a right stately House embatelid, and having
a goodely Gate, and a conducte castelid in the Midle of the Court of it, yn the very same Place wher the late Monasterie of
Premostratences stoode caullyd Tichefelde.' (fn. 31)

Abbots of Titchfield
Richard, (fn. 32) 1222 
Isaac 
Henry de Branewyk 
Henry de Spersholte 
Yvo 
Adam 
William de Byketon 
John Sydemanton 
Roger de Candever 
John de Combe 
Peter de Wynton, elected about 1340 
William de Wallup 
John de Thorny, elected about 1360 
John de Ramsey, elected about 1379 (fn. 33)  
Richard Aubrey, 1420 
Thomas Bensteade 
William Winchestour, alias Fryer 
William Auyten 
Thomas Coyk 
Thomas Blankpage 
John Maxey, Bishop of Elphin, about 1535-6 
John Simpson, 1536, resigned in the same year (fn. 34) 
John Salisbury, 1536-7

Footnotes
1. The church was dedicated in honour of the Assumption of the Blessed Mary (Add. MSS. 4935, f. 61).
2. Dugdale's Monasticon, vi. 931.
3. Harl. MS. 6602, pp. 140-3; f. 214 of the original register.
4. It is not easy to understand why Adam is called the third abbot when he appears to have been the sixth; it may be that the three abbots
before Adam succeeded each other rapidly, and were never duly confirmed.
5. From here the entries are in a later hand.
6. Statute Ordinis Premonstraten' (printed 1530), Distinctio I. caps. vi. vii.
7. Ibid. Dist. I. cap. ix.
8. Statuta Ordinis Premonsteratn', Dist. II. cap. vii.
9. Statuta Ordinis Premonstratensis Renovata( 1630), Dist. II. cap. xiv. p. 109.
10. See Gasquet's Notes on Mediœval- Monastic Libraries (1891); James' Catalogue of MSS., Peterhouse, Cambridge (1899); and Willis
Clark's Customs of Austin Canons (1897).
11. Thus the library of the great Benedictine Abbey of Peterborough only numbered 268 volumes, but these contained about 1,700 works.
12. This list corresponds with that of the whole order compiled in 1320, as given in Le Paige's Bibliotheca Prem. Ord. (1633), p. 33.
13. Dragium is considered by Thorold Rogers (Agriculture and Prices, i. 27) to be a peculiar and inferior kind of barley; but the term dredge
is still used for a mixture of barley and oats.
14. No satisfactory solution of ance has been suggested.
15. A third schedule dated 9 November, 1390, is also entered in this register.
16. Harl. MS. 1603, ff. 130-3.
17. Feudal Aids, ii. 336, 340.
18. Winton. Epis. Reg., Wykeham, i. ff. 208, 209.
19. Dugdale's Monasticon, vi. 935.
20. Add. MS. 4935, f. 61. The Premonstratensians possessed the unique privilege of eligibility to the charge of secular parishes without
papal or other dispensation. Bishop Redman, who held the Abbey of Shap in commendam, was consecrated Bishop of St. Asaph in 1471,
was translated to Exeter in 1495 and to Ely in 1501; he died in 1505.
21. Ibid. 4935, f. 62.
22. Cant. Archiep. Reg., Cranmer, ff. 187-8.
23. Letters and Papers, Hen. VIII. xil. 1108.
24. Cott. MS. Cleop. E. iv. ff. 195, 198.
25. Letters and Papers, Hen. VIII. xii. (2) 1245.
26. Ibid. 1274.
27. Ibid. 1311 (40).
28. Ibid. iii. (1), 151.
29. Ibid. 749-50.
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30. The first Mins. Acct. after the dissolution, noted in Dugdale's Monasticon, vi. 935.
31. Leland's Itinerary, iii. 111.
32. Most of the names of the abbots are taken from the transcripts of the registers in Harl. MSS. 1602, 1603.
33. Winton Epis. Reg., Wykeham, i. ff. 208, 209.
34. Cole's MS. xxvii. f. 88. He received a pension of £20, but in 1538 he offered to resign it if Wriothesley would obtain for him the living of
Horsted in Sussex (Letters and Papers, Hen. VIII. xiii. (1), 381, 728.
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THE HUNDRED OF TITCHFIELD
CONTAINING THE PARISHES OF

ROWNER TITCHFIELD WICKHAM (fn. 1)

The hundred at the time of Domesday included Titchfield, Faccombe, Meon, Bromwich, Bentley, Crofton, Funtley, Wickham,
Segenworth, Hook, Stubbington, and Rowner, and it was assessed at 46 hides. (fn. 2) It belonged to the crown and appears to
have been farmed occasionally, its value in 1266 being 58s. 4d., (fn. 3) though by the reign of Richard II it was reduced to 30s.
(fn. 4) By the beginning of the fourteenth century the area of the hundred had been materially reduced. First the abbot of
Titchfield withdrew his suit in respect of his manor of Swanwick in Titchfield parish, and being called upon in 1279 to show by
what warrant he claimed to do so, pleaded successfully the charter of Henry III, granting to Titchfield Abbey freedom from service
at the courts of the shires and hundreds. (fn. 5) Earlier in the same century Peter des Roches transferred the suit of Bromwich
manor to Fareham; in 1279 William de Valence, being summoned for neglecting to pay the suit due from his manor of Hook,
pleaded that Hook was a member of his manor of Newton Valence, which was exempted from suit at the courts of the shire and
hundred, and his claim was allowed. (fn. 6) In the same year John of Brittany withdrew his suit in respect of his manors of
Crofton, Lee Markes, and Funtley, and as he did not appear the sheriff was ordered to distrain upon his land. (fn. 7) These
withdrawals had reduced the hundred in the time of Edward I to Wickham, Rowner, Stubbington, and Segenworth. By 1316
Prallingworth and Bonewood had been added and Faccombe and Bentley had been transferred to the hundreds of Pastrow and
Thorngate respectively, while the king had recovered his suits of Funtley and Crofton. (fn. 8) In 1651 the hundred consisted of the
tithings of Rowner, West Hook, Chark, Wickham, Great Funtley, Little Funtley, and Stubbington, (fn. 9) all of which are in the
hundred of Titchfield to-day, with the exception of Prallingworth.
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INDEX MAP to the HUNDRED of TITCHFIELD

Footnotes
1. According to the Pop. Ret. 1831.
2. V.C.H. Hants, i, 456b.
3. Chan. Inq. a.q.d. file 2, No. 31.
4. Add. MS. 33284, fol. 106.
5. Cal. of Close, 1227–31, p. 179; Plac. de Quo Warr. (Rec. Com.), 765.
6. Ibid. 765; Assize R. 788.
7. Plac. de Quo Warr. (Rec. Com.), 772; Coram Rege R. No. 70.
8. Feud. Aids, ii, 308, 309, 311.
9. Parl. Surv. 1651.
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TITCHFIELD
Ticefelle (xi cent.); Tichefelde (xiii and xiv cent.).

The parish of Titchfield, containing 4,826 acres, of which 45 are covered by water, is situated to the south-west of the county,
about 2 miles from the Solent. There are 1,491 acres of arable land, 1,239 of pasture, and 811 of woodland. (fn. 1) The ancient
parish was of wide extent, its foreshore stretching 7 miles from the River Hamble to Stokes Bay, while it included Swanwick,
Crofton, Lee, Stubbington, Hook, Funtley, Chark, Posbrook, Bromwich, Segenworth, and Meon. Of these, Crofton, with
Stubbington and Lee-on-theSolent. Hook with Warsash, and Sarisbury with Swanwick were formed into civil parishes under the
Local Government Act of 1894; Sarisbury with Swanwick, Crofton, and Hook with Warsash having been previously constituted
ecclesiastical parishes in 1837, 1871, and 1872, respectively.

Place House, Titchfield (from an Ancient Map)

The parish stretches about seven miles up the Meon valley, and has one mile of foreshore called Titchfield Haven on the Solent.
The town itself is grouped round a central market-place, with streets leading from it on the north, south, and east. There are no
buildings of any particular architectural merit, but the square is picturesque, and the Bugle Inn, with its bay windows, gives
character to it. The stocks once stood here in front of the inn, and the market-house and cage, once in the square, are now set
up in Barry's Charity Yard to the north-west. The market-house is a wooden building with an open lower story, part of which,
inclosed with brickwork and lined with oak, was the cage. The fire engine used to be kept behind it. The church stands a short
distance to the south-west of the square, and the rectory is close to it on the south. To the north the town extends along the
Fareham road, and at the north-west the houses follow the road which runs northward to the ruins of Place House. The River
Meon forms the eastern limit of the town, and though now a small stream, was formerly a tidal harbour, for in the beginning of the
seventeenth century Titchfield was a port, and the site of the wharves can still be traced in the tanyard close to the church. The
third earl of Southampton, however, wished to reclaim the large stretch of sea-marsh lying between the town and the haven, and
for that purpose built a sea-wall across the river mouth, which was completed in June, 1611. In the parish registers this is noted
as the 'shutting out of Titchfield haven by one Richard Talbottes industrie under God's permissione.' The main road from
Southampton to Fareham passes through the town, and the London and South-Western Railway crosses the parish from east to
west, the nearest station being Fareham, about two miles distant. To the north are the ruins of Place House, being the buildings
of the Premonstratensian Abbey converted into a mansion by Thomas Wriothesley, first earl of Southampton, and where his son
Henry entertained both Edward VI and Elizabeth. In 1625 Charles I brought his bride to Titchfield immediately after their
marriage, (fn. 2) while the State Papers for 1675 contain many allusions to the king's visit to Titchfield in that year, where he
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dined with Edward Noel, afterwards lord-lieutenant of Hampshire. (fn. 3) In November, 1688, when the Dutch invasion was
imminent, 'Lord Gainsborough's house Titchfield' was taken for the queen presumably as a convenient point from which to
escape to France. (fn. 4)

A bridge over the Meon close to Place House bears the date 1625. West Hill, a large house on rising ground west of the town,
belongs to the executors of James Dredge, C.M.S., late owner of Engineering. St. Margaret's is a large red-brick house on high
ground to the west of the town: a long range of building with picturesque chimneys and a tower at the south end. It appears to be
entirely of early seventeenth-century date, with much of its original wooden framings, and stands in a pretty garden surrounded
by a belt of trees. Several industries formerly of importance have now almost entirely disappeared, amongst them brick-making,
of which the only remaining trace is a field called 'Clay-pits.' A garden called Skin House Piece marks the site of a building where
parchment-dressing was formerly carried on. Gravel was worked at Meon in former days, and salt was obtained by evaporation
from Hook and Warsash, where the name 'salterns' still survives. At Funtley in the north of the parish are the ruins of an old mill
—the iron mill where ore was smelted, local ironstone being used. Early in the seventeenth century the third earl of Southampton,
alarmed at the decay of trade caused by the suppression of the monastery, started a woollen industry, and men were brought
from Alton 'to teach the poor the art of weaving.' The experiment was not altogether successful, although the older inhabitants
can still remember the time when blankets were manufactured in the parish. The chief local industry to-day is strawberry growing;
Titchfield Common, formerly called Swanwick Heath, and until comparatively recent times a stretch of waste heather land, being
now cut up into small allotments generally consisting of a few acres of strawberry fields round a cottage. In the strawberry season
every available person is employed in picking the fruit, the schools are closed, and all the children go to work in the strawberry
fields. Swanwick is the chief station for this trade, a special staff and special trains being provided by the railway company during
the busy season. Market gardening on a large scale is carried on in the parish, Titchfield supplying most of the cabbages for the
Royal Navy, while turnip greens are largely grown for the London market, 'green cutting' being a recognized industry among the
girls of the locality. There is a large tannery in the town on the site of the old wharves, and a jam factory on the common
belonging to the Army and Navy Stores. Titchfield mill, probably the one mentioned in Domesday and later as being worth 20s.,
(fn. 5) is in the town on the Meon, and there is a windmill on Peel Common at Crofton. Though no traces of any dovecots remain,
there is a field called the 'Dovecot' near Place House.

St. Margaret's, Titchfield

Crofton and Stubbington consist of a few dozen cottages and farms scattered over a tract of flat country, and only round the
green in Crofton is there anything in the nature of a village. Crofton House, south-east of Titchfield, belongs to Col. Boyd, and
Stubbington House, which stands at the corner of the green, is used as a naval school. Its bell is said to have come from Place
House at Titchfield. Whiteleys, in the north of the parish, is an interesting old house formerly standing within the park of Place
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House, and now, from its isolated position, used as a smallpox hospital. In late years old land drains have been discovered near
the house filled in with deer's horns. Lee-on-the-Solent is a modern watering place, there being very little more than the site to
mark its ancient history.

Sarisbury, Locks Heath, Swanwick and Lower Swanwick form a modern parish on the east bank of the River Hamble. At
Sarisbury there are two or three inns, a church, a schoolhouse, and a few cottages standing round a stretch of village green,
along the north side of which runs the Southampton road. Swanwick is merely a collection of modern red-brick cottages
straggling up the stretch of hill which leads from the railway station to the Southampton road. Lower Swanwick is a picturesque
village lying on low ground along the east bank of the Hamble. Brooklands, a large house on the Hamble River, is the residence
of Lt.-Col. Babington, J.P., and Cold East, south of the main road, belongs to Mr. Claude Montefiore. Sarisbury Court is the
residence of Mr. W. Sarton. Curbridge is a tiny hamlet in the north of the parish.

Hill Head consisted, till lately, of a few cottages and fishermen's sheds at Titchfield Haven, but is now developing into a seaside
resort with rows of houses along the shore. Chillinge is a desolate-looking house of Elizabethan date, now cut up into two
cottages, standing alone by the seashore a little to the east of Hook. Hook House Park, east of the parish of Hook with Warsash,
is well wooded, but a large tract of bare heather land stretches from there to Warsash. A great part of it is now being brought
under cultivation as strawberry ground. Hook House, built by Mr. William Hornby, governor of Bombay, at the end of the
eighteenth century, which was a reproduction of Government House, Bombay, was burnt down a few years ago. From Warsash
House, the property of G. A. Shinley, the road descends a sharp hill to the shore where, by the Crab and Lobster inn, the crab
tank of the well-known local industry is built. The village of Warsash is small, and its inhabitants are chiefly employed in the crab
and lobster trade, which occupies them through the late autumn, winter, and spring, many of them in the summer working as
sailors on the many yachts which make their head quarters in the Solent and Southampton Water.

The remains of the buildings of the Premonstratensian abbey of St. Mary, Titchfield, stand at a little distance to the north of the
town. Founded in 1222 for a colony of White Canons from Halesowen, the ruins show that the church and claustral buildings
were completed within a few years of the foundation, and, as far as can be judged, survived without material alteration till the
suppression. The note in the register of the abbey (Harl. 6602, fol. 140–3) mentioning that John bishop of Elphin, eighteenth
abbot, c. 1535, rebuilt the ruinous church, may refer to work done in the now destroyed east end. The church had an aisleless
nave, a central tower, transepts with eastern chapels, and a presbytery, the whole being vaulted in stone. The cloister lay on the
north of the church, the parlour, chapter-house, and warming house being on the east, and the dorter over them, extending with
its subvault a considerable distance northwards; the frater with its subvault on the north, having the kitchen at its west end, and
the cellarer's building and great guest hall on the west. The site of the infirmary is uncertain. The only parts of the church now
standing are the nave walls and the lower part of the west wall of the south transept. The nave was vaulted in six bays, each bay
being lighted by a pair of tall lancets, below the sills of which ran a moulded string at which the vaulting shafts stopped. The
pulpitum seems to have stood in the west arch of the tower, with the east doorway from the cloister immediately to the west of it.
Part of the west cloister door is also preserved, and in the western bay of the nave on the south is a third doorway, built up, but
retaining a consecration cross on its east jamb. There was also a west doorway, and in the western angles of the nave were
vices entered from within the church, their blocked doorways being yet to be seen. The church was entirely faced with wrought
stone, and had a battering plinth, the bays being marked off by projecting buttresses. In the west wall were probably three tall
lancets, the outer jambs of the northern and southern of which still remain. The arrangement of the eastern part of the church as
shown on the separate plate was deduced from excavations undertaken by the Rev. G. W. Minns, with the help of Mr. W. H. St. J.
Hope. The chapter-house, which was separated from the north transept by the inner parlour, was vaulted in two bays, with a
vestibule of two bays opening to the cloister by a central doorway with clustered Purbeck marble shafts, and flanked by double
openings with marble shafts and sills, parts of which yet remain blocked up in the wall. The doorway to a passage east of the
frater remains, with a little of the frater wall, but beyond this nothing is left to show the details of the monastic buildings, except
the traces of a barrel vault which covered the outer parlour in the western range against the north wall of the church.

The abbey was granted at the suppression to Thomas Wriothesley, who converted the buildings into a house for himself, a good
deal of which still remains. The process of conversion is illustrated by a very interesting series of letters among the State Papers,
which have been printed by Mr. Hope in the Archaeological Journal for Dec. 1906. After several schemes of adaptation had been
proposed and abandoned, the monastic frater became the hall, and the chapter-house the chapel; the cloister being treated as
the courtyard of a four-square house. The south side of the church became the main front, and a large gateway with octagonal
angle turrets was planted across the nave, while the central tower was taken down to the roof level and the south transept
destroyed, for the sake of symmetry. The remaining parts of the church lost their vaults and were divided into two stories, the
porter's lodge being on the ground floor to the west of the gateway, its door, window, and fireplace being still to be seen. The
thirteenth-century windows were blocked up and square-headed mullioned windows cut through the wall, while large brick arched
fireplaces were set in the west wall of the nave, the south wall near the crossing, the gatehouse walls, and elsewhere, some of
the cut brick chimney shafts still remaining. Wriothesley's work, where not made of the old material reused, is of Caen stone, and
of excellent workmanship, without a trace of Renaissance feeling. His kitchen occupied the site of the monastic kitchen, and parts
of walls of his date stand here, with two windows on the west, and part of a lamp niche in the north-west angle of the cloister. Till
the latter part of the eighteenth century the whole house stood with little alteration, but it was then dismantled, part of its materials
going to Cams Hall near Fareham, and has since then gradually decayed under the influences of weather, ivy, and general
neglect. A still inhabited cottage on the north, adjoining the north-west angle of the monastic dorter, is probably in part of
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Wriothesley's time, and has a good four-centred stone fireplace in one of the ground-story rooms. A large walled garden incloses
the church and monastic buildings, extending beyond them to east and west, and at some distance further to the west are the
remains of a sixteenth-century building of Wriothesley's date, whose original use cannot be determined. On the north-west are
the banks of large fish-ponds, and on them till lately stood a very large oak tree, now fallen. In a letter to Wriothesley reference is
made to these ponds. The writer reports that he has viewed the fish-ponds, four of them being a mile in length—and that the
bailiff will give Wriothesley 500 carp to stock them, so that in three or four years' time he may sell £20 or £30 worth of fish every
year. (fn. 6) A general view by Grose of the buildings from the north-west, showing the north side of the frater and the west side
of the dorter range, is preserved in Titchfield, and is here reproduced from a copy published in the Hants Field Club Proceedings,
by permission of the Rev. G. W. Minns. A projecting chimney breast on the north of the frater is doubtless an addition of
Wriothesley's time, and a rectangular block of masonry still existing on the south side of the frater seems to be the substructure
of the bay window of the hall. A doorway with the arms of Southampton in the head, masking the western entrance to the inner
parlour, may also have had a projecting window over it, lighting a stair which Wriothesley seems to have put here to lead to the
first-floor rooms in the north transept and dorter range. The whole of Wriothesley's alterations were probably completed by 1542,
in which year he received pardon for having fortified his manor house of Titchfield without licence, and in the same year, or a little
earlier, Leland visited the house, and remarked on the fine conduit-house or fountain in the middle of the cloister, of which no
trace now remains.

The Gateway, Place House, Titchfield
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North Aspect of Titchfield House 
From a drawing by Grose, 1782, in the possession of J. R. Fielder, Esq.

Old place-names are:—Byttenfeld, (fn. 7) Newe Court, Parva Mirabyll, Warishassefield, (fn. 8) and Chilling. (fn. 9) The parish was
inclosed in 1859. The subsoil is gravel and clay and the surface loam.

MANORS
In Domesday Book, TITCHFIELD is described as a berewick belonging to Meonstoke, and held by the king as it had been held
by Edward the Confessor. (fn. 10) It is possible that part of the manor was in the hundred of Meonstoke and part in that of
Titchfield, as it is certain that the hundred of Titchfield was in existence at the time of the Domesday Survey. (fn. 11) An account
of the descent of the manor given by the abbot of Titchfield, in a dispute in the reign of Henry III, shows that William I held it by
conquest, that it was given by his son William Rufus to Payn, ancestor of John de Gisors, (fn. 12) and that the latter forfeited it by
his adherence to the king of France. (fn. 13) King John then granted from it £15 of rent to his supporter Robert de Vipont, and £5
worth to Oliver de Beauchamp, (fn. 14) but Robert died in 1227. Henry III in 1228 granted the manor to Hubert de Burgh, earl of
Kent and justiciar, 'to hold as freely as John de Gisors held it until the king shall restore it to the heirs of John of his free will or by
a peace.' (fn. 15) However, during the next year, Hubert de Burgh gave back Titchfield to Henry in exchange for the manors of
Eylesham (Norfolk), and Westhall (Suffolk), (fn. 16) and the sheriff of Southampton was ordered to free the men holding in that
part of Titchfield formerly granted to Hubert de Burgh, but now retained in the king's hands, from suit at shire and hundred courts.
(fn. 17) In 1232 Henry granted the manor to Peter des Roches, bishop of Winchester, for the part endowment of the
Premonstratensian abbey which he was about to found there, (fn. 18) and from this date until the Dissolution the manor remained
with the abbot and convent of Titchfield. Free warren in their demesne lands of Titchfield was granted to the abbey by Edward I in
1294 (fn. 19) and afterwards confirmed by Henry VI, (fn. 20) who also granted many liberties and immunities to the abbey and
convent in consideration of the many services rendered by them to himself and his queen on the occasion of their marriage in the
abbey of St. Mary, Titchfield. One of the most important of these liberties was the right to hold an annual fair to last for five days.
(fn. 21) John Sampson, bishop of Thetford, the last abbot of Titchfield, surrendered the possessions of the abbey to the king in
1537, (fn. 22) and in the same year the estates were granted to Thomas Wriothesley (fn. 23) (created earl of Southampton in
1547), for the services which he had rendered at the dissolution of the monasteries, subject to a pension of £20 to the late abbot.
(fn. 24) Shortly afterwards he was knighted by the king, and on his death in 1550 he was succeeded by his son Henry, (fn. 25)
who during his lifetime entertained both Edward VI and Elizabeth at Titchfield. Henry his son, third earl of Southampton, attainted
in 1601 for his complicity in the plots of the earl of Essex, was condemned to imprisonment for life (fn. 26) and the confiscation of
his estates; but on the accession of James I he was released, restored to his possessions and the earldom of Southampton. (fn.
27) He died abroad in 1624, and the property passed to his son Thomas, who, leaving no heirs male, was succeeded by his
eldest daughter Elizabeth, who married Edward Noel, first earl of Gainsborough. (fn. 28) Their only son died without issue, and
the Titchfield estate ultimately passed to their two granddaughters and co-heiresses Elizabeth, who married William Henry
Bentinck first duke of Portland, and Rachel wife of the second duke of Beaufort. The third duke of Beaufort acquired both
moieties of the property in 1711, (fn. 29) and the fifth duke sold the manor to Peter Delme in 1741. (fn. 30) On the failure of male
heirs to the Delmé family in 1894 the estate passed to the descendants of two co-heiresses: Elizabeth wife of the Rev. C. Delmé
Radcliffe, and Julia married to Captain James Arthur Murray, R.N., the present joint-owners being their respective sons, Colonel
Emilius Charles Delmé Radcliffe, and George Delmé Murray. (fn. 31)
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Wriothesley, Earl of Southampton. Azure a cross or between four falcons close argent.

Mention is made in Domesday of one mill in Titchfield worth 20s., (fn. 32) but it does not appear to have been included in the
grant of Titchfield to the abbot, as in 1307 Simon and John Whorstede received licence to alienate in mortmain to the chapel of
St. Elizabeth, Winchester, a rent of 20s. issuing out of the mill of Titchfield. (fn. 33) In 1272 two mills and certain lands in Titchfield
were granted to Henry, abbot of Titchfield, by Philip de Molyns for a rent of 33s. 4d. (fn. 34) However, before 1330, John de
Molyns released this rent, since his release was confirmed by letters patent in that year. (fn. 35)
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Radcliffe. Argent a crosslet gules between three bends engrailed sable a label and a quarter sable with a
crosslet or in the quarter.
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Delme. Or an anchor sable between two lions passant gules.

There was a market at Titchfield in 1086, and though it was said to be injurious to a neighbouring market it was still existing in
1535, when Richard Towris reports to Lord Lisle that the clerk of the market was keeping his court at Titchfield and had
commanded that no man should sell wheat above 8s. a quarter on pain of imprisonment and forfeiture. There is no record of its
history after this date. (fn. 36) In 1424 the abbot received permission by charter to inclose and make a park of 60 acres of land,
10 acres of pasture, and 50 acres of wood in Titchfield. There is an interesting reference to this park in the State Papers for the
year 1635, when notification was made to the Lords of the Admiralty that the officers of the Navy had contracted for timber from
the wood of the earl of Southampton at the rate of 22s. the load, and that 'they had had assurance the whole kingdom could not
better 1,000 trees agreed for there.' They also added that the ministers of the earl 'had acquainted them with the prejudice
sustained by the Earl in having his timber so long restrained from sale, since ready money for the disengagement of his debts
was the principle motive occasioning his felling thereof.' That the timber grown in this park was highly valued is shown by a letter
of Capt. Anthony Deane to the Naval Commissioners in 1668, in which he writes: 'Mr. Eastwood gave you notice of the timber
felled in Titchfield Park and bought by private men, and all the best trees docked for buckets, which would grieve anyone to
behold such strange destruction to such rare goods and indeed jewels.' He adds that he had treated about 500 loads at 38s. the
load. He knew of no timber like it except in the New Forest. (fn. 37)

Apart from the manor of Titchfield proper, there appears to have been an estate in Titchfield called the manor of Titchfield in the
sixteenth century, probably owing its origin to the purchase by Thomas de Overton from John de Masseworth of 1 carucate and 6
acres of land in Chark and Titchfield in the fourteenth century. (fn. 38) The estate subsequently passed to his daughter Isabel and
her husband Thomas le Warrener, (fn. 39) who held it until 1407. (fn. 40) From them it appears to have descended in a direct line
through five generations to Joan Tawke, who married firstly Robert Ryman and secondly Edmund Bartlett, who both predeceased
her. (fn. 41) She held the manor at her death in 1561, (fn. 42) when it passed to her son William Ryman for life with reversion to
his brother Humphrey. The latter appears to have died during his brother's lifetime, (fn. 43) and from this date all assumed status
of manor was lost, and the estate evidently merged in Titchfield proper.

At the time of the Domesday Survey BROMWICH (Burnewick xi cent.; Bromwych, Brunewych, xiv cent.; Bromwiche, xviii cent.)
was held by Walkelin bishop of Winchester of the king, though not as a part of his bishopric. Angot held it under him, and it had
been held by Edric in the time of Edward the Confessor. (fn. 44) At what date it came into the possession of the Bromwich family
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does not appear, but in the fourteenth century it was held by Lucas Bromwich and John Bromwich successively. (fn. 45) By 1428
it had passed to the Uvedale family, John Uvedale, son of Sybil de Scures, having acquired the property probably by purchase
from Thomas Bromwych. (fn. 46)

In 1434 it was granted or sublet to Reginald West, Lord De La Warr, who was probably connected with the Uvedale family, for in
the time of Henry III a certain Thomas Uvedale married Margaret daughter of Roger De La Warr. (fn. 47) On the death of Lord De
La Warr in 1451 the manor again reverted to the Uvedales, and was held for a time by William son of John Uvedale. (fn. 48) By a
deed dated 1480–1 it was granted by Thomas son of William Uvedale to his father's brother Sir Thomas, to hold jointly with
Agnes Paulet his wife, (fn. 49) and shortly afterwards it was leased to a certain John Estuy for twelve years at a rent of 16 marks
and 2 pence. The lessor granted to the tenant annually one robe of the suit of a groom, and the latter was to pay the fifteenth to
the king when payable and all the church dues. (fn. 50) Before his death, in 1513, Henry Uvedale settled the manor on his wife
Mary, (fn. 51) but in 1530–1 the presumptive heirs to the manor all sold their interest in the reversion to Sir Henry Wyatt. (fn. 52)
Mary Uvedale survived him, however, and his son, Sir Thomas Wyatt, sold the reversion in 1538 to Sir Thomas Wriothesley. (fn.
53) Two years previously Mary Uvedale had given up her life interest, (fn. 54) and later Sir Thomas Wyatt made a fresh
conveyance in confirmation of the Wriothesley title. (fn. 55) The same year the manor was granted to Sir Thomas Wriothesley's
sister Anne Knight and her husband for their lives and that of the survivor at a rent of 6d. a year, but it was regranted to the donor
almost immediately 'in consideration of the many benefits received from him.' (fn. 56) Ten years later the manor was granted to
Roger Polstin and his wife, servants of Thomas Wriothesley (now earl of Southampton), with the explanation that it was for
services to be rendered as well as for those already received. They were to hold it for three lives at a rent of £10, but the grant
did not include the right of fishing in the pond by the manor house. (fn. 57) Henry Wriothesley succeeded to his father's estates in
1550, and thence they passed to his son Henry, who in 1617 leased the 'messuage and farm called Bromwich Farm' to Philip
Gifford at a rent of £10 16s.—the tenant was to make all payments and duties 'for the King's Majesty, the Church, the Parish and
the poore of the same.' Also twice in every year he was to provide for the officers of the earl when they came to hold courts there
'sufficient meat and drink and other provision befitting their officers and servants, and sufficient room hay litter and provender for
their beasts.' (fn. 58) On the expiration of this lease another for twenty-one years at a rent of £10 16s. was granted to Sir Henry
Wallop, (fn. 59) who had married the sister of the third earl of Southampton. Bromwich followed the descent of Titchfield until
1734, when on the sale shortly afterwards of a considerable part of the Titchfield property to the duke of Beaufort it was retained
by the duke of Portland, in whose possession it was in 1762. From him it was purchased by Mr. William Hornby, governor of
Bombay at the end of the eighteenth century, in whose family the property remained until the death of Mrs. Hood, the last
survivor of the family, whose husband, the Hon. Albert Hood, is the present owner. (fn. 60)

There is no mention of the manor of CHARK in the Domesday Survey, but it is probable that it was included at this date in that
part of Titchfield which was held by the king. Some time in the twelfth century the overlordship was granted to John de Gisors,
who was certainly holding lands in Hampshire as early as 1161. (fn. 61) He never held Chark, however, in demesne, but received
a rent of 50s. from the sub-tenants, 40s. of which he granted in alms to the priory of Hamble. On the forfeiture of the estates of de
Gisors the remaining 10s. rent escheated to the crown, and King John granted it to Oliver de Beauchamp as part of 100s. of land
and rent which he had licence to acquire in Chark and Titchfield in exchange for the manor of Melbourne in Derbyshire (fn. 62)

The rent was still paid to the De Beauchamp family in 1302, but eight years later Richard de Beauchamp granted it, together with
a messuage and a carucate of land in Titchfield and Chark, to William son of John de Masseworth. (fn. 63) From John de
Masseworth (son of John) it passed in 1356 to Thomas de Overton, (fn. 64) who died in 1361, and two years later it was
conveyed to his niece Isabel and her husband, Thomas de Warrener. (fn. 65)

The under-tenants of this manor in the twelfth century were members of the family of Bruton— probably the Hamo Brito and
Gilbertus le Bret who alienated lands in Chark to Quarr Abbey. (fn. 66) In 1292 William Bruton died seised of nine virgates of land
in Chark held in socage paying 10s. rent to Richard de Beauchamp. (fn. 67) About the middle of the thirteenth century Richard
Bruton was holding a moiety of Chark, while in 1316 William Bruton was returned as holding the vill of Chark, (fn. 68) which,
however, from this date disappears from the assessments of the Feudal Aids. It was probably included in the one-third of a
knight's fee in Warde held by him in 1346, (fn. 69) and mentioned below in the descent of Lee Bruton, and it may be suggested,
therefore, that it passed at some time before the year 1428 to Thomas Wayte. (fn. 70) It was certainly settled on John Wayte and
his heirs in 1453. (fn. 71) The subsequent history of the manor is the same as that of Lee (q.v.).

At the time of the Dissolution the abbey of Quarr held a farm in Chark valued at £12 2s. 6d., (fn. 72) which was probably part of
the grant made to the abbey by the Bruton family about the thirteenth century, when the monks received permission to have their
boat free of toll along the seaboard of Chark or Lee, and to send their men to grind their corn at Chark. (fn. 73)

At the time of the Domesday Survey CROFTON was held by Count Alan of Brittany as it had been by Ulward, 'who could betake
himself where he would with this land.' (fn. 74) It is probable that Crofton formed part of the possessions of Edwin earl of Mercia,
the whole of which were granted to Alan of Brittany for his services at the Conquest, and afterwards formed the honor of
Richmond, of which Crofton was held certainly as late as 1355. (fn. 75) Some time during the twelfth century the manor seems to
have been granted to the Furneaux family, with whom it remained until 1331, (fn. 76) but shortly after that date it apparently
passed, probably through some family connexion, to Maurice le Brune, who died seised of the manor then termed 'a liberty called
Crofton,' belonging to the manor of Rowner, in 1355–6, leaving a son and heir William, who was holding the same in 1358–9. (fn.
77)
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Of the subtenants of the Furneaux Geoffrey Talbot was seised of the manor in the reign of John, (fn. 78) and was succeeded by
his son Lawrence, (fn. 79) who married a certain Benedicta, and their daughter Alice became the wife of Henry of Glastonbury,
who was in possession of the property in 1316. (fn. 80) After the death of Henry the manor was settled on Alice with reversion to
her son Henry, on whose death without heirs it passed to John son of John le Venour, as son and heir of Eva sister of Geoffrey
Talbot. He released his right to Benedicta widow of Lawrence and Elias de Cherleton, her second husband. (fn. 81) In May, 1331,
licence was granted to Elias and Benedicta to alienate the manor in mortmain to the abbot and convent of Titchfield on condition
that they should find a chaplain to celebrate divine service daily in the chapel of St. Edmund, Crofton, for the soul of Edward II
and for the souls of Elias and Benedicta after their deaths; the abbot undertook to regrant the manor to the grantors for life. (fn.
82) By a charter given four years later the abbot received a grant of free warren in his demesne lands in Crofton. (fn. 83) In 1537
the last abbot of Titchfield surrendered the manor with his other possessions to the king, and it was granted the same year to
Thomas Wriothesley. (fn. 84) From this date Crofton follows the descent of the manor of Titchfield (q.v.).

Mention is made in Domesday of a mill at Crofton worth 12s. 6d., but there is no further trace of its history.

There were two manors in FUNTLEY (Funtelei, xi cent.; Funceley, xiii cent.; Funtelegh, xiv cent.) at the time of the Domesday
Survey. Of these, one (fn. 85) held before the Conquest by Ulward under Earl Godwin had passed in 1086 into the hands of
Count Alan of Brittany, (fn. 86) whose descendants, except for one short period, held the overlordship until 1279, when the honor
of Richmond was in the hands of Peter of Savoy. (fn. 87) The history of the overlordship for the next two centuries is obscure, but
in 1305 a dispute arose between the king and Henry of Glastonbury as to the custody of the heir. (fn. 88) The matter was settled
in favour of the king, who granted the lordship to his daughter Mary, nun of Ambresbury. (fn. 89) On her death the overlordship
was possibly granted or restored to Henry of Glastonbury, and given by him with the manor of Crofton to the abbot and convent
of Titchfield, as in 1338 the manor of Funtley was granted to the latter to be held as of their manor of Crofton. (fn. 90)

The first undertenant of the manor of Funtley Parva of whom there is record was Nicholas Fostebire, who held one messuage
and half a hide of land there (fn. 91) in 1269–70. The manor appears to have been granted to the family of St. Martin later in the
century, as in 1303–4 William de Pageham was holding it by gift of his father-in-law, Hugh de St. Martin. (fn. 92) It then consisted
'of a hall built with tiles, a grange and ox-house built with straw … 90 acres of arable land … 20 acres of pasture worth an acre
per annum 2d., 4 acres of meadow worth an acre per annum 2s., one water mill worth per annum 10s., 3 acres of large wood
and 3 acres of underwood worth an acre per annum 6d., and eight customary tenants who paid rent per annum 21s. 9d.' (fn. 93)
From William it passed to his son John, whose daughter Mary granted it in 1338 to the abbot and convent of Titchfield, (fn. 94) in
whose possession it remained until the Dissolution, when it passed with the other Titchfield property to Thomas Wriothesley, earl
of Southampton, and followed the descent of Titchfield (q.v.).

The second manor in Funtley was held at the time of Edward the Confessor by a certain Turi under Earl Godwin. In 1086 it was in
the possession of Ranulf Flamme, (fn. 95) and being confiscated with the rest of his estates in 1100, passed into the king's
hands, (fn. 96) and was granted some time prior to the year 1241 to the Arundel family, (fn. 97) in whose possession it remained
until 1615, (fn. 98) after which the rights of overlordship probably lapsed.

Of the subtenants Hugh de Hoyvill was holding one-fourth of a fee in Funtley in 1241, which he had inherited from Richard de
Hoyvill his father, which passed to Philip de Hoyvill, probably his son, who in 1294 was granted free warren in his demesne lands
there. (fn. 99) Seventy years later William de Hoyvill, probably a grandson, was assessed in the Feudal Aids as part owner of the
vill. (fn. 100) In 1346 it was held by William de Hoyvill, (fn. 101) probably son of the former one, but before 1428 it had passed to
the Uvedale family, John Uvedale being then in possession. (fn. 102) It then followed the descent of Wickham until 1721, when it
was held by Sir Richard Corbett, from whom it was purchased by Jonathan Rashleigh, M.P. for Fowey, Cornwall, in 1724. (fn.
103) It apparently passed out of the hands of the Rashleigh family at the end of the eighteenth century, and since then the
property appears to have been broken up. (fn. 104)

At the time of the Domesday Survey HOOK (Houch, xi cent.; Hoke, xiii cent.; Houke, xiv cent.; Hooke, xv cent. onwards) was
held by Hugh de Port, (fn. 105) and the overlordship probably followed the descent of the St. John barony (see Wickham), though
it is difficult to be certain of this after the fourteenth century. (fn. 106) In 1086 one German was holding Hook of Hugh de Port, but
for the next two centuries its history is unknown. At the beginning of the fourteenth century the vill of Hook was held jointly by
Aymer de Valence, Roger Mortimer, John Pageham, and Richard of Winchester, (fn. 107) but of these holdings the two former
only appear to have had any manorial history. On the death of Aymer de Valence without issue in 1324, (fn. 108) his property in
Hook, afterwards known as Hook Valence, probably passed to John de Hastings, one of his heirs, and through him in a direct line
to John earl of Pembroke, whose widow Philippa, daughter of Edward Mortimer, was holding it in 1389. (fn. 109) She married as
her third husband, between 1393 and 1400, Thomas Poynings lord St. John of Basing (fn. 110) —a connexion which, assuming
that the St. Johns were still the overlords of Hook, might explain the possession of Hook by the Wests, also connexions of the
Mortimers in the sixteenth century. In 1488 Elizabeth Uvedale was holding 16 messuages and 132 acres of land in Hook of
Thomas West, Lord De La Warr, (fn. 111) and this property was held until his death in 1501 by her son Robert. (fn. 112) Sixty
years later Thomas West sold the manor of Hook Valence to Sir Richard Lyster, son-in-law of Thomas Wriothesley, (fn. 113) and
as the latter died possessed of the manor in 1550, (fn. 114) it probably passed to him by some family settlement. From this date
until 1762 it follows the descent of Swanwick (q.v.).
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The manor of HOOK MORTIMER held by Robert Mortimer in 1316 probably escheated to the king on his attainder in 1330, but
apparently was restored with the earldom to Roger his grandson in 1355, as Roger's son Edmund was holding rents in Hook
Mortimer in 1381, 'from divers tenants there who hold according to the custom of the manor, as of the ancient demesne of the
crown.' (fn. 115) Edmund Mortimer died without issue in 1425, and the Mortimer estates went to his nephew Richard duke of
York, (fn. 116) whose eldest son Edward afterwards became Edward IV, and in this way the estate again came into the king's
hands. In 1540 Henry VIII granted Hook Mortimer to Anne of Cleves, (fn. 117) and in the following year to Queen Catherine as
her jointure; (fn. 118) in 1543 it was leased for thirty years to Edmund Clerke, (fn. 119) and if, as seems probable, (fn. 120) the
manor of East Hook can be identified with Hook Mortimer, it passed before 1550 to Thomas Wriothesley earl of Southampton,
who also possessed the manor of Hook Valence. (fn. 121) From this date the descent of both is identical with that of Titchfield
until 1734, after which it is the same as that of Bromwich (q.v.). (fn. 122)

Mortimer. Barry azure and or a chief or with two pales azure between two gyrons azure therein and a
scutcheon argent over all.

A chapel appears to have been opened in Hook in the fourteenth century, without the authority of the bishop, and the archdeacon
was therefore sent to admonish those responsible. As, however, services continued to be held, the offenders were summoned to
appear before the bishop in Winchester Cathedral. They did not appear, and sentence of excommunication was passed upon
them in 1379. (fn. 123) In what way the dispute was finally settled does not appear, but the chapel was still existing at West Hook
in 1570–1. (fn. 124)

LEE-ON-THE-SOLENT
LEE-ON-THE-SOLENT (Ly, La Lige, xiii cent.; Lye xv cent.) is not mentioned by name in the Domesday Survey, but was probably
included at that date in the fee held by Count Alan of Brittany in Funtley and Crofton, which subsequently became part of the
honour of Richmond. (fn. 125) In 1302 Richard Bruton died seised of land in Lee held of Isolda le Brun as of the honour of
Richmond 'in manu ipsius Isolde existent ibidem.' (fn. 126) The overlordship had probably passed to her husband William with
the liberty of Crofton, 'by commission' of John of Brittany. (fn. 127) There seems to be no further documentary evidence as to the
descent of the overlordship, but it was probably for some time at least included in Crofton liberty.
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Of the subtenants Roger Markes seems to have held one carucate of land, subsequently known as the manor of LEE MARKES,
about the middle of the thirteenth century, (fn. 128) and in 1327 Edmund Markes, probably son of Roger, paid 2s. subsidy,
presumably assessed on the same estate. (fn. 129) Thirty years later William Markes was holding land in Lee of Thomas
Warrener, which was to pass to the abbot and convent of Titchfield on the death of William, and in this way it came into the hands
of Thomas Wriothesley at the Dissolution.

In 1236 Gilbert de Bret (alias Brut) died seised of the manor of 'Ly' (which subsequently became known as Lee Britten or Bruton),
being 1 carucate, by the service of a third of a knight's fee of the honour of Richmond, and some years later this was held by the
guardian of the heir of John le Bret from Peter of Savoy as of the honour of Richmond. (fn. 130) The manor seems to have
passed from John to Richard Bruton, who held a moiety of Lee and Chark as one-third of a knight's fee by the serjeanty of
crossing the sea with the king, and who was succeeded by his son Richard. The latter died in 1302, leaving a son William, a
minor, who was holding in 1327 and probably in 1346 if, as seems likely, Warde was a local name for the Bruton estates in Lee
and Chark. (fn. 131) From William the manor passed to his son John, and from Alice daughter of John to her son Thomas, who
died without heirs at the end of the fourteenth century. He appears to have alienated it to Thomas Wayte, as in 1310 the latter
was sued by John Wallop, who claimed the manor as descendant of Alice sister of William Bruton. John's claim was allowed, (fn.
132) but the reversion was apparently granted to Thomas Wayte, as in 1428 he was holding one-third of a knight's fee in Warde
jointly with the abbot of Titchfield. (fn. 133) The history of the manor for the next hundred years is obscure, but in 1528 John
Wayte, a descendant of Thomas, leased the manor of Lee to Arthur Plantagenet. (fn. 134) In 1530 John Wayte conveyed the
manor to Sir Richard Lyster, from whom it probably passed to his father-in-law, Sir Thomas Wriothesley, some time within the
next ten years, for in 1540 a dispute was tried before the Privy Council between Wriothesley and one Walter Chandler, Walter
having complained that Sir Thomas had withheld the manor of Lee from him without paying for it. The council, however, decided
that the charge was wholly unfounded, and Chandler was ordered to make apology and restitution. (fn. 135) From this date the
descent of both manors is the same as that of Titchfield (q.v.).

At the time of Domesday MEON belonged to the bishop of Winchester, having been held previously by a certain Toui who rented
one-half of the king and held the other by grant from the earl of Hereford, (fn. 136) on whose death the whole appears to have
been granted by the king to the bishop. No further mention of Meon is found until 1510, when Thomas Uvedale granted to Henry
Uvedale his heir lands and rent in Meon. (fn. 137) The property then follows the history of Bromwich (q.v.) until 1550, when
Thomas Wriothesley earl of Southampton died seised of the same, then for the first time called the manor of Meon. (fn. 138) After
this date there is no further reference to the so-called manor, which probably became merged in that of Bromwich.

POSBROOK
POSBROOK (Passebroc or Postbrook xiii cent.) is not mentioned in Domesday Book, and very little is known of its early history.
It appears to have been held by members of the Passebroc family in the early part of the thirteenth century, (fn. 139) and in
1243–4 it was acquired either by purchase or grant from a certain William de Setteville by Isaac abbot of Titchfield. (fn. 140) A
grant of free warren in Posbrook was made to the abbey in the reign of Edward I, (fn. 141) and the manor remained in the
possession of the monastery until the Dissolution in 1538, (fn. 142) when it was granted to Thomas Wriothesley as part of the
abbey estates, and from this date the descent of the manor is the same as that of Titchfield (q.v.).

Though the name of QUOB (Quabbe, xiii-xvii cents.) now survives only in Quob Farm and Copse, there were formerly two
separate estates of that name, one of which belonged to the lords of the manor of North Fareham in the thirteenth century, and of
which the following mention is made. In the reign of Edward I Emma de Roches granted her son Hugh 'the land of Quabbe in the
parish of Titchfield.' (fn. 143) In 1571 Sir Richard Pexall, descendant of Hugh, died seised of land and tenements in 'Quabbe' (fn.
144) and his grandson Sir Pexall Brocas was holding the same in 1610. (fn. 145) In 1635 the property, then called for the first
time a manor, was in the possession of Thomas Brocas, (fn. 146) and certainly as late as 1762 the lords of North Fareham
received £1 yearly as lords' rent from 'Quabbe' Farm, (fn. 147) which had evidently become merged in the manor of North
Fareham.

The second holding that bore the name was first mentioned in 1311, when Richard de Beauchamp held one tenement called 'La
Quabbe' with two gardens, 6 acres of arable land, 5 acres of meadow, 3 acres of wood, 20 acres of pasture, and an assize rent
of 39s. 2d.—property which Oliver de Beauchamp his ancestor had licence to acquire in Titchfield in exchange for the manor of
Melbourne in Derby, granted to King John. It was held by the service of doing suit at the court of the king at Titchfield and by a
rent of 16d. yearly. Richard apparently held it only for the life of William de Masseworth, but his co-heiresses put in a claim for the
property, which was disallowed, and the escheator was ordered to deliver up the land to William, (fn. 148) and on his death, in
1335, the estate passed to his brother Walter, who held it by the service of doing guard at Portchester for 30 days. (fn. 149) In
1361 Thomas de Overton died seised of the manor of 'Quabbe,' (fn. 150) which had probably (like the second Titchfield manor)
been included in the carucate of land, 6 acres of meadow, 12 acres of wood and rent in Titchfield and Chark acquired by him in
1356 by purchase from John de Masseworth. (fn. 151) William, brother and heir of Thomas, appears to have died shortly after his
brother, and the estate passed in 1363 to his daughter Isabel and her husband Thomas le Warrener, (fn. 152) who three years
later acquired the onethird part of the manor which Agnes, widow of William, was holding in dower. (fn. 153) During the next
seventy years the estate appears to have been broken up, since there is no further mention of the manor as such, while in 1426
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Thomas Warrener was possessed of only one toft and 2 virgates of land called Quabland in the vill of Titchfield—'which he held
jointly with Isabel Overton, formerly his wife.' (fn. 154) It is probable that this property as well as the rest of the Overton estate
gradually became merged in Titchfield proper.

SEGENWORTH
SEGENWORTH (Sugion, xi cent.; Suggenwerch, xiii cent.; Sokyngworth, xiv cent.; Sechingworth, Siginworth, xvi cent.) was one
of the lordships granted to Hugh de Port by William I, and at the time of Domesday Herebald held it from him as Ulric had held it
under King Edward. (fn. 155) At the end of the thirteenth century William de Stratton was holding one knight's fee of Robert de
St. John, (fn. 156) descendant of the De Ports; but by the middle of the fourteenth century it had passed to the family of Wayte,
and was then in the hands of William Wayte. (fn. 157) In the fifteenth century it was held by Margaret Wayte, wife of another
William Wayte, (fn. 158) and through her it descended to John Wayte, probably a grandson, who leased the manor in 1528–9 to
Arthur Plantagenet Viscount Lisle, his kinsman. (fn. 159) From this date the descent of the manor is the same as that of Lee
Britten (q.v.).

Wayte. Argent a cheveron gules between three hunting horns sable.

At the time of Domesday STUBBINGTON (Stulbinton, Stubynton, Stobington, xiii cent.), which under King Edward formed part of
the possessions of Earl Godwin, was held by the De Port family, (fn. 160) from whom it passed to the St. Johns, descendants of
the De Ports, early in the thirteenth century, and in whose possession the overlordship remained until 1309, when it was granted
by John de St. John, lord of Basing, to the abbot and convent of Titchfield. (fn. 161)

From an early date Stubbington was held under the St. Johns by Reginald de Mohun and his successors, who before the end of
the thirteenth century had granted it to John de Rayny, (fn. 162) whose grandson, William de Rayny, about 1293 granted all his
lands in Stubbington to the abbey of Titchfield, (fn. 163) which, during the following century, acquired other lands in Stubbington
by various grants. (fn. 164) This grant was confirmed by royal charter in 1320, and mention is made in the same deed that the
abbot was freed from all suits and services due to him from such land. (fn. 165) A grant of free warren was made to the abbot in
1293. (fn. 166) It continued to be noted separately among the possessions of the abbey until 1428, (fn. 167) from which date it
disappears from the Titchfield records, and was probably included in Titchfield itself.
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There is no mention of SWANWICK (Swanewik, xv cent.) in Domesday Book, and the first record relating to it is in 1231, when
Henry III confirmed to Peter des Roches, bishop of Winchester, the gift made to him by Humphrey de Millers of all the land and
rent in Swanwick, which Humphrey had acquired by grant of William, bishop of Avranches. (fn. 168) This land became part of the
possessions of the newly founded abbey of Titchfield, and was held of the bishop of Avranches. (fn. 169) A grant of free warren
was made to the abbot by Edward I in 1294. (fn. 170) Swanwick was held by the abbey (fn. 171) until surrendered to the king
with the other possessions of Titchfield Abbey in 1537, and in the same year it was granted to Thomas Wriothesley, (fn. 172) and
from this date follows the descent of Titchfield until the first half of the eighteenth century, when it was retained by the duke of
Portland on the sale of a considerable part of the Titchfield estate to the duke of Beaufort between 1734 and 1741. (fn. 173) Its
descent is then the same as that of Bromwich (q.v.).

Titchfield Church

CHURCHES
The church of ST. PETER, TITCHFIELD, has a chancel with south chapel, nave with aisles and south-west vestry, and west
tower, and is a fine and interesting building, with a long architectural history, the lower part of its tower and the west end of the
nave being probably the oldest piece of ecclesiastical architecture now standing in Hampshire. The church to which they
belonged had an aisleless nave probably of the same dimensions as the present, a chancel and a western porch, the latter
probably of two stories. The feature is an early one, and as there are none of the characteristics of the latest style of pre-
Conquest architecture to be seen, it is possible that this building may have its origin in the ninth century, or even earlier. Its
subsequent history was that a south aisle was added to the nave in the twelfth century, a new west doorway made, and probably
towards the end of the century a new chancel arch. The tower seems to have been raised to its present height about the same
time, and about 1220 the chancel was rebuilt round the older one, becoming of the full width of the nave, and the chancel arch
was now, or perhaps later, widened, the old responds being reused. About 1320 the south chapel was built, and in the fifteenth
century the present north aisle of the nave was built, probably superseding an older one, of which nothing remains, the south and
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east walls of the chancel being remodelled to harmonize with the new work. In 1867 the twelfth-century south arcade of the nave
gave place to a modern one, the whole of the south aisle being rebuilt, and a few years since a vestry was added at its south-
west angle.

The chancel has a fifteenth-century east window of five lights, and three three-light windows of the same date on the north. On
either side of the east window are two tall canopied niches for images of the patron and other saints, one over the other, also of
the fifteenth century. At the south-east are three thirteenthcentury sedilia under moulded arches, the eastern seat being higher
than the other two; to the east is a trefoiled piscina with a modern projecting bowl, and at the west a thirteenth-century priest's
door. The rest of the south wall is taken up by an arcade of two bays, c. 1320, with clustered shafts and foliate capitals, that of
the central shaft having four winged beasts among the foliage. The arches are of two orders with wave-moulds, and the bases
rest on a dwarf wall, not coming down to the floor level.

The chancel arch is pointed, of one order with chamfered angles, springing from half-round responds, the southern capital having
plain foliage, while that on the north has been mutilated and repaired without ornament. The chancel has a fifteenth-century roof
with arched principals and trussed rafters, its other woodwork being entirely modern.

The south chapel, which is of the same length as the chancel, and slightly wider, has an original east window of three trefoiled
ogee lights, and three twolight south windows of a similar type, a later fourcentred doorway having been inserted under the
second window from the east. At the south-east are three trefoiled sedilia, also original, the eastern of which is higher than the
rest, and has a rounded back, and to the east is a trefoiled piscina of the same date. At a little distance from the east wall are
large corbels in the north and south wall, 7 ft. from the floor, to carry a beam at the back of the altar; a moulded string over the
piscina stops at this line, and this space at the east was evidently screened off to serve as a vestry. The centre of the chapel is
occupied by the splendid Wriothesley monument described below.

The south arcade of the nave, of three bays, and the south aisle, are modern, in fourteenth-century style; but the north arcade, of
four bays, with tall and slender clustered piers, moulded arches, and octagonal moulded capitals and bases, is a pretty piece of
fifteenth-century detail. The east window of the north aisle, of five lights under a segmental head, is flanked by elaborate
contemporary canopied niches, and there is a third niche set against the north face of the east respond of the arcade. There are
in this aisle four three-light windows on the north and one on the west, all contemporary with the arcade, and the roof is probably
plain work of the same date. The nave roof is old, with trussed rafters, but the tie-beams are modern, and at the east end is a
rood beam set up in 1889 with a wall painting of the Crucifixion over it. On the west wall of the nave is a large wall painting of the
miraculous draught of fishes, and above it, high in the wall, a blocked roundheaded window, now opening to the top stage of the
tower, but, before its building, to the open air, above the roof of the early porch.

The west doorway is a fine specimen of the latter part of the twelfth century, of three ornamented orders with nook shafts. It
opens to the west porch or ground story of the tower, whose walls are only 2 ft. 3 in. thick. The western arch of the tower is plain
and roundheaded, in large blocks of Binstead and iron stone, like those used in the Roman east gate of Portchester Castle. The
angle quoins are of the same character, the walls being of rubble, and above the arch a bonding course of Roman bricks, three
deep, runs round the tower, and is continued across the west end of the nave. At a late repair it was found to go right through the
wall. The belfry stage of the tower has single lights, probably c. 1200, and the tower is finished with a rather heavy wooden spire.
Its upper stages are reached by an external stair on the north, leading to a doorway in its north-east angle.

The font at the north-west of the nave is modern, and the only monument of much interest, except that of the Wriothesleys, is a
small tablet on the north wall of the chancel to William Chamberlaine of Beaulieu, 1608, showing a man and his wife kneeling
under a cornice with heraldry, and two sons and two daughters below.

The Wriothesley monument, commemorating the first earl and countess of Southampton, and their son the second earl, was set
up in accordance with the will of the latter, proved 7 February, 1582, by which the enormous sum of £1,000 was left for the
making of 'two faire monuments' in the 'chapel of the parish church of Tichell, co. Southampton.' The directions for two
monuments were however ignored, and one only was made, on which the three alabaster effigies rest. It is a raised rectangular
tomb, with projecting pilasters at the angles, which carry tall obelisks; the central part of the tomb is raised some feet above the
rest, and on it lies the effigy of Jane countess of Southampton, 1574, that of her husband the first earl, 1551, lying at a lower level
on the north, and that of her son the second earl, 1582, in like manner on the south. The whole is of alabaster and marble most
elaborately and beautifully worked, carved, and panelled, the inscriptions being on black marble panels at the feet of the three
effigies. In the vault beneath are also buried Henry third earl of Southampton and his son James Wriothesley, 1624, and the
fourth and last earl, Thomas, 1667.

In the north-east angle of the south aisle is an inlaid wood panel with the Wriothesley arms, with a pediment supported by
caryatides, and below it the motto VNG PARTOUT. It was formerly in the Bugle Inn.

There are six bells, the first two of which were added and the rest recast in 1866. The fifth was a Salisbury bell, c. 1400, inscribed
AVE MARIA PLENA; the fourth of 1628, inscribed IN GOD IS MY HOPE I. I.; the third by Francis Foster of Salisbury, 1675, and
the tenor by Wells of Aldbourne, 1769. There is also a small bell uninscribed of some antiquity
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The plate is a very fine silver-gilt set, consisting of two cups with cover patens, inscribed THE GIFT OF THO CORDEROY GENT
AħO DOĨ 1673, with the arms of Corderoy—a cheveron between two molets and in base a lion, all with a border—the crest being
a crowned heart (cæur de roi); in spite of the inscription, the date letter on the cups is that of 1675; two flagons of the same date
and gift; two alms dishes of 1670 of the same gift; and a standing salver of 1679, given by William Orton.

The first book of the registers contains entries from 1589 to 1634, and is of paper; the second covers the years 1634–78, and the
third 1678–1762. The fourth, fifth, seventh, and eighth books contain the marriages from 1754 to 1812, and the sixth the
baptisms and burials, 1762–1812. In these registers there are twelve entries of burials of soldiers between 27 November and 16
December, 1627, probably men wounded in the disastrous expedition to La Rochelle. In August, 1628, the duke of Buckingham's
murder is very fully chronicled: 'The Lorde Duke of Buckinghame was slayne at Portesmouth the 23 day of August being
Satterday, Generall of all ye fleete by sea and land, whose name was George Villers Ryght Honorable.'

The church of the HOLY ROOD, CROFTON, has a chancel with south chapel, a north transept with north vestry, a large south
transept, and a nave with south porch and west bell-turret.

The plan is irregular, the chancel not being on the same axis as the nave, and owing to modern alterations there is little guide to
the earlier history of the building. The chancel and north transept seem to be early fourteenth-century work, their walls being
unusually thin, nowhere more than 2 ft.

The south transept is a modern addition in poor Gothic style, of much larger area than the north transept, and contains nothing of
note beyond the large white marble monument of Thomas Missing, 1733, with his arms, gules a cheveron between three molets
argent and a chief or.

The chancel, 15 ft. 8 in. by 13 ft., has a modern two-light east window, on the north a repaired squareheaded window of two
trefoiled lights, c. 1320, and on the south a single uncusped light. To the west of this a pointed arch of two orders opens to the
south chapel, which has a two-light east window cinquefoiled, and a modern south doorway. To the north of the window is a plain
corbel for an image. The chancel arch, which seems to be of fourteenth-century work, dies out at the springing, and on the same
line at the west of the south chapel is a half arch with a moulded string at the springing, which looks like early thirteenth-century
detail.

The north transept, 12 ft. 9 in. by 8 ft. 6 in., which opens to the nave by an arch like the chancel arch, has a three-light north
window with net tracery, and a square-headed east window of two lights, both c. 1320–30. In the north wall is a narrow doorway,
and west of it a blocked low side window with an internal rebate for a wooden frame. The doorway now opens to a modern vestry
built against the north wall of the transept. In the west wall of the transept is a single trefoiled fourteenth-century light.

The nave, 51 ft. 3 in. by 19 ft., has three squareheaded north windows, each of two trefoiled lights, one south window of the
same type, and a four-centred south doorway, all of fifteenth-century style, but mostly of modern masonry. There is a three-light
west window with a circular window over it, both modern.

The roofs of the chancel, nave, and north transept are old, but without detail by which their approximate date may be deduced; all
other woodwork in the church is modern, except the pulpit, which is of eighteenth-century date.

Externally the roofs are red-tiled, and at the west end of the nave is a boarded turret containing one bell by Clement Tosier, 1710.

The church of ST. MARY, HOOK, built in 1871, is of stone in Early English style, and consists of chancel, nave of four bays,
aisles, transepts, north and south porches, and a western turret containing one bell. The register dates from 1871.

The church of ST. PAUL, SARISBURY, built in 1836, and partly rebuilt and enlarged in 1888, is of brick and stone in Early English
style, and consists of chancel, with organ chamber and vestry, nave, transepts, and western tower containing a clock and one
bell. The register dates from 1837.

The font, near the south door, has an octagonal bowl on a short stem, and may be of fifteenth-century date. This church is now
used only as a mortuary chapel, a new building of the same name having been erected in 1871 to serve as the parish church.

ADVOWSONS
The first mention of the advowson of Titchfield appears to be in 1231, when the right of presentation was granted with the manor
to the abbot and convent of Titchfield. (fn. 174) The abbey presented from 1302 to 1539, and from that time the descent of both
the manor and advowson are identical till 1856, when the patronage passed to the dean and chapter of Winchester. (fn. 175)

There was a church at Crofton in 1086 which is probably identical with the chapel of St. Edmund mentioned in the fourteenth
century in connexion with the grant of the manor to the abbot and convent of Titchfield. (fn. 176) As it was never assessed
separately in any ecclesiastical valuation, and there is no evidence to show that it has ever been a separate ecclesiastical unit, it
was probably a chapel of ease to Titchfield and was served by the same incumbent. The ecclesiastical parish of Crofton was
formed from Titchfield in 1871.

The living of St. Mary's, Hook, is a vicarage in the gift of the bishop of Winchester, and that of St. Paul's Sarisbury, also a
vicarage, is in the gift of the vicar of Titchfield. There is an iron church at Lee-on-theSolent, Congregational chapels at Sarisbury
and Warsash, a Baptist chapel at Sarisbury, and a Wesleyan chapel at Lee-on-the-Solent.
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CHARITIES
The charities of Robert Godfrey, of Henry earl of Southampton, and Richard Godwin, are now dispensed under a scheme issued
by the Charity Commissioners, dated 17 December, 1897, and 9 December, 1902, under the title of 'The Charities of the Earl of
Southampton and Others.' Robert Godfrey's charity founded by deed 1597, consists of land, cottages, and stable, let at £28 a
year. Richard Godwin's charity is a rent-charge of £4 issuing out of Pressmoore's estate at Glastonbury, Somerset. The trust
estates of the earl of Southampton's charity consist of about twenty-seven acres of land, tenements, and gardengrounds,
producing a gross income of £115 a year. By the schemes above referred to the annuity of £4 is directed to be applied in the
advancement of the education of children in a public elementary school, by way of prizes, together with a further sum of £10 out
of the general income, and subject thereto the residue of the yearly income for the benefit of poor persons resident in the civil
parish, and in default in the ancient parish of Titchfield. In 1905 £24 was paid to pensioners, £5 in tools for apprentices, and
subscriptions were made to provident clubs.

Mrs. Charlotte Hornby, by her will proved 1890, bequeathed a legacy represented by £1,865 5s. 8d. consols, the income from
which, amounting to £46, is applied equally in subscriptions to clothing clubs and in the distribution of blankets at Christmas.

Seymour Robert Delmé in 1894 bequeathed £1,000 to the vicar and churchwardens of Titchfield church, which is invested in
consols to the amount of £910 12s., the income from which, amounting to £22 15s., to be distributed among the poor. He also left
£500 invested in consols to the amount of £455 5s. 8d., producing an income of £11 7s. for the repair of the church.

A recreation ground, 4 acres in extent, was by an award in 1866 dedicated to the use of the parishioners, to which an additional 5
acres was given by deed in 1897.

Seymour Robert Delmé, by his will proved in 1894, left £1,383 7s. 5d. India stock, producing an income of £41 10s., one-third of
which is to be applied in the advancement of the children of Crofton, and two-thirds for the benefit of the poor. In 1867 4 acres
and 22 poles of land were awarded to Crofton as a recreation ground, any profits from the pasturage, averaging £3 a year, to be
applied for public uses.

In 1885 E. J. Sartoris gave a site, and building thereon, to be used as a reading room for Hook with Warsash.

In 1866 a recreation ground of 6 acres and 22 poles was awarded for the use of the inhabitants of Sarisbury, and by deed dated
1892 Mrs. L. Seymour gave a parish room, which was vested in 'The Official Trustee of Charity Lands,' by an order of the Charity
Commissioners, dated 5 July, 1892.
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165. Dugdale, Mon. vii, 934–5.
166. Ibid. 931.
167. Feud. Aids, ii, 308, 336, 356.
168. Cal. of Chart. R. i, 140. There is no evidence of the date of Humphrey's acquisition of the property.
169. Testa de Nevill (Rec. Com.), 233b; Plac. de Quo Warr. (Rec. Com.), 765.
170. Chart. R. 22 Edw. I, No. 87.
171. Pat. 3 Hen. VI, m. 13; ibid. 1 Edw. IV, pt. v, m. 25.
172. Feet of F. Southants, Mich. 29 Hen. VIII; Pat. 29 Hen. VIII, pt. 1, m. 4; being called the manor of Swanwick for the first time.
173. Recov. R. Southants, Trin. 2 Geo. III, No. 59.
174. Cal. of Chart. R. i, 168; Pat. 3 Hen. VI, pt. 1, m. 13.
175. Inst. Bks. (P.R.O.).
176. Pat. 5 Edw. III, pt. 1, m. 5.
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PDECISION
See attached Notification

Chief Development
Control Officer

Page 1 of 5

TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 1990
TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING (GENERAL PERMITTED DEVELOPMENT) ORDER 1995

Ref No : P/05/1663/FP

The Bryan Jezeph Consultancy for Briercliffe Developments Ltd
The Gallery
3 South Street
Titchfield
Fareham  Hampshire
PO14 4DL

Posbrook Lane - Great Posbrooke Farm - Titchfield

Refurbish Grade 2* Listed Building to form Garaging, Convert Shed & Store to form 4No.
Dwellings & Erect 6No. New Dwellings

Application Received : 28th November 2005
as amended by plans received 11th January 2006

In pursuance of their powers under the above mentioned Act the Council, as the Local Planning
Authority, hereby PERMIT the development described above, in accordance with your application
and the plans and particulars submitted in connection therewith, and subject to due compliance
with the conditions specified below:

1.

2.

3.

4.

The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiry of three years from the
date of this permission.
REASON:  To comply with the procedures set out in the Town and Country Planning
(General Development Procedures) Order 1995 and Section 92 of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990.

The development hereby permitted shall be carried out strictly in accordance with the
drawings stamped approved,  subject to such minor amendments to the detailed design of
the development as may be approved in writing under this condition by the local planning
authority.
REASON:  In order to secure a satisfactory form of development.

No development shall take place until samples of all external and surfacing materials to be
used in the construction of the dwellings hereby permitted, have been submitted to and
approved by the local planning authority in writing. The development shall be carried out in
accordance with the approved details.
REASON:  To secure the satisfactory appearance of the development in accordance with
Policy DG5 of the Fareham Borough Local Plan Review.

No development shall take place until details of the internal finished floor levels of the
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5.

6.

7.

8.

dwellings in relation to the existing and finished ground levels have been submitted to and
approved by the local planning authority in writing.  The development shall be carried out in
accordance with the approved details.
REASON:  To safeguard the character/appearance of the area and to protect the amenities
of nearby residential properties; to safeguard the setting of the listed building; in
accordance with Polices DG1, DG5 and HE3 of the Fareham Borough Local Plan Review.

No development shall take place until a detailed landscaping scheme identifying all existing
trees, shrubs and hedges to be retained together with the species, planting sizes, planting
distances, density, numbers and provisions for future maintenance of all new planting,
including all areas to be grass seeded and turfed, has been submitted to and approved by
the local planning authority in writing.
REASON:  In order to secure the satisfactory appearance of the development; in the
interests of the visual amenities of the locality; in accordance with Policies DG4, DG5 and
DG6 of the Fareham Borough Local Plan Review.

The landscaping scheme, submitted under Condition 5 above, which shall also include the
demolished of all buildings stated as to be demolished on drawing 480/02 Rev A shall be
implemented within the first planting season following the commencement of the
development or as otherwise agreed in writing with the Local planning authority and shall be
maintained in accordance with the agreed schedule.  Unless otherwise agreed, any trees or
plants which, within a period of five years from first planting, are removed, die or, in the
opinion of the local planning authority, become seriously damaged or defective, shall be
replaced, within the next available planting season, with others of the same species, size
and number as originally approved.
REASON:  To ensure the provision, establishment and maintenance of a standard of
landscaping; in accordance with the approved designs in accordance with Policies DG4,
DG5 and DG6 of the Fareham Borough Local Plan Review.

No development shall take place until a scheme of tree protection, in accordance with
BS5837:2005 - Table 1, has been submitted to and approved by the local planning authority
in writing and which shall take into account trees both on and off site which may be
affected. The agreed scheme shall be implemented before any of the substantive
development is commenced and shall be retained throughout the development period until
such time as all equipment, machinery and surplus materials have been removed from the
site. Within the areas so fenced nothing shall be stored or placed and the ground levels
shall not be altered.
REASON: To ensure that the trees, shrubs and other natural features to be retained are
adequately protected from damage to health and stability during the construction period; in
accordance with Policies DG3, DG4, DG5 and DG6 of the Fareham Borough Local Plan
Review.

No development shall take place until there has been submitted to and approved in writing
by the local planning authority a plan indicating the positions, design, materials and type of
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9.

10.

11.

12.

boundary treatment to be erected.  The boundary treatment shall be completed before the
buildings are occupied or in accordance with a timetable agreed in writing with the local
planning authority and shall thereafter be retained at all times
REASON:  In the interests of residential amenity and the interests of the visual amenity of
the area; in accordance with Policies DG4, DG6 and C3 of the Fareham Borough Local
Plan Review.

No dwelling hereby permitted shall be occupied until visibility splays of 2.4 metres x 60
metres have been provided at the junction  of the existing and proposed access/egress with
Posbrook Lane. The visibility splays shall thereafter be kept free of obstruction at all times.
REASON:  In the interests of highway safety; in accordance with Policies DG5 and T5 of
the Fareham Borough Local Plan Review.

Notwithstanding the provisions of Schedule 2 of the Town and Country Planning (General
Permitted Development) Order 1995 (or any subsequent Order revoking and re-enacting
that Order) at no time shall any, enlargement (including any enlargement to the roof of any
dwelling) building or enclosure be constructed/erected within the curtilage of any of the
dwellings hereby permitted unless otherwise agreed in writing by the local planning
authority following the submission of a planning application made for that purpose.
REASON: To safeguard the visual amenities of occupirers of the development as a whole
and the character and appearence of the rural surroundings as a whole in accordance with
Policies DG5 and C3 of the Fareham Borough Local Plan Review.

Notwithstanding the provisions of Schedule 2 of the Town and Country Planning (General
Permitted Development) Order 1995 (or any subsequent Order revoking and re-enacting
that Order) at no time shall any windows or transparencies be inserted at first floor level into
the eastern elevation of the dwellings 9 and 10 hereby permitted unless otherwise agreed in
writing by the local planning authority following the submission of a planning application
made for that purpose.
REASON: To prevent overlooking and to protect the privacy of the occupiers of the
adjacent properties in accordance with Policy DG5 of the Fareham Borough Local Plan
Review.

No development shall take place at the site until a listed building consent has been granted
for the restoration of the Grade II* listed barn.The use of the Grade II* listed barn to the
south of dwellings 1 and 10 shall be confined to pedestrian and vehicular access, the
parking of ten private motor vehicles and the domestic storage needs of dwellings within the
permitted development only. Ten car spaces shall be permanently marked out on the
finished floor of the building. No structure, plant or equipment whatsover shall be attached
to or supported by the internal or external structure of the building. Nothing whatsoever
shall be placed or stored within the building which obstructs the continued use any one or
more of the ten marked car spaces.  
REASON: To define the permitted use of the building concerned, to ensure that adequate
covered parking is made available for the dwellings concerned, and to safeguard the
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13.

14.

15.

17.

structure and fabric of the Grade II* Listed building in accordance with policies T5 and HE2
of the Fareham Borough Local Plan Review.

No works of demolition or site clearance shall be undertaken between the calendar months
of March to November inclusive.
REASON: To safeguard the interests of protected species nesting within the existing
buildings and structures on the site in accordance with policy C18 of the Fareham Borough
Local Plan Review.

No development shall take place until there has been submitted to and approved in writing
by the Local planning authority:
a) a desk top study of the former uses of the site and adjacent land and their potential for
contamination: and
b) should the study reveal a potential for contamination, an intrusive site investigation and
assessment of the risks posed to human health, the building fabric and the wider
environment including water resources should be carried out: and
c) Where the site investigation and risk assessment reveals a risk to receptors, a detailed
scheme for remedial works to address these risks and ensure the site is suitable for the
proposed use shall be submitted to and approved by the local planning authority in writing.
d) The presence of any unsuspected contamination that becomes evident during the
development of the site shall be bought to the attention of the Local planning authority. This
shall be investigated to assess the risks to human health and the wider environment and a
remediation scheme implemented following the written approval of the Local planning
authority.  The approved scheme for remedial works shall be fully implemented before the
permitted development is first occupied/brought into use.  On completion of the remedial
works and prior to the occupation of any properties on the development, the developer
and/or his approved agent shall confirm in writing that the works have been completed in
full and in accordance with the approved scheme.
REASON: To ensure that any contamination of the site is properly taken into account
before development takes place; in accordance with Policy DG4 of the Fareham Borough
Local Plan Review.

No development shall take place until details of the measures to be taken to prevent spoil
and mud being deposited on the public highway by vehicles leaving the site during the
construction works have been submitted to and approved by the Local planning authority in
writing.  The approved measures shall be fully implemented upon the commencement of
development and shall be retained for the duration of construction of the development.
REASON:  In the interests of highway safety and the amenity of the area in accordance
with Policies DG5 of the Fareham Borough Local Plan Review.

No work relating to the construction of any of the development hereby permitted (Including
works of demolition or preparation prior to operations) shall take place before the hours of
0800 or after 1800 Monday to Friday, before the hours of 0800 or after 1300 Saturdays or
at all on Sundays or recognised public holidays, unless otherwise first agreed in writing with
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18.

the Local planning authority.
REASON:  To protect the amenities of the occupiers of nearby residential properties; in
accordance with Policies DG1 of the Fareham Borough Local Plan Review

No materials obtained from site clearance or from construction works shall be burnt on the
site.
REASON:  To protect the amenities of nearby residents; in accordance with Policy DG1 of
the Fareham Borough Local Plan Review.

1.

2.

(i)  Your attention is drawn to the enclosed Warning Notice relating to development
not in accordance with approved plans. The protocol for 'Dealing with variations to
Planning Permission' is available from the Civic Offices or in the Council's web site
www.fareham.gov.uk

(ii)  You are also reminded that where a decision contains conditions which are
required to be discharged before development commences, to commence
development before those conditions are discharged means that the development is
not pursuant to the planning permission and is therefore UNAUTHORISED
DEVELOPMENT.

(i)  This permission is granted for the following reasons:-
The development is in accordance with the Policies and Proposals of the
Development Plan set out below, and other material considerations do not have
sufficient weight to justify a refusal of the application.  In accordance with Section
38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004, planning permission
should therefore be granted.

(ii)  In determining this application the following policies of the development plan
were taken into account:
Fareham Borough Local Plan Review 2000:C1, C2, C3, C16, H11, H12, HE2, DG1,
DG3, DG4, DG5, R5, C18  and T5

Further Information:
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Building for the future – in some style

SKILL A wood sculpture at Holly Hill Country Park, and inset, creator Paul Sivell

By 
CHRIS BROOM
Email

Published: 09:00
Wednesday 23 January 2013

Jobs Cars Homes NewsletterLogin

M&M proposal made a sweet marriage for Portsmouth couple

FOOD AND DRINK HOMES & GARDENS HERITAGE GAMINGLIFESTYLE REAL LIFE
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THE striking wood carvings in Holly Hill Country Park in Sarisbury and Stubbington park have been drawing

admiring gazes since they were created by sculptor Paul Sivell early last year.

And now they have been given an award in the local design Oscars, scooping the title for
best .

CREATOR Paul Sivell

Civic body the Fareham Society has honoured outstanding examples of  and architecture from

across the borough from the past three years.

From a minimalist seafront home, to a new hospital and the restoration of a manor house that was last
used as a birth centre, the society’s team of judges has picked the cream of the crop.

A Personal Trainer's Guide To Shaking O� The Stresses And Strains Of Work Travel

Read More Promotional feature from Crowne Plaza

landscaping

design

Join WWF Now To Help Protect Our Planet

ADVERTISEMENT
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Brenda Brooker, from the society, says: ‘They were all very interesting schemes.

‘It’s very much to do with people’s willingness to work with the advice they’re given and to be very aware of
the setting they are building in.’

‘A lot of it re�ects the economic situation and how much building is taking place at the moment.

‘But it also very reliant on the people’s awareness of design and the environment they are going to build in.

‘It’s very important to have the right building in the right place.

‘If they work with the conservation o�cers rather than forge ahead on their own with an inappropriate
scheme, they will get a much better result in the long-run.

‘The two new builds were the community hospital and Lighthouse 65, and both are good examples of how
to �t into their surroundings.

‘And with Blackbrook, they worked very well with their architects.

‘These schemes are also getting more and more sustainable which cannot be a bad thing either.’

The �ve-person judging panel was chaired by the society’s Stephen Day and included Graham Brown,
architect, town planner and member of the Peters�eld Society; Roger Bunn, design and art lecturer and
member of The Fareham Society; Tony Munford, town planner, conservation o�cer and member of The
Fareham Society; Phillip Turner, architect and Hampshire Buildings Preservation Trust trustee.

One of the main aims of The Fareham Society is to stimulate public interest in the promotion of high
standards of architecture and design in the borough.

It originally created the awards to be held every two years, but the last awards were held in 2009, when not
enough schemes were deemed worthy of the top prizes.

The awards were given for the best examples of good design completed between January 2009 and July 31,
2012.

Promoted by WWF

From plastic in our oceans to the killing of elephants for their tusks. In so many ways our planet is
su�ering but together we can make a di�erence
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Commemorative plaques will be awarded to the winners of both the new-build and restoration sections in
the spring, with framed certi�cates to the architects, builders and others associated with the winning entry.

Framed certi�cates  were also be awarded to highly commended entries and to the winners of the
landscaping section.

The winners were presented with their awards at the society’s meeting by the chairman of Fareham
Borough Council’s planning committee, Cllr Nick Walker.

Mrs Clapperton adds: ‘We felt all the entries were worth being seen by the judges and the judges said they
were impressed by the high standard.

‘I think on the whole, though, it was fairly easy for them to come to their decisions.’

For more information about the society and its work go to farehamsociety.org.uk or call (01329) 280526.

FAREHAM COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

Since opening to the public in May 2010, the £14m Fareham Community Hospital in Brook Lane, Sarisbury,
has proved a hit with patients.

It took the title of best new build.

The new purpose-built hospital has a contemporary design, and judges were impressed the use of di�erent
colours and logos, inspired from the four natural elements, to di�erentiate between the four departments
and help orientation within the building.

Features such as light tubes bring natural light to corridors, whilst automatic taps and heating from a wood-
chip boiler help lessen its environmental impact. The architects were Broadway Malyan and the contractor
was Morgan Sindall of Whiteley.

ABSHOT MANOR

Formerly part of a country club, the house was deemed at risk.

But the judges considered that the scheme to restore and convert the grade II listed building and the
replacement of an unattractive commercial wing with apartments has been carried out to a high standard.

As a result the restoration work has been highly commended

Design was by ADP Architects of Park Gate and construction by Jackson Collins and GJF Building Services.

Original features have been restored and the new-build wing blends with the original house.

Judges said the scheme has considerably enhanced the setting of the old house.

BLACKBROOK HOUSE

Blackbrook House had been a birth centre until the NHS closed it in 2005, and remained empty until it was
bought in 2010 by Stephen Press who announced his intention to turn it into a private nursing home.

And the awards’ judges clearly liked what has been done since they awarded it best restoration  scheme.Page 182 of 193 Page 864
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The conversion and restoration into a rest home of this grade-II listed building was carried out by W Stirland
Ltd with architects Anthony Perry Associates of Southsea.

Judges felt the restoration is of a high quality, with interior and exterior features restored, such as original
sash windows, and the staircase.

GREAT POSBROOK FARM

At Great Posbrook Farm, in Posbrook Lane, Fareham, the judges thought the repair of the timber frames of
both buildings had been skilfully executed to a very high standard.

They gave it a highly commended in the restoration category.

They felt that using the whole of the main barn section of the piggery as a large open-plan living room and
kitchen has allowed the integrity of the timber framed structure to be kept.

And placing the bedrooms and bathrooms in the side-wing with windows in the original low arched pig
openings, has retained its proportions.

The work was carried out by Banner Homes with architect Hugh Thomas.

LIGHTHOUSE 65

This modern home, dubbed Lighthouse 65, was designed by architect Andy Ramus of Winchester and
commissioned by owners Lynne and Adrian Sproson.

Hugging the cli� with only the �at roofs and glazed entrance kiosk visible from the road, it keeps the open
views of the Solent from Hill Head Road, in Hill Head, for the public.

With its striking white rendered and glass elevations facing the Solent, judges have highly commended it in
the new build category.

The Sprosons’ labour of love was completed early last year and was described by judges as a dramatic
addition to the seafront between buildings of traditional styles, with the external clean lines being carried
though to the interior design.

COURSE PARK COTTAGES

Course Park Cottages were a pair of grade-II estate cottages in a dilapidated state in Fragorum Fields,
Titch�eld Common.

But the judges felt that they have been skilfully restored and extended with modern facilities while keeping
their character.

And they gave them their seal of approval by regarding them as highly commended in the restoration
category.

The work was carried out as part of a housing development on the surrounding land by the Portsmouth
contractor Tomicca and its in-house architect’s practice.
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APPENDIX 6.0 
PLANNING DRAWINGS FOR GREAT POSBROOK 
SUMMER HOUSE AND GARAGE (APPLICATION 
REFERENCE P/06/1210/FP) 
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APPENDIX 7.0 
PLANNING DRAWINGS FOR OLD BARN COTTAGE 
BARN/GRANARY (APPLICATION REFERENCE 
P/20/0458/LB) 
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